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THE BOOK OF JOB.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER XXH.

This chapter commences the third series in the controversj[. As before,

Eliphaz begins the argument, and replies to Job. He maintains his former

sentiments, and does it with great energy, and is evidently roused by the

argument of Job. Job had attacked their maia position in the previous

chapter, and it became necessary now to fortify it if possible. There is,

also, much severitj' in this discourse, and far more than usual that is

personal. Job is openly charged with aggravated guilt, which before had
been rather implied than said. But here is no concealment; and perhaps

this is an instance, such as often occurs, where, when a man has the worst

of the argument, he resorts to a personal attack on liim who has confuted

him. The argument of Eliphaz comprises the followmg points : (1.) That
it could not be any advantage to God that a man was righteous, and that he
set up a claim to perfection. God had nothing to lose in treating men as

they deserve, and could not be deterred by fear from dealing %\'ith them
according to their real character, vers. 1—4. By these remarks, he seems
to be reph'ing to Job as if it must bo trae, that if God did twt deal with
them according to their real character in this life, as Job had maintained, it

must be either because he feared the wicked man, or because there was some
advantage which he expected to derive from the fact that he lived. Instead

of meeting the facts, to which Job had appealed, he goes into an abstract

argument, of a '^•ery sophistical character, to show that it could not be so—

a

very common mode with controversialists. (2.) Eliphaz then openly attacks

Job ; appeals to him as an instance of the truth of his position ; says that it

was an indisputable fact that he was a great siuner, that his iniquities were
infinite, and that, therefore, he had been overwhelmed with these calamities,

vers. 5—11. He argues from it, as a point which could not be called in

question, that Job's calamities had come upon him in consequence of a
guilty life ; and that whatever he might say about the theory of the Divine
government, his own case was one which would confute it all. Job was
himself, he mauitatns, a full demonstration that God would punish the
wicked in this life. In these unkmd remarks, the course of the argument
is somewhat changed. Before this, the friends of Job had maintained the

abstract position, that the wicked would be dealt with in tliis life according
to their deserts, and had given a great variety of illustrations of this. But
it had been left to be inferred that Job had this character because these

calamities had come upon him. But now the argument is changed. It is

mamtaiued, as an indisputable pomt, that he is an emmently wicked man,
and that these calamities have come upon him in consequence of his crimes

;

and that, therefore, his own case showed that God would punish the wicked
in this life. (3.) In vers. 12—14, Eliphaz says that it was implied in the
argument of Job that God could not distinguish between the actions of men

;

and the reasons why he did not treat them as they deserved must be, that

thick clouds intei-posed between them and God, so that he could not see their



JOB.

CHAPTER XXII.
"^HEN Eliphaz tlie Temanite
answered and said,

2 Can a man be profitable

« unto God, as ' lie tbat is Tvise

may be profitable unto himself?
g Psa. If). 2.

1 or, (/ he may be projiiahte, dolh his good
success depeud thereon'/

THE THIKD SERIES IN THE CONTROVERSY. —Ch. Sxii.—XXSl.

The third speech of Miphaz.—Ch. xxii.

1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered and said

:

2 Can a man then be profitable to God,
As a wise man may be profitable to himself.'

conduct, or that the distance between God and man was so great that he was
not able to mark what man was doing. Job had, in fact, maiatained no
such position ; but Eliphaz inferred that this must be his meaning, or that

his sentiments must lead to this. (4.) Eliphaz then (vers. 15—20) refers

Job to the case of those who perished iu the flood, and speaks as if Job had
adopted their sentiments. They lived in prosperity. They said to God,
Depart fi-om us. Their houses were filled with good things. Yet, he says,

they were suddenly destroyed, and that at so signal a judgment the righteous

rejoiced—imphing that it was not improper to be gratified when so heavy
calamities had come upon one who had shown himself as wicked as Job was
now proved to be. (5.) In the conclusion, Eliphaz urges Job to become
truly acquainted with God, assm-iug him that he would then be at peace, and
then gives a glowing description of the prosperity to which he might look

as a reward, vers. 21—30. He would be rich ; the Almighty would be his

defence ; he would find happiness in God ; his prayer would be heard ; Hght
would shine upon his ways ; and when others were humbled, he would be
exalted.

2. Can a man be profitable unto God? Can a man confer any favour

on God, so as to lay him under obligation ? Eliphaz supposes that Job
sets up a claim to the favour of God, because he was of service to liini,

or because God had something to fear if he was c\it off. He maintains,

therefore, that a man can confer no favour on God, so as to lay him
under obligation. God is independent and supreme. He has nothing

to gain if man is righteous—he has nothing to apprehend if he is

punished. He is not dependent at all on man. f As he that is icise.

!Marg., or, if he tnaij be profitable, doth his good success depend thereon?

The meaning of the passage is, a wise man may promote his ovi'n

advantage, but he cannot be of advantage to God, All the result of

his wisdom must terminate on himself, and not on God. Comp. Psa.

xvi. 2. Of the correctness of this sentiment there can be no doubt.

It accords with reason, and with all that is said in the Scriptures.

God is too great to be benefited by man. He is infinite in all his

perfections ; he is the original fountain of blessedness ; he is supremely
wise ; he has all resources in himself, and he cannot be dependent on
his creatures. He cannot, therefore, be deterred from punishing them
by any dread which he has of losing their favour—he cannot be
induced to bless them because they have laid him under obligation.

Eliphaz meant this as a reply to what Job had said. He had
maintained, that God did not treat men according to their character

in this life, but that, in fact, the wicked were often prospered, and
suffered to live long. Eliphaz at once infers that, if this were so, it

must be because they could render themselves serviceable to God, or

because he must have sometliing to dread by punishing thcni. In the



CHAPTER XXII.

4 Will lie reprove thee for

fear of thee? will lie enter with
thee into judgment?

3 Is it any pleasure to the

Almighty, that thou art right-

eous ? or is it gain to him, that

thou makest thy ways perfect?

3 Is it a pleasure to the Almighty if thou be just,

Or gain to him shouldst thou make tliy ways perfect ?

4 Will he contend with thee because he feareth thee

—

With THEE will he enter into judgment ?

general sentiment he was right ; in the inference he was wrong—since

Job had not affirmed that they are spared from any such cause, and
since many other reasons may be assigned.

3. Is it ani/ pleasure to the Almighty, that thou art righteous? This is

tlie same sentiment which was advanced in the previous verse. The
meaning is, that it can be no advantage to God that a man is righteous.

He is not dependent on man for happiness, and cannot be deterred

from dealing justly with him because he is in danger of losing anything.

In this sense it is true. God has pleasure in holiness wherever it is,

and is pleased when men are righteous ; but it is not true that he is

dependent on the character of his creatures for his own happiness, or

that men can lay him under obligation by their own righteousness.

Eliphaz applies this general truth to Job, probably, because he under-
stood him as complaining of the dealings of God with him, as ifh.e had
laid God under obligation by his upright life. He supposes that it

was implied in the remarks of Job that he had been so upright, and
had been of so much consequence that God ought to have continued
him in a state of prosperity. This supposition, if Job ever had it,

Eliphaz correctly meets, and shows him that he Avas not so profitable

to God that he could not do without him. Yet do men not often feel

thus ? Do ministers of the gospel not sometimes feel thus ? Do we
not sometimes feel thus in relation to some man eminent for piety,

wisdom, or learning ? Do we not feel as if God could iiot do witliout

him, and that there was a sort of necessity that he should keep him
alive ? Yet how often are such men cut down, in the very midst of

tlieir usefulness, to show (1) that God is not dependent on them ; and
(2) to keep them from pride, as if they were necessary to the execution
of the Divine plans ; and (3) to teach his people their dependence on
Him, and not on frail, erring mortals. AVhen the church places its

reliance on a human arm, God very often suddenly knocks the prop
away.

4. Will he reprove thee for fear of thee? Or, rather, will he come
into trial, and argue his cause before a tribunal, because he is afraid

that his character will suffer, or because he feels himself bound to

appear, and answer to the charges which may be brought ? The lan-

guage is all taken from courts of justice; and the object is, to reprove
Job as if he felt that it was necessary that God should appear and
answer to what he alleged against him. H Will he enter with thee into

judgment ? Will he condescend to enter on a trial with one like thee ?

W^ill he submit his cause to a trial with man, as if he were an equal,

or as if man had any right to such an investigation ? It is to be
remembered that Job had repeatedly expressed a desire to carry his

cause before God, and that God would meet him as an equal, and not
take advantage of his majesty and power to overwhelm him. See
notes on ch. xiii. 3, 20, 21. Eliphaz here asks whether God could be



8 JOB.

5 Is not thy wickedness
great? and thine iniquities

infinite?

6 For thou hast taken a

pledge from thy brother for

nought, and stripped the ' naked
of their clothing.

1 clothes of the naked.

5 Is not thy wickedness gi'eat ?

Is there any end to thy sins ?

6 For thou hast taken a pledge of thy brother "unjustly,

And stripped off the clothing of the destitute.

expected to meet a man, one of his own creatures, in this manner, and
to go into a trial of the cause. He says that God was supreme ; that

no one could bring him into court ; and that he could not be restrained

from doing his pleasure by any dread of man. These sentiments are

all noble and correct, and worthy of a sage. Soon, however, he
changes the style, and utters the language of severe reproach, because
Job had presumed to make such a suggestion. Perhaps also, in this

verse, a special emphasis should be placed on "thee." "Will God
enter into trial with thee—a man whose wickedness is so great, and
whose sin is infinite?" vers. 5, 9.

5. Is not thy luickedness great} That is, "Is it not utter presump-
tion and folly for a man, whose wickedness is undoubtedly so great, to

presume to enter into a litigation with God ?" Eliphaz here assumes
it as an undeniable proposition that Job was a great sinner. This
charge had not been directly made before. He and his friends had
argued evidently on that supposition, and had maintained that one
who was a great sinner would be punished in this life for it, and they
had left it to be implied, in no doubtful manner, that they so regarded
Job, But the charge had not been before so openly made. Here
Eliphaz argues as if that were a point that could not be disputed.

The only proof that he had, so far as appears, was that Job had been
afflicted as thej- maintained great sinners would be, and they, therefore,

concluded that he must be such. No facts are referred to, except that

he was a great sufferer, and yet, on the ground of this, he proceeds to

take for granted that he must have been a man who had taken a pledge
for no cause ; had refused to give water to the thirsty ; had been an
oppressor, etc. H And thine iniquities infinite? Heb., "And there is

no end to thine iniquities"—that is, they are without number. This
does not mean that sin is an infinite evil, or that his sins were infinite

in degree ; but that if one should attempt to reckon up the number of

his transgressions, there would be no end to them. This, I believe, is

the only place in the Bible where sin is spoken of, in any respect, as
^^ infinite ;" and this cannot be used as a proof text to show that sin

is an infinite evil, for (1) that is not the moaning of the passage even
with respect to Job ; {2) it makes no affirmation respecting sin in

general ; and (3) it was untrue, even in regard to Job, and in the sense

in which Zophar meant to use the phrase. There is no intelligible

sense in which it can be said that sin is an infinite evil; and no argu-
ment should be based on such a declaration, to prove that sin demanded
an infinite atonement, or that it deserves eternal sufferings. Those
doctrines can be defended on solid grounds—they should not be made
to rest on a false assumption, or on a false interpretation of the
Scriptures.

6. For thou hast taken a pledge from thy brother for nought. The only

evidence which Eliphaz seems to have had of this was, that tliis was a



CHAPTER XXII. 9

7 Thou hast not given water
to the weary to driiik, and thou
hast withholdeu bread from the
liungry.

8 But as for the ' mighty
man, ho had the earth ; and tlie

^ honourable man dwelt in it,

1 ma7i of arm.
2 eminent, or accepted for countenance.

7 Thou hast not given water to the weary to di-iuk,

And from the hungry thou hast withholden bread.

8 But the man of power had the land

;

The man of rank dwelt in it.

heinous sin, and that as Job seemed to be severely punished, it was to

be inferred that he must have committed some such sin as this. No
way of treating an unfortunate and a suffering man could be more
unkind. A. pledge is that which is given by a debtor to a creditor for

security for the payment of a debt, and would be, of course, that which
was regarded as of value. Garments, which constituted a considerable

part of the wealth of the Orientals, would usually be the pledge which
would be given. With us, m such cases, watches, jewellery, notes,

mortgages, are given as collateral security, or as pledges. The law of

Moses required, that when a man took the garment of his neighbour
for a pledge, it should be restored by the time the sun went down,
Exod. xxii. 2G, 27. The crime here charged on Job was, that he had
exacted a pledge from another where there was no just claim to it

;

that is, where no debt had been contracted, where a debt had been paid,

or where the security was far beyond the value of the debt. The in-

justice of such a course would be obvious. It would deprive the man
of the use of the property which was pledged, and it gave him to whom
it was pledged an opportunity of doing wrong, as he might retain it, or

dispose of it, and the real owner see it no more. U And stripjied the

naked of their clothing. Marg., clothes of the naked. That is, of those

who were poorly clad, or who were nearly destitute of clothes. The
word naked is often used in this sense in the Scriptures. See notes,

John xxi, 7. The meaning here is, that Job had taken away by
oppression even the garments of the poor, in order to enrich himself.

7. Thou hast not given water to the weary. That is, thou hast with-
held the rites of hospitality—one of the most grievous offences which
could be charged on an Arabian. Comp. notes on Isa. xxi. 14. In all

the Oriental world, hospitality was regarded, and is still, as a duty of

the highest obligation,

8, But as for the mighty vian. Heb., as in the margin, man of arm.
The arm, in the Scriptures, is the symbol of power. Psa. x. 15,

"Break thou the arm of the wicked." Ezek. xxx. 21, "I have
broken the arm of Pharaoh." Psa. Ixxxix. 13, "Thou hast a mighty
arm." Psa. xcviii. 1, " His holy arm hath gotten him the victory."

The reason of this is, that the sword and spear were principally used
in war, and success depended on the force with which they were wielded
by the arm. There can be no doubt that this is intended to be applied

to Job, and that the meaning is, that he had driven the poor from their

possessions, and he had taken forcible occupancy of what belonged td

them. The idea is, that he had done this by jjoioer, not by right.

% Had the earth. Took possession of the land, and drove off from it

those to whom it belonged, or who had an equal right to it with him,
f And the hoiwurable num. Marg., eminent, or accepted for countenance.

Heb., " Lifted up of countenance ;" that is, the man whose counte-
nance was elevated either by honour or pride. It may be used to

b2



10 JOB.

9 Thou hast sent -widows

away empty, and the arms of

the fatherless haye heen broken.
10 Therefore snares * are

hch. 18. 8—10; Psa. 11. 6.

round about thee, and sudden
fear troubleth thee

;

11 Or darkness, that thou
canst not see ; and abundance of

waters coyer thee.

9 Thou hast sent mdows away empty,
And the arms of the fatherless thou hast broken.

10 Therefore snares are round about thee,

And sudden fear troubleth thee

;

11 Or darkness, so that thou canst not see,

And floods of waters cover thee.

describe either ; but perhaps there is more force in the former, in

saying that it was the great man, the man of rank and office, who
had got possession. There is, thus, some sarcasm in the severe

charge :
" The great man

—

the man of rank, and wealth, and office,

has got possession, while the humble and poor are banished." Job
had had great possessions ; but this charge as to the manner in which
he had acquired them seems to be wholly gratuitous. Eliphaz takes

it for granted, since he was so severely punished, that it must have been

in some such way.
9. Thou hast sent widows aioay onpty. That is, without regarding

their wants, and without doing anything to mitigate their sorrows.

The oppression of the widow and tlie fatherless is, in the Scriptures,

everywhere regarded as a crime of peculiar magnitude. See notes

on Isa. i. 17. If The arms of the fatherless have been broken. Thou
hast taken away all that they relied on. Thou hast oppressed them,

and taken advantage of their Aveak and defenceless condition to

enrich yourself. This charge was, evidently, gratuitous and unjust.

It was the result of an inference from the fact that he was thus

afflicted, and about as just as inferences, in such cases, usually are.

To all tills Job replies in beautiful language in ch. xxix. 11, 16, when
describing his former condition; and in justice to him we maj' allow

him to speak here, and to show what was, in fact, the course of his Ufe

:

When the ear heard me, then it blessed me

;

And when the eye saw me, it gave witness to me

:

Because I dehvered the poor that cried,

And the fatherless, and him that had none to help him.
The blessing of bim that was ready to perish came upon me.
And I caused the widow's heart to sing for joy.

I put on righteousness, and it clothed me
;

My judgment was as a robe and a diadem.

I was eyes to the blind,

And feet was I to the lame
;

I was a father to the poor.

And the cause which I knew not, I searched out.

10. Therefore snares are round about thee. Snares were used for

catching wild animals and birds, and the word then came to denote

any sudden calamity. See ch. xviii. 8— 10. Eliphaz here says that

it mxist be that these calamities came upon Job in consequence of such

sins as he had specified. About that he took it for granted there could

be no dispute. IT And suddeti fear. The calamities of Job came upon
him suddenly, ch. i. It was to this, doubtless, that Eliphaz alluded.

11. Or darkness. Darkness and night, m the ScriptuieS; are em-



CHAPTER XXII. 1

1

12 Is not God in tlie lieiglit

of lioaveu ? and behold the
' lieight of the stars, how high
they are I

13 And thou sayest, * How
' doth God know ? can he judge
through the dark cloud ?

2 or, Jl'/ial. t Psa. 10. 11 ; 73, ii.

12 Is not God in the lieight of heaven ?

Aad behold the stars how high they are

!

13 And [hence] thou sayest, " How doth God know ?

" And can he judge behind the thick darimess }

blems of calamity. H That thou cmist not see. Deep and fearful

darkness ; total night, so that nothing is visible. That is, the heaviest

calamities had overwhelmed him. II And abundaiice of loaters. An
emblem also of calamities, ch. xxvii. 20 ; Psa. Ixix. 1, 2 ; Ixxiii. 10.

12. Is not God in the height of heaven? In the highest heaven.
That is, Is not God exalted over all worlds ? This seems to be
intended to refer to the sentiments of Job, as if he had maintained
that God was so exalted that he could not notice what was occurring

on earth. It should, therefore, be read in connexion with the follow-

ing verse :
" God is so exalted, that thou sayest, How can he know?

Can he look down through the thick clouds which intervene between
him and man r" Job had maintained no such opinion, but the

process of thought in the mind of Eliphaz seems to have been this.

Job had maintained that God did not punish the wicked in this life

as they deserved, but that they lived and prospered. Eliphaz in-

ferred that he could hold that opinion only because he supposed that

God was so exalted that he could not attend to worldly affairs. He
knew no other Avay in which the opinion could be held, and he pro-
ceeds to argue as if it were so. Job had, in the previous chapter,
appealed to plain facts, and had rested his whole argument on them.
Eliphaz, instead of meeting ihe facts in the case, or showing that they
did not exist as Job said they did, considered his discourse as a denial

of Divine Providence, and as representing God to be so far above the
earth that he could not notice what was occurring here. How com-
mon is this in theological controversy ! One man, in defending his

opinions, or in searcliing for the truth, appeals to facts, and endea-
vours to ascertain their nature and bearing. His adversary, instead
of meeting them, or showing that they are not so, at once appeals to

some admitted doctrine, to some established article of a creed, or to

some tradition of the fiithers, and says that the appeal to facts is but
a denial of an important doctrine of revelation. It is easier to charge
a man with denying the doctrine of Providence, or to call him by a
harsh name, than it is to meet an argument drawn from fact and from
the plain meaning of the Bible. % And behold the height of the stars.

Marg. as in Heb., head—Cfh. God is more exalted than the highest
of the stars. The stars are the highest objects in view; and the sense
therefore is, that God is infinitely exalted.

13. And thou sayest. How doth God knoic? That is, it follows from
what you have said ; or the opinion which you have advanced is the

same as if you had afBrmed this. How common it is to charge a man
with holding what we infer, from something which he has advanced,
he must hold, and then to proceed to argue as //he actually held that.

The philosophy of this is plain. He advances a certain opinion.
We infer at once that he can hold that only on certain grounds, or



12 JOB.

14 TMck clouds arc a cover- 1 and he walketli in tlie cii-cuit of

ing to him, that he seeth not
; | heaven.

14 " Tliick clouds are a covering to him, that he cannot see
;

" Ajid he walketh upon the arch of heaven."

that if he holds that, he must hold something else also. We can see

that if we held that opinion, we should also, for the sake of con-
sistency, be compelled to hold something which seems to follow from
it ; and we cannot see how this can be avoided, and we at once charge
him with holding it. But the truth may be, that he has not seen that

such consequences follow, or that he has some other way of accounting
for the fact than we have ; or that he may hold to the fact, and yet
deny wholly the consequences which legitimately follow from it.

Now we have a right to show him hij argument that his opinions, if

he would follow them out, would lead to dangerous consequences, but
we have a right to charge him with holding only what he professes to

hold. He is not answerable for our inferences ; and we have no right

to charge them on him as being his real opinions. Every man has a right

to avow what he actually beheves, and to be regarded as holding that,

and that only. H How doth God know ? That is. How can one so exalted

see what is done on the distant earth, and reward and punish men
according to their deserts ? This opinion was actually held by many
of the ancients. It was supposed that the supreme God did not con-

descend to attend to the affairs of mortals, but had committed the

government of the earth to inferior beings. This was the foundation
of the Gnostic philosophy, which prevailed so much in the East in the

early ages of the Christian church. Milton puts a similar sentiment
into the mouth of Eve in her reflections after she had eaten the for-

bidden fruit

:

And I, perhaps, am secret : heaven is high,

High and remote from thence to see distinct

Each tiling on earth ; and other care perhaps
May have diverted from continual watch
Our great Forbidder, safe with all his spies about him.

Far. Lost, b. ix.

f Can he judge through the dark cloud? Can he look down througli

the clouds which interpose between man and him. Eliphaz could
not see how Job could maintain his opinions without holding that this

was impossible for God. He could see no other reason why God did

not punish the wicked than because he did not see them, and he, there-

fore, charges this opinion on Job.

14. Thick clouds are a covering to him. This is to be understood as

expressing what Eliphaz regarded as the sentiment of Job—that so

thick clouds intervened between him and man that he could not take

cognizance of what was going forward on earth. U And he toalketh in

the circuit of heaven. Upon the arch of heaven, as it seems to be bent
over our heads. He walks above that cerulean, so high, that he
cannot see what occurs on earth, and to punish mortals. This was
not an uncommon sentiment among the ancients, though it is here,

with the greatest injustice, attributed to Job. A similar sentiment i;?

expressed by Lucretius, as quoted by Rosenmiiller and Noyes :

Omnis cnim per se Divom natma, necesse est,

Immortali cevo summa cum pace fruatur,



CHAPTER XXII. 13

In Hast thou marked tto old

way which "wicked men have
trodden ?

16 WMch were cut down out

of time, whose ' foundation was
overflown with a flood :

1 or, a flood was poured upon iheir founda
tion. Gen. 7. 10, etc. ; S Pet. 2. 5.

lo But hast thou marked the ancient waj'

Which wicked men have trodden .''

IG "WTio were huddled together [by the waters] in a moment,
And whose foundations the flood swept away ?

Semota a nostris rebus, sejunctaque longe.

Kam privata dolore omni, privata periclis.

Ipsa suis pollens opibus, nihil iudiga nostri,

Nee bene promeritis capitur, nee tangitur irL

Comp. Isa. xxix. 15.

15. Hast thou marked the old xcay ichich wicked men have trodden f

Hast thou seen what has happened in former times to wicked men r

Job had maintained that God did not deal with men in this world
according to their character. To meet this, Eliphaz now appeals to

ancient facts, and especially refers to the deluge, when the wicked
were cut off by a flood for their sins. Schultens, Dr. Good, Noyes,
and Rieske, however, suppose that the word here rendered "mark,"
means to pursue or imitate, and that the sense is, "Are you willing to

adopt the principles of those wicked men who lived in the time of the

deluge?" But the sense is not materially affected. The general
design is to refer Job to the case of the impious generation that was
Bwept off by a flood. The judgments of God on them were a full

refutation, in his view, of the sentiments of Job.

16. Which were cut dowii. Who were suddenly destroyed by a
flood. On the word here used T-Piv), see notes on ch. xvi. 8. It

occurs only in that place and this. Its primary notion is that of

drawing together or contracting—as the feet of a lamb or calf are
drawn together and tied preparatory to being killed ; and the meaning
here is, probably, " who were huddled together by the waters," or who
were driven in heaps by the deluge, so rapidly and suddenly did it

come upon them." H Out of time. Heb., "And there was no
time ;" that is, it was done in a moment, or suddenly. No time was
given them ; no delay was granted. The floods rushed over them,
and nothing could stay them. II Whose foundation was overflown.

Marg., or, a flood was poured upon their foundation. That is, ail on
which they relied was swept away. The word foundation refers to

that on which their happiness and security rested, as a house rests on
its foundation, and when that is swept away the house falls. II With
a flood. Heb. 07?)) river. The word is commonly applied to a river

;

and in the Scriptures, by way of eminence, to the Euphrates. See
notes on Isa. vii. 20 ; viii. 7. It may be used, however, to denote a
river which is swollen, and then a flood—and it is several times ren-

dered fljod in the Scriptures: Job xiv. 11; Jonah ii. 3 (where it

means the sea); Josh. xxiv. 2, 3, 14, 15; Psa. Ixvi. 6; Job xxviii,

11; Psa. xxiv. 2; xciii. 3; Cant. viii. 7. Prof. Lee supposes thai

the allusion here is to some overflowing of the Euphrates, but tht

reference seems to be decidedly to the deluge in the time of Noah
The language is such as would be used in referring to that, and thi

fact is just such an one as would be pertinent to the argument ol



14 JOB.

17 AYliicli * said unto God,
Dejiart from us : and wliat can
the Almiglity do 'for tliem?

18 Yet 'lie filled tlieir houses
with good tilings : hut the
*ch.21. U. lor, to. /Acts. 14. 15-17.

couuael of the wicked is far

from me.
19 The righteous see it, aud

are glad : and the innocent

lauffh them to scorn.

17 Who said unto God, "Depart from us;"
And [who asked] what tlie Ahniglity could do for them .'

18 And )-et he filled their houses with good things

!

Far from me be the counsel of the wicked

!

19 The righteous see it, aud rejoice

;

And the innocent hold them in derision, [saying] :

Eliphaz. The fact was xiudoubtedly well known to all, so that a bare
allusion to it would be enough.

17. Which said unto God, Depart from us. Notes, ch. xxi. 14. A
very correct description of the old world. They had no wish to retain

God in their knowledge. Probablj^ Eliphaz here refers to what Job
had said, ch. xxi. 14, 15. He had remarked, in describing the

wicked, that they said unto God, "Depart from us," and yet they
lived prosperously. "But see," says Eiiphaz, "« case where they did

this. It was done by the inhabitants of the world before the deluge,

and their houses were filled, as you say the houses of the wicked are,

with good things, but God swept them all suddenly away." H And
what can the Almighty do for them ? Marg., or, to. That is, they de-

manded what the Almighty could do for them. They did not feel

their dependence on him ; they did not admit that they needed his

aid ; they cast off all reliance on him. This whole passage is a most
sarcastic retort on Avhat Job had said in ch. xxi. 14, 15. He had
affirmed that though wicked men used this language, yet that they

prospered. Eliphaz takes the same language and applies it to the

sinners before the deluge, and says that they expressed themselves

just in this manner. The language which Job puts into the mouths
of the wicked had indeed, says Eliphaz, been used. But by whom ?

By those who lived in security and prosperity. " By the men before

the deluge," says he, " the race that was so wicked that it was
necessary to cut them off by the flood. These are the men to whose
sentiments Job appeals ; these the men with whom he has sympathy !"

18. Yet he filled their houses with good tilings. This is undoubtedly

a biting sarcasm. Job had maintained that such men were pros-

perous. " Yes," says Eliphaz, " their houses %oere well filled ! They
were signally blessed and prospered ! " H But the counsel of the icicked

is far from me. This is the very language of Job, ch. xxi. 16. It is

here used sarcastically. " Far from me," you say, " be the counsel of

the wicked. But you defend them, and attempt to show that they

are the favourites of heaven ! You attempt to prove that God must
and will bless them ! Far from me, say /, be the counsel of the

wicked ! With them I have no part, no lot. I will not defend them
— I will not be their advocate !" The object is to show that, not-

withstanding all that Job had said, he was secretly the advocate of

the wicked, and stood up as their friend.

19. The righteous see it, and are glad. See the destruction of the

wicked. Couip. Rev. xv. 3 ; xvi. 7 ; xix. 1, 2, This is designed by
Elipliaz probably not only to state a fact about the righteous of other



CHAPTER XXII. 15

naut of them the fire cou-

sumetli.

20 Whereas our ' suljstance is

not cut down, but - the reiu-

1 or, estate. 2 or, their excellency.

20 " Truly our adversary is destroyed!
" Tlie tire liath. consumed thcii- abundance!"

times who saw the wicked punished, but also to vindicate his own
conduct and that of his two friends in regard to Job. If the righteous

of other times had rejoiced when the wicked were punished, they in-

ferred that it was not improper for them to manifest similar rejoicings

when God had overtaken one who was so signally depraved as they
supposed Job to be. Their want of sympathy for him, therefore,

they would defend by a reference to the conduct of the men of other

times. There is a sense in which good nien rejoice when the wicked
are detected and punished. It is not (1) that they rejoice that the
sin was committed ; nor (2) that they rejoice in misery ; nor (3j that

they would not rejoice more if the wicked had been rigliteous, and had
escaped suffering altogether. But it is the kind of joy which we
liave when a murderer, a robber, or a pirate is seized—wlien a coun-
terfeiter is detected—when a man who prowls around the dwelling at

niglit to murder its inmates is brought to punishment. It is joy, not
tliat the sin was committed, but that the laws are executed ; and who
should not rejoice in that? We have joy in the character of an
upright judge when he impartially and faithfully administers the laws •

and why sliould we not rejoice in God when he does the same ? W
rejoice in the manifestation of truth and justice among men; why
should we not in the exhibition of the same things in God? AVe
rejoice in a police that can ferret out every form of iniquity, and
bring offenders to justice ; and why should we not rejoice in that

government which is infinitely more perfect than any police ever was
among men ? U And the innocent laugh them to scorn. This is another
way of saying that they exult or rejoice. Comp. Prov. i. 26, 27. No
Cfjnsideration can justify men in deriding and mocking those who are

subjected to punishment ; and it is by no means certain that the
speaker meant to refer to such derision.

20. Whereas our substance is not cut doxcn. Marg., or estate. Gese-
nius supposes that this means our adversary or enemy. The word
here used (2'i?) he regards as derived from cip^ to rise, to rise up;
and hence it may have the sense of rising up against, or an enemy.
So Noyes understands it, and renders it

—

" Truly, our adversary is destroyed

;

And iire hath consumed his abundance."

Rosenmiiller accords with tliis, and it seems to me to be the correct

view. According to this it is the language of the rigliteous (ver. 19)
when exulting over the punishment of the wicked, saying, " Our foe

is cut down." Jerome renders it, Nonne succisa est erectio eorum,
etc. TheLXX., " Has not their substance {vTr6aTa(ns) disappeared?"
The sense is not materially different. If the word substance, or pro-
perty, is to be retained, it should be read as a question, and regarded
as the language of the righteous who exult. " Has not their substance
been taken awaj', and has not the fire consumed their property?"
Dr. Good strangely renders it, "For our tribe is not cut off." U But
the remnant of them. Marg., their excellency. Heb., '^')^.. Jerome,
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21 Acquaint now thyseKwitil I by good eliall come unto thee.

'Mm, and Le at peace :
'" there-

| i i.e. God. m isa. 27. 5; Phil. 4. 7.

21 Acquaint now thyself with him, and thou shalt have peace

;

And thus shall good come unto thee.

reliquias eorum— "the remnants of them." Sept., KardAeififM— the

residue, or tohat is left. The Hebrew word OO^) means the retnainder,

the residue, the rest; then what is redundant, more than is needed, or

that abounds ; and then loealth, the superabundant property which a

man does not need for his own use or family. The word here probably

means that which the rich sinner possessed. H The fire consumeth.

Or, hath consumed. It has been supposed by many that the allusion

here is to the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, and it cannot be

denied that such an allusion is possible. If it were certain that Job
lived before that event there could be little objection to such a suppo-

sition. The only objection would be, that a reference to such an event

was not more prominent. It would be a case just in point in the

argument of the three friends of Job, and one to which it might be
supposed they would have appealed as decisive of the controversy.

They lived in the vicinity. They could not have been strangers to so

remarkable an occurrence, and it would have furnished just the argu-

ment which they wished to prove that God punishes the wicked in

this life. If they lived after that event, therefore, it is difficult to

account for the fact that they did not make a more distinct and pro-

minent allusion to it in their argument. It is true that the same
remark may be made respecting the allusion to the flood, which was
a case equally in point, and in reference to which the allusion, if it

exist at all, is almost equally obscure. So far as the language here is

concerned, the reference may be either to the destruction of Sodom,
or to destruction by lightning, such as happened to the possessions of

Job (ch. i. 16) ; and it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine

which is correct. The general idea is, that the judgments of heaven,

represented by fire, had fallen on the wicked, and that the righteous,

therefore, had occasion to rejoice.

21. Acquaint noio thyself with him. Marg., i. e. with God. Eliphiiz

takes it for granted now that Job was a sinner wholly unreconciled

to God, and unacquainted with him. This fact, he supposes, was the

source of all his calamities. As long as he remained thus unrecon-

ciled to God he must be miserable. He proceeds, therefore, in a most
beautiful manner, to exhort him to be at peace with God, and por-

trays the benefits which would result from such a reconciliation.

There are few passages in the Bible of more exquisite beauty than

this, and nothing could be sounder advice, on the supposition that

Job Avas, as he supposed, a stranger to God. In this beautiful exhorta-

tion, he shows (1) what he means by becoming acquainted with God,

vers. 21, 22, 23 ; and then (2) what would be the happy results of

such reconciliation, vers. 24—30. The word vendered acquai7it thyself

(|3tpri from |?p) means properly to dwell, to be familiar with any one,

to associate with one—from the idea of dwelling in the same tent or

house ; and in Hiphil, the form here used, to become familiar with

any one, to be on terms of friendship. The meaning here is, " Secure

the friendship of God. Become truly acquainted with him. Be re-

conciled to him. You are now estranged. You have no just views

of him. Ynii murmur aird complain, and you are suffering under hia



CHAPTEK XXII. 17

22 Receive, I pray thee, the
|
law from his mouth, and lay up

22 Ecceive, I pray thee, the law from his mouth,

displeasure as a sinner. But it is not too late to repent and to return

to him, and in so doing )'ou will find peace." An acquaintance with
God, in the sense of this passage, implies (1) a correct knowledge of

his true character, and (2) reconciliation with him. There are two
great difficulties among men in regard to God. The first is, that they
have no just views of his real character. They think him harsli,

stern, tyrannical. They regard his law as severe, and its penalty as

unjust. They think his government to be arbitrary, and himself to

be unworthy of confidence. This erroneous view must be corrected

before men can be reconciled to him—for how can they be brought to

lay aside their opposition to him while they regard liim as unjust and
severe ? Secondly, even when the character of God is explained, and
his true character is set before men, they are opposed to it. They are

opposed to him because he is so holy. Loving sin, they cannot love

one who has no sin, and who frowns on evil ; and this opposition to

the real character of God must be removed before they can be i-econ-

ciled to him. This requires a change of heart—a change from sin to

holiness ; and this is the work performed in regeneration. II And be

at peace. There can be no peace while you maintain a warfare with
God. It is a war against your Maker, where he has control over your
conscience, your intellect, your body, and all which can affect your
welfare ; and while this is maintained, there can be no peace. If the
mind is reconciled to him, there will be peace. Peace of mind always
follows reconciliation where there has been a variance, and nowhere
is the peace so entire and full of joy as when man feels that he is re-

conciled to God. Eliphaz here has stated a doctrine which has been
confirmed by all the subsequent revelations in the Bible, and by the
experience of all those who have become reconciled to God. Comp.
notes on Rom. v. 1. It is peace, as opposed to the agitation and
conflict of the mind before

;
peace resulting from acquiescence in the

claims of God
;
peace in the belief that he is wholly right and worthy

of confidence ; and peace in the assurances of his friendship and
favour for ever. This doctrine, it seems, was thus understood in the
early ages of the world, and, indeed, must have been known as early
as religion existed after the fall. Man became alienated from God by
the apostasy

; peace was to be found again only by returning to God,
and in reconciliation to him. U Thereby good shall come wito thee.

The benefits which he supposed would result from such reconciliation

he proceeds to state in the following verses. They relate chiefly to

temporal prosperity, or to pre ofs of the Divine favour in this life. This
was in accordance with the views which then prevailed, and especially

with their limited and obscure conceptions of the future state. They
saw a part—we see more ; and yet we by no means see all. The good
which results from reconciliation with God consists in (1) pardon of

sin; (2) peace of conscience; (3) the assurance that we shall have
all that is needful in this life

; (4) support in trial
; (5) peace and

triumph in death
; (6) a part in the resurrection of the just ; and (7)

a crown incorruptible and undefiled in heaven. No man was ever
injured by becoming reconciled to God ; no one is reconciled to him
who is not made a better and a happier man in this life, and who will
not be crowned with immortal glory hereafter.

22. Receii'e, [pray thee, the law from his mouth. Listen to his com.
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" his words in tliine heart.

23 If thou " return to the

Almighty, tliou shalt he huilt

Xip, thou shalt put away i' iui-

nPsa. 119. 11. o Hos. U. 1, 2.

p 2 Tim. 2. ly.

quity far from thy tahemacles.
24 Then shalt thou lay up

gold ' as dust, and the ffold of

Ophir as the stones of the
hrooks. 1 or, on the dust.

And lay up his words in tliine heart.

23 If thou return to the Almighty tliou shalt be built up :

If thou put away iniquity from thy tabernacle,

24 And cast to the dust thy precious treasure,

And to the stones of the brooks [again] the gold of Ophir,

mands, and obey his precepts. II And lay iip his words in thine heart.

Embrace his truth, and do not forget it. Let it abide with you, and
let it influence your secret feelings and the purposes of the soul.

23. If thou return to the Almighty. Assuming that he was an im-
penitent sinner, and wliolly unreconciled to him. IT Thou shalt be

built up. A figure taken from building up a house, in contradistinc-

tion from pulling one down, and denoting that he would be prospered
and liappy. % Thou shalt put away iniquity. Rosenmiiller, Good,
Noyes, and AVemyss suppose correctly, as it seems to me, that the

word "if" is to be understood here to complete the sense

—

"if thou
shalt put away iniquity." IT From thy tabernacles. From thy tent or

dwelling.

24. Then shalt thou lay up gold as dust. Marg., "or, mi the dust."

Dr. Good renders this, "Thou shalt then count thy treasure as dust"
—imjjlying that he would have much of it. Noyes, " Cast to the dust
thy g<j^d"—implying that he would throw his gold away as of no
account, and put his dependence on God alone. Kimchi, and after

him Grotius, suppose that it means, "Thy gold thou shalt regard no
more than dust, and gold of Ophir no more than the stones of the
brook ; God shall be to thee better than gold and silver," The editor

of the Pictorial Bible supposes that there is here a distinct reference

to the sources from, which gold was formerly obtained, as being washed
down among the stones of the brooks. The word rendered gold here
("'§3) is from "i??, to ctU off, Psa. Ixxvi. 12—and was properly applied

to the ore of precious metals in the rude state, as cut or dug out of

mines. Hence it properly refers to the metals in their crude state,

and before they were subjected to the fire. Then it comes to mean
precious metals, and is parallel with gold of Ophir in the other hemi-
stich. The word occurs only in the following places : Job xxii. 24

;

xxxvi. 19, where it is rendered gold ; and Job xxii. 25, where it is

rendered defence. The literal translation here would be, " Cast to the
dust the precious metals ; on the stones of the brooks [the gold of]

Ophir." The Vulgate renders it, " He shall give for earth flint, and
for flint golden torrents." The LXX., "Thou shalt be placed on a

mount in a rock, and as a rock of the torrent of Ophir." Chald.,

"And thou shalt place upon the dust thy strong tower (fl'R'li '^?), and
as a rock of the torrents the gold of Ophir." The word here is pro-

bably synonymous with precious treasure, whether consisting in gold
or silver ; and the idea is, that he should cast to the dust all that trea-

sure, or regard it as valueless ; that he should cease to make it an
object of solicitude to gain it, and then the Almighty would be to him
a treasure of more value than gold. According to this the idea is, not
that he would be recompensed with gold and silver as the consequence
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25 Yea, the Almiglity shall I have '^ plenty of silver.

be tliv 'defence, and thou shalt 26 For then shalt thuu have

I It, gold, i silver of strenath. 1 thy delight in the Almighty,

25 Then shall the Almighty be thy precious treasure,

And sluiU be to thee piles of silver.

26 For then shalt thou have delight in the Almighty,

of returning to God, but that God would afford him more happiness
than he had found in the wealth which he had sought, and on which
Eliphaz supposed his heart had been set. He regarded Job as covet-

ous of property, as mourning over that which he had lost, and he
entreats him now to cease to grieve on account of that, and to come
and put his trust in God. "H And the gold of Ophir as the stones oj

the brooks. Or, rather, " Cast the gold of Ophir to the stones of the

valley, or let it remain in its native valley among the stones of the

brook, as of no more value than they are." There is, probably, allu-

sion here to the fact that gold was then commonly found in such

places, as it is often now. It was washed down by mountain torrents,

and lodged among the stones of the valley, and was thence collected,

and the sand being washed out, the gold remained. Ophir is uni-

formly mentioned in the Scriptures as a place abounding in gold, and
as well known. See 1 Kings ix. 28; 2 Chron. viii. 18; ix. 10;
1 Kings X. 11; xxii. 48; 1 Chron. xxix. 4. Much perplexity Ikm
been felt in reference to its situation, and the difficulty has not been
entirely removed. In regard to the opinions which have been held on
the point, the reader may consult my notes on Isa. xiii. 12, the note
in the Pictorial Bible on 2 Chron. xx. 36, and the Dissertation of

Martin Lipenius de Ophir, in Ugolin's Thesan. Sacr. Ant., torn. vii.

pp. 262-387 ; also the Dissertation of J. C. Wichmanshausen, de 7iavi-

gatione Ophiritica, and Reland's Dissertation de Ophir in the same
volume. From the mention of this place at a period so early as tiie

time of Job, it is reasonable to suppose that it was not a very remote
region, as there is no evidence that voyages were made then to distant

countries, or that the knowledge of geography was very extensive.

The presumption would be, that it was in the vicinity of Arabia.
2-5. Yea, the Almighty shall be. Or rather, "then the Almighty

shall be"— 'T|.'71. The meaning is, that if he would return to God,
and cast off his anxiety for gold, then the Almighty would be his real

treasure, and would impart to him solid happiness. H Thxj defence.

Marg., gold. The margin is the more correct translation.' The word
is the same which occurs in the previous verse 0??), and there ren-

dered gold. The word may have the sense of defence, as the verb 0??)
is often used with such a reference. Numb. xiii. 28 ; Deut. i. 28 ; iii.

5 ; ix. 1, et al. The meaning of such places, where the word is applied

to walled towns or fortified places, is, that the enemy was, by means
of walls, cut off from approacli. Here, however, the idea of gold or

treasure better suits the connexion ; and the meaning is, that God would
be to him an invaluable treasure or source of happiness. % And thou

shalt have plenty of silver. Marg., silver of strength. The correct idea,

however, is, " And the Almighty shall be treasures of silver unto
.thee;" that is, he shall be better to you than an aburidance of the
precious metals. The Hebrew is, literally, " And silver of treasures

unto thee."

26. Then shalt thou have thy delight in the Almighty. Instead of

VOL. II. - B
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f)rayer unto liim, aud he shall

leai" thee, aud thou shalt pay
thy TOWS.

and shalt lift up thy face unto
God. ^ ^

27 Thou ? shalt make thy
?Psa. 66. 17-20.

Aud shalt lift up thy fiice unto God.
27 Thou shalt pray uuto him, and he shall hear thee,

Ajid thou shalt perfect [the object of] thy vows.

complaining of him as you now do, you would then find calm enjoyment
in contemplating his character and his moral government. This is a
correct account of the effects of reconciliation. He who becomes
truly "acquainted" with God has pleasure in his existence and attri-

butes ; in his law and administration. No longer disposed to com-
plain, he confides in him when lie is afflicted ; flees to him when he
is persecuted ; seeks him in the day of prosperity

;
prefers him to all

that this world can give, and finds his supremest joys in turning away
from all created good to hold commvniion with the Uncreated One.
^ Atid shalt lift up thy face unto God. An emblem of prosperity, hap-
piness, and conscious innocence. "\Ve hang our face down when we
are conscious of guilt ; we bow the head in adversity. AVhen con-
scious of uprightness, when blessed Avith prosperity, and when we
have evidence that we are the children of God, we look up toward
heaven. This was the natural condition of men—made to look up-
wards, while all other animals look grovelling on the earth. So Milton
describes the creation of man :

There wanted yet the master-work, the end
Of all yet done ; a creatm-e, who, not prone
And brute as other creatm'es, but endued
"With sanctity' of reason, might erect

His stature, and upright with front serene
Govern the rest, self-knowing ; and from thence
Magnanimous to correspond with heaven.
But grateful to acknowledge whence his good
Descends ; thither with heart, and voice, and eyes,

Directed in devotion, to adore
And worship God supreme, who made him chief

Of all his works.

—

Fat: Lost, book vd.

The classic reader will instantly recollect the description in Ovid

:

Pronaque cum spectent animalia cpetera tcrram,

Os homini sublime 'dedit ; ccelumque tueri

Jussit, et erectos ad sidera tollere vultus.

—

Meta. i. 84.

27. Thou shalt make thy prayer unto him. God would then hea.-

him, for he would be righteous. This was one of the blessings which
w(mld follow reconciliation. It is, in fact, one of the blessings of a

return to God. He hears the cry of his people, and answers their

supplications. To be permitted to go to God and to tell him all our

wants, to plead for all we need, and to implore blessings on our fami-

lies and fritmis, is a privilege of far higher value tlian anything which
wealth can bestow—is worth more than all the honours of this world.

H Attd thou shalt pay thy vows. That is, thy vows shall be accepted;

thou shalt obtain those blessings for which thou didst make thy
vows.
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28 Thou shalt also decree '' a

thing:, ami it shall he estahlished

unti) thee : and the light shall

shine upon thy "ways.

29 When men are cast down,
then thou shalt say, There is

r Matt. 21. 22. 1 /lim that hath loa eyes.

lifting up ; and he shall save
' the humble ' person.

30 * He shall deliver the

island of the innocent: and it is

delivered by the pureness of

thine hands.
J 1 Pet. 5. 5. 2 or, The innocent shall

deliver the island. Gen. IB. 2b.

28 And tliou shalt form a purpose, and it shall be accomplished

;

And upon thy ways shall the light shine.

29 When [other men] are cast down,
Thou .shalt say, " Cheer up i"

And the dejected thou shalt save.

30 Thou shalt deliver even the guilty man

—

He shall be saved by the purity of thy hands.

28. Thou shalt also decree a thine/, and it shall be established unto

•hee. Thou slialt form a purpose or plan, and it shall not be frus-

trated. It shall not be opposed by the events of Divine Providence,

but whatever you undertake shall prosper. H And the light shall

shine upon thy icays. Thou shalt be prospered in all things, instead

of being overtaken with calamity.

29. When men are cast doion. The meaning of this is, probably,

wlien men are usually cast down, or in the times of trial and calamity
which prostrate others, you shall find support. You shall then be
enabled to say, "There is lifting up, or there is support." Or, more
probably still, it may mean, " In times when others are cast down
and afflicted, thou shalt be able to raise them up or to aid them.
Thou shalt be able to go to them and say, ' Be of good cheer. Do
not be cast down. There is consolation.' And thou shalt be able

to procure important blessings for them by thy counsels and prayers."

See notes on ver. 30. H And he shall save the humble person. That
is, either, " Thou shalt save the humble person," by a change from
the second person to the third, which is not uncommon in Hebrew

;

or, "Thou shalt be able from thine own experience to say, He (i. e. God)
will save the humble person, or the one that is cast down." Marg.,
him that hath low eyes. The Hebrew is like the margin. In affliction

the ej'es are cast upon the ground ; and so also a casting the eyes to

the ground is indicative of dejection, of-humility, or of modesty. It

refers here to one who experiences trials ; and Eliphaz says that Job
would be able to save such an one ; that is, to support him in his

afflictions, and to furnish the helps necessary to restore him again to

comfort.

30. He shall deliver the island of the innocent. Marg., or, the innocent

shall deliver the island. Never was there a more unhappy translation

than this ; and it is quite clear that our translators had no intelligible

idea of the meaning of the passage. What can be meant by " saving
tiie island of the innocent ? " The word rendered island C^) commonly
means, indeed, an island, or a maritime country. See notes on Isa.

XX. 6; xli. 1. It is, however, used as a negative in 1 Sam. iv. 21, in

the name I-chabod— fi3D"V. "And she named the child I-chabod

(marg., i. e. where is the glory? or, there is no glory), saying, the glory
is departed from Israel." This sense is frequent in the Rabbinic
Hebrew, where it is used as connected with an adjective in a primitive
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sense, like the English tin. It is probably an abbreviated form of

{'\^) not, nothing; and is used here as a negative to qualify the

following Avord, " He shall deliver him that is not innocent." So
it is rendered by the Chaldee, by Le Clerc, Rosenmiiller, Gesenius,

Noyes, and others. The Vulgate and the Septuagint render it, "He
shall deliver the innocent." The sense is, that the man wlio returns

to God, and who is regarded by him as his friend, will be able to in-

tercede for the guilty, and to save them from the punishment which
they deserved. His prayers and intercessions will be heard in their

behalf, and on his account favours will be shown to them, even when
they did not personally deserve them. This sentiment accords with

that expressed in Gen. xviii. 26, "If I find in Sodom fifty righteous

within the city, then I will spare all the place for their sakes."

Ezek. xiv. 14, " Though these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job
were in it, they should deliver but their own souls." Gomp. Ezek.

xxii. 30 ; Jer. v. 1. Tlie sentiment also had a beautiful illus-

tration, though one which Eliphaz did not here think of, in his own
case and that of his friends, where this very Job, to whom he was
giving this counsel, was directed to intercede for them, ch. xlii. 7, 8.

The sentiment, indeed, is found everywhere in the Scriptures, that

the righteous are permitted to pray for others, and that they are thus

the means of bringing down important blessings on them. In answer

to those prayers, multitudes are saved from calamity here, and will be

brought to eternal life hereafter. H And it is delivered by the pureness

of thine hands. Or rather he, i. e. tlie wicked, for wdiom you pray,

will be delivered by the pureness of thine hands. That is, God will

save him in answer to the prayers of a righteous man. Your upright

and holy life, your pure hands stretched out in supplication, shall be

the means of saving him. No one can tell how many blessings are

conferred on wicked men because the righteous pray for them. No
one can tell how many a wicked son is spared, and ultimately saved,

in answer to the intercessions of a holy parent ; nor can the wicked
world yet know how much it owes its preservation, and the number-
less blessings which it enjoys, to the intercessions of the saints. It is

one of the innumerable blessings of being a child of God thus to be

permitted to be the means of bringing down blessings on others, and
saving sinners from ruin. All the friends of God may thus confer

unspeakable benefits to other ; and they who have " an interest at the

throne of grace" should plead without ceasing for the salvation of

guilty and dying men.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTERS XXHI., XXIV.

These two chapters contain the answer of Job to the last speech of Eliphaz.

The address is that of a mind agitated by deep and conliicting emotions.

It consists in part in the expression of those emotions, and in part in an en-

deavour once more to convince his friends of the falsehood of their positions.

The address comprises the following topics :

—

He expresses the depth of his sorrows, and says that his complaint is more

bitter than he had yet expressed, ch. xxiii. 2. He then repeats his earnest

desii-e to carry his cause before God, since he could obtam no justice from

men, but he knows not where to find him. He is assured that if he could

get his cause before him, justice would be done him, vers. 3—9. In this

perplexity, however, he consoles liimself with the reflection that though he
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CHAPTER XXIII.
THEX Job answered auJ said,

plaint bitter: my ' stroke

heavier than my groaning.

2 Even to-day ' is my com- , psa. 77. 2-9. 1 Aand.

THE THIRD SERIES TS THE COXTROVERST CONTIXTED

The answer of Job.—Ch. xxiii., xxiv.

1 Thex Job answered and said

:

2 Even to-day is my complaint bitter,

The hand that is upon me is heavier than my groaning.

had not the opportunity of pleading his cause as he wished before God, yet

that he knew that he was sincere, and would yet appear for his vindication,

and biing him forth as gold, vers. 10— 12. Yet, he says, he is troubled at

the dealings of God with him, notwithstanding his consciousness of integrity.

He trembles at the contemplation of a Being who thus carries forward liis

eternal and unchangeable purpose ; who has all power to execute his designs

;

and whose judgments are so fearful, vers. 13—17.

Having thus given vent to his feelings, he returns to the argument, oh.

xxiv. He attempts by one more eflbrt to con\'ince his adversaries that it

was not a matter offact that God dealt TNith the wicked in tliis life as they
deserved, and that in fact many of them lived in prosperity. He denies
that judgments come universally upon wicked men, and maintains that they
do not even frequently come ; and he produces a catalogue of enormous
crimes, and shows that they who committed them actually lived and were
prospered. He specifies those who removed the landmarks ; those who
plunder flocks and herds ; those who oppress the fatherless and the widow

;

those who are cruel ; those who pluck the fatherless from the breast, and
take a pledge of the poor; he mentions the murderer, the adulterer, the
thief, and says that all these in fact live and flourish. Yet he maintains that,

notwithstanding their present prosperity, they shall be brought down, and
meet the rewards of their wickedness hereafter. As all this was indisputable,

it ended the controversy. Ehphaz and Zophar made no further reply, and
Bndad only made (eh. xxv.) a feeble effort, without attempting to meet the
facts, and uttered some vague generalities which showed that he in fact had
no more to say.

2. Even to-day. At the present time. I am not relieved. You
afford me no consolation. Ail that you say only aggravates my woes.
II My complaint. See notes, ch. xxi. 3. 11 Bitter. Sad, melanclioly,

distressing. The meaning is, not that he made bitter complaints in

the sense which those words would naturally convey, or that he
meant to find fault with God, but tliat his case was a hard one. His
friends furnished him no relief, and he had in vain endeavoured to

bring his cause before God. This is now, as he proceeds to state, the
principal cause of his difficulty. He knows not where to find (jod

;

he cannot get his cause before him. H My stroke. Marg. as in Heb.,
hand; that is, the hand that is upon me, or the calamity that is

inflicted upon me. The hand is represented as the instrument of

inflicting punishment, or causing affliction. See notes on ch. xix. 21.

f Heavier than my groaning. My sighs bear no proportion to my
sufferings. They are no adequate expression of my woes. If you
chink I complain ; if I am heard to groan, yet the sufferings which I

endure are far beyond what these would seem to indicate. Sighs and
groans are not improper. They are prompted by nature, and they
furnish some relief to a sufferer. But they should not be (1) with a

spirit of muimuring or complaining
; (2) they shoxild not be beyond
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•^ before Mm, and fill my mouth
with arguments.

5 I would know tlie words
which he would answer me, and

X Isa. 43. 26.

3 Oh « that I knew where I

might find him! that I might
come even to his seat

!

4 I would order my cause

u Ua. 2tj. 8; 55. 6, 7.

3 Oh that I knew where I might find him

!

That I might come even to his seat

!

4 I would order my cause before him,
And fill m}' mouth with arguments

;

5 I would know the words which he would answer me,

what our sufferings demand, or the proper expression of our suffer-

ings. They should not be such as to lead others to suppose we suffer

more than we actually do. (3.) They should— when they are ex-

torted from us by the severity of suffering—lead us to look to that

world where no groan will ever be heard.

3. Oh that I kneio cohere I might Ji)id hiin. Where I might find God.

He had often expressed a wish to bring his cause directly before God,
and to be permitted to plead his cause there. See notes on ch. xiii.

3, 20, seq. But this he had not yet been able to do. The argument
had been with his three friends, and he saw that there was no use in

attempting further to convince them. If he could get the cause

before God, and be allowed to plead it there, he felt assured that

justice would be done him. But he had not been able to do this.

God had not come forth in any visible and public manner as he
wished, so that the cause could be fairly tried before such a tribunal,

and he was in darkness. The language here used will express the

condition of a pious man in the times of spiritual darkness. He can-

not find God. He has no near access as he once had to him. In

such a state he anxiously seeks to find God, but he cannot. There

is no light and no comfort to his soul. This language may fur-

ther describe the state of one who is conscious of uprightness,

and who is exposed to the suspicion or the unkind remarks of the

world. His character is attacked ; his motives are impugned
;

his designs are suspected, and no one is disposed to do him
justice. In such a state, he feels that God alone will do him
justice. He knows the sincerity of his heart, and he can safely commit
his cause to him. It is always the privilege of the calumniated and

the slandered to make an appeal to the Divine tribunal, and to feel

that whatever injustice our fellow-men may be disposed to do us,

there is One who will never do a wrong. II That / might come even

to his seat. To his throne, or tribunal. Job wished to carry the cause

directly before him. Probably he desired some manifestation of God
—such as he was afterwards favoured with—when God would declare

his judgment on the whole matter of the controversy.

4. / iDoidd order my cause before. Comp. notes on Isa. xliii. 26.

That is, I would arrange my arguments, or plead my cause, as one

does in a court of justice. I would suggest the considerations which

would show that I am not guilty in the sense charged by my friends,

and that, notwithstanding my calamities, I am the real friend of God.

11 And Jill my mouth with arguments. Probably he means that he

would appeal to the evidence furnished by a life of benevolence and

justice, that he was not a hypocrite or a man of distinguished wicked-

ness, as his friends maintained.

5. I wordd know the words which he icoidd answer me. That is, I
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understand what lie would say

unto me.
6 Will " he plead against me

"with his great jaower ? No ; but

1/ Isa. 57. 16.

ho would put strenr/th in me.
7 There the righteous might

dispute Avith liim ; so should I

be delivered lor ever from my
judge.

And understand what he would say unto me.
6 Would lie contend with mc with his mighty power .'

No : he would give me strength.

7 There the righteous man might argue the case before him

;

And I should be delivered for ever from him who would judge mc.

Avish to understand what would be his decision in the case—and Avhat
would be his judgment in regard to me. That was of infinitely more
importance than any opinion which man could form, and Job Avas

anxious to have the matter decided by a tribunal Avhich could not cir.

Why should ice not desire to knoAV exactly Avhat God thinks of us,

and Avhat estimate he has formed of our character ? There is no in-

formation so valuable to us as that Avould be— for on his estimate
hangs our eternal doom—and yet there is nothing which men more
instinctively dread than to IcnoAV what God thinks of their character.

It Avould be Avell for each one to ask himself, Why is it so /

6. Will he plead against me ivith\\\& great poioer? "Will he make
use of his mere jiower to overwhelm me and confound me ? Will he
take advantage of omnipotence to triumph over me, instead of argu-
ment and justice? No : he will not do it. The discussion Avould be
fair. He Avould hear Avhat I liave to say, and Avoidd decide according
to truth. Though he is Almighty, yet he Avould not take advantage
of that to prostrate and confound me." When Job (ch. xiii. 3)
wished to carry the cause directly before God, he asked of him two
conditions only. One Avas, that he would take off his hand from him,
or remoA'e his afflictions for a time, that he might be able to manage
his OAvn cause ; and the other Avas, that he Avould not take advantage
of his poAver to overwhelm him in the debate, and prevent his making
a fair statement of his case. See notes on ch. xiii. 20, 21. He here
expresses his firm conviction that his Avish in this respect Avould be
granted. He Avould listen, says he, to Avhat I have to say in my
defence as if I Avere an equal. H No ; but he xoould put strength in me.
The AA'ord strength is not improperly supplied by our translators. It

means that he Avould enable him to make a fair presentation of his

cause. So far from taking advantage of his mere poiver to crush him,
and thus obtain an ascendancy in the argument, he Avould rather
strengthen him, that he might be able to make his case as strong as

possible. He Avould rather aid him, though presenting his own cause
in the controversy, than seek to Aveaken liis arguments, or so to aAve

him by his dread majesty as to prevent his making the case as strong
as it might be. This indicates remarkable confidence in God,

7. There the righteotis might disjntte with him. One who is conscious
of his integrity might carry his cause there, with the assurance that
he Avould be heard, and that justice would be done him. There can be
no doubt that Job here refers to himself, though he speaks in the
third person, and advances this as a general proposition. H So should

I be deliveredfor everfrom nty judge. From him wlio Avould judge or

condemn me ('TLDtJjd). He does not liere refer to God, as if he Avould

he delivered from him, but to any one Avho would attempt to judge
VOL, II.
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8 Behold, I go forward, but i but I cannot perceive him :

he is not there; and backward,
|

8 But, beliold, I go the East, and he is not there,

And to the West, but I cannot perceive him.

;

and condemn him, as his friends had done. The meaning is, that

having, as he confidently expected he would, obtained the verdict of

God in his favour, he would be ever after free from condemnation.
The decision would be final. There was no higher tribunal, and no
one would dare to condemn him afterwards. This shows his con-

sciousness of integrity. It may be applied to ourselves—to all. If

we can obtain at the last day, when oui" cause shall be brought before

God, the Divine verdict in our favour, it will settle the matter for

ever. No one, after that, will condemn us ; never again shall our
character or conduct be put on trial. The Divine decision of that day
will settle the question to all eternity. How momentous, then, is it

that we should so live as to be acquitted in that day, and to have an
eternal sentence in our favour.

8. Behold, I go forward. The meaning of these verses is, I go in all

directions, but I cannot find God. I am excluded from the trial

which I seek, and I cannot bring my cause to his throne. Job
expresses his earnest desire to see some visible manifestation of the

Deit}', and to be permitted to argue his cause in his presence. But
he says he sought this in vain. He looked to all points of the com-
pass where he might rationallj' expect to find God, but all in vain.

The terms here used refer to the points of the compass, and should

have been so rendered. The Oriental geographers considered them-
selves as facing the east, instead of the jiorth as we do. Of course,

the west was behind them, the south on the right hand, and on the

left the north. This was a more natural position than ours, as day
begins in the east, and it is natural to turn the face in that direction.

There is no reason why our maps should be made so as to require us

to face the north, except that such is the custom. The Hebrew
custom, in this respect, is found also in the notices of geography in

other nations. The same thing prevails among the Hindoos. Among
them, Para, or Purra, signifying "before," denotes the East; Apara
and i?aschima, meaning "behind," the West; Dacshina, or "the
right hand," the South; and Bama, or "the left hand," the North.

See Wilford's Inquiry respecting the Holy Isles in the West, Asiatic

Researches, vol. viii. p. 275. The same thing occurred among the

ancient Irish. See Essay on the Antiquity of the Irish Language, by an
imknown author, Dublin, 1772. Comp. on this subject, Rosenmiiller's

Alterthumskunde, i. s. 136— 14-4. The same custom prevailed among
the Mongols.

—

Gesenius. On the notices of the science of geography
exhibited in the book of Job, comp. Intro. § viii. 2, 3. The jihrase,

therefore, " Behold, I go forward," means, " 1 go to the East. I look

toward the rising of the sun. I see there the most wonderful of the

works of the Creator in the glories of the sun, and I go towards it in

hopes of finding there some manifestation of God. But I find him
not, and, disappointed, I turn to other directions." ilost of the

ancient versions render this the East, Thus the Vulgate, Si ad

Orientem iero. The Chaldee xre'rob

—

to the sun-risinff. H Bid he is

not there. There is no manifestation of God, no coming forth to meet
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riglit hand tliat I cannot
him :

9 On tlie left "hand, wtere lie

dotli worlv, but I cannot bcliold

him: he liidetli Mmself on the

9 To the North, where he doth work, but I cannot behold him.
Ho hidoth liimself in the South, but I cannot see him.

me, and to hear my cause. H And backivard (iin«i). To the west

—

for this was behind the individual when he stood looking to the east.

Sometimes the west is denoted by this term behind (liriN), and some-

times by the sea (D^), because the Mediterranean was at the Avest of

Palestine and Arabia. See notes on Isa. xlix. 12. Comp. Exod. x. 19
;

xxvii. 13 ; xxxviii. 12 ; Gen. xxviii. 14. H But I cannot perceive

him. The meaning is, " Disappointed in the east, the region of the

rising sun, I turn with longing to the west, the region of his setting,

and hope, as his last beams fade from the view, that I shall be per-

mitted to behold some ray that shall reveal God to my soul. Before

the night settles down upon the Avorld, emblem of the darkness in my
soul, I would look upon the last lingering ray, and hope that in that

I maj^ see God. In that vast region of tlie west, illuminated by the

setting sun, I would hope somewliere to find him ; but I am disap-

pointed there. The sun withdraws his beams, and darkness steals

on, and the world, like my soul, is enveloped in gloom. I can see no
indications of the presence of God coming forth to give me an oppor-
tunity to argue my cause before him."

9. On the left hand. That is, in the north—at the left hand when
the face was turned to the east. So the Chaldee, ^3i22]i

—

on the

north. The other versions, the Vulgate, the Septuagint, the Syriac,

Castellio, Luther, etc., render it on the left hand. The common term

among the Hebrews for the north is fiD2 tzaphon (from TOS to hide, or

conceal), meaning the hidden, concealed, or dark region, since the

ancients regarded the north as the seat of gloom and darkness (Hom.
Od. ix. 2-5, seq.), while they supposed the south to be illuminated by
the sun.

—

Gesenius. Frequently, however, as here, the word "left,"

or "left hajid," is used. The region of the north is intended.

U Where he doth work. Where there are such wonderful manifesta-

tions of his majesty and glory. May Job here not refer to the Aui-ora

Borealis, the remarkable display of the power of God which is seen in

those regions ? May he not have felt that there was some special

reascm why he might hope to meet with God in that quarter, or to

see him manifest himself amidst the brilliant lights tliat play along the

sky, as if to precede or accompany him ? And when he had looked

to the splendour of the rising sun, and the glory of his setting, in

vain, was it not natural to turn his eye to the next remarkable mani-
festation, as he supposed of God, in the glories of the Northern Lights,

and to expect to tind him there? There is reason to think that the

ancient Chaldeans, and other heathens, regarded the regions of the

nor^h, illuminated with these celestial splendours, as the peculiar

residence of the gods (see notes on Isa. xiv. 13), and it seems pro-

bable that Job may have had allusion to some such prevailing opinion.

H But I cannot behold him. I can see the exhibition of remarkable
splendour', but still God is unseen. He does not come amidst those

glories to give me an opportunity to carry my cause before liim. The
meaning, then, of this is

—" Disappointed in the east and the west, I
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10 But lie knoTveth. tlie way
tliat ' I take : when ' he kath

1 Pet. 1. 7.

tried me, I skall come fortli as

gold.

10 But he knoweth my way

;

When he has tried me, I shall come forth as gold.

turn to the north. There I have been accustomed to witness extra-
ordinary manifestations of his magnificence and glorJ^ There beau-
tiful constellations circle the pole. There the Aurora plays, and
seems to be the manifestation of the glory of God. Next to the glory
of the rising and setting sun, I turn to those brilliant lights, to see if

there I may not find my God, but in vain. Those lights are cold and
chilly, and reveal no God to my soul. Disappointed, then I turn to

the last point, the south, to see if I can find him there." H lie hideth

himself on the right hand. On the south. The south was to the
ancients an unknown region. The deserts of Arabia, indeed, stretched

away in that region, and they were partially known, and they had
some knowledge that the sea was beyond. But they regarded the
regions farther to the south, if there was land there, as wholly im-
passable and uninhabitable on account of the heat. The knowledge
of geography was slowly acquired, and, of course, it is impossible to

tell what were the views Avhich prevailed on the subject in the time
of .Job. That there was little accuracy of information about remote
countries must be regarded as an indisputable fact ; and, probably,
they had little conception of distant parts of the earth, except that

formed by conjecture. Interesting details of the views of the ancients,

on this subject, may be found in the Encyclopaedia of Geography, vol.

i. pp. 10— 68. Compare particularly the notes on Job xxvi. 10. The
earth was regarded as encompassed with waters, and the distant

southern regions, on account of the impossibility of passing through
tire heat of the torrid zone, were supposed to be inaccessible. To
those hidden and unknown realms. Job says he now turned, when he
had in vain looked to each other quarter of the heavens, to see if he
could find some manifestation of God. Yet he looked to that quarter
equally in vain. God hid or concealed himself in those inaccessible

regions, so that he could not approach him. The meaning is, " I am
also disappointed here. He hides himself in that distant land. In
the burning and impassable wastes which stretch themselves to an
unknown extent there, I cannot find him. The feet of mortals cannot
traverse those burning plains, and there I cannot approach him. To
whatever point of the compass I turn, I am left in equal darkness."
What a striking description is this of the darkness that sometimes
conies over the Cliristian's soul, prompting to the language, " Oh that

I knew where I might find him ! That I could come to his throne !

"

10. But he knoioeth the loay that I take. Marg., "is wi'^A we." That
is, " I have the utmost confidence in him. Though I cannot see him,
yet he sees me, and he knows my integrity ; and whatever men may
say, or however they may misunderstand my character, yet he is

acquainted with me, and I have the fullest confidence that he will do
me justice." H When he hath tried me. When he has subjected me
to all the tests of character which he shall choose to apply. 1[ / shall

come forth as gold. As gold that is tried in the crucible, and that

comes forth the more pure the intenser is the heat. The application

of fire to it serves to separate every particle of impurity or alloy, and
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11 My foot Lath held Lis

steps, Lis -way Lave I kept, and
not declined.

lips ; I " Lave ' esteemed tLe
words of Lis moutL more tLan
my ^ necessarj J'ood.''

12 .\eitLer Lave I gone Lack \ p,,. i9 g ,„; , /„.^ „, ^^..^ ^^
from tLe commandment ol Lis I

o, or, appointed ponion. AJer. 15. 16.

1

1

On his steps my foot hath seized

;

His way I have kept, and have not turned from it.

12 The oommaudment of his lips I have not neglected-,

More than every purpose ofmy own have I regarded the words of his mouth.

leaves only the pure metal. So it is with trials applied to the friend

of God ; and we may remark, (1,) that all real piety will bear any test

that may be applied to it, as gold will bear any degree of heat without
being injured or destroyed. (2.) That the effect of all trials is to

purify piety, and make it more briglit and valuable, as is the efft'Ct of

applying intense heat to gold. (3.) There is often much alloy in the
piety of a Christian, as there is in gold, that needs to be removed by
tlie fiery trial of affliction. Nothing else will remoA'e it but trial, as

nothing will be so effectual a purifier of gold as intense heat. (4.) A
true Cliristian should not dread trial. It will not hurt him. He will

be the more valuable for his trials, as gold is for the application of

heat. There is no danger of destroying true piety. It will live in

the flames, and will survive the raging heat that shall yet consume
the world.

11. My font hath held his steps. Roberts, in his Oriental Illustra-

tions, and the Editor of the Pictorial Bible, suppose that there is an
allusion here to the active, grasping power which the Orientals have
in their feet and toes. By constant usage they accustom themselves
to make use of them in holding things in a manner which to us
seems almost incredible, and they make the toes perform almost the
work of fingers. "\Ve bind ours fast from early childhood in our close

shoes, and they become useless except for the purpose of walking.
But the Orientals use theirs differently. They seize upon an object

with their toes, and hold it fast. If in walking along they see any-
thing on the ground which they desire to pick up, instead of stooping
as we would, they seize it with their toes, and lift it up. AlypuUe,
a Kandian chief, was about to be beheaded. AVhen he arrived at the
place of execution, he looked round for some object on which to

seize, and saw a small shrub, and seized it with his toes, and held it

fast in order to be firm while the executioner did his office.:

—

Roberts.

So an Arab in treading firmly, or in taking a determined stand, seems
to lay hold of, to grasp the ground with his toes, giving a fixedness
of position inconceivable to those whose feet are cramped by the use
of tigh.t shoes, lliis may be the meaning here, that Job had fixed

himself firmly in the footsteps of God, and had adhered tenaciously

to him; or, as it is rendered by Dr. Good, "In his steps will I rivet

my feet." H And not declined. Turned aside.

12. Neither have I gone back, I have not put away or rejected.

H The co)tunandment of his lips. That which he has spoken, or which
has proceeded out of his mouth, f I have esteemed. Marg., '^ hid, or
laid up." The Hebrew is, "I have hid," as we hide or lay up that
which is valuable. It is a word often applied to laying up treasures,

or concealing them so that they would be safe. % More than my
'lecessary food. Marg,, "or, ajjpointed portion." Dr. Good renders
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13 But lie IS in one mind, ! tvhat Ms soul desiretli, even that

and wlio can turn him? and I he doeth.

13 But he is of one [purpose], and who can turn him ?

And what he desu-eth, that he doeth.

it, " 111 my bosom have I laid up the words of his mouth." So
Noyes, " The words of his mouth I have treasured up in my bosom."
So Wemyss ; and so it is rendered in the Vulgate, and by the LXX.
The variety in the translation has arisen from the difference of

reading in regard to the Hebrew word ''^^. Instead of this meaning
"more than my portion" or "allowance," the Sept. and Vulgate
appear to have read 'i?!7?

—

in my bosom. But there is no authority for

the change, and there seems to be no reason for it. The word ph

hhoq, means something decreed, designated, appointed ; then an ap-

pointed portion, as of labour, Exod. v. 14 ; then of food—an allowance

of food, Prov. XXX. 8; then a limit, bound, law, statute, etc. It

seems to me that the word here means purpose, intention, rule, or

design, and that the idea is, that he had regarded the commands of

God more thati his oion purposes. He had been willing to sacrifice his

own designs to the will of God, and had thus shown his preference

for God and his law. This sense seems to be the most simple of any,

and it is surprising that it has not occurred to any expositors. So
the same word is used in ver. 14. If this be the meaning, it ex-

presses a true sentiment of piety in all ages. He who is truly

religious is willing to sacrifice and abandon his own plans at the com-
mand of God. Job says that he was conscious of having done this,

and he thus had a firm conviction that he was a pious man.
13. But he is in one mind. He is unchangeable. He has formed

his plans, and no one can divert him from them. Of the truth of this

sentiment there can be no dispute. The only difficulty in the case is

to see why Job adverted to it here, and how it bears on the train of

thought which he was pursuing. Tlie idea seems to be, that God
was now accomplishing his eternal purposes in respect to him ; that

he had formed a plan far back in eternal ages, and that that plan

must be executed ; that he was a Sovereign, and tliat liowever mys-
terious his plans might be, it was vain to contend with them, and that

man ought to submit to their execution with patience and resignation.

Job expected yet that God would come forth and vindicate him ; but

at present all that he could do was to submit. He did not pretend to

understand the reason of the Divine dispensations ; he felt that he
had no power to resist God. The language here is that of a man who
is perplexed in regard to the Divine dealings, but who feels that they

are all in accordance with the unchangeable purpose of God. H And
what his soul desireth even that he doeth. He does what he pleases.

None can resist or control him. It is vain, therefore, to contend

against him. From this passage we see that the doctrine of Divine

sovereignty was understood at a very early age of the world, and
entered undoubtedly into the religion of the patriarchs. It was then
seen and felt that God was absolute ; that he was not dependent on
his creatures ; that he acted according to a plan : that he was in-

flexible in regard to that plan, and that it was in iin to attempt to

resist its execution. It is, when properly uni*erstood, a matter of

unspeakable consolation that God has k plan—for who could honour
a God who had no plan, but who did everything by hap-hazard ? It
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14 For lie performotli the I
aud many such things are witL

thiiif/ that is ajipointed ' for me : liirn.

c 1 Thess. 3. 3. 'I 15 Therefore am I troubled

14 He perfonneth the thing that is appointed for me

;

And there are many such purposes iu his mind.
15 Therefore I am troubled before him

;

is matter of rejoicing that he has one great purpose which extends
through all ages, and -which embraces all things—for then everything

falls into its proper place, and has its appropriate bearing on other

events. It is a matter of joy that God does execute all his purposes ;

for as they are all good and wise, it is desirable that they should

be executed. It would be a calamity if a good plan were not ex-

ecuted. Why, then, should men murmur at the purposes or the
decrees of God?

14. For he 2)erfonneth the thing that is appointed for me. "I am
now meeting only what has been determined by his eternal plan. I

know not what is the reason why it was appointed ; but I see that

God had resolved to do it, and that it is vain to resist him." So when
we suffer, we may say the same thing. It is not by chance or hap-
hazard that we are afflicted ; it is because God has " appointed" tliat

it should be so. It is not by passion or caprice on his part; not by
sudden anger or wrath ; but it is because he had determined to do it

as a part of his eternal plan. It is much, when we are afflicted, to

be able to make this reflection. I had rather be afflicted, feeling that

it is the appointment of God, than feeling that it is hy chance or hap-

hazard. I had rather think that it is a part of a plan calmly and
deliberately formed by God, than that it is the result of some unex-
pected and uncontrollable cause. In the one case, I see that mind
and thought and plan have been employed, and I infer that there is

a reason for it, though I cannot see it ; in the other, I can see no
proof of reason or of wisdom, and my mind finds no rest. The
doctrine of Divine purposes or decrees, therefore, is eminently
adapted to give consolation to a sufferer. I had infinitely rather be
under the operation of a plan or decree where there may be a reason

for all that is done, though I cannot see it, than to feel that I am
subject to the tossings of blind chance, where there can possibly be
no reason. II And many such things are loith him. The purpose does

not pertain to me alone. It is a part of a great plan which extends
to others—to all things. He is executing his plans around me, and
I should not complain that in the development of his vast purposes I

am included, and that I suffer. The idea seems to be this, that Job
found consolation in the belief that he was not alone in these circum-
stances ; that he had not been marked out and selected as a special

object of Divine displeasure. Others had suffered in like manner.
There were many cases just like his own, and why should he com-
plain ? If I felt that there was special displeasure against me, that no
others were treated in the same way, it would make afflictions much
more difficult to bear. But when I feel that there is an eternal plan,

which embraces all, and that I only come in for my share, in common
with others, of the calamities which are judged necessary for the

world, I can bear them with much more ease and patience.

15. Tlierefore am I troubled at his jiresence. The doctrine of Divine
purposes and decrees is fitted to impress the mind with awe. So vast
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at his presence : when I con-

sider, 1 am afraid '' of him.

16 For God maketh my
heart soft, and the Almighty

d Psa. 119. ICO.

troubleth me

:

17 Because I was not cut ofi

hefore the darkness, neither

hath he covered the darkness
from my face.

When I consider, I am afraid of him.
16 For God maketh my heart faint,

And the Almighty troubleth me
;

17 Because I was not talcen away before darkness came,
And he hath not hidden the cloud from mine eye.

are the plans of God ; so uncertain to us is it what will be developed
next ; so impossible is it to resist God when he comes forth to execute
his plans, that they fill the mind with reverence and fear. And this

is one of the objects for which the doctrine is revealed. It is designed

to rebuke the soul that is filled with flippancy and self-conceit ; to

impress the heart with adoring vieAvs of God, and to secure a proper

reverence for his government. Not knowing what may be the next
development of his plan, the mind should be in a state of lioly fear

—

yet ready to submit and bow in whatever aspect his purposes may be
made known. A Being who has an eternal plan, and who is able

to accomplish ftll that he purposes, and who makes known none of

his dealings beforehand, should be an object of veneration and fear.

It will not be the same kind of dreadfulfear which we would have of

one who had almighty power, but who had no plan of anj' kind, but
profound veneration for one who is infinitely Avise as well as almighty.

The fear of an Almighty Being, who has an eternal plan, which we
cannot doubt is wise, though it is inscrutable to us, is a fear mingled
with confidence ; it is awe leading to the profoundest veneration.

His eternal counsels may take away our comforts, but they are right

;

his coming forth may fill us with awe, but we shall venerate and love

him. II When I consider. AVhen I endeavour to understand his

dealings ; or when I think closely on them. H / am afraid of him.

This would be the effect on any mind. A man that will sit down
alone and think of God, and on his vast plans, will see that there is

abundant occasion to be in awe before him.
16. For God maketh my heart soft. That is, faint. He takes away

my strength. Comp. notes on Isa. vii. 4. This effect was produced
on Job by the contemplation of the eternal plan and the power
of God.

17. Because I was not cut off before the darkness. Before these

calamities came upon me. Because I was not taken away in the

midst of prosperity, and while I Avas enjoying his smiles and the

proofs of his love. His trouble is, that he was spared to pass through
these trials, and to be treated as if he were one of the Avorst of men.
This is Avhat now perplexes him, and Avhat he cannot understand.

He does not know Avhy God had reserved him to treat him as if he
were the chief of sinners. H Neither hath he covered the darkness

from mi/ face. The word " neither" is supplied here by our translators,

but not improperly. Tlie difficulty with Job Avas, that God had not

hidden this darkness and calamity so that he had not seen it. He
could not understand why, since he was his friend, God had not

taken him aAvay, so that all should have seen CA^en in his death that

he Avas the friend of God. This feeling is not, perhaps, very uncom-
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WHJ
do tliey tliat know Mm not see

liis days 1

CHAPTER XXIV.
seeing times are not

Mdden from tlic Almiglity,

1 'WTiy, since no events are hidden from the Alniighty,

Do not his friends see his judgments ?

men among those who are called to pass through trials. Tliey do

not understand why they were reserved to these sufferings, and why
God did not take them away before the billows of calamity rolled

over them.

1. Whi/, seeinrj times are not hidden from the Almightij. Dr. Good
reuaers this,

" Wherefore are not doomdays kept by the Almighty,
So that his oftenders may ej'e his periods r"

Dr. Noyes,

" "Why are not times of punishment reserved by the Almighty,
And why do not they who regard him see liis judgments ?"

Jerome, " Times are not hidden from the Almighty ; but they who
know him are ignorant of his days." The LXX., " But why have set

times—wpoi—escaped the notice

—

ixadou—of the Almighty, and the

wicked transgressed all bounds?" The word (D'™) here translated

times, is rendered by the Chaldee (^'?^) set times—times appointed for

an assembly or a trial, beforehand designated for any purpose. The
Hebrew word properly means, set time, fit and proper times ; and in

the plural, as here used, means seasons, Esth. i. 13 ; 1 Chron. xii. 32;

and then vicissitudes of things, fortunes, destinies, Psa. xxxi. 15

;

1 Chron. xxix. 30. Here it means, probably, the vicissitudes of

things, or what actually occurs. All changes are known to God. He
sees good and bad times ; he sees the changes that take place among
men. And since he sees all this. Job asks, with concern, Why is it

that God does not come forth to deal with men according to their true

character? That this was the fact, he proceeds to show farther in

illustration of the position which he had maintained in ch. xxi., by
specifying a number of additional cases where the wicked undeniably
prospered. It was this which perplexed him so much, for he did not

doubt that their conduct was clearly known to God. If their conduct
had been unknown to God, it would not have been a matter of sur-

prise that they should go unpunished. But since all their ways were
clearly seen by him, it might well excite inquiry why they were per-

mitted thus to prosper. He believed that they were reserved to a

future day of wrath, ch. xxi. 30 ; ch. xxiv. 23, 24. They would be

punished in due time, but it was not a fact, as his friends alleged, that

they were punished in this life according to their deeds. II Do they

that knoio him. His true friends; the pious. IT N'ot see his days I

The days of his wrath, or the day when he punishes the wicked.
Why are tb'^y not permitted to see him come forth to take vengeance
on his foe~? The phrase "Aw days" means the days when God
would come forth to punish his enemies. They are called " his

days," because at that time God would be the prominent object that

would excite attention. They would be days Avhen he would manifest

himself in a manner so remarkable as to characterize the period.

Thus the day of judgment is called the day " of the Son of man," oi

o2
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2 Some remove the land-
j

the fatherless, they take ' the

marks ; they Tiolently take

away flocks, and feed ' thereof.

3 They drive away the ass of

widow's ox for a pledge.

4 They turn the needy out of

the way : the poor of the earth

1 or, them. e Deut. 24. 6. 17. Hde themselves together.

2 They [the wicked] remove the landmarks

;

They drive off the flock and pasture it.

3 They drive away the ass of the fatherless

;

They take the widow's ox for a pledge.

4 They push the needy from the way

;

The poor of the earth hide themselves together.

"his day" (Luke xvii. 24), because at that time the Lord Jesus will

be the prominent and glorious object that shall give character to the

day. The question here seems to have been asked by Job mainly to

call attention to the fact which he proceeds to illustrate. The fact

was undeniable ; Job did not maintain, as Eliphaz had charged on him
fch. xxii. 12—14), that the reason why God did not punish them was,

that he could not see their deeds. He admitted most fully that God
did see them, and understood all that they did. In this they were
agreed. Since this was so, the question was why the wicked were
spared, and lived in prosperity. The fact that it was so Job affirms.

The reason why it was so was the subject of inquiry now. This v.'as

perplexing, and Job could solve it only by referring to what was to

come hereafter.

2. Some remove the land-marks . Land-marks are pillars or stones

set up to mark the boundaries of a farm. To remove them, by carry-

ing them on to the land of another, was an act of dishonesty and
robbery—since it was only by marks that the extent of a man's pro-

perty could be known. Fences were uncommon ; the art of survey-

ing was not well understood, and deeds describing land were probably
unknown also, and their whole dependence, therefore, was on the stones

that were erected to mark the boundaries of a lot or farm. As it was
not difficult to remove them, it became a matter of special importance
to guard against it, and to make it a crime of magnitude. Accord-
ingly, it was forbidden in the strictest manner in the law of Moses :

" Cursed be he that removeth his neighbour's land-mark," Deut.
xxvii. 17. Comp. Deut. xix. 14 ; Prov. xxii. 28 ; xxiii. 10. H And
feed thereof. Marg., " or, them," The margin is correct. The
meaning is, that they drive off the flocks of others, and pasture them ;

that is, they are at no pains to conceal what they do, but mingle them
with their own herds, and feed them as if they were their own. If

they drove them away to kill, and removed them wholly from view,

it would be less shameful than to keep and claim them as their own,
and to make the robbery so public.

3. They drive aivay the ass of the fatherless. Of the orphan, who
cannot protect himself, and Avhose only property may consist in this

useful animal. Injury done to an orphan is always regarded as a
crime of peculiar magnitude, for they are unable to protect themselves.

See notes, ch. xxii. 9. H They take the widow's ox for a pledge. See
notes, ch. xxii. 6. The widow was dependent on her ox to till the

ground, and hence the crime of taking it away in pledge for the pay-
ment of a debt.

4. They turn the needy out of the way. They crowd the poor out of
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5 Beliold, as wild asses in

tlie desert, go tlioy fortli to

their work; rising betimes for

a prey : tlie wilderness yicldeth

food for them and for their

cMldreu.

6 They reap every one Ins
' corn in the field, and -' they

gather the vintage of the

wicked.
1 minpled corn, or dredge.

2 the aided gather the vintage.

5 Behold like wild asses of the desert, they go forth to theii- employment,
Rising early in the moruing to plunder

;

The desert furuishes food to them and their childi'en.

6 They reap thek grain iu the field [of others],

And they gather the vintage of the oppressor.

the path, and thus oppress and injm-e them. They do not allow

them the advantages of the highway. % The poor of the earth hide

themselves together. For fear of the rich and mighty man. Driven
from the society of the rich, without their patronage and friendship,

they are obliged to associate together, and find in the wicked man
neither protector nor fi-iend. And yet the proud oppressor is not
punished.

3. Behold, as wild asses in the desert. In regard to the wild ass, see

notes on ch. vi. 5. Schultens, Good, Noyes, and Wemyss under-
stand this, not as referring to the haughty tyrants themselves, but to

the oppressed and needy wretches whom they had driven from
society, and compelled to seek a precarious subsistence, like the wild

ass, in the desert. They suppose that the meaning is, that these

outcasts go to their daily toil seeking roots and vegetables in the

desert for a subsistence, like wild animals. But it seems to me that

the reference is rather to another class of wicked men : to the wander-
ing tribes that live by plunder—who roam through the deserts, and
live an unrestrained and lawless life, like wild animals. The wild ass

is distinguished for its fleetness, and the comparison here turns i^rin-

cipally on this fact. These marauders move rapidly from place to

place, make their assault suddenly and miexpectedly, and, having
plimdered the traveller, or the caravan, as suddenly disappear. They
have no home, cultivate no land, and keep no flocks. The only

objection to this interpretation is, that the wild ass is not a beast of

prey. But in reply to this, it may be said, that the comparison does

not depend on that, but on the fact that they resemble those animals

in their lawless habits of life. See notes on ch. xi. 12; xxxix. 5.

H Go they forth to their icork. To their employment—to wit, plunder.

H Bisiiiff betimes. Rising early. It is a custom of the Orientals

everywhere to rise by break of day. In journeys, they usually I'ise

long before day, and travel much in the night, and duj'ing the heat of

the day they rest. As caravans often travelled earlj', plunderers

would rise early also, to meet them. H For a prey. For plunder

—

the business of their lives. U The wilderness. The desert, for so the
word wilderness is used in the Scriptui-es. See notes on Isa. xxxv.
1; Matt. iii. 1. If Yieldeth /oorf. To wit, by plunder. They obtain

subsistence for themselves and their families by plunderhig the
caravans of the desert. The idea of Job is, that they are seen by
God, and yet that they are suffered to roam at large.

6. They reap every one his corn. Marg., mingled corn, or dredge.

The word here used (W-i) denotes, properly, tneslin, mixed provender,

made up of various kinds of grain, as of barley, vetches, etc., prepared

VOL. 11. C
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7 They cause the naked to

lodge Tvithout clotMng, that

they have no covering in the
coid.

8 They are wet with the

showers of the mountains, and

embrace ^ the rock for want of a
shelter.

9 They pluck the fatherless

from the breast, and take a
pledge of the poor.

/Lam. 4. 5.

7 They cause the naked to lodge mthout clothing,

, And without covering in the cold.

8 They are wet with the showers of the mountaras,
And embrace the rock for want of a shelter.

9 They tear away the fatherless from the breast,

And of the poor they exact a pledge.

for cattle. See notes on Isa. xxx. 24. ^ In the field. They break in

upon the fields of others, and rob them of their grain, instead of cul-

tivating the earth for themselves. So it is rendered by Jerome—
Agrum non suum demetunt ; et vineam ejus, quern vi oppresserbit,

vindemiant. The LXX. render it, "A field not their own, they reap
down before the time

—

irph wpas." H They gather the vintage of the

icicked, Marg. the wicked gather the vintage. Rather, they gather the
vintage of the oppressor. It is not the vintage of honest industry

;

not a harvest which is the result of their own labour, but of plunder.

They live by depredations on others. This is descriptive of those
who support themselves by robbery.

7. They cause the naked to lodge without clothing. They strip others

of their clothing, and leave them destitute. U That they have no
covering in the cold. All travellers tell us, that though the day is

intensely hot in the deserts of Ai-abia, yet the nights are often in-

tensely cold. Hence, the sufferings of those who are plundered, and
who have nothing to defend themselves from the cold air of the night.

8. They are ^vet xuith the showers of the mountains. That is, the poor
persons, or the travellers, whom they have robbed. Hills collect the

clouds, and showers seem to pour down from the mountains. These
showers often collect and pour down so suddenly that there is scarcely

time to seek a shelter. H And embrace the rock for want of a shelter.

Take refuge beneath a projecting rock. The robbers drive them
away from their homes, or plunder them of their tents, and leave

them to find a shelter from the storm, or at night, beneath a rock.

This agrees exactly with what Niebuhr says of the Avandering Arabs
near mount Sinai :

" Those who cannot afford a tent spread out a

cloth upon four or six stakes ; and others spread their cloth near a

tree, or endeavour to shelter themselves from the heat and the rain in

the cavities of the rocks."—Rcisebeschreib. i. Th. s, 233.

9. They pluck the fatherless from the breast. That is, they steal

away unprotected children, and sell them, or make slaves of them for

their o-\vn use. If this is the correct interpretation, then there

existed at that time, what has existed since, so much to the disgrace

of mankind, the custom of kidnapping children, and beai-ing them
away to be sold as slaves. Slavery existed in early ages ; and it must
have been in some such way that slaves were procured. The wonder
of Job is, that such men were permitted to live—that God did not
come forth and punish them. The fact still exists, and the ground of

wonder is not diminished. Africa bleeds under wrongs of this limd
;

aud the vengeance of Heaven seems to sleep though the child is tuiu
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11 Which make oil within
tlieir "walls, and tread thezr

•wine-pressos, and sufler tMrst.

10 They causo htm to go

naked Arithout clothing, and
they take away the shc&fJroiii

thD'huugry

;

|

10 They cause him to go naked without clothing

;

And they are made to carry the sheaf hungiy.
11 They cause them to express oil within their walls;

They tread their wine-presses, and yet suffer thirst.

away from its mother, and conveyed, amid many horrors, to a distant

land, to wear out life in hopeless servitude. H And take a 2}led{/e of
the poo)\ Take that, therefore, which is necessary for the comfort of

tlie poor, and retain it, so that they cannot enjoy its use. See notes

on ch. xxii. 6.

10. And they fake away the sheaf horn, the hungry. The meaning of

this is, that the hungry are compelled to bear the sheaf for the rich,

witliout being allowed to satisfy their hrmger from it. Moses com-
manded that even the ox should not be muzzled that trod out the

corn (Deut. xxv. 4) ; but here Avas more aggravated cruelty than that

would be, in compelling men to bear the sheaf of the harvest Avithout

allowing them even to satisfy their hunger. This is an instance of

the cruelty Avliich Job says Avas actually practised on the earth, and
yet God did not interpose to punish it.

11. Which ma7ce oil within their walls. Or rather, they compel them
to express oil Avithin their walls. The AA'ord ''"'??', rendered "make
oil," is from i!??, to shine, to give light; and hence the derivatives

of the Avord are used to denote light, and then oil, and thence the

Avord comes to denote to press out oil for the purpose of light. Oil

Avas obtained for this purpose from olives by pressing them ; and the

idea here is, that the poor were compelled to engage in this service

for others AA-ithout compensation. The expression " Avithin theii'

Avails," means probably Avithin the walls of the rich; that is, Avithin

the inclosures Avhere such presses were erected. They Avere taken
away from their homes ; compelled to toil for others ; and confined
for this purpose Avithin inclosures erected for the purpose of express-

ing oil. Some have proposed to read this passage, " Between their

Avails they make them toil at noonday ;" as if it referred to the cruelty

of causing them to labour in the sweltering heat of the sun. But the

former interpretation is the most common, and best agrees Avith the

usual meaning of the Avord, and Avith the connexion. H And tread

their tcine-presses, and suffer thirst. They compel them to tread out

their grapes without allowing them to slake their thirst from the

Avine. Such a treatment Avould, of course, be cruel oppression. A
similar description is given by Addison in his letter from Italy

:

II povreo Abitante niira indamo
II roseggiante Arancio e'l pinguc grano,

Crescer dolente ei mh-a ed oil, e vini,

E de mirti odorar 1' ombra si sdegua.

In mezzo alia Bonta dcUa Natura
Maledetto lauguisce, e deatro a caricho

Di vino Angnc muore per la scte.

" The poor inhabitant beholds in vain
Xbe reddening orange and the swelling grain

;
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13 They are of tliose that

rebel against the light ; they
know not the ways thereof, nor
abide iu the paths thereof.

12 Men groan from out of

the city, and the soul of the

AYOunded crieth out : yet God
layeth not folly to them.

12 From the city mortals groan,

And the soul of the wounded crieth out

;

But God does not lay tliis guilt to heart.

13 Others hate the light

;

They know not its waj's
;

They abide not in its paths.

Joyless he sees the growing oils and wines,

And in the myrtle's fragrant shade repines

;

Starves, in the midst of nature's bounty curst,

And in the loaden vmeyard dies for thnst."
Addison's Works, vol. i. pp. 51—53. Ed. Loud. 1721,

12. Men groan from out of the city. The evident meaning of this is,

that the sorrows caused by oppression were not confined to the
deserts and to solitary places ; were not seen only where the wander-
ing freebooter seized vipon the traveller, or in the comparatively
unfrequented places in the country where the poor were compelled to

labour in the wine-presses and the olive-presses of- others, but that

they extended to cities also. In what way this oppression in cities

was practised Job does not specify. It might be by the sudden
descent upon an unsuspecting city, of hordes of freebooters, who
robbed and murdered the inhabitants, and then fled ; or it might be
by internal oppression, as of the rich over the poor, or of masters over

their slaves. The idea which Job seems to wish to convey is, that

oppression abounded. The earth was full of violence. It was in

every place, in the city and the country, and yet God did not in fact

come forth to m.eet and punish the oppressor as he deserved. There
would be instances of oppression and cruelty enough occurring in all

cities to justify all that Job here says, especially in ancient times,

when cities were under the control of tyrants. The word which is

translated wen here is ^'ntp, which is not the usual term to denote

men. This word is derived from niD, to die; and hence there may
be here the notion o£ mortals, or of the dying, who utter these groans.

U And the soul of the wo\mded crieth out. This expression appears as

if Job referred to some acts of violence done by robbers, and perhaps
the whole description is intended to apply to the sufferings caused by
tlie sudden descent of a band of marauders upon the unsuspecting and
slumbering inhabitants of a city. If Yet God layeth not folly to them.

The word rendered/o% (nVsn) means folly ; and thence also Avicked-

ness. If this reading is to be retained, the passage means that God
does not lay to heart, that is, does not regard their folly or wickedness.

He suffers it to pass without punishing it. Comp. Acts xvii. 30.

But the same word, by a change of the points (nVDn), means prayer
;

and many have supposed that it means, that God does not regard the

prayer or cry of those who are thus oppressed. This, in itself, would
make good sense, but the former rendering .agrees better with the

connexion. The object of Job is not to show that God does not

regard the cry of the afflicted, but that he does not interpose to punish
those who are tyrants, and oppressors.

13. They are of those that rebel against the light. That is, they hate
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14 The « murderer rising

with the light killeth the poor

and needy, and in the night is

as a thief.

g Psa. 10. 8-11.

15 The eye also of the adul-

terer waiteth for the twilight,
'' saying, No eye shall see me

:

and ' disguiseth his face.

h Prov. 7. 8, 9. 1 setteth his face i» secret.

14 At early (la^vn rises the murderer

;

He IdUs the poor and the needy

;

In the night he is as a thief.

15 The eye of the adultci-cr waits for the twilight,

Saying, "No eye will see me,"
And he puts a maslc upon his face.

the light. Comp. John iii. 20. It is unpleasant to them, and they
perform their deeds in the night. Job here commences a reference to

another class of wicked persons—those who perform their deeds in

the darkness of the night ; and he shows that the same thing is true

of them as of those who commit crimes in open day, that God does
not interpose directly to punish them. They are suffered to live in

prosperity. This should be rendered, "Others hate the light;" or,

" There are those also who are rebellious against the light." There is

great force in the declaration that those who perform deeds of

wickedness in the night are rebels against the light of day. U They
knoio not the loays thereof. They do not see it. They work in the

night. H Nor abide in the paths thereof. In the paths that the light

makes. They seek out paths on which the light does not shine.

14. The murderer. One of the instances referred to in the previous
verse of those who perform their deeds in darkness. H Rising toith

the light, Heb., li.^b. Vulg., Mane prima—in the earliest ticilight.

The meaning is, that he does it very early ; by daybreak. It is not
in open day, but at the earliest dawn. II Killeth the poor and needy.

Those who are so poor and needy that they are obliged to rise early

and go forth to their toil. There is a double aggravation—the crime
of murder itself, and the fact that it is committed on those who are

under a necessity of going forth at that early hour to their labour.

H And in the night is as a thief. The same man. Theft is usually
committed under cover of the night. The idea of Job is, that though
these crimes cannot escape the notice of God, yet that he does not
interpose to punish those who committed them. A striking inci-

dental illustration of the fact stated here occurred in the journey of
Messrs. Robinson and Smith, on their way from Akabah to Jerusalem.
After retiring to rest one night, they were aroused by a sudden noise

;

and they apprehended an attack by robbers. " Our Arabs," says
Dr. R., "were evidently alarmed. They said, if thieves, they trould

steal upon us at midnight ; if robbers, they loould come doion tipon us
towards morning."—Bibl. Research, i. 270. It would seem, therefore,

that there was some settled time or order in which they are ac-

customed to commit their various depredations.
15. The eye also of the adidterer waiteth for the twilight. Comp. the

description in Prov. vii. 8, 9 :
" He went the way to her house : in the

twilight, in the evening, in the black and dark night." If And dis-

guiseth his face. Marg., setteth his face in secret. The meaning is,

that he puts a mask on his face, lest he should be recognised. So
Juvenal, Sat. viii. 144, as quoted by Noyes :

si noctunius adulter

Tempera Santouico velas adoperta cucullo.
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16 In the dark tiey dig
tlu'ougli liouses ivliich they Lad
marked for tliemselves in the

day-time : they ' know not the

light.

17 For the morning is to

them eren as the shadow ol

death : if one know tliem, they

are m the terrors of the shadow
of death.

16 In the dark they dig through houses

;

In the day-time they shut themselves up
;

Thej' are strangers to the light.

17 For the morniug is to them the very shadow of death

;

For they are familiar with the terrors of the shadow of death.

These deeds of wickedness were then performed in the night, as they
are still ; and yet, though the eye of God beheld them, he did not
punish them. The meaning of Job is, that men were allowed to

commit the blackest crimes, but that God did not come forth to cut
them off.

16. hi the dark they dig through houses. This refers, probably, to

another class of wicked persons. The adulterer steals forth in the
night, but it is not his way to "dig" into houses. But the persons
here referred to are robbers, who conceal themselves by day, and who
at night secretly enter houses for plunder. The phrase " dig through"
probably has reference to the fact that houses were made of clay, or

of bricks dried in the sun—a species of mud cottages, and whose
Avails, therefore, could be easily penetrated. In the East nearly all

the houses are made of iinburnt brick, and there is little difficulty in

making a hole in the wall large enough to admit the human body.
Comp. Ezek. xii. 7. In Bengal, says Mr. Ward, it is common for

thieves to dig through the walls of houses made of mud, or under the
house-floors, which are made merely of earth, and enter thus into the
dwellings while the inmates are asleep. Rosenmiiller's Alte u. neue
ISIorgenland in loo. H AVhich they had marked for themselves in the

day-time. According to this translation the idea would be, that in

the day-time they carefully observed houses, and saw where an
entrance might be effected. But this interpretation seems contrary
to the general sense of the passage. It is said that they avoid the
light, and that the night is the time for accomplishing their purposes.
Probably, therefore, the meaning of this passage is, " in the day time
they shut themselves up." So it is rendered by Gesenius, Rosen-
miiller, Noyes, and others. The Avord here used, and rendered
"marked" (°'T!7), means to seal, to seal up; and hence the idea of

shutting up, or making fust. See notes on Job ix. 7 ; Isa. viii. 17.

Hence it may mean to shut up close, as if one was locked in ; and the
idea here is, that in the day-time they shut themselves up close in

their places of concealment, and went forth to their depredations in

.he night. H They know not the light. They do not see the light.

They do all their work in the dark.

17. For the morning is to them even as the shadow of death. They
dread the light, as one does usually the deepest darkness. The
morning or light Avould reveal their deeds of wickedness, and they
therefore avoid it. % As the shadow of death. As the deepest dark-

ness. See notes on cli. iii. 5. *i If one knoio them. If they are

recognised. Or, more probably, this means " they ;" i, e. each one
of them "are familia'r with the terrors of the shadow of death," or
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18 He is * swift as tlio waters

;

tlieir portion is cursed in tlie

* Psa. 73. 18, 19.

eartli : ho belioldeth not the

way of tlie yineyards.

18 They are like a light boat on the face of the waters

;

Accursed is their lot m the earth

;

On the way of vineyards they look not.

with the deepest darkness. By this rendering, the common significa-

tion of the word C'?') will be retained, and the translation will accord
with the general sense of the passage. The meaning is, that they are
familiar with the blackest night. They do not dread it. They dread
only the light of day. To others the darkness is terrible ; to them it

is familiar. The word rendered " shadow of death," in the latter part

of this verse, is the same as in the former. It may mean, in both
places, the gloomy night that resembles the shadow of death. Such
a night is "terrible" to most men; to them it is familiar, and they
feel secure only when its deep shades are round about them.

18. He is stvifi as the waters. Noyes renders this, "They are as

swift as the skiff upon the waters," Dr. Good, " Miserable is this

man upon the waters." Wemyss, *' Such should be as foam upon
the waters." Le Clerc says that there is scarcely any passage of the
Scriptures more obscure than this, and the variety of rendering adopted
will show at once the perplexity of expositors. Rosenmilller sup-
poses that the particle of comparison (D) is to be understood, and that

the meaning is, " he is as a light thing upon the waters ;" and this

probably expresses the true sense. It is a comparison of the thief

with a light boat, or any other light thing that moves gently on the
face of the water, and that glides along without noise. So gently and
noiselessly does the thief glide along in the dark. He is rapid in his

motion, but he is still. It is not imcommon to describe one who is

about to commit crime in the night as moving noiselessly along, and
as taking every precaution that the utmost silence should be preserved.

So Macbeth, when about to commit murder, soliloquizes :

Now o'er the one half world
Nature seems dead,

And withered murder,
Alarum'd by his sentinel, the wolf,

^Tio's howl'd his watch, thus with his stealthy pace,

With Tarquin's ravishing strides, towards his design
Moves like a ghost.

Thou sui-e and firm-set earth,

Hear not my steps, which way they walk, for fear

The very stones jjrate of my whereabout.

I do not know, however, that this comparison of a thief Avith a light

object on the waters is to be found anywhere else, but it is one of

great beauty. The word rendered "swift" (V;?) may denote either

that which is swift, or that which is liffht. In Isa. xxx, 16, it is

applied to a fleet horse. Here it may be rendered, " He is as a light

thing upon the face of the waters." IT Their portion is cursed in the

earth. That is, their manner of life, their way of obtaining a liveli-

hood, is deserving of execration. The result of humble toil and honest
labour may be said to be blessed ; but not the property which they
acquire. Rosenraiiller and Noyes, however, suppose that the Avord
"portion" here refers to their habitation, and that the idea is, they
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19 Drouglit and. lieat 'eon-

Bume tlie sno-w-"waters ; so doth

1 violenllji take.

tlie grave those which have
sinned.

20 The -womb shall forget

19 Drought and heat steal a'svay the snow-waters

;

The grare, in like manner, those who have sinned.

20 The mother soon forgets him

;

have their dwelling in -wild and uncultivated places ; they live in

places that are cursed by sterility and barrenness. The Hebrew will

bear either construction. The word lot, as it is commonly understood
by us, may perhaps embrace both ideas. " Theirs is a cursed lot on
earth." IT He beJwldeth not the tvai/ of the vineyards. That is, they
do not spend their lives in cultivating them, nor do they derive a sub-
sistence from them. They live b}'' plunder, and their abodes are in

wild retreats, far away from quiet and civilized society. The object

seems to be to describe marauders Avho make a sudden descent at

night on the possessions of others, and who have their dwellings far

away from iields that are covered with the fruits of cultivation.

19. DroughtandJieat consume the snoio-toaters. Marg., violently take.

See notes on ch. vi. 17. The word rendered " consume," and in the

margin "violently take" (l^w), means, properly, to strip off, as skin

from the flesh ; and then to pluck or tear away by force ; to strip, to

spoil, to rob. The meaning here is, that the heat seems to seize and
carry away the snow-waters—to bear them off, as a plunderer does
spoil. There is much poetic beauty in this image. The "snow-
waters" here mean the waters that are produced by the melting of

the snow on the hills, and which swell the rivulets in the valleys

below. Those waters. Job says, are borne along in rivulets over the

burning sands, until the drought and heat absorb them all, and they
vanish away. See the beautiful description of this Avhich Job gives in

ch, vi. 15— 18. Those waters vanish away silently and gently. The
stream becomes smaller and smaller as it winds along in the desert,

until it all disappears. So Job says it is with these wicked men whom
he is describing. Instead of being violently cut off, instead of being

hurried out of life by some sudden and dreadful judgment, as his

friends maintained, they were suffered to linger on calmly and peace-

ably—as the stream glides on gently in the desert—untU they quietly

disappear by death—as the waters sink gently in the sands or evapo-

rate in the air. The whole description is that of a peaceful death as

contradistinguished from one of violence. H So doth the grave those

which have sinned. There is a wonderful terseness and energy in the

original words here, which is very feebly expressed by our transla-

tion. The Hebrew is iN'in '"nm—" the grave, they have sinned."

The sense is correctly expressed in the common version. The mean-
ing is, that they who have sinned die in the same quiet and gentle

manner with Avhich waters vanish in the desert. By those who have
sinned Job means those to whom he had just referred—robbers, adul-

terers, murderers, etc. ; and the sense of the whole is, that they died a

calm and peaceful death. See notes on ch. xxi. 13, where he advances
the same sentiment as here.

20. 2%e xcomb shall forget him. His mother who bare him shall

forget him. The idea here seems to be, that he shall fade out of the

memory, just as other persons do. He shall not be overtaken with
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hica ; tlie worm shall feed

sweetly on him : he shall he
uo more ' remembered ; and
wickedness shall he hroken as

/ Prov. 10. 7 ; Isa. £6. 14.

a tree.

21 He evil entreateth the

harren that heareth not, and
doeth not good to the widow.

The -worm feeds sweetly on him
;

He is no more remembered

—

Like a decaj'ed tree the wicked man [gently] falls.

21 He oppresse'th the barren, that hath not borne,

And doeth not good to the widow.

any disgraceful punishment, thus giving occasion to remember him by
a death of ignominy. At first view it would seem to be a calamity to

be soon forgotten by a mother ; but if the above interpretation be
correct, then it means that the condition of his death would be such
that there would be no occasion for a mother to remember him with
sorrow and shame, as she would one who was ignominiously executed
for his crimes. This interpretation was proposed by Mercer, and has
been adopted by Rosenmiiller, Noyes, and others. It accords with
the general scope of the passage, and is probably correct. Various
other interpretations, however, have been proposed, which may be
seen in Good, and in the Critici Sacri. H The worm shall feed sioeetly

on him. As on others. He shall die and be buried in the usual
manner. He shall lie quietly in the grave, and there return to his

native dust. He shall not be suspended on a gibbet, or torn and de-
voured by wild beasts ; but his death and burial shall be peaceful and
calm. See notes on ch. xxi. 26 ; xix. 26. % He shall be no move re-

membered. As having been a man of eminent guilt, or as ignomi-
niously pmiished. The meaning is, that there is nothing marked and
distinguishing in his death. There is no peculiar manifestation of
the Divine displeasure. There is some truth in this, that the wicked
cease to be remembered. Men hasten to forget them ; and having
done no good that makes them the objects of grateful reminiscence,
their memory fades away. This, so far from being a calamity and a
curse, Job regards as a favour. It would be a calamity to be remem-
bered as a bad man, and as having died an ignominious death. IT And
icickedness shall be broken as a tree. Evil here, or wickedness (nViy)»

means an evil or Avicked man. The idea seems to be, that such a man
would die as a tree that is stripped of its leaves and branches is

broken down. He is not like a green tree that is violently torn up
by the roots in a storm, or twisted off in a tempest, but like a dry
tree that begins to decay, and that falls down gently by its own
weight. It lives to be old, and then quietly sinks on the ground and
dies. So Job saj's it is with the wicked. They are not swept away
by the Divine judgments, as the trees of the forest are torn up by the
roots, or twisted off bj^ the tornado.

21. He evil entreateth the barren. The woman who has no children

to comfort or support her. He inci eases her calamity by acts of

cruelty and oppression. To be without children, as is well known,
was regarded, in the patriarchal ages, as a great calamity, f And
doth not good to the widoio. See notes on ch. xxiv. 3. Notwith-
standing all this, he is permitted to live in prosperity, and to die

without any visible tokens of the Divine displeasure.
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ways.
24 They are exalted for a

little " -while, but are ^gone and
brought low; they are 'takeu
out of the way as all other, and
cut oif as the tops of the ears of

corn.

n Psa. 3". 35, 36. ; not. 3 closed up.

23 He draweth also the
mighty with his power : he
riseth up, 'and no man is sure

of life.

23 Though it be given him to

le in safety, whereon he resteth

;

)'et his '" eyes are upon their

1 or, he triisteth not his own life,

m Prov. 5. £1—23.

22 He destroys also the mighty by his power

;

He rises up, and no one is secure of life

;

23 God gives to him security, and he is sustained

;

Tea, his eyes are upon his ways.
24 They are exalted for a little time—and then are not;

They are brought low, and are gathered [to their fathers] like others.

And lUce the ripe ears of grain they arc cut off.

22. He draweth also the mighty loith his pgioer. Tlie word here ran.

dered draioeth (tplin), means to draio ; and then to lay hold of, to

take, to take away ; and hence to remove, to destro}% Psa. xxviii. 3

;

Ezek. xxii. 20. The idea here seems to be, that his acts of oppression
and cruelty were not confined to the poor and the defenceless. Even
the great and the mighty were also exposed, and he spared none.
No one was safe, and no rights could be regarded as secure. The
character here described is one that pertains to a tyrant or a con-
queror ; and Job probably meant to describe some such mighty man,
who was regardless alike of the rights of the high and the low. IT He
riseth up. When he rises up ; that is, when he enters on an enter-

prise or goes forth to accomplish his wicked purposes. IT And no man
is sure of life. From the dread of him even the great and mighty
have no securitj-. This language will well describe the character of

an Oriental despot. Having absolute power, no man, not even the
highest in rank, can feel that his life is safe if the monarch becomes
in an}^ way offended. Yet Job says that even such a despot was per-

mitted to live in prosperity, and to die without any remarkable proof
of the Divine displeasure.

23. Though it be given him to be in safety. That is, God gives him
safety. Tlie name God is often understood, or not expressed. Tlie

meaning is, that God gives this wicked man, or oppressor, safety.

He is permitted to live a life of security and tranquillity. H Whereon

he resteth. Or rather, "And he is sustained or upheld" (lytn).

The meaning is, that he is sustained or upheld by God. U Yet his

eyes are upon their ways. "And the ej'cs of God are upon the ways
of such men." That is, God guards and defends them. He seems to

smile upon them, and to prosper all their enterprises.

24. They are exalted for a little while. This Avas the proposition

which Job was maintaining. His friends afhrmed that the wicked
were punished for their sins in this life, and that great crimes would
soon meet with great calamities. This Job denies, and says that the

fact was, that tliej' were " exalted," Yet he knew that it was to be
but for a little time, and he believed that they would, at no distant

period, receive the proper reward of their deeds. He maintains,

however, that their death might be tranquil and easy, and that no
extraordinary proof of- the Divine displeasure would be perceived ia
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25 And if it he not so noTv, i make my speech notliiiig

who "will make me a liar, and
|
-worth?

25 If it be not so, who will confute me,
And show my speech to be worthless ?

the manner of their departure. H But are gone and brought loio.

Marg., not. Heb., l^.?'-!—" and are not." Comp. Gen. xlii. 13

:

"The youngest is this day with our father, and one is not." Gen.
xxxvii. 30 :

" The child is not ; and I, whither shall I go ? " That is,

the child is dead. Comp. the expression, Troja fuit. The meaning
here is, that they soon disappear or vanish. IT They are taken out of
the xcay as all other. They die in the same manner as other men do,

and without any extraordinary expressions of the Divine displeasure

in their death. This was directly contrary to what his friends had
maintained. The Hebrew word here (Y?!^) means, to gather, to collect;

and is often used in the sense of " gathering to one's fathers," to

denote death. IT And exit off as the tops of the ears of corn. Of wheat,
barley, or similar grain. C'or7i, in the sense in which the word is

commonly used in this country, was not known in the time of Job.
The allusion here is to the harvest. When the grain was ripe, it

seems they were in the habit of cutting off the ears, and not of cutting
it near the root, as we do. The body of the stalk was left, and hence
there is so frequent allusion in the Scriptures to stubble that was
burnt. So, in Egypt, the children of Israel were directed to obtain
the stubble left in the fields, in making brick, instead of having straw
furnished them. The meaning of Job here is, that they would not be
taken away by a violent death, or before their time, but that they
would be like grain standing in the field to the time of harvest, and
then peacefully gathered. Comp. Psa. Ixxiii. 4.

25. And if it be not so }iow, who loill make me a liar? A challenge
to any one to prove the contrary to what he had said. Job had now
attacked their main position, and had appealed to facts, in defence of
what he held. He maintained that, as a matter of fact, the wicked
were prospered—that the}' often lived to old age, and that they then
died a peaceful death, without any direct demonstration of the Divine
displeasure. He boldly appeals now to any one to deny this, or to

prove the contrary. The appeal was decisive. The fact was unde-
niable, and the controversy was closed. Bildad (ch. xxv.) attempts
a brief reply, but he does not touch the question about the facts to

which Job had appealed, but utters a few vague and irrelevant pro-
verbial maxims about the greatness of God, and is silent. His pro-
verbs appear to be exhausted, and the theory which he and his friends
had so carefully built up, and in which they had been so confident,

was now overthrown. Perhaps this was one design of the Holy
Spirit, in recording the argument thus far conducted, to show that

Jhe theory of the Divine administration, which had been built up
with so much care, and which was sustained by so many proverbial
maxims, was false. The overthrow of this theory was of sufficient

importance to justify this protracted argument; for (1) it was and is

of the highest importance that correct views should prevail of the
nature of the Divine administration ; and (2) it is of especial im-
portance in comforting the afflicted people of God. Job had expe-
rienced great aggravation in his sufferings from the position which his

friends had maintained, and from the arguments which they had been
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CHAPTER XXV.
nPHEN answered Bildad

ShuMte, and said,

2 Dominion " and fear are

the

with Mm ; lie maketh peace in
liis liigli places.

3 Is there any numher of his

Dan. 4. 3, 3-i; Jude 25.

THE THIRD SERIES IN THE CONTROVERSY CONTINUED.

The reply of Bildad to Jol.—Ch. xxv.

1 Then answered Bildad the Shuhite, aud said :

2 Dominion and fear are with Him
;

He maintaineth peace in his higii places.

3 Is there any numbering of his armies .'

able to adduce to prove that his sufferings were proof that he was a
hypocrite. But it is worth all which it has cost ; all the experience
of the afflicted friends of God, and all the pains taken to reveal it, to

show that affliction is no certain proof of the Divine displeasure, and
that important ends may be accomplished by means of trial.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER XXV.

This short reply of Bildad closes what the three friends of Job had to say,

for Zophar does not attempt to answer. Bildad does not attempt to meet the

appeals which Job had made to facts, or reply to his arguments. He does

not even reproach Job as he and his friends had done before, or even express

his conviction that he was a wicked man. The speech is evidently that of

one who felt that he must say sonuthing^ but who cUd not know how to meet
the course of argument wliich Job had pursued. He asserts, in a lofty strain,

the majesty, dominion, and infinite perfection of the Deitj', and then repeats

the proposition, that in the sight of such a God the whole universe must be
regarded as impure. It would seem to be implied that he supposed that

Job's arguments went on the supposition that man was pm-e, and that all

that was necessary to be said was to reaffirm the impossibility that any
should be holy in the sight of God. Many a man, when perplexed with
some view of truth which wholly confounds all liis reasoning and sets aside

his maxims, but who lacks the ingenuousness to admit the force of the argu-
ment adduced, meets a case just as Bildad cUd. Uncon'\'inced, he adheres to

his own opinion ; unable to meet the argument, he does not attempt to

reply to it, yet feels that he must say something to show that he is not
silenced. The feebleness of this reply, however, only encourages Job to

utter the triumphant sentiments expressed in the follo\ving chapters.

2. Dominion a7id fear are xoith him. That is, God has a right to

rule, and he ought to be regarded with reverence. The object of
Bildad is to show that He is so great and glorious that it is impossible
that man should be regarded as pure in his sight. He begins, there-

fore, by saying that he is Sovereign ; that he is clothed with majesty,
and that he is worthy of profound veneration. U He maketh peace in
his high places. "High places" here refer to the heavenly worlds.
The idea is, that he preserves peace and concord among the hosts of
heaven. Numerous and mighty as are the armies of the skies, yet he
keeps them in order and in awe. The object is to present an image
of the majesty and power of that Being who thus controls a vast
number of minds. The phrase does not necessarily imply that there
had been variance or strife, and that then God had made peace, but
that he preserved or kept them in peace.

3. Is there any number of his armies 1 The armies of heaven ; or
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arniios ? and upon wliom p dotli

not Lis liglit arise?

4 How tlien can man bo
justified ? witli God? or liow

p Matt. 5. 45. q ch. 4. 17. etc. ; 15. li, etc.;

Psa. 143. 2, etc.; Rom. 5. 1. 21.

can lie be clean ^ tMt is bom of

a woman ?

5 Behold even to tbe moon,
and it sliinetlx not; yea, tlie

stars are not pure in Ms sigbt

:

r Zech. 13. 1 ; 1 Cor. 6. 11; 1 John 1. 9;

And upon whom doth not his light arise ?

4 And how then can man be righteous before God .'

And how can he be pure that is born of a woman .'

5 Behold, even the moon is not bright

;

And the stars are not pm-e in his sight.

the hosts of angelic beings, which are often represented as arranged
or marshalled into armies. See notes on Isa. i. 9. The word wliich

is here used is not the common one which is rendered " hosts" (*^??),

but is "'^"'j', which means properly a troop, band, or army. It may
here mean either the constellations often represented as the army
which God marshals and commands, or it may mean the angels.

II And ttpoii tohom doth not his light arise? This is designed evidently

to show the majesty and glory of God. It refers probably to the light

of the sun, as the light which he creates and commands. The idea is,

that it pervades all things ; that, as controlled by him, it penetrates

all places, and flows over all worlds. The image is a strilving and
sublime one, and nothing is better fitted to show the majesty and
glory of God.

4. How then can man he justified with God? See ch. iv. 17, 18 ; xv
15, 16. Instead of meeting the facts to which Job had appealed, all

that Bildad could now do was to repeat what had been said before.

It shows that he felt himself unable to dispose of the argument, and
yet that he was not willing to confess that he was vanquished. IT Or
hoio can he be clean ? This sentiment had been expressed by Job him-
self, ch. xiv. 4. Perhaps Bildad meant now to adopt it as undoubted
truth, and to throw it back upon Job as worthy of his special atten-

tion. It has no bearing on the arguments which Job had advanced,
and is utterly irrelevant except as Bildad supposed that the course
of argument maintained by Job implied that he supposed himself to

be pure.

5. Behold even to the tnoon, and it shitiefh not. Or, Behold, even the
moon shineth not. That is, in comparison with God it is dark and
obscure. The idea is, that the most beautiful and glorious objects

become dim and fade away when compared Avith him. So Jerome
renders it, Ecce luna etiam non sjilendet. The word here rendered

shineth Crn^') frequently means to pitch or remove a tent, and is a

form of the word Vi'!<, uniformly rendered tent or tabernacle. Some
have supposed that the meaning here is, that even the moon and the
stars of heaven—the bright canopy above—were not fit to furnish a tent

or dwelling for God. But the parallelism seems to demand the usual
interpretation, as meaning that the moon and stars faded away before

God. The word "thx derives this meaning, according to Gesenius,

fi-om its relation to tlie word ^rr, to be clear or brilliant, from the

mutual relation of the verbs fe and sy. The Arabic has the same
meaning. H Yea, the stars are not pure in his sight. That is, they are
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6 How much less man, that I which is a "worm'f

is a worm ? aud tlie sou of mau, |

6 How much less mau that is a worm

!

Aud the son of man that is a reptile

!

not bright in comparison with him. The design is to show the glory

of the Most High, and that nothing could be compared with him.
See notes, ch. iv. 18.

6. How much less man. See ch. iv. 19. Man is here mentioned as

a worm ; in ch. iv. 19 he is said to dwell in a house of clay, and to be
crushed before the moth. In both cases the design is to represent
him as insignificant in comparison Avith God. IT -4 u'orm— iT?"). See
ch. vii. 5. The word is commonlj' applied to such worms as are bred in

putridity, and hence the comparison is the more forcible. II And the

son of man. Another mode of speaking of man. Any one of the
children of man is the same. No one of them can be compared with

God. Comp. notes, Matt. i. 1 . H Which is a worm—rrobin . Comp. notes,

Isa. i. IS. This word frequently denotes the worm from which the
scarlet or crimson colour was obtained. It is, however, used to

denote the worm that is bred on putrid substances, and is so used
here. Comp. Exod. xvi. 20 ; Isa. xiv. 11 ; Ixvi. 24. It is also applied

to a worm that destroys plants, Jonah iy. 7 ; Deut. xxviii. 39. Here it

means, that man is poor, feeble, powerless. In comparison with God
he is a crawling worm. All that is said in this chapter is true and beau-
tiful, but it has nothing to do with the subject in debate. Job had ap-

pealed to the course of events in proof of the truth of his position. The
true way to meet that, was either to deny that the facts existed as he
alleged, or to show that they did not prove what he had adduced
them to establish. But Bildad did neither ; nor did he ingenuouslj'

confess that the argument was against him and his friends. At this

stage of the controversy, since they had nothing to reply to what Job
had alleged, it w^ould have been honourable in them to have acknow-
ledged that they were in error, and to have yielded the palm of victory

to him. But it requires extraordinary candour and humility to do
that ; and rather than do it, most men would prefer to say something

—though it have nothmg to do with the case in hand.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER XXVI.

In this chapter Job commences a reply to all that had been said by his three

friends, aud concludt-s the controversy. At the close of thi^j chapter, it

would seem probable that he paused for Zophar, whose turn came next to

speak ; but as he said nothing, he resumed Ms discoui-se, aud continued it to

the close of ch. xxxi.
This chapter consists of two parts. I. In the first part, vers. 1—4, Job

begins the reply with sarcasms on his opponent as having offered nothing

that in reahty pertained to the dispute. He had made great pretensions,

but he had not in any way met the difficulties of the case. He had not

replied at aU to his arguments, nor had he doue anjthiug to relieve his_ miud
in its embaiTassmeuts. II. In the second part, vers. 5—14, Job himself

enters into a statement of the power aud majesty of the Almighty. He
shows that he could speak in as lofty a style of the greatness of God as his

friends coidd. His object in this seems to be, not merely a trial of sldll in

the description which was given of God, but to show them that the views
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CHAPTEE XXVI.
"PUT Job answered and said,

2 How ' hast tliou lieliicd

him that is witliout power?
hoiv eavest tliou tlie arm tJiat

I Isa. 40. 14.

hath no strength ?

.3 How hast thou counselled

him that hath no wisdom? and
hoiv hast thou plentifully da-

clared the thing as it is ?

TKE THIRD SERIES IK THE CONTROVERSY CONCLUDED.

Answer of Job.—Ch. xxvi.—xxxi.

1 Then Job answered and said :

2 How hast thou helped the weak,
And strengthened the feeble arm .-'

3 How hast thou counselled the ignorant
."'

And declared ^lisdom in abundance ?

which he cherished were not produced by any low and grovelling conceptions
of God. He had the most exalted ideas of him. He accorded with all that
thev said. He could even go beyond them in his description of the Divine
niajcstv and glory. His views about his own character, therefore, were not
inconsistent with the most exalted conceptions of the Deity, nor did ho
regard the most elevated views of God as any proof that he liimself was
eminently guilty or hypocritical, as they seemed to suppose. Ha^Tjig thus
shown that his views of God were quite as exalted as those of his friends, in
the next chapter he returns to his argument, and defends the positions which
he had before advanced.

2. How hast thou helped him that is icithout poioerf It has been
doubted whether this refers to Job himself, the two friends of Bildad,

or to the Deity.

—

Rosemnuller, The connexion, however, seems to

demand that it should be referred to Job himself. It is sarcastical.

Bildad had come as a friend and comforter. He had also, in common
with Eliphaz and Zophar, taken upon himself the office of teacher
and counsellor. He had regarded Job as manifesting great weakness
in his views of God and of his government, as destitute of all strength
to bear up aright under trials ; and now all that he had done to aid
one so weak was found in the impertinent and irrelevant generalities

of his brief speech, Job is indignant that one with such pretensions
should have said nothing more to the purpose. Herder, however,
renders this as if it related wholly to God, and it cannot be denied
that the Hebrew would bear this

:

" '^Tiom hclpest thou ? Him. wlio hath no strength .'

"Wliom dost thou vindicate ? Him whose arm hath no power ?

To whom give counsel ? One without wisdom .''

Truly much wisdom hast thou taught Him !"

H IIow savest thou the arm that hath mo strength? That is, your
remarks are not adapted to invigorate the feeble. He had come pro-
fessedly to comfort and support his afflicted friend in his trials. Yet
Job asks what there was in his observations that was fitted to produce
this effect? Instead of declaiming on the majesty and greatness of
God, he should have said something that was adapted to relieve an
afflicted and a troubled soul.

3. How hast thou counselled him that hath no wisdom? As he had
iindertaken to give counsel to another, and to suggest views that
might be adapted to elevate his mind in his depression, and to console
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4 To whom hast thou uttered

words ? and whose spirit ' came
from thee ?

t Eccles. 12. 7.

5 Dead thirir/s are formed
from under the waters, ' and the

inhabitants thereof.

1 or, with.

4 To whom hast thou uttered these words,
Aud whose spirit went from thee ?

5 The Shades tremble from beneath,
The waters and their inhabitants.

him in his sorrows, he had a right to expect more than he had found
in his speech, U And how hast thou plentifully declared the thing as it

is? The word rendered "the thing as it is" (rriffln) denotes properly

a setting upright, iq^rightness—from mp; then help, deliverance, Job

vi. 13; purpose, undertaking, enterprise, Job v. 12; then counsel,
wisdom, understanding. Job xi. 6 ; xii. 16. Here it is synonymous
with reason, toisdoin, or truth. The word rendered "plentifully" (qiV)

means "for multitude," or abundantly; and the sense here is, that

Bildad had made extraordinary pretensions to xcisdom, and that this

was the result. This short, irrelevant speech was all ; a speech that
commimicated nothing new, and that met none of the real difficulties

of the case.

4. To tohotii hast thou uttered words f Jerome renders this, Quern
docere voluisti? " Whom do you wish to teach r" The sense is, " Do
you attempt to teach me in such a manner, on such a subject ? Do
you take it that I am so ignorant of the perfections of God, that such
remarks about him would convey any real instruction?" II And
tohose spirit came froyn thee? That is, by whose spii-it didst thou
speak ? "What claims hast thou to inspiration, or to the uttering of

sentiments beyond Avhat man himself cuuld originate ? The meaning
is, that there was nothing remarkable in what he had said that would
shov/ that he had been indebted for it either to God or to the wise
and good on earth.

5. Dead things. Job here commences his description of God, to

show that his views of his majesty and glory Avere in no way inferior

to those which had been expressed by Bildad, and that what BUdad
had said conveyed to him no real information. In this description he
far surpasses Bildad in loftiness of conception and sublimity of

description. Indeed, it may be doubted whether for grandeur this

passage is surpassed by any description of the majesty of God in the

Bible. The passage here has given rise to much discussion, and to a

great variety of opinion. Our common translation is most feeble, and
by no means conveys its true force. The object of the whole passage is

to assert the universal dominion of God. Bildad had said (ch. xxv.)

that the dominion of God extended to the heavens, and to the armies

of the skies ; that God siirpasscd in majesty the splendour of the

heavenly bodies ; and that, compared with him, man was a worm. Job
commences his description by saying that the dominion of God
extended even to the nether world; and that such -were his majesty

and power that even the shades of the mighty dead trembled at his

presence, and that hell was all naked before him. The -word D'«?"i

Rephaim—so feebly rendered "dead things"—means the shades of the

dead; the dejmrted spirits that dwell in Sheol. See the word explained

at length in the notes' on Isa, dv. 9. They are those who have left
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6 Hell " is naked before liini,
[

and destruction liarh no cover-

H Psa. 139. 8, 11 ; Prov. 15. 11 ; Heb. 4. 13. I
ing.

6 Sheol is naked before him,
And Destruction hath no coTering.

tliis world, and Mho have gone down to dwell in the world beneath—
the great and mighty conquerors and kings ; the illustrious dead of

past times, w'ho have left the world, and are congregated in the land
of Shades. Jerome renders it gujantes, and the LXX., -ylyavTes—
giants ; from a common belief that those shades were larger than life.

Thus Lucretius says

:

Quippe et enim jam tum divCim mortalia soecla

Egregias animo facies vigilante videbant

;

Et magis in somnia, mirando corporis auctu.

Rer. Nat. v. 1168.

The word shades here will express the sense, meaning the departed
spirits that are assembled in Sheol. The Chaldee renders it, >*7^|?

—

mighty ones, or giants; the SjTiac, in like manner, |l*^1 .t

—

giants.

'i Areformed. The Syriac renders this. .QAAg)Aj

—

areJcilled. Jerome,

gemunt—groan ; Sept., "Are giants born from beneath the water, and
the neighbouring places?" What idea the authors of that version
attached to the passage it is difficult to say. The Hebrew word here

used (ibVirr from "rin), means to twist, to turn, to be in anguish—as in

child-birth ; and then it may mean to tremble, quake, be in terror

;

and the idea here seems to be, that the shades of the dead were in

anguish, or trembled at the awful presence, and under the dominion
of God. So Luther renders it—understanding it of giants

—

Die Bicsen
dngsten sich unter den Wassern. The sense would be well expressed,
"The shades of the dead tremble, or are in anguish before him.
They fear his power. They acknowledge his empire." f Under the

loafers. The abode of departed spirits is always in this book placed
beneath the ground. But wh}- this abode is placed beneath the

xcaters is not apparent. It is usually under the ground, and the
entrance to it is by the grave, or by some dark cavern. Comp.
Virgil's iEneid, lib. vi. A different interpretation has been proposed
of this verse, which seems better to suit the connexion. It is to

understand the phrase (rirT'T'?) "under," as meanmg swa^lj. beneath—
"the shades beneath;" and to regard the word C^;?) ivaters as con-
nected with the following member

:

"The shades beneath ti'emble

;

The waters and the inhabitants thereof."

Thus explained, the passage means that the whole universe is under
the control of God, and trembles before him. Sheol and its Shades

;

the oceans and their inhabitants stand in awe before him. H And
the inhabitants thereof. Of the waters—the oceans. The idea is, that
the vast inhabitants of the deep all recognise the power of God and
tremble before him. This description accords with that given by the
ancient poets of the power and majesty of the gods, and is not less

sublime than any given by them.

6. Hell. Heb. bitw:, Sheol; Gr. aSrjs, Hades. The reference is to

me abode of departed spirits—the nether world where the dead were

VOL. II. D
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7 He stretclietli out ' tlie I nortli over tlie empty place, and
X Psa. 104. 2. I

liangetli tlie eartli upon iiotMug.

7 He stretcheth out the North over empty space,

And hangeth the earth upon nothing.

congregated. See notes on eh. x. 21, 22. It does not mean here, as

Ihe word hell does with us, a place of punishment, but the place

h-here all the dead were supposed to be gathered together. H Is

naked before him. That is, he looks directly upon that world. It is

hidden from us, but not from him. He sees all its inhabitants, knows
all their employments, and sways a sceptre over them all. H And
destruction, Heb. jiiiN Abaddon. Comp. Rev. ix. 11, "And they had

a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless pit, whose
name in the Hebrew is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath his

name Apollyon." The Hebrew word means destruction, and then
abyss, or place of destruction, and is evidently given here to the place

where departed spirits are supposed to reside. The word in this form
occurs only here and in Prov. xv. 11 ; Psa. Ixxxviii. 11 ; Job xxx. 12,

in all which places it is rendered destruction. The idea here is, not

that this is a place where souls are destroyed, but that it is a place

similar to destruction—as if all life, comfort, light, and joy, were
extinguished. II Hath no covering. There is nothing to conceal it

from God. He looks down even on that dark nether world, and sees

and knows all that is there. There is a passage somewhat similar to

this in Homer, quoted by Longinus as one of unrivalled sublimity,

but which by no means surpasses this. It occurs in the Iliad, xx.
61—66

:

"ESSeicrei' 8' vneyepOev &va^ ivipuv 'A'iSuvevs, k.t,\.

Deep in the dismal regions of the dead,

Th' infernal monarch reared his horrid head,

Leaped from his throne, lest Neptime's arm should lay

His dark dominions open to the day,

And pour in light on Pluto's drear abodes.

Abhorred by men, and dreadful e'en to gods.

—

Pope.

7. He stretcheth out the north. This whole passage is particularly

interesting as giving a view of the cosmology -^^-hich prevailed in those

early times. Indeed, as has been before remarked, this poem, apart

from every other consideration, is of great value for disclosing to us

the prevailing views on the subjects of astronomy, geography, and
many of the arts, at a much earlier period than we have an account

of them elsewhere. The word north here denotes the heavens as they
appear to revolve around the pole, and which seem to be stretched

out as a curtain. The heavens are often represented as a veil, an
expanse, a curtain, or a tent. See notes on Isa. xxxiv. 4 ; xl. 22.

f Over the empty place, ^rinhp— Upon emptiness, ox nothing. That is,

without anything to support it. The word here used (inn) is one of

those employed in Gen. i. 2, "And the earth was without form and
void." But it seems here to mean emptiness, nothing. The north is

stretched out and sustained by the mere power of God. IT And
hangeth the earth upon nothing. It has nothing to support it. So
Milton

:

" And earth self-balanced from her centre hung."
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8 He bindeth up » tlie waters I in his thick clouds ; and the

y Geo. 1. 6, 7 ; Piov. 30. 4. I
cloud is uot rent under them.

8 He bindeth up the waters in his thick clouds,

And the cloud is not rent under them.

There is no certain evidence here that Job was acquainted with the

globular form of the earth, and with its diurnal and annual revolu-

tions. But it is clear that he regarded it as not resting on any
foundation or support ; as lying on the vacant air, and kept there by
the power of God. The Chaldee Paraphrast, in order to explain this,

as that Paraphrase often does, adds the word waters: "He hangeth

the earth n'O ''V^?, tipon the waters, with no one to sustain it." The
sentiment here expressed by Job was probably the common opinion

of his time. It occurs also in Lucretius :

Ten-aque ut in media mimdi regione quiescat,

Evanescere paullatim, et dccrescere pondus
Convenit ; atque aUam naturam subter habere,

Ex ineunte sevo conjunctam atque uniter aptam
Partibus aeriis mundi, quibus iiisita vivit.

Propterea non est oncri, neque deprimit aiu'as

;

Ut sua quoique homini nullo sunt pondere membra,
Nee caput est oneri collo, uec denique totum
Corporis in pcdibus pondus sentimus inesse.—v. 535.

In this passage the sense is, that the earth is self-sustained ; that it

is no burden, or that no one part is burdensome to another—as in

man the limbs are not burdensome, the head is not heavy, nor the
whole frame burdensome to the feet. So, again, Lucretius says,

ii. 601 :

Hanc, veteres Grajum doeti cecinere poetae,

Aeris in spatio magnam pendere

—

Tellurem, neque posse in terra sistere terram.

" in ether poised she hangs,
TJnpropt by earth beneath."

So Ovid says

:

Ponderibus Ubrata suis.

Self-poised and self-balanced.

And again, Pastor, vi. 269 :

Ten-a pilae similis, nullo fulcimine nixa,

Mre subjecto tarn grave pendet onus.

From passages like these occurring occasionally in the classic \vriters,

it is evident that the true figure of the earth had early engaged the
attention of men, and that occasionally the truth on this subject was
before their minds, though it was neither wrought into a sj'stem nor
sustained then by sufficient evidence to make it an article of
established belief. The description here given is appropriate now

;

and had Job understood all that is now known of astronomy, his

language would have been appropriate to express just conceptions of

the greatness and majesty of God. It is proof of amazing power and
greatness that he has thus "hung" the earth, the planets, the vast
sun himself upon nothing, and that by his own power he sustains and
governs all.

8. He bindeth up the waters in his thick clouds. That is, he seems to
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9 He holdetli back tlie face of I cloud ^ upon it.

Ms tliroue, and spreadetli Ms
| zPaa. 07. 2.

9 He withdraweth the face of his throne,

And sproadeth Ms cloud upon it.

do it, or to collect the waters in the clouds, as in bottles or vessels.

The clouds appear to hold the waters, as if bound up, until he is

pleased to send them drop by drop upon the earth. IT A^id the cloud

is not rent xmder them. The wonder which Job here expresses is, that,

so large a quantity of water as is poured down from the clouds,

should be held suspended in the air without seeming to rend the
cloud, and falling all at once. His image is that of a bottle, or vessel,

filled with water, suspended in the air, and which is not rent. What
were the views which he had of the clouds, of course it is impossible
now to say. If he regarded them as thej' are, as vapours, or if he
considered them to be a more solid substance, capable of holding
water, there was equal ground for wonder. In the former case, his

amazement would have arisen from the fact that so light, fragile, and
evanescent a substance as vapour should contain so large a qiiantity

of water ; in the latter case, his wonder would have been that such a

substance should distil its contents drop by drop. There is equal
reason for admiring the wisdom of God in the production of rain,

now that the cause is understood. The clouds are collections of

vapours. They contain moisture, or vapour, which ascends from the

earth, and which is held in suspension when in small particles in the

clouds—as when a room is swej^t, the small particles of dust Avill be
seen to float in the room. When these small particles are attracted,

and form masses as large as drops, the air Avill no longer sustain them,
and they fall to the earth. Man never could have devised a way for

causing rain ; and the mode in which it is provided that large

quantities of water shall be borne from one place to another in the

air, and made to fall when it is needed, by which the vapours that

ascend from the ocean shall not be suffered to fall again into the

ocean, but shall be carried on to the land, is adapted to excite our
admiration of the wisdom of God now, no less than it was in the
time of Job.

9. He holdeth hack the face of his throne. That is, he does not
exhibit it—he covers it with clouds. The idea seems to be, that God
sometimes comes forth and manifests himself to mankind, but that he
comes encompassed with clouds, so that his throne cannot be seen.

So in Psa. xviii. 11, " He made darkness his secret place, his pavilion

round about him were dark waters and thick clouds of the skies."

God is often represented as encompassed with clouds, or as accom-
panied with tempests. II And spj-eadeth his cloud uj^on it. That is,

so that it cannot be seen. There is much poetic beauty in this

image. It is, that the clouds are made to conceal the splendour of

the throne of God from the sight of man, and that all their sublimity
and grandeur, as they roll on one another, and all their beauty when
painted with so many colours in the evening, are designed to hide
that throne from mortal eyes. No one sees God ; and though it is

manifest that he is everywhere employed, and that he comes forth

with amazing grandeur in the works of creation and providence, yet

he is himself invisible.
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10 He hath compassed the I 'day and night come to an end.

waters with hounds, " until the I aProv. 8. 29. l eml of Ugkt with darkness.

10 He hath drawn a cuxular bound upon the waters,

To the confines of the light and darkness.

10. He hath compassed the loaters loith bounds. The word rendered
compassed {}[} or 2in)^ means to describe a circle—to mark out with a
compass ; and the reference is to the form of the horizon, which
appears as a circle, and which seems to be marked out with a compass.
A similar idea Milton has beautifully expressed in his account of the
creation

:

" Then stayed the for^dd wheels, and in his hand
He took the golden compasses, prepared
In God's eternal store, to cLrcumscribe
Tills universe, and all created things :

One foot he centered, and the other tinned
Koimd through the vast profundity obscure

;

And said, ' Thus far extend thy bounds,
This be thy just cncuniference, world !' "

Par. Lost, b. vii.

In the passage before us, we have a statement of the ancient views of

geography, and of the outer limits of the world. The earth was re-

garded as a circular plane, surrounded by waters, and those waters
encompassed with perpetual night. This region of night—this outer
limit of the world, was regarded as at the outer verge of the celestijij

hemisphere, and on this the concave of heaven seemed to rest. See
Vii-gil, Geor. i. 247.

Ulic, ut perhibent, aut intempesta silet nox
Semper, et obtenta dcnsantur, nocte tenebrae

;

Aut redit a nobis Aurora, diemque reducit.

No maps are preserved constructed at so early an age as the time of

Job ; but maps have been constructed from the descriptions in Strabo,
Herodotus, and others, which furnish illustrations of the prevailing
views on the subject of geography in their times. The oldest
geographical writer among the Romans is Mela, who lived in the
reign of Claudius, and who died a. d. 5-i. In his work, De Situ
Orbis, he gives a description of the world according to the prevailing
views, and probably embodied the results of former investigations
and discoveries. " We find him adopting, in its fullest extent, the
belief of a circumambient ocean ; and when he speaks of ' the high
earth in this middle part of it,' and describes the sea as going under
and washing round it, we are led to believe that he viewed the earth
as a sort of cone, or as a high mountain raised by its elevation above
the abyss of waters. Having made a vague division of the world into

east, west, and north, he distributed it into five zones—two temperate,
one torrid, and two frigid. Only the first two were habitable ; and
that on the south was inaccessible to man, on account of the torrid
regions intervening. According to this system, however, there was
on that side another earth, inhabited by people whom he calls

Antichthones, from their opposite position Avith respect to that part
which we inhabit. The form and boundaries of the known and
habitable earth arc thus delineated:—The Mediterranean, with its

branches of the Straits, the Euxine, and the Palus Moeotis ; its great
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tributaries, the Nile and the Tanais—these combine, in his conception,

to form the grand line by which the universe is divided. The
Mediterranean itself separates Europe from Africa ; and these con-

tinents are bounded on the east, the former by the Tanais, the latter

by the Nile ; all bej'ond or to the east of these limits was Asia."
The following map is probably a correct representation of his system,
and gives the view of the world which prevailed in his time.

The ancient Arabs supposed the earth to be encompassed witli an
ocean. Tliis ocean was called the "sea of darkness;" and the

Northern Sea was regarded as particularly pitchy and gloomy, and
was called "the sea of pitchy darkness," Edrisi, a distinguished

Arabic geographer of the middle ages, supposed that the land floated

on the sea, only a part of it appearing above the water, like an egg

floating in the water. The following map, taken from an Arabian
manuscript, will furnish an interesting view of the prevailing concep-

tions of the figure of the world in his time.
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\ HonntaiDS of the
Moon and Sources
of the Kile.

2 Berhara (kingdom of
Adel).

3 Al-Zung (Zangue-
bar).

4 Sefala (Sofala).
5 Al-Wak Wak.
6 Serondeeb (Ceylon).
7 Al-Comor (Madagas-

8 A-Dasi.
9 AI-Yeman (Arabia

Felii).
10 Tehama.
11 A 1-Hejaz(Arabia De-

serta).
1-2 Al-Shujar (Seger).
13 Al-Imama(Yamama).
U Al-Hahesh (Ethiopia

Abyssinia.)
15 Al-Nuha (Nubia).
16 Al-Tajdeea.
17 Al-Bejah.

18 Ai-Sanccd' (Upper
Egypt, Said).

19 Al-ouhat-what(0a5is).
20 Gowas.
21 Kannn.
22 Belad Al-lomlum.
23 Belad Mufrada.
24 Belad Nemaneh.
25 Al-MulilauSinhajeh,
26 Curan (Karooan, Ku-

27 Negroland.
28 Al-Sous Nera.
29 Al-Mughrub Al-Am-

keen (Mogreb the
West).

30 Afreekeea (Africa).
31 Belad El Gerid (Date

Country).
32 Seharee, Bereneek (or

Desert of Berenike.
33 Missur (Eeypt).
34 Al-Sham (Syria).
35 Al-lrak (Persian cm-

pire>

36 Pars (Persia Proper).
37 Kirman (Carmania).
as Alfazeh.
:i9 Mughan.
40 Al-Sunda (Scindi).
41 Al Hind (India).
42 Al-Secn (China).
43 Khorasan.
41 Al-Beharus.
45 Azerbijan (Media).
46 KhUM-arizm.
47 Al-Shasli.
48 Khirkeez.
49 Al-Sffur.
50 Al-Tibut( Thibet).
51 Al-Nufuz Izz.

52 Kurjeea (Georgia).
53 Keymak.
54 Kulbcea.
55 Izzea.
56 Azkush.
57 Turkesh.
58 Iturab.
59 Bul^har (Bulgaria).
60 Al-Mutenah.

61 Yajooj (.Gog).
63 Miijooj (Magog).
63 Asiatic (Russia).
64 Bejeerut.
65 Al-Alman.
66 Al-Khuzzus Khosrt

(Caspian Sea).
67 Turkea (Turkey).
68 Albeian (Albania).
69 Makeduneeab (Macs

dODia).
70 Baltic Sea.
71 Jenubea (probably

Sweden).
72 Germania(Genaany).
73 Denmark.
74 Afranseeah (France).
75 Felowiah (Norway).
76 Burtea or Burtenea

(Britain).

77 Corsica, Sardinia, etc.

78 Italy.

79 Ashkerineah (part of
Spain, Q. Andalusia.)

A map of the world, constructed during the Crusades, and embody-
ing the views of the world prevailing then, exhibits the world also

as surrounded by a dark ocean on every side

—

mare tenehrosum—and
may be introduced as an illustration of this passage in Job. It is the

map of Sanudo, annexed to Bongar's " Gesta Dei per Francos," In
u 2
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this map, Jerusalem, according to the prevailing views, " is placed in

the centre of the world, as the point to which every other object is to

be referred ; the earth is made a circle, surromided by the ocean, the
shores of which are represented as everywhere nearly equidistant

from that spiritual capital, the site of which is, indeed, remarkable for

its relation to the three continents, Asia, Europe, and Africa. Persia
stands in its proper place ; but India, under the modifications of

Greater and Lesser, is confusedly repeated at different points, while
the river Indus is mentioned in the text as the eastern boundary of

Asia. To the north, the castle of Gog and Magog, an Arabian fea-

ture, crowns a vast range of mountains, Avithin which it is said that

the Tartars had been imprisoned by Alexander the Great. The Cas-
pian appears, Avith the bordering countries of Georgia, Hyrcania, and
Albania ; but these features stand nearly at the northern boundary of

the habitable earth. Africa has a sea to the south, stated, however,
to be inaccessible, on account of the intensity of the heat. The
European countries stand in their due place, not even excepting
Russia and Scandinavia, though some oversights are observable in

the manner in which the two are connected together."

falurem • f^

=^=—
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11 The pillars of heaven I tremble * and are astonished at

i iieb. 12. c6.
I
his reproof.

11 The pillars of heaven tremble,

And arc astonished at his rebuke.

A similar view prevails among the modern Egyptians. " Of geo-

graphy, the Egyptians in general, and, with very few exceptions, the

best instructed among them, have scarcely any knowledge. Some
few of the learned venture to assert that the earth is a globe, but they

are opposed by a great majority of the 'Oolama. The common opi-

nion of all the Moos'lims is, that the earth is an ahnost plain expanse,

surrounded by the ocean, which they say is encompassed by a chain

of mountains called Clia'f."—Lane's Modern Egyptians, vol, i. p. 281.

A similar view of the world prevails also now among the Independent
Nestorians, which may be regarded as the ancient prevailing opinion

in Persia, handed down by tradition. " According to their views of

geography," says Dr. Grant, " the earth is a vast plain, surrounded

bv the ocean, in which a leviathan plays around, to keep the water in

motion and prevent its becoming stagnant and putrid ; and this

leviathan is of such enormous length that his head follows his tail in

the circuit round the earth ! That I had crossed the ocean, where I

must have encountered the monster, was a thing ahnost incredible."

—The Nestorians, p. 100. In ancient times it was regarded as im-

possible to penetrate far into the sea surrounding the earth, on account

of the thick darkness ; and it was believed that, after sailing for any
considerable distance on that sea, the light would wholly fail. In
the ninth century, the Arabic historians tell us that the brothers

Almagrurim sailed from Lisbon due west, designing, if possible, to

discover the countries beyond the " sea of darkness." For ten or

eleven days they steered westward ; but, seeing a storm approaching,

the light faint, and the sea tempestuous, they feared that they had
come to the dark boundaries of the earth. They turned, therefore,

south, sailed twelve days in that direction, and came to an island

which they called Ganam, or the island of birds ; but the flesh of

these birds was too bitter to be eaten. They sailed on twelve days

farther, and came to another island, the king of which assured them
that their pursuit was vain ; that his father had sent an expedition

for the same purpose, but that, after a month's sail, the light had
wholly failed, and they had been obliged to return. A great amount
of interesting and valuable information on the ancient views of the

geography of the world may be seen in the Encyclopedia of Geography,
vol. i. pp. 9—G8. It is not easy to ascertain what were the exact

views in the time of Job ; but it is quite probable, from the passage

before us, that the earth was supposed to be surrounded by an ocean,

and that the outer limits were encompassed with deep and impene-
trable darkness. ^ Until the day and night come to an end, Marg.,

end of light with darkness. The true meaning is, to the confines of

light and darkness. To the end or extremity (n^'^pn

—

perfection, com-

pletion) of the light with the darkness ; i. e. where the light terminates

in the darkness. Where that limit was, or how the sun was supposed
to pass around it, or could pass over it, Avithout illuminating it, it is

now impossible to ascertain. The prevailing views on geography and
astronomy must have beenvery obscure, and there must have been many
things which they could not pretend to comprehend or explain.

11. The pillars of heaven tremble. That is, the mountains, which
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12 He " dividetli the sea -witli

Lis power, aud Ly Ms under-
e Exod. 11,21: Isa. 51. 15.

standing he smiteth through
'the proud/

1 pride. d Dan. 4. 37.

12 By his power he stilleth the sea,

And by his wisdom he scourgeth its pride.

seem to bear up the heavens. So, among the ancients, mount Atlas
was represented as one of the pillars of heaven. Virgil speaks of
" Atlas, whose brawny back supports the skies." And Hesiod, ver.

785, advances the same notion :

" Atlas, so hard necessity ovdaiiis,

Great, the ponderous vault of stars sustains.

Not far from the Hesperides he stands,

Nor from the load retracts his head or hands."

The word "reproof" in this verse refers to the language of God, as if

spoken in anger, to rebuke the mountains or the earth. Perhaps the
reference is to thunder, to storms, and to winds, which seem to be the
voice of God. Comp. Psa. xxix. 3—8. Similar descriptions of the
majesty and glory of God abound in the Scriptures, where he speaks
to the earth, the mountains, the hills, and they tremble. Thus in

Psa. civ. 32—
He looketh on the earth, and it trembleth

;

He toucheth the hills, and they smoke.

So in Habak. iii. 10—

The mountains saw thee, and they trembled

;

The overflowing of the water passed bj^

;

The deep uttered his voice, and lift up his hands on high.

So in Nahum i. 5, " The mountains quake at him, and the hills melt,

and the earth is burnt at his presence."

12. He divideth the sea tcith his poioe7: Herder renders this

—

By his power he soom-geth the sea,

By his \visdom he biadeth its pride.

Jerome (Vulg.), " By his power the seas are suddenly congregated
together." The LXX., " By his power—KaTeVaucre tt;^ ddKacnrav—he
makes the sea calm." Luther, Vor seiner Kraft wird das Meer
plotzlich ungestum—"By his power the sea becomes suddenly tem-
pestuous." Noyes renders it, "By his power he stilleth the sea."

This is undoubtedly the true meaning. There is no allusion here to

the dividing of the sea when the Israelites left Egj^pt ; but the idea

is, that God has power to calm the tempest and hush the waves into

peace. The word here used ( VJ) means, to make afraid, to terrify

;

especially to restrain by threats. See notes on Isa. li. 15. Comp.
Jer. xxxi. 35. The reference here is to the exertion of the power of

God, by which he is able to calm the tumultuous ocean, and to restore

it to repose after a storm—one of the most striking exhibitions of

omnipotence that can be conceived of. H By his undei-standing. By
his wisdom. H He smiteth through. He scourges or strikes—as if to

punish. H The iwoud. The pride of the sea. The ocean is repre-

sented as enraged, and as lifted up with pride and rebellion. God
scourges it, rebukes it, and makes it calm.
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13 By his spirit lie ' hatli

garnislied tlie lieaveus ; liis

< Psa. 33. 6, 7.

hand hath formed the crooked
serpent.

13 By liis spirit he hath garnished the heavens

;

Efis hand hath formed the fleeing serpent.

13. By his spirit. The word spirit here is either synonymous Avith

wisdom—referring to the wisdom by which God made the heavens ; or

with breath—meaning, that he did it by his own command. There is

no evidence that Job refers to the Third Person of the Trinity—the
Holy Spirit—as being specially engaged in the work of creation. The
word spirit is often used to denote one's self; and the meaning liere

is, that God had done it. This was one of the exhibitions of his

power and skill. U He hath garnished the heavens. He has formed
the stars which constitute so beautiful an ornament of the heavens.

IT His hand hath formed the crooked serpent. Or rather, the fleeing

serpent—ma ITTO. See notes on Isa. xxvii. 1. There can be no

doubt that Job refers here to one of the constellations, which it seems
was then known as the serpent or dragon. The practice of forming
pictui'es of the heavens with a somewhat fanciful resemblance to ani-

mals, was one of the most early devices of astronomy, and was evi-

dently known in the time of Job. Comp. notes on ch. ix. 9. The
object was, probably, to aid the memory; and though the arrange-
ment is entirely arbitrary, and the resemblance wholly fanciful, yet
it is still continued in the works of astronomy, as a convenient help
to the memory, and as aiding in the description of the heavenly bodies.
This is probably the same constellation which is described by Yirgil
in language that strikingly resembles that here used by Job :

Maximus hie flexu sinuoso elabitur arguis
Circum, perque duas in morem fluminis Arctos,

Arctos oceani metuentes sequore tiagi.

—

Gear. i. 244.

Around our pole the spiry Dragon glides,

And, like a winding stream, the Bears divides
;

The less and greater, who by Fate's decree

Abhor to die beneath the southern sea.

—

Dryden.

The figure of the Serpent, or " the Dragon," is still one of the con-
stellations of the heavens, and there can be little doubt that it is the
same that is referred to in this ancient book. On the celestial globes
it is drawn between the Ursa Major and Cepheus, and is made to
embrace the pole of the ecliptic in its convolutions. The head of the
monster is ujider the foot of Hercules ; then there is a coil tending
eastwardly, about 17° north of Lyra; then he Avinds northwardly
about 14° to the second coil, Avhere he reaches almost to the girdle of
Cepheus ; then he loops doAvn and makes a third coil, somewhat in
the shape of the letter TJ, about 15° below the first ; and then he
holds a Avesterly course for about 13°, and passes between the head
of the Greater and the tail of the Lesser Bear. The constellation has
eighty stars, including four of the second magnitude, seven of the
third, and twelve of the fourth. The origin of the name given to this
constellation, and the reason why it was given, are unknown. It has
been supposed that the Dragon, in his tortuous windings, is symbo-
lical of the oblique course of the stars, and particularly that it was
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14 Lo, these are parts ''of Ms
ways ; but lio"w little a portion

/I Cor. 13.9, 12.

is heard of liim ? but tlie thun-
der of his power who can
understand ?

14 Lo, these are but the outlines of his ways

;

And how faiut the whisper which we hear of him !

[Should he speak with] the thimder of his power, who could understand him ?

designed to designate the motion of the pole of the equator around
the pole of the ecliptic, produced by the precession of the equinoxes.
It may be doubted, however, whether this is not a refinement ; for

the giving of a name for such a cause must have been based on know-
ledge much in advance of that which was possessed wlien this name
was given. Mythologists say that Draco was the watchful dragon
which guarded the golden apples in the garden of the Hesperides,

near mount Atlas, in Africa, and which was slain by Hercules. Juno
is said to have taken the Dragon up to heaven, and to have made a

constellation of him, as a reward for his faithful services. The origin

of the division of the stars into constellations is now unknown. It

has been known from the earliest times, and is found in all nations
;

and it is remarkable that about the same mode of division is observed,

and about the same names are given to the constellations. This
would seem to indicate that they had a common origin ; and probably
that is to be found in Chaldea, Arabia, or Egypt. Sir Isaac Newton
regards Egypt as the parental point ; Sir William Jones, Chaldea

;

Mr. Montucla, Arabia. There is probably no book earlier than thi#

of Job, and the mention here of the names of the constellations

probably the first on record. If so, then the first intimation that we
have of them was from Arabia ; but still it may have been that Job
derived his views from Egypt or Chaldea. The sense in the passage
before us is, that the greatness and glory of God are seen by forming
the beautiful and the glorious constellations that adorn the skj'.

14. Lo, these are ^Ja7'^s of his tvai/s. This is a small portion of his

works. AVe see only the outlines, the surface of his mighty doings.

This is still true. "With all the advances which have been made in

science, it is still true that we see but a small part of his works. AVhat
we are enabled to trace, with all the aids of science, compared with
w^hat is unseen and unknown, may be like the analysis of a single

drop of water compared Avith the ocean. IT But how little a jwrtion is

heard of him? Or rather, " But what a f;vint whisper have we heard

of him!" Literally, "What a whisper of a word"— "a-j yptiVTipv

The word yravp means a transient sound rapidly passing away ; and

then a whisper. See notes on ch. iv. 12. A "whisper of a Avord"

means a word not fully and audibly spoken, but which is whispered

into the ear ; and the beautiful idea here is, that what we see of God,
and what lie makes known to us, compared with the full and glorious

reality, bears about the same relation which the gentlest whisper does

to words that are fully spoken. IT The thunder of his jMiDcr who can

understand? It is probable that there is here a comparison between
the gentle " whisper" and the miglity " thunder ;" and that the idea

is, if, instead of speaking to us in gentle whispers, and giving to us in

that way some faint indications of his nature, he were to speak out in

thunder, who could understand him? If, when he speaks in such

faint and gentle tones, Ave are so much impressed Avith a sense of his

greatness and glory, who would not be overAvhelmed if he were to
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speak out as in thunder ? Thus explained, the expression does not
refer to literal thunder, though there is much in the heavy peal to
excite adoring views of God, and much that, to Job, must have been
inexplicable. It may be asked, even now, who can understand all

the philosophy of the thunder? But, with much more impressivc-
ness, it may be asked, as Job probably meant to a k, who could un-
derstand the great God, if he spoke out with the full voice of his
thunder, instead of speaking in a gentle whisper ?

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTEE XXVH.

It would seem to have been natural that Zophar should have replied here to

what Job had said ; and the commencement of this chapter appears to indi-

cate that there had been a pause made here by Job, under an expectation
that he woidd spoak. It was now his turn, in the regidar course of the con-
troversy, but he was silent. BUdad had made a feeble reply (ch. xxv.), and
Zophar did not attempt to say anything, and the three friends return to the
controversy no more. Seeing, therefore, that nothing was said in reply, Job
resumes his remarks, and urges his sentiments at length. This reaches to

the close of ch. xxxi.
Ch. xxvii. and xxviii. have immediate reference to the controversy which

had been maintained, and contain such suggestions as seem to have satis-

fied the fiiends of Job that he was light in his main positions, or at least

such as to induce them to remain silent. The following points are intro-

duced and discussed in this chapter.

He begins with a most solemn asseveration that he woidd speak only the
truth, and would never be found the advocate for error. For the sincerity

of this intention he makes a direct appeal to the hving God, vers. 2—4. He
then as solemnly reasserts his own innocence, and says that he could not
justify the sentiments which had been advanced, nor could he renoimce his
own consciousness of integrity, and concede, as his friends wished liim to do,

fliat his suffeiings were proof of extraordinary giult, vers. 5, 6. He then
proceeds to say that he had no idea of justifjing the wicked or the hypocrite.
On account of the sentiments which he had advanced, his enemies had charged
him with this ; but he denies it now in the most solemn manner. He ex-
presses his abhon-cnce of a ^vicked character ; says that he behevcs their fate

will be all tliat a man could wish his enemy to experience ; and expresses a
firm conviction that the hope of the hypocrite woidd fail. In this he ac-
corded entirely with all that they had said, vers. 7—10. He then states that he
himself held that the wicked would be punished, and proceeds to defend that
position. This defence occupies the remainder of the chapter. He had maiu-
tained, in opposition to his friends, that it was not a regular and universal
principle of the Divine administration that men were dealt \\ith in this

world according to their character, and that no certain conclusion could l)e

dra^vn respecting a man's character from the Divine dealings ^rith him in
this world. In particular be bad shown, by an appeal to facts, that the
wicked hve and prosper ; that they often reach a peaceful old age, and die
surrounded by evciy circumstance of affluence and honour. The appeal to

these facts, which bos friends could not deny, had done much to settle the
controversy. But now, having silenced them, he admits that this was not
an universal principle; states that he does not mean to say that men are
never dealt with according to their crimes, or to maintain that God has no
moral government in this world. He goes on, therefore, to show (vers. 11

—

23) that it was a great piinciple of the Divine administration that tic wicked
would be destroyed ; that if they were prospered for a time, destruction would
eertainly come, and that they could not hope to escape with impunity. He
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CHAPTER XXVII.
MOREOVER, Job 'coutinued

Ms parable and said,

2 As God livetli, who hatli

1 added to lake up.

taken away my judgment ; and
the Almighty, who hath ^vexed
my soul

;

2 made my soul bitter, Ruth 1. 20.

1 Moreover, Job continued Ms discourse, and said :

2 As God liveth who hath rejected my cause.

And the Almighty, who has embittered my spirit,

does not deny his main position that the iunocent suffer, and that the wicked

are prospered, nor does he admit their main position, that great sufferings

are necessarily proof of great guilt;— but he does concede that there was
truth in the g'eneral prmciple that the wicked would be punished. This he
was not disposed to deny ; and having showed them before that their main
positions were wi-ong, and their application of their position to him cruel and
uncalled for, he now shows exactly where the truth is ; and concedes that,

however prosperous the wicked may be for a time, they will certainly be

punished. In this way the controversy is brought to a close. He states,

therefore, that though the children of a wicked man arc multiplied, it will be

for the sword ; though he heap up silver, he shall not be permitted always

to enjoy it ; though he buUd his house, he shall soon lie down in the dust

:

though he be prospered, yet he shall be swept away as by a storm ; and
though men may honour him for awhile, yet they shall liiss him finally

out of the world. If there seems to be some inconsistency here with the

views which he had before expressed, they are, nevertheless, not inconsistent

with the general principles which he had maintained. It is only in some
expressions which he may have formerly used in the heat of argument, and
under the severity of suffering, that there seems to be anything irreconcilable

with what he here lays down. It was important that he should admit what
he here states, lest it might be inferred that he denied altogether the govern-
ment of God over the world. This is one mode of explaining a difficulty

wliich has been felt in regard to the meaning of the latter part of this chap-
ter, vers. 13—23. See, however, the notes on ver. 13. Perhaps the solution

there suggested will commend itself to many minds as being more probably
correct.

1. Job continued. Marg. as inHeb., added to take up. Probably he
had paused for Zophar to reply ; but since he said nothing, he now
resumed his argument. H His parable. A parable properly denotes a
comparison of one thing with another, or a fable or allegorical repre-

sentation from which moral instruction is derived. It was a favourite

mode of conveying truth in the East, and indeed is found in all

countries. See notes on Matt. xiii. 3. It is evident, however, that
Job did not deliver his sentiments in this manner ; and the word ren-

dered "parable" (VoJn) here means, as it often does, a sententious dis-

course or argument. The word is used in the Scriptures to denote a

parable, properly so called ; then a sententious saying, an apothegm,
a proverb, or a poem or song. See notes on Isa. xiv. 4. It is ren-
dered by the Vulgate, parabolam ; by the LXX., wpooi^/oj— "Job
spake by preface;" Liuiher, ftihr foi-t—Job continued; Noyes, dis-

course; Good, high argument. The meaning is, that Job continued his

discourse ; but there is in the word a reference to the kind of discourse
which he employed, as being sententious and apothegmatical.

2. As God liveth. A form of solemn adjuration, or an oath by the

living God. "As certainly as God lives." It is the form by which
God himself often swears (see Ezek. xiv. 16; xxxiii. 11); and is
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3 All the wliile my breatli is

in me, and tlie ' spirit of God is

in my nostrils,

1 i. e. l/n breath 7iihich God gave him,
Geii. 2. 7.

4 My lips shall not speak
wickedness, nor my tongue

utter deceit.

5 God forbid that I should

3 As long as I have life in me,
And the breath imparted by God is in my nostrils,

4 My lips shall not speak wickedness,

Nor my tongue utter deceit.

5 Far be it from me that I should acknowledge you to be correct

;

often employed by others, 1 Sam. xx. 3 ; xxv. 26. H Who hath

taken away imj judgment. Who hath rejected my cause, or who hath

refused me justice ; that is, who has treated me as though I was
guilty, and withholds from me relief. The language is forensic, and
the idea is, that he would make his solemn appeal to him, even though

he had rejected his cause. Perhaps there is implied here more than

the solemnity of an ordinary oath. A man might be supposed to be
willing to make his appeal to one who had shown himself friendly or

favom-able to him, but he would manifest more reluctance to making
his appeal in an important case to a judge who had decided against

him, especially if that decision was regarded as severe, and if that

judge had refused to hear what he had to say in self-defence. But
Job here says, that such was his confidence in his own sincerity and
truth, that he could make his appeal to God, even though he knew that

he had hitherto gone against him, and treated him as if he were
guilty. IT Who hath vexed my soul. Marg. as in Heb., made my soul

bitter. That is, who has greatly afflicted me. Comp. 2 Kings iv. 27,

Marg., and Kuth i. 20.

3. And the spirit of God is in my nostrils. As long as I live. The
"spirit of God" here means the breath that God breathed into man
when he created him, Gen. ii. 7. It would seem probable that there

was an allusion to that fact by the language here, and that the know-
ledge of the way in which man was created was thus handed down
by tradition.

4. My lips shall not speak wickedness. This solemn profession made
on oath might have done something to allay the suspicions of his

friends in regard to him, and to show that they had been mistaken in

his character. It is a solemn assurance that he did not tnean to vin-

dicate the cause of wickedness, or to say one word in its favour ; and
that as long as he lived he would never be found advocating it.

II Nor my tongue titter deceit. I will never make any use of sophistry

;

I will not attempt to make "the worse appear the better reason ;" I

will not be the advocate of error. This had always been the aim of

Job; and he now says that no circumstance should ever induce him to

pursue a different course as long as he lived. Probably he means
also, as the following verse seems to imply, that no consideration

should ever induce him to countenance error or to palliate wrong.
He would not be deterred from expressing his sentiments by any
dread of opposition, or even by any respect for his friends. No
friendship which he might have for them would induce him to justify

what he honestly regarded as error.

5. Godforbid, h nVbn. "Far be it from me." Literally, "Pro-

fane be it to me :" that is, I should regard it as unholy and profane

;
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justify you: till I die I will I heart « shall not reproacli '^

not remove mine ^ integiity |
' so long as I live,

from me.
6 My righteousness I hold

fast, and will not let it go : my
/ch. 2. 3.9.

7 Let mine enemy he as the

wicked, and he that riseth up
against me as the uni'ighteous.

g Acts 2-1. Id; 1 John 3.'l9—21.
1 from my days.

Till I die I will assert my integrity.

6 My righteousness I hold "fast, and \vill not loose my gi-asp

;

My heart shall not reproach me for any part of my life.

7 Let mine enemy be as the wicked.

And he that riseth up against me as the naiighteous.

I cannot do it. H That I should justify you. That I should admit
the correctness of your positions, and should concede that I am a

hypocrite. He Avas conscious of integrity and sincerity, and nothing
could induce him to abandon that conviction, or to admit the correct-

ness of the reasoning which they had pursued in regard to him.
Coverdale (a.d. 153o) has given this a correct translation, " God
forbid that I should grant your cause to be right." H Till I die Itcill

not remove mine integrity from me. I will not admit that I am insin-

cere and hypocritical. This is the language of a man who was con-
scious of integrity, and who would not be deprived of that conscious-

ness by anj' plausible representations of his professed friends.

6. 3fy righteousness I hold fast. I hold on to the consciousness of

integrity and uprightness. I cannot, will not, part with that. Job
had lost his projierty, his health, and his domestic comforts, but he
had in all this one consolation—he felt that he was sincere. He had
been subjected to calamity by God as if he were a Avicked man, but
still he was resolved to adhere to the consciousness of his upright-
ness. Property may leave a man ; friends may forsake him ; children

may die ; disease may attack him ; slander may assail him ; and
death may approach him ; but still he may have in his bosom one

unfailing source of consolation—he may have the consciousness that

his aim has been right and pure. That nothing can shake ; of that,

no storms or tempests, no malignant foe, no losses or disappointment,
no ridicule or calumny, can dej)rive him. H My heart shall not reproach

me. That is, as being insincere, false, hollow. IT So long as I live.

Marg., from my days. So the Hebrew
—

''?J'?. Yulg., in omni.vita mea.
Sept., " I am not conscious to myself of having done anything amiss"
—hroTia TTpa^as. Comp. notes on 1 Cor. iv. 4. The idea is, that he
had a consciousness of integrity, and that he meant to maintain it as

long as he lived.

7. Let mine enemy be as the wicked. This is probably said that he
might show that it was not his intention to justify the wicked, and
that in all that he had said it was no part of his purpose to express
approbation of their course. His friends had charged him with this

;

but he now solemnly disclaims it, and says that he had no such
design. To show how little he meant to justify the wicked, he says

that the utmost that he could desire for an enemy would be, that he
would be treated as he believed the wicked would be. A similar

expression occurs in Dan. iv. 19, ''My lord, the dream be to them
that hate thee, and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies ;" that

is, calamities are coming upon thee indicated bv the dream, such
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gained, -wlien God taketli away
his soul ?

8 For * what is the hope of

the hypocrite, though he hath
A Matt. 16. no.

8 For what is the hope of the hypocrite when [God] cuts him off;

"When he taketh away his life ?

as you would desire on your foes. So in Judg. v. 31 : After the

mother of Sisera had anxiously looked for the return of her son from

the battle, though he was then slain, the sacred writer adds, " So let

all thine enemies perish, O Lord." Thus, when a traitor is executed,

it is common for the executioner to hold up his head and say, " So let

all the enemies of the king die." Job means to say, that he had no
sympathy with wicked men, and that he believed that they would be

punished as certainly and as severely as one could desire his enemy
to suffer. Schnurrer supposes that, by the enemy here, he refers to

his friends, with whom he had been disputing ; but this is to give an
unnecessarily harsh construction to the passage.

8. For tchat is the hope of the hypocrite? The same sentiment which
Job here advances had before been expressed by Bildad. See it ex-

plained in the notes on ch. viii. 13, seq. It had also been expressed
in a similar manner by Zophar (notes, ch. xx. 5), and had been much
insisted on in their arguments. Job now says that he fully accords

with that belief. He was not disposed to defend hypocrisy ; he had
no sympathy for it. He knew, as they did, that all the joy of a hypo-
crite would be temporary, and that when death came it must vanish.

He wishes that his remarks should not be construed so as to make
him the advocate of hypocrisy or sin, and affirms that he relied on a

more solid foundation of peace and joy than the hypocrite could pos-

sess. It was by explanations and admissions such as these that the

controversy was gradually closed ; and when they came fully to under-

stand Job, they felt that they had nothing which they could reply to

him. H Though he hath gained—2?2i;. The Vulgate renders this, si

avare rapiat— " if he avariciously seizes upon." The LXX., on
eire'xet

—

that he persisteth. Dr. Good, " that he should prosper
;

" and
so Wemyss. The Hebrew word (^?i) means, properly, to cut or dash
in pieces ; then to tear in pieces, or to plunder or spoil ; then to cut

off, to bring to an end, etc. It is applied to the action of a weaver,

who, when his web is finished, cuts off the thrum that biiads it to the

beam. The web is then finished ; it is all woven, and is then taken

from the loom. Hence it is elegantly used to denote the close of life,

when life is woven or finished—by the rapid passing of days like the

weaver's shuttle (Job vii. 6), and when it is then, as it were, talcen

out of the loom. See this figure explained in the notes on Isa. xxxviii.

12. This is the idea here, that life would be cut off like the weaver's

web, and that when that was done the hope of the hypocrite would
be of no value. IT When God taketh away his soul. When he dies.

There has been much perplexity felt in regard to the Hebrew vvord

here rendered " taketh away"

—

'm. A full explanation may be seen

in Schultens and Rosenmiiller. Some suppose it is the future from

*}m for ixf—meaning to drazo out; and that the idea is, that God
draics out this life as a sword is drawn out of a sheath. Others, that

it is from rro

—

to be secure, or tra7iquil, or at rest ; and that it refers

to the time when God shall give rest in the grave, or that the meaning

VOL. II. E
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9 Will God tear ' his cry

wlieu trouble cometli uiDon Liin ?

10 Will he delio-lit himself in

the Almighty? will he always
* call upou God ?

a Prdv. 1. 28. * Matt. 13. 21.

9 Will God listen to his cry

When trouble cometh upon liim .'

10 Will ho delight himself in the Almighty ?

Will he call at all times upon God .''

of the word nVo here is the same as hbtii or bffij—to draw out. See

Gesenius on the word nbi^. Schnurrer conjectures that it is derived

from "jxilj

—

to ask, to demand, and that the form here is contracted

from the future bwi5;. But the common supposition is, that it means

(o draw out—in allusion to drawing out a sword from a scabbard

—

thus drawing life or the soul from the body.
9. Will God hear his cry when trouble cometh upon him ? Coverdale

has rendered this (vers. 8, 9) so as to make excellent sense, though
not strictly in accordance Avith the original. " What hope hath the
hypocrite though he have great good, and though God give him
riches after his heart's desire ? Doth God hear hitn the sooner, when
he crieth unto him in his necessity ?" The object of the verse is to

show the miserable condition of a wicked man or a hypocrite. This
is shown by the fact which Job asserts, that God will not hear his

cry when he feels his need of aid, and Avhen he is induced to call

upon him. This is true only when his object in calling upon God is

merely for help. If he has no relentings for his sin, and no real con-

fidence in God ; if he calls upon him in trouble, intending to return

to his sins as soon as the trouble is over, or if such is the state of his

mind that God sees that he would return to his sins as soon as his

calamities cease, then he cannot be expected to hear him. But if lie

comes with a penitent heart, and with a sincere purpose to forsake

his sins and to devote himself to God, there is no reason to doubt that

he would hear him. The argument of Job is in the main sound. It

is, that if a man wishes the favour of God, and the assurance that he
will hear his prayer, he must lead a holy life. A hypocrite cannot
expect his favour. Comp. notes on Isa. i. 15.

10. Will he delight himself in the Almighty ? A truly pious man will

delight himself in the Almiglity. His supreme happiness will be
found in God. He has pleasure in the contemplation of his existence,

his perfections, his law, and liis government. Coverdale renders this,

" Hath he such pleasure and delight in tlie Almighty, that he dare
alway call upon God?" The idea of Job is, tliat a hypocrite lias not
his delight in the Almighty ; and, therefore, his condition is not sucli

as he would defend or choose. Job had been charged with defending
the character of the wicked, and with maintaining that they were the
objects of the Divine favour. He now says that he maintained no
such opinion. He was aware that the only real and solid happiness
was to be found in God, and he knew that a hypocrite would not find

delight there. This is true to the letter. A hypocrite has no real

liappiness in God. He sees nothing in the Divine perfections to love;
nothing in the Divine plans that commands and secures his affections.

The hypocrite, therefore, is a miserable man. He professes to love
what he does not love ; tries to find plcasiue in what his heart hates

;

mingles with a people with whom he has no sympathy, and joins iu
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11 I "will teach you 'by tlie

hand of God : that which is

•with the Almighty will I not

conceal.

12 Behold, all ye yonrselyes

have seen it; why then are ye
thus altogether vain ?

1 or, bi,iiig in.

11 I will teach you by the operations of God

;

That which is with the Almighty I will not conceal.

12 Behold, ye yourselves have all seen it

;

And why do ye cherish such vain opinions [saying]

:

services of praj-er and praise -wliich are disgusting and irksome to his

soul. The pious man rejoices that there is just such a God as

Jehovah is. He sees nothing in him which he desires to be changed,
and lie has supreme delight in the contemplation of his perfections.

H Will he alwaijs call upon God? That is, he will not always call upon
God. This is literally true. Tlie hypocrite prays (1) when he
makes a profession of religion

; (2) on some extraordinary occasion

—

as when a friend is sick, or when he feels that he himself is about to

die, but he does not always maintain habits of prayer. He suffers his

business to break in upon his times for prayer ; neglects secret devo-
tion on the slightest pretence, and soon abandons it altogether. One
of the best tests of character is the feeling with which we praj', and
the habit which we have of calling on God. The man who loves secret

prayer has one of the most certain evidences that he is a pious man.
Comp. notes, ch. xx. 5.

11. / loill teach you by the hand of God. Marg., "or, bemc; in,"

Coverdale, " In the name of God." So Tindal. Noyes, "Concern-
ing the hand of God." Good, "Concerning the dealings of God."
The Chaldee renders it t«rr!< n«ia3S—" By the prophecy of God."
Lutlier, " I will teach you by the hand of God." The idea evidently
is, that Job would instruct them by what God had done. He would
appeal to his works, and to the dispensations of his providence ; and
by the indications of wisdom and skill which were to be found there,

he would derive important lessons for their instruction on the great
principles of his administration. Accordingly, in the remainder of
this chapter, he makes his appeal to what actually occurs in the
dispensations of Providence, and, in the next, he refers to various
scientific subjects, evincing the wisdom which God had shown in the
mineral kingdom. The hand is the instrument by which Ave accom-
plish anything, and hence it is here used to denote what' God does.

f That which is with the Almighty, toill I not conceal. That is, I will

appeal to his works and show what traces of wisdom there are in

them.
12. Behold, all ye yourselves have seen it. You have had an oppor-

tunity of tracing tlie proofs of the wisdom of God in his works.
H Why then are ye thus altogether vain. Why is it that you maintain
such opinions—that you evince no more knowledge of his government
and plans—that you argue so inconclusively about him and his
administration ? Why, since you have had an opportunity of ob-
serving the course of events, do you maintain that suffering is neces-
sarily a proof of guilt, and that God deals with all men, in this life,

according to their character? A close observation of the course of
events would have taught you otherwise. Job proceeds to state what
he supposes to be the exact truth on the subject, and particularly
aims, in the following chapter,, to show that llic ways of God are
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tliey shall receive of the Al-
mighty.

1.3 This is the portion of a

wicked man with God, and the

hei'itage of oppressors, which

13 " This is tlie portion of a -wicked man from God

;

" And the iuheiitance -which oppressors receive from the Almightj^

—

inscrutable, and that we cannot be expected to comprehend them,
and not competent to pronounce upon them.

13. This is the portion of a wicked man with God. Tliere has been
much diversity of view in regard to the remainder of tliis chapter.

The difficulty is, that Job seems here to state the same things which
had been maintained by his friends, and against which he had all

along contended. This difficulty has been felt to be very great, and is

very great. It cannot be denied, that there is a great resemblance be-

tween the sentiments here expressed and those which had been main-
tained by his friends, and that this speech, if offered by them, would
have accorded entirely with their main position. Job seems to abandon
all which he had defended, and to concede all which he had so warmly
condemned. One mode of explaining the difficulty has been sug-

gested in the " Analysis" of the chapter. It was proposed by Noyes,
and is plausible, but perhaps will not be regarded as satisfactory to

all. Dr. Kennicott supposes that the text is imperfect, and that

these verses constituted the third speech of Zophar. His arguments
for this opinion are, (1.) That Eliphaz and Bildad had each spoken
three times, and that we are naturally led to expect a third speech
from Zophar ; but, according to the present arrangement, there is

none. (2.) That the sentiments accord exactly with what Zophar
might be expected to advance, and are exactly in his style ; that they
are expressed in "his fierce manner of accusation," and are "in the

very place where Zophar's speech is naturally expected." But the
objections to this view are insuperable. They are, (1.) The entire

want of any authority in the manuscripts, or ancient versions, for

such an arrangement or supposition. AH the ancient versions and
manuscripts make this a part of the speech of Job. (2.) If this had
been a speech of Zophar, we should have expected a reply to it, or

an allusion to it, in the speech of Job Avhich follows. But no such
reply or allusion occurs. (3.) If the form Avhich is usual on the
opening of a speech, "And Zophar answered and said," had ever

existed here, it is incredible that it should have been removed. But
it occurs in no manuscript or version ; and it is not allowable to make
such an alteration in the Scriptures By conjecture. Wemyss, in his

translation of Job, accords with the view of Kennicott, and makes
these verses (13—23) to be the third speech of Zophar. For this,

however, he alleges no authority, and no reasons except such as had
been suggested by Kennicott. Coverdale, in his translation of the

Bible (a. d. 1553), has inserted the Avord "saying" at the close of

ver. 12, and regards what follows to the end of the chapter as an
enumeration or recapitulation of the false sentiments which they had
maintained, and which Job regards as the "vain" things (ver. 12)

which they had maintained. In support of this view the following

reasons may be alleged : (1.) It avoids all the difficulty of transposi-

tion, and the necessity of inserting an introduction, as we must do, if

we suppose it to be a speech of Zophar. (2.) It avoids the difficulty

of supposing that Job "had here contradicted the sentiments which he
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14 If ' his cliiltlren be multi-

plied, it is for the sword ; and
liis offspring sLaH not be satis-

fied with bread.

/ Deut. S8. 41 ; 2 Kiugs 10. 7. B; Hos. 9. 13.

15 Those that remain of him
shall be buried in death ; aud
his widows shall not weep.'"

m Psa. 7B. 64.

14 " If his children arc multiplied, it is for the sword
;

"And his ofl'spring shall not be satisfied with bread.

15 " His survivors shall be bui'ied by Death,
" And liis widows shall not weep.

had before advanced, or of conceding all that his friends had main-
tained. (3.) It is in accordance with the practice of the speakers in

this book, and the usual practice of debaters, who enumerate at con-
siderable length the sentiments which they regard as erroneous, and
which they design to oppose. (4.) It is the most simple and natural
supposition, and therefore most likely to be the true one. Still, it

must be admitted, that the passage is attended with difficulty ; but
the above solution is, it seems to me, the most plausible. II This is the

portion. This is what he receives ; to wit, what he states in the

following verses, that his children would be cut off. ^ And the

heritage of oppressors. "What tyrants and cruel men must expect to

receive at the hand of God.
14. If his children be multiplied, it is for the sioord. That is, they

shall be slain in war. The first calamities which it is here said would
come vipon a man, relate to his family (vers. 14— 18) ; the next are

those that would come upon himself, vers. 19—23. All the senti-

ments here expressed are found in the varioiis speeches of the friends

of Job, and according to the interpretation suggested above, this is

designed to represent their sentiments. They maintained that if a

Avicked man was blessed with a numerous family, and seemed to be
prosperous, it was only that the punishment might come the more
heavily iipon him, for that they certainly would be cut off. See ch.

xviii. 19, 20; xx. 10. U And his offspring shall not be satisfied with

bread. This sentiment was advanced by Zophar, ch. xx. 10. See
notes on that verse,

15. Those that remain of him. Those that survive him. IT Shall be

buried in death. Heb., "shall be buried by death" ('"'!).??), that is,

"Death shall be the grave-digger"—or, they shall have no friends to

bury them ; they shall be unburied. The idea is highly poetical, and
the expression is very tender. They would have no one to weep
over them, and no one to prepare for them a grave ; there would be
no procession, no funeral dirge, no train of weeping attendants ; even
the members of their own family would not weep OA'cr them. To be
unburied has always been regarded as a dishonour and calamity

(comp. notes on Isa. xiv. 19), and is often referred to as such in the

Scriptures. See Jer. viii. 2; xiv. 16; xvi. 4, 6. The passage here

has a striking resemblance to Jer. xxii. 18, 19 :

"They shall not lament for him, saying,

Ah ! my brother ! or. Ah ! sister

!

They shaU not lament for him, saying,

Ah ! lord ! or, Ah ! his glory !

"With the burial of an ass shall he be bui-ied,

Drawn out and cast beyond the gates of Jerusalem."

f And his nidoios shall not weep. The jilural here—" widows"—is a
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16 Thougli he heap up silyer

as tlie dust, aud prejmre raimeut
as tlie clay

:

17 He may prepare it, but
" tlie just shall put it on, aud the

inuoceut shall divide the silyer.

n Eccles. 2. C6.

16 " Though lie heap up silver as the dust,
" And prepare raiment as the mu-e,

17 " He may prepare it, but the just shall wear it,

" And the innocent shall share the silver.

proof that polygamy was then practised. It is probable that Job here
alludes to the shrieks of domestic grief which in the East are heard
in every part of the house among the females on the death of the
master of the family, or to the train of women that usually followed
the corpse to the grave. The standing of a man in society was
indicated by the length of the train of mourners, and particularly by
the number of wives and concubines that followed him as weepers.
Job refers to this as the sentiment of his friends, that when a Avicked
man died, he would die with such evident marks of the DiAune dis-

pleasure, that even his own family woidd not mourn for him, or
that they would be cut off before his death, and none would be left

to grieve.

16. Though he heap up silver as the dust. That is, in great quantities

—as plenty as dust. Comp. 1 Kings x. 27, " And the king made
silver to be in Jerusalem as stones." H And prepare raiment. Orien-
tal wealth consisted much in changes of raiment. Sir John Chardin
says, that in the East it is common to gather together immense quan-
tities of furnitiu'e and clothes. According to D'Herbelot, Bokteri, an
illustrious poet of Cufah in the ninth century, liad so many presents

made him in the course of his life, that when he died he was found pos-

sessed of an hundred complete suits of clothes, two hundred shirts,

and five hundred turbans. Comp. Ezra ii. 69, and Neh. vii. 70. See
Bochart, Hieroz. P. II. lib. iv. ch. xxv. p. 617. This species of trea-

sure is mentioned by Virgil

:

Dives equ'Lim, dives pictai vestis et auri.

—

^n. ix. 26.

The reason why wealth consisted so much in changes of raiment, is to

be found in the fondness for display in Oriental countries, and in the
fact that as fashions never change there, such treasures are valuable

until they are worn out. In the ever-varying fashions of the West
such treasures are comparatively of much less value. IT As the clay.

As the dust of the streets ; or as abundant as mire.

17. The just shall put it on. The righteous shall wear it. It shall

pass out of the hands of him who prepared it into the hands of

others. The meaning is, that the wicked, though they become rich,

would not live to enjoy their ill-gotten gains. These two verses

contain a beautiful illustration of what Dr. Jebb calls the introverted

parallelism—where the fourth member answers to the first, and the
third to the second

:

Though he heap up silver as the dust,

And prepare raiment as the clay,

The just shall put it [raiment] on.

And the ilmocent shall divide the silver.
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18 Ho biiildetli his house I tlie keeper inaketh.

lis a motli, and as a booth that
\

18 " He biiiklcth liis house IDce the moth,
" Or Like a shed which a watchman maketh.

A simihir instance occurs in Matt. vii. 6 :

Give not that which is holy unto the dogs,

Neither cast ye your pearls before s\vine,

Lest they [the swme] trample them under theii' feet,

And [the dogs] turn again and rend you.

For a full illustration of the nature of Hebrew- poetry, the reader may
consult De Wette, Einleitung in die Psalmen, translated in the
Biblical Repository, vol. iii. pp. 445, seq., and Nordheimer's Hebrew
Grammar, vol. ii. pp. 319, seq. See also the Introduction to Job, § v.

II The innocent shall divide the silver. That is, the righteous shall come
into possession of it, and divide it among themselves. The wicked
who had gained it shall not be permitted to enjoy it.

18. He buildeth his house as a moth. The house which the moth
builds is the slight fabric which it makes for its own dwelling in the
garment Avhich it consumes. On this verse, comp. ch. viii. 14. The
dwelling of the moth is composed of the materials of the garment on
Avhich it feeds ; and there may be an allusion here not only to the fact

that the house which the wicked reared for themselves would be
temporary, and that it would soon pass away like the dwelling of the
moth, but that it was obtained—like the dwelling of the moth—at

the expense of others. The idea of frailty, however, and of its being
only a very temporary habitation, is probably the main thought in
the passage. The allusion here is to the moth-worm as it proceeds
from the egg, before it is changed into the chrysalis, aurelia, or
nymph. "The young moth, upon leaving the egg which a papilio
has lodged upon a piece of stuff, or a skin well dressed, and com-
modious for her purpose, immediately finds a habitation and food in
the nap of the stuff, or hair of the skin. It gnaws and lives upon
the nap, and likewise builds with it its apartment, accommodated
both with a front door and a back one : the whole is well fastened to
the ground of the stuff, with several cords and a little glue. The
moth sometimes thrusts her head out of one opening, and sometimes
out of the other, and perpetually demolishes all about her ;, and when
she has cleared the place about her, she draws out all the stakes of
the tent, after which she carries it to some little distance, and then
fixes it with her slender cords in a new situation."

—

Burder. It is to
the insect in its larvee or caterpillar state that Job refers here, and
the slightness of the habitation will be easily understood by any one
who has watched the operations of the silk-worm, or of the moths
that appear in this country. The idea is, that the habitation which
the wicked constructed was temporary and frail, and would soon be
left. The Chaldee and Syriac render this "the spider;" and so does
Luther

—

Spinne. The slight gossamer dwelling of the spider would
well correspond with the idea here expressed by Job, IT And as a
booth. A tent, or cottage. U That the keeper maketh. That one Avho
watches vineyards or gardens makes as a temporary shelter from the
storm or the cold at night. Such edifices were very frail in their

structure, and were designed to be only temporary habitations. See
VOL. II.
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19 Tlie rich " man shall lie

clown, but he shall not he
gathered : he openeth his eyes,

n Luke l6. 2S, 23.

and he is not.

20 Terrors take hold on him
as -waters, a tempest stealeth

him away in the night.

19 " The rich mau lieth down, and is not buried

;

" In the t\Yinkling of an eye he is no more.
20 " Terrors come upon him lUce watei's

;

" In the night a tempest stealeth him away.

the subject explained in notes on Isa. i. 8. Niebuhr, in his descrip-

tion of Arabia, p. 158, says, " In the mountains of Yemen they have
a sort of nest on the trees, where the Arabs sit to watch the fiekls

after they have been planted. But in the Kehama, where they have
but few trees, they build a light kind of scaffolding for this purpose."
iSlr. Southey opens the fifth part of his Curse of Kehama with a
similar allusion

:

"Evening comes on :—arishig from the stream,

Homeward the tall flamuigo wings his flight;

And when he sails athwart the setting beam,
His scarlet plxunage glows with deeper li^ht.

The WATCHMAN, at the wish'd approach of night,

Gladly forsakes the field, where he all day,

To scare the winged plunderers from their prey,

"With shout and sling, on j-onder clay-built height,

Hath borne the sultry ray.

19. The rich ynan. That is, the rich man who is wicked. If Shall

lie down. Shall die—for so the connexion demands. If But he shall

not be gathered. In an honourable burial. The slain in battle are

gathered together for burial ; but he shall be unburied. The expres-

sions " to be gathered," " to be gathered to one's fathers," frequently

occur in the Scriptures, and seem to be used to denote a peaceful and
happy death and an honourable burial. There was the idea of a

happy union with departed friends ; of being honourably placed by
their side in the grave, and admitted to companionship with them
again in the unseen world. Comp. Gen. xxv. 8 ; xxxv. 29 ; xlix. 29,

33; Numb, xxvii. 13; Deut. xxxii. 50; Judg. ii. 10; 2 Kings xxii.

20. Among the ancients, the opinion prevailed that the souls of

those who were not buried in the customary manner Avere not per-

mitted to enter Hades, or the abodes of the dead, but were doomed to

wander for a hundred years upon the banks of the river Styx. Thus
Homer (Iliad, xxiii. 71, seq.) represents the spirit of Patroclus as

appearing to Achilles, and praying him that he would commit his

body with proper honours to the earth. So Palinurus is represented

by Virgil (^Eneid, vi. 365) as saying, "Cast earth upon me, that I

may have a calm repose in death." The Hindoos, says Dr. Ward,
believe that the souls of those who are unburied wander about and
find no rest. It is possible that such views may have prevailed in the

time of Job. The sentiment here is, that such an honoured death

would be denied the rich man of oppression and wickedness. If He
openeth his eyes, and he is not. That is, in the twinkling of an eye he
is no more. Prom the midst of his affluence he is suddenly cut off,

and hurried away in a moment.
10. Terrors take hold on him as waters. That is, as suddenly and

violently as angry floods. Comp. notes on ch. xviii. 14. If A tempest
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21 Tho east mnd carrietli

liiiu away, and lie departeth

;

and, as a " storm, hurleth Mm
ont of his place.

22 For God shall cast upon

him, and not spare : 'he would
tain floo out of liis hand.

23 Men shall clap their handa
at him, and shall hiss him out

of his place.

Psa. 58. 9. 1 in fleeing he would flee,

21 " The east wind carrieth him away, and he departeth

;

" And it sweeps him away from his place.

22 " For God shooteth at him, and does not spare

;

" He would gladly escape out of his hand.
23 " Men clap thek hands at him

;

" They hiss him away from his place."

stealeth him away. He is suddenly cut off by the -\\Tath of God. A
tempest comes upon him as unexpectedly as a thief or robber comes
at night. Death is often represented as coming upon a man with the
silence of a thief, or the sudden violence of a robber at midnight.
See note on ch. xxi. 18 comp. Matt. xxiv. 42—44.

21. The east loind carrieth him axoay. He is swept oflF as by the
violence of a tempest. Severe storms are represented in this book as

coming from the East. Comp. notes on ch. xv. 2. The ancients
believed that men might be carried away by a tempest or whirlwind.
Comp. Isa. xli. 16. See also Homer, Odys. xx. 63. seq.

" Snatch me, ye whii-lwinds, far from human race.

Tost through the void illimitable space

:

Or if dismounted from the rapid cloud,

Me ^vith his whelming wave let Ocean shroud !"

—

Fope.

Comp. notes on ch. xxx. 22. The parallelism here would seem to
imply that the wind referred to was violent, but it is possible that the
allusion may be to the burning winds of the desert, so well known in
the East, and so frequently described by travellers. The Vulgate
here renders the Hebrew word cn;^ ventus uretis, " burning wind ;"

the LXX. in like manner, Kavatov ; the Syriac simply \**0^ wind.

This east wind, or burning wind, is what the Arabians call ^y*^^

Samum. It is a hot wind which passes over the desert, and which
was formerly supposed to be destructive of life. More recent travel-

lers, however, tell us that it is not fatal to life, though exceedingly
oppressive. % And, as a storm. See Psa. Iviii. 9. H Hurleth him
out of his place. Takes him entirely away, or removes him from
the earth.

22. For God shall cast xcpon him. That is, God shall bring calami-
ties upon him, or cast his thunderbolts upon him, and shall not pity
him. H lie tcoidd fain flee. He would gladly escape from the WTath
of God, but he is xmable to do it.

23. Men shall clap their hands at him. That is, they shall combine
to drive him out of the world, and rejoice when he is gone. The
same sentiment was also expressed by Bildad, ch. xviii. 18 :

He shall be driven fi-om light into darkness,

And chased out of tho world.

There can be no doubt, I think, that Job alludes to that sentiment,
and that his object in quoting it is to show its incorrectness. Ho
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does not indeed go into a formal reply to it in the following chapters,
but he seems to consider that he had already replied to it by the
statements which he had made, and which showed the incorrectness

of the views which his fiiends had taken. He had demonstrated in

the previous chapters that their main position was incorrect, and he
asks (in ver. 12 of this chapter) how it was possible that they could
hold such sentiments as these, in the midst of all the facts which sur-

rounded them? The whole current of events was against their

opinion, and in the close of this chapter he enumerates the senti-

ments which they had advanced, which he regarded as so strange,

and which he felt that he had now shown to be erroneous. Indeed,
they seem to have regarded themselves as confuted, for they were
silent. Job had attacked and overthrown their main position, that

men Avere treated according to their character in this life, and that
consequently extraordinary sufferings were proof of extraordinary
guilt, and, that being overthrown, they had nothing more to say.

Having silenced them, and shown the error of the opinions which he
has here enumerated, he proceeds in the following chapters to state

his own views on important topics connected with the providence of

God, mainly designed to show that we are not to expect fully to com-
prehend the reason of his dispensations.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER XXYHI.

Various opinions have been entertained of the design of this chaptei", and
of the connexion which it has with the preceding. A statement and
examination of those opunons may be found in Schultens and in Roseu-
miiller. The most probable opinion, as it seems to me, is, that the design is

to show that we must acquiesce in the iuscrutable dispensations of Divine
Providence, without being able fully to comprehend them. The waj-s of

God are high and mysterious. Vast wisdom is shown in his works, and there

is much which man cannot comprehend. All his works are such as to excite

the adniii-ation of man. There is great obscurity in his dealings, and every-

where God had sbo'mi that his plans are far above those of man. The friends

of Job had pretended to understand the reason of the Divine dispensations.

They had maintained that when men suflercd they clearly comprehended the

cause, and that the reason was that God dealt vdth. tliem strictly according to

their character. This position Job had controverted. He had showed that

it was not true in fact. The wicked, he said, often hved long, and died in

peace. But still he admitted that there was much which he could not
understand. He did not know why they were thus permitted to live, and bo
did not know why the righteous were subjected to trials so severe. All this,

he now saj's, is to be resolved into the superior and infinite wisdom of God

;

and in that it becomes man to acqmesce, even though he cannot now cxplam
it. In illustration of this, he labours to show that man had made surprising

discoveries in the works of nature ; that he bad penetrated the bowels of the

earth, and had overcome the greatest obstacle in the attainment of knowledge
and in the investigation of science, but still all that he had done or could do
did not disclose to him the plans of the Divine administi-ation, or the reason

of the Divine deaUngs, and therefore true wisdom was to be found in the

fear of the Lord, and in profoimd veneration for the Almighty. In showing
this, Job adverts to the following topics :

—

(1.) He refers to the sldll which man had shown in operations of mining,
and to the discoveries which he had made of the places of silver and gold,

vers. 1, 2.
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S^
CHAPTER XXVIII.
RELY there is a 'yein for

the eilyer, and a place for gold

where they fine it.

1 Truly there is a vein for silver,

And a place for gold where they refine it.

(2.) In these operations, man had penetrated to the greatest depths, so as

to carry his discoveries far iato the regions of night, vers. 3, 4.

(3.) He had wrought the earth, bringing food out of it; he had turned it

up, and found out the places of precious stones, vers. 5, 6.

(4.) He had far sui-passed the wisdom of the brute creation ; he had gone
where then- sagacity could not lead them, and had penetrated into dark

regions which the keen eye of the vulture had not seen, and where even the

Hon had not adventured, vers. 7, 8.

(.5.) He had put forth extraordinary power. He had removed vast stones

;

had overturned mountains ; had cut canals thi'ough mighty rocks, and had
confined and bound the angry floods, vers. 9—11.

(6.) Yet still. Job says, none of these things revealed the secret plans o.

the Divine administration. The wisdom which man sought wa§ not to be

foimd there. It was far above all the discoveries of science, and all the mere
investigations of nature. It had not been found in the abyss or in the sea

,

it could not be bought with gold or sUver, with the sapphire, -nith coral or

pearls ; rubies and the topaz could not purchase it. Even destruction and
death said that they had only heard of it with their ears, vers. 12—22.

(7.) It was to be found, therefore, only in God. He only imderstood the

way of true wisdom, and the reason of his own plans ; and it became man to

acquiesce in his inscrutable dealings. True wisdom was therefore to be

foimd in the fear of the Lord, and in a profoimd veneration for the Almighty,

vers. 23—28.

1. Surely there is a veinfor the silver. Marg., »tme. Coverdale renders

this, "There are places where silver is molten." Prof. Lee renders

it, "There is an outlet for the silver," and supposes it means the

coming out or separation of the silver from the earthy particles by
which it is surrounded in the ore, not the coming out from the mine.

The -word rendered vein (jcfio) means properly a going forth, as the

rising of the sun, Psa. xi.K. 7 ; the promulgation of an edict, Dan. ix.

25 ; then a. place of going forth—as a gate, door, Ezek. xlii. 11 ; xliii.

11 ; and thence a mine, a vein, or a place of the going forth of metals
;

that is a place Avhere they are procured. So the LXX. here, "'Eo-rt

yap apyvpio) T6nos '69€v yiuerai—"there is a place for silver whence it

is obtained." The idea here is, that man had evinced his wisdom in

finding out the mines of silver and working them. It was one of the

instances of his skill that he had been able to penetrate into the earth,

and bring out the ore of the precious metals, and convert it to valu-

able purposes. IF Aiid a place for gold. A workshop, or laboratory,

for working the precious metals. Job says, that even in his time such
a laboratory was a proof of the wisdom of man. So now, one of the

most striking proofs of skill is to be found in the places where the

precious metals are purified, and wrought into the various forms in

which they are adapted to ornament and use. H "Where they fine it

—

>^' . The word here used h\:^\ means properly to bind fast, to fetter

;

and then to compress, to squeeze through a strainer ; and hence to

strain, filter ; and thence to purify—as wine that is thus filtered, or

gold tliat is purified, Mai. iii. 3. It may refer here to any process of

purifying or refining. It is commonly done by the application of
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heat. One of the instructive uses of the book of Job is the light

which it throws incidentally on the state of the ancient arts and
sciences, and the condition of society in reference to the comforts of

life at the early period of the world when the author lived. In this

passage it is clear (1) that the metals were then in general use, and
(2) that they were so wrought as to furnish, in the view of Job, a

striking illustration of human wisdom and skill. Society was so far

advanced as to make use not only of gold and silver, but also of

copper and brass. The use of gold and silver commonly ^jrecedes the
discovery of iron, and consequently the mention of iron in any ancient

book indicates a considerably advanced state of society. It is, of

course, not kno^^^l to what extent the art of working metals was
carried in the time of Job, as all that would be indicated here would
be that the method of obtaining the pure metal from the ore was
understood. It may be interesting, however, to observe, that the art

was early known to the Egyptians, and was carried by them to a con-
siderable degree of perfection. Pharaoh arrayed Joseph in vestures

of fine linen, and put a chain of gold about his neck, Gen. xli. 42 ; and
great quantities of gold and silver ornaments were borrowed by the

Israelites of the Egyptians, when they were about to go to the

promised land. Gold and silver are mentioned as known in the

earliest ages. Comp. Gen. ii. 11, 12; xli. 42; Exod. xx. 23; Gen.
xxiii. 15, 16. Iron is also mentioned as having been early known,
Gen. iv. 22. Tubal Cain was instructor in iron and brass. Gold
and silver mines were early wrought in Egj-pt; and if Moses was
the compiler of the book of Job, it is possible that some of the

descriptions here may have been derived from that country, and at all

eA'ents the mode of working these precious metals was probably the

same in Arabia and Egypt. From the mention of earrings, bracelets,

and jewels of silver and gold, in the days of Abraham, it is evident

that the art of metallurgy was known at a very remote period. Work-
men are noticed by Homer as excelling in the manufacture of arms,

rich vases, and other objects inlaid or ornamented with vessels :

nrjA.e/57]s 8' al>|'' i,Wa rlOet raxvTriTos de0\a,

'Apyvpfov KpaTjjpa reTvy/x^uov.— II. xxiii. 741.

His account of the shield of Achilles (II. xviii. 474) proves that the

art of working in the precious metals was well known in his time
;

and the skill required to delineate the various objects which he
describes was such as no ordinary artisan, even at this time, could be
supposed to possess. In Egypt, ornaments of gold and silver, consist-

ing of rings, bracelets, necklaces, and trinkets, have been found in

considerable abundance of the times of Osirtasen I., and Thothmes
III., the contemporaries of Joseph and of Moses. Diodorus (i. 49)
mentions silver mines of Egypt which produced 3,200 myriads of

minoe. The gold mines of Egypt remained long unknown, and their

position has been ascertained only a few years since by M. Linant
and M. Bonomi. They lie in the Bish&xee desert, about seventeen

days' journey to the south-eastward from Derow. The matrix in

which the gold in Egypt was found is quartz, and the excavations to

procure the gold are exceedingly deep. The principal excavation is

180 feet deep. The quartz thus obtained was broken by the workmen
into small fragments of the size of a bean, and these were passed
through hand-mills made of granitic stone, and when reduced to

powder the quartz w.as washed on inclined tables, and the gold was
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2 Iron is taken out of tlie I 'earth, and brass is molten out

1 or, dust. I of the stoue.

2 Iron is obtamcd from the earth,

And ore is fused into copper.

thus separated from the stone. Diodorus says, that the principal

persons engaged m mining operations were captives, taken in war, and
persons who were compelled to labour in the mines, for offences

against the government. They were bound in fetters, and compelled

to labour night and day. "No attention," he says, "is paid to these

persons ; they have not even a piece of rag to cover themselves ; and
so wretched is their condition, that every one who witnesses it

deplores the excessive misery which they endure. No rest, no inter-

mission from toil, are given either to the sick or the maimed ; neither

the weakness of age, nor women's infirmities, are regarded ; all are

driven to the work with the lash, till, at last, overcome with the in-

tolerable weight of their afflictions, they die in the midst of their

toil." Diodorus adds, "Nature, indeed, I think, teaches that as gold

is obtained with immense labour, so it is kept with difficulty, creating

great anxiety, and attended in its use both with pleasure and with
grief." It was, perhaps, in view of such laborious and difficult opera-

tions in obtaining the precious metals, and of the skill which man
had evinced in extracting them from the earth, that Job alluded here

to the process as a striking proof of human wisdom. On the early

use of the metals among the ancient Egyptians, the reader may con-

sult with advantage "Wilkinson's " Manners and Customs of the

Ancient Egyptians," vol. iii. p. 215, seq.

2. Iron. As has been remarked above, iron was early known, yet

probably its common use indicates a more advanced state of civiliza-

tion than that of gold and silver. The Mexicans were ignorant of the

use of iron, though ornaments of gold and silver elegantly wrought
abounded among them. Iron is less easily discovered than copper,

though more abundant, and is -wrought with more difficulty. Among
the ancient nations, copper was in general use long before iron ; and
arms, vases, statues, and implements of every kind were made of this

metal alloyed and hai'dened with tin, before ii'on came into general

use. Tubal Cain is indeed mentioned (Gen. iv. 22) as the " instructor

of every artificer in brass and iron," but no direct mention is made of

iron arms (Numb. xxxv. 16), or tools (Deut. xxvii. 5), untU after the

departure from Egypt. According to the Arundelian Marbles, iron

was known one hundred and eighty-eight years before the Trojan

war, about 1370 years b. c. ; but Hesiod, Plutarch, and others, limit

its discovery to a much later period. Homer, however, distinctly

mentions its use, II. xxiii. 262 :

'H5e yvva7Kas i'O^wvovs, iroKiov re alSjjpov.

That by the sideros of the poet is meant iron, is clear, from a simile

which he uses in the Odyssey, derived from the quenching of iron in

•water, by which he illustrates the hissing produced in the eye of

Polyphemus by piercing it with the burning stake

:

"And as when armourers temper in the ford

The keen-edged pole-axe or the shinuig sword,

The red-hot metal hisses in the lake.

Thus in the eye-ball hissed the plungmg stake."

Odyss. vs.. 391 {^I'ope),
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3 He settetli an end to dark- I fectiou : tlie stones of darkness,
ness, and searchetli out all per-

| and the shadow of death.

3 Man putteth an end to darlmess,

And completely searches everything

—

The rocks—the thick darkness—and the shadow of death.

Iron is mentioned in the time of Og, king of Bashan, 1450 b. c. It

was at first, however, regarded as of great value, and its use was very
limited. It was presented in the temples of Greece as among the
most valuable offerings, and rings of iron have been found in the
tombs of Egypt that had been worn as ornaments, showing the value
of the metal. One of the reasons why this metal comes so slowly
into use, and M'hy it was so rare in early times, was the difficulty of

smelting the ore, and reducing it to a malleable state. " Its gross

and stubborn ore," says Dr. Robertson (America, b. iv.), "must feel

twice the force of fire, and go through two laborious processes, before

it becomes fit for use." It was this fact which made it to Job such a
proof of the Avisdom of man that he had invented the process of

making iron, or of separating it from the earthy portions in which it

is found. U Is taken out of the earth. Marg., dust. The form in

which iron is found is too well known to need description. It is

seldom, if ever, found in its purity, and the ore generally has so much
the appearance of mere earth, that it requires some skill to distinguish

them. H And brass— rrwro. Brass is early and frequently mentioned

in the Bible (Gen. iv. 22; Exod. xxv. 3 ; xxvi. 11, et al.), but there

is little doubt that copper is meant in these places. Brass is a com-
pound metal, made of copper and zinc—containing usually about one

third of the weight in zinc—and it is hardly probable that the art of

compounding this was early known. Comp. notes on ch. xx. 24.

Dr. Good renders this, "And the rock poureth forth copper."

Coverdale, "The stones resolved to metal." Noyes, "The stone is

melted into copper." Prof. Lee, "Also the stone [is taken from the

ear til] from which one fuseth copper." The Hebrew is, literally,

"And stone is poured out (p1^^) copper." The LXX. render it,

" And brass is cut like stones ;" that is, is cut from the quarry. The
word stone here in the Hebrew (i?*?) means, doubtless, ore in the form

of stone ; and the fact here mentioned, that such ore is fused into tlie

rraJinp nehhusha, is clear proof that copper is intended. Brass is never

found in ore, and is never compounded in the earth. A similar idea

is found in Pliny, who probably uses the word aes to denote copper,

as it is commonly employed in the ancient writings. " Aes fit ex lapide

aeroso, quern vocant Cadmiam ; et igne lapides in aes solvuntur."

—

Nat. Ilist. xxxiv. i. 22. On the general subject of ancient metallurgy,

see Wilkinson's Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians,

vol. iii. ch. ix.

3. He settuth an end to darkness. That is, man does. The reference

here is undoubtedly to the operations of mining, and the idea is, that

man delves into the darkest regions ; he goes even to the outer limits

of darkness ; he penetrates everywhere. Probably the allusion is

derived from the custom of carrying torches into mines. H And
iearcheth out all i^erfection. Makes a complete search; examines

everything ; carries the matter to the utmost. The idea is not that

he searches out all perfection— as our translation would seem to
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4 The flood breaketh out

from the iuliabitant: even the

*vaters forfjotteu of tlie foot:

they are dried up, they are gone
away from men.

4 He sinks a shaft far from a liumau dwelling

;

They, unsupported by the feet, hang suspended

;

Fax from men they swing to and fro.

convey ; but that he makes a complete and thorough search—and yet
after all he does not come to the true and highest wisdom. H The
stones of darkness. The last stone, says Herder, in the mining inves-
tigations in the time of Job ; the corner or boundary stone, as it were,
of the kingdom of darkness and night. Prof. Lee supposes that there

is allusion here to the fact that stones were used as loeights, and that

the idea is, that man had ascertained the exact weight of the gross

darkness, that is, had taken an accurate admeasurement of it, or had
wholly investigated it. But this solution seems far-fetched. Schul-
tens supposes the centre of the earth to be denoted by this expression.

But it seems to me that the words "stone" and "darkness" are to

be separated, and that the one is not used to qualify tlie other. The
sense is, that man searches out everything ; he perfectly and accu-
rately penetrates everywhere, and examines all objects;— the stone

(p«), that is, the rocks, the mines; the darkness (tex), that is, the

darlcness of the cavern, the interior of the earth ; and the shadow of
death (nra'^), that is, the most dark and impenetrable regions of the

earth. So it is rendered by Coverdale : "The stones, the dark, and
the horrible shadow."

4. The flood breaketh out from the inhabitant. It would be difficult

to tell what idea our translators affixed to this sentence, though it

seems to be a literal version of the Hebrew. There has been a great
variety of rendering given to the passage. Noyes translates it

—

"From the place where they dwell they open a shaft.

Unsupported by the feet,

They are suspended, they swing away from men."
Herder

—

"A flood goeth out from the realm of obUvion,
They draw it up from the foot of the mountain.
They remove it away from men."

According to this, the meaning. Herder says, would be, that " the
dwelling of the forgotten would be the kingdom of the dead, and at
greater depth than the deepest mines have reached. Streams break
forth from the river of eternal oblivion beneath, and yet are overcome
by the miners, pumped dry, and turned out of the way. Yet I con-
fess," says he, "the passage remains obscure to my mind." Cover-
dale renders it, " With the river of water parteth he asunder the
strange people, that knowcth no good neighbourhood ; such as are
rude, unmannerly, and boisterous." The LXX. render it, "The
channels of brooks are choked up with sand ; when to such as know
not the right way strength is unavailing, and they are removed from
among men." The difficulty of interpreting the passage has been felt

by every expositor to be great ; and there are scarcely two expositions
alike. There can be no doubt that Job refers to mining operations,
and the whole passage should be explained with reference to such

e2
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5 As for the eartli, out of it 1 tui'ued n^ as it were fire,

cometli bread; and under it is I

5 The earth—out of it cometh bread

,

And when turned up beneath, it resembles fire.

works. But the obscuritj' may possibly arise from the fact that mining
operations were then conducted in a manner different from what they
are now, and the allusion may be to some custom which was then
well understood, but of which we now know nothing. A plausible

interpretation, at least, has been furnished by Gesenius, and one which
seems to me to be more satisfactory than any other. An explanation
of the words in the passage will bring out this view. Tlie word ren-
dered " breaketh out" ("H?) means to break, rend, tear through—and
here refers to the act of breaking through the earth for the purpose of

sinking a shaft or pit in a mine. The word rendered "flood" f'rij)

means properly a stream or brook ; then a valley in wliich a brook
runs along ; and here Gesenius supposes it means a shaft or pit of a

mine. It may be called a bm nahhdl, or valley, from the resemblance

to a gully which the water has washed away by a mountain-torrent.

H From the inhabitant. Tliis conveys evidently no idea as it now
stands. The Hebrew is "i^'^??. The Avord -nj, from which ij is

derived, means to sojourn for a time, to dwell as a stranger or guest

;

and the phrase here means, " away from any dweller or inhabitant
;"

that is, from where men dwell, or from the sui-face of the ground as

the abode of men ; that is, under ground. Or the idea is, that it is

done where no one could dwell. It could not be the abode of man.
H Even the \\?iters forgotten of the foot. The words " even the waters"

are supplied by the translators. The Hebrew is %;rvo n'nsirjn, and

refers to being unsiqjjmrted by the foot. They go into a place where
the foot yields no support, and they are obliged to suspend themselves

in order to be sustained. H They are dried iq3— iVi. The word 'jVi,

from which this is derived, means to hang down, to be pendulous, as

boughs are on a tree, or as a bucket is in a well. According to this

interpretation the meaning is, that they ha)ig doion far from men in

their mines, and swing to and fro like the branches of a tree in the

wind. H They are gone aioay from tnen. The word ^"^^
, from ?^2, means

to move to and fro, to waver, to vacillate. Gr. and Latin, veto}, nuo ;

Germ., nicken, to nod backwards and forwards. The sense here i.s,

that, far from the dwellmgs of men, they ivave to and fro in their deej)

mines, suspended by cords. They descend by the aid of cords, and
not by a firm foothold, until they penetrate the deep darkness of the

earth. Other interpretations may be seen, however, defended at length

in Schultens, and in Rosenmiiller (who has adopted substantially that

of Schultens), in Dr. Good, and in other commentaries. Pew pas-

sages in the Bible are more obscure.

5. As for the earth, out of it cometh bread. That is, it produces food,

or the materials for bread. The idea of Job seems to be, that it was
proof of great wisdom and skill on the part of man tliat he had carried

the arts of agriculture so far. The earth in producing grain, and the

arts of husbandry, were illustrative of wisdom and skill, but they did

not impart the wisdom about the government of God which was
desired. That was reserved to be imparted more dii'ectly by God
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6 The stones of it are tlie i 'dust of gold,

place of sapphires ; and it Lath 7 There p is a, path which no
'

lor, gold ore. p ch. 11. 6.

6 Its stones are the place of sapphii-cs,

And gold dust pertains to it.

7 The path thereto no bird knoweth,

himself, vers. 23, seq. H And tinder it is turned iqj as it were fire.

That is, on being turned up it discloses precious stones that seem to

glow like coals of fire. This is the obvious sense of this passage,

though a different interpretation has been given by most expositors.

Job is speaking of mining. He describes the search for gold, and
silver, and precious stones. He says that one of the wonders of

wisdom in the earth is, that it produces nutritious grain ; another,

that when the same earth is turned up, it seems to rest on a bed of

fire. The dark ground is made to glow by the quantity of jewels that

are disclosed, and its deep recesses seem to be on fire. There is no
reference here, therefore, as it seems to me^ to any volcanic agency, or

to any belief that the earth rests on a sea of fire. The idea has been
expressed in Sergeant's " Mine :"

" "WTieresoe'er our footsteps turn,

Eubies blush and dicwnonds bui-n."

Luther has given to the passage a different sense : Man bringet auch
Feuer unten aus der Erde, da oben Speise auf wachst—" They bring

fire from the earth beneath, where food grows up above." Coverdale,
" He bringeth food out of the earth ; that which is under he consumeth
with fii-e." Herder, "And underneath it is changed as by fire." Dr.

Good, "Below it [the earth] windeth a fiery region."

6. The stones of it are the place. Among the stones of the earth

sapphires are found. "The situation of the sapphire is in alluvial

soil, in the vicinity of rocks, belonging to the secondary floetz trap

formation, and imbedded in gneiss."

—

Jameson. " The sapphire occurs

in considerable abundance in the granitic alluvion of Matura and
Safi'ragam, in Ceylon."

—

Davy. H Sapphires, Comp. note, Isa. liv.

11. The sapphire is a precious stone, usually of a blue colour, though
it is sometimes yellow, red, violet, green, or white. In hardness it is

inferior to the diamond only.

"In unroll'd tufts, flowers pm-pled, blue and white,

Like sapphii-e, pearl, in rich embroidery."

—

Shakspeare.

" He tinctmes rubies with their rosy hue.
And on the sapphire spreads a heavenly blue."

—

Blackmore.

The mineral is, next to the diamond, the most valuable of the pre-

cious stones. The most highly prized varieties are the crimson and
the carmine red ; these are the Oriental ruby of the traveller, and,

next to the diamond, are the most valuable jewels hitherto discovered.

The blue varieties—the sapphire of the jeweller—are next in value to

the red. The yellow varieties—the Oriental topaz of the jeweller

—

are of less value than the blue or true sapphire.

—

Edin. Ency., Art.

Mineralogy. H A7id it hath dust of gold. Marg., or, gold ore. Lite-

rally, " The dusts of gold are in it." Gold is often found in the form
of dust. It is obtained by washing it from the sand, and passing it

over a fleece of wool, to which the gold adheres.

7. There is a path which nofowl knoweth. That is, a path in search-

VOL. II. F
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fowl kuowetli, and wliicli the

vulture's eye hatli not seen

:

8 The lion's wlielps liave not

trodden it, nor tlie fierce lion

passed by it.

9 He puttoth forth his hand
upon the ' rock ; he overturneth
the mountains by the roots.

1 or, flint.

And the vulture's eye hath not seen it.

8 The fierce wild beasts have not trodden it

;

And the lion hath not walked over it.

9 Man layeth liis hand upon the fliaty rock
;

He upturneth mountains from their foundations.

ing for gold and precious stones. The miner treads a way which is

unseen by the bird of keenest vision. He penetrates into the deep
darkness of the earth. The object of Job is to show the wisdom and
the intrepidity of man in penetrating these dark regions in searching

for sapphires and gold. The most far-sighted birds could not find

their way to them. The most intrepid and fearless beasts of prey
dared not adventure to those dangerous regions. The word rendered

foiol iP^) means either a ravenous beast (Jer. xii. 9), or more com-
monly a ravenous bird. See notes on Isa. xlvi. 11. According to

Bochart, Hieroz. P. xi. lib. xi. c. viii. p. 195, the word here denotes a

rapacious bird of any kind ; a bird which has a keen vision. K Which
the vulture s eye hath not seeti. The vulture is distinguished for the

remarkable keenness of its vision. On the deserts of Aa-abia, it is

said, when a camel dies, there is almost immediately discerned, far in

the distant sky, what seems at first to be a mere speck. As it draws
nearer it is perceived to be a vulture that had marked the camel as

he fell, and that comes to prey upon it. This bird is proverbial for

tlie keenness of its sight.

8. The lion's tohelps. The lion, that ventui'es into the most dan-
gerous places in pursuit of prey, has not dared to go where man has
gone in pursuit of precious stones and gold. On the words here used
to designate the lion, see Bochart, Hieroz. P. i. lib. iii. c. i.

9. He putteth forth his hand. That is, the miner, in seciuing the
precious metals and gems. If Upoti the rock. Marg., flint. The word
here used (•cvp|rT) occurs also in Psa. cxiv. 8 ; Deut. viii. 15 ; xxxii.

13, It means jlint, silex; and the idea is, that the miner approaches
the hardest substances. He penetrates even the flint in searching for

precious stones. Dr. Good renders it, "sparry ore." Michaolis ren-

ders the same word, in Deut. vii. 15, porphyry, or red granite. The
idea is, that nothing, however difficult, not even cutting down the
hardest rocks, deters the miner from pursuing his work. H He over-

turneth the mountains by the roots. That is, he digs under them, and
they fall. The root of a mountain means its base or foundation. The
following passage from Pliny (Nat. Hist, xxxiii. c. iv. § 21) furnishes

an admirable illustration of this passage : Tamen in silice facilior

existimatur labor. Est namque terra ex quodam argillse genere glareae

mixta, Candidam vocant, prope inexpugnabilis. Cuneis earn ferreis

aggrediuntur, et iisdem malleis ; nihilque durius putant, nisi quod
inter omnia auri fama durissima est. Peracto opere cervices fornicum
ab ultimo Cfedunt, dantque signum ruiuEe eamque solus intelligit in

cacumine montis pervigil. Hie voce ictuque repente operarios re-

vocari jubet, pariterque ipse devolat. Mons fractus cadit in sese

longo fragore, qui concipi humana mente non possit, et flatu incredi-

bili. Spectant victores ruinam naturse.



CHAPTER XXVIII. 85

10 He ' cuttctli out rivers

among the rocks ; and his eye

seoth every precious thing.

11 He biudeth '' the floods

g Uab. .3. 9. * r ch. 26. 8.

from ' overflo"wiug, and the thtnrf

that is hid ' bringeth he forth

to light.

1 weeping, s 1 Cor. 4. 5.

10 He cutteth out canals among the rocks,

And his eye seeth every precious thing.

11 He restraineth the streams from trickhng down,
And bringeth hidden things to hght.

10. He cutteth out rivers aynong the rocJcs. That is, in his operations

of mining, he cuts channels for the water to floAv off through the
rocks. This was done, as it is now, for the purpose of drawing off

the water that accumulates in mines. IT His eye seeth every precious

thing. Every valuable mineral or precious stone that lies imbedded
in the rocks. It is evident from this that dining operations were
carried to a considerable extent in the time of Job. The art of thus
penetrating the earth, and laying open its secret treasures, indicates an
advanced stage of society—a stage much removed from barbarism.

11. He bindeth the floods from overflowing. Marg., weeping. Tlie

Hebrew also is " from weeping," 'P??—referring to the water which
trickles down the shaft of the mine. The idea is, that even the large

streams which break out in such mines, tlie fountains and springs
which the miner encounters in bis operations, he so effectually restrains

that they do not even trickle down or weep on the sides of the shaft,

but it is left perfectly dry. This is necessary in opening mines of
coal or minerals, and in making tunnels or other excavations. Yet
any one who has passed into a coal mine through a tunnel, or into

any one of the deep natural caves of the earth, will see how difficult

it is to close all the places Avhere water would trickle down. It is, in

fact, seldom done ; and, if done literally in the time of Job, it indicates

a very advanced state of the art of mining. In sinking a shaft, it is

often necessary to pass, at different depths, through strata of earth
where the water oozes out in abundance, and where the operations
would be necessarily suspended if it could not be stopped or drawn
off. The macliinery necessary for this constitutes a considerable part

of the expense of mining operations. IT And the thing that is hid
bringeth he forth to light. The concealed treasures; the gold and gems
that are buried deep in the earth. He brings them out of their dark-
ness, and converts them to ornament and to use. This' ends tlie

description which Job gives of the operations of mining in his time.
We may remark in regard to this description, (1,) that the illus-

tration was admirably chosen. His object was to show that true
wisdom was not to be found by human science, or by mere investiga-

tion. He selects a case, therefore, where man had shown the most
skill and wisdom, and where he had penetrated farthest into darkness.
He penetrated the earth ; drove his shaft through rocks ; closed up
gushing fountains, and laid bare the treasures that had been buried
for generations in the regions of night. Yet all this did not enable
him fully to explain the operations of the Divine government. (2.)
The art of mining was carried to a considerable degree of perfection

in the time of Job. This is shown by the fact that his description
would apply very well to that art even as it is practised now. Sub-
stantially the same things were done then which are done now.
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12 But where ' shall -wisdom i be found ? and where is the

( Eccies. T.Qi.
I

place of understanding ?

12 But where shall wisdom he found ?

And where is the place of understanding ?

though we cannot suppose with the same skill, or to the same extent,

or with the same perfection of machinery. (3.) The time when Job
lived was in a somewhat advanced period of society. The art of
working metals to any considerable extent indicates such an advance.

It is not found among barbarous tribes ; and even where the art is to

a considerable extent known, it is long before men learn to sink shafts

in the earth, or to penetrate rocks, or to draw off water from mines.

(4.) We see the wisdom and goodness which God has shown in

regard to the things that are most useful to man. Those things which
are necessaiy to his being, or which are very desirable for his comfort,

are easily accessible ; those which are less necessary, or whose use is

dangerous, are placed in deep, dark, and almost inaccessible places.

The fruits of the earth are near to man ; water flows everywhere, and
it is rare that he has to dig deep for it ; and when found by digging,

it is a running fountain, not soon exhausted like a mine of gold ; and
iron also, the most valuable of the metals, is usually placed near the
surface of the earth. But the pearl is at the bottom of the ocean

;

diamonds and other precious stones are in remote regions or imbedded
in rocks ; silver runs along in small veins, often in the fissures of
rocks, and extending far into the bowels of the earth. The design of

placing the precious metals in these almost inaccessible fissures of the

rocks it is not difficult to understand. Had they been easily acces-

sible, and limited in their quantity, they would long since have been
exhausted—causing at one time a glut in the market, and at others

absolute want. As they are now, they exercise the utmost ingenuity

of man, first to find them, and then to procure them; they are distri-

buted in small quantities, so that their value is always great ; they
furnish a convenient circulating medium in all countries ; they affi^rd

all that is needful for ornament. (5.) There is another proof of

wisdom in regard to their arrangement in the earth, which was pro-

bably unknown in the time of Job. It is tlie fact that the most useful

of the metals are found in immediate connexion with the fuel required

for their reduction, and the limestone which facilitates that reduction.

This is now perfectly understood by mineralogists, and it is an in-

stance of the goodness of God, and of the wisdom of his arrangements,

which ought not to be disregarded or overlooked. They who wish to

examine this subject more at length may find some admirable views

in Buckland's Geology and Mineralogy (Bridgewater Treatises), vol. 1.

pp. 392—415.
12. But where shall wisdom he found? That is the full understand-

ing of the plans of God—for this is the point of inquiry. The object

of Job is to show that it is not to be found in the most profound
science ; by penetrating to the farthest extent of which man was
capable in the earth, nor by any human investigations whatever.

None of these things revealed the great plans of the Almighty in

reference to his moral government, and particularly to the points

which engrossed the attention of Job and his friends. Where true

wisdom it to be found, he proceeds to state in the subsequent

verses.



CHAPTER XXVin. 87

13 Mau knowefh not tlie

price " thereof ; iieitlier is it

found in tlie laud of the living.

14 The depth saith, It is not

iu me : and the sea saith, It is

u Piov. 3. 13, 15.

not with me.
15 'It cannot be gotten for

gold, " neither shall silver be
weighed yo/' the price thereof.

1 Fine nold shall not he given for it.

X Prov. 8. 11, 19; If). 16.

13 Man knowcth not the price thereof;

Nor can it be found in the land of the living.

14 The deep saith, It is not in me

;

And the sea saith, It is not with me.
15 The pui"e gold cannot purchase it

;

And silver cannot he weighed out as its price.

13. Man knoweth not the p7-ice thereof, Tlie word rendered price

CT^?) means, properly, that which is set in a pile or row, or which is

arranged in order. Here it means preparation, equipment—that is,

anything put in order, or ready, Judg. xvii. 10. It is also used in

the sense of estimation or valuation, Lev. v. 15, 18, 25. The word
price here, however, seems to form no proper answer to the question
in the previous verse, as the question is ivhere wisdom is to be found,
not what is its value. Many expositors have, therefore, introduced a

different idea in their interpretation. Dr. Good renders it, " Man
knoweth not its source." Prof. Lee, " Man knoweth not its equal."

Herder, " Man knoweth not the seat thereof." Coverdale, " No man
can tell how worthy a thing she is." The LXX. render it, "Man
knoweth not

—

oSoy avrris—her way," But the word here used is not
employed to denote aj^lace or wai/, and the true interpretation doubt-
less is, that Job does not confine himself to a strict answer of the
question proposed in ver. 12, but goes on to say that man could not
buy it ; he could neither find it, nor had he the means of purchasing
it with all the wealth of which he was the owner. H Neither is it

found in the land of the living. That is, it is not found among men.
We must look to a higher souixe than man for true wisdom. Comp.
Isa. xxxviii. 11 ; liii. 8.

14. The depth saith. This is a beautiful personification. The
object of this verse and the following is, to show that wisdom cannot
be found in the deepest recesses to which man can penetrate, nor
purchased by anything which man possesses. It must come from

God only. The word depth here (ainri) means properly a wave,

billow, surge ; then a mass of waters, a flood, or the deep ocean,

Deut. viii. 7 ; Gen. vii. 11 ; Psa. xxxvi. 7 ; and then a gulph or

abyss. It refers here to the sea, or ocean ; and the idea is, that its

vast depths might be sounded, and true wisdom would not be found
there.

15. It cannot he gotten for gold. Marg., fine gold shall not be given

for it. The word which is here rendered gold, and in the margin fine

gold (li3p), is not the common word used to denote this metal. It is

derived from "^J^, to shut, to close, and means properly that which is

shut up or enclosed; and hence Gesenius supposes it means pure gold,

or the most precious gold, as that which is shut up or enclosed with
care. Dr. Good renders it " solid gold," supposing it means that

which is condensed, or beaten. The phrase occurs in nearly the same
form (11^9 35. "gold shut up," Ma^tg.) in 1 Kings vi. 20, 21 ; vii. 49,
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16 It cannot be yaliied witli

tlie gold of Opliir, Avitli the
precious onyx, or tlie sappliire.

17 The gold and tlie crystal

camiot eqnal it : and the ex
change of it shall not he for
'jewels of fine gold.

1 or, vessels.

16 It cannot be estimated by the gold of Ophii-

;

By the precious onyx, or the sapphh-e.

17 Gold and the crystal are not to be compared with it

;

And jewels of fine gold cannot buy it.

60 ; X. 21 ; 2 Chron. iv. 21, 22 ; ix. 20, and undoubtedly denotes
there the most precious kind of gold. Its relation to the sense of the
verb to shut up is not certain. Prof. Lee supposes that the idea is

derived from, the use of the word, and of similar words in Arabic,
where the idea of heating, fusing, giving another colour, changing
the shape, and thence of fixing, retaining, etc., is found ; and that
the idea here is that of fused or purified gold. Michaelis supposes
that it refers to native gold that is pure and luiadultcrated, or the
form of gold called dendroides, from its shooting out in the form of a

tree

—

baumartig gewachsenes Gold (from the Arabic i.^^^ o, tree).

It is not known, however, that the Hebrew word ^^9 "^^'^is ever used
to denote a tree. There can be no doubt that the word denotes gold

of a pure kind, and it may have been given to it because gold of that

kind was carefully shtit up in places of safe keeping ; but it would
seem more probable to me that it Avas given to it for some reason now
unkiiown. Of many of the names now given by us to objects wliich

are significant, and which are easily understood by us, it would be
impossible to trace the reason or propriety, after the lapse of four
thousand years. IT Neither shall silver be weighed. That is, it would
be impossible to weigh out so much silver as to equal its value.

Before the art of coining Avas known, it Avas common to iveigh the
precious metals that Avere used as a medium of trade. Comp, Gen.
xxiii. 16.

16. The gold of Ophir. Uniformly spoken of as the most precious

gold. See notes on ch. xxii. 24. H With the precious onyx. The
onyx is a semi-pellucid gem, with variouslj^- coloured veins or zones.

It is a variety of the clialcedony. The Arabic Avord denotes that

Avhich was of two colours, Avhere the Avhite predominated. Tlie

Greeks gaA^e the name onyx (ovu^) to tlie gem from its resembhince to

the colour of the thumb-nail. See Passoic H Or the sapphire.

Notes on ver. 6.

17. The gold and the crystal. A crystal, in chemistry, is an in-

organic body Avhich, by the operation of affinity, has assumed the

form of a regular solid, terminated by a number of plane and smooth
surfaces. It is found in A'arious fin-ms and sizes, and is composed of

a great variety of substances. The common rock crystal is a general

name for all the transparent crystals of quartz, particularly of limpid
or colourless quartz.— Webster. The word here used (n'DIS]) occurs
nowhere else in the Bible. It is from '^?J, to be clean, pure; and is

given to the crystal on account of its transparency. In Arabic the
Avord means either glass or crystal. Jerome translates it, vitrum,

glass; the LXX., va\os, crystal, or the lapis crystallimis. Hesychius
says that the crystal denotes Xafxuphv Kpvos, clear ice, or Kidov rl/uLioy,

a precious stone. There is no reason to suppose that glass Avaa



CHAPTER XXVIII. 89

18 No mention sliall bo made I price of wisdom is above rubif.e.

of ' coral, or of pearls : for the
|

i or, Ramoch.

18 No mention shall be made of coral or of crystal

;

For the price of wisdom is above rubies.

known so early as this, and the probability is that the word here

denotes something like the rock crystal, having a strong resemblance

to the diamond, and perhaps then regarded as nearly of equal value.

It cannot be supposed that the relative value of gems was then under-

stood as it is now. H Jeivels of fine gold. Marg., vessels. The

Hebrew word '^3 properly means vessels, or instruments. It may
refer here, however, to ornaments for the person, as it was in that

way chiefly that gold was employed.
18. No mention shall be made of coral. Tliat is, as a price by which

to purchase wisdom, or in comparison with wisdom. The margin

here is, Ramoth—retaining the Hebrew word nra«n. Jerome renders

it, excelsa—exalted or valuable things. So the LXX., Mereupa—
exalted or sublime things; as if the word were from ur\, to be

exalted. According to the Rabbins, the word here means 7-ed coral.

It occurs also in Ezek. xxvii. 16, where it is mentioned as a valuable

commodity in merchandise in which Syria traded with Tyre, and
occurs in connexion with emeralds, purple, broidered work, fine linen,

and agate. The coral is a well-known marine substance, not valued
now as if it were a precious stone, but probably in the time of Job
regarded as of value sufficient to be reckoned with gems. It was not

rare, though its uses were not known. As a beautiful object, it

might at that time deserve to be mentioned in connexion with pearls.

It is now found in abundance in the Red Sea, and probably that

which was known to Job was obtained there. Shaw says, " In
rowing gently over it [the port To7-], while the surface of the sea was
calm, such a diversity of Madrepores, Fucuses, and other marine vege-

tables, presented themselves to the eye, that we could not forbear

taking them, as Pliny [lib. xiii. cap. 25] had done before us, for a

forest under water. The branched Madrepores particularly contri-

buted very much to authorize the comparison ; for we passed over

several that were eight or ten feet high, growing sometimes pyra-

midical, like the cypress, and at other times had their branches more
open and diffused, like the oak ; not to speak of others which, like

the creeping plants, spread themselves over the bottom of the sea."

—Travels, p. 384, Ed. Oxford, 1738. It should be added, however,
that there is no absolute certainty that Job referred here to coral.

The Hebrew word would suggest simply that which was exalted in

value, or of great price ; and it is not easy to determine to what par-

ticular substance Job meant to apply it. IT Or of jwarls. mj—
Gahish. This word occurs nowhere else, though ffi'l3b«

—

Elgabish, is

found in Ezek. xiii. 11, 13 ; xxxviii. 22, where it means hail-stones,

or pieces of ice. Perhaps the word here means merely crystal—
resembling ice. So Umbreit, Gesenius, and others iinderstand it.

Prof. Lee supposes that the word here used denotes that which is

aggregated ; and then what is 7nassive, or vast. See his note on tliis

place. Jerome renders it, eminentia— exalted, lofty things; the

LXX. retain the word without attempting to translate it

—

yaffls—and
the fact that they have not endeavoured to render it is a strong cir-
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19 The topaz of Etliiopia

eliall not equal it, ueitlier shall

it be valued with pure gold.

20 Whence y then cometh
wisdom? and where is the place

of understanding X

y ver. 12; James 1, 5, 17'

19 The topaz of Gush cannot equal it

;

Nor can it be purchased with pure gold.

20 Whence, then, cometh ^^dsdom .'

And where is the place of understanding

cumstance to show that it is now hopeless to attempt to determine its

meaning. II Above rubies. The ruby is a precious stone of a carmine
red colour, sometimes verging to violet. There are two kinds of

rabies—the oriental or corundum, and the spinelle. The ruby is next
in hardness to the diamond, and approaches it in value. The oriental

ruby is the same as the sapphire. The ruby is found in the kingdom
of Pegu, in the Mysore countr}% in Ceylon, and in some other places,

and is usually imbedded in gneiss. It is bj' no means certain, how-
ever, that the word here used (DT??) means rubies. Many of the
Rabbins suppose t\\a.t pearls are meant by it ; and so Bochart (Hieroz.

ii. lib. V. c. 6, 7) understands it. J. D. Michaelis understands it to

mean red corals, and Gesenius concurs with this opinion. Unibreit

renders it, Perlen^pearls. The word occurs in Prov. iii. 15 ; viii. 11

;

XX. 15 ; xxxi. 10 ; Lam. iv. 7. In the Proverbs, as here, it is used
in comparison with loisdom, and undoubtedly denotes one of the

precious gems.
19. The topaz. The topaz is a precious stone, whose colours are

yellow, green, blue, and red. Its natural place is in various primitive

rocks, such as the topaz-rock, gneiss, and clay-slate. It is found in

the granite and gneiss districts of Mar and Cairngrom, in Cornwall,

in Brazil, and in various other places. The most valuable stones of

this kind now known are those which are found in Brazil. This gem
is much prized by jewellers, and is considered as one of the more
beautiful ornamental stones. The Hebrew word n^^? pitda occurs in

Exod. xxviii. 17 ; xxxix. 10 ; Ezek. xxviii. 13, and in this place only.

It is uniformly rendered topaz. It is not improbable that the English
word topaz, and the Greek rovdCioy, are derived from this, by a slight

transposition of the letters— maiD. The Vulgate and the LXX.
render this topaz. II Of Ethiopia. Heb. C13

—

Cush. Coverdale here
renders it India. On the meaning of this word, and the region

denoted by it, see notes on Isa. xi. 11. It may mean either the part

of Africa now known as Ethiopia, or Abyssinia and Nubia ; the
southern part of Arabia, or the oriental Cush in the vicinity of the
Tigris. It is better, since the word has such ambiguity, to retain the

original, and translate it Cush. For anything that appears, this may
have denoted, in the time of Job, the southern part of Arabia. It is

known that the topaz was found there. Thus Pliny saj's, lib.

xxxvii. 32, Reperta est—in Arabise insula, quae Citis vocatur ; in qua
Troglodytaj praedones, diutius fame—pressi cum herbas radicesque
effoderent, eruerunt topazion.

20. Whence then cometh wisdom f This question is now repeated
from ver. 12, in order to give it greater emphasis. It is designed to

iix the attention on the inquiry as one which found no solution in the
discoveries of science, and Avhose solution was hidden from the most
penetrating human intellect.



CHAPTER XXVIII. 91

22 Destructiou and death

say, We have heard the fame
thereof with our ears.

21 Seeing it is hid from the

e^-es of all the living, and kept
close from the fowls of the ' air.

1, or heaven.

21 Since it is concealed from the eyes of all the living,

And hidden from the fowls of tne aii".

22 Destruction and Death say,
" "We have heai'd [only] a rumour of it with our ears."

21. It is hid from the eyes of all living. That is, of all men, and of

all animals. Man has not found it by the most sagacious of all his

discoveries, and the keenest vision of beasts and fowls has not traced

it out. II And kept close. Heb., concealed. H From the fowls of the

air. Comp. notes on ver. 7. TJmbreit remarks, on this passage, that

there is attributed to the fowls in Oriental countries a deep know-
ledge, and an extraordinary gift of divination, and that they appear

as the interpreters and confidants of the gods. One cannot but

reflect, says he, on the personification of the good spirit of Ormuzd
through the fowls, accordmg to the doctrine of the Persians (comp.
Creutzer's Symbolik Th. 1. s. 723) ; upon the ancient fowl-king

(Vogelkonig), 8imurg, upon the mountain Kap, representing the

highest wisdom of life ; upon the discourse of the fowls of the great

mystic poet of the Persians, Ferideddin Attar, etc. Among the

ancient Greeks and Romans, also, a considerable part of their divina-

tions consisted in observing the flight of birds, as if they were
endowed with intelligence, and indicated coming events by the

course which they took. Comp. also Eccles. x. 20, where wisdom
or intelligence is ascribed to the bh'ds of the air: "Curse not the

king, no, not in thy thought ; and curse not the rich in thy bed-
chamber : for a bird of the air shall carry the voice, and that Avhich

hath wings shall tell the matter."
22. Destruction. This is a personification which is exceedingly

sublime. Job had spoken of the wonderful discoveries made by
science, but none of them had disclosed true wisdom. It had not

been discovered in the shaft which the miner sank deep in the eartli

;

in the hidden regions which he laid open to-day, nor by the birds

that saw to the farthest distance, or that were regarded as the inter-

preters of the will of the gods. It was natural to ask whether it

might not have been discovered in the vast profound of the nether

world—the regions of death and of night ; and whether by making a

bold appeal to the king that reigned there, a response might not be
heard that Avould be more satisfactory. In ver. 14, the appeal had
been made to the sea—with all its vast stores ; here the appeal is to

far deeper regions—to the nether world of darkness and of death. On
the word used here—^iinx destncction—see notes on ch. xxvi. 6. It

is employed here, as in that place, to denote the nether world—the
abode of departed spirits—the world where those are who have been
destroyed by death, and to which the destruction of the grave is the
entrance. If And death. Death is used here to denote Sheol, or the
abode of the spirits of the dead. The sense is, that those deep and
dark regions had simply heard the distant report of wisdom, but they
did not understand it, and that if one went down there it would not
be fully revealed to him. Perhaps there is an allusion to the natural
expectation that, if one could go down and converse with the dead, he
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23 God ' understaudetli tlie

way tliereof, aud he knowetli
the place thereof.

24 For he » looketh to the
2 Prov. 2. 6. a Prov. 15. 3. i Psa. 135. 7.

ends of the earth, and seeth

under the whole heaven.

25 To make * the weight for

the winds ; and he weigheth the

waters hy measure.

23 God causes its way to be understood,
And he laiows its place.

24 For he looketh to the ends of the earth

;

[All] that is under the whole heavens he seeth.

25 AVTien to the winds he gave weight,
Aud when he measured out the waters

—

could find out much more than can be known on earth. It was to be
presumed that they would understand much more about the unseen
and futm-e world, and about the plans and government of God, than
man can know here. It was on this belief, and on the hope that

some league or alliance could be made with the dead, inducing them
to communicate what they knew, that the science of necromancy was
founded. See notes on Isa. viii. 19. H We have heard the fame
thereof. We have heard the report of it, or a rumour of it. The
meaning is, that they did not understand it fully, and that if man
could penetrate to those dark regions, he could not get the informa-
tion which he desired. Wisdom is still at such an immense distance
that it is only a report, or rumour of it, which has reached us.

23. God imderstatideth the toaij thereof. These are doubtless the
words of Job. The meaning is, that the reason of the Divine dis-

pensations could be known only to God himself. He had given no
clue by which man could discover this. He might carry his investi-

gations far into the regions of science ; he could penetrate the earth,

and look on the stars ; but still all his investigations fell short of
disclosmg the reasons of the Divine dispensations. The secret was
lodged in his bosom, and he only could communicate it where and
when he pleased. It may be added here, that this is as true now as

it was in the time of Job. Man has carried the investigations of
science almost infinitely farther than he had then ; but still, by the
investigation of science, he has by no means superseded the necessity
of revelation, or shed light on the great questions that have, in all

ages, so much perplexed the race. It is only by direct communica-
tion, by his word and by his Spirit, that man can be made to under-
stand the reason of the Divine doings ; and nothing is better established

by the course of events than the truth on Avhich Job here so much
insists, that science cannot answer the questions of so much interest

to man about the Divine government.
24. For he looketh to the ends of the earth. That is, God sees and

knows everything. He looks upon the whole universe. Man sees

objects dimly ; he sees but a few, and he little understands the bear-
ing of one thing or another.

25. To make the weight for the winds. That is, to weigh the winds,
and to measure the waters—things that it would seem most difficult

to do. The idea here seems to be, that God had made all things by
measure and by rule. Even the winds—so fleeting and imponderable
—he had adjusted and balanced in the most exact manner, as if he
had weighed them when he made them. The air has iveight, but it is

not probable that this fact was known in the time of Job, or that he
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26 When lie made a decree

I'or tlic rain, and a way for tlio

litrlitnins: of the thunder.

27 Then did lie see it, and
'declare it; he prepared it, yea,

and searched it out.

1 or, number.

26 "When ho prescribed laws for the rain,

And a path, for the thunder-liash

—

27 Then he saw it, and lie made it known

;

He prepared it, and he also searched it out.

adverted to it here. It is rather the idea suggested above, that the

God who had formed everything by exact rule, and Avho had power
to govern the winds in the most exact manner, must be qualified to

impart wisdom. H And he xccigheth the loaters. Comp. notes on Isa.

xl. 12. seq. The word rendered weiyheth in this place (pJ?J means
either to weigh, or to ineasurc, Isa. xl. 12. As the "measure" here is

mentioned, it rather means probably to adjust, to apportion, then to

weigh. The waters are dealt out by measure ; the winds are weighed.

The sense is, that though the waters of the ocean are so vast, yet

God has adjusted them all with infinite skill, as if he had dealt them
out by measure ; and having done this he is qualified to explain to

man the reason of his doings.

26. When he made a decree for the ram. A statute or law {^v\) by

which the rain is regulated. It is not sent by chance or hap-hazard.

It is under the operation of regular and settled laws. We cannot
suppose that those laws were understood in the time of Job, but the

fact might be understood that the rain xoas regulated by laws, and
that fact would show that God was qualified to impart wisdom. His
kingdom was a kingdom of settled law, and not of chance or caprice

;

and if the rain was regulated by statute, it was fair to presume that

he did not deal with his people by chance, and that afflictions were
not sent without rule. Comp. notes on ch. v. 6. ^ And a toay. A
path through which the rapid lightning should pass— referring,

perhaps, to the apparent opening of the clouds in which the lightning

seems to move along. II The lightning of the thunder. The word
liglitning here (I'l^ hhuziz) properly means an arroio, from 'irj

(obsoL), to pierce through, to transfix, to perforate; and hence the

lightning—from the rapidity with which it passes—^like an arrow.

The word "thunder" (nibip) means voices, and hence thunder, as

being by way of eminence the voice of God. Comp. Psa. xxix. 3, 5.

The whole expression here means " the thunder-ilash." Coverdale
renders this, "when he gave the mighty floods a law;" but it

undoubtedly refers to the thunder-storm, and the idea is, that he
who controls the rapid lightning, regulating its laws and directing its

path through the heavens, is qualified to communicate truth to men,
and can explain the great principles on which his government is

administered.

27. Then did he see it. That is, then did he see wisdom. When in

the work of creation he gave laws to the rain and the thunder-storm
;

when he weighed out the winds and measured out the waters, then he
saw and understood the principles of true wisdom. There is a

remarkable similarity between the expression here and Prov. viii.

27—30; "When he prepared the heavens, I [wisdom] Avas there;

when he set a compass uijoa the face of the depth ; when he
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28 And unto man lie said,

Behold, tlie fear " of tlie Lord,
fJJeut. 4. 6; Psa. 111. 10; Prov. 1.7,9,10;

Eccles. 12. 13.

tliat IS wisdom ;
"^ and to depart

from evil is understanding.

d James 3. 17.

28 And he said to man

—

" Lo ! the fear of the Lord—that is wisdom

;

" And departure from evil is understanding."

established the clouds above ; when he strengthened the foundations of

the deep ; when he gave to the sea his decree, that the waters should
not pass his commandment ; when he appointed the foundations of
the earth,—then I was by him as one brought up with him ; I was
daily his delight, rejoicing always before him." H And declare it.

Marg., member. The word ("??) means, however, rather to declare, or
to narrate ; and the idea is, that even then he made known to intelli-

gent beings the true principles of wisdom, as consisting in the fear of

the Lord, and in suitable veneration for the Most High. In what
way this Avas made known. Job does not say ; but there can be no
doubt of the fact to which he adverts, that even in his time the great

principles of all real wisdom were made known to created intelli-

gences, as consisting in profound veneration of God, in a willingness

to bow under his dispensations, and to confide in him. H He prepared
it. Made it a matter of thought and inquiry to find out what was real

wisdom, and communicated it in a proper way to his creatures. The
idea is, that it was not the result of chance, nor did it spring up of its

own accord, but it was a matter of intelligent investigation on the part

of God to know what constituted true Avisdom. Probably, also, Job
here means to refer to the attempts of man to investigate it, and to

say that its value was enhanced from the fact that it had even
required the search of God to find it out. Beautiful eulogiums of

Wisdom may be seen in the apocryphal book Ecclesiasticus, of which
the following is a specimen :

"\\"isdom shall praise herself,

And shall glory in the midst of her people.

In the congregation of the Most High shall she open her mouthy
And triumph before his power.
I came out of the mouth of the Most High,
And covered the earth as a cloud.

I dwell in high places,

And my throne is in a cloudy pillar.

I alone compassed the circuit of heaven,

And wallved m the bottom of the deep.

In the waves of the sea, and in all the earth,

And in every people and nation, I got a possession.

He created me from the beginning before the world,

And I shall never fail.—Ch. xsiv.

28, And unto man he said. At what time, or how, Job does not say.

Prof. Lee supposes that this refers to the instruction which God gave
in Paradise to our first parents ; but it may rather be supposed to

refer to the universal tenor of the Divine communications to man,
and to all that God had said about the way of true wisdom. The
meaning is, that the substance of all that God had said to man was,
that true wisdom was to be found in profound veneration of him.
^ The fear of the Lord, that is wisdom. The word "Lord" here is
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improperly printed in small capitals, as if the word were nirr

—

Jehovau. The original word is, however, '3tx—Adonai; and the fact

is worthy of notice because one point of tlie argument respecting the

date of the book turns on the question whether the word Jehovah
occurs in it. See notes on ch. xii. 9. The fear of the Lord is often

represented as true wisdom. Prov. i. 7 ; xiv. 27 ; xv. 33 ; xix. 23
;

Psa. cxi. 10, et al. The meaning here is, that real wisdom is con-
nected with a proper veneration for God, and with submission to him.
We cannot understand his ways. Science cannot conduct us up to a

full explanation of his government, nor can the most profound in-

vestigations disclose all that we would wish to know about God. In
these circumstances, true wisdom is found in humble piety ; in

reverence for the name and perfections of God ; in that veneration
which leads us to adore him, and to believe that he is right, though
clouds and darkness are round about him. To this conclusion Job, in

all his perplexities, comes, and here his mind finds rest. H And to depart

from evil is understanding . To forsake every evil way must be wise.

In doing that, man knows that he cannot err. He walks safely who
abandons sin, and in forsaking every evU. way he knows that he
cannot but be right. He may be in error when speculating about
God, and the reasons of his government ; he may be led astray when
endeavouring to comprehend his dealings ; but there can be no such
perplexity in departing from evil. There he knows he is right. There
his feet are on a rock. It is better to walk sui'ely there than to

involve ourselves in perplexity about profound and inscrutable opera-
tions of the Divine character and government. It may be added
here, also, that he who aims to lead a holy life, who has a virtuous
heart, and who seeks to do always what is right, will have a clearer

view of the government and truth of God than the most profound
intellect can obtain without a heart of piety ; and that without that,

all the investigations of the most splendid talents will be practically

in vain.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER XXIX.

This chapter is closely connected with the two following, and they together
constitute a continuous argument. Job returns to his own case, and proba-
bly designs to show that this is a striking illustration of the mysteriousness
of the iJivine dealings to which he had adverted m the last chapter. His
general aim is to vindicate his own integrity against the charges of his
friends, and to show that all that he had said about the unprecedented
nature of his afflictions was well founded. In ch. xxix. he beautifully
descants on his former prosperity ; in ch. xxx. he exhibits the striking con-
trast between that and his present condition ; and in ch. xxxi., in answer to

the accusations of his friends, he relates the principal transactions of his past
life, asserts his integrity as displayed in the discharge of all the duties which
he owed to God and man, and again appeals to the omniscience and justice
of God in proof of his sincerity.

—

Lowth.
This chapter is occupied with a description of his former prosperity. Ho

refers particularly to the times when God snuled upon and blessed him;
when he lifted the light of his countenance upon him, and his children were
round about him, vers. 1—6 ; he speaks of the respect which was shown him
when he went into the place of pubUc concourse—when young men retired

before him, when princes and nobles were silent in his presence, and when
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CHAPTER XXIX.
jj^JOREOVER, Job 'continued

Ms parable, and said,

1 added to take up.

2 Oh tbat I were as in montlis

past, as in the days when GoJ
preserved me

;

1 Moreover, Job coutiiiued his discourse, and said

:

2 Oh that I were as in months past,

As in the days when God was my protector

!

the cars and eyes of all blessed him for the good that he had done to the

fatherless and to him that was ready to perish, vers. 7—13 ; he spc;iks of the

time when he put on righteousness as a robe and a diadem, and when ho was
eyes to the blind and feet to the lame, vers. 14—17 ; and he refers to the

fact that he then supposed that his prosperity would be permanent, and to

the universal respect in which he was held by all classes of men, vers. 18—25.

The whole picture in the chapter is one of uncommon beauty, and describes

a state of the highest happuiess and prosperity. It is the image of a vener-

able pati-iarch, a wise counsellor, a universal benefactor, a composer of diffi-

culties, a man enjoying universal confidence and atfection. It is an image
of what was aimed at as constituting the liighest state of earthly blessedness

in the estimation of those who lived in patriarchal times, and is a beautiful

portraiture of what would be regarded as the most honourable distinction in

the hospitality and piety of the East. At the same time it is a beautiful

description of piety and its effects everywhere ; and of the respect sho^vn to

wisdom, vii'tue, and benevolence, in all ages.

1. Moreover, Job continued his parable. See notes on ch. xxvii. 1.

It is probable that Job had paused to see if any one would attempt a

reply. As his friends Avere silent, he resumed his remarks and went
into a more full statement of his sufferings. The fact that Job more
than once paused in his addresses to give his friends an opportunity
to speak, and that they were silent when they seemed called upon to

vindicate then- former sentiments, was what particularly aroused the
wrath of Elihu, and induced him to answer, ch. xxxii, 2—5.

2. Oh that I were. Heb., "Who will give?" a common mode of

expressing a wish. Comp. ch. vi. S ; xi. 5 ; xiii. 5 ; xxiii. 3. H As
in months past. Oh that I could recall my former prosperity, and be as

I was when I enjoyed the protection and favour of God. Probably
one object of this wish was, that his friends might see from what a

state of honour and happiness he had been brought down. They
complained of him as impatient. He may have designed to show
them that his lamentations were not unreasonable, when it was borne
in mind from what a state of prosperity he had been taken, and to

what a condition of woe he had been brought. He, therefore, goes

into this extended description of his former happiness, and dwells
particularly upon the good which he was enabled then to do, and
the respect which was shown him as a public benefactor. A passage
strikingly similar to this occurs in Virgd, ^En. viii. 560

:

mihi prajteritos refcrat si Jupiter annos

!

Qualis eram, cum primam acicm Pra;neste sub ips&,

Stravi, scutorumque incendi victor acervos.

" Oh would kind heaven my strength and youth recall.

Such as I was beneath Prasnesto's wall;
There \vhere I made the foremost foes retire.

And set whole heaps of conquered shields on fire
!"
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3 WTien his 'candle sHnecl

upon my head, and when by his

light I ' walked through dark-
ness : 1 or, lamp, e Psa. 23. 4.

4 As I "was in the days of my
youth, -when the secret •'' of God
7vas upon my tabernacle

;

/Psa. 25. u.

3 When his lamp shone over my head,

And when by his light I walked through darkness

!

4 As I was in the days of my strength,

"\Mien God abode in my tent as a friend

!

3. When his candle shined upon my head. Marg., or, lamp. Conip.

notes, ch. xviii. 6. It was remarked in the note on that place, that

it was common to have lamps or lights always burning in a house or

tent. When Job speaks of the lamps shining on his head, the allusion

is probably to the custom of suspending a lamp from the ceiling

—

i.

custom which prevails among the wealthy Arabs.

—

Scott, Virgil

speaks of a similar thing in the palace of Dido :

—Dependent lychni laqueaiibus aureis

Incensi. ^n. i. 726.

"From gilded roofs depending lamps display

Nocturnal beams that imitate the day."

—

Dryden.

See also Lucretius, ii. 24. Indeed, the custom is common every-
where ; and the image is a beautiful illustration of the Divine favour
—of light and happiness imparted by God, the great source of blessed-

ness from above. The Hebrew word rendered "shined" (iVrta) has

been the occasion of some perplexity in regard to its form. According
to Ewald, Heb. Gram. p. 471, and Gesenius, Lex., it is the Hiphil

form of b^—to shine, the He preformative being dropped. The sense

is, " In his causing the light to shine." Others suppose that it is the
infinitive of Kal, ^vith a pleonastic suffix ; meaning " when it shined,"
i. e. the light. The sense is essentially the same. Comp. Schultens
and Rosenmiiller in loco. % And when by his light. Under his

guidance and direction. H / walked through darkness. "Here is

reference probably to the fires or other lights which were carried
before the caravans in their nightly travels through the deserts."

—

Noyes. The meaning is, that God afforded him protection, instruction,

wid guidance. In places and on subjects that would have been
otherwise dark, he counselled and led him. He enjoyed the manifesta-
tions of the Divine favour ; his understanding was enlightened, and
he was enabled to comprehend subjects that would have been other-
wise perplexing and difficult. He refers, probably, to the inquiries

about the Divine government and administration, and to the questions
that came before him as a magistrate or an umpire—questions that
he was enabled to determine with wisdom.

4. As I was in the days of my youth. The word here rendered youth

(rjTr), properly means autiinm—from Fiin, to j^luck, pull, as being the

time when fruits are gathered. Then it means that which is mature
;

and the meaning here is probably mature or manly—" As I was in the
days of my ripeness ;" that is, of my vigour or strength. The whole
passage shows that it does not mean youth, for he goes on to describe
the honour and respect shown to him when in mature life. So the
Septuagint

—
"Ore fifxriv iirifipidai/ SSoiis—"When I made heavy, or

laded my ways," an expression referring to autumn as being laden
VOL. II,
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When the Almiglity v}as

yet with me, when my children

were about me

;

6 "^AHien « I washed my steps

with butter, and the rock
poured 'me out rivers of oil

;

g Ueut. 33. 2i. 1 a'it/t me.

5 "WTien the Almighty was yet with me,
And my children were round about me

!

6 When I washed my steps in cream,

And the rock poured me out rivers of oil.

with fruit. So we speak of the spring, the autumn, and the winter
of life, and by the autumn denote the maturity of vigour, experience,

and wisdom. So the Greeks used the word ondpa, Pindar, Isthm. 2,

7, 8 ; Nem. 5, 10, .^schyl. Suppl. 1005, 1022. So Ovid

:

Excipit Autiunnus posito fervore juventoe

Maturus, mitisque inter juvenemque senemque

:

Temperie medius, sparsis per tempera cards.

Inde senilis hiems tremulo venit horrida passu.

Aut spoUata suos, aut, quos habet, alba capDios.

Metam. 15. 200.

The wish of Job was, that he might be restored to the vigour of

mature life, and to the influence and honours which he had then ; or

rather, perhaps, it was that they miglit have a view of what he was
then, that they might see from what a height he had fallen, and what
cause he had of complaint and grief. IT When the secret of God was
upo7i my tabernacle. i?he meaning of this language is not clear, and
considerable variety has obtained in the interpretation. The LXX.
render it, " When God watched over

—

iivKTHonriv eVoierro—my house."
Vulg., " When God was secretly in my tabernacle." Noyes, " AVhen
God was the friend of my tent." Coverdale renders the whole, "As
I stood when I was wealthy and had enough ; when God prospered
my house." Umbreit, " Als noch traulich Gott in meineni Zette
weilte— When God remained cordially in my tent." Herder,
" When God took counsel with me in my tent." The word rendered

secret (yio), means a coiwh or cushion on which one reclines, and then
a divan, or circle of friends sitting together in consultation. See the

word explained in the notes on ch. xv. 8. The idea here probably is,

that God came into his tent or dwelling as a friend, and that Job was,

as it were, admitted to the secrecy of his friendship and to an
acquaintance with his plans.

5. Whc7i the Almiglity was yet with tne. Job regarded God as

withdrawn from him. He now looked back with deep interest to the
time Avhen he dwelt with him.

6. When I loashed my steps with butter. On the word rendered
butter, see notes on Isa. vii. 15. It properly means curdled milk.

Umbreit renders it, Sahne—cream. Noyes, milk; and so Wemyss.
The LXX., "When my ways flowed with butter"

—

^ovTvpcp. So
Coverdale, "When my ways ran over Avith butter." Herder, "And
where I went a stream of milk flowed on." The sense may be, that

cream or butter was so plenty that he was able to make use of it for

the most common purposes—even for that of washing his feet. That
butter was sometimes used for the purpose of anointing the feet

—

Erobably for comfort and health—as oil was for the head, is mentioned

y Oriental travellers. Hasselquist (Travels in Palestine, p. 58),

speaking of the ceremonies of the priests at Magnesia on Holy
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7 "WTien I went out to tte I I prepared my seat in the

gate tlirougli the city, when ' street!

7 When I went forth to the gate through the city,

And prepared my seat in the public place,

Thursday, says, " The priest washed and dried the feet, and afterwards

besmeared them with butter, which it was alleged was made from the

first milk of a young cow." Bruce says that the king of Abyssinia

daily anointed his head with butter. Burder, in Rosenmiiller's alte

u. neue Morgenland, in loc. It is possible that this use of butter Avas

as ancient as the time of Job, and that he here alludes to it ; but it

seems more probable that the image is designed to denote superfluity

or abundance ; and that whej^ he trod, streams of milk or cream flowed

—so abundant was it round him. The word rendered steps (d3'^)

does not properly denote the feet, but the tread, the going, the stepping.

This sense corresponds with that of the other member of the paral-

lelism. H And the rock poured me out rivers of oil, Marg., xoith me.

The idea is, that the very rock near which he stood seemed to pour
forth oil. Instead of water gushing out, such seemed to be the

abundance with which he was blessed, that the very rock poured out
a running stream of oil. Oil was of great value among the Orientals.

It was used as an article of food, for light, for anointing the body, and
as a valuable medicine. To say, then, that one had abundance of oil,

was the same as to say that he had ample means of comfort and of

luxury. Perhaps by the word rock here, there is an allusion to the

places where olives grew. It is said that those which produced the

best oU grew upon rocky mountains. There may be, also, an allusion

to this in Deut. xxxii. 13 : "He made him to suck honey out of the
rock, and oil out of the flinty rock." Prof. Lee, and some others,

however, understand here by the rock, the press where oil was
extracted from olives, and which it is supposed was sometimes made
of stone.

7. When I loe^it out to the gate. The gate of a city was a place of

public concourse, and where courts were usually held. Job speaks
here as a magistrate, and of the time when he went forth to sit as a

judge, to try causes. II When I prepared my seat in the street. That
is, to sit as a judge. The seat or tribunal was placed in the street, in

the open air, before the gate of the city, where great numbers might
be convened, and hear and see justice done. The Arabs, to this day,
hold their courts of justice in an open place, under the heavens, as in

a field or a market-place. Norden's Travels in Egypt, ii. 140. There
has been, however, great variety of opinion in regard to the meaning
of this verse. SchiUtens enumerates no less than te7i different inter-

pretations of the passage. Harder translates it,

" When from my house I went to the assembly,
And spread my carpet in the place of meeting."

Prof. Lee translates it, "When I went forth from the gate to the
pulpit, and prepared my seat in the broad place." He supposes that
Job refers to occasions when he addressed the people, and to the
respect Avhich was shown him then. Dr. Good renders it, "As I
went forth, the city rejoiced at me." It is probable, however, that
our common version has given the true signification. The word

VOL. II. Q
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8 Tlie young men saw me,
and hid tliemselves ; and the

aged arose, and stood up.

9 The princes refrained talk-

ing, and laid their hand on

their mouth.
10 'The nobles held their

peace, and their tongue cleaved

to the roof of their mouth.
1 The voice of the nobles was hid.

8 The young men saw me, and respectfully retired before me,
And the aged arose, and stood.

9 The princes refrained from speaking,
And laid their hand upon their mouth.

10 The voice of counsellors was silent,

And their tongue cleaved to the roof of their mouth.

rendered city (P'Sl) is a poetic form for ^P., city, but does not fre-

quently occur. It is found in Prov. viii. 3 ; ix. 3, 14 ; xi. 11. The
phrase "upon the city" (Heb. rybs), or, "over the city," may
refer to the fact that the gate was in an elevated place, or that it was
the chief place, and, as it were, over or at the head of the city. The
meaning is, that as he went out from his house toward the gate that
was situated in the most important part of the city, all did him
reverence.

8. The young men saio me, and hid themselves. That is, thej^ retired

as if awed at my presence. They gave place to me, or reverently
withdrew as I passed along, t And the aged arose, and stood up.

They not merely rose, but they continued to stand still until I had
passed by. " This is a most elegant description, and exhibits most
correctly the great reverence and respect which was paid, even by the
old and the decrepit, to the holy man, in passing along the streets, or

when he sat in public. They not onlj^ rose, which in men so old was
a great mark of distinction, but they stood ; and they continued to do
it, though the attempt was so diihcult."

—

Lowth. The whole image
presents a beautiful illustration of Oriental manners, and of tlie

respect paid to a man of known excellence of character and dis-

tinction.

9. The princes refrained talking. As a mark of respect, or in awe of

his presence. % And laid their hand on their mouth. To lay the
finger or the hand on the mouth is everywhere an action expressive
of silence or respect. Notes, ch. xxi. 5. "In one of the subterranean
vaults of Egypt, where the mummies lie buried, they found in the
coffin an embalmed body of a Avoman, before Avhich was placed a
figui-e of wood, representing a youth on his knees, laying a finger on
his mouth, and holding in his other hand a sort of chafing-dish, which
was placed on his head, and in which, without doubt, had been some
perfumes."—Maillet.

10. The nobles. !Marg., " The voice oj 'he nobles was hid." Lite-
rally, this may be rendered, " as to the voice, the nobles hid them-

selves ;" or the phrase here employed (^jra D'T?? ^?) ^^^J ^^ rendered,

" the voice of the nobles was hid"—it being common in the Hebrew
when two nouns come together, of different numbers and gender, for

the verb to conform to the latter.

—

Rosenmiiller. The word "nobles"
here is to be understood in the sense of counsellors, or men of rank.
They would now be called Emirs, or Sheiks. IT And their tongue

cleaved to the roof of their mouth. They were so awed by my presence
that they could not speak.



CHAPTER XXIX. 101

11 Wlion tlio ear heard mc,
tlieii it blessed '' me ; and n^hen

the eye saw mc, it gave witness

to me

:

12 Because I delivered ' tlie

]ioor that cried, and the father-

less, and liim that had uouo to

help him.
It Luke 4. C2; 11. 27.

• Psa. 72. 12 ; Prov. 21. 13 ; 24. 11, 12.

13 The blessing of him that

was ready to perish came upon
me: and I caused the widow's
heart to sing for joy.

14 I * put on righteousness,

and it clothed me : my judg-

ment was as a robe and a

diadem.

* Isa. 61. 10 ; Eph. 6. 14.

1

1

For the ear heard, and it blessed mc
;

And the eye saw, and it bore witness to me.
12 For I rescued the poor when they cried,

And the fatherless when there was none to help liini.

13 The blessing of him that was ready to perish came upon me.
And I caused the heart of the widow to sing with joy.

14 I put on righteousness, and it clothed me

;

And justice was my robe and diadem.

11. When the car heard me. A personification for "they who
heard me speak, blessed me." That is, they commended or praised

me. H And ichen the eye saw me. All who saw me. H It gave wit-

ness to me. That is, the fixed attention to what he said, and tlie

admiration which Avas shown by the eyes of the multitude, were
witnesses of the respect and honour in which he was held. Gray has
a beautiful expression similar to this, when he says

—

"H<; reads his liistory in a nation's eyes."

12. Because I delivered the jioor that cried. This is spoken of himself
as a magistrate or judge—for the whole description relates to that.

Tlie meaning is, that when the poor man, who had no means of

employing counsel, brought his cause before him, he heard him and
delivered him from the grasp of the oppressor. He never made an
appeal to him in vain. Comp. Prov. xxi. 13; xxiv. 11, 12. H And
the fatherless. The orphan who brought his cause before him. He
became the patron and protector of those whose natural protectors

—

their parents—had been removed by death. Comp. notes on Isa. i. 17.

H And him that had none to help him. The poor man who liad no
powerful patron. Job says that, as a magistrate, he particularly

regarded the cause of such persons, and saw that justice was done
them—a beautiful image of the administration of justice in patriarchal

times. This is the sense in which our translators understood this.

But the parallelism seems rather to require that this should be applied

to the fatherless who had no one to aid him, and the Hebrew, by
understanding the conjunctive 1 as meaning lohen, will bear this con-
struction. So it is understood by Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, Herder, and
Noyes.

13, The blessing of him that loas ready to perish, etc. Of the man
who was falsely accused, and who was in danger of being condemned,
or of him who was exposed to death by poverty and want. U And I
caused the widow's heart to singfor joy. By becoming her patron and
friend ; by viiidicating her cause, and saving her from the oppressive
exactions of others. Comp. Isa. i. 17.

14, IptU on righteousness. Or justice—as a magistrate, and in all
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15 I was eyes ' to tlie blind,

aud feet 7vas I to the lame.

16 I was a father to the poor

:

and "• the cause which I IcneTT

Numb. 10. 31. m Prov. 29. 7-

uot I searched out.

17 And I brake the 'jaws of

the wicked, and '•'plucked the
spoil out of his teeth.

Ijawteeth, or grinders. 2 cast.

15 I was eyes to the blind,

And feet was I to the lame.
16 1 was a father to the poor,

And the cause of the unknown I searched out.

17 And I broke the teeth of the wicked,

And from their teeth I plucked away the spoU.

his transactions with his fellow-men. It is common to compare moral
conduct or traits of character Avith various articles of apparel. Comp.
notes on Isa. xi. 5 ; Ixi. 10. H And it clothed me. It Avas my cover-

ing ; I Avas adorned with it. So Ave speak of being "clothed Avith

humility;" and so, also, of the "garments of salvation." % My
judgment. Or rather justice—particularly as a magistrate, H Was
as a robe. The Avord robe (b'j?!?) denotes the mantle or outer garment

that is Avorn by an Oriental. It constitutes the most elegant part of

his dress. Notes on Isa. vi. 1. The idea is, that his strict justice

Avas to him Avhat the full flowing robe Avas in apparel. It Avas tliat

for which he Avas best knoAA'n ; that by Avhich he was distinguished,

as one Avould be by an elegant and costly robe. H And a diadem.

Or turban. The Avord here used (J]l^) is from f]??, to roll, or Avind

around, and is applied to the turban, because it Avas tlius wound
around the head. It is applied to the mitre of the high priest (Zech.

iii. 5), and may also be to a diadem or croAvn. It more properly here,

hoAveA'er, denotes the turban, AA'hich in the East is an essential part of

dress. The idea is, that he Avas fully clad or adorned Avith justice.

15. I teas eyes to the blind. An exceedingly beautiful expression,

Avliose meaning is obvious. He became their counsellor and guide.

H Andfeet Avas I to the lame. I assisted them, and became their bene-

factor. I did for them, in providing a support, Avhat tliey Avould haA'e

done for themselves if they had been in sound health.

16. I Avas a father to the jwor, I took them under my protection,

and treated them as if they Avere my own children. If And the cause

which / kne^o not I searched out. This is according to the interpreta-

tion of Jerome. But the more probable meaning is, " the cause of

him Avho Avas unknown to me, that is, of the stranger, I searched out."

So Rosenmiiller, Herder, TJmbreit, and Good. According to this the

sense is, that, as a magistrate, he gave particular attention to the cause

of the stranger, and investigated it Avith care. It is possible that Job
here designs specifically to reply to the charge brought against him
by Eliphaz in ch. xxii. 6, seq. The duty of shoAving particular atten-

tion to the stranger is often inculcated in the Bible, and Avas regarded

as essential to a character of uprightness and piety among the

Orientals.

17. Andlbraketliejaiusofthetoicked. Marg., "jaw-teeth, ot: grinders."

The HebreAv word nte'vinp—the same, Avith the letters transposed, as

niyn'TTD—is from vrb, to bite—and means the biters, the grinders, the

teeth. It is not used to denote the jaAV. The image here is taken

from Avild beasts, Avith Avhom Job compares the Avicked, and says that



CHAPTER XXIX. 103

18 Tlien " I said, I sliall die I in my nest, and I sliall multiply

n Psa. 30. 6. 1 viy clays as tlie sand.

18 Then said I, " I shall die in my nest

;

" I shall multiply my days as the sand."

he rescued the helpless from their grasp, as he would a lamb from a

lion or wolf. U And plucked. Marg., cast. The margin is a literal

translation ; but the idea is, that he violently seized the spoil or prey
which the wicked had taken, and by force tore it from him.

18. Then I said. So prosperous was I, and so permanent seemed
my sources of happiness. I saw no reason why all this should not
continue, and why the same respect and honour should not attend me
to the grave. IT / shall die in my nest. I shall remain where I am,
and in my present comforts, while I live. I shall then die surrounded
by my family and friends, and encompassed with honours. A nest is

an image of quietness, harmlessness, and comfort. So Spenser speaka
of a nest

:

Fayre bosome ! fraught with virtue's richest tresui-e,

The neast of love, the lodging of delight,

The bowre of bUss, the paradise of pleasure.—Soimet Ixxvi.

The image here expresses the firm hope of a long life, and of a peace-

ful and tranquil death. The LXX. render it, " My age shall grow old
like the trunk of a palm tree"—trreA.ex"^ (poiviKos—I shall live long.

Comp. Bochart, Hieroz. P. ii, lib. vi. c. v. p. 820, for the reason of

this translation. IT And I shall 7nultipli/ my dai/s as the sand. Herder
renders this, "the Phoenix;" and observes that the Phoenix is obvi-

ously intended here, only, through a double sense of the word, the

figure of the bird is immediately changed for that of the palm-tree.

The Rabbins generally understand by the word here rendered " sand
"

fbirr) the Phoenix—a fabulous bird, much celebrated iu ancient times.
Rabbi Osaia, in the book Bereshith Rabbn, or Commentary on Genesis,
says of this bird, " that all animals obeyed the woman [in eating the

forbidden fruit] except one bird only, by the name of Vin hhul, con-

cerning which it is said in Job, *! will multiply my days as the 7n3
hhul.'" Rabbi Jannai adds to this, that "this bird lives a thousand
years, and in the end of the thousand years a fire goes forth from it>!

nest and burns it up, but tliere remains, as it were, an egg, from which
again the members grow, and it rises to life." Cnmp.Nonnus in

Dionys., lib. xl. ; Martial, Claudian, and others, in Bochart, Hieroz.
P. ii. lib. vi. c. v. pp. 818—825. But the more correct rendering is,

doubtless, the common one, and it is usual in the Scriptures to denote
a great, indefinite number, by the sand, Gen. xxii. 17 ; Judg. vii.

12 ; Habak. i. 9. A comparison simdar to this occurs in Ovid, Metam.
lib. xiv. 136, seq. :

. Ego pulveris hausti
Ostendens cumulum, quot haberct corpora pidvis,

Tot mihi natales coutingere vana rogavi.

The meaning is, that he supposed his days would be very numerous.
Such were his expectations—expectations so soon to be disappointed.
Such was his condition—a condition so soon to be reversed. The
very circumstances in which he was placed were fitted to beget a too
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19 My root was 'spread out

by tlie waters, aud tlie dew lay

all night upon my brancli.

1 opened.

20 My glory was 'fresTi in

me, and my "bow was 'renewed
in my hand.

2 ne!0. Gen. 49. 2-i. 3 chaJiged.

19 My root was exposed to the waters,

The dew lay all night on my branches.

20 My glory was fresh in me,
And my bow gathered strength in my hand.

confident expectation that his prosperity would continue ; and the
subsequent dealings of God with him should lead all who are in

similar circumstances not to confide in the stability of their comforts,

or to suppose that their prosperity will be uninterrupted. It is difii-

cult, when encompassed with friends and honours, to realize that there

ever will be reverses ; it is difficult to keep the mind from confiding
in them as if they must be permanent and secure.

19. My root was spread out by the waters. Marg. as the Hebrew,
opened. The meaning is, that it was spread abroad or extended far,

so that the moisture of the earth had free access to it ; or it was like

a tree planted near a stream, whose root ran down to the water. This
is an image designed to denote great prosperitj% In the East such an
image would be more striking than with us. Here green, large, and
beautiful trees are so common as to excite little or no attention. In
such a country as Arabia, however, where general desolation exists,

such a tree would be a most beautiful object, and a most striking

image of prosperity. Comp. De Wette on Psa. i. 3. U And the dew
lay all night upon my branch. In the absence of rain—which seldom
falls in deserts—the scanty vegetation is dependent on the dews that

fall at night. Those dews are often very abundant. Volney (Travels,

i. 51) says, " We, who are inhabitants of humid regions, cannot Avell

understand how a country can be productive without rain ; but in

Egypt, the dew, which falls copiously in the night, supplies the place

of rain." See also Shaw's Travels, p. 379 : "To the same cause also

[the violent heat of the day], succeeded afterwards by the coldness of

the night, we may attribute the plentiful dews, and those thick,

offensive mists, one or other of which we had every night too sensible

a proof of. The dews particularly (as we had the heavens only for

our covering) would frequently wet us to the skin." The sense here

is, as a tree standing on the verge of a river, and watered each niglit

by copious dews, appears beautiful and flourishing, so was my con-

dition. The LXX., however, render this, " And the dew abode at

night on my harvest"—real 5p6ffos av\i(r&i](Terai eV tdJ Qepicrixcp fxov. So

the Chaldee—nam try xVm. A thought similar to the one in this

passage occurs in a Chinese Ode, translated by Sir William Jones, in

his works, vol. ii. p. 351

:

Vide dhus aquoe ri^aim

Vuides arundines jucunde lirxuriant

!

Sic est decorus vh-tutibus peinceps noster !

"Seest thou yon stream, around whose banks
The green reeds crowd in joj'ous ranks .•'

In nutrient vh-tue and hi grace,

Such is the Prince that rules cm* race."

—

Dr. Good.

20. My glory "wsiB fresh in me. Marg., ne?r. '• As "we say, the man
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21 Unto me men gave oar,

aud waited, aud kept silence at

my counsel.

23 After my words they
spake not again ; and my speech
dropped upon them.

21 To me men gave ear and waited,

And were silent at my counsel.

22 After my words they made no reply,

And my speech dropped upon them.

shall not overlive himself."

—

Umbreit. The idea is, that he was not

exhausted ; he continued in vigour and strengtli. The image is pro-

bably taken from that suggested in the previous verse—from a tree,

whose beauty and vigour were continued by the waters, and by the

dew that lay on its branches. H And my boio. An emblem of vigour

and strength. The ancients fought with the bow, and hence a man
who was able to keep his bow constantly drawn, was an image of

undiminished and unwearied vigour. Comp. Gen. xlix. 24 : " But
his bow abode in strength. II Was renewed in tny hand. Marg. as in

Heb., changed. The meaning is, that it constantly renewed its

strength. The idea is taken from a tree, which changes by renewing
its leaves, beauty, and vigour, Isa. ix. 10 ; comp. Job xiv. 7. The
sense is, that his bow gathered strength in liis hand. The figure is

very common in Arabic poetry, many specimens of which may be

seen in Schultens in loco.

21. Unto me men gave ear. Job here retiu-ns to the time when he
sat in the assembly of counsellors, and to the respectful attention

which was paid to all that he said. They listened when he spake ;

they waited for him to speak before they gave their opinion ; and they

were then silent. They neither interrupted him nor attempted a

reply.

22. After my words they spake not again. The highest proof which
could be given of deference. So full of respect were they that they

did not dare to dispute him ; so sagacious and wise was his counsel

that they were satisfied with it, and did not presume to suggest any
other. H And my speech dropped tipon them. That is, lilte the dew or

the gentle rain. So in Deut. xxxii. 2 :

My doctrine shall drop as the rain

;

My speech shall distil as the dew,

As the small rain upon the tender herb,

And as the showers upon the grass.

8o Homer speaks of the eloquence of Nestor

:

ToO Ka\ a-KO yKaxrcrts fieXiros yXvKLCcv pisv kiiSt).

" Vords sweet as honey from his lips distUl'd."

—

Fope.

So Milton, speaking of the eloquence of Belial, says :

TJiough his tongue
Dropf manna, and could make the worse appear
The better reason, to perplex and dash
Maturest counsels. Far. Lost, b. ii.

The comparison in the Scriptures of words of wisdom or persuasion

is sometimes derived from honey, that drops or gently fulls from the

comb. Thus in Prov. v. 3 :

For the lips of a strange woman drop as an honey-comb,
And her mouth is smoother than oil.
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23 And they "waited for me
as for tlie rain ; and tliey opened
their mouth wide as for the

latter rain.

24 Jf I laughed on them,
they believed it not ; and tlie

light of my countenance they
cast not down.

23 And they waited for me as for the rain

;

And they opened their mouths wide as for the latter rain.

24 Did I smile upon them, they confided not [in their plans],

And the Light of my countenance they could not cast Aown.

So in Cant. iv. 11 :

Thy lips, my spouse, drop as the honey-comb

;

Honey and milk are under thy tongue.

23. And they icaited for me as for the rain. That is, as the dry and
thirsty earth Avaits for the rain. This is a continuation of the beau-
tiful image commenced in the previous verse, and conveys the idea

that his counsel was as necessary in the assemblies of men, as the rain

was to give growth to the seed and beauty to the landscape. H And
they opened their mouth wide. Expressive of earnest desire. Comp.
Psa. cxix. 131 : "I opened my mouth and panted." II As /or the

latter rain. The early and the latter rains are frequently spoken of in

the Scriptures, and in Palestine and the adjacent regions are both
necessary to the harvest. The early or autumnal rains commence
in the latter half of October, or the beginning of November, not sud-

denly, but by degrees, so as to give the husbandman an opportunity

to sow his wheat and barley. The rains come mostly from the west
or south-west, continuing for two or three days at a time, and falling

especially during the nights. During the months of November and
December they continue to fall heavily ; afterwards they return only
at longer intervals, and are less heavy ; but at no period during the

winter do they entirely cease to occur. Rain continues to fall more
or less during the month of March, but it is rare after that period.

The latter rains denote those which fall in the month of March, and
whicli are so necessarj^ in order to bring forward the harvest, which
ripens early in May or June. If those rains fail, the harvest mate-
rially suffers, and hence the expressions in the Scriptures, that the

husbandman waits for that rain. Comp. James v. 7 ; Prov. xvi. 15.

The expression "the early and the latter rain" seems, unless some
material change has occurred in Palestine, not to imply that no rain

fell in the interval, but that those rains were usually more copious, or

were especially necessary, first for sowing, and then for bringing for-

ward the harvest. In the interval between the "latter" and the
" early" rains—between March and October—rain never falls, and the

sky is usually serene. See Robinson's Biblical Researches, vol. ii.

pp. 96—100. The meaning here is, that they who were assembled in

counsel earnestly desired Job to speak, as the farmer desires the rain

that will bring forward his crop.

24. If I laughed on them, they believed it not. There is considerable

variety in the interpretation of this member of the verse. Dr. Good
renders it, "I smiled upon them, and they were gay." Herder, "If
I laughed at them, they were not offended." Coverdale, " When I

laughed, they knew well it was not earnest." Schultens, " I will

laugh at them, they are not secure." But Rosenmiiller (Jun. et

Trem.), Noyes, andUmbreit accord with the sense given in our common
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25 I chose out their "way, and I the army, as one that comforteth

sat chief, and dwelt as a king in
|
the mourners.

25 I chose out their wa}-, and sat as a chief;

I dwelt as a king in the midst of an army,
And as a comforter among mourners.

translation. The Hebrew literally is, " Should I laugh ixpon them,
they did not confide;" and, according to E-osenmiiller, the meaning
is, " Such was the reverence for my gravity, that if at any time I
relaxed in my severity of manner, they would scarcely believe it, nor
did they omit any of their reverence towards me, as if familiarity

with the great should produce contempt." Grotius explains it to

mean, "Even my jests, they thought, contained something serious."

The word here used, however (pira), means not only to laugh or smile

upon, b\it to laugh at, or deride, Psa. lii. 8 ; Job xxx, 1. Comp.
Job v. 22 ; xxxix. 7 ; xviii. 22. It seems to me that the sense is,

that so great was his influence, that he was able to control them even
with a smile, without saying a word ; that if, when a measure was
proposed in debate, he should even smile, though he said nothing,

they would have no confidence in it, but would at once abandon it as

unwise. No higher influence than this can be well conceived, and
this exposition accords with the general course of remark, where Job
traces along the various degrees of his influence till he comes to this,

the liighest of them all. H And the light of my countenance they cast

not down. His smile of favour on an undertaking, or his smile at the
weakness or want of wisdom of anything proposed, they could not
resist. It settled the matter. They had not power by their argu-
ments or moral courage to resist him even if he did not say a word,
or even to change the aspect of his countenance. A look, a token of
approbation or disapprobation from him, Avas enough.

25. I chose out their loay. That is, I became their guide and counsellor.

Rosenmiiller and Noyes explain this as meaning, " When I came among
them ;" that is, when I chose to go in their way, or in their midst. But
the former interpretation better agrees with the Hebrew and with the
connexion. Job is speaking of the honours shown to him, and one
of the highest which he could receive was to be regarded as a leader,

and to have such respect shown to his opinions that he was even
allowed to select the way in which they should go ; that is, that his

counsel was implicitly followed. IT And sat chief. Heb., " sat head."
He was at the head of their assemblies. U And dwelt as a king in the

«>•«!!/. As a king, surrounded by a multitude of troops, all of whom
were subservient, to his will, and whom he could command at plea-

sure. It is not to be inferred from this that Job was a king, or that
he was at the head of a nation. The idea is, merely, that the same
respect was shown to him which is to a monarch at the head of an
army. II As one that comforteth the mourners. In time of peace I

was their counsellor, and in time of war they looked to me for direc-

tion, and in time of affliction they came to me for consolation. There
were no classes which did not show me respect, and there were no
honours which they were not ready to heap on me.

It may seem, perhaps, that in this chapter there is a degree of self-

commendation and praise altogether inconsistent with that ccsascious-

ness of deep unworthiness which a truly pious man shouJd have.
How, it may be asked, can this spirit be consistent with re-iigion?
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Can a man who has any proper sense of the depravity of his heart,

speak thus in commendation of his own righteousness, and recount
Avith such apparent satisfaction his ovm good deeds? Would not
true piety be more distrustful of self, and be less disposed to magnify
its own doings ? And is there not here a recalling to recollection o'f

former honours, iai a manner which shows that the heart was more
attached to them than that of a man whose hope is in heaven should
be ? It may not be possible to vindicate Job in this respect altogether,

nor is it necessary for us to attempt to prove that he was entirely per-

fect. We are to remember, also, the age in which he lived ; we are

not to measure what he said and did by the knowledge which we
have, and the clearer light which shines upon us. We are to bear in

recollection the circumstances in Avhich he was placed, and perliaps

we shall find in them a mitigation of what seems to us to exhibit

such a spirit of self-reliance, and which looks so much like the linger-

ing love of the honours of this world. Particularly, we may recall

the following considerations

:

(1.) He was vmdicating himself from charges of enormous guilt

and hypocrisy. To meet these charges, he runs over the leading

events of his life, and shows what had been his general aim and pur-
pose. He reminds them, also, of the respect and honour which had
been shown him by those who best knew him—by the poor, the
needy, the inhabitants of his own city, the people of his own tribe.

To vindicate himself from the severe charges which had been alleged

against him, it was not improper thus to advert to the general course
of his life, and to refer to the respect in which he had been held.

Who could know him better than his neighbours ? Who could be
better witnesses than the poor whom he had relieved ; and the lame,
the blind, the sorroAvful, whom he had comforted ? Who could better

testify to his character than they who had followed his counsel in

times of perplexity and danger? AVho would be more competent
witnesses than the mourners whom he had comforted ?

(2.) It was a main object with Job to show the greatness of his

distress and misery, and for this pm-pose he went into an extended
statement of his former happiness, and especially of the respect which
had been sho^ni him. This he contrasts beautifully with his present

condition, and the colours of the picture are greatly heightened by
the contrast. In forming our estimate of this chapter, we should
take this object into the account, and should not charge him with a

design to magnifj^ his own righteousness, when his main purpose was
only to exhibit the extent and depth of his present woes,

(3.) It is not improper for a man to speak of his former prosperity

and happiness in the manner in which Job did. He does not speak
of himself as having any merit, or as relying on this for salvation.

He distinctly traces it all to God (vers. 2—5), and says that it was
because he blessed him that he had enjoyed these comforts. It was
not an improper acknowledgment of the mercies which he had re-

ceived from his hand, and the remembrance was fitted to excite his

gratitude. And although there may seem to us something like parade
and ostentation in thus dwelling on former honours, and recounting

what he had done in days that were past, yet we should remember
how natural it was for him, in the circumstances of trial in which he
then was, to revert to past scenes, and to recall the times of pros-

perity, and the days when he enjoyed the favour of God.

(4.) It may be added, that few men have ever lived to whom this
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CHAPTER XXX.
"HUT now tlie-i/ that arc 'young-

er tlian I have me in derision,

1 offewer days.

"whose fathers I would have
disdained to have set with the

dogs of my flock.

1 But now they who ai'C yoimgcr than I have me in derision,

Whose fathers I would have disdained to set with the dogs of my flock.

description would be applicable. It must have required uncommon
and very remarkable worth to have made it proper for him thus to

speak, and to be able to say all this so as not to be exposed to con-

tradiction. The description is one of great beautj', and presents a

lovely picture of patriarchal piety, and of the respect which then was
shown to eminent virtue and worth. It is an illustration of the respect

that will be, and that ought to be, shown to one who is upright in his

dealings with men, benevolent towards the poor and the helpless, and
steady in his walk with God.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER XXX.

The design of Job in this chapter is, to contrast his condition at the time
when he spake it with Ms former happiness and prosperity. The afflictions

which he describes are mainlj' those which result from the want of respect

and honour which he had formerly enjoyed. He begins by saying (vers.

1—11) that the most %'ile and abject of society now treated him with dis-

respect and irreverence—the A'cry outcasts and di-egs of mankind now made
him their song. He then goes on to say (vers. 12—14) that the youths,
instead of showing him the respect and reverence which they had once done,
now joined -nith others in. adding to his calamities. He then (vers. 1.5— 19)
adverts to the depth of his bodily sufferings, and to the painful and loath-

some nature of the disease which had come upon him. He says (vers.

20—24) that he cried in vain to God, and that he felt assured that he meant
to biing him down to death. In the conclusion of tlie cliapter (vers 25—31)
he says that not\\ithstanding he had shown compassion to the poor, and had
as a consequence looked for some token of tlie Divine favom- and approbation,

yet nothing but calamity came, and ho was now plunged in the deepest
distress ; he was a brother to di'agons, and a companion to owls.

1. But noxo they that are younger than I, Marg., offewer days. It

is not probable that Job here refers to his three friends. It is not
possible to determine their age with accuracy; but, in ch. xy. 10, they
claim that there were with them old and very aged men, much older

than the father of Job. Though that place may possibly refer not to

themselves but to those who held the same opinions with them, yet
none of those who engaged in the discussion, except Elihu (ch. xxxii,

6), are represented as young men. They were the contemporaries of
Job ; men who are ranked as his friends ; and men who showed that
they had had opportunities for long and careful observation. The
reference here, therefore, is to the fact that while, in the days of his
prosperity, even the aged and the honourable rose up to do him
reverence, now he was the object of contempt even by the young and
the worthless. The Orientals would feel tliis much. It was among
the chief virtues Avith them to show respect to the aged, and their
sensibilities were peculiarly keen in regard to any indignity shown to
them by the young. H Whose fathers I would have disdained. Who
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2 Yea, wliereto mitjlit tlie

strengtli of tlieir hands 2^'>'ofi't

me, in wliom old age was
perislied 1

3 For want and famine tliey

were 'solitavy; fleeing into tlie

wilderness "in former time deso-

late and waste.

1 or, dark as the night. Z yesternight.

2 Tet the strength of their hands, what is it to me,
In whom vigoiu- is perished ?

3 Oil account of hunger and famine they are wholly emaciated
;

Gnawing in the ^vllderness—
In the shades of desolation and waste.

are the children of the lowest and most degraded of the community.
How deep the calamity to be so fallen as to be the subject of derision

by such men ! H To have set with the dogs of my flock. To have
associated with my dogs in guarding my flock. That is, they Avcre

held in less esteem than his dogs. This was the lowest conceivable
point of debasement. The Orientals had no language that would
express greater contempt of any one than to call him a dog. Comp.
Deut. xxiii. 18 ; 1 Sam. xvii, 43; xxiv. 14, ; 2 Sam. iii. 8; ix. 8;
xvi. 9; 2 Kings viii. 13; note, Isa. Ixvi. 3.

2. Yea, lohereto might the strength of their hands profit me. There
has been much difference of opinion respecting the meaning of this

passage. The general sense is clear. Job means to describe those

who were reduced by poverty and want, and who were without
respectability or home, and who had no power in any way to affect

him. He states that they •were so abject and worthless as not to be
worth his attention ; but even this fact is intended to show how low
he Avas himself reduced, since even tlie most degraded ranks in life

did not show any respect to one who had been honoured by princes.

Tlie Vulgate renders this, "The strength

—

virtus—of whose hands is

to me as nothing, and they are regarded as unworthy of life." Tlie

LXX., "And the strength of their hands, what is it to me? Upon
whom perfection

—

awT4\na.—has perished." Coverdale, " The power
and strength of their hands might do me no good, and as for their age,

it is spent and passed away without au)^ profit." The literal transla-

tion is, "Even the strength of their hands, what is it to me?" The
meaning is, that their power was not worth regarding. They were
abject, feeble, and reduced by hunger—poor emaciated creatures, who
could do him neither good nor evil. Yet this fact did not make him
feel less the indignity of being treated by such vagrants with scorn.

If In whom old age loas perished. Or rather, in whom vigour, or the

power of accomplishing anything, has ceased. The word nbs kelahh,

means completion, or the act or power of finishing or completing
anything. Then it denotes old age—age as finished or completed.

Job V. 26. Here it means the maturity or vigour which would
enable a man to complete or accomplish anything; and the idea is,

that in these persons this had utterly perished. Reduced by hunger
and want, they had no power of effecting anything, and were un-
worthy of regard. The woi'd here used occurs only in this book in

Hebrew (ch. v. 26; xxx. 2), but it is common in Arabic, where it

refers to the wrinkles, the xoanness, and the austere aspect of the counte-

nance, especially in age. See Castell's Lex.

3. For watit and famine. By hunger and poverty their strength is

wholly exhausted, and they are among the miserable outcasts of
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4 "Who cut up mallo-ws by the I their meat,

bushes, and juniper roots for I

4 Who pluck up the salt-wort among the bushes,

And the root of the Eetem is thck food.

society. In order to show the depth to which he himself has sunk
in public estimation, Job goes into a description of the state of these

miserable wretches, and says that he was treated with contempt by
the very scum of society, by those who Avere reduced to the most
abject wretchedness, and who wandered in the deserts, subsisting on
roots, without clothing, slielter, or home, and who were chased away
by the respectable portion of the community as if they were thieves

and robbers. The description is one of great power, and presents a

sad picture of his own condition. H They were solitary. Marg., or

dark as the night. Heb., Tfd:^. This word properly means hard, and

is applied to a drj', stony, barren soil. In Arabic it means a hard
rock.

—

Umhreit. In ch. iii. 7, it is applied to a night in wliich none
are born. Here it seems to denote a countenance, dry, hard,

emaciated with himger. Jerome renders it, steriles. The LXX.,
ayovos—sterile. Prof. Lee, " Hardly beset." The meaning is, that

they were greatly reduced—or dried up—by hunger and Avant. So
Umbreit renders it, gantz aicsgedorrt—altogether dried up. U Fleeing

into the loilderness. Into the desert or lonely wastes. That is, they

fled there to obtain, on Avhat the desert produced, a scanty subsistence.

Such is tlie usual explanation of the word rendered y^t^e—P']?'. But
the Vulgate, the Syriac, and the Arabic render it gnawing, and this

is followed by Umbreit, Noyes, Schultens, and Good. According to

this the meaning is, that they Avere " gnaAvers of the deserts;" that

is, that they liA'ed by gnawing the roots and shrubs Avhich they found
in the desert. This idea is much more expressive, and agrees Avith

the connexion. The Avord occurs in HebreAV only in this verse and
in \er. 17, Avhere it is rendered "my sinews," but Avhich may more
appropriately be rendered "my gnaAving pains." In the Syriac and
Arabic the word means to gnaw or corrode, as the leading significa-

tion; and as the sense of the Avord cannot be determined by its usage
in the HebreAV, it is better to depend on the ancient versions, and on
its use in the cognate languages. According to this, tlie idea is, that

they picked up a scanty subsistence as they could find it, by gnaAving
roots and shrubs in the deserts. H In former time. Marg., yester-

night. The HebreAV word ("rpi^) means, properly, last mght ; tlie

latter part of the preceding day; and then it is tised to denote night
or darkness in general. Gesenius supposes that this refers to the

night of desolation, the pathless desert being strikingly compared by
the Orientals Avith darkness. According to this, the idea is not that
they had gone but yesterday into the desert, but that they went into

the shades and solitudes of the Avilderness, far from the abodes of

men. The sense then is, "They iied into the night of desolate

Avastes." U Desolate and waste. In Hebrew the same Avord occurs
in different forms, designed to give emphasis, and* to describe the
gloom and solitariness of the desert in the most impressive manner.
We should express the same idea by saying that they hid themselves
in the shades of the AA'ilderness.

4. Who cut up mallows. For the purpose of eating. Mallows ai^e
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common medicinal plants, famous for their emollient or softening

pr(3porties, and the size and brilliancy of their flowers. It is not
probable, however, that Job referred to what we commonly rmder-
stand by the word mallows. It has been commonly supposed that he
meant a species of plant, called by the Greeks Halimus, a saltish

plant or salt-wort, growing commonly in tlie deserts and on poor land,

and eaten as a salad. The Vulgate renders it simply herbas ; the

LXX., aXifxa— alima. The Hebrew word, according to Umbreit,
means a common salad of a saltish taste, whose young leaves being
coolced constituted food for the poorer classes. The Hebrew word

rni'^n mdlluahh, is from nbo meldhh, salt, and properly refers to a

marine plant or A'egetable. IT By the bushes. Or, among the bushes;
that is, that which grew among the bushes of the desert. They
wandered about in the desert that they might obtain this very humble
fare. H Andjuniper roots. The word here rendered "juniper" (CH"

Rotkein), occxirs only in this place, and in 1 Kings xix. 4, 5 ; Psa.

cxx. 4. In each place it is rendered Juniper. In 1 Kings it is men-
tioned as the tree under which Elijah sat down when he fled into

the wilderness for his life. In Psa. cxx. 4 it is mentioned as a

material for making coals: "Sharp arrows of the might}', with coals

of juniper." It is rendered juniper by Jerome, and by the Kabbins.

The verb (nm) occurs in Micali i. 13, where it is rendered bind, and

means to bind on, to make fast ; and probably the plant here referred

to received its name in some way from the notion oi binding—perhaps
because its long, flexible, and slender twigs were used for binding, or

for tvithes. There is no evidence, however, that the juniper is in any
case intended. It denotes a species of broom—spartium junceutn of

Linn., which grows abundantly in the deserts of Arabia. It is the
Genista ratam of Forskal.

—

Flora Egypt. Arab. p. 214. It has
small variegated blossoms, and grows in the water-courses of the

Wadys. Dr. Robinson (Bibl. Researches, i. 299) says, "The Retem
is the largest and most conspicuous shrub of these deserts, growing
thickly in the water-courses and valleys. Our Arabs always selected

the place of encampment (if possible) in a place where it grew, in

order to be sheltered by it at night from the wind ; and during the
day, when they often went on in advance of the camels, we found
them not unfrequently sitting or sleeping under a bush of Retem, to

protect them from the sun. It was in this very desert, a day's

journey from Beersheba, that the prophet Elijah lay down and slept

beneath the same shrub. The roots are very bitter, and are regarded

by the Arabs as yielding the best charcoal. The Hebrew name Dm
Rothem, is the same as the present Arabic name." Burckhardt
remarks, that he found several Bedawins in the Wady Genne collect-

ing brushwood, which they burnt into charcoal for the Egyptian
market, and adds that they preferred for this purpose the thick roots

of the shrub Rethem

—

Jj,—which grew there in abundance.—Travels

in Sj-ria, p. 480. It could have been only those who were reduced to

the utmost penury and want that could have made use of the roots of

this shrub for food, and this is doubtless the idea which Job means to

convey. It is said to have been occasionally used for food by the
poor. See Gesenius, Lex. ; Umbreit in loc, and Schultens. A
description of the condition of the poor remarkably similar to this

occurs in Lucan. lib. vi.

:
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5 Tliey were driven forth

from among men, (they cried

after them as (ifto' a thief,)

G To dwell iu the clifls of the

1 Aoles.

valleys, in 'caves of the earth,

and 171 the rocks.

7 Among the bushes they
brayed ; under the nettles they
were gathered together.

5 Tliey were driven from among men

;

They shouted after them as after a thief.

6 They dwell iu horrid valleys,

In the holes of the earth, and in the rocks.

7 Among the bushes they brayed.

Under the thorns they were huddled together.

Ceniit miserabile vulgus
In pecudum cecidisse cibos, et carpere dumos,
Et foliis spoliare nemus.

Biddulph (in the collection of Voyages from the Library of the Earl
of Oxford, p. 807) says he had seen many poor people in Syria
gather mallows and clover, and when he had asked them what they
designed to do with it, they answered that it was for food. They
cooked and ate them. Herodotus, viii. 115, says that the army of

Xerxes, after their defeat, when they had consumed all the corn of

the inhabitants in Thessaly, " fed on the natural produce of the earth,

stripping wild and cultivated trees alike of their bark and leaves, to

such an extremity of famine were they come."
5. They were driven forth from amour/ men. As vagabonds and

outcasts. They were regarded as unfit to live among the civilized

and the orderly, and were expelled as nuisances. H {They cried after

them as after a thief.) The inhabitants of the place where they lived

drove them out with a loud outcry, as if they were thieves and
robbers. A class of persons are here described who were mere
vagrants and plunderers, and who were not allowed to dwell in

civilized society, and it was one of the highest aggravations of the

calamities of Job, that he was now treated with derision by such
outcasts.

6. To dwell in the cliffs of the valleys. The word here rendered cliffs

(yi-C?^ denotes rather horror, or something horrid; and the sense here
is, that they dwelt in the horror of valleys ; that is, in horrid valleys.

The idea is that of deep and frightful glens, where wild beasts ranged,

far from the abodes of men, and surrounded by frightful wastes. The
word rendered valleys (bra) means properly a brook, stream, water-

course—what is now called a wady ; a place 'where the winter torrents

run, but which is usually dry in summer. See notes on ch. vi. 15.

If In caves of the earth. Marg. as in Heb., holes. Sept., " Whose
houses are

—

rpwyXai 'nerpwu—caverns of the rocks ;" that is, Avho are

Troglodytes, Caves furnished a natural dwelling for the poor and the
outcast, and it is well knowm that it was not uncommon in Egypt,
and in the deserts of Arabia, to occupy such caves as a habitation.

See Diod. Sic. lib. iii. xiv. ; and Strabo, lib. xvi. H And in the rocks.

The caverns of the rocks. Dr. Richardson found a large number of

such dwellings in the vicinity of Thebes, many of which were large

and beautifully formed, and sculptured with many curious devices.

Mr. Rich, also, saw a large number of such caves not far from Mousal.
—Residence in Koordistan, vol. ii. p. 94.

7. Among the bushes. Coverdale, " Upon the dry heath went they
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8 They were children of fools,

yea, cldldron ? of ' base men
;

they "were viler than the earth.

p Psa. 49. 10—13. 1 meti of no name.

9 And now 'am I their song;

yea, I am their '' by-word.

q Psa. 69. 12 ; Lam. 3. U, 63.

r ch. 17. 6.

8 Children of the fool
;

j'ea, children of those without a name.
They were diiven out of the land.

9 And now I am become their soug

;

Yea, I am their by-word.

about crying." The Hebrew Avord is the same which occurs in ver.

4, and means bushes in general. They were heard in the shrubbery
that grew in the desert. IT They brayed—ip™\ The Vulgate renders
this, "They were concealed." The LXX., "Amidst sweet sounds
they cry out." Noyes, " They utter their cries." The Hebrew word
properly means to bray. It occurs only here and in ch. vi. 5, where
it is applied to the ass. The sense here is, that the voices of this

vagrant and wretched multitude was heard in the desert like the
braying of asses. H Under the nettles. Dr. Good, " Under the
briers." Prof. Lee, "Beneath the broom-pea." Noyes, "Under the

thorns." The Hebrew word bnn hhdrul occurs only here and in

Zech. ii. 9, and Prov. xxiv. 31, in each of which places it is rendered

nettles. 2t is probably derived from b^n^lin, to burn, to glow, and

is given to nettles from the burning or prickling sensation which they
produce. Either the word nettles, thistles, or thorns, would suf-

hcientl)' answer to its derivation. It does not occur in the Arabic.— Castell. Umbreit renders it, xinter Dornen—tmder thorns. H They
toere gathered together. Vul., "They accounted it a delicacy to be in

a thorn-hedge." The word here used ipr^) means to add ; and then
to be added or assembled together. The idea is, that they were
huddled together quite promiscuously in the wild-growing bushes of

the desert. They had no home ; no separate habitation. This de-

scription is interesting, not only as denoting the depth to which Job
had been reduced when he was the object of contempt by such
vagrants, but as illustrative of a state of society existing then.

8. They were children of fools. The word rendered fools (bno

Ndhal), means (1) stupid, foolish; and (2) abandoned, impious.

Comp. 1 Sam. xxv. 3, 25. Here it means the Avorthless, the refuse

of society, the abandoned. They had no respectable parentage.

Umbreit, " A brood of infamy." Coverdale, " Children of fools and
villains." H Children of base men. Marg. as in Hebrew, 7nen of no

na?ne. They were men of no reputation ; whose ancestors had in no
way been distinguished

;
possibly meaning, also, that they herded

together as beasts witir.ut even a name. II They were viler than the

earth. Geseniiis renders this, " They are frightened out of the land."

The Hebrew word {p^\) means to chide, to upbraid; and then in

Niph., to be chidden away, or driven off. The sense is, as an impious
and low-born race they were driven out of the land.

9. And noio am I their song. See ch, xvii. 6. Comp. Psa. Ixix.

12, " I was the song of the drunkards." Lam. iii. 14, " I was a

derision to all my people, and their song all the day." The sense is,

that they made Job and his calamities the subject of low jesting, and
treated him with contempt. His name and sufferings would be intro-

duced into their scurrilous songs to give them pith and point, and to
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10 Tliey ablior mc, tliey flee

far from me, aud 'spare uot to

Bpit * in my face.

1 aithhoti not spittle from.

t Isa. 50. 6 ; Matt. 26. 67 ; 27. 30.

11 Because lie liath loosed

my cord, aud afflicted me, they
have also let loose the hridle

before me.
12 Upon viy right hand rioo

10 They abominate me, they stand aloof from me,
They forbear not to spit before my face !

11 For they let loose all restraLat, and aflBict me;
They also cast oS' the bridle before me.

12 Ou my right hand rises up the low brood

;

show how much they despised him now. IT Yea, I am their hy-word.
See notes on eh. xvii. 6.

10. They abhor me. Heb., They regard me as abominable. IT They
fiee far from me. Even such an impious and low-born race now will

have nothing to do with me. They would consider it no honorir to

be associated with me, but keep as far from me as possible. U And
spare 7iot to spit in tny face. Marg., withhold not spittle from. Noyes
renders this, " Before my face ;" and so Luther, AYemyss, Umbreit,
and Prof. Lee. The Hebrew may mean either to sj^it in the face, or

to spit in the presence of any one. It is quite immaterial which inter-

pretation is adopted, since in the view of Orientals the one was con-
sidered about the same as the other. In their notions of courtesy and
urbanity, he commits an insult of the same kind Avho spits in the
presence of another which he would if he spit on him. Are they not
right ? Should it not be so considered everywhere ? Yet how dif-

ferent their views from the more refined notions of the civilized

Occidentals ! In America, more than in any other land, are offences

of this kind frequent and gross. Of nothing do foreigners complain
of us more, or with more justice ; and much as we boast of our intel-

ligence and refinement, we should gain much if in this respect we
would sit down at the feet of a Bedawin Arab, and incorporate his

views into our maxims of politeness.

11. Because he hath loosed 7ny cord. According to this translation,

the reference here is to God ; and the sense is, that the reason why he
was thus derided and contemned by such a worthless race was, that
God had unloosened his cord. That is, God had rendered him
incapable of vindicating himself, or of inflicting punishment. The
figure, according to this interpretation, is taken from a boio; and Job
means to say that his bow was relaxed, his vigour was gone, and they
now felt that they might insult him with impunity. But instead of
the usual reading in the Hebrew text C"}^', Yithri, tny nerve'), another
reading {yj}\ Yithriv, his nerve) is found in the keri or margin. This
reading has been adopted in the text by Jahn, and is regarded as

genuine by Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, and Noyes. According to this,

the meaning is, that the worthless rabble that now treated him with
so much contempt had relaxed all restraint, and they who had
hithero been under some curb now rushed upon him in the most
unbridled manner. They had cast off all restraint arising from respect
to his rank, standing, moral worth, and the dread of his power, and
now treated him with every kind of indignity. % And afflicted me.
By the disrespect and contempt which they had evinced. U They
have also let loose the bridle before me. That is, they have cast off all

restraint—repeating the idea in the first member of the verse.

12. Upon my right hand rise the youth. The right hand is the place

VOL. II. - H
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tlie youtli ; they piisli away my
feet, and tliey raise up against

me tlie waya of tieir destruc-

tion.

13 They mar my path, they
set forward my calamity, they
have no helper.

They trip up my feet

;

They cast up against me ways for my destruction.

13 They break up my path

;

They help forwai-d my ruin

—

Men who have no helper

!

of honour, and therefore it was felt to be a greater insult that they
should occupy even that place. The word rendered youth C^U}?)
occurs nowhere else in the Hebrew Scriptures. It is probably from
T*?, to sprout, germinate, blossom; and hence would mean a pro-

geny, and would be probably applied to beasts. It is rendered by
Jerome, calamities ; by the LXX., " Upon the right hand of the pro-

geny, or brood (^XacrTov), they rise," where Schleusner conjectures

that pxaarol should be read, " On the right hand rise a brood or

progeny." TJmbreit renders it, eine Brut—a brood. So Rosenmiiller,

Noyes, and Schultens. The idea then is, that this rabble rose up,

even on his right hand, as a brood of wild animals—a mere rabble

that impeded his way. IT They jnish away myfeet. Instead of giving

place for me, they jostle and crowd me from my path. Once the

aged and the honourable rose and stood in my presence, and the youth
retired at my coming, but noAV this worthless rabble crowds along

with me, jostles me in my goings, and shows me no manner of respect.

Comp. ch. xxix. 8. H And they raise tip against me the ways of their

destruetion. They raise up against me destructive ways, or waj's that

tend to destroy me. The figure is taken from an advancing army,
that casts tip ramparts and other means of attack designed for the

destruction of a besieged city. They were, in like manner, constantly

making advances against Job, and pressing on him in a manner that

was designed to destroy him.
13. They mar my jyath. They break up all my plans. Perhaps

here, also, the image is taken from war, and Job may represent him-
self as on a line of march, and he says that this rabble comes and
breaks up his path altogether. They break down the bridges, and
tear up the way, so that it is impossible to pass along. His plans of

life were embarrassed by them, and they were to him a perpetual

annoyance. H They set forward my calamity. Luther renders this

part of the verse, "It was so easy for them to injure me, that they
needed no help." The literal translation of the Hebrew here would
be, " they profit for my ruin ;" that is, they bring as it were profit to

my ruin ; they help it on ; they promote it. A similar expression

occurs in Zech. i. 15, " I was but a little displeased, and they helped
forward the affliction ;" that is, thej-- aided in iirging it forward. The
idea here is, that they hastened his fall. Instead of assisting him in

any way, they contributed all they could to brmg him down to the

'lust, if They have no helper. Very various interpretations have been
given of this phrase. It may mean, that they had done this alone,

without the aid of others ; or that they were persons who were held

in abhorrence, and whom no one w'ould assist ; or that they were
worthless and abandoned persons. Schultens has shown that the

phrase, one tcho has no helper, is proverbial among the Arabs, and
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7

1-1 They came npon me as a

wiilo breaking in of waters: in

tlio desolation tliey rolled tliem-

selvcs vpon vie.

15 Terrors are turned ui>oii

me : thoy pursue my ' soul aa

the wind ; and my welfare
passeth away as a cloud.

1 principal one.

14 As througli a ts-iile broach thoy came upon me,
They rolled themselves tiimultuously along with the ruius

!

15 TeiTors ai'e turned upon me

;

They pm-sue my generous nature as the wmd

;

And my welfare has passed away as a cloud.

denotes a worthless person, or one of the lowest class. In proof of

this, he quotes the Hamasa, which he thus translates : Videmus vos
ignobiles, pauperes, quibus nullus ex reliquis hominibus adjutor. See
also other similar expressions quoted by him from Arabic writings.

Tlie idea here then is, probably, that they were so worthless and
abandoned that no one would help them—an expression denoting the
utmost degradation.

14. They came upon me as a %vide breaking in of waters. The
Hebrew here is sunply, "Like a wide breach they came," and the
reference may be, not to an inundation, as our translators supposed,
but to an irruption made by a foe through a breach made in a wall.

When such a wall fell, or when a breach was made in it, the besieging
army would pour in in a tumultuous manner, and cut down all before

them. Comp. Isa. xxx. 13. This seems to be the idea here. The
enemies of Job poured in upon him as if a breach was made in a wall.

Formerly they were restrained by his rank and office, as a besieging

army was by lofty walls ; but now all these restraints were broken
down, and they poured in upon him like a tumultuous army, f In
the desolation they rolled themselves upon me. Among the ruins they
rolled tumultuous along ; or they came pitching and tumbling in Avith

tlie ruins of the wall. The image is taken from the act of sacking a

city, where the besieging army, having made a breach in the wall,

would seem to come tumbling into the heart of the city with the ruins
of the wall. No time would be wasted, but they would follow sud-
denly and tuinultuously upon the breach, and roll tumultuously along.

The Chaldee renders this as if it referred to the rolling and tumultu-
ous waves of the sea, and the Hebrew would admit of such a con-
struction ; but the above seems better to accord with the image which
Job would be likely to use.

15. Terrors are turned iipon me. As if they were all turned upon
him, or naade to converge towards him. Everything fitted to pro-
duce terror seemed to have a direction given it toioards him. TJmbreit,

and some others, however, suppose that God is here referred to, and
that the meaning is, " God is turned against me; terrors drive as a
storm against me." The Hebrew will bear either construction ; but
it is more emphatic and impressive to suppose it means that every-
thing adapted to produce terror seemed to be turned against him.
H They imrsue my soul as the tcind. Marg., my principal one. The
word "they" here refers to the terrors. In the original the word
F]Tiri agrees with nini^, terrors understood, for this word is often used

as a collective noun, and with a singular verb ; or it may agree with

nriN %— "each one of the terrors persecutes me." There is more
diflSculty about the word rendered sotd in the text, and principal ona
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16 And now my soul is

poiired out uiion ' me : the days
of affliction Lave taken liold

upon me.
17 My Lones are pierced in

/ Psa. 4e. 4.

me in tlie niglit season ; and my
sinews take no rest.

18 By the groat force of my
disease is my garment changed;
it bindeth me about as the

collar of my coat.

16 And now my soul is poured out upon me

;

The days of aflliction have taken hold upon me.
17 At night my bones are pierced thi-ough

;

And my jaws take no rest.

18 By its great power [disease] has become my garment

;

It gu'ds me about like the mouth of my tunic.

in the margin
—

'T'Jl?. It properly means willingness, voluntariness,

spontaneity; then a free-will offering, a voluntary sacrifice ; then large-

ness, abundance. Roscnmiiller renders it, " my vigour." Noyes,
" my prosperity," and so Coverdale. Jerome, " my desire;" and the
LXX., "my hope passes away as the wind." Schultens translates

it, " they persecute my generous spirit as the wind." It seems pro-
bable that the word refers to a generous, noble nature ; to a large and
liberal soul, evincing its magnanimity in acts of generosity and hospi-

tality ; and the idea seems to be, that bis enemies rushed against that

generous nature like a tempest. Tliey wholly disregarded it, and a

nature most generous and noble was exposed to the fury of the storm.
H And my toelfare. Heb., my salvation ; or, mj' safety, 'i As a cloud.

As a cloud vanishes and wholly disappears.

16. And 7WW my soul is poured out tipon me. So in Psa. xlii. 4, " I

pour out my soul in me." We saj^ that one is dissolved in grief. The
language is derived from the fact that the soul in grief seems to lose

all firmness or consistence. The Arabs style a fearful person, one who
has a watery Jieart, or ichose heart melts away like wafer.—Noyes,

17. My bones are pierced in me. The bones are often represented in

the Scriptures as the seat of acute pain, Psa. vi. 2; xxii. 14; xxxi. 10
;

xxxviii. 3; xliii. 10; Prov. xiv. 30. Comp. Job xx. 11. The meaning
here is, that he had had shooting or piercing pains in the night, which
disturbed and prevented his rest. It is mentioned as a peculiar

aggravation of his sufferings that they were in the night—a time when
we expect repose. IT And my sinetcs take no rest. See the word here
rendered sineivs explained in the note on ver. 3. Tlie word literally

means gnawers, and hence the teeth. The Vulgate renders it, gui me
comedunt, non doriniunt, "they who devour me do not slumber." The
LXX., vfvpi fiov—tny sineics, or arteries.—Schleusner. Luther, "they
who gnaw me." Coverdale, sineios. I see no reason to doubt that

the teeth or the jaws are mearit, and that Job refers to the violent pain
in the tooth, among the acutest pains to which the body is subject.

The idea is, that every part of the body was diseased and filled

with pain.

IS. By the great force of my disease. The words "of my disease"

are not in the Hebrew. The usual interpretation of the passage is,

that in consequence of the foul and offensive nature of his malady,
his garment had become discoloiu'ed or defiled—changed from being

Avhite and clear to filthiness and offcnsiveness. Some have under-
stood it as referring to the skin, and as denoting that it was so affected

with the leprosy, that he could scarcely be recognised. XJmbreit
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19 He liatli cast " mo into tho

miro, and I am become like dust

and aslies.
u ch. 9. 31.

20 I cry unto tliee, and thou

dost not liear mc : I stand up,

and tliou regardcst mc not.

19 He hath cast mc into the mire,

And I am become like dust and ashes.

20 I «}• unto thee, hut thou dost not hear me

;

I stand up, but thou dost not regard me.

supposes it to mean, " Through the omnipotence of God has my
white robe of honour been changed into a narrow garment of grief"

—

trauerklcid. Dr. Good renders it, " From the abundance of the acri-

mony;" that is, of the fierce or acrimonious humour, "it is changed
into a garment for me." Coverdale, " With all theii' power have
they changed my garment, and girded me therewith, as it were with
a coat." Prof. Lee, " With much violence doth my clothing bind
me." According to Schultens, it means, " My affliction puts itself on
in tlie form of my clothing;" and the whole passage, that Avithout

and within, from the head to the feet, he was entirely diseased. His
affliction Avas his outer garment, and it was his inner garment—his

mantle and his tunic, The Hebrew is difficult. The phrase rendered
" by the great force," means, literally, " by the multitude of strength"
—and may refer to the strength of disease, or to the strength of God,
or to the force with which his garment girded him. The word ren-

dered "is changed" (^EEnn;) is from ffiDn, to seek, to search after, in

Kal ; in Hithpa, the form used here, to let one's self be sought ; to

hide one's self; to disguise one's self, 1 Kings xx. 38. Accordmg to

this, it would mean that his garment was disguised ; that is, its appear-
ance was changed by the force of his disease.

—

Gesenius, Jerome
renders it, " In their midtitude, my garment is consumed ; the LXX.,
"With great force he took hold of my garment." Of these various
interpretations, it is impossible to determine Avhich is the correct one.

The prevailing interpretation seems to be, tliat by the strength of his

disease his garment was changed in its appearance, so as to become
offensive ; and yet this is a somewhat feeble sense to give to the passage.

Perhaps the explanation of Schultens is the best, "By the greatness

of power, pain or disease has become my garment ; it girds me about
like the mouth of my tunic." He has shown, by a great variety of

instances, that it is common in Arabic poetry to compare pain, sick-

ness, anxiety, etc., to clothing. II It bindeth me about as the collar of
my coat. The collar of my tunic, or under garment. This was made
like a shirt, to be gathered around the neck ; and the idea is, that his

disease fitted close to him, and was gathered close around him.
19. He hath cast me into the mire. That is, God has done it. In

this book the name of God is often understood where the speaker
seems to avoid it, in order that it may not be needlessly repeated.

On the meaning of the expression here, see notes on ch. ix. 31. H And
I am become like dust and ashes. Either in appearance, or, I am re-

garded as being as worthless as tho mire of the streets. Eosenmiiller
supposes it means, "I am more like a mass of inanimate matter than
a living man."

20. / cry utito thee, and thou dost not hear me. This was a complaint
which Job often made, that he could not get the ear of God ; that his

prayer was not regarded, and that he coidd not get his cause before
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21 Tliou art '1)6001116 cruel

to me : with, "thy strong Laud
tliou opposest thyself agaiust

me.
1 turned to be. 2 the strength of thy hand.

22 Thou liftest me up to the
wind ; thou causost mo to ride

upon it, and dissolvest my
'suhstance.

3 or, aiidom.

21 Thou art become cruel unto me

;

With thy strong hand thou dost persecute me.
22 Thou Liftest me up to the wind ; thou causest me to ride upon it

;

Thou causest me to melt away ; thou tcrrifiest me.

him. Comp. ch. xiii. 3, 19, seq., and ch. xxvii. 9. H / stand up.

Standing was a common posture of prayer among the ancients. See
Heb. xi. 21 ; 1 Kings viii. li, oo ; Neh. ix. 2. The meaning is, that
\vlien Job stood up to pray, God did not regard his prayer.

21. Thou art become cruel to me. Marg., turned to be. This lan-

guage, applied to God, seems to be harsh and irreverent, and it may
well be inquired whether the word cruel does not express an idea
which Job did not intend. The Hebrew word "ij^^ is from an obsolete

root 01?), not found in Hebrew. The Arabic root ^^— nearly

the same as this—means to break with violence ; to rout as an enemj'

;

then to be enraged. In the Syriac, the primary idea is that of a

soldier, and thence it may refer to such acts of violence as a soldier

commonly commits. The word occurs in Hebrew in the following
places, and is translated in the following manner. It is rendered
cruel in Deut. xxxii. 33 ; Job xxx. 21 ; Prov. v, 9 ; xi. 17; xii. 10;
xvii. 11 ; xxvii. 4 ; Isa. xiii. 9 ; Jer. vi. 23 ; 1. 42 ; xxx. 14 ; and /ie?-ce

in Job xli. 10. Jerome renders it, mutatus mihi in crudelem—" thou
art changed so as to become cruel to me;" the LXX. render it,

av€\€riix6i/a>s—unmerciful ; Luther, Du bist mir verwandelt in einem
Grausamen—"thou art changed to me into a cruel one;" and so

Umbreit, Noyes, and translators generally. Perhaps the word Jierce,

severe, or harsh, Avould express the idea; still it must be admitted
that Job, in the severity of his sufferings, is often betrayed into lan-

guage which cannot be a model for us, and which we cannot vindicate.

II With thy stroHff luind. !Marg., the strength. So the Hebrew. The
hand is the instrument by which we accomplish anything ; and hence
anything which God does is traced to his hand. II Thou opposest

thyself against me— '•jp'iattjn. The w'ord en© Sutam, means to lie in

Mait for any one ; to lay snares ; to set a trap. See ch. xvi, 9, where
the same word occurs, and where it is rendered "who hateth me,"
but where it would be better rendered, he j^ursties, or persecutes me.
The meaning is, that God had become his adversary, or had set him-
self against him. There was a severity in his dealings with him as if

he had become a foe.

22. Thuit liftest me up to the wind. The sense here is, that he was
lifted up as stubble is by a tempest, and driven mercilessly along.

The figure of riding upon the wLud or the whirlwind is common in

Oriental writers, and indeed elsewhere. So Milton says

—

" They ride the air in whuiwiud."

So Addison, speaking of the angel that executes the commands of tha

Alnlighty, says

—

** Eides in the whiiiwind, and du-ects the storm."
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Covcrdale renders this verse, "In times past tliou didst set me up on
liigh, as it were above the wind, but now hast thou given me a very
sore fall." Rosenmiiller thinks that the image here is not taken from
straw or chaff that is driven by the Avind, but that the meaning of

Job is, that he is lifted up and borne aloft like a cloud. But the
image of chaff or straw taken up by the whirlwind and driven about,

seems best to accord with the scope of the passage. The idea is, that

the tempest of calamity had swept everything away, and had driven
liim about as a worthless object, until he was Avasted away and ruined,

it i§ possible that Job refers in this passage to the sand-storm which
occurs sometimes in the deserts of Arabia. The following descrip-

tion of such a storm by Mr. Bruce (vol. iv. pp. 553, 55-i) will furnish
an illustration of the force and sublimity of the passage. It is copied
from Taylor's Fragments, in Calmet's Dictionary, vol. iii. p. 235.
" On the fourteenth," says Bruce, " at seven in the morning, we left

Assa Nagga, our course being due north. At one o'clock we alighted

among some acacia trees at Waadi el Halboub, having gone twenty-
one miles, "We were here at once surprised and terrified by a sight,

surely one of the most magnificent in the world. In that vast expanse
of desert from west and to north-west of us, we saw a number of pro-
digious pillars of sand at different distances, at times moving with great

celerity, at others stalking on with a majestic slowness ; at intervals

we thought they were coming in a very few minutes to overwhelm
us, and small quantities of sand did actually more than once reach
us. Again they would retreat so as to be almost out of sight—their
tops reaching to the very clouds. There the tops often separated from
the bodies ; and these, once disjointed, dispersed in the air, and did
not appear more. Sometimes they were broken near the middle, as

if struck with a large cannon shot. About noon they began to advance
Mith considerable swiftness upon us, the wind being very strong at

north. Eleven of them ranged alongside of us about the distance of

tliree miles. The greatest diameter of the largest appeared to mo at

tliat distance as if it would measure two feet. They retired from us
with the wind at south-east, leaving an impression upon my mind to

which I can give no name, though surely one ingredient in it was
fear, with a considerable deal of wonder and astonishment. It Avas

in vain to think of flying ; the swiftest horse, or fastest sailing ship,

could be of no use to carry us out of this danger, and the full persua-
sion of this riveted me as if to the spot where I stood, and let the

camels gain on me so much in my state of lameness, that it was with
some difficulty I could OA'ertake them.

" The whole of our company were much disheartened, except Idris,

and imagined that they were advancing into whirlwinds of moving
sand, from Avhich they should never be able to extricate themselves

;

but before four o'clock in the afternoon these phantoms of the plain

had all of them fallen to the ground and disappeared. In the evening
we came to "Waadi Dimokea, where Ave passed the night, much dis-

heartened, and our fear more increased, Avhen we found, upon Avaken-
ing in the morning, that one side was perfectly buiied in the sand
that the AA'ind had bloAvn above us in the night.

" The sun shming through the pillars, Avhich Avere thicker, and
contained more sand, apparently, than any of the preceding days,

seemed to give those nearest us an appearance as if spotted AA-ith stars

of gold. I do not think at any time they seemed to be nearer than
tAvo miles. The most remarkable cucumstance was, that the sand
CL. II.
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23 For I know that tliou

wilt bring me to death, and to

tlie house appointed ' for all

livino;.

23 For I know that thou wilt bring me to death

;

And to the house ajjpohited for all livmg.

seemed to keep in that vast circular space, surrounded by the Nile
on our left, in going round by Chaigie toward Dougola, and seldom
was observed much to the eastward of a meridian, passing along the
Nile through the Magizan, before it takes that turn ; whereas the
simoom was always on the opposite side of our course, coming upon
us from the south-east.

"The same appearance of moving pillars of sand presented them-
selves to us this day in form and disposition like those we had seen
at Waadi Halboub, only they seemed to be more in number, and less

in size. They came several times in a direction close upon us, that
is, I believe, within less than two mdes. They began, immediately
after sunrise, like a thick Avood, and almost darkened the sun ; his

rays shining through them for near an hour, gave them an appearance
of pillars of fire."

" If my conjecture," says Taylor, " be admissible, we now see a
magnificence in this imagery, not apparent before : we see how Job's

dignity might be exalted in the air ; might rise to great grandeur,
importance, and even terror, in the sight of beholders ; might ride

upon the wind, which bears it about, causing it to advance, or to

recede ; and, after all, when the wind diminishes, might disperse,

dissipate, melt this pillar of sand into the undistinguished level of the

desert. This comparison seems to be precisely adapted to the mind
of an Arab ; who must have seen, or have been informed of, similar

phenomena in the countries around him." H And dissolvest my sub-

stance. Marg., or, wwrfo/n. The word rendered ^' dissolvest," iweaxis

to melt, to flow do^vn ; and then to cause to melt, to cause to pine

away and perish, Isa. Ixiv. 6. It is applied to a host or an army that

appears to melt away, 1 Sam. xiv. 16. It is also applied to one who
seems to melt away with fear and terror, Exod. xv. 15 ; Josh. ii. 9, 24.

Here the meaning probably is, that God caused Job to melt away, as

it were, with terrors and alarms. He was like one caught up in a
whirlwind, and driven along with the storm, and who, in such circum-
stances, Avould be dissolved with fear. The word rendered substance

(rrirn) has been very variously interpreted. The word, as it is written

in the text, means help, deliverance, purpose, enterprise, counsel, or

understanding. See ch. v. 12; vi. 13; xi. 6. But by some, and
among others Gesenius, Umbreit, and Noyes, it is supposed that it

should be read as a verb, rnffin from rn©—to fear. According to this,

the meaning is, " thou terrifiest me." This agrees better with the

connexion ; is more abrupt and emphatic, and is probably the true

interpretation.

23. For I know that thou wilt bring me to death. This is the lan-

guage of despair. Occasionally Job seems to have had an assurance

that his calamities would pass by, and that God would show himself

to be his friend on earth (comp, notes on ch. xix. 25, seq.), and at

other times he utters the language of despair. Such would be com-
monly the case with a good man afflicted as he was, and agitated with
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24 HoTvljoit he -mil not

Btretcli oat ^^5 hand to tlie

'grave, thougli tliey cry in Ma
destruction.

1 ieap.

2-i Nevertheless over the ruins he will not stretch out his hand,

If when ho destroys there is prayer among them.

alternate hopes and fears. We are not to set these expressions down
as contradictions. All that inspiration is responsible for is the fair

record of his feelings ; and that he should have alternate hopes and
fears is in entire accordance with what occurs when we are afflicted.

Here the view of his sorrows appears to have been so overwhelming,
that he saj'S he kncio they must terminate in death. The phrase " to

death" means to the house of the dead, or to the place Avhere the
dead are.— Umbreit. H And to the house appointedfor all living. The
grave. Comp. Heb. ix. 27. That house or home is " appointed" for

all. It is not a matter of chance that we come there, but it is because
the Great Arbiter of life has so ordained. What an affecting con-
sideration it should be, that such a house is designated for all ! A
house so dark, so gloomy, so solitary, so repulsive ! For all that sit

on thrones ; for all that move in the halls of music and pleasure ; for

all that roll along in splendid carriages ; for all the beautiful, the
gay, the vigorous, the manly ; for all in the marts of business, in the
low scenes of dissipation, and in the sanctuary of God ; for every one
M'ho is young, and every one who is aged, this is the home ! Here
they come at last ; and here they lie down in the narrow bed ! God's
hand will bring them all there ; and there will they lie till his voice

summons them to judgment

!

24. Howbeit he icill not stretch out his hand to the grave. Marg.,
heap. In our common version this verse conveys no very clear idea,

and it is quite evident that our translators despaired of giving it a
consistent sense, and attempted merely to translate it literally. The
verse has been rendered by every expositor almost in his own way

;

and though almost no two of them agree, yet it is remarkable that the
versions given are all beautiful, and fui'nish a sense that agrees well
with the scope of the passage. The Vulgate renders it, " But not to

their consumption wilt thou send forth thy hand ; and if they fall,

thou wilt save them." The Sept., " For oh that I could lay violent

hands on myself, or beseech another, and he would do it for me."
Luther renders it, " Yet he shall not stretch out the hand to the

charnel-house, and they shall not cry before his destruction." Noyes

—

"When he stretoheth out his hand, prayer avadeth nothing;
When he bringeth destructiouy vain is the cry for help."

Umbreit renders it

—

Nur mog' er nicht an den zerstorten Haufen Hand anlegen

!

Oder mussen jene selbstia Uu-em Tode schi-eien?

" Only if he would not lay his hand upon the heaps of the desti'oyed

!

Or must these also cry out in their death ?"

According to this interpretation. Job speaks here in bitter irony. " I

would gladly die," says he, " if God would only suffer me to be quiet

when I am dead," He would be willing that the edifice of the body
should be taken down, provided the ruins might rest in peace.

RosenmiiUer gives the same sense as that expressed by Noyes.
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25 Did not I weep for Mm I that was 'in trouble? was not

1 hard of day. I
mj soul grieTccl for tlie poor?

25 Did not I weep for him that was in trouble ?

Was not my soul giievcd for the poor ?

Amidst this variety of interpretation, it is by no means easy to

determine on the true meaning of the passage. The principal diffi-

culty in the exposition lies in the word '??, rendered in the text " in

the grave," and in the margin " heap." If that word is compounded
of the preposition 2 and '?, it means literally, "in ruins, or in

rubbish"—for so the word '? is used in Micah i. 6 ; Jer. xxvi. 18

;

Micah iii. 12 ; Psa. Ixxix. 1 ; Numb, xxxiii. 45. But Gesenius sup-

poses it to be a single word, from the obsolete root !T??, Chaldee i^J"?,

t02iray, to petition; and according to this the meaning is, " Yea, prayer

is nought when he stretches out his hand ; and in his [God's]

destruction, their cry availeth not." Prof. Lee understands the word
(T?) in the same sense, but gives a somewhat different meaning to the

whole passage. According to him the meaning is, "Nevertheless,

upon prayer thou wilt not lay thine hand ; sui'el)', when he destroj-eth,

in this alone there is safety." Schultens accoi'ds very nearly in the

sentiment expressed by Umbreit, and renders it, "Yet not even in

the tomb would he relax his hand, if in its destruction an alleviation

were there." This sentiment is very strong, and borders on impiety,

and should not be adopted if it is possible to avoid it. It looks as if

Job felt that God was disposed to pursue his animosity even into the

regions of the dead, and that he would have pleasure in carr5'ing on
the work of destruction and affliction in the ruins of the grave. After

the most careful examination which I have been able to give of this

difficult passage, it seems probable to me that the following is the

correct sense. Job means to state a general and important principle

—that there was rest in the grave. He said he knew that God v/ould

bring him down there, but that would be a state of repose. The hand
of God producing pain would not reach there, nor would the sorrows

experienced in this world be felt there, provided there had been a

praying life. Notwithstanding all his afflictions, therefore, and his

certain conA'iction that he would die, he had unwavering confidence

in God. Agreeably to this, the following paraphrase will convey the

true sense : " I know that he will bring me to the grave. Neverthe-

less C^), over the 7-idns C^})—of my body, the ruins in the grave

—

he

tvill not stretch out his hand—to afflict me there, or to pursue those who
lie there with calamity and judgment; if in his destruction (iTE?)—in

the destruction or desolation which God brings upon vcven—among

them (^nb)—among those who are thus consigned to the ruins of the

grave

—

there is jn-aijer (yvo) ; if there has been supplication offered to

him, or a crt/ for mercy has gone up before him." This paraphrase

embraces every word of the original ; saves the necessity of attempt-

ing to change the text, as has been often done, and gives a meaning
which accords with the scope of the passage, and Avith the uniform

belief of Job, that God would ultimately vindicate him, and show that

he himself Avas right in his government.
25. Did not I iveep, etc. Job here appeals to his former life, and

says that it had been a characteristic of Ms life to manifest compassion

to the afflicted and the poor. His object in doing this is, evidently, to
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rested not ; tlie days of affliction

prevented me.
28 I went mourning without

tie Biui : I stood up, and I cried

in tlic cougresatiou.

26 Wlien y I looked for good,

tbeu evil came unto me; and
wlieu I waited for light, there

came darkness.
*37 My bowels boiled, and

V Jer. 8. 15.

26 "WTion I looked for good, then evil came

;

Whcu I looked for Ught, then came darkness.

27 My bowels boil, and i-est not

;

The days of angxiish have come upon me.
28 I am become black, but not by the sun

;

I stand up and weep in the congregation.

show how remarkable it was that he was so much afflacted. "Did I

deserve," the sense is, "such a hard lot? Has it been brought on
me by my own fault, or as a punishment for a life where no compas-
sion was shown to others?" So far from it, he says, that his whole
life had been distinguished for tender compassion for those in distress

and want, f In trouble, Marg. as in Hebrew, hard of day. So we
say, " a man has a hard time of it," or has a hard lot.

26. When I looked for good. AVhen I supposed that respect would
be shown me ; or when I looked forward to an honoured old age. I

expected to be made happy and prosperous through life, as the result
of my uprightness and benevolence ; but, instead of that, calamity
came and swept all my comforts away. He experienced the insta-

bility which most men are called to experience, and the Divine deal-

ings with him showed that no reliance could be placed on confident
l>lans of happiness in this life.

27. My boioels boiled. Or rather, My bowels boil—for he refers to

his present circumstances, and not to the past. It is clear that by
this plu-ase he designs to describe deep affliction. The bowels, in the
Scriptiu'es, are represented as the seat of the affections. By this is

meant the iqiper bowels, or the region of the heart and the lungs.
The reason is, that the deep emotions of the mind are felt there. The
heart beats quick ; or it is heavy and pained ; or it seems to melt
within us in the exercise of pity or compassion. Comp. notes on Isa.

xvi. 11. The idea here is, that the seat of sorrow and of grief was
affected by his calamities. Nor was the feeling slight. His emotions
he compared with agitated, boiling water. It is possible that there is

an allusion here to the inflammatory nature of his disease, producing
internal heat and pain ; but it is more probable that he refers to the
mental anguish which he endured. IT The days of affiiction prevented
jne. Literally, "have anticipated me"—for so the word 2^>'event was
formerly used, and so it is uniformly used in the Bible. Notes on
Job iii. 12. Comp. Psa. Hx. 10; Ixxix. 8; Ixxxviii. 13; cxix. 148;
I Thess. iv. 1-5. There is in the Hebrew word (^7i;) the idea that
days of anguish came in an imexpected manner, or that they antici-

pated the fulfilment of his plans. All his schemes and hopes of life

had been anticijxited by these overwhelming sorrows.
28. / icent inourning. Or rather, " I go," in the present tense, for

he is now referring to his present calamities, and not to what was
past. The word rendered " mourninrj," however (ttj?), means here

rather to be dark, dingy, tanned. It literally means to be foul or
turbid, Uke a torrent, Job vi. 16 ; %hen to go about in filthy garments,
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29 I am a brotlier to dragons, I and a companion to 'owls.

I 1 or, osiriches,

29 I am become a brother to the jackal,

And a companion to the ostricn.

as they do Avho mourn, Job v. 11 ; Jer. xiv. 2 ; then to be dusky, or

of a dark colour, or to become dark. Thus it is applied to the sun
and moon becoming dark in an eclipse, or when covered Avith clouds,

Jer. iv. 28 ; Joel ii. 10 ; iv. 15 ; Micah iii. 6. Here it refers to the
fact that, by the mere force of his disease, his skin had become dark
and swarthy, though he had not been exposed to the burning rays of

the sun. The wrath of God had burned upon him, and he had become
black under it. Jerome, however, renders it mwrens, mourning.
The LXX., "I go groaning {crrevoou) without restraint, or limit"—
dvev (pifxov. The Chaldee translates it C21H

—

black. If Without the

sun. Without being exposed to the sim ; or without the agency of the

sun. Though not exposed, he had become as dark as if he had been
a day-labourer exposed to a burning sun. H I stood xip. Or, I stand

up. H And / cried in the congregation. I utter my cries in the congre-

gation, or when surrounded by the assembled people. Once I stood

up to counsel them, and they hung upon my lips for advice ; now I

stand up only to weep over my accumulated calamities. This indi-

cates the great change which had come upon him, and the depth of

his sorrows. A man will weep readily in private ; but he Avill be slow
to do it, if he can avoid it, Avhen surrounded by a multitude.

29. / am a brother to dragons. That is, my loud complaints and
cries resemble the doleful screams of wild animals, or of the most
frightful monsters. The word "brother" is often used in this sense,

to denote similarity in any respect. The word dragons here (D'2n

tannim) denotes properly a sea-monster, a great fish, a crocodile ; or

the fancied animal with wings called a dragon. See notes on Isa. xiii.

22. Gesenius, Umbreit, and Noyes render this word here jackals—an
animal between a dog and a fox, or a wolf and a fox ; an animal that

abounds in deserts and solitudes, and that makes a doleful cry in the

night. So the Syriac renders it |>0^^—an animal resembling a

dog ; a wild dog.

—

Castell. This idea agrees with tlie scope of the

passage better than the common reference to a sea-monster or a

crocodile. "The deeb, ox jackal," says Shaw, "is of a darker colour

than the fox, and about the same bigness. It yelps every night about
the gardens and villages, feeding upon roots, fruit, and carrion."

—

Travels, p. 247, Ed. Oxford, 1738. That some wild animal, distin-

guished for a mournful noise, or howl, is meant, is evident ; and the

passage better agrees with the description of a jackal than the hissing

of a serpent or the noise of the crocodile. Bochart supposes that the

allusion is to dragons, because they erect their heads, and their jaws
are drawn open, and they seem to be complaining against God on
account of their humble and miserable condition. Taylor (Concord.)
supposes it means jackals or thoes, and refers to the following places

where the word may be so used : Psa. xliv. 19 ; Isa. xiii. 22 ; xxxiv.

13 ; XXXV. 7 ; xliii. 20 ; Jer. ix. 11 ; x. 22 ; xlix. 13 ; li. 37 ; Lam. iv. 3

;

Micah i. 8 ; Mai. i. 3. H And a compatiion to owls. Marg., ostriches.

The word companion here is used in a sense similar to brother in the other

member of the parallelisai tc '**«Qote resemblance. The Hebrew, here
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30 My skin ' is black upon
me, and my bones are burned
Avitli beat.

t Lam. 4. 8; 5. 10.

31 My baq-) also is turned to

mourning, and my organ into

tbe Yoice of tbem tbat weep.

30 My sldu is black upon me

;

And my bones burn with heat.

31 Jly harp also is turned to mom-ning,
And my pipe to notes of grief.

rendered owls, is literally, daughters of ansioering, or clamour— rT»» nisa.

The name is given on account of the plaintive and mournful cry which
is made.

—

Bochart. Gesenius supposes, however, that it is on accoimt
of its greediness and gluttony. The name " daughters of the ostrich"

denotes properly the female ostrich. The phrase is, however, put
for the ostrich of both sexes in many places. See Gesenius on the

Avord ™H-' Comp. notes on Isa. xiii. 21. For a full examination of

the-meaning of the phrase, see Bochart, Hieroz. P. ii. lib. ii. cap. xiv.

pp. 218—231. See also ch. xxxix. 13—17. There can be little doubt
that the ostrich is here intended, and Job means to say that his

mourning resembled the doleful noise made by the ostrich in the
lonely desert. Shaw, in his Travels, says that during the night " they
[the ostriches] make very doleful and hideous noises ; which would
sometimes be like the roaring of a lion ; at other tunes it would bear

a nearer resemblance to the hoarser voice of other quadrupeds, parti-

cularly of the bull and the ox. I have often heard them groan as if

they were in the greatest agonies."

30. Ml/ skin is black iqjon me. See ver. 28. It had become black
by the force of the disease. IF My bones are burned with heat. The
bones, in the Scriptures, are often represented as the seat of pain.

The disease of Job seems to have pervaded the whole body. If it was
the elephantiasis (see notes on ch. ii. 7, 8), these effects would be
naturally produced.

31. Ml/ harp also is turned to mourning. What formerly gave
cheerful sounds, now gives only notes of plaintiveness and lamenta-
tion. The harp was probably an instrument originally designed to

give sounds of joy. For a description of it, see notes on Isa. v. 12.

11 And mij organ. The form of what is here called the organ, is not
certainly known. The word 339 is doubtless from 3?9, to breathe, to

blow ; and most probably the instrument here intended was the ^Ji);e.

For a description of it, see notes on Isa. v. 12. Tliis instrument, also,

was played, as would appear, on joyous occasions, but Job now says
that it was turned to grief. All that had been joyous Avith him had
fled. His honour was taken away ; his friends were gone ; they who
had treated him with reverence now stood at a distance, or treated

him with contempt ; his health was departed, and his former appear-
ance, indicating a station of affluence, was changed for the dark com-
plexion produced by disease, and the instruments of joyousness now
gave forth only notes of sorrow.

AITALTSIS OF CHAPTEK XXXI.

This chapter finishes the reply of Job, and closes the argument. Zophar
should have answered in his turn, but he is silent, and the cause is then
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taken up by ElihTi. The chapter is a beautiful vindieation of the private life

of Job. It is not to be regarded as uttered in the spirit of boasting or self-

confidence, but as made necessarj'_ by the accusations of his fi'iends. They
had charged him with crimes of an aggravated character, and they regarded
liis suifermgs as full proof that he was a wicked man. In ch. xxix. he had spoken
of his public life—his character as an Emir or magistrate, and of the honour
that was shown him in that capacity ; and in this chapter he goes into a
detail of the principles on which his private conduct was regulated, and
maintains Ms integrity hi regard to his conduct there. AVTiile his main
design was to meet the charges of his friends, it cannot be denied that there
is an impUccl reflection on the dealings of God, as if they were severe and
harsh. See vers. 35—37. But the picture which he has drawn of liimself

is exquisitely beautiful. Nothing can surpass it as a moral painting ; and
whatever may be thought of the propriety of liis dwclUng on the vh-tues of

his own private life in the manner tu which he here does, the description is

a fine illustration of what was regarded in the patriarchal times as constitut-

ing true piety, and of the nature of true piety in all ages and lands.

The plan of the chapter is to specify certain of the leading vh-tues of piety,

and to deny that he had been guilty of violathig any of them, and to impre-
cate appropriate punishment on himself if he had been guilty. The follow-

ing is a summary of the virtues specified :

—

(1.) Chastitij, vers. 1—4. He says that he had so conscientiously adhered
to that virtue, that he did not even allow himself to look on a maid, ver. 1.

He knew that God would punish this sin, ver. 3; he knew that his eye saw
all Ms ways, ver. 4.

(2.) Seriousness and sincerity of life, vers. 5, 6. He says that he had not
wallied m a vahi and deceitful manner, ver. 5, and asks that he might on
tMs subject be weighed in an even balance, ver. 6.

(3.) TJprightness and purity of life, vei's. 7, 8. He says that Ms steps

had not been turned out of tlie waj-, and that no stain cleaved to Ms hands,
ver. 7 ; if there did, he asked that he might be compelled to sow while
another reaped, and that his offsprmg might be rooted out, ver. 8.

(4.) Fidelit)/ to the marriage voiv, vers. 9—12. He affirms that Ms heart
liad not been allured by a woman, and that he had not attempted to destroy the
peace of his neighbour by seducing Ms wife, ver. 9. If such a fault should
be found against him, he consented that Ms own wife shoidd be made to

serve others in the most menial capacity, ver. 10. He adds, with peculiar

emphasis, and in a mamier that shows his sense of the magnitude of such an
ofllence, that tMs was a cruue which ought to be punished by the judges, and
that it was a fire wMch consumed to destruction, vers. 11, 12.

(5.) Fidclitii to his servants, vers. 13

—

16. He affirms that he had not
been guilt)' of injustice or unkindness to either his man-servant or maid-
servant, ver. 13. He says that he well knew that if he had been, he could
not answer God when he should call liim to judgment, ver. 14, for the same
God had made htm and them, \e\\ 15.

(6.) Benevolence to the poor, the widow, and the fatherless, vers. 16—23.
He says that if he had been guilty of neglecting them ; if he had caused the
widow to weep, or had eaten his morsel alone, or had refused to clothe the

naked, or to vindicate the cause of the fatherless, he was willing that his

arm should fall from Ms shoulder-blade.

(7.) Freedom from idolatry, vers. 24—28. He had not put his trust in

gold, nor had he worsliipped the sun or the moon, vers. 24—27. He says

that that woidd have been an oft'cnce that should be punished by the judge,

for he would have demcd the God above, ver. 2S.

(8.) Kindness to his enemies, vers. 29, 30. He had not rejoiced in their

destruction, nor had he allowed Ms mouth to imprecate a curse on them.

(9.) Hospitality, vers. 31, 32. Even those that dwelt in Ids tent had boon
constrained to express tlieir admiration at his hospitalit)', and he had not

suffered the stranger to lodge in the street, nor refused to open his doors to

the traveller.
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I

CHAPTER XXXI.
MADE a covenant witli mine

eyes ; " wliy tlien sliouM 1

tmuk * niwu a maid 1

a Matt. 5. 28. 6 Prov. 6. 25.

1 I made a covenant with mine eyes

;

How then could I think upon a virgin ?

(10.) Freedom from secret sins, vers. 33—37. He had not attempted to

conceal his offences, nor to cloak them by hiding them in his bosom, vers.

33, 34. Here he could boldly make Ms appeal to God, and wished that the
record were made, and that all his thoughts, motives, and plans were re-

corded. He says that it would be such a perfect viudication of his innocence,

that he would take it tiiumphantly on his shoulder and buid it as a diadem
on his head, vers. 3-5— 37.

(11.) Honcstij towards others in the purchase and use of land, vers. 38—40.

He says that he had not seized upon the land of others by violence, or culti-

vated it -without paying for its use, so that the land itself could not cry out
against him, vers. 38, 39. If he had, he asked that on his own land thistles

might spring up instead of wheat, and cockles instead of baidey. Having
thus asserted his integrity, he said that he was done. Ho regarded his

chai'acter as vindicated, and he had no more to say.

1. / tnade a covenant with mine eyes. The first virtue of his private

life to which Job refers is chastity. Such was his sense of the im-
portance of this, and of the danger to which man was exposed, that
he had solemnly resolved not to think upon a young female. The
phrase here, "I made a covenant with mine ej^es," is poetical,

meaning that he soletnnlt/ resolved. A covenant is of a sacred and
binding nature ; and the strength of his resolution was as great as if

he had made a solemn compact. A covenant or compact was usually
made by slaying an animal in sacrifice, and the compact was ratified

over the animal that was slain, by a kind of imprecation that if the
compact was violated the same destruction might fall on the violators

which fell on the head of the victim. This idea oiczittinr/ iq) a victim

on occasion of making a covenant, is retained in most languages. So
the Greek '6pKia re'/iveij', Ttfiveiv ffnoySas, and the Latin icere fosdus—to

strike a league, in allusion to the striking down, or slaying of an
animal on the occasion. And so the Hebrew, as in the place before
us, ni3 nn^j to cut a covenant, from cutting down, or cutting in pieces
the victim over which the covenant was made. See this explained at

length in the notes on Heb. ix. 16. By the language here. Job
means that he had resolved, in the most solemn manner, that he
would not allow his eyes or thoughts to endanger him by improperly
contemplating a woman, H Why then should I think upon a maidf

Upon a virgin— n^m^'w. Comp. Prov. vi, 25 :
'• Lust not after her

beauty in thine heart ; neither let her take thee with her eyelids."
See, also, the fearful and solemn declaration of the Saviour in Matt.
v. 28. There is much emphasis in the expression used here by Job.
He does not merely say that he had not thought in that manner, but
that the thing was morally impossible that he should have done it.

Any charge of that kind, or any suspicion of it, he would repel with
indignation. His purpose to lead a pure life, and to keep a pure
heart, had been so settled, that it was imjiossible that he could have
offended in that respect. His purpose, also, not to think on this
subject, showed the extent of the restriction imposed on himself. It
was not merely his intention to lead a chaste life, and to avoid open

g2
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2 For wLat portion of God is

there fi'om above 1 and what in-

heritance of tlie Alniiglity from
on Iiiffli ?

3 7s not destruction to tlie

wicked? and a strange ^;«w?V<-

vicnt to tlie workers of iniquity?

2 For what portion shoiild I hare from God above,

And what -would be my inheritance from the Almighty on high ?

3 Is not destruction for the nicked,

And strange punishment for the workers of iniquity ?

sin, but it was to maintain a pure heart, and not to suffer the mind
to become corrupted by dwelling on impure images, or indulging in

unholy desires. This strongly shows Job's piety and purity of heart,

and is a beautiful illustration of patriarchal religion. "We may remark
here, that if a man wishes to maintain purity of life, he must make
just such a covenant as this with himself—one so sacred, so solemn,
so firm, that he will not suJBFer his mind for a moment to harbour an
improper thought. " The very passage of an impure thought through
the mind leaves pollution behind it ;" and the outbreaking crimes of

life are just the result of allowing the imagination to dwell on impure
images. As the eye is the great source of danger (comp. T*Iatt. v. 28

;

2 Pet. ii. 14), there should be a solemn purpose that t/iat should be
pure, and that any sacrifice should be made rather than allow in-

dulgence to a wanton gaze. Comp. Mark ix. 47. No man was ever
too much guarded on this subject ; no one ever yet made too solemn
a covenant with his eyes, and with his whole soul, to be chaste.

2. Fo7- what jjortion of God is Xhere from above? Or, rather, "AYhat
portion should I then have from God who reigns above ?" Job asks

with emphasis, what portion or reward he should expect from God
who reigns on high, if he had not made such a covenant with his

eyes, and if he had given the reins to loose and wanton thoughts ?

This question he himself answers in the following verse, and says,

that he could have expected only desti-uction from the Almighty.
3. Is not destruction to the hoicked? That is. Job says that he was

well aware that destruction would overtake the wicked, and that if

he had given indulgence to impure desires he could have looked for

nothing else. Well knowing this, he says, he had guarded himself
in the most careful manner from sin, and had laboured with the
greatest assiduity to keep his eyes and his heart pure. IT And a
strange punishment

—
"9.?^. The word here used, means literally

strangeness—a strange thing, something with which we were un-
acquainted. It is used here evidently in the sense of a strange or

unusual punishment ; something which does not occur in the ordinary

course of events. The sense is, that for the sin here particularly re-

ferred to, God would interpose to inflict vengeance in a manner such
as did not occur in the ordinary dealings of his providence. There
would be some punishment adapted peculiarly to this sin, and which
would mark it with his especial displeasure. Has it not been so in all

ages ? The Yulgate renders it alienatio, and the LXX. in a similar

manner AiraWorploxris— and they seem to have understood it as

followed by entire alienation from God ; an idea which would be
everywhere sustained by a reference to the history of the sin referred

to by Job. There is no sin that so much poisons all the fountains of

pure feeling in the soul, and none that will so certainly terminate in

the entire wreck of character.
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4 Dotli " not lie sec my ways,

and coimt all my steps ?

5 If '' I Lave walked with
vanity, or ifmy foot hatli hasted

to deceit

;

eJohnl. 48; Jer. 32.19. dPsa. 44. CO, 21.

6 Let 'me he weighed in an
eyeu balance, that God may
know mine integrity.

7 If mj'- step hath turned out

of the way, and mine heart

1 /lim 7i'eigh me in balances of justice.

4 Docs ho not see my ways,
And number all my steps ?

5 If I have walked \yitli falscliood,

And if my foot hath hasted after deception,

6 Let Him weigh me in an even balance,

And let God know my iategrity.

7 If my steps have tm-ned aside from the way,

4. Doth not he see my icays ? This either means that God was a

•witness of all that he did—his thoughts, words, and deeds—and
would punish him if he had given indulgence to improper feelings

and thoughts ; or that since God saw all his thoughts, he could
holdly appeal to him as a witness of his innocence in this matter, and
in proof that his life and heart were pure. Rosenmiiller adopts the
latter interpretation ; Herder seems to incline to the former. Umbreit
renders it, " God himself must be a witness that I speak the truth."

It is not easy to determine which is the true meaning. Either of

them will accord well with the scope of the passage.

5. If I have lualked xoith vanity. This is the second specification in

regard to his private deportment. He saj^s that his life had been
sincere, upright, honest. The word vanity here is equivalent to

falsehood, for so the parallelism demands, and so the word (nto) is

often used, Psa. xii. 3 ; xli. 7 ; Exod. xxiii. 1 ; Deut. v. 17. Comp.
Isa. i. 13. The meaning of Job here is, that he had been true and
honest. In his dealings with others he had not defrauded them ; ho
had not misrepresented things ; he had spoken the exact truth, and
had done that which was without deception or guile. IT If my foot
hath hasted to deceit. That is, if I have gone to execute a purpose of

deceit or fraud. He had never, on seeing an opportunity where
others might be defrauded, hastened to embrace it. The LXX,
render this verse, " If I ha-ve walked with scoffers

—

ixerh. yeXotaaTuu—
and if my foot has hastened to deceit."

6. Let me be weighed in an even balance. Marg,, him weigh me in

balances of justice. That is, let him ascertain exactly my character,

and treat me accordingly. If on trial it be found that I am guilty in

this respect, I consent to be punished accordingly. Scales or balances
are often used as emblematic of justice. Many suppose, however,
that this verse is a parenthesis, and that the imprecation in ver. 8
relates to ver. 5, as well as to ver. 7. But most probably the meaning
is, that he consented to have his life tried in this respect in the mos^
exact and rigid manner, and was willing to abide the result. A man
may express such a consciousness of integrity in his dealings with
others, without any improper self-reliance or boasting. It may be a
simple fact of which he may be certain, that he has never meant to
defraud any man.

7. If my step hath turned out of the toay. The path in which I
ought to walk—the path of virtue. H And mine heart walked after
mine eyes. That is, if I have coveted what my eyes have beheld ; or

VOL. II. I
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'walked after mine eyes, and if

any blot hath cleaved to mine
hands

;

8 Tlien let me sow, and let

another eat
;
yea, let my off-

e Ezek. 14. 3, 7.

spring be rooted out.

9 If mine heart have "been

deceived hy a woman ; or ?/ I

Lave laid wait at my neigh-

bour's door
;

10 Then let my wife grind

And my heai't hath followed my eyes,

And any stain have cleaved to my hand,
8 Then may I sow, and another reap,

And then may my harvests be rooted up !

9 If my heart have been enticed by a woman,
Or if I have laid wait at my neighbom-'s door,

10 Then let my wife be a mill-wench to another,

if I have been determined by the appearance of things rather than by
what is right, I consent to bear the appropriate punishment. 11 And
if any blot hath cleaved to mine hands. To have clean hands is em-
blematic of innocence, Job xvii. 9 ; Psa. xxiv. 4. Comp. Matt,
xxvii. 24. The word blot here means stain, blemish, Dan. i. 4. The
idea is, that his hands were pui-e, and that he had not been guilty of

any act of fraud or violence in depriving others of their property.

8. Then let me soio, and let another eat. This is the imprecation
which he invokes, in case he had been guilty in this respect. He
consented to sow his fields and let others enjoy the harvest. The
expression here used is common in the Scriptures to denote insecurity

of property, or calamity in general. See Lev. xxvi. 16: "And j'e

shall sow your seed in vain, for yotir enemies shall eat it." Comp.
Deut. xxviii. 30 ; Amos ix. 13, 14. IT Yea, let my offspring be rooted

out. Or, rather, " Let what I plant be rooted tip." So Unibreit,

Noyes, Schultens, Rosenmiiller, Herder, and Lee understand it.

There is no evidence that he here alludes to his children, for the con-
nexion does not demand it, nor does the word used here require such
an interpretation. The word C:*?^? means properly shoots ; that is,

what springs out of anything—as the earth, or a tree—from i^?^, to

go out, to go forth. It is applied to the productions of the earth in

Isa. xlii. 5 ; xxxiv. 1 ; and to children or posterity in Isa. xxii. 24
;

Ixi. 9 ; Ixv. 23 ; Job v. 25 ; xxi. 8. Here it refers evidently to the

productions of the earth ; and the idea is, that if lie had been guilty

of dishonesty or fraud in his dealings, he wished that all that he had
sowed should be rooted up.

9. If mine heart have beeti deceived by a woman. If I have been
enticed by her beauty. The word rendered deceived {p^%) means, to

open, to expand. It is then applied to that which is open or ingenu-
ous ; to that which is unsuspicious—like a youth ; and thence is

used in the sense of being deceived, or enticed, Deut. xi. 16 ; Exod
xxii. 15; Prov. i. 10; xvi. 29. The word "woman" here probably
means a married woman, and stands opposed to "virgin" in ver. 1.

The crime which he here disclaims is adultery, and he says that his

heart had never been allured from conjugal fidelity by the charms or

the arts of a woman. H Or if I have laid wait at my neighbour s door.

That is, to watch when he would be absent from home. This was a

common practice with those who were guilty of the crime referred to

here. Comp, Prov. vii. 8, 9.

10. ITien let my wife grind unto another. Let her be subjected to
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unto auotlier, and let others bow
down upon lier.

11 For this is an heinous

crime
;

yea, it is f an iniquity

to be punished by the judges.

12 For it is a fire that con-

sumeth to destnictiou, s and
would root out all mine in-

crease.

/ Lev. 20. 10. g Mai. 3. 5 ; Heb. 13. 4.

And let others bow down upon her.

11 For this is a heinous crime

;

Tea, this would be iniquity to be punished by the judges.
12 For it is a fire that would bum to destruction,

And root out all my increase.

the deepest humiliation and degradation. Probably Job could not
have found language which would have more emphatically expressed
his sense of the enormity of this crime, or his perfect consciousness
of innocence. The last thing which a man would imprecate on him-
self, would be that which is specified in this verse. The word grind

(i'??) means to crush, to beat small ; then to grind, as in a handmill,
Judg. xvi. 21 ; Numb. xi. 8. This was usually the work of females
and slaves. See notes on Isa. xlvii. 2. The meaning here is, " Let
my wife be the mill- wench to another; be his abject slave, and be
treated by him with the deepest indignity." This passage has been
understood by many in a different sen.se, Avhich the parallelism might
seem to demand, but which is not necessarily the true interpretation.

The sense referred to is this : Cogatur uxor mea ad patiendmn alius

concubitum, ut verbum molendi hoc loco eodem sensu sumatur, quo
non rare a Latinis usurpatur, ut in illo Horatii (Satyr. L. i. Eel. ii.

ver. 35), alienas permolere uxoi'es. In this sense the Kabbinic writers

understand Judg. xvi. 21, and Lam. v. 13. So also the Chaldee

renders the phrase before us, Tim^? pin OS CQirn coeat cum alio uxor

mea; and so the LXX. seem to have understood it

—

dpecrai &pa koI t]

yvvi] fxov erepw. But probabl)' Job meant merely that his wife should
be reduced to the condition of servitude, and be compelled to labour
in the employ of another. We may find here an answer to the

opinion of Prof. Lee (in his notes on ver. 1), that the wife of Job was
at this time dead, and that he was meditating the question about
marrying again. May we not here also find an instance of the

fidelity and forgiving spirit of Job towards a wife who is represented

in the early part of this book as manifesting few qualities which
could win the heart of a husband ? There is no expression of im-
patience at her temper and her words on the part of Job ; and he here
speaks of it as the most serious of all calamities that could happen,
the most painful of all punishments, that that same wife should be
reduced to a condition of servitude and degradation.

11. For this is an heinous crime. This expresses Job's sense of the
enormity of such an offence. He felt that there was no palliation for

it ; he would in no way, and on no pretence, attempt to vindicate it.

U An iniquity to be punished by the judges. A crime for the judges
to determine on and decide. The sins which Job had specified before

this were those of the heart; but here he refers to a crime against

society—an offence which deserved the interposition of the magistrate.

It may be observed here, that adultery has always been regarded as

a sin " to be punished by the judges." In most countries it has been
punished with death. See notes on John viii. 5.

12. For it IB a Jire that consumeth to destruction. This may mean



184 JOB.

13 If I did despise tiae cause I maid-servant, wlien they con-
of my man-servant, or of my I tended with, me

;

13 If I have refused justice to my man-servant or maid-servant,
When they had a cause with me,

that such an oifence would be a crime that would provoke God to

send destruction, like a consuming fire, upon the offender {Rosen-
miiller and Noyes) ; or, more likely, it is designed to be descriptive of

the nature of the sin itself. According to this, the meaning is, that
indulgence in this sin tends wholly to ruin and destroy a man. It is

like a consuming fire, which sweeps away everything before it. It is

destructive to the body, the morals, the soul. Accordingly, it may
be remarked that there is no one vice which pours such desolation
through tlie soul as licentiousness. See Rush on the Diseases of the
Mind. It corrupts and taints all the fountains of morals, and utterly

annihilates all purity of the heart. An intelligent gentleman, and a

careful observer of the state of things in society, once remarked to

me, that on coming to the city of Philadelphia, it was his fortune to

be in the same boarding-house with a number of young men, nearly
all of whom were known to liim to be of licentious habits. He has
lived to Avatch their course of life ; and he remarked, that there was
not one of them who did not ultimately show that he w%as essentially

corrupt and unprincipled in every department of morals. There is

not any one propensity of man that spreads such a withering influence

over the soul as this ; and, however it may be accounted for, it is

certain that indulgence in this vice is a certain evidence that the
whole soul is corrupt, and that no reliance is to be placed on the
man's virtue in any respect, or in reference to any relation of life.

U And tvould root out all mine increase. By its desolating effects on
my heart and life. The meaning is, that it would utterly ruin him.
Comp. Luke xv. 13, 30. How many a wretched sensualist can bear
testimony to the truth of this statement ! How many a young man
has been wholly ruined in reference to his Avorldlj' interests, as well
as in reference to his soul, by this vice ! Comp. Prov. vii. No
young man could do a better service to himself than to commit the
whole of that chapter to memory, and so engrave it on his soul that it

never could be forgotten.

13. If I did despise the cause of my mati-servant. Job turns to

another subject, on which he claimed that his life had been upright.

It was in reference to the treatment of his servants. The meaning
here is, "I never refused to do strict justice to my servants when
they brought their cause before me, or when they complained
that my dealings with them had been severe." 11 When they con-

tetided icith me. That is, when they brought their cause before me,
and complained that I had not provided for them comfortabh', or

that their task had been too hard. If in any respect they supposed
they had cause of complaint, I listened to them attentively, and en-

deavoured to do right. He did not take advantage of his jjoiver to

oppress them, nor did he suppose that they had no rights of any kind,

It is evident, from this, that Job had those who sustained to him the

relation of servants ; but whether they were slaves, or hii-ed servants,

is not known. The language hero will agree Avith either supposition,

though it cannot be doubted that slavery was known as early as the

time of Job. There is no certain evidence that he held any slaves, in



CHAPTER XXXI. 135

14 What then shall I do
wlion God riseth up ? and, when
he visitcth, what shall I answer
him I

h Piov. 22. e.

15 Did * not he that made me
in the womb make him? and
'did not one fashion us in the

womb ?

1 or, did he not fashion us in one wombf

14 What shall I do when God riseth up ?

And when he visiteth, what shall I answer him ?

15 Did not He that made me in the womb make him ?

Did not the same One fashion us in the womb ?

the proper sense of the term, nor that he regarded slavery as right.

Comp. notes on eh. i. 3. He here refers to the numerous persons
that had been in his employ in the days of his prosperity, and says
that he had never taken advantage of his power or rank to do them
wrong.

14. Wliat then shall I do tchen God riseth up? That is, when he
riseth up to pronounce sentence on men, or to execute impartial
justice. Job admits that if he had done injustice to a servant, he
would have reason to dread the Divine indignation, and that he
could have no excuse. " I tremble," said President Jefferson,

speaking of slavery in the United States, "when I remember that
God is just!"—Notes on Virginia. IT And, u-hen he visiteth. "When
he comes to inspect human conduct. Umbreit renders it, "when
he punishes." The word visit is often used in this sense in the
Scriptures.

15. Did not he that made me in the womb make himf Had we not
one and the same Creator, and have we not consequently the same
nature? "We may observe in regard to this sentiment, (1,) that it

indicates a very advanced state of view in regard to man. The
attempt has been always made by those Avho wish to tyrannize over
others, or who aim to make slaves of others, to show that they are of
a different race, and that in the design for which they were made
they are wholly inferior. Arguments have been derived from their

complexion, from their supposed inferiority of intellect, and the deep
degradation of their condition, often little above that of brutes, to
prove that they were originally inferior to the rest of mankind. On
this the plea has been often urged, and ohenar felt than urged, that it

is right to reduce them to slavery. Since this feeling so early existed,

and since there is so much that may be plausibly said in defence of
it, it shows that Job had derived his views from something more than
the speculations of men, and the desire of power, when he says that
he regarded all men as originally equal, and as having the same
Creator. It is, in fact, a sentiment v/hich men have been practically

very reluctant to believe, and which works its way very slowly even
yet on the earth. Comp. Acts xvii. 26. (2.) This sentiment, if

fairly embraced and curried out, would soon destroy slavery every-
where. If men felt that they were reducing to bondage those who
were originally on a level Avith themselves—made by the same God,
with the same faculties, and for the same end ; if they felt that in
their very origin, in their nature, there w'as that which could not be
made mere property, it would soon abolish the whole system. It is

kept up only where men endeavour to convince themselves that there
is some original inferiority in the slave which makes it proper that he
should be reduced to servitude and be held as property. But as
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16 If I have witlilield tie

poor from tJieir desire, or have
caused the eyes of the widow to

fail;

17 Or have eaten my morsel

myself alone, and the fatherless

hath not eaten thereof;

16 If I have withheld the poor fi-om their desii-e,

Or caused the e_yes of the widow to fail

;

17 If I have eaten "my morsel alone,

And the fatlierless hath not eaten of it

—

soon as there can be diffused abroad the sentiment of Paul, that
" God hath made of one blood all nations of men" (Acts xvii. 26),

or the sentiment of the patriarch Job, that " the same God made us
and them in the womb," that moment the shackles of the slave will

fall, and he will be free. Hence it is apparent, how Christianity,

that carries this lesson on its fore-front, is the grand remedy for the

evils of slavery, and needs only to be universally diffused to bring

the system to an end. H And did not one fashion us in the u'0?}ib?

Marg., Or, did he not fashion us in one xcomb? The Hebrew will bear

either construction, but the parallelism rather requires that given in

the text, and most expositors agree in this interpretation. The
sentiment is, whichever interpretation be adopted, that they had a

common origin ; that God would watch over them alike as his

children ; and that, therefore, they had equal rights.

16. 7/ 7 have ivithheld the poor from their desii-e. Job now turns to

another class of virtues, regarded also as of great importance in the
patriarchal ages, kindness to the poor and the afflicted ; to the father-

less and the widow. He appeals to his former life on this subject

;

affirms that he had a good conscience in the recollection of his

dealings with them, and impliedly declares that it could not have
been for any deficiency in the exercise of these virtues that his

calamities had come upon him. The meaning here is, tliat he had
not denied to the poor their wish. If they had come and desired bread
of him, he had not withheld it. See ch. xxii. 7. H Or have caused

the eyes of the loidoxo to fail. That is, I have not frustrated her hopes,

or disappointed her expectations, when she has looked intently upon
me, and desired my aid. The "failing of the eyes" refers to failing

of the object of their expectation ; or the expression means that she had
not looked to him in vain. See ch. xi. 20.

17. Or have eaten my morsel myself alone. If I have not imparted
what I had, though ever so small, to others. This was in accordance
with the Oriental laws of hospitality. It is regarded as a fixed law
among the Arabians, that the guest shall always be helped first, and
to that which is best ; and no matter how needy the family may be,

or how much distressed with hunger, the settled laws of hospitality

demand that the stranger-guest shall have the first and best portion.

Dr. Robinson, in his "Biblical Researches," gives an amusing instance

of the extent to which this law is carried, and the sternness with
which it is executed among the Arabs. In the journey from Suez to

mount Sinai, intending to furnish a supper for the Arabs in their

employ, he and his fellow-travellers had bought a kid, and led it

along to the place of their encampment. At night the kid was killed

and roasted, and the Arabs were anticipating a savoury supper.
But those of whom they had bought the kid, learned in some way
that they were to encamp near, and naturally concluded that the kid



CHAPTER XXXI. 137

18 (For from my youtli he
|

with a father, and I have guided
was brought up Avith me, as ' her from my mother's womb

;)

I 1 i. e. the widow.

18 ('For from my youth he |^the orphan] grew up with me, as with a father,

And I was her guide [ot the widow] from my earUest days) ;

—

was bought to be eaten, and followed them to the place of encamp-
ment, to the number of five or six persons, "Now the stern law of
Arabian hospitality demands, that wlienevcr a guest is present at a
meal, whether tliere be much or little, the first and best portion must
be laid before the stranger. In this instance the five or six guests
attained their object, and had not only the selling of the kid, but
also the eating of it, while our poor Arabs, whose mouths had long
been watering with expectation, were forced to take up with the
fragments."—Vol. i. 118. There is often, indeed, much ostentation
in the hospitality of the Orientals, but the law is stern and inflexible.

"No sooner," says Shaw (Travels, vol. i. p. 20), "was our food pre-
pared, than one of the Arabs, having placed himself on the highest
spot of ground in the neighbourhood, called out thrice with a loud
voice to all tlieir brethren, the sons of the faithful, to come and par-
take of it ; though none of them were in view, or perhaps within a
hundred miles of them." The great law of hospitality Job says he
had carefully observed, and had not withheld what he had from the
poor and the fatherless.

18. For from my youth he was broiight tip xoith me. This verse is

usually regarded as a parenthesis, though very various expositions
have been given of it. Some have understood it as denying that he
had in any way neglected the widow and the fatherless, and affirming
that the orphan had always, even from his youth, found a father in

him, and the widow a guide. Others, as our translators, suppose
that it is a parenthesis thrown in to indicate his general course of
life, although the imprecation which he makes on himself, if he had
neglected the widow and the orphan, is found in ver. 22. Luther
reads the two previous verses as questions, and this as an answer to
them; and so also Rosenmiiller and Noyes. Umbreit regards this
verse as a parenthesis. This is probably to be considered as the
correct uiterpretation, for this better agrees with the Hebrew than
the other proposed. It implies a denial of having neglected the
widow and the orphan, but the full expression of his abhorrence of a
charge of having done so, is to be found in the strong language in ver.

22. The unusual Hebrew word ':Via stands probably for "Tii "jia
—"lie

was brought up with me." This form of the word does not elsewhere
occur. II As with a father. That is, he always found in me one who
treated him as a father. The meaning is, that he had always had
under his care those who were orphans ; that from his very youth
they had been accustomed to look up to him as a father ; and that
they had never been disappointed in him. It is the language of one
who seems to have been born to rank, and who had the means of
benefiting others, and who had done it all his life. This accords also

with the Oriental notions of kindness—requiring that it should be
shown especially to the widow and the fatherless. H I have guided
her. Marg., " That is, the widoio." The meaning is, that he had
been her counsellor and friend, IT From my mother's womb. This



138 JOB.

19 If I liaye seen any perish

for "want of clotliiug, or any
poor ydtliout covering

;

20 If * Ms loins haye not

blessed me, and if lie Trere not

•warmed witli the fleece of my
elieep

;

21 If I have lifted up my

hand against the fatherless,

•when I sa-w my help in the

gate

:

22 Then let mine arm fall

from my shoulder hlade, and
mine arm he broken from 'the

bone.

k Deut. C4. 13. 1 or, the chanel-bone.

19 If I have seen any one perisMng for want of clothing,

Or any poor man without covering

;

20 If his "loins have not blessed me,
And if he has not been wai-med with the fleece of my sheep

;

21 If I have lifted up my hand against the fatherless,

Because I saw that I had help in the gate,

—

22 Then may my shoulder fall from the blade,

And mine arm be broken from the upper bone

!

cannot be literally true, but it means that he had done it from early

life ; or, as we -would say, he had always done it.

19. If I have seen any perish, etc. He turns to another virtue of

the same general class—that of providing for the poor. The meaning
is clear, that he had always assisted the poor and needy.

20. If his loins have not blessed me. This is a personification by
which the part of the body that had been clothed by the benevolence
of Job is supposed to speak and render him thanks.

21. If I have lifted up my hand ayainst the fatherless. That is, if I

have taken advantage of my rank, influence, and power, to oppress

and injure him. H When I saw my help in the gate. The gate of

a city •rt-as a place of concourse ; a place •«-here debates were held,

and •where justice was administered. Job speaks here of that part of

his life when he -n-as clothed with authority as a magistrate, or when
he had power and influence as a public man. He says that he had
never abused this power to oppress the fatherless. He had never

taken advantage of his influence to injure them, because he saw he
had a strong party under his control, or because he had power enough
to carry his point, or because he had those under him who would
sustain him in an oppressive measure. This is spoken with reference

to the usually feeble and defenceless condition of the orphan, as one
who is deprived of his natural protector, and who is, therefore, liable

to be oTonged by those in po-\ver.

22. Then let mine arm. The strong language which Job uses here,

shows his consciousness of innocence, and his detestation of the

offences to which he here refers, vers. 16—22. The word rendered
arm here (^0?) means properly the shoulder, Isa. xlvi. 7 ; xlix 22

;

Numb. vii. 9. Comp. notes on Isa. xi. 14. There is no instance, it is

believed, unless this is one, in which it means arm ; and the meanmg
here is, that he wished, if he had been guilty, his shoulder might
separate from the blade. So Herder, Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, and
Noyes render it ; and so the Vulgate and the LXX. U From my
%hoidder blade. The scapula—the flat bone to M'hich the upper arm is

Bttached. The wish of Job is, that the shoulder might separate from
Jhat, and of course the arm would be useless. Such a strong impre-
cation implies a firm consciousness of innocence. IT And mine arm.
The word arm here denotes the forearm—the arm from the elbow to



CHAPTER XXXI. 139

23 For ' destmctionfrom God
TVfis a teiTor to me, and b}' reason

of liis liiglmess '" I could not
endure.

/Psa. 119. 120. mPsa. 76. 7.

24 If " I hare made gold my
Lope, or liave said to the fine

gold, Thou art my confidence

;

25 If I rejoiced because my
n 1 Tim. 6. 17.

23 For destruction from God was a ten-or to me

;

And before his majesty I could not do it.

24 If I have made gold my trust,

Or said to the fine gold, Thou ai-t my confidence

;

25 If I rejoiced because my wealth was great,

the fingers, 'i From the bone. Marg., "the cha7iel-bo7ie." Literally,

"from the reed"—^?I^. Umbreit renders it, Schneller ah ein Rolir
—quicker than a reed. The -word n:;? kana, means properly a reed,

cane, calamus (notes on Isa. xliii. 24), and is here applied to the upper
arm, or arm above the elboAv, from its resemblance to a reed or cane.

It is applied, also, to the arm or branch of a^ chandelier or candle-

stick, Exod. XXV. 31, and to the rod or beanr-of a balance, Isa. xlvi.

6. The meaning here is, that he wished that his arm should be
broken at the elbow, or the forearm be separated from the upper arm,
if he were guilty of the sins which he had specified. There is

allusion, probably, and there is great force and propriety in the

allusion, to what he had said in ver. 21 : " If his arm had been lifted

up against an orphan, he prayed that it might fall powerless."
23. For destruction from God was a terror to me. The destruction

which God would bring upon one who was guilty of the crime here
specified, awed and restrained me. He was deterred from this crime
of oppressing the fatherless by the fear of God. He could have
escaped the judgment of men. He had power and influence enough
not to dread the penalty of human law. He could have done it in

such a way as not to have been arraigned before any earthly tribunal,

but he remembered that the eye of God Avas upon him, and that he
was the avenger of the fatherless and the widow. \ And by reason of
his highness. On account of his majesty, exaltation, glory. H / coidd

not endure. h2^H vb— / could not; that is, I could not do it. I was
so much awed by his majesty ; I had such a veneration for him, that
I could not be guilty of such an offence.

24. If I have made gold my hope. That is, if I have put my trust in

gold rather than in God ; if I have fixed my affections with idolatrous

attachment on riches rather than on my Maker. Job here introduces
another class of sins, and says that his conscience did not charge him
with guilt in respect to them. He had before spoken' mainly of

social duties, and of his manner of life towards the poor, the needy,
the widow, and the orphan. He here turns to the duty which he
owed to God, and says that his conscience did not charge him with
idolatry in any form. He had indeed been rich, but he had not fixed
his affections with idolatrous attachment on his wealth, H Or have
said to the fine gold, 'i'le word here used ('^'7?) is the same which is

employed in ch. xxviii. 16, to denote the gold of Ophir, It is used to

express that which was most pure—from the verb Cn3

—

to hide, to

hoard, and then denoting that which was hidden, hoarded, precious.

The meaning is, that he had not put his trust in that which was
sought after, and which was deemed of tlie highest value by men.

lb. If I rejoiced because my wealth was great. That is, if 1 have
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wealtli mas great, and because
mine hand liad ' gotten much

;

26 If I beheld the -sun when

it shined, or the moon -walking

^in brightness,

1 found. 2 light. 3 bright.

And because mine hand had found much;
26 If I beheld the sun when it shined,

And the moon advancing in its brightness,

rejoiced as if I might now confide in it, or put my trust in it. He
had not found his principal joy in his property, nor had he attempted
to find in that the happiness which he ought to seek in God. U And
because mine hand had gotten much. Marg., found. Professor Lee
translates this, " When as a mighty man my hand prevailed." But the
usual interpretation is given in our translation, and this accords
better with the connexion. The Avord found better expresses the
sense of the Hebrew than gotten, but the sense is not materially varied.

26. If I beheld the sun lohen it shined. Marg., lig?it. The Hebrew
word (tix) properly means light, but that it here means the sun is

manifest from the connexion, since the moo7i occurs in the parallel

member of the sentence. "Why the word light is used here rather
than smi, can be only a matter of conjecture. It may be because the
worship to which Job refers was not primarily and originally that of
the sun, the moon, or the stars, but of light as such, and that he men-
tions this as the essential feature of the idolatry which he had
avoided. The worship of light in general soon became in fact the
worship of the sun—as that is the principal source of light. There is

no doubt that Job here refers to idolatrous worship, and the passage
is particularly valuable, as it describes one of the forms of idolatry

then existing, and refers to some of the customs then prevalent in

such worship. The word light is used, also, to denote the sun in ch.

xxxvii. 21. Comp. Isa. xviii. 4; Hab. iii. 4. So also Homer speaks
of the sun, not only as \afnrphy (pdos rjeXloio, bright light of the sun, but,
simplj' as (pdos, light.—Odyss. p. 335. The worship here referred to

is that of the heavenly bodies, and it is known that this existed in the
early periods of the world, and was probably one of the first forms of

idolatry. It is expressly mentioned by Ezekiel as prevailing in his

time, ch. viii. 16 :
" And they worshipped the sun towards the

east." That it prevailed in the time of Moses, is evident from the
caution which he gives in Deut. iv. 19. Comp. 2 Kings xxiii. 5. It

is well known, also, that the worship of the heavenly bodies was
common in the East, and particularly in Chaldea—near to which Job
is supposed to have lived; and it was a remarkable fact that one Avho

was surrounded with idolaters of this description had been enabled
always to keep himself pure. The principle on which this Avorship

was founded was, probably, that of gratitude. Men adored the objects

from which they derived important benefits, as well as deprecated
the wrath of those which were supposed to exert a malignant in-

fluence. But among the objects from which men derived the greatest

benefits were the sun and moon, and hence they were objects of

worship. The stars, also, were supposed to exert important in-

fluences over men, and hence they also early became objects of adora-

tion. An additional reason for the worship of the heavenly bodies

maj' have been, that light was a natural and striking symbol of tha

divinity, and those shining bodies may have been at first honoured as

representatives of the Deity. The worship of the heavenly bodies



CHAPTER XXXI. 141

27 And my heart liatli Leen I hatli kissed my hand

:

secretly enticed, or ' my mouth
|

l my hand hath kissU my mt>v.th.

27 And my licart has been secretly enticed,

And my mouth has kissed my hand,—

•

was called Sabaism, from the Hebrew word ^?? tzaha—host, or army
—as being the Avorship of the hosts of heaven. It is supposed ta

have had its origin in Persia, and to have spread thence to the West.
That the moon was worshipped as a deity, is abundantly proved by
the testimony of the ancient writers. Hottinger, Hist. Orient, lib. i.

c. 8, speaking of the worship of the Zabaists, adduces the testimony

of Ali Said Vaheb, saying that the iirst day of the week was devoted
to the sun ; the second to the moon ; the third to Mars, etc,

Maimonides says that the Zabaists worshipped the moon, and that

they also said that Adam led mankind to that species of worsl.\ip.

—

Mor. Nev. P. iii. Clemens Alexandr. says (in Protrept.), koX irpocre-

Kvvrjaav ^\wv ws tVSol, Koi aeKi)V7)v us (ppvyes. Herodotus says of the

people of Libya (lib. iv. in Melp.), Qvovai 5e rjA/w koI (reXrjvr) hovvokti.

Julius Caesar says of the Germans, that they worshipped the moon,
Lib. vi. de B. G. p. 958. The Romans had a temple consecrated to

the moon.—Taci. Ann. lib. xv ; Livy, lib. xl. See Geor. Frid.

Meinhardi Diss, de Selenolatria, in Ugolin's Thesau. Sacr. tom.
xxiii. p. 831, seq.- Indeed, we have a proof of the worship of the
moon in our own language, in the name given to the second day of

the week

—

Monday, i. e. Moon-day, implying that it was formerly
regarded as devoted to the worship of the moon. The word " beheld"

in the passage before us must be understood in an idolatrous sense,
" If I have looked upon the sun as an object of worship." Schultens
explains this passage as referring to splendid and exalted characters,

who, on account of their brilliance and power, may be compared to

the sun at noon-day, and to the moon in its brightness. But the
more obvious and common reference is to the sun and moon as objects

of v.'orship. II Or the 7noon icalking in brightness. Marg., bright.

The word " walking," here applied to the moon, may refer either to

its course through the heavens, or it may mean, as Dr. Good
supposes, advancing to her full; "brightly, or splendidly progres-
sive." The LXX. render the passage strangely enough: "Do we
not see the shining sun eclipsed ? and the moon changing ? Por it is

not in them."
27. And my heart hath been secretly enticed. That is, away from

God, or led into sin. H Or my mouth hath kissed my hand. Marg.,
my hand hath kissed tny month. The margin accords with the
Hebrew. It was customary in ancient worship to kiss the idol that
was worshipped. Comp. 1 Kings xix. 18, " I have left me seven
thousand in Israel—and every mouth which hath not kissed him."
See also Hosea xiii. 2. The Mohammedans at the present day, in
their worship at Mecca, kiss the black stone which is fastened in the
corner of the Beat Allah, as often as they pass it, in going round the
Caaba. If they cannot come near enough to kiss it, they touch it

with the hand, and kiss that. An Oriental pays his respects to one
of a superior station by kissing his hand and putting it to his fore-

head.

—

Paxton. See the custom of kissing the hand of a prince, as it

exists in Arabia, described by Niebuhr, Reisebeschreib. 1, S. 414.
The custom prevailed also among the Romans and Greeks. Thus
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28 TMs also ' were an ini-

quity to te pimisTied hy tlie

judge : for I should have denied
tlie God that is above.

29 If I rejoiced at the de-
etruction of Mm that hated me,

or lifted up myself when eyil
found him

;

30 A'either have I suffered
my ' mouth to siu, p Ly wishing
a cui'se to his soul

;

« Deut. 17. 2—7. I palate. pEccles.5.6.

28 This also would hare been a crime to be punished by the judge,
For I should have denied the God who is above.

29 If I have rejoiced at the destruction of him that hated me,
And exulted when evil came upon him

—

30 Lut no ! I have not suffered my mouth to sin

By imprecating a curse on his soul ;

—

Pliny (Hist. Nat. xxviii. 2) says, Inter adorandum dexteram ad
osculum referimus, et totum corpus, circumagimus. So Lucian, in the
book Trepl opxT](Te(iis, says, "And the Indians, rising early, adore the
sun—not as we, kissinr/ the hand—ttji' x^'f"" nvaavTes—think that our
voAV is perfect." The foundation of the custom here alluded to, is

the respect and affection which is shown for one by kissing ; and as
the heavenly bodies which were worshipped were so remote that the
worshippers could not have access to them, they expressed their

veneration bj' kissing the hand. Job means to say, that he had never
performed an act of homage to the heavenly bodies.

28. This also were an iniqxdtij to be punished by the judge. Note,
ver. 11. Among the Hebrews, idolatry was an offence punishable by
death by stoning, Deut. xvii. 2— 7. It is possible, also, that this

might have been elsewhere in the patriarchal times a crime punish-
able in this manner. At all events. Job regarded it as a heinous
offence, and one of which the magistrate ought to take cognizance.

If For I shoidd have denied the God that is above. The worship of the
heavenly bodies would have been, in fact, the denial of the existence of

any Superior Being. This, in fact, always occurs; for idolaters have
no knowledge of the true God.

29. //" I rejoiced at the destruction of him that hated me. Job here
introduces another ( lass of offences, of which he says he Avas innocent.

The subject referre* to is the proper treatment of those who injure us.

In respect to this, he says that he was entirely conscious of freedom
from exultation when calamity came upon a foe, and that he had
never even wished him evil in his heart. The word "destruction"

here means calamity, disappointment, or affliction of any kind. It

had never been pleasant to him to see one who hated him suffer. It

is needless to remark how entirely this accords with the Xew Testa-
ment. And it is pleasant to find such a sentiment as this expressed
in the early age of the world, and to see how the influence of true
religion is at all times the same. The religion of Job led him to act

out the beautiful sentiment afterwards embodied in the instructions

of the Saviour, and made binding on all his followers, Matt. v. 44.

True religion will lead a man to act out what is embodied in its

precepts, whether they are expressed in formal language or not.

II Or lifted up jyiyself. Been elated or rejoiced. H When evil found
him. "When calamity overtook him.

30. Neither have I suffered my mouth. Marg. as in Hebrew, palate.

The word is often used for the mouth in general, and especially as the
organ, of the voice—from the use and importance of the palate in
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31 If the men of my taber- I of liis flosli ! -wo camiot be
naclc said not, Oli tliat we liad

|
satisfied.

SI If my domestics could not at all times say,
" Who will show an instance when we hare not been satisfied from his

hospitable table ? " *

speaking. Prov. viii. 7, " For my palate ("i?) speaketh truth." It

is used as the organ of taste, Job xii. 11. Comp. oh. vi. 30 ; Psa. cxix.

103. H By icisJiing a curse to his soul. It must have been an extra-

ordinary degree of piety which -would permit a man to say this with
truth, that he had never harboured a tcish of injury to an enemy.
Few are the men, probably, even now, who could say this, and who
are enabled to keep their minds free from every wish that calamities

and woes may overtake those who are seeking their hurt. Yet this

is the nature of true religion. It controls the heart, represses the

angry and revengeful feelings, and creates in the soul an earnest desire

for the happiness even of those who injure us.

31. If the men of my tabernacle. The men of my tent ; or those
who dwell with me. The reference is doubtless to those who were in

his employ, and who, being constantly with him, had an opportunity
to observe his manner of life. On this verse there has been a great

variety of exposition, and interpreters are by no means agreed as

to its meaning. Herder connects it with the previous verse, and
renders it

—

" No ! my tongue uttered no evil word,
Nor any imprecation against him,
"^Mien the men of my tent said,
' Oh that we had his flesh, it would satisfy us.'

"

That is, though he were the bitterest enemy of my house, and all

were in open violence. Noyes translates it

—

" Have not the men of my tent exclaimed,
' Who is there that hath not been satisfied with his meat i'

"

Umbreit supposes that it is designed to celebrate the benevolence of
Job ; and that the meaning is, that all his companions—the inmates of
his house—could bear him witness that not one of the poor was
allowed to depart without being satisfied with his hospitality. They
were abundantly fed, and their wants supplied. The verse is un-
doubtedly to be regarded as connected, as Ikenius supposes, with the
following, and is designed to illustrate the hospitality of Job. His
object is to show that those who dwelt with him, and who had every
opportunity of knowing all about him, could never say that the
stranger was not hospitably entertained. The phrase, " If the men of

my tabernacle said not," means, that a case never occurred in which
they coiUd not make use of the language which follows ; they never
could say that the stranger was not hospitably entertained. 11 Oh
that ice had. The phrase ^ri"a commonly means, "Oh that"—as the

Latin Utinam—implying a wish or desire. See ch. xix. 23 ; xxxi.
35, But here the phrase seems to be used in the sense of " Who will

give, or who will show or furnish?" (comp. ch. xiv. 4) ; and the sense

* This translation is more paraphrastic than I have made in any other
instance, but it waa not easy to express the sense hs a literal rendering.
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32 The strauger ' did not I lodge in the street ; hut I opened

q isa. 58. 7 ; Heb. 13. 2. 1 or, way. |
my doors to QxQ ' traveller

;

32 The stranger did not locfgc in the street,

My doors I opened to the traveller

;

is, ""Who will refer to one instance in which the stranger has not
been hospitably entertained ?" H Of his flesh ! we cannot be satisfled.

Or, rather, " Who will refer to an instance in which it can be said

that we have not been satisfied from his flesh, i. e. from his table, or

by his hospitality?" The word flesh here cannot mean, as our trans-

lation would seem to imply, the flesh of Job himself, as if it were to

be torn and lacerated Avith a spirit of revenge, but that which his

table furnished by a generous hospitality. The LXX, render this,

" If my maid-servants have often said, ' Oh that we had some of his

flesh to eat
!

' while I was living luxuriously." For a great variet}'' of

opinions on the passage, see Schultens in loc. The above interpreta-

tion of Ikenius is the most simple, natural, and obvious of any which
have been proposed, and is adopted by Schultens and Kosenmiiller.

32. The stranger did not lodge in the street. This is designed to

illustrate the sentiment in the previous verse, and to express his con-

sciousness that he had showed the most generous hospitality. H But
/ opened my doors to the traveller. Marg., or, way. The word here used

(mi<) means properly icay, path, road; but it also denotes those who
travel on such a way. See ch. vi. 19, "The troops of Tema looked,"

Heb., xnn nin"i«— the icays or paths of Tenia; that is, those who
travelled in those paths. Vulgate here, viatori. Sept., "To every
one that came"

—

ttoi'ti sKOivri. This was one of the methods of

hospitality—the central and crowning virtue among the Arabs to this

day, and among the Orientals in all ages. Among the boasts of

hospitality, showing the place which this virtue had in their estima-

tion, and the methods by which it was practised, we may refer to

such expressions as the following: "I occupy the public way with
my tent;" that is, to every traveller without distinction, my tent is

open and my table is spread. "He makes the public path the place

for the cords of his tent
;

" that is, he fixed the pins and cords of his

tent in the midst of the public highway, so that every traveller might
enter. These examples are quoted by Schultens from the Hamasa.
Another beautiful example may be taken from the same collection of

Arabic poems. I give the Latin translation of Schultens

:

Quam sfepc latratum imitanti viatori, cui resonabat echo,

Suscitavi ignem, cujus Hgniun luculentum
Properusque surrexi ad eum, ut prtcdse milii loco esset,

Free metu ne i)opulus meus eum ante me occupai-et.

That is, "How often to the traveller, imitating the bark of the dog,

and the echo of whose voice was heard, have I kindled a fire, the

shining wood of which I quick raised up to him, as one would hasten

to the prey, in fear lest some one of my own people should anticipate

me in the privileges and rites of hospitality." The allusion to the

imitation of the barking of a dog here refers to the custom of travellers

at night, who make this noise when they need a place of rest. This

Bound is responded to by the dogs Avhich Avatch around the tents ol

theii- masters, and the sound is the signal for a general rush to show
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33 If I covered my trans-

gressions ' as Adam, '' by liiding

mine iniquity in my bosom

;

I or, after the manner of tn«n.
r Gen. 3. B, 12.

33 If I hare covered mj^ ti-ans^essions as Adam,
By concealing my iniquity in my bosom,

—

hospitality to the stranger. Burckhardt, speaking of the inhabitants

of the Houi-an—the country east of the Jordan, and south of Damascus,
says, "A traveller may alight at any house he pleases ; a mat will be
immediately spread for him, coffee made, and a breakfast or dinner

set before liim. In entering a village it has often happened to me,
that several persons presented themselves, each begging that I would
lodge at his house. It is a point of honour with the host never to

receive the smallest return from a guest. Besides the private habita-

tions, which oflfer to every traveller a secure night's shelter, there is

in every village the Medhafe of the Sheikh, where all strangers of

decent appearance are received and entertained. It is the duty of the

Sheikh to maintain this Medhafe, which is like a tavern, with the

difference that the host himself pays the bill. The Sheikh has a

public allowance to defray these expenses, and hence a man of the

Houran, intending to travel about for a fortnight, never thinks of

putting a single para in his pocket ; he is sure of being everywhere
well received, and of living better, perhaps, than at his own home."
—Travels in Syria, pp. 294, 295.

33. If I covered my transgressions as Adam. That is, if I have
attempted to hide or conceal them ; if, conscious of guilt, I have
endeavoured to cloak my sins, and to appear righteous. There has
been great variety of opinion about the meaning of this expression.

The margin reads it, "After the manner of men." Luther renders
it, "Have I covered my wickedness as a man"—Habe ich meine
Schalkheit wie ein Mensch gedeckt. Coverdale, "Have I ever done
any wicked deed where through I shamed myself before men."
Herder, "Did I hide my faults like a mean man." Schultens, "If I
have covered my sin as Adam." The Vulgate, Q,uasi homo—"as a
man." The Sept., "K when I sinned unwillingly (dKovcrius—inad-
vertently, tindesignedly) I concealed my sin." Noyes, "After the
manner of men." TJmbreit, Nach Menschenart—"After the manner
of men." Eosenmiiller, As Adam. The Chaldee, cii<|—meaning, as

Rosenmiiller remarks, as Adam ; and the Syriac, As men. The
meaning may either be, as men are accustomed to do when tliey

commit a crime—referring to the common practice of the guilty to

attempt to cloak their offences, or to the attempt of Adam .to hide his
sin from his Maker after the fall, Gen. iii. 7, 8. It is not possible to

decide with certainty which is the correct interpretation, for either will
accord with the Hebrew. But in favour of the supposition that it

refers to the effort of Adam to conceal his sin, we may remark, (1,)
that there can be little or no doubt that that transaction was known
to Job by tradition. (2.) It furnished him a pertinent and striking
illustration of the point before him. (3.) The illustration is, by sup-
posing that it refers to him, much more striking than on the other
supposition. It is true that men often attempt to conceal their guilt,

and that it may be set down as a fact very general in its character

;

but still it is not so universal that there are no exceptions. But here
was a specific and well-kno-wn case, and one which, as it was the fiist,

TOt. II.
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34 Did I fear a great mul-
titude, * or did tlie contempt of

/ Exod. 23. 2.

families terrify me, tliat I kept
silence, and went not out of the

door?

34 Tlien let me be confounded before a great multitude

!

Let the contempt of families crush me

!

Tea, let me keep silence, and never go out of my door

!

so it was the most sad and melancholy instance that had ever occurred
of an attempt to conceal guilt. It was not an attempt to hide it from
man—for there was then no other man to Avitness it ; but an attempt
to hide it from God. Prom such an attempt Job says he was free,

II By hiding mine iniquity in my bosom. By attempting to conceal it

so that others would not know it. Adam attempted to conceal his

fault even from God ; and it is common with men, when they have
done wrong, to endeavour to hide it from others.

34. Did I fear a great multitude. Our translators have rendered
this as if Job meant to say that he had not been deterred from doing
what he supposed was right by the fear of others ; as if he had been
independent, and had done what he knew to be right, undeterred by
the fear of popular fury, or the loss of the favour of the great. This
version is adopted also by the Vulgate, by Herder, and substantially

by Coverdale and Luther. Another interpretation has, however,
been proposed, and is adopted by Schultens, Noyes, Good, Umbreit,
Dathe, and Scott, which is, that this is to be regarded as an impreca-

tion, or that this is the punishment which he invoked and expected if

he had been guilty of the crime which is specified in the previous

verses. The meaning then would be, " Then let me be confounded
before the great multitude ! Let the contempt of families cover me
with shame ! Let me keep silence, and let me never appear abroad !"

The Hebrew will admit of either construction, and either of them will

accord well with the connexion. The latter, however, regarding it as

an imprecation, seems to me to be preferable, for two reasons : (1.)

It will accord more forcibly with what he had said in the previous

verse. The sense then would be, as expressed by Patrick, "If I have
studied to appear better than I am, and have not made a free confes-

sion, but, like our first parent, have concealed or excused my fa\ilts,

and, out of self-love, have hidden mine iniquity, because I dread

what the people will say of me, or am terrified by the contempt into

which the knowledge of my guilt will bring me with the neighbouring
families, then am I content mj' mouth should be stopped, and that I

never stir out of my door anymore." (2.) This interpretation seems
to be r€quired, in order to make a proper close of his remarks. The
general course in this chapter has been to specify an offence, and then
to utter an imprecation if he had been guilty of it. In the previous

verses he had specified crimes of which he had declared himself in-

nocent ; but unless this verse be so regarded, there is no invocation

of any corresponding punishment if he had been guilty. It seems
probable, therefore, that this verse is so to be regarded. According
to this, the phrase "Did I fear a great multitude" means, "Then let

me be terrified by a multitude—by the opinions of the world, and let

this be the punishment of my sin. Since by the fear of others I was
led to hide my sin in my bosom, let it be my lot to lose all popular

favour, and feel that I am the object of public scorn and contempt
!

"

H Or did the contempt of families terrify me. Let the contempt of
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tlie Almighty would answer me,
and that mine adversary had
written a book

:

35 Oil that one would hoar

mo! heliold, 'my desire is, that

1 or, mj/ sign is that the Almighiy will
ansuier me.

35 Oh that He •would hear me

!

Behold, my defence ! May the Almighty answer me

!

AVould that He who contends with me would ^^Tite down his charge

!

families crush me ; let me be despised and abhorred by them. If I was
led to hide my sins in my bosom because I feared them, then let me
be doomed to the total loss of their favour, and become wholly the

object of their scorn. H That I kept silence. Or let me keep silence

as a punishment. That is, let me not be admitted as a counsellor, or

allowed to express my sentiments in the public assemblies. H And
%cent not out at the door. That is, " Let me not go out at the door.

Let me be confined to my dwelling, and never be allowed to appear
in public, to mingle in society, to take part in public affairs

—

because

by the fear of the world I attempted to hide my faults in my bosom.
Such a punishment would be appropriate to such an offence. The
retribution -would be no more than a suitable recompense for such an
act of guilt—and I would not shrink from it."

3-5. Oh that one would hear me! This refers undoubtedly to God.
It is, literally, "Who will give to me one hearing me;" and the
wish is that which he has so often expressed, that he might get his

cause fairly before God. He feels assured that there would be a
favourable verdict, if there could be a fair judicial investigation.

Comp. notes on ch. xiii. 3. H Behold, my desire is. Marg., "or, my
sign is that the Almighty icill answer me." The word rendered in the
text desire, and in the margin sign C5 Tav), means properly a mark,
or sign, and is also the name of the last letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
Then the word means, according to Gesenius {Lex.), a tnark, or cross,

as subscribed to a bill of complaint ; hence the bill itself, or, as we
should say, the ijleading. According to this. Job means to say that
he -was ready for trial, and that there was his bill of complaint, or his

pleading, or his bill of defence. So Herder renders it, "See my
defence." Coverdale, "Lo, this is my cause." Miss Smith renders
it, " Behold my gage !

" Umbreit, Meine Klagschrifi—My accusation.
There can be no doubt that it refers to the forms of a judicial investi-
gation, and that the idea is, that Job was ready for the trial. " Here,"
says he, " is my defence, my argument, my pleading, my bill ! I wait
that my adversary should come to the trial." The name here used as

given to the bill or pleading ('P' Tdv, murh, or sign\ probably had its

origin from the fact that some marh was affixed to it—of .some such
significance as a seal—by which it was certified to be the real bill of
the part}', and by which he acknowledged it as his own. This might
have been done by signing his name, or by some conventional mark
that was common in those times. ^ That the Almighty would answer
me. That is, answer me as on trial ; that the cause might be fairly
brought to an issue. This wish he had frequently expi'essed. ^ And
that mine adversary. God ; regarded as the opposite party in the suit.

^ Had written a booh. Or, would write down his charge. The wish
is, that what God bad against him were in like manner entered in a
bill, or pleading, that the charge might be fairly investigated. On
the word booh, comp. notes, ch. xix. 23. It means here a pleading- iu
court, a bill, or charge against any one. There is no irreverence in

VOL. II. K
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36 Surely I -would take it 1 the number of my steps ; as a
upon my shoulder, and bind it

|

prince would I go near unto
as a crown to me.

|

him.

37 I would declare unto him
|

36 Truly upon my shoulder would I bear it

;

I would bind it upon me a3 a diadem !

37 I would tell the number of my steps to bim;
Like a prince would I approach him

!

the language here. Job is anxious that his true character should be
investigated, and that the great matter at issue should be determined;
and he draws his language and illustrations from well-known prac-

tices in courts of law.

36. Surely I would taJce it upon my shoulder. That is, the book or

bill which the Almighty would write in the case. Job says that he
has such confidence that what God would record in his case would be

in his favour, such confidence that he had no charge of hypocrisy

against him, and that he who knew him altogether would not bring

such an accusation against him, that he would bear it oif triumphantly

on his shoulders. It would be all that he could desire. This does

not refer to what a judge would decide, if the case were submitted
to him, but to a case where an opponent or adversary in court should

bring all that he could say against him. He says that he would bear

even such a bill on his shoulders in triumph, and that it would be a

full vindication of his innocence. It would afford him the best vindi-

cation of his character, and would be that which he had long desired.

IT And hind it as a crown to me. I would regard it as an ornament

—

a diadem. I would bind it on my head as a crown is worn by princes,

and would march forth exultingly with it. Instead of covering me
with shame, it would be the source of rejoicing, and I would exhibit

it everywhere in the most triumphant manner. It is impossible for

any one to express a more entire consciousness of innocence from
charges alleged against him, than Job does by this language.

37. / ivould declare unto him the number of my steps. That is, I

would disclose to him the whole course of my life. This is language
also appropriate to a judicial trial; and the meaning is, that Job was
so confident of his integrity that he would approach God and make
his whole course of life known to him. "^ Asa prince ivoidd I go near
unto him. With the firm and upright step with which a prince com-
nijuly walks. I would not go in a base, cringing manner, but in a

manner that evinced a consciousness of integrity. I would not go
bowed down under the consciousness of guilt, as a self-condemned

malefactor, but with the firm and elastic foot-tread of one conscious

of innocence. It must be remembered that all this is said with refer-

ence to the charges which had been brought against him by his

friends, and not as claiming absolute perfection. He was accused of

gross hypocrisy, and it was maintained that he was suffering the

judicial infliction of Heaven on account of that.' So far as those

charges were concerned, he now says that he could go before God with

the firm and elastic tread of a prince—with entire cheerfulness and
boldness. We are not, however, to suppose that he did not regard

himself as having the common infirmities and sinfulness of our fallen

nature. The discussion does not turn at all on that point.
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38 Ifmy land cry against me,

or that the furrows likewise

thereof 'complain.

39 If I have eaten the ^fruits

1 u:eep. C strength.

thereof "without money, or have
caused ^the owners thereof to

lose their life ;

'

3 or, the soul of the owners thereof to eipirt,

or breathe out. t 1 Kiiiga 21. 13.

38 If my land cry out against me,
And the fun-ows lilcewise complain

;

39 If I have eaten its fruits without payment,
And extorted the living; of its owners,

—

38. If my land cry against me. This is a new specification of an
ofience, and an imprecation of an appropriate punishment if he had
been guilty of it. Many have supposed that these closing verses

have been transfen-ed from their appropriate place by an error of

transcribers, and that they should have been inserted between vers.

23 and 24—or in some previous part of the chapter. It is certain that
vers. 35—37 would make an appropriate and impressive close of the
chapter, being a solemn appeal to God in reference to all the specifi-

cations, or to the general tenor of his life ; but there is no authority
from the MSS. to make any change in the present arrangement. All
the ancient versions insert the verses in the place which they now
occupy, and in this all versions agree, except, according to Ivennicott,

the Teutonic version, where they are inserted after ver. 25. All tlie

MSS. also concur in the present arrangement. Schultens supposes
that there is manifest pertinency and propriety in the present arrange
ment. The former specifications, says he, related mainly to his private

lite, tliis to his more public conduct ; and the design is to vindicate
himself from the charge of injustice and crime in both respects, clos-

ing appropriately with the latter. Rosenmiiller remarks, that in a
composition composed in an age and country so remote as this, we are

not to look for or demand the observance of the same regularity which
is required by the modern canons of criticism. At all events, tliere

is no authority for changing the present arrangement of the text.

The meaning of the phrase "if my land cry out against me" is, that
in the cultivation of his land he had not been guilty of injustice. He
had not employed those to till it who had been compelled to do it,

nor liad he imposed on them unreasonable burdens, nor had he
defrauded them of their wages. The land had not occasion to cry
out against him to God because fraud or injustice had been done to

any in its cultivation. Comp. Gen. iv. 10; Hab. ii. 11. H Or that

the fiirroics likewise thereof complain. Marg., weejo. The Hebrew is,

" It the furrows weep together," or " in like manner weep." This is

a beautiful image. The very furrows in the field are personified as
iceepi)ig on account of injustice which v.-ould be clone them, and of
the burdens which would be laid on them, if they were compelled to
contribute to oppression and fraud.

39. If I have eaten the fruits thereof: 'M.a.rg., strength. The strength

cf the earth is that which the earth produces, or which is the result

of its strength. We speak now of a " strong soil"—meaning that it

is capable of bearing much. % Without money. Heb., " witliout

silver"—silver being the principal circulating medium in early times.

Tiie meaning here is, " without paying for it
;

" either without having
paid for the land, or for the labour. H Or have caused the oicners

thereof. Marg., the soul of the owners thereof to expire, or breathe out.
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40 Let thistles grow instead

of wheat, and ' cockle instead of

1 or, noisome weeds.

barley. The words of Job are

ended.

40 Let thistles grow up instead of wheat,
And noxious weeds instead of barley.

The Hebrew is, "If I have caused the life of the owners [or lords] of

it to breathe out." The meaning is, if I have appropriated to myself
the land or labour of others without paying for it, so that their means
of living are taken away. He disclaims all injustice in the case. He
had not deprived otliers of their land by violence or fraud, so that

they had no means of subsistence.

40. Let thistles grow. Gen. iii. 18. Thistles are valueless ; and Job
is so confident of entire innocence in regard to this, that he says he
would be willing, if he were guilty, to have his whole land overrun
with noxious weeds. H And cockle. Cockle is with us a well-known
herb that gets into wlieat or other grain. It has a bluish flower, and
small black seed, and is injurious because it tends to discolour the

flour. It is not certain by any means, however, that this is intended

here. The margin is, noisome weeds. The Hebrew word (jTi".^) is from

C«3 Bucish, to have a bad smell, to stink, and was given to the weed

here referred to on that account. Comp. Isa. xxxiv. 3. The cockle,

however, has no unpleasant odour, and tlie word hei'e probably means
noxious weeds. So it is rendered by Herder and by Noj'es. The
Sept. has ^dros, bramble; the Vulg., spina, thorn; Prof. Lee, 7jn<«?<5

sylvestris, " a bramble resembling the hawthorn ;" Schultens, labrusca,

wild vine. H The toords of Job are ended. That is, in the present

speech or argument ; his discussions with his friends are closed. He
spoke afterwards, as recorded in the subsequent chapters, but not in

controversy with them. He had vindicated his character, sustained

Ids positions, and they had nothing to reply. The remainder of the

book is occupied mainly with the speech of Elihu, and with the

solemn and sublime address which God himself makes.

GENEEAL AlSfALYSIS OF THE SPEECH OF ELIHU,

(CH. XXXII.—XXXA'II.)

This chapter commences the speech of Elihu, which is continued to the

close of ch. xxxvii. He has not appeared before in the controversy, and his

name is not mentioned as having been present, though it is evident, from
the tenor of his own remarks, that he had heard what had been said.

Nothing more is kno^^n of this new character than is here expressed.

Whether he came with the others to condole with Job (ch. ii. 11, 12), or

whether he was his personal friend, and had been with him through all his

trials, or whether he was one who accidently happened to be present at this

discussion, is not intimated. The remarkable sufferings of a man who had
been so prominent as Job, would undoubtedly excite considerable attention

;

and it is no unreasonable supposition that many persons ma}' have been
attracted by the controversy that was maintained between him and his

friends. But nothing more is kno^Mi of EHhu than is specified in this

chapter. See notes on ver. 2. He is a young man, who had been restrained

by modesty thus far from expressing his opuiion, but who had Listened

attentively to all that had been said. An opportunity is now presented for
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his speaking when he could not bo charged with impertinence, or with dis-

respect to his superiors in age, if he expressed liis opmion. The three

friends of Job had been eompletoly silenced. The last sjieech of Bildad (ch.

XXV.) had contained only a few very brief general reflections, which had
nothing to do with the subject in dispute, and Zophar, whose turn would
\ave been next, had not even attempted to reply. Eliphaz, of comse—such
were the notions of coui'tesy which prevailed in the East—would not pre-

sume to speak out of his regular tuni. Job had waited for them to speak in

theii- tm-n (ch. xxix. 1), and as they had not done it, he had gone on and
made a full vindication of his life. He had no more which he wished to

Sixj-, and, so far as the original disputants were concerned, the controversy

was ended.

At this stage of the argument, it was not improper for EUhu, though
comparatively a youth, to speak. The reasons wliich he had for speaking

he himself states. They are, (1.) Because Job had, as he supposed, justified

himself rather than God, ch. xxxii. 2. He had indulged in severe reflections

on the Divine dealings; had dwelt improperly on his own integrity, and
had been imwilUng to confess that he was a sinner. Whatever blame there

was, he apprehended Job was disposed to cast on his Maker ; and Elihu
interposes, therefore, to state ihc truth on the subject, and to vindicate the

character of God. (2.) The three friends of Job had been equally to blame.

They had in no measured terms condemned Job, and yet they had made no
answer to what he had said, ch. xxxii. 3. They pertinaciously held to then-

opinion that he was an eminently wicked man ; that all these judgments
had come on him for his sins ; and yet they had not specified his faults, nor
had they replied to what he had said in self-defence. In such a state of

things, this youthful bystander and observer of the controversy interposes.

His mind was greatly excited. He could contain himself (ver. 19) no
longer. Both parties he regarded as wTong ; both as deserving rebuke ; and
both as ignorant of the truth in the case. He appears, therefore, not as the

advocate of either, but professes to come in as a sort of arbiter, to take the

place of God (ch. xxxiii. 6), and to state what was the truth. Yet he does

not settle the whole controversy. So far as the book of Job may be regarded

as a 2)oc»i, the design of its composer appears to have been, to introduce

Elihu partly to show the necessity of the Divine intei-position, and to pre-

pare the way for the sublime introduction of God himself in the close of the

book. It is God who ultimately determines the difficult controversy, and
who appears to state the exact truth in the case. The introduction of Elihu
contributes much to the beauty and variety of the poem, and at the same
time it accords with the design of the author. The remarks of BouiUier on
this point are worthy of attention. " The three men, driven on by a rash

and inconsiderate impulse, attacked the character of a most upright man,
not only by cruel suspicions, but by skilful criminations, with little dis-

crimination in regard to the truth. A fourth actor is introduced, superior

in wisdom to the others, who, by a new and more cautious method, under-
takes to unravel the difficulty in regard to Job. Those things were indu-
bitable which he taught, that there was no one among meil who was so

perfect that he did not ofiend against the laws of God ; that there was no
»ne who, trusting to his o^vn innocence, could aiEnn that he was not
obnoxious to the Divine displeasure, or that the calamities which he suffered

were undeserved. Job would not have reason for complaining, if the exact

truth in regard to him were known, and his affairs accurately weighed in a
balance. Elihu, therefore, did not err in thus thinking, as he was not
afterwards accused of fault. Yet in his o\vn opinion or view he eiTed, for

such was not the cause of the calamities of Job, as the beginning of liis

historj' shows. Elihu, in fact, did not eiT less than the others in his view,
although he adduced a more probable conjecture, and sustained it by a true

doctrine, that by this the great purpose of the author of this book might be
accompUsh('<l ; to wit, to show how little men can look into the secret

?.*ason3 of Divine Providence, in which they can with more safety acquiesce,
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than curiously to inquire into them." See Eosenmiiller, Intro, to the

chapter. Elihu professes entire impartiality. He speaks only because he
feels constrained to do it, and because such sentiments have been advanced
that he can no longer keep silence. He says that he Avill not be influenced

by respect to any man's person; he mil attempt to flatter no one ; he will

speak wholly in the fear of God. After the introduction tu ch. xxxii., he
reproves Job because he had claimed too much for himself, and had indulged

in a spirit of complaining against God. He goes on to say that it is not
necessary for God to develop aU his counsels and purposes to men ; that he
often speaks in visions of the night; and that the great purpose of his

dealings is to take away pride from man, and to produce true humility.

This he does also by the dispensations of his pro\-idence, and by the calami-

ties with which he visits his people. Yet he says, if when man is afllicted

he will be truly penitent, God will have mercy, and restore his flesh, so that

it will be fresher than that of an infant. The true secret, therefore, of the

Divine dispensations, accorduig to Elihu, the principle on which he explains

all, is, that afilictious are disciplinary, or are designed to produce humility
and penitence. They are not absolute proof of enormous wickedness and
hypocrisy, as the friends of Job had maiutained ; nor could one in afrliction

lay claim to freedom from sin, or blame God, as he understood Job to have
done, ch. xxxiii. He next reproves Job for eviucing a proud spirit of

scomiug, and especially for having maintained that, according to the Divine
dealings with him, it would be no advantage to a man to be pious, and to

delight himself in God. Such an opinion implied that God was severe and
wi'ong in his dealings. To meet this, Elihu brings forward a variety of

considerations to show the impropriety of remarks of tliis kind, and especially

to prove that the Governor of the world can do nothing inconsistent mth
benevolence and justice. From these considerations he infers that the duty
of one in the situation of Job was plain. It was, to admit the possibility

that he had sinned, and to resolve that he would oflend no more, ch. xxxiv.

He then proceeds to consider the opinion of Job, that under the arrange-
ments of Divine Providence there could be no advantage in being righteous

;

that the good were subjected to so many calamities, that nothing was gained

by all their efforts to be holy ; and that there was no profit though a man
were cleansed from sin, ch. xsxv. 3. To this Elihu replies, by sho\\ing that

God is supreme ; that the character of man cannot profit him ; that he is

governed by other considerations in his dealings than that man has a claim

on him ; and that there are great and important considerations which lead

him to the course which he takes with men, and that to complain of these

is proof of rebellion, ch. xxxv. Elihu then closes his address by stating

(1) the true piinciples of the Divine administration, as he understood them,
ch. xxxvi., and (2) by sa}'ing that there is much in the Di\'ine government
which is inscrutable, but that there are such evidences of greatness and
wisdom in his government, there arc so many things in the works of nature
and in the course of events which we cannot understand, that we should

submit to his superior wisdom, ch. xxxvii. See the Analyses to those

chapters.

Ai^ALTSIS OF CHAPTEE XXXTT.

The chapter before us (xxxii.) is occupied mainly with a statement of the
reasons which induced EUhu to speak at all. The first sLx verses are prose

;

the remainder, as well as the whole of the following chapters, consists of

poetry. In vers. 1—6 an account is given of EUliu, and of his excited
feelings when the three friends of Job ceased to answer him. In ^-er. 6 he
himself speaks : he says that he was comparatively young, and that he knew
that it was more appropriate that age should speak, vers. 6, 7. Yet he
says that he felt himself ii-resistibly urged to declare his views, ver. 8.

Great as was the respect due to age and rank, yet even aged men were not
always wise, and might err, and he was therefore emboldened to declare his
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CHAPTER XXXII.
fiO these tliree men ceased 'to

ans-\ver Job, because be 7vas

rigbteoiis in bis own eyes.

2 Then was kindled tbe

1 from ajtsmering.

wratli of Elibu, tbo sou ol'

]iai'acbel, tbo Buzito, of tbe

kindred of Kaui ; against Job
was bis wratb Idudled, because

be justified ^bimself, ratber tbau

God. 2 his soul.

Speech of Elihu.—Ch. xxxii.—xxxvii.

1 So those thi-ee men ceased to answer Job, because he was righteous in his

2 own eyes. Then was kindled the anger of Elihu, the son of Barachel the

Buzite, of the family of Earn ; against Job was his anger kindled, because

sentiments, vers. 9, 10. Ho says that he had carefully attended to all that

they had sa'.d, and that he had discovered that the thi'ce frieuds of Job had
been perfectly silenced, vers. 11—13. It was incumbent ou them, he says,

to have replied to Job, rather than to have left the task to him, for the

words of Job had not been directed against him, but them, ver. 14; but
since they did not answer, he felt himself ciiUed upon to show his opinion,

vers, lo—17. It would be a relief to him to be allowed to speak, for he was
full of the subject—like fermenting wine in new bottles, vers. 18—20.

He promises that his opinion shaU. be delivered with entii-o impartiality,

and without respect to ;uiy man's person, and with no disposition to Hatter,

vers. 21, 22.

1. So these three 7nen ceased to ansioer Job. Each had had three

opportunities of replying to him, though in the last series of the con-

troversy Zoi;)har had been silent. Now all were silent ; and though
they do not appear in the least to have been convinced, or to have
changed their opinion, yet they found no arguments with which to

sustain their views. It was this, among other things, which induced
Elihu to take up the subject. H Because he was righteoics in his oicn

eyes. Umbreit expresses the sense of this by adding, " and they
could not convince him of his unrighteousness." It was not merel\j

because he was righteous in his own estimation that they ceased to

answer him ; it was because their arguments had no effect in con-
vincing him, and they had nothing new to say. He seemed to be
obstinately bent on maintaining his own good opinion of himself in

spite of all theii' reasoning, and they sat down in silence.

2. Then was kindled the icrath. Wrath or anger is commonly re-

presented as kindled, or as burning. H Of Elihu. The name Elihu

(N^rr^) means, " God is he ;" or, as the word He (xin) is often used

by way of eminence to denote tlie true God or Jbhovah, the name is

equivalent to saying, " God is my God," or "my God is Jehovah."
On what account this name was given to him, is now unknown. The
names which were anciently given, however, were commonly signi-

ficant, and it was not unusual to incorporate the name of God in

those given to men. See notes, Isa. i. 1. This name was probably
given as an expression of piety on the part of his parents, f The

son of Barachel. The name Barachel T"^?"^?) means "God blesses,"

and was also probably given as expressive of the piety of his parents,
and as furnishing in the name itself a valuable mutto which the child
would remember. Nothing more is known of him than the name

;

and the only propriety of remarking ou the philology of the names
arises from the fact that they seem to indicate the existence of piety,

or of the knowledge of God, on the part of the ancestors of Elihu,
h3
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answer, and yet liad condemned
Job.

3 Also against liis three

friends Tvas liis ^Tatli kindled,

because tbey bad found no

3 he vindicated himself more than God. Also against his three friends was
his anger Idndled, because they had not found an answer, and yet had

H The Buzite. Buz was the second son of Nahor, the brother of

Abraham, Gen. xxii. 20, 21. A city of the name Buz is mentioned
in Jer. xxv. 23, in connexion with Dedan and Teraa, cities of Aiabia,

and it is probable that Barachel, the father of Elihu, was of that city.

If this name was given to the place after the son of Nahor, it will

follow that Elihu, and consequently Job, must have lived after the

time of Abraham. II Of the kindred of Earn. Of Ram nothing is

certainly known. The Chaldee renders this crn2X np^f ]^—of the

race of Abraham. Some have supposed that the ita7ii here mentioned

is the same as the ancestor of David mentioned in Ruth iv. 19, and in

the genealogical table in Matt. i. 3, 4, under the name of Aram.
Others suppose that he was of the family of Nahor, and that the

name is the same as 2T>» Aram, mentioned in Gen. xxii. 21. Thus,

by aphferesis the Syrians are called ^Vl Rammim (2 Chron. xxii. o),

instead of ^'^'^ Aramiyiim, as they are usually denominated. Comp.
2 Kings viii. 28. But nothing certain is known of him Avlio is here

mentioned. It is worthy of observation, that the author of the book
of Job has given the genealogy of Elihu with much greater particu-

larity than he has that of either Job or his three friends. Indeed, he
has not attempted to trace their genealogy at all. Of Job he does

not even mention the name of his father ; of his three friends he
mentions nierely the place where they dwelt. Bosenmiiller infers,

from this circumstance, that Elihu is himself the autiior of the book,

since, says he, it is the custom of the Turks and Persians, in their

poems, to weave in, near the end of the poem, the name of the

author in an artificial manner. The same view is taken by Lightfoot,

Ch7-onica temporum et ord. Text. V. T. A circumstance of this kind,

however, is too slight an argument to determine the question of the

authorship of the book. It may have been that Elihu was less known
than either of the other speakers, and hence there was a propriety in

mentioning more particularly his family. Indeed, this fact is morally

certain, for he is not mentioned, as the others are, as the "friend" of

Job. % Because he justified himself. Marg., his soul. So the

Hebrew ; the word "CDj ntphesh, soul, being often used to denote one's

self. IT Rather than God. Prof. Lee renders this, "justified himself

with God;" and so also Umbreit, Good, and some others. And so

the Vulgate renders it

—

coram Deo. The LXX. render it, ivavrlov

Kvpiov—against the Lord; that is, rather than the Lord. The proper

translation of the Hebrew (2»ri?Nrp) is undoubtedly, tnore than God;

and this was doubtless the idea which Elihu intended to convey. He
understood Job as vindicating hmiself rather than God ; as being more
willuig that aspersions should be cast on the character and govern-

ment of God, than to confess his own sin.

3. Because they had found no ansicer, and 5'et had condemned Job.

They held Job to be guilty, and yet they were unable to adduce the

proof of it, and to reply to what he had said. They still maintained

their opinion, though silenced in the argument. They were in that
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4 Now Elihii had '-waited till

Job had spoken, because they

were -elder than lie.

5 When Elibu saw that there

ivns no answer in the mouth of

these three men, then his wrath
was kindled.

6 And Elihu, the son of

1 expected Job in words. 2 elder for days.

Barachel the Buzite, answered
and said, I am ^ young, and ye
arc very old ;

" wherefore I was
afraid, and 'durst not shew you
mine opinion.

7 I said, Days should speak,

and multitude of years should

teach wisdom.
Zfe-x of days. « cli. 15. 10. i feared.

4 condemned Job. Now Elihu had waited till Job had spoken, because they
5 were older than himself. When EUhu saw that there was no answer in

6 the mouth of these three men, then his anger was kindled. Then Elihu,

the son of Barachel, the Buzite, answered and said

:

I am young, and ye are very old

;

Therefore I was afraid.

And durst not make known to you my opinion.

7 I said, " Days should speak,
" And multitude of years should teach wisdom."

state of mind—not uncommon—in which they obstinately held on to

an opinion Avhich they could not vindicate, and believed another to

be guilty, though they could not prove it.

4. Aojo Elihu had waited. !Marg. as in Heb., expected Job in words.

The meaning is plain, that he had waited until all who were older

than himself had spoken, f Because they were elder than he. Marg.
as in Heb., elder for days. It appears that they were all older than
he was. We have no means of determining their respective ages,

tliough it would seem probable that Eliphaz was the oldest of the
three friends, as he uniformly spoke first.

6. And Elihu—said, I am young. Marg.,ye!« of days. The Hebrew
is, "I am small (">'??) of days;" that is, I am inexperienced. We
have no means of ascertaining his exact age, though it is evident that

there was a considerable disparity between them and him. H And ye

are very old— n't"r]. The word used here is probably derived from

the obsolete root -^frw, to be white, hoary ; and hence to be hoary-headed,
or aged. Comp. 2 Chron. xxxvi. 17. The whole of the discourses

of the friends of Job seem to imply that they were aged men. They
laid claim to great experience, and professed to have had opportuni-
ties of long observation ; and it is probable that they were regarded as

sages, who, by the long observation of events, had acquired the
reputation of great wisdom. H Wherefore I teas afraid. He was
timid, bashful, diffident. H And durst not show you mine 02nnion.

Marg.,_/earec?. He had that diffidence to which modesty prompts in

the presence of the aged. He had formed his opinion as the argu-
ment proceeded, but he did not deem it proper that one so young
should interfere, even when he thought he perceived that others
were wrong.

7. I said, Days should speak. The aged ought to speak. They have
had the advantage of long observation of the course of events ; they
are acquainted with the sentiments of past times ; they may have had
an opportunity of conversing with distinguished sages, and it is to

them that we look up for counsel. This was eminently in accordance
with the ancient Oriental views of what is right ; and it is a senti-
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8 But there is a spirit " iu

man : aud tlie inspiration y of

tlie Almiglity giyctli tliem un-
derstanding.

X Prov. 20. 27. 1/ Prov. 2. 6 ; Dan. C. 21.

9 Great ' men are not always
wise ; ncitlier do tlie aged un-
derstand judgment.

X Matt. 11.25; 1 Cor. 1. 27.

8 But there is a Spirit ia man

;

And the inspkation of the Almighty giveth him uuderstandiug.
9 Great men are not always wise

;

Neither do the aged always understand what is right.

nient which accords with what is obviouisly proper, however little it

is regarded in modern times. It is one of the marks of tirbanity and
true politeness ; of the prevalence of good breeding, morals, and piety,

and of an advanced state of society, when respect is shown to the
sentiments of the aged. They have had the opportunity of long
observation. They haA'e conversed much with men. They have seen

the results of certain courses of conduct, and they have arrived at a

period of life when they can look at the reality of things, and are un-
influenced now by passion. Returning respect for the sentiments of

the aged, attention to their counsels, veneration for their persons, and
deference for them when they speak, would be an indication of

advancement in society in modern times; and there is scarcely any-
thing in which we have deteriorated from the simplicity of the early

ages, or in which we fall behind the Oriental world, so much as in

the want of this.

8. But there is a spirit in man. This evidently refers to a spirit

imparted from above ; a spirit from the Almighty. The parallelism

seems to require this, for it responds to the phrase " the inspiration

of the Almighty" in the other hemistich. The Hebrew expression

liere also seems to require this interpretation. It is ^'n U^i

—

the

Spirit itself; meaning the very Spirit that gives wisdom, or the Spirit

of inspiration. He had said, in the previous A'erse, that it was reason-

able to expect to find Avisdom among the aged and the experienced.

But in this he had been disappointed. He now finds that wisdom is

not the attribute of rank or station, but that it is the gift of God, and
therefore it may be found in a youth. All true wisdom, is the sen-

timent, is from above ; and where the inspiration of the Almighty is,

no matter whether with the aged or the young, there is understanding.
Elihu undoubtedly nreans to say, that though he was much younger
than they were, and though according to the common estimate in

which the aged and the young were held, he might be supposed to

have much less acquaintance with the subjects lUider consideration,

yet, as all true wisdom came from above, he might be qualified to

speak. The word "spirit" here, therefore, refers to the spirit which
God gives ; and the passage is a proof that it was an early opinion
that certain men were under the teachings of Divine inspiration. The
Chaldee renders it '^?^^? Un—a S2nrit of2)ropJiecy . H And the inspira.

lion of the Almighty. The "breathing" of the Almighty—'TO nniB?.

The idea was, that God breathed this into man, and that this wisdom
was the breath of God. Comp. Gen. ii. 7 ; Jolm xx. 22. Sept., ttj/ot),

breath, breathing.

9. Great tne7i are not always wise. Though wisdom may in general

be looked for in them, yet it is not universally true. Great men here

denote those who are distinguished for rank, age, authority, t Neither
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10 Therefore I said, Hearken
to 1110 : 1 also Tvill sliew mine
opinion.

11 Boliold, I waited for your
words ; I gave ear to your
' reasons, wlulst ye searched out
- what to say.

1 vnderstandings . 2 coords.

12 Yea, I attended unto you,

and, behold, there n'ns none of

you that convinced Job, or that

answered his words

:

13 Lest ye should say. Wo
" have found out wisdom : God
thrusteth him down, not man.

a Jer. Q. 23.

10 Therefore I said, " Ileai-keu unto mc

;

"I also will declare mme opinion."

11 Behold, I waited for your words

;

I listened for your arguments,
AMiile ye searched out what to say.

12 Tea, I have attended to you

;

And behold there is no oue that hath refuted Job,

Or answered his words :

—

13 Lest ye should say, " We have found out wisdom ;

"

God only can subdue liim—not man.

do the aged understand judc/mcnt. That is, the)' do not always under-

stand it. The word judyment here means right, truth. They do not

always understand what is the exact truth in regard to the Divine
administration. This is an apology for what he was about to say,

and for the fact that one so young should speak. Of the truth of

what he here said there could be no doubt, and hence there was a

jjvopriety that one who was young should also be allowed to express

his opinion on important subjects.

11. I gave ear to your reasons. Marg., understandings. The mean-
ing is, that he had given the most respectful attention to the Views
which they had expressed, implying that he had been all along pre-

sent, and had listened to the debate. H Whilst ye searched out what
to say. Marg. as in Heb., icords. It is implied here that they had
bestowed much attention on Avhat they had said. They had carefully

sought out all the arguments at their command to confute Job, and
still had been unsuccessful.

12. There was none of you that convinced Job. There was no one

to produce conviction on his mind ; or rather, there was no one to

reprove him by answering him— n:i3? rrSiQ. They were completely

silenced, and had nothing to reply to tlie arguments which he had
advanced, and to his reflections on the Divine government.

13. Lest ye should say, We have found out wisdom. That is, this has

been permitted and ordered in such a manner that it might be mani-

fest that the truths which are to convince him come from God and
not from man. You were not permitted to refute or convince him,

for if you had been you would have been lifted up with pride, and
would' have attributed to yourselves what belongs to God. This is in

accordance with the entire drift of the book, which is to introduce

the Abnighty himself to settle the controversy when human wisdom
failed. They could not arrogate to themselves the claim that they

had found out wisdom. They had been completely silenced by Job
;

they had no power to drive him from his positions ; they could not ex-

plain the Divine dealings so as to settle the great inquiry in Avhich they

had been engaged. Elihu proposes to do it, and to do it in such away as

to show that it could be accomplished only by that wisdom which is from
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14 Now he liatli not 'directed

iis words agaiust me ; neither

will I answer him with yonr

15 They were amazed; they
answered no more ; they ^ left

oft* speaking.

BpeeCiieS. l or, ordered. < ^ removed speeches from lliemselves.

14 Now, he did not direct his discourse against me

;

And I will not answer him with speeches like yours

15 They Avere confounded ; they answered no more

;

They put words far from them.

ahove. H God thrusteth him doton, not man. These are the words of

Elihu. The meaning is, " God only can drive Job from his position,

and show him the truth, and humble him. The wisdom of man fails.

The aged, the experienced, and the wise have been imable to meet
his arguments and bring him down from the positions which he has
taken. That work can be done only by God himself, or by the Avisdom
which he only can give." Accordingly Elihu, who proposes to meet
the arguments of Job, makes no aj^peal to experience or observation

;

he does not ground what he says on the maxims of sages, or the re-

sults of reflection, but proposes to adduce the precepts of wisdom
which God had imparted to him, ch. xxxiii. 4, 6. Other interjjreta-

tions have, however, been given of this verse, but the above seems to

me the most simple, and most in accordance with the scope of the

passage.

14. Noio he hath not directed his words against me. Marg., ordered.

The meaning of this expression is, " I can approach this subject in a

wlioUy dispassionate and unprejudiced manner. I have had none of the

provocations which you have felt; his harsh and severe remarks have
not fallen on me as they have on you, and I can come to the subject

with the utmost coolness." The object is to show that he was not
irritated, and that he would be under no temptation to nse words
from the influence of passion, or any other than those wliich con-

veyed the simple truth. He seems disf)osed to admit that Job had
given some occasion for severe remarks, by the manner in which he
had treated his friends. H Neither will I answer him with your speeches.

They also had been wrong. They had given way to passion, and had
indulged in severity of language, rather than pursued a simple and
calm course of argument. From all this Elihu says he was free, and
could approach the subject in the most calm and dispassionate manner.
He had had no temptation to indulge in severity of language like

theirs, and he would not do it.

15. They were amazed. These also are the words of Elihu, and are

designed to express his astonishment that the three friends of Job did

not answer him. He says that they were completely silenced, and he
repeats this to call attention to the remarkable fact that men who
began so confidently, and who still held on to their opinion, had not

one word more to say. There is some reason to suppose, from the

change of person here from the second to the third, that Elihu
turned from them to those who were present, and called their atten-

tion to the fact that the friends of Job were completely silenced.

This supposition, however, is not absolutely necessary, for it is not

uncommon in Hebrew poetry to change from the second person to

the third, especially where there is any censure or rebuke implied.

Comp. ch. xviii. 4, U They left off speakincj . Marg., removed speeches

from themselves. The marginal reading accords with the Hebrew,
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16 "WTien I had waited, (for

they spake not, but stood still,

and answered no more,)

17 I said, I will answer also

my part ; I also will shew mine

opimou.
18 For I am full of 'matter;

the spirit ^within me con-
straiueth me.

19 Behold, my helly is as

1 '.cords. 2 of vty belly.

16 And I waited, althouj:h tlicy did not speak

;

Altlioiigli they stood still, and answered no more.
17 Even I will answer now on my part;

Even I will show mine opiiiiou.

16 For I am full of words

;

The spirit within me dotji constrain me.
19 Behold I am as wine which has no vent

;

The sense is the same as in the common version, though the Hebrew
is more poetic. It is not merely that they ceased to speak, but that
they put words at a great distance from them. They could say
absolutely nothing. This fact, that they were wholly silent, furnished
an ample apolosry for Elihu to take up the subject.

17. I also will show mine opinion. In this language, as in ver. 6,

there is a delicate expression of modesty in the Hebrew which does

not appear in our translation. It is ^pxTisi

—

even I. "Even one so

young, and so humble as I, may be permitted to express my senti-

ments, when the aged and the great have nothing more to say. It

will be no improper intrusion for even me to speak when no other one
more aged and honourable desires to." In all this we may discern a
degree of courtesy, and a delicate sense of propriety, which may be
commended to the imitation of all, and especially to the young. In
the manners of the pious men whose biography is recorded in the
Bible, there is a degree of refinement, delicacy, and courtesj% in their
treatment of others, such as will seldom be found even in the most
elevated walks of life, and such as religion only can produce. The
outward form may be obtained by the world ; the living principle is

found only in the heart which is imbued with love to God and man.
18. For I am full of matter. Marg. as in Heb., words. The three

friends of Job had been silenced. They had not one word more to

say. Elihu says that the reverse was true of him. He was full of
words, and felt constrained to speak. It was not because he forced
himself to do it, nor because he did it as a mere matter of duty, but
he was so impressed with the subject that it would be a relief for him
to give utterance to his views. ^ The sjyirit withioi me. Referring,
probably, to the conviction that it was the Divine Spirit v/hich urged
him to speak. See notes on ver. 8. Comp. ch. xxxiii. 4. A similar

constraint in regard to the necessity of speaking, when under the
uifluence of the Holy Spirit, is expressed in Jer. xx. 9, "His word
was in my heart as a burning fire shut up in my bones, and I was
weary with forbearing, and I could not stay." Comp. Intro, to Isaiah

§ 7, (3.) The phrase "within me" is, in the margin, as in Heb., 7ny
belli/— -where the belly is spoken of as the seat of the mind. See ch.

XV. 2. "We speak of the head as the seat of the intellect, and the heart

as the seat of the affections. The Hebrews Avere much in the habit of
representing the region of the heart as the seat of all mental operations.

19. Behold, my belly is as loine which hath no vent, Marg. as in

Heb., is not opened— nrc) vb. The reference is to a bottle, in which
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wine which 'hath no vent ; it is I ready to burst like new "bottles.

1 ts 7101 opened. I
20 I Tvill spcak, tliat I may

I am ready to burst like new bottles.

20 I will speak that I may breathe more freely,

there is no opening, or no vent for the fermenting wine to Avork itself

off. It is usual to leave a small hole in barrels and casks -when wine,

cider, or beer is fermenting. This is necessary in order to prevent
the cask from bursting. Elihu compares himself to a bottle in which
new wine had been put, and where there was no vent for it, and when
in consequence it was ready to burst. That 7iew luine is here intended
is apparent from the connexion, and has been so understood by the

ancient versions. So Jerome renders it, Miistum, nmst, or new wine.

The LXX., diTichs yXevKovs (ecov SfSeixeuos—" a bottle filled with sweet
wine, fermenting, iDound ;" that is, which has no vent. H It is ready to

burst like neio bottles. The LXX. render this, "As the rent (i^priycvs)

bellows of a smith." Why this version was adopted it is not easy to

say. The comparison would be pertinent, but the version could not
be made from the present Hebrew text. It is possible that the
copy of the Hebrew text which the Septuagint had may have read

CUhn

—

artificers, instead of cnpirr

—

neio, and then the meaning would
be, "as the bottles, or skins of artificers;" that is, as their bellows,

which were doubtless at first merely the
skins of animals. The reference of Elihu,
however, is undoubtedly to skins that were
used as bottles ; and neto skins are here
mentioned as ready to burst, not because
they were more likely to burst than old
ones—for that was by no means the case

—

but because new and unfermented wine
would naturally be placed in them, thus
endangering them. Bottles in the East, it

is well known, are usually made of the
skins of goats. See notes on Matt. ix. 17.

The annexed engraving represents the
usual form of bottles in the East. The

process of manufacturing them at present is this : The skins of

the goats are stripped off" whole except at the neck. The holes at the
feet and tail are sewed up. They are first stuff"ed out full, and strained

by di'iving in small billets and chips of oak wood ; and then are filled

with a strong infusion of oak bark for a certain time, until the hair

becomes fixed, and the skin sufiiciently tanned. They are sold at

different prices, from fifteen up to fiftj'^ piastres.—Robinson's Bib.

Research, ii. 440. Elihu, perhaps, could not have found a more
striking illustration of his meaning. He could no longer restrain

himself, and he gave utterance, therefore, to the views which he
deemed so important. The word belly in this verse O''--) is rendered,

by Umbrcit and Noyes, bosom. It not improbably has this meaning,
and the reference is to the fact that in the East the words are uttered

forth much more ab into pectore, or are much more guttural than with
us. The voice seems to come from the lower part of the throat, or

from the bosom, in a manner which the people of western nations

find it difficult to imitate.

20. I will speak, that I may be refreshed. Marg., breathe. The
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22 For * I know not to give

flattering titles ; in so doinr/ my
Maker "^ would soon take me
away.

iGal. 1. 10. c Psa. 22. 2, 3.

be refreshed: I will open my man.
lips, and answer.

21 Let me not, I pray you,

accept any man's person ; uoitlier

let me give flattering titles imto
1 breathe.

I ^^ill open my lips and reply.

21 Jlav I not be partial to any man's person

!

An3 let me not flatter any one

!

22 For I cannot flatter-
In a little time my Maker will bear me away

!

meaning is, that he woiild then have room to breathe again ; he would
feel relieved.

21. Let me not, Ipray you. This is not to be regarded as an address
to them, or a prayer to God, but as an expression of his determina-
tion. It is similar to the phrase which we use when we say, " may I
never do this ;" implying the strongest possible purpose not to do it.

Elihu means to say that on no account would he use partiality or
flattery in what he said. U Accept any nums jjerson. Treat any with
partiality. That is, " I will not be influenced by rank, age, wealth,
or personal friendship in what I say. I will state the truth impar-
tially, and will deliver my sentiments with entire freedom." See the
phrase explained in the notes on ch. xiii. 8. t Neither let me give

flattering titles unto man. The word here used (^J|—not used in Kal,
but found only in Piel), means to address in a friendly and soothing
manner ; to speak kindly to any one, Isa. xliv. 5 ; xlv. 4 ; and then
to flatter. That is undoubtedly its meaning here. Elihu says he did
not know how to flatter any one. He meant to state the exact truth; to
treat each one impartially ; and not to be influenced by the rank or
wealth of those whom he addi-essed. He meant to deal in plain and
simple truth.

22. For I knoxo not to give flattering titles. I do not know how to
flatter. It is not in my character ; it has not been my habit, f In
so doing. These words are not in the Hebrew, and they greatly mar
the sense, and give a diff'erent idea from that -which was intended by
the speaker. H My Maker tcotild soo7i take me aioay. Or, rather, " My
Maker will soon take me away." That is, " I know that I must soon
be removed, and must stand before my Maker. I must give an account
for aU that I say. Knowing that I am to go to the realities of another
state of being, I cannot flatter men. I must tell them the exact and
simple truth." There could be no better preventive of flattery than
this. The conviction that we are soon to appear before God, where
all are on a level, and where every mask will be stripped ofi", and
everything appear as it is, would prevent us from ascribing to others
qualities which we know they do not possess, and from giving them
titles which will only exalt them in their own estimation, and hide
the truth from their minds. Titles which properly belong to men,
and which pertain to office, religion does not forbid us to confer—for
the welfare of the community is promoted by a proper respect for the
names and offices of those who rule. But no good end is answered
in ascribing to men titles as mere matters of distinction, which serve
to keep before them the idea of their own talents or importance ; or
which lead them to forget that they, like others, are soon to be " taken
away," and called to give up their account in another world. The
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deep conviction that we are all soon to try the realities of a bed of

death and of the grave, and that we are to go to a world where there
is no delusion, and where the ascription of qualities to us here which
do not belong to us will be of no avail, would prompt to a wish to

state always the simple truth. Under that conviction, we should
never so ascribe to another any quality of beauty, strength, or talen*
anjr name or title, as to leave him for one moment under a deception
about himself. If this rule were followed, what a change would it

produce in the social, the political, the literary, and even the re-

ligious world

!

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTEE XXXIII.

The discoui'se in this chapter is du-ccted entirely to Job. In the following

chapter Elihu addresses particularly the friends of Job. In this chapter, the
main design is to convince Job that he had erred in the views which he had
expressed of God, and to state the true design of affliction—wliich he sup-
poses had not been understood either by him or his friends. The three
friends of Job regarded it as a mere punishment—as always expressive of the
Divine displeasure. Job bad resisted this opinion, but was not able to state

why good men are afflicted. Sometimes he seemed to suppose that it must
be resolved into mere sovereigntj'' ; sometimes he had indulged in language
of severity ui regard to God ; and sometimes he held that God would yet
come forth and vindicate the afflicted, and appear as the friend of his people.

Elihu interposes, and says that neither understood the true object of affliction.

It was to accomplish what nothing else would do ; to produce effects ou the
mind and life which could not be reached in any other way ; and if the
afflicted would turn from their sins, God would be still merciful to them. In
stating these views, Elihu dwells on the following points :

—

I. He addresses himself to Job, and urges reasons why be should Usten to

what he had to say, vers. 1—7. He says tbat he w^ould speak in uprightness

and truth; that the Sphit of God had taught him, and that he was in God's
stead ; and that as Job had often wished that he might be permitted to bring

his cause before God, he now had the opportimity, and m such a way that

he would not be overawed by the Divine majesty, as if he had visibly ap-

peared. If be deshed to vindicate himself, he had now the opportunity.

II. He refers, briefly, to the sentiments which Job had advanced, and
particularly to his severe reflections on the Divine dealings, as if God had
been unjust and severe, vers. 8— 11. Job, he sa5's, had maiutained his own
perfect purity' ; he had denied that he deserved what had come upon him

;

he had charged God with "findmg occasions" against him, and with having
pleasure in bringing trials on liiiu without any sufficient cause ; and had said

that God regarded him as an enemy, and narrowly watched all his paths.

III. Ehhu proposes, therefore, to meet all this, and show Job tbat his

opinion was unjust, and to state to him the real design of his affliction, to

suggest some principle which would explain it all without these injurious

reflections on the character of God. This occupies the remainder of the

chapter, vers. 12—33. In doing this, he adverts to the following points :

—

(1.) He sa3's that Job could not be vindicated in what be had said; that

God was greater than man ; and that even if man could not see the reason

of his doings, he ought to acquiesce in them, since God did not give account

of any of his matters, vers. 12, 13.

(2.^ He observes that God speaks in various ways to men; that he often

addresses them by direct revelation in the visions of the night ; and that his

object is to benefit man—to withdraw bun from an evil pm-pose, and to make
bim humble, vers. 14— 17.

'3.) In the prosecution of the same object, and with a view to the same
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CHAPTER XXXIII.
\yiIEllEFORE Job, I pray

tlioe, bear my siicocbes, aud
bearkon to all luy words.

J Ecliold, uow, I bavc opened
my moutb, my tongue batb

spoken iu my 'moiitb.

3 My words '^ shall he of tlio

uprightness of my lieart; and
my lips sball utter knowledge
' clearly.

1 palale. i^ Prov. 8. o-'J. e Tit. 2. 7, 8.

1 Hear, therefore, Job, I beseech thee, my (liscoursej

And to all my words give ear.

2 Behold, now I open my mouth,
My tongue now speaks in my mouth.

3 My words shall be in the uprightness of my heart,

And my lips shall speak knowledge in its purity.

result, he often visits men with affliction. His object is to keep back man
from the pit, and he therefore chastens him so that his life abhors bread,

so that his flesh pines away, and so that he draws near to the grave, vers.

18—22.
(4.) If this is effectual—if man receives it iu a proper manner, and is

disposed to come back to God, he is wiUing to receive aud forgive him. Here
is (he real clue to tlte design of affliction. It is to bring the ofl'ender to repent-
ance, and to save his soul. If the afflicted man has some one to explain the
design of trial, then God will be gracious ; his flesh will be restoretl fresher
than an infant's, and if he confesses his sin, God will be merciful to liim, and
save him, vers. 23—28. All these things, he says, are done by God to accom-
plish a single pm-pose—to biing back man from his wanderings, and to

restore hun to the favom- of heaven, vers. 29, 30.

(5. ) In the conclusion of his addi'ess to Job, Elihu calls on him to reply to

this, if he had any answer to make. Ho professes a desire to vindicate Job
if he could, but says that if he had nothing to say in reply, he would teac*?

him what true wisdom was, vers. 31—33.

1. Wherefore Job, I pray thee. In the next chapter he addresses
the three friends of Job. This is addressed particularly to him. H My
speeches. Heb., tny ivords— •ip

. This is the usual word in the Aramtean
languages to express a saying or discourse, though in Hebrew it is

only a poetic form. The meaning is, not that he would address
separate speeches or distinct discourses to Job, but that he called on
him to attend to what he had to say.

2. My tongue hath spoken i?i my 7nouth. Marg., palate. The mean-
ing is, that since he had ventured to speak, and had actually com-
menced, he would utter only that which was worthy to be beard.
This is properly the commencement of his argument, for all that he
had before said was merely an introduction. The word palate—"in
my palate," '?i7?—is here used because of the importance of that organ
in the act of speaking. Perhaps, also, there may be reference to the
fact that the Hebrews made much more use of the lower organs of
enunciation—the palate and the throat—than we do, and much less

use of the teeth and lips. Hence their language was strongly guttural.

3. My words shall be of the tqyriyhtness of my heart. I will speak
in sincerity. I will utter nothing that shall be hollow and hypocritical.

What I speak shall be the real suggestion of my heart—what I feel

and know to be true. Perhaps Elihu was the more anxious to make
this point entirely clear, because the three friends of Job might be
svipposed to have laid themselves open to the susisicion that they
•were influenced by passion or prejudice; that they had mainiuiued

VOL. 11. L
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4 The Spirit of God liatli

made me, aud the breath of the

Almight^r liath giyeu me life.

5 If thou caust answer me,
set thy words in order before

me, stand up.

6 Behold, I am according to

thy 'wish in /God's stead; I

also am ^ formed out of the clay.

1 moul/i. /cli. 9. 32, 33. 2 cue.

4 The Spirit of God hath made me,
And the breath of the Almighty hath given me hfo.

5 If thou art able, answer me

;

Set [thy words] in array before me ; stand firm

!

6 Lo ! I, acconhng to thy request, am in the place of God

:

Yet from clay am I also formed.

their opinions from mere obstinacy and not from conviction ; and that
they, liad been sometimes disposed to cavil. Elihu claims that all

that he was about to say would be entirely sincere. H Shall utter

knowledge clearly. Shall state things just as they are, and give the
true solution of the difficulties which have been felt in regard to the
Divine dealings. His object is to guard himself wholly from the
suspicion of partiality.

4. The Spirit of God hath made me. See notes, ch. xxxii. 8. There
is an evident allusion in this verse to the mode in which man was
created, when God breathed into him the breath of life, and he became
a living being, Gen. ii. 7. But it is not quite clear why Elihu adverts
here to the fact that God had made him, or what is the bearing of

this fact on what he proposed to say. The most probable supposition

is, that he means to state that he is, like Job, a man ; that both were
formed in the same way—from the same breathing of the Almiglity,

and from the same clay (ver. 6) ; and that although he had under-
taken to speak to Job in God's stead (ver. 6), yet Job had no occasion

to fear that he would be overawed and confounded by the Divine
majesty. He had dreaded that, if he should be permitted to bring
his case before him (notes, ver. 7) ; but Elihu says that now he would
have no such thing to apprehend. Though it would be, in fact, the

same thing as carrying the matter before God—since he came in his

name, and meant to state the true principles of his government—yet

Job would be also really conducting the cause with a tnaii like him-
self, and might, unawed, enter with the utmost freedom into the
statement of his views.

5. If thou canst answer me. The meaning of this verse is this

:

" The controversy between you and me, if you choose to reply, shall

be conducted in the most equitable manner, and on the most equal
terms. I will not attempt, as your three friends have done, to over-

Avhelm you with reproaches ; nor will I attempt to overawe you as

God would do, so that you could not reply. I am a man like your-
self, and desire that if anything can be said against what I have to

advance, it should be ofiered with the utmost fairness and freedom."
H Stand up. That is, " maintain your jDosition, unless you are con-
vinced by my arguments. I wish to carry nothing by mere authority

or power."
6. Behold, I am according to thy wish in God's stead, Marg., as in

Hebrew, mouth. The mouth is that by which we express om- desires,

and the word here is equivalent to ivish. Some have, however, ren-

dered this differently. Uinbreit translates it, Ich bin, wie du, von
Gott—/ am, as thou art, from God. So Noyts, "I, like thee, am a
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7 Beliold, my ^terror sliall

not make thee afraid, neither

g ch. 9. 34.

shall my hand be heavy upon
thee.

7 Lo ! my teiTor shall not make thee afraid

;

And my h;ind sliall not be heavy upon thee.

creature of God." AVemyss, " I am thine equal in the sight of God."
Coverdale, " Behold, before God am I even as thou, for I am fashioned

and made even of the same mould," The Vulgate renders it, " Be-
hold God made me ns he made thee ; and of the same clay am I

formed." So the LXX., "From clay am I formed as well as thou,

and we are formed from the same." This interpretation seems to be

demanded also by the parallelism, where he says that he was made of

the same clay with Job ; that is, that he was a man like him. Still

it seems to me that the fair and obvious meaning of the Hebrew is

that which is expressed in our common version. The Hebrew is

—

^ TTSp '^Tirt
—"lo, I am, according to thy mouth [word, or wish], for

God :" that is, I am in his place ; I speak in his name ; I am so com-
missioned by him, that you may regard yourself as in fact speaking

to liim when you address his ambassador. This will also accord witli

what is said in ver. 7, and with what Job had so earnestly desired,

that he might be allowed to bring his cause directly before God. See
notes, ch. xiii. 3, H / also am formed out of the clay. Marg., cut.

The figure is taken from the act of the potter who cuts off a portion of

clay which he moulds into a vessel ; and there is manifest allusion

here to the statement in Genesis, that God made man of the dust of

tlie ground. The meaning in this connexion is, " Though I am in tlie

place of God, and speak in his name, yet I am also a man, made of

the same frail material as youi'self. In me, therefore, there is nothing

to overawe or confound you, as there would be if God spake himself."

7. Behold, my terror shall not make thee afraid. Job had earnestly

desired to carry his cause directly before God ; but he had expressed

the apprehension that he would overawe him by his majesty so that

he would not be able to manage his plea with the calmness and self-

possession which were desirable. He had, therefore, expressed it as

liis earnest wish, that, if he were so permitted, God would not take

advantage of his majesty and power to confound him. See notes, ch.

xiii. 21. Elihu now says, that the wish of Job in this could be amply
gratilitd. Though he spake in the name of God, and it miglit be
considered that the case was fairly carried before him, yet he was also

a man. He was the fellow, the equal with Job. He was made of

the Sc:,me clay, and he could not overawe him as the Almighty himself

might do. There would be therefore, in his case, all the advantage
of carrying the cause directly up to God, and yet none of the dis-

advantage which Job apprehended, and which must ensue when a

mere man undertook to manage his own cause with the Almighty.
H Neither shall my hand be heavy upon thee. Alluding, evidently, to

what Job had said, ch. xiii. 21, that the hand of God was heavy upon
him, so that he could not conduct his cause in such a manner as to

do justice to himself. He had asked, therefore (see notes on that

place), as a special favour, if he was permitted to carry his cause

before God, that his hand would be so far lightened that he could be

able to state his arguments with the force which they required. Eliliu

says now that that wish could be gratified. Though he was in the
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8 Surely thou Last spoken
in mine 'Jicarinc;, and I liave

1 ears.

lieai'd tlie voice of thy '' -words,

saying,,

/ich.10.7; 16. 17;23. ll.ie; 27.5,6; 29.U.

8 Surely thou hast said in my heaiing,

And I have heard the Toice of thy words,

place of God, yet he Avas a man, and his hand •would not be upon
him to crush him down so that he could not do justice to liimself.

The noun rendered hand ('l?^) does not elsewhere occur. The A'crb

^1?'*? occurs once in Prov. xvi. 26, where it is rendered ^* cravetJi"—
"He that laboureth, laboureth for himself; for his mouth craveth it

of him"—where the margin is, boweth unto. The word in Arabic
means to load a beast of burden ; to bend, to make to bow under a

load ; and then to impel, to urge on ; and hence it means, " his mouth,
i. e. hunger, impels or urges him on to labour." In like manner, the
meaning of the word here (^5^) '>naij be a load or burden, meaning,
"my load, i.e. my weight, dignity, authority, shall not be burden-
some or ojjpressive to you." But the parallel place in ch. xiii. 21 is

"hand," and that meaning seems to be required here. Kimclii sup-
poses it is the same as f]?

—

hand; and the LXX. have so rendered it,

7} x^'P /""''• Ii^ the view of the speech of Elihu thus far, we cannot
but remark that there is much that is peculiar, and especially that lie

lays decided claim to inspiration. Though speaking for God, yet he
was in human nature, and Job might speak to him as a friend, un-
awed and unterrified by any dread of overwhelming majesty and
power. On what grounds Elihu based these high pretensions does
not appear, and his claim to them is tlie more remarkable from his

youth. It does not require the aid of a very lively imagination to

fancy a resemblance between him and the Lord Jesus—the great

Mediator between God and man ; and were that mode of interpreta-

tion which delights to find types and figures everywhere a mode that

could be vindicated, there is no character in the Old Testament that

would more obviously suggest that of the Redeemer than the cha-

racter of Elihu. His comparative youth, his modesty, his humility,

would suggest it. The fact that he comes in to utter his sentiments
where age and wisdom had failed to suggest the truth, and when pre-

tended sages were confounded and silenced, would suggest it. The
fact that lie claims to be in the place of God, and that a cause might
be managed before him as if it were before God, and yet that he was
a man like others, and that no advantage would be taken to overawe
by mere majesty and power, are all circumstances that would con-

stitute a strong and vivid resemblance. But I see no evidence that

this was the design of the introduction of the character of Elihu ; and
interesting as the comparison might be, and desirable as it may seem
that the book of Job should be found to contain some reference to the

great w^ork of mediation, yet the just and stern laws of interpretation

exclude such a reference in the absence of proof, and do not allow us
to luxuriate in the conceptions of fancy, however pious the reflections

might be, or to search for typical characters where the Spirit of in-

spiration has not revealed them as such, however interesting or edify-

ing might be the contemplation.
8. Hurely thou hast spoken in mine hearing. Marg. as in Heb., cars.

This shows that Elihu had been present during the debate, and had
attentively listened to what had been said. He now takes up the
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9 I ani clean witliont trans-

gression, I am innocent ; neither

is there iniqnity in mo.
10 Beliold, lie findetli occa-

sions against me, lie ' coimtetli

me for his enemy

;

i ch. 19. 11.

11 He *putteth my feet in
the stocks, ho marketh 'all my
paths.

12 Behold, in this thou art

not just : I -will answer thee,

that God is greater than man.
k ch. 13. 27. / Dan. 4. 35.

9 "I am pure, and without transgression;
" I am iunoceut, and there is no iniquity in me.

10 "Behold, he seckcth causes of enmity against me,
" Ho regardcth me as his cncmj^,

11 "He putteth my feet in the sto'cks

;

"He watcheth all my paths."
12 Behold, in this thou art not right; I will answer thee—

For God is greater than man.

main point on which he supposed that Job had erred—the attempt to
justify himself. He professes to adduce the very Avords which he had
used, and disclaims all design of judging from mere hearsay.

9. / am clean. I am pure and holy. H Wilhoiit transgression. Job
liad not used these very expressions, nor had he intended to maintain
that he was absolutely free from sin. See ch. ix. 20. He had main-
tained that he was not chargeable with the transgressions of Avhich
his three friends maintained that he was guilty, and in doing that he
liad used strong language, and language which even seemed to imply
that he was witliout transgression. See ch. ix. 30 ; x. 7 ; xiii. 23

;

xvi. 17. U / am innocent. The word here used (^) is from the verb
^Ir?, to cover, to protect ; and also, as a secondary meaning, from the
Arabic, to rub, to wipe off; to wash away, to lave. Hence it denotes
that which is rubbed clean, Avashed, pure—and then innocent. Tlio
word occurs only in tliis place. It is not the exact language winch
Job had used, and there seems to be some injustice done him in
saying that he had employed such language. Elihu means, doubtless,
that he had used language which implied this, or which was equivalent
to it.

10. Behold, he findeth occasions against me. That is, God. Tliis is

not exactly the language of Job, though much that he had said had
seemed to imply this. The idea is, that God sought opportunity to
oppose him ; that he was desirous to find in him some ground or
reason for punishing him ; that he wished to be hostile to him, and
was narrowly on the watch to find an opportunity which would justify

his bringing calamity upon him. The word rendered occasions (nib^ijn)

is from Ni]—in Hiphil x';n—to refuse, decline; to hinder, restrain.

Numb. XXX, 6, 9, 12 ; and hence the noun means, a holding back, a
withdraical, an alienation ; and hence the idea is, that God sought to
be alienated from Job. The Vulgate renders it, " He seeks complaints
(querelas) against me." The LXX., ^eV'^if—accusation. TJmbreit,
Feindschaft, enmity. So Gesenius and Noyes. U lie counteth me for
his enemy. This is language which Job had used. See ch. xix. 11.

11. lie putteth my feet in the stocks. This also is language which
Job had used. See ch. xiii. 27. H ITe marketh all my paths. In ch.
xiii. 27, "Thoulookest narrowly unto all my paths." See notes on
,hat verso.

12. Behold, in this thou art not just. In this view of God, and in
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13 Wliy dost thovL strive a-

gainst '" Mm ? for lie ' givetli

m Isa. 45. 9. 1 ansuereth not.

not account " of any of Lis

matters.

n Psa. 62. 11.

13 TVTiy dost thou sti-iye against him ?

For he doth not give account of any of Ms doings.

these reflections on his character and government. Such language in

regard to the Deity cannot be vindicated ; such views cannot be right.

It cannot be that he wishes to be the foe of man ; that lie watches
with a jealous eye every movement with a view to find something
that will justify him in bringing heavy calamities upon his creatures

;

or that he sets himself as a spy upon the way in which man goes, in

order to find out something that shall make it proper for him to treat

him as an enemy. It cannot be denied that Job had indulged in lan-

guage making substantially such representations of God, and that he
had thus given occasion for the reproof of Elihu. It can as little be
denied that such thoughts frequently pass through the minds of the

afilicted, though they do not express them in words, nor is it less

doubtful that they should be at once banished from the soul. Tliey

cannot be true. It ca>-not be that God thus regards and treats his

creatures; that he toishes to find "occasion" in them to make it

proper for him to bring calamity upon them, or that he desires to

regard them as his foes. U / will ansicer thee. That is, " I will show
that this view is unjust." This he does in the subsequent verses by
stating what he supposes to be the real design of afflictions, and by
showing that God in these trials had a good and benevolent object.

% That—?. Rather, because, ov for. The object is not to show that

God was greater than man—for that could not be a matter of informa-

tion ; but to show that, because he was far above man, he had great

and elevated objects in his dealings with him, and man should submit
to him without a murmur. IF God is greater than man. The meaning
of this is, that man should suppose that God has good reasons for all

that he does, and that he might not be qualified to understand the

reason of his doings. He should therefore acquiesce in his arrange-

ments, and not call in question the equity of the Divine dealings. In
all our trials it is well to remember that God is greater than Ave are.

He knows what is best ; and though we maj"- not be able to see the
reason of his doings, yet it becomes us to acquiesce in his superior

wisdom.
13. Why dost thou strive against him? By refusing to submit to

him, and by calling in question his wisdom and goodness. U For he

giveth not account of any of his matters. Marg. as in Heb., ansicereth

not. The idea is, that it is as useless as it is improper to contend
with God. He does his own pleasure, and deals with man as lie

deems best and right. The reason of his doings he does not state,

nor has man any power to extort from him a statement of the causes
Avhy he afflicts us. This is still true. Tlie reason of his doings he
does not often make known to the afflicted, and it is impossible to

know now the causes why he has brought on us the calamity with
which we are visited. The general reasons why men are afflicted may
be better known now than they were in the time of Elihu, for succes-

sive revelations have thrown much light on that subject. But when
he comes and afflicts us as individuals ; when he takes away a beloved
.,hild ; when he cuts down the young, the vigorous, the useful, and
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14 For God speaketli once, yea
twice, yet man porcoivctli it uot.

15 lu a dream, iu a Tision of

the night, when deej? sleep fall-

cth upon men, iu slumheringa
upon the Led,

14 For God spcaketh once,

Tea, twice, when man rcgardcth it not.

15 In a dream, in a vision of the night.

When deep sleep falleth \ipon men,
In shimberings upon the bed.

the pious, it is often impossible to understand why he has done it.

All that we can do then is to submit to his sovereign will, and to

believe that, though we cannot see the reasons why he has done it,

yet that does not prove that there are no reasons, or that we may
never be permitted to understand them. We are required to submit
to his will, not to our own reason; to acquiesce because he does it, not
because we see it to be right. If we always understood the reasons
why he afflicts us, our resignation would be not to the will of God, but
to our own knowledge of what is right ; and God, therefore, often
passes before us in clouds and thick darkness, to see whether we have
sufficient confidence in him to believe that he does riglit, even when
we cannot see or understand the reason of liis doings. So a child

reposes the highest confidence in a parent, when he believes that the
parent will do right, though he cannot understand why he does it,

and the parent does not choose to let him know. May not a father

see reasons for what he does which a child could not understand, or

which it might be proper for him to withhold from him ?

1-1. For God speaketh once. The object of what is here said is to

show the reason why God brings affliction upon men, or to explain
the principles of his government, which Elihu supposed had been
sadly misunderstood by Job and his friends. The reason why he
brings affliction, Elihu says, is because all other means of reclaiming
and restraining men fail. He communicates his will to them ; he
speaks to them again and again in dreams and visions ; he warns
them of the error of their course (vers. 14—17) ; and when this is all

inefi'ectual, he brings upon them affliction. He lays them upon their

bed where they miist reflect, and whore there is hope that they may
be reclaimed and reformed, vers. 18—28. II Yea, twice. He does not
merely admonish him once. He repeats the admonition when man
refuses to hear him the first time, and takes all the methods which
he can by admonition and Avarning to withdraw him from his wicked
purpose, and to keep him from ruin. H Yet man perceiveth it not.

Or, rather, "Although he does not perceive it or attend to it."

Though the sinner is regardless of the admonition, yet still God
repeats it, and endeavours to save him from the commission of the
crimes which would lead him to ruin. This is designed to show the
patience and forbearance of God, and how many means he takes to

save the sinner from ruin. Of the truth of what Elihu here says,

there can be no difference of opinion. It is one of the great principles
of the Divine administration that the sinner is often warned, though
he heeds it not ; and that God sends repeated admonitions even when
men will not regard them, but are bent on their own ruin.

15. In a dream. This was one of the methods by which the will of

God was made kno'rni in the early periods of the world. See notes
on ch. iv. 11^—17. And for a fuller account of this method of com-

TOL. II.
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16"Then lie ' openetli the ears

1 revealeth, or, uneovereth.

of men, and scaleth their in-

struction,

16 Then he openeth the ears of men,
And sealcth instruction unto them

;

municating the Divine will, see Introduction to Isaiah, § 7, (2.) U In

a vision of the night. Notes, ch. iv. 13. Comp. Intro, to Isa, § 7, (4.)

H When deep sleep falleth upon men. This may be designed to intimate

more distinctly that it was from God. It was not the effect of dis-

turbed and broken rest ; not such fancies as come into the mind
between sleeping and waking, but the visitations of the Divine Spirit

in the profoundest repose of the night. The word rendered " deep

sleep" (™T?^) is one that denotes the most profound repose. It is

not merely sleep, but it is sleep of the soundest kind—that kind when
we do not usually dream. See notes on ch. iv. 13. The Chaldee has

here rendered it correctly, «ri;^5 '^7^—^^^^V ^^^^ '* deep. The LXX.
render it, Seirbs (p6^os—dread horror. The Syriac renders this verse,

" Not by the lips does he teach ; by dreams and visions of the night,"

etc. II In slumberings xcpon the bed. The word rendered slumberings

(rmVip) means a light sleep, as contradistinguished from very pro-

found repose. Our word slumber conveys the exact idea. The
meaning of the whole is, that God speaks to men Avhen their senses

are locked in repose—alike in the profound sleep when they do not

ordinarily dream, and in the gentle and light slumbers when the sleep

is easily broken. In what way, however, they were to distinguish

such communications from ordinary dreams, v/e have no informa-

tion. It is scarcely necessary to remark that what is here and
elsewhere said in the Scriptures about di-eams, is no warrant for

putting any confidence in them now as if they were revelations from
heaven.

16. Then he openeth the ears of men. Marg, as in Heb., revealeth,

or uneovereth. The idea is, that he then reveals to the ear of man
important admonitions or counsels. He communicates valuable truth.

"We are not to understand this as saying that the sleeper actually

hears God speak, but as the ear is the organ of hearing, it is employed
here to denote that God then communicates his will to men. In

what way he had access to the souls of men by dreams, it is im-

possible to explain. H And sealeth their instruction. Literally, " In

tht'Ir admonition he seals ;" or he affixes a seal. The idea is, that he

makes the admonition or instruction as secure as if a seal were affixed

to it. A seal ratified or confirmed a contract, a will, or a deed ; and
the sense here is, that the communications of God to the soul were as

firm as if they had been ratified in like manner. Or possibly it may
mean, that the warnings of God were communicated to the soul like

a sealed letter or message unknown to any other ; that is, were made
privately to the individual himself in the slumbers of the night.

Others have understood the word rendered instruction as denoting

castigation, or punishment ; and according to that explanation the

meaning wo\xld be, that he annoimces to them certain punishment if

they continued in sin—he made it as certain to them as if it were

ratified by a seal. So Eosenmiiller and Mercer. Schultens supposes

it to be equiA'alent to inspires them, or communicates instruction by
inspiration as if it were confirmed and ratified by a seal. He observes
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"man from his 'piu'pose, and
ch. 17. 11. 1 reori.
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hide pride ^ from man.

p Isa. 23. 9.

17 That He may turn man from his purpose,

And hide pride from man.

r
meaning to inspire. The LXX. render it, ahrovs i^ecpiPriffei/—"he
terrifies them"—where they evidently read nrin' instead of chinv The
sense is, that God communicates warnings to men on their beds, in a

manner as solemn and impressive as if it were ratified with a seal, and
made as secure as possible,

17. That he may withdraw man from his purpose. Marg., work.

The sense is plain. God designs to warn him of the consequences of

executing a plan of iniquity. He alarms him by shoAving him that

his course will lead to punishment, and by representing to him, in the
night visions, the dreadful woes of the future world into which he is

about to plunge. The object is to deter him from committing the

deed of guilt which he had contemplated, and to turn him to the
paths of righteousness. Is it unreasonable to suppose that the same
thing 7naij occur now, and that God tnajj have a purpose in the
dreams which often visit the man who has formed a plan of iniquity,

or who is living a life of sin ? It cannot be doubted that such men
often have alarming dreams ; that these dreams are such as are fitted

to deter them from the commission of their contemplated wickedness

;

and that in fact they not unfrequently do it. AVhat shall hinder us
from supposing that God intends that the workings of the mind, when
the senses are locked in repose, shall be the means of alarming the
guilty, and of leading them to reflection ? Why should not mind thus
be its own admonisher, and be made the instrument of restraining

the guilty then, as really as by its sober reasonings and reflections

when awake ? Many a wicked man has been checked in a career of
wickedness by a frightful dream ; and not a few have been brought
to a degree of reflection which has resulted in sound conversion by
the alarm caused on the mind by having the consequences of a career

of wickedness traced out in the visions of the night. The case of
Colonel Gardiner cannot be forgotten—though in that instance it was
rather " a vision of the night" than a dream. He was meditating an
act of wickedness, and was alone in his room awaiting the appointed
hour. In the silence of the night, and in the solitude of his room, he
seemed to see the Saviour on the cross. This view, however it may
be accounted for, restrained him from the contemplated act of wicked-
ness, and he became an eminently pious man. See Doddridge's Life
of Col. Gardiner. The mind, with all its faculties, is under the
control of God ; and no one can demonstrate that he does not make its

actings, even in the wanderings of a dream, the designed means of
checking the sinner, and of saving the soul. U And hide pridefrom man.
Probably the particular thing which Elihu here referred to was pride
and arrogance toicards God; or an insolent bearing towards him, and
a reliance on one's own merits. This was the particular thing in Job
which Elihu seems to have thought required animadversion, and
probably he meant to intimate tliat all men had such communications
from God by dreams as to save them from such arrogance.
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18 He keepetli back his soiil

from the pit, and his life from
' perishing by the sword.

1 passing by.

19 He '' is chastened also with
pain upon his bod, and the mul-
titude of his bones with strong

pain

:

, Psa. 107. 17.

18 He keepeth him back from the pit,

And his life from perishing by a -saolent death.

19 He is also chastened with paii upon his bed,

And the multitude of his bones with ^•iolent suffering

;

18. He keeijeth hack his soul from the pit. The word sotd in the

Hebrew is often equivalent to self; and the idea is, that he keeps the

man from the pit in this manner. The object of these warnings is to

keep him from rushing on to his own destruction. The word ren-

dered pit (nrro), properly means a pit, or pitfall, in which traps are

laid for wild animals, Psa. vii. 16, ix. 16 ; then a cistern that is

miry. Job ix. 31 ; a prison, Isa li. 14 ; then the grave, or sepulchre,

as being often a cavern, Job xvii. 11 ; Psa. xxx. 10. See vers. 28, 30,

of this chapter. It evidently means here the grave ; and the sense is,

that God thus warns men against pui'suing a course of conduct which
would lead them to destruction, or would speedilj' terminate their

lives. II And his life from perishing by the sicord. Marg., passing by.

The meaning of the Hebrew may be, " to keep his life from passing

away by the sword;" as if the sword were the means by Avhich the

life or soul passed from the body. The word rendered sword here

(rfrc) is from nb©

—

to send, cast, hurl; and the reference is rather to

something sent, as of an arrow, dart, javelin, than to a sword. The
sense is not materially varied, and the idea referred to is that of a
violent death. The meaning is, that God by these warnings Avould
keep a man from such a course of life as would lead to a death by
violence—either by punishment for his crime, or by being cut off

in war.

19. He is chastened also icith pain. As another means of checking
and restraining him from the commission of sin. When the warnings
of the night fail, and when he is bent on a life of sin, then God lays

him on a bed of pain, and he is brought to reflection there. There
he has an opportunity to think of his life, and of all the consequences
which must follow from a career of iniquity. This iuA^olves the main
inquiry before the disputants. It was, why men were afflicted. The
three friends of Job had said that it was a full proof of wickedness,
and that when the professedly pious were afflicted it was demonstra-
tive of insincerity and hj3)ocrisy. Job had called this position in

question, and proved that it could not be so, but still was at a loss

u-hy it was. Elihu now says, that affliction is a part of a disciplinary

government ; that it is one of the means which God adopts, when
warnings are ineffectual, to restrain men and to bring them to reflec-

tion and repentance. This appears to have been a view which was
almost entirely new to them. IT Atid the midtitude of his bones with

strong pain. The bones, as has before been remarked, it was supposed
might be the seat of the acutest pain. See notes on ch xxx. 17.

Comp. ch. XX. 11 ; -sdi, 15 ; xxx. 30, The meaning here is, that the

frame was racked with intense suffering in order to admonish men of

sin, to save them from pltmging into deeper transgression, and to

bring them to repentance.
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seen, stick out.

22 Yea, his soul clrawetli near

iinto tlie grave, and his life to

the destroyers.

23 If there be a messenger

20 So that his life ahhorreth

broad, and his soul ' dainty meat.

21 His tiesh is eousumcd
away, that it cannot be seen

;

and his bones that were not

1 meat of desire.

20 So that his life abhorrcth bread,

And his soul the choicest food.

21 His flesh is consumed so that it cannot be seen,

And his bones that were iavisible are naked.
22 And Ms soul di-aweth near to the pit,

And his life to the destroyers.

23 If there be with him a messenger [of God],

20. So that his life ahhorreth bread. It is a common effect of sick-

ness to take away the appetite. Elihu here regards it as a part of the
Avholosome discipline of the sufferer. He has no relish for the
comforts of life. H And his soul dainty meat. Marg., meat of desire.

The Hebrew is, "food of desire." The word rendered meat (ta«p)

does not denote animal food onh', but any kind of food. So the old

English word meat Avas used. The idea is, that the sick man loathes

tlie most delicate food. It is a part of his discij^line that the pleasure

which he had in the days of his health is now taken away.
21. His flesh is consumed aicay, that it cannot be seen. He wastes

away. His flesh, once vigorous, beautiful, and fair, now disappears.

This is not a mere description of the nature of his sickness, but it is a

description of the disciplinary arrangements of God. It is an im-
portant part of his affliction, as a part of the discipline, that his flesh

vanishes, and that his appearance is so changed that he becomes
repulsive to the view. H And his hones that tcere not seen, stick out.

His bones were before invisible. They were carefulh' concealed by
the rounded muscle, and bj^ the fat wliich filled up the interstices, so

that tliey were not offensive to view. But now the protuberances of

his bones can be seen, for God has reduced him to the condition of a

skeleton. This is one of the common effects of disease, and th.is

shows the strength of the discipline which God contemplates. The
parts of the human frame which in health are carefully hid from the

view, as being unsightly, become now prominent, and can be hidden
no longer. One design is to humble us ; to take away the pride

which delighted in the round and polished limb, the rose on the

cheek, the ruby lip, and the smooth forehead ; and to show us what
we shall soon be in the grave.

22. Yea, his soul dratveth near unto the grave. That is, he himself

does, for the word soul is often used to denote self. II And his life to

th^. destroyers— cripp'?. Literally, "to those causing death." The
interpretation commonly given of this is, "the angels of death," who
were supposed to come to close human life. Comp. 2 Sam. xxiv. 16,

17. But it probably refers to diseases and pangs as having power to

terminate life, and being the cause of the close of life. The meaning
is, that the afflicted man comes very near to those acute sufferings

which terminate life, and wliich by personification are here repre-

sented as the authors of death.

23. If there be a messenger with him. This part of the speech of

Elihu has given rise to scarcely less diversity of opinion, and to
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scarcely less discussion, than the celebrated passage in ch. xix
25—27. Almost every interpreter has had a peculiar view of its

meaning, and of course it is very difficult, if not impossible, to deter-

mine its true sense. Before the opinions -n-hich have been entertained

are specified, and an attempt made to determine the true sense of the

passage, it may be of interest to see how it is presented in the ancient

versions, and what light they throw on it. The Vulgate renders it,

*' If there is for him an angel speaking, one of thousands, that he may
announce the righteousness of the man ; he will pity him, and say,

Deliver him that he descends not into corruption : I have found him
in whom I will be propitious to him"

—

inveni in quo ei jn-opitier. The
Septuagint translators render it, "If there be a thousand angels of

death {&yyeXoi 6avaTr)<p6poi}, not one of them can [mortally] wound
him {rpuari avrSv). If he determine in his heart to turn to the Lord,

when he shall have shown man his charge against him, and shown
his folly, he will support him that he may not fall to death, and
renew his bodj', like plastermg on a wall (fio-Trep a\oi<p))v eVl rotxov),

and -will fill his bones with marrow, and make his flesh soft like an
infant." The Chaldee renders it, "If there is merit C^^^^]) in him,

an angel is prepared, a comforter (n'^^'TP^S Paraclete) [Gr. Trapa/cArjros],

one among a thousand accusers (>^'3i;"L2;?) [Gr. Karriyopos], that he may
announce to man his rectitude. And he sjjares him, and says.

Redeem him, that he may not descend to corruption ; I have found a

ransom." Schultens has divided the opinions which have been
entertained of the passage into three classes. They are—I. The
opinions of those who suppose that by the messenger, or angel, here,

there is reference to a ma7i. Of those who hold this opinion, he
enumerates no less than seve?t classes. They are such as these : (1.)

Those who hold that the man referred to is some distinguished

instructor sent to the sick to teach them the wUl of God—an opinion

held by ISIunster and Isidorus. (2.) Those who refer it to a prophet,

as Junius et Tremellius. (3.) Codurcus supposes that there is refer-

ence to the case of Abimelech, who was made sick on account of

Sarah, and that the man referred to was a prophet, who announced
to him that God was righteous, Gen. xx. The fourth and fifth cases

slightly vary from these specified. (6.) Those who hold that Elihu
referred to himself as being the angel, or messenger, that God had
sent to make known to Job the truth in regard to the Divine govern-

ment, and the reason why he afflicts men. Of this opinion was
Gusset, and we may add that this is the opinion of TJmbreit. (7.)

Those who suppose that some faithful servant of God is intended,

without specifying who, who comes to the sick and affUcted, and
announces to them the reason of the Divine dispensations, II. The
second class of opinions is, that an angel is referred to here, and that

the meaning is, that God employs angelic beings to communicate his

•will to men, and especially to the afflicted—to make known to them
the reason why they are afflicted, and the assurance that he is willing

to show mercy to them if they will repent. Of those who hold this,

Schultens mentions (1) the LXX., who render it, "the angels of

death." (2.) The Chaldee Paraphrast, who understands it of " the

comforting angel"— the Paraclete. (3.) The opinion of Mercer,

who supposes it to refer to a good angel, who, though there be a

thousand of a contrary description, if he announces the will of God,
and shows the true reason why he afflicts men, may be the means of
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wifh liim, an interpreter, one l man Ms upriglitness

:

among a tliousand, to shew unto I

An interpreter—one among a thousand

—

To announce to man His uprightness,

rechiiming them. C4.) The opinion of Clerc, who regards it as a

mere hypothesis of Elihu, saying that on the supposition that an ange'

would thus visit men, they might be reclaimed. (5.) The opinion

of Grotius, who supposes it refers to angels regarded as mediators,
who perform their office of mediation in two ways—by admonishing
men, and by praying for them. This was also the opinion of Maimonides.
(6.) The opinion of Jerome, who supposes that it refers to the angel
standing in the presence of God, and who is employed by him in

admonishing and correcting mankind. III. The third class of

opinions consists of those Avho refer it to the ^Messiah. Of those who
have held this opinion, the following may be mentioned : Cocceius
— of course; Calovius, Schmidius, and Augustine. Amidst this

diversity of sentiment, it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine
the real meaning of the passage. The general sentiment is indeed
plain. It is, that God visits men with affliction in order to restrain

them from sin, and to correct them Avhen they have erred. It is not
from hostility to them ; not from mere justice ; not because he
delights in their sufferings ; and not because he wishes to cut them
off. They may suffer much and long, as Job had done, without
knowing the true reason why it was done. They may form erroneous
views of the design of the Divine administration, and suppose that

God is severe and harsh. But if there shall come a messenger, in

such circumstances, who shall explain the reason of the Divine deal-

ings, and show to the sufferer on what principles God inflicts pain

;

and if the sufferer shall hear the message, and acquiesce in the

Divine dealings, then God Avould be willing to be merciful. He
would say that he was satisfied ; the object of the affliction was
accomplished, and he would restore the afflicted to health, and
bestow upon him the most satisfactory evidences of his own favour.

An examination of the particular words and phrases occurring in the

passage may elucidate more clearly this general idea, and lead us to

its true interpretation. The word translated messenger (TiNte maluk)

is that which is usually employed to denote an angel. It means, pro-

perly, one xoho is sent, from 'ttx^, to send; and is applied (1) to one

sent, or a messenger—see ch. i. 14; comp. 1 Sam. xvi. 19
; (2) to a

messenger sent from God, as e. g. {a) to angels, since angels were
employed on messages of mercy or judgment to mankind, Exod. xxiii.

20 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. IG
; (6) to a prophet as sent from God, Hag. i. 13;

Mai. iii. 1 ; (c) to a priest, Eccles. v. 6 ; Mai. ii. 7. It is rendered
here by Jerome angel, and by the LXX. angels bringing death. So
far as the word is concerned, it may apply to any messenger sent from
God—whether an angel, a prophet, or the Messiah ; any one who
should be commissioned to explain to man the reason why afflictions

were s nt, and to communicate the assurance that God was ready to

pardon. % An interpreter. That is, an angel-interpreter, or a messen-

ger wlio should be an interpreter. The word y^ melitz, is from \rh

lutz, to stammer; to speak in a barbarous tongue; and then, in

Hiphil, to cause to tmderstand a foreign language, or to explain ; to
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interpret. Hence it means one who explains or interprets that which
was obscure ; and may mean here one who explains to the sufferer

the true principles of the Divine administration, or who interjn-ets the
design of the Divine dealings. In 2 Chron. xxxii. 31, it is rendered
" ambassadors"—referring to the ambassadors that came from Babylon
to Hezekiah—rendered in the margin interpreters ; in Isa. xliii. 27 it

is rendered teachers—in the margin interpreters—referring to the
religious teachers of the Jews, or those who were appointed to explain

the law of God. Gesenius supposes that it means here the same as

intercessor, or internuncius, and that the phrase denotes an interceding

angel, or one interceding with God for men. But there is no instanc

in which the word yVn melitz is so employed, and such an interpreta-

tion is not demanded by the connexion here. The idea involved in

the word here is immediately explained by Elihu himself. The word
denotes one who would "show unto man his uprightness;" that is,

who would be able to vindicate the righteousness of God, and explain
his dealings. This word, also, may therefore be applicable to a

prophet, a sage, an angel, or the Messiah—to any one who would be
able to explain and interpret the Divine dealings. So far as the
language is concerned, tliere is no reason why it should not be applied

to Elihii himself. U One among a thousand. Such an one as you
would scarcely hope to find among a thousand ; that is, one who was
endowed with a knowledge of the ways of God, and who was quali-

fied for this work in a much more eminent manner than the mass of

men. We have now a similar phrase to denote a man eminent for

wisdom, learning, skill, or moral worth. Tliis language is such as

would most properly be applicable to a human messenger. One
would hardly think of making such distinctions among angelic beings,

or of implying that any one of them might not be qualified to bear a

message to man, or that it was necessary to make such a selection as

is implied by the phrase here to explain the dealings of God. U 2'o

show unto man his uprightness. This is the office which the inter^jret-

ing-messenger was to perform. The "uprightness" referred to here,

I suppose, is that of God, aird means the rectitude of his doings ; or,

in a more general sense, the justness of his character, the equity of his

administration. So explained, it would mean that the messenger
Avould come to show that God is loorthy of confidence ; that he is not
harsh, stern, severe, and cruel. The afflicted person is supposed to

have no clear views on this point, but to regard God as severe and
unmerciful. Elihu in this undoubtedly had Job in his eye, as enter-

taining views of God wliich were far from correct. What was
necessary, he said, was that some one Avould come who could show
to the sufferer that God is worthy of confidence, and that his cha-

racter is wholly upright. Prof. Lee interprets this as referring

wholly to the Messiah, and as denoting the "righteousness which
this Mediator is empowered to give or impute to those who duly seek

it ; and thus, as a Mediator between God and man, to make it out as

their due, by means of the ransom so found, offered, and accepted."

Noyes explains it as meaning "Ais duty ;" that is, "what reason and
religion require of a man in liis situation—repentance, submission,

and prayer to God for pardon." But it seems to me more natural to

refer it to tlie great principles of the Divine government, as being

worthy of confidence. Those principles it was desirable should be so

explained as to inspire such confidence, and particularly this was what
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Elihu supposed was needed by Job. On the -whole, then, it seems
probable tliat Elihu, in this passage, by the messenger -which he
mentions, referred to some one -who should perform the office \vhich

he himself purposed to perform—some man well acquainted with the

principles of the Divine administration ; -who could explain the

reasons Avhy men suffer ; -who could present such considerations as

should lead the sufferer to true repentance ; and -who could assure

him of the Divine mercy. The reasons for this interpretation may be

summed up in few words. They are, (1.) That this is all that is

fairly and necessarily implied in the language, or such an interpreta-

tion meets the obvious import of all the expressions, and leaves

nothing unexplained. (2.) It accords -with what Elihu supposed to

be the views of Job. He regarded him as having improper appre-

hensions of the government of God, and of the reasons why afflictions

were sent upon him. He had patiently listened to all that he had to

say ; had heard him give utterance to much that seemed to be in the

spirit of complaint and murmuring ; and it was manifest to Elihu
that he had not had right apprehensions of the design of trials, and
that they had not produced the proper effect on his mind. He still

needed some one—an interpreter sent from God—to exjilain all this,

and to present such views as should lead him to put confidence in

God as a God of mercy and equity. (3.) It accords with the cha-

racter which Elihu had assumed, and which he all along maintained.

He professed to come from God, ch. xxxii. 8. He was in the place

of God, ch. xxxiii. 6. He came to explain the whole matter which
had excited so long and so warm a debate—a debate to which he had
attentively listened, and where neither Job nor his friends had stated

the true principles of the Divine administration. To represent

himself now as having a clue to the reason why God afflicts men in

this manner, and as being qualified to explain the perplexing subject,

was in accordance with the character Avhich he maintained. (4.j

It accords with the effect which he -wished to produce on the mind of

Job. He wished to bring him to confide in God ; to show him that

all these mysterious dealings were designed to bring him back to his

Creator, and to restore peace and confidence to his agitated and
troubled bosom. While Elihu, therefore, advances a general pro-

position, I doubt not that he meant to represent himself as such a

messenger sent from God ; and though in the whole of his speech he
manifested almost the extreme of modesty, yet he regarded himself
as qualified to unravel the m3'sterj\ That it refers to the Messiah
cannot be demonstrated, and is improbable; for (1) it is nowhere
applied to him in the Ncav Testament—a consideration not indeed
decisive, but of some force, since it is not fe?-y safe to apply passages
to him from the Old Testament without such authority. At least,

the general rule is to be repudiated and rejected, that every passage
is to be supposed to have such a reference which can be possibly
made to apply to him, or where the language can be made to describe
his person and offices. (2.) The work of the "interpreter," the
" angel," or " messenger," referred to here, is not that of the Messiah,
The effect which Elihu saj-s Avould be produced would be, that the
life of the sufferer would be spared, his disease removed, and his

flesh restored with infantile freshness. But this is not the work
which the Redeemer came to perform, and is not that which he
actually does. (3.) The subject here discussed is not such as is

applicable to the -work of the Messiali. It is here a question solely

I 2
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24 Then he is gracious uuto

him, aud eaith, Deliver him
from going down to the pit ; 1

have found ' a ransom.

1 or, an, atonement.

24 Then will he be gracious unto him, and say,
" Deliver him from going do^vn to the pit

;

"I hare found a ransom."

about the design of affliction. That was the point to be explained ; and
explanation was what was needed, and what was proposed to be done.

But this is not the peculiar work of the Messiah. His was a much
larger, wider office ; and even if this had been his whole work, how
would the reference to that have met the point under discussion ? I

am inclined, therefore, to the opinion, that Elihu had himself parti-

eidarly in his view, and that he meant to represent himself as at that

time sustaming the character of a messenger sent from God to explain

important principles of his administration.

24. Then he is gracious unto him. That is, on the supposition that

he hears and regards what the messenger of God communicates. If

he rightly understands the reasons of the Divine administration, and
acquiesces in it, and if he calls upon God in a proper manner (ver.

26), he will show liim mercy, and spare him. Or it may mean, that

God is in fact gracious to him by sending him a messenger who can
come and say to him that it is the Divine purpose to spare him ; that

he is satisfied, and will preserve him from death. If such a messenger
should come, and so announce the mercy of God, tlien he would
return to the vigour of his former days, and be fully restored to liis

former prosperity. Elihu refers probably to some method of com-
munication, by which the will of God was made known to the

suS'erer, and by which it was told him that it was God's design not

to destroy, but to discipline and save him. II Deliver him. Heb.,
irwis

—

redeem him. The word here used (JT^) properly means, to let

loose, to cut loose ; and then to buy loose ; that is, to redeem, to

ransom for a price. Sometimes it is used in the general sense of

freeing or delivermg, without reference to a price (comp. Deut. vii. 8 ;

Jer. XV. 21 ; Psa. xxxiv. 23 ; Job vi. 23) ; but usually there is a re-

ference to a price, or to some valuable consideration, either expressed

or impUed. Comp. notes on Isa. xliii. 3. Here the appropriate idea

is expressed, for it is said, as a reason for redeeming or rescuing him,
"I have fotmd a ransom." That is, the "ransom" is the valuable

consideration on account of which he was to be rescued from death.

H From going down to the pit. The grave ; the world of darkness.

Notes, ver. 18. That is, he would keep him alive, and restore him
again to health. It is possible that by the word pit here, there may
be a reference to a place uf punishment, or to the abodes of the dead
as places of gloom and horror, especially in the case of the wicked

;

but the more probable interpretation is, that it refers to death alone.

H / 1MXe found. That is, there is a ransom ; or, I have seen a reason

whj' he should not die. The idea is, that God was looking for some
reason on account of which it would be proper to release the sufferer,

and restore him to the accustomed tokens of his favour, and that such
a ransom had now appeared. There was now no necessity Avhy those

sufferings should be prolonged, and he cotdd consistently restore him

to health. H A ransom. Marg., " or, an atonement. Heb., "BS

kbphlr. On the meanuig of this word, see notes on Isa. xliii. 3. The
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expression here means that there was something which could be re-

garded as a valuable consideration, or a reason why the sufferer

should not be further afflicted, and "why he should be preserved from
going down to the grave. What that price, or valuable consideration

was, is not specified ; and what was tlie actual idea which Eliliu

attached to it, it is now impossible with certainty to determine. The
connexion would rather lead us to suppose that it Avas something
seen in the suiferer himself; some change wrought in his mind by
his trials ; some evidence of acquiescence in the government of God,
and some manifestation of true repentance, which was the reason
why the stroke of punishment should be removed, and why the
sufferer should be saved from death. This might be called by Elihu
"a ransom"—using the word in a very large sense. There can be
no doubt that such a fact often occurs. God lays his hand on his

erring and wandering children. He brings upon them afflictions

which would consign them to the grave, if they were not checked.
Those afflictions are effectual in the case. They are the means of

true repentance ; they call back the wanderer ; they lead him to put
his trust in God, and to seek his happiness again in him ; and this

result of his trials is a reason Avhy they should extend no farther.

The object of the affliction has been accomplished, and the penitence
of the sufferer is a sufficient reason for lightening the hand of afflic-

tion, and restoring him again to health and prosperity. This is not
properly an atonement, or a ransom, in the sense in which the word
is now technically used ; but the Hebrew word here used would not
be inappropriately employed to convey such an idea. Thus, in Exod.
xxxii. 30, the intercession of Moses is said to be that by which an
atonement would be made for the sin of the people. " Moses said

vmto tlie people, Ye have sinned a great sin ; and now I will go up
unto the Lord

;
peradventure I shall make an atonement ('T'??^

akappera, from ^?? kdphar) for your sin." Here it is manifest that

the act of Moses, in making intercession, was to be the ^mb lie reason, or

the "ransom," Avhy they were not to be pimished. So the boldness,

zeal, and fidelity of Piiinehas in resisting idolatry, and punishing
those who had been guilty of it, are spoken of as the atonement or
ransom on account of which the plague was stayed, and the anger of
God removed from his people. Numb. xxv. 12, 13, " Behold, I give
unto him my covenant of peace—because he was zealous for his God,
and made an atonement C??']) for the children of Israel." Sept.,

e^iXaaaro. In this large sense, the sick man's repentance might be
regarded as the covering, ransom, or public reason why he should be
restored. That word literally means that which covers, or overlays

anything ; and then an atonement or expiation, as being such a

covering. See Gen. vi. 14 ; Exod. xxi. 30. Cocceius, Calovius, and
others suppose that the reference here is to the Messiah, and to the
atonement made by him. Schultens supposes that it has the same
reference by anticipation—that is, that God had purposed such a
ransom, and that in virtue of the promised and prefigured expiation,

he could now show mercy. But it cannot be demonstrated that Elihu
had such a reference ; and though it was undoubtedly true that God
designed to show mercy to men only through that atonement, and
that it was, and is, only by this that release is ever given to a sufferer,

still it does not follow that Elihxi fully understood this. The general

truth that God was merciful, and that the repentance of the sick man
would be followed by a release from suffering, was all that can

VOL. u. M
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25 His flesh sliall be freslier

tlian ' a cliild's : he shall return

to the days of his youth

:

26 He shall pray unto God,
1 childhood.

aud he will he fayourable unto
him ; and ho shall see his face

with joy : for he will render
unto man his righteousness.

25 His flesh shall become freslier than a child's

;

He shall return to the days of his youth.

26 He shall pray unto God, and he -will be merciful to him

,

And he shall see his face with joy,

For he deals with men in equity.

reasonably be supposed to have been understood at that period of the
world. Noio we know the reason, the mode, and the extent of the
ransom ; and taking the words in their broadest sense, we may go to

all sufferers, and say, that they may be redeemed from going down to

the dark chambers of the eternal pit, for God has found a ransom.
A valuable consideration has been offered, in the blood of the Redeemer,
which is an ample reason why they should not be consigned to hell,

if they are truly penitent.

25. His flesh shall he fresher than a child's. 'Marg., childhood. The
meaning is obvious. He would be restored again to health. The
calamity which had been brought upon him for purposes of discipline

would be removed. This was the theory of Elihu in regard to afflic-

tions, and he undoubtedly meant that it should be applied to Job.

If he would now, understanding the nature and design of affliction,

turn to God, he woiild be recovered again, and enjoy the health and
vigour of his 3'outh. We are not to suppose that this is universally

true, though it is undoubtedly often a fact now, that if those who are

afflicted become truly penitent, and call upon God, the affliction will

be removed. It will have accomplished its object, and may be with-
drawn. Hence they who pray that their afflictions may be with-

dra^ni, should flrst pray that they may accomplish on their own
hearts the effect which God designs, producing in them perjitence,

deadness to the world, and humiliation, and then that his hand may
be withdrawn. H He shall return to the days 0/ his youth. That is, to

health and vigour.

26. He shall pray unto God, etc. That is, when he fully under-
stands the design of affliction ; and when his mind is brought to a

proper state of penitence for his past conduct, then he will find God
mercifi-d, and ready to show him kindness. II And he shall see his

face with joy. The face of God. That is, he shall be able to look up
to him with peace and comfort. This language is similar to that

which is so frequently employed in the Scriptures, in which God is

said to lift upon us the light of his countenance. The meaning here

is, that the afflicted man would be again permitted to look by faith

on God, being reconciled to him, and would see in his face no
indication of displeasure. H For he will render unto 7nan his right-

eousness. He will deal with him in justice and equity. When he
sees evidence of penitence, he will treat him accordingly ; and if in

the afflicted man he discerns true piety, he will regard and treat him
as his friend. The meaning is, that if there is in the sufferer any
sincere love to God, he will not be indifferent to it, but will treat him
as possessing it. This is still true, and universally true. If there is

in the heart of one who is afflicted my real piet}', God will not treat
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27 'He looketli upon men;
nnd if any say, "^ I have sinned,

I or, He shall took upon men, and say, I have
stnned.

and perverted tTiat which was
riglit, and it profited me not

;

r 1 John 1. 9.

27 He lookcth attentively on man,
And when he says,

"I have sinned, and acted perversely,
" And it has been no advantage to me,"

him as an impenitent sinner, but will manifest his mercy to him, and
show to him the favours which he confers only on his friends,

27. Ue looketh upon men. Marg., " or, he shall look tipon men, and
say, I have sinned." Umbrcit renders this. Nun singt er jubclnd zu
den ^Mcnschen—" now he sings joyfully among men." So Noyes,
"He shall sit among men, and say." Prof. Lee, "He shall fully

consider or pronounce right to men, so that one shall say, I have
sinned." Covcrdale, " Such a respect hath he unto men. Therefore,

let a man confess and say, I have offended." The LXX. render it,

EIto t6t€ a.iro)x4jx\\/(Tai dfOpooiros aurbs kavrco—"then shall a man blame
himself," etc. These various renderings arise from the difference of

signification attached to the Hebrew word i©'. According to our

interpretation, it is derived from t© shir, to sing ; and then the

meaning would be, " he sings before men," and thus the reference

would be to the sufferer, meaning that he would have occasion to

rejoice among men. See Gesenius on the word. According to the

other view, the word is derived from ito shur, to look round ; to care
for, or regard ; and, according to this, the reference is to God, mean-
ing that he carefully and attentively observes men in such circimi-

stances, and, if he sees evidence that there is true penitence, he has
compassion and saves. This idea certainly accords better with the
scope of the passage than the former, and it seems to me is to be
regarded as correct. II And if any say, I have sinned. Heb., "And
says ;" that is, if the sufferer, under the pressure of his afflictions, is

willing to confess his faults, then God is ready to show him mercy.
This accords with what Elihu purposed to state of the design of
afflictions, that they were intended to bring men to reflection, and to

be a means of wliolesome discipline. There is no doubt tliat he
meant that all this should be understood by Job as applicable to him-
self, for he manifestly means to be understood as saying that he had
not seen in him the evidence of a penitent mind, such as he supposed
afflictions were designed to produce. II And j^erverted that which was
right. That is, in regard to operations and views of the Divine
government. He had held error, or had cherished wrong apprehen-
sions of the Divine character. Or it may mean, that he had dealt
unjustly with men in his intercourse with them. H And it profited

me not. The word here used (nro shdvd) means properly to be even
or level ; then to be equal, or of like value ; and here may mean, that
he now saw that it was no advantage to him to have done wickedlv,
since it brought upon him such a punishment, or the benefit which
he received from his life of wickedness was no equivalent for the
pain which he had been called to suffer in consequence of it. This
is the common interpretation. Rosenmiiller, however, suggests
another, which is, that he designs by this language to express his
sense of the Divine mercy, and that it means, "My afflictions are in
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etli God * oftentimes witt man,
30 To bring liack Ms soul

from tlie pit, * to bo cnligbtened

witb tlie liglit ' of tbe living.

i twice a.nA thrice. iPsa.40.1,2; Is. 38. 17.
t Psa. 5ti. l.'S; Acts C(i. 18.

28 ' Ho will deliver Ms soul

from going into the pit, and Ms
life stall see tbe ligbt.

29 Lo, all tbese things work-
1 or, He hath delivered my soul, etc., and

my life.

28 Then he delivers his soul from going (io\\ii to the pit,

And his life behohls the hght.
29 Lo, all these things doeth God,

Twice, yea, thrice, ^vith man,
30 That he may bring him back from the pit,

To enjoy the Ught of life.

no sense equal to my deserts. I have not been punished as I might
justly have been, for God has interposed to spare me." It seems to

me, however, that the former interpretation accords best with the
meaning of the words and the scope of the passage. It would then
be the reflection of a man on the bed of suffering, that the course of

life which brought him there had been attended with no advantage,
but had been the means of plunging him into deserved sorrows, from
which he could be rescued only by the grace of God.

28. He will deliver his soul. Marg., "He hath delivered my soul.'"

There are various readings here in the text, which give rise to this

diversity of interpretation. The present reading in the text is ^CSD—
my soul; and, according to this, it is to be regarded as the language of

the sufferer celebrating the mercy of God, and is language which is

connected with the confession in the previous verse, "I have sinned;

I found it no advantage; and he hath rescued me from death,"

Many MSS., however, read Vifp

—

his soul; and, according to this, the

language would be that of Elihu, saying, that in those circumstances

God would deliver him when he made suitable confession of his sin.

The sense is essentially the same. The Vulgate has, "He will

deliver his soul;" the LXX., "Save my soul." H From going into

the pit. Notes, ver. 18. *i And his life shall see the light. Here there

is the same variety of reading which occurs in regard to the word
sold. The present Hebrew text is ('n^n) "my life;" many MSS.
read (ilTi7) "his life." The phrase "to see the light" is cquiA'alent

to live. Death was represented as going down into regions where
there was no ray of light. See ch. iii. 20 ; x. 21, 22.

29. Lo, all these things icorketh God. That is, he takes all these

methods to warn men, and to reclaim them from their evil ways.
II Oftentimes. Heb., as in the margin, twice, thrice. This may be
taken either, as it is by our translators, to denote an indefinite

number, meaning that God i^^es frequent occasion to warn men, and
repeats the admonition when they disregard it, or more probably
Elihu refers here to the particular methods which he had specified,

and which were three in number. First, warnings in the visions of

the night, vers. 14—17. Second, afflictions, 19—22. Third, the .

messenger which God sent to make the sufferer acquainted with the

design of the affliction, and to assure him that he might return to

God, vers. 23—26. So the LXX. understand it, who render it,

oSous Tp€?s, three ways—referring to the three methods which Elihu
had specified.

SO. To bring back his soulfrotn the pit. To keep him from descend^
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desire to justify tliee.

33 If not, hearken unto me

:

hold thy peace, and I shall teach

thee wisdom.

31 "Mark well, Job, hearken

imto me : hold thy peace, and I

will speak.

32 If thou hast anything to

say, answer me : speak, for I

31 Mark well, Job, hearken unto me

!

Keep silence, and I will sijeak.

32 If thou hast anj-thing to say, answer me

;

Speak, for I desii'e to do thee justice.

33 But if not, do thou listen to me

;

Attend, and I wiU teach thee wisdom.

ing to the grave, and to the dark world beneath. He takes these

methods of warning men, in order that they may not bring destruction

on themselves. See ver. 18. H To be enlightened loith tlie light of the

living. That he may still enjoy life, and not descend to the world of

shades.

31. Mark well, O Job, hearken unto me, etc. Eliliu designs to inti-

mate that he had much more to say which demanded close attention.

He begited, therefore, that Job would hear him patiently through.

32. If thou hast anything to sag, answer me. In the previous verse,

Elihu had asked that Job would hear all that he had to say. Yet
here, in view of what he had said, he asks of him that if there were
anything from which he dissented, he would now express his dissent.

We may suppose that he paused at this part of his speech, and as

what he had said related particularly to Job, he felt that it was
proper that he should have an opportunity to reply. IT For I desire

to justify thee. I would do j'ou justice. I would not pervert what
you have said, or attribute to you any wrong opinions or any impro-
per motives. Perhaps there may be included also a wish to vindicate

him, if he possibly could. He did not desire to dispute for the sake

of disputing, or to blame him if he could avoid it, but his aim was
the truth ; and if he could, he wished to vindicate the character of

Job from the aspersions which had been cast upon it.

33. If not, hearken unto me, etc. If nothing has been said from
which you dissent, then listen to me, and I will explain further the
perplexing subject which has excited so much discussion. These
remarks of Elihu imply great confidence in the truth of what he had
to say, but they are not arrogant and disrespectful. He treats Job
with the utmost deference ; is Avilling to hear all that could be said

in opposition to his own vicAvs, and is desirous of not wounding his

feelings, or doing injustice to his cause. It may be supposed that he
paused here, to give Job an opportunity to reply ; but as he made no
remarks, he resumed his discourse in the following chapter. The
views which he had expressed were evidently new to Job, and were
entirely at variance with those of his three friends, and they appear
to have been received by all with profound and respectful silence.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER XXXIV.

Elihu appeai-s to have paused, to give Job an opportunity to reply to what
he had said. "When he found that he had nothing to reply, he addi-essea

particularly the friends of Job, designing to vindicate the ways of God, and
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CHAPTER XXXIV. I STrered and said,

J^URTHERMORE, Elihu au-
|

1 And Eliliii proceeded, and said

:

to examine some of the positions wliich Job had advanced. He had been
grieved and offended that they had not replied to what he considered to be

his erroneous sentiments (ch. xxxii. 3), and now he proposes to reply to those

sentiments himself, and to show what was the truth in the matter. The
chapter contains the following points

:

I. The introduction to the speech, in which Elihu addresses himself par-

ticularly to the friends of Job, and asks their careful consideration of the

whole subject, vers. 1—4.

II. A statement of the sentiments of Job wliich he considered erroneous,

and which he proposed to examine, vers. 5—9. Particularly, Job had said

that he was righteous ; that God had not dealt with him as he ought to have
done; and that there was no advantage in serving God and being pious,

since calamities came upon the righteous as well as the wicked, and the

wicked under his government fared as well as the righteous.

III. An examination and a refutation of these opinions, vers. 10—30. In
doing this, Elihu refers to the following considerations : (a) A declaration

that God Avill not do vrlckedness, and that he camiot pervert judgment.
This Elihu seems to consider as indisputable, vers. 10—12. (b) God is the

absolute and original sovereign of all the earth. N"o one has (/ivcti him
authoiity to reign, and no one can control him, vers. 13—16. (c) There is,

therefore, great impropriety in caUing in question the dealings of such a
sovereign. It would be improper even to arraign an earthly prince, and to

accuse him of injustice ; and how much more impropriety is there in calling

in question the equity of the Great Governor of the miiverse ! vers 17—19.

(«?) All men are under the notice of God. The wicked cannot escape, and
there is no land of darkness where they can be concealed. It cannot be
supposed, therefore, that they vnU. escape because God cannot ferret them
out, and call them to judgment, vers. 20—22. (e) God wiU not lay upon
man more than is right, or give him occasion to enter into controversy witli

him, ver. 23. (/) God in fact cuts off the wicked. He destroys them in

the night; he strikes them suddenly down, and spares the poor and the

oppressed who cry unto him. He takes care that the hypocrite shall not
reign, and brings upon him deserved punishment, vers. 24—30. By such
considerations, Elihu meets the allegations of Job, and endeavom'S to

vindicate the government of God. They are for the most part mere asser-

tions, and in his view the whole subject resolves itself into a matter of

sovereignty. The amount of all that he says is, that man should submit to

God, and that it is 2}>'csum]3tiou in him to attempt to call in question the

equity of his government.
IV. Elihu now turns again to Job, and appeals to him. He says that the

proper course for him, instead of complaining of God, would be to confess

that he had done v%Tong, and to pray that he might be taught to understand
that which was now inscrutable to him. He ought not to expect that every-

thing would be according to his mind. He ouglit to scc'k counsel of men of

understanding, and listen with deference to tlieu' opinions, and not to

arrogate all wisdom to himself. Job had erred, in the opinion of Elihu, and
had maintained sentiments wliich tended to vindicate the conduct of wicked
men. He had evinced a spiiit of rebellion, and multiplied words against

God, vers. 31—37. The drift of the whole discourse, therefore, is to con-
vince Job that he was wrong, and to exliort him to acquiesce in the
righteous government of God ; to lead him to inquire into the reasons why
God had afflicted him, and confess the suis which had been the occasion of

his trials.

1. Furthermore, Elihu answered and said. That is, evidently, after

a pause to see if Job had anything to reply. The -word answered, ia
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2 Hear my -words, yc wise
men ; aud give ear unto mo, ye
tliat have kuowledge.

3 For tlie ear trietli words, as

tlie ' moutli tastetli meat.

1 palate. V. ch. 27. 2.

4 Let US choose to us judg-

ment : let us know among our-

selves what is good.

For Jol) hath said, "I am
righteous : aud God hath taken

a-way my judgment.

2 Heai- my words, ye ^vise men

;

And ye that have knowledge, give oar to me.
3 For the ear trieth words,

As the mouth tastcth meat.
4 Let us choose to oui'sclves what is right

;

Let us luiow among ourselves what is good.

5 For Job hath said, " I am righteous

;

" And God hath taken away my right.

the Scriptures, often means " to begin a discourse," though nothing
had been said by others. See ch. iii. 2 ; Isa. xiv. 10 ; Zech. i. 10

;

iii. 4 ; iv. 11, 12. Sometimes it is used with reference to a subject,

meaning that one replied to what could be suggested on the opposite

side. Here it may be understood either in the general sense of

beginning a discourse, or more probably as replying to the sentiments
wliich Job had advanced in the debate with his friends.

2. Hear my ivords, O ye wise men. Addressing particularly the
three friends of Job. The previous chapter had been addressed to

Job himself. He had stated to him his views of the design of

affliction, and he had nothing to reply. He now addresses himself to

his friends, with a particular view of examining soine of the senti-

ments which Job had advanced, and of showing where he was in

error. He addresses them as "wise men," or sages, and as endowed
with "knowledge," to conciliate their attention, and because he re-

garded them as qualified to miderstand the difficult subject whicli he
proposed to explain.

3. For the ear trieth words. Ascertains their meaning, and espe-
:;ially determines what words are worth regarding. The object of

this is, to fix the attention on what he was about to say ; to get the
ear so that every word should make its proper impression. The word
ear in this place, however, seems not to be used to denote the external
organ, but the whole faculty of hearmg. It is by hearing that the
meaning of what is said is determined, as it is by the taste that the
quality of food is discerned. H As the mouth tasteth meat. Marg. as

in 'H.eh., palate. The meaning is, as the organ of taste determines the
nature of the various articles of food. The same figure is used by Job
in ch. xii. 11.

4. Let us choose to us judgment. That is, let us examine and explore
what is true and right. Amidst the conflicting opinions, and the
sentiments which have been advanced, let us find out what will abide
the test of close investigation.

5. For Job hath said, I am righteous. See ch. xiii. 18, "I know
that I shall be justified." Comp. ch. xxiii. 10, 11, where he says, if

he was tried he would come forth as gold. ' Elihu may have also

referred to the general course of remark which he had pursued as

vindicatmg himself. IT And God hath taken aioay myjudgment. This
sentiment is found in ch. xxvii. 2. See notes on that place.
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6 Should I lie against my
right ? my ' TTOuiicl is incurable

witliout transgression.

7 "What man is like Job, w7io

driuketli ujj scorning like water?

1 arrow, cli. 6. 4.

6 " In respect to my cause I am regarded as a liar

;

" The arrow in me is fatal—though I am free from transgression.'

7 What man is Hke Job,

Who drinketh up scorning Uke water

;

6. Should I lie against my right? These are also quoted as the
words of Job, and as a part of the erroneous opinions on which Elihu
proposes to comment. These words do not occur, however, as used by
Job respecting himself, and Elihu must be understood to refer to what
he regarded as the general strain of the argument mamtained by him.
In regard to the meaning of the words, there have been various

opinions. Jerome renders them, "For in judging me there is false-

hood

—

meiidacium est;—my violent arrow [the painful arrow in me]
is without any sin." The LXX., " He [the Lord] hath been false in

my accusation"

—

i^evffaTo Se rw Kpl/xari fiov
—"mj'- arrow is heavy

without transgression." Coverdale, "I must needs be a liar, though
mj' caase be right." Unibreit renders it, " I must lie if I should
acknowledge myself to be guilty." Noyes, "Though I am innocent,

I am made a liar." Prof. Lee, "Should I lie resi^ecting my case?
mine arrow is mortal without transgression." That is. Job said he
could not lie about it ; he could use no language that would deceive.

He felt that a mortal arrow had reached him without transgression,

or without any adequate cause. Rosenmiiller renders it, "However
just may be my cause, I appear to be a liar." That is, he was
regarded as guilt}', and treated accordingly, however conscious he
might be of innocence, and however strenuously he might maintain
that he was not guiltj'. The meaning probably is, "I am held to be
a liar. I defend myself; go over my past life; state my course of

conduct ; meet the accusations of my friends,—but in all this I am still

held to be a liar. My friends so regard me—for they will not credit

my statements, and they go on still to argue as if I was the most
guilty of mortals. And God also in this liolds me to be a liar, for he
treats me constantly as if I were guilty. He hears not my vindication,

and he inflicts pain and woe upon me as if all that I had said about
my own integrity were false, and I were one of the most abandoned
of mortals ; so that on all hands I am regarded and treated as if I were
basely false." The literal translation of the Hebrew is, " Concerning
my judgment [or, my cause] I am held to be a liar," H Mg tcound is

incurable. Marg. as in Heb., arrow. The idea is, that a deadlj' arrow
had smitten him, which could not be extracted. So in VirgU

—

Haeret lateri letalis arimdo.

—

^n. iv. 73.

The image is taken from an animal that had been pierced with a
deadly arrow. % Without transgression. Without any sin that de-
served such treatment. Job did not claim to be absolutely perfect

;

he maintained only that the sufferings which he endui'ed were no
proper proof of his character, Comp. ch. vi. 4.

7. What 7nan is like Job, who drinketh tip scorning like water? A
similar image occurs in ch. xv. 16. The idea is, that he was full of

reproachful speeches respectmg God ; of the language of irreverence

and rebellion. He indulged in it as freely as a man drinks water

;
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8 Wliicli goetli in company
witli tlio -svorkcrs of iniriuity,

and walketli -witli Tvicked men.
9 For lio liatli said, It pro-

fitctli a man nothing 'that he
should delight himseli' with God.

X ch. 9. Ce, 23.

10 Therefore hearken unto

me, ye men of ' understanding :

Far he it from God, that he

should do "wickedness ; andfrom
the Almighty, that he should

commit iniquity.

1 heart.

8 "WTio kcepeth company -with the Trorkers of miquity,
And walkcth with wicked men ?

9 For he hath said, " It is no advantage to a man
"When he is ia friendship with God."

10 Wherefore hearken unto me, ye men of understanding

:

Far be iniquity from God

!

And injustice far from the Almighty

!

gathers up and imbibes all the language of reproach that he can find,

and indulges in it as if it were perfectly harmless.

8. Which goeth in company xoith the toorkers of iniquitij. That is, in

his sentiments. The idea is, that he advocated the same opinions

which they did, and entertained the same views of God and of his

government. The same charge had been before brought against him
by his friends. See notes on ch. xxi.

9. For he hath said, It juvjileth a man nothing that he should delight

himself with God. That is, there is no advantage in piety, and in en-

deavouring to serve God. It will make no difference in the Divine
dealings with liim. He will be treated just as well if he lives a life

of sin, as if he undertakes to live after the severest rules of piety.

Job had not used precisely this language, but, in ch. ix. 22, he had
expressed nearly the same sentiment. It is probable, however, that

Elihu refers to what he regarded as the general scope and tendency of

his remarks, as implying that there was no respect paid to character

in the Divine dealings with mankind. It was easy to pervert the

views which Job actually entertained, so as to make him ap^Jcar to

maintain this sentiment, and it Avas probably with a special view to

this charge that Job uttered the sentiments recorded in ch. xxi. See
notes on that chapter.

10. Therefore hearke7i iinfo jne, Elihu proceeds now to reply to

what he regarded as the erroneous sentiments of Job, and to show the
impropriety of language which reflected so much on God and his

government. Instead, however, of meeting ilxe facts in the case, and
showing how the actual course of events could be reconciled with
justice, he resolves it all into a matter of sovereignty, and maintains
that it is wrong to doubt the rectitude of the dealings of one so

mighty as God. In this he pursues the same course substantially

wluch the friends of Job had done, and does little more to solve the
real difficulties in the case than they had. The facts to which Job
had referred are scarcely adverted to ; the perplexing questions are

still unsolved, and the amount of all that Elihu says is, that God is a
sovereign, and that there must be an improper spirit when men
presume to pronounce on his dealings. U Ye tneti of understanding.
Marg. as in Heb., men of " heart." The word heart is here used as it

was uniformly among the Hebrews ; the Jewish view of physiology
being that the heart was the seat of all the mental operations. They
never speak of the head as the seat of the intellect, as we do. The
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11 For tlie -work y of a man
sliall lie render unto him, and

cause every man to find accord-

ing to his ways.
12 Yea, surely God will not

2/ Rev. 22. 12.

do wickedly, neither will the
Almighty pervert judgment.

13 Who hath given hjm a

charge over the earth ? or who
hath disposed ' the whole world ?

1 t/ie world, all of it.

11 For he will render to man Ms work,

And requite every man according to his way.

12 Surely, God \vill not do wickedly,

Nor will the Almighty pervert jxistice.

13 Who hath committed" to Him the charge of the earth?

Or who hath arranged the whole world .''

meaning here is, that Elihu regarded them as sages, qualified to

comprehend and appreciate the truth on the subject under discus-

sion. H Far be it from God, Heb., rmn—"profane, unholy." It is

an expression of abhorrence, as if the thing proposed were profane or

unholy, 1 Sam. xx. 2; Gen. xviii. 25; Josh. xxiv. 16. The meaning
here is, that the very idea that God would do wrong, or could

patronize iniquity, was a profane conception, and was not to be

tolerated for a moment. This is true enough, and in this general

sentiment, no doubt, Job would himself have concurred.

11. For the tcork of a 7nan shall he render xinto him. He shall treat

each man as he deserves—and this is the essence of justice. Of the

truth of this, also, there could have been no question. Elihu does not,

indeed, apply it to the case of Job, but there can be little doubt that

he intended that it should have such a reference. He regarded Job
as having accused God of injustice, for having inflicted woes on him
which he by no means deserved. He takes care, therefore, to state

this general principle, that with God there must be impartial justice

—

leaving the application of this principle to the facts in the world, to

be arranged as well as possible. No one can doubt that Elihu in this

took the true ground, and that the great principle is to be held that

God can do no icrong, and that all the facts in the universe must be

consistent with this great principle, whether we can now see it to be
so or not.

12. Yea, surely God will not do ivickedly. So important does Elihu
hold this principle to be, that he repeats it, and dwells upon it. He
savs, ^*\X surely (^t?t) must be so." The principle tniist be held at

all hazards, and no opinion which contravenes this should be indulged

for one moment. His ground of complaint against Job was, that he
had not held fast to this principle, but, under the pressure of his

sufferings, had indulged in remarks which implied that God mir/ht do
wrong. 11 Neither ivill the Almighty pervert judgment. As Elihu
supposed Job to have maintained. See ver. 5. To " pervert judg-

ment" is to do injustice; to place injustice in the place of right.

13. Who hath given him a charge over the earth? That is, he is the

great original Proprietor and Ruler of all. He has derived his

authority to govern from no one ; he is under subjection to no one

;

and he has, therefore, an absolute right to do his O'wn pleasure.

Keigning, then, with absolute and original authority, no one has a

right to call in question the equity of what he does. The argument

of Elihu here, that God would do right, is derived solely from his
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14 If lie set his Leart upon I his spii'it and Lis breath

;

' mau, if he gather uuto himself I i him.

14 If he form such a purpose in regard to man,
The spirit and the breath he will gather to himself

;

independence. If he -were a subordinate governor, he would feel less

interest in the correct administration of affairs, and might be tempted
to commit injuries to gratify the feelings of his superior. As he is,

however, supreme and independent, he cannot be tempted to do
wrong by any reference to a superior will ; as the universe is that

which he has made, and which belongs to him, every consideration

would lead him to do right to all. He can have no partiality for one
more than another ; and there can be no one to whom he would desire

to do injustice—for who wishes to injure that which belongs to him-
self? Prof. Lee, however, renders this, "Who hath set a land in

order against him?" He supposes that the remark is designed to

show the folly of rebelling against God. But the former interpreta-

tion seems better to accord with the scope of the argument. H Or
who hath disposed the whole world? AVho has arranged the affairs of

the imiverse ? The word rendered "world" usually means the habit-

able earth, but it is employed here in the sense of tlie universe ; and
the idea is, that God has arranged and ordered all things, and that he
is the supreme and absolute Sovereign.

14. If he set his heart upon man. !NIarg. as in Heb., " upon him"—
meaning man. That is, if he fixes his attention particularly on him,
or should form a purpose in regard to him. The argument seems to

be this : "If God wished such a thing, and should set his heart upon
it, he could easily cut off the whole race. He has power to do it,

and no one can deny him the right. Man has no claim to life, but he
who gave it has a right to withdraw it, and the race is absolutely

dependent on this infinite Sovereign. Being such a Sovereign, there-

fore, and having such a right, man cannot complain of his Maker as

unjust, if he is called to pass through trials." llosenmiiller, however,
supposes this is to be taken in the sense of severe scrutiny, and that

it means, "If God should examine Avith strictness the life of man,
and mark all lus faults, no flesh would be allowed to live. All would
be found to be guilty, and would be cut off." Grotius supposes it to

mean, "If God should regard only himself; if he wished only to be
good to himself—that is, to consult his own welfare, he would take
away life from all, and live and reign alone." This is also the intei'-

pretation of Umbreit, Schnurrer, and Eichhorn, Noyes regards it as

an argimient drawn from the benevolence of God, meaning, if God
were severe, unjust, and revengeful, the earth would be a scene of

universal desolation. It seems to me, however, that it is rather an
argument from the absolute sovereignty or power of the Almiglity
implying that man had no right to complain of the Divine dealings in

the loss of health, property, or friends; for if he chose he might
sweep away the whole race, and leave the earth desolate. 51 If he
gather unto himself his spirit and his breath. The spirit of man is

represented as having been originally given by God, and as returning
to him when man dies. Eccles. xii. 7, "Then shall the dust return
to the earth as it was ; and the spirit shall return, unto God who
gave it."
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15 All flesli sliall perish to-

getlier, aud man shall tiu'u again

unto dust.

16 If noTV" thoxi hast under-
standing, hear this ; hearken to

the voice of my words.

17 Shall ^ even he that hateth
right 'govern? aud wilt thou
condemn him that is most just?

18 Zs it fit to say to a king,
" Thou art -wicked ? and to

princes, Ye arc ungodly?
t 2 Sam. 23. 3. 1 bind. a Exod. £2.28

15 All flesh will expire together,

And man vrill return to the dust.

16 If thou hast understanding, hoar this

;

Hearken to the voice of my words

!

17 Shall he that hateth justice govern ?

AVilt thou condemn him that is suprcmelj'' just.'

18 Is it proper to say to a king, " Thou art wicked.'"

Or to princes, "Te are unrighteous?"

15. All flesh shall jierish tor/ether. If God chose, he would have a
right to cut do^vvn the Avhole race. How tlien shall men complain of

tlie loss of liealth, comforts, and friends, and presume to arraign God
as if he -were unjust?

16. If noio thou. \\:vst understanding, hear this. This appears to be
addressed to Job. The discourse before this had been directed to liis

three friends, but Elihu appears here to have turned to Job, and to

have made a solemn appeal to him, whether this were not so. In the

subsequent verses he remonstrates with him about his views, and
shows him that what he had said implied severe reflections on the
character and government of God.

17. Shall even he that hateth right govern? Marg. as in Heb., hind.

Tliat is, shall he bind by laws. The argument in tliis verse seems to

be an appeal to -what must be the conviction of mankiiid, that God,
the Great Governor of the universe, could not be unjust. This con-

viction, Elihu appears to have supposed, was so deep in the human
mind, that he miglit appeal even to Job himself for its truth. The
question here asked implies that it would be impossible to believe

that one •who was unjust could govern the universe. Such a suppo-
sition would be at variance with, all the convictions of the human
soul, and all the indications of the nature of his government to be
found in his works. H And wilt thou condemn him that is viost j'tistf

The great and holy Ruler of the universe. The argument here is,

that Job had in fact placed himself in the attitude of condemning him
who, from the fact that he was the Huler of the universe, must be
most just. The impropriety of this he shows in the following verses.

18. Is it fit to say to a king, Thou art wicked? The argument here

is this : " There would be gross improprietj^ in arraigning the conduct
of an earthly monarch, and using language severely condemning what
he does. Respect is due to those of elcA'ated rank. Their plans are

often concealed. It is difficult to judge of them until they are fully

developed. To condemn those plans, and to use the language of

complaint, would not be tolerated, and would be grossly improper.

How much more so when that language relates to the Great, the

Infinite God, and to his eternal plans !" It may be added here, in

accordance with the sentiment of Elihu, that men often indulge in

thoughts and language about God which they would not tolerate

respecting an earthly monarch.
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19 How nmch less to liim * tliat

acccptctli ""not the persons of

princes, nor regardcth the ricli

more than tlie poor? for tlicy

all are tlie work of Lis Lands.

b Heb. 12. 28. c 1 Pet. 1. 17.

20 In a moment shall they
die, and the people shall he
troubled at midnight, and pass

away : and ' tLe uiigLty sLall he
taken away without hand.

1 they shall take axeay the mighty.

19 How much more to him that shows no pai-tiality to piinces,

Kor regards the rich more than the poor ?

For they are all the work of his hands.

20 In a moment they die,

And at midnight are the people shaken and pass away

;

Yea, the mighty are destroyed without hand.

19. How much less to him that accepteth not the persons of princes.

To accept the person of any one is to treat him with special favour on
account of his rank, his wealth, or from favouritism and partiality.

This God often disclaims in respect to himself (comp. Gal. ii. 6 ; Acts
X. 3i ; 2 Chron. xix. 7 ; Rom. ii. 11 ; Eph. vi. 9 ; Col. iii. 25 j, and so-

lemnly forbids it in others. See James ii. 1, 3, 9 ; Lev. xix. 15 ; Deut.
i. 17; xvi. 19. U Nor regardeth the rich more than the poor? The mean-
ing here is, that God is entirely impartial in his administration, and
treats all as they ought to be treated. He shows favour to no one on
account of wealth, rank, talent, office, or gay apparel, and he excludes
no one from favour on account of poverty, ignorance, or a humble rank
in life. This, it seems, was an admitted sentiment in the time of Elihu

;

and on the ground of the fact that it was indisputable, he strongly

argues the impropriety of calling in question the equity of his adminis-

tration in language such as that which Job had used. H For they all

arc the icork of his hands. He regards them all as his creatures. No
one has any special claim on him on account of rank, talent, or wealth.
Every creature that he has made, high and low, rich and poor, bond
and free, may expect that impartial justice will be done him, and that

his external circumstances will not control or modify the Divine deter-

minations in regard to him, or the Divine dealings towards him.
20. In a moment shall theij die. That is, tlie rich and the great.

They pass suddenly off tlie stage of action. They have no power to

compel God to favoiu' them, and they have no permanency of exist-

ence here which can constitute a claim on his special favour. Soon
they will lie undistinguished in the dust. All are in his hand ; and
when he wills it, they must lie down in the dust together. He
exempts none from death ; spares none on account of beauty, rank,

wealth, talent, or learning, but consigns all indiscriminately to the

grave—showing that lie is dispos-ed to treat them all alike. This is

urged by Elihu as a proof that God has no partiality, but treats all

men as being on the same level— and there is no more striking

illustration of this than is furnished by death. All die. None
are spared on account of title, wealth, rank, beauty, age, or wis-
dom. All die in a manner that shows that he has no favouritism.

The rich man may die with a malady as painful and protracted

as the poor man ; the beautiful and acconiplished Avith a disease

as foul and loathsome as the beggar. The sad change that

the body undergoes in the tomb is as repulsive in the one
case as in the other; and amidst all the splendour of rank, and
the magnificence of dress and equipage, God intends to keep the
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21 For Ms eyes '' are upon tlie

ways of man, and lie seetli ' all

Lis goings.

22 Tliere is no darkness, '^nor
BLadow of deatli, ivliere tlie

d 2 Chron. 16. 9.

/Amos 9. 2,

e Psa. 139. 2. 3.

; Heb. 4. 13.

•R-orkers of iniquity may hide
« themselves.

23 For lie will not lay upon
man more than * rif/lit, that he
should ' enter into judgment
with God.

ff Rev. 6. 15, 16. A Isa. 42. 3 ; 1 Cor
10. 13. 1 s/o.

•21 For his eyes are upon the ways of men,
He seeth all thek steps.

22 There is no darkness nor shadow of death
"WTiere the workers of iniquity may hide themselves.

23 For he needeth not long to .regard man
To bring him before God in judgment.

great truth before the minds of men, that they are really on a level,

and that all must share at his hand alike. 11 And the people shall be

troubled. They shall be shaken, agitated, alarmed. They dread im-
pending danger, or the prospect of sudden destruction. IT At mid-
night. The image here is probably taken from an earthquake, or from
a sudden onset made by a band of robbers on a village at night. The
essential thought is that of the suddenness with which God can take

away the mighty and the mean together. Nothing can resist him,
and as he has this absolute control over men, and deals with all alike,

there is great impropriety in complaining of his government. H And
the mighty. Marg., they shall take away the mighty. The idea' is,

that the great shall be removed— to Avit, by sudden death or by over-

whelming calamity. The argument of Elihu in this passage (vers.

18—20) is, that it would be esteemed great presumption to arraign

the conduct of a prince or king, and it must be much more so to call

in question tlie doings of Him Avho is so superior to princes and kings

that he shows the?n no partialitj- on account of their rank, but sweeps
them away by sudden calamity as he does the most humble of man-
kind. 1[ Without hand. That is, without any human instrumentality,

or without the use of any visible means. It is by a word—bj' an
expression of his will—by power where the agency is not seen. The
design is, to show that God can do it with infinite ease.

21. For his eyes are upon the ways of man. None can escape from
his notice. Comp. Psa. cxxxix. 2, 3.

22. There is no darkness. No dark cavern which can furnish a
place of concealment. The guilty usually take refuge in some obscure

place Avhere men cannot detect them. But Elihu says that man has
no power of concealing himself thus from God. II Nor shadow of
death. A phrase here signifying deep darkness. See it explained in the

notes on ch. iii. 5. H Where the workers ofitiiqnity tnay hide themselves.

That is, where they may conceal themselves so as not to be detected

by God. They may conceal themselves from the notice of man;
they may escape the most vigilant police ; they may elude all the

officers ofjustice on earth. But they cannot be hid from God. There
is an eye that sees their lurking-places, and there is a hand that will

drag them forth to justice.

23. For he will not lay upon man more than right. Very various

translations have been given of this verse. According to our common
version, it means that God will not deal with man in such a manner
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24 Ho shall break iu pieces I and set others in their stead,

mighty men without ' number,
| i searching mu.

24 He dashetli in pieces the mighty without inquiry,

And settcth others in their stead.

as to give him just reason for calling in question the rectitude of the
Divine dealings. He shall in no case receive more than his sins de-
serve, so as to give him cause for complaint. Tliis is undoubtedly a
correct sentiment ; but it may be doubted -whether it is the sense
conveyed by the original. Umbreit renders it

—

Dcnn er braucht auf einem Jlann nicht lang zu achten,
Um ihn vor Gott in das Gericht zu ziehen.

" For he needs not long to regard a man in order to bring him before
God in judgment :" meaning that he has all power; that he can at
once see all his character ; and that he can bring him at once to his
bar. This translation undoubtedly accords with the general scope of
the argument. Noyes renders it

—

He needeth not attend long to a man,
To bring him into judgment before God.

Wemyss renders it in a similar way

—

He has no need of laborious inquiry,

In order to convict men at his tribunal.

Rosenmiiller gives a similar sense to the passage. According to this
the meaning is, that there is no need that God should give long atten-
tion to a man, or go into a protracted investigation, in order that he
may bring him to judgment. He knows him at a glance. He can
at once convict him, and can decide the case in a moment without
danger of error. Human tribunals are under a necessity of lono- and
patient investigation, and then are often deceived ; but no such neces-
sity, and no such danger, pertains to God. This interpretation agrees
Avith the scope of the passage (comp. notes on ver. 24), and seems to
me to be correct. The Hebrew literally is, " For not upon man will
he place \_scil. his mind or attention] long that he should go before
God in judgment;" that is, there is no need of long and anxious in.
vestigation on his part, in order that he may prove that it is right foi

him to cut man off. He may do it at once, and no one has a ri^ht
to complain.

24. He shall break in pieces. He crushes or destroys the great. He
is not intimidated by their wealth, their rank, or their number.
IT Without number. Marg., more correctly, searching out. That is, he
does it without the protracted process of a judicial investigation. The
Hebrew word here used (T^H) means properly a searching out, an ex-
amination ; and the meaning here is, that there is no need of his going
into a protracted investigation into the lives of wicked men before he
brings them to punishment. He sees them at once ; knows all their
conduct, and may proceed against them without delay. Hence it is

that he comes often in such a sudden manner, and cuts them off. A
hiunan tribunal is under a necessity of examining witnesses and of
attending to all the palliating circumstances, before it can pronounce
a sentence on an offender. IBut it is not so with God. He judges at
once and directly, and comes forth therefore in a sudden manner tc
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25 Therefore he knoTvetlitlieir

works, and he overturueth them
in the night, so that they are
' destroyed.

26 He striketh them as wick-

1 crushed, 2 place of beholders.

ed men in the ^ open sight ' of

others

;

27 Because they turned back
•' from him, and * would not con-

sider any of his ways :

i 1 Tim. 5. 24. ^ from after,
k Piov. 1. 29, 30.

25 For he knoweth their works,

And he bringeth uight upon them, and they are crushed.

26 On account of then- being wicked he smiteth them
In the presence of beholders,

27 Because they turned a^^•ay from him,
And had no'regard to his ways,

cut down the guilty. H And set others in their stead. Place others in

the situation which they now occupj'. That is, he can with the
utmost ease make entire revolutions among men.

25. Therefore he hnoxoeth their icorks. Or, " Because he knoweth

their works." The word (pb) here rendered " therefore" is evidently

used as denoting that since or because he was intimately acquainted
with all which they did, he could justly bring vengeance upon them
without long investigation. H And he orerturneth them in the night.

Literally, "he turneth night;" meaning, probably, he turns night

upon them ; that is, he brings calamity upon them. The word nir/ht

is often used to denote calamity, or ruin. TJmbreit understands it in

the sense of turning about the night ; that is, that they had covered up
their deeds as in. the night, but that God so tiirns the night about as

to bring them to the light of day. The Vulgate renders it, et idcirco

inducit nocteni, "and therefore he brings night;" that is, he brings

adversity and ruin. This is probably the correct interpretation.

H So that they are destroyed. Marg., crushed. The idea is, that when
God thus brings adversity upon them, they are prostrated beneath
his power.

26. He striketh them as wicked men. Literally, " Under the wicked,

or on account of the wicked, he smites them." That is, he deals

with them as if they were wicked ; he regards and treats them as

such. He deals with them under the general character of wicked
men, and punishes them accordingly. H In the oi^en sight of others.

Marg. as in Heb., in the place of beholders. The idea is, that it is done
openly or publicly. Their sins had been committed in secret, but
they are punished openly. The manifestation oT the Divine dis-

pleasure is in the presence of spectators, or is so open and public

that it cannot but be seen. It is very probable that in all this de-

scription Elihu had his eye upon the public calamities which had
come upon Job, and that he meant to include him among the number
of mighty men whom God thus suddenly overturned.

27. Because they turned back from him, Marg., from after him.

That is, they receded, or went away from God. II And loould not

consider any of his ways. They would not regard or attend to any of

his commands. The word ivay, in the Scriptures, is often used to

denote religion. A way denotes the course of life which one leads

;

the path in which he walks. The " ways of God" denote his course

or plan, his precepts or laws ; and to depart from them, or to dis-

regard them, is oidy another mode of saying that a man has no
religion.
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28 So that tliey cause the cry

of tlic poor to come imto liim,

aiid he heareth ' the cry of the

afflicted.

29 When he '" gireth quiet-

27. VI Rom. 8. 31—31.

ness, who then can make trou-

ble ? aud when he hidetli " his

face, who then can behold him 1

whether it be done against a na-

tion, or against a man only

:

n Psa. 143. 7.

28 Aud caused the cry of the iioor to come before him
;

For the cry of the oppressed he heareth.

29 When lie giveth rest, who then cau make trouble ?

And when he hideth his face, who then can behold liixa ?

And this iu respect to a nation and an individual alike,

28. So that they cause the cry of the poor to come unto him. Their
character is that of oppressors. They take away the rights of the
poor ; strip away their property without any just claims, and cause
them to pour out their lamentations before God. H And he heareth

the cry of the afflicted. They oppress the poor so that they appeal
unto him, but God hears their cry, and brings punishment upon the
oppressor. This is a general remark thrown in here, meaning that
God always regards the cry of the oppressed. Its bearing on the case
before us is, that God hears the appeal which the oppressed make to

him, and as a consequence brings calamity upon those who are guilty
of wrong.

29. When he giveth quietness. That is, when God designs to give
rest, comfort, ease, or prosperity in any way to a man. The Hebrew
word here used may refer to any kind of ease, rest, or peace. The
idea which Elihu intends to convey is, that God has all things under
Vis control, and that he can bring prosperity or adversity upon an
individual or a nation at his own pleasure. H Who then can make
trouble? Literally, "Who can condemn, or hold guilty"

—

"Srsiy-

The sense is, that no one can overwhelm him with the consciousness
of guilt, to whom God intends to give the peace resulting from his

favour and friendship. Or, no one can bring calamities upon a man
as if he were guilty, or so as to shotc that he is guilty, when God
intends to treat him as if he were not. This is as true now as it was
in the time of Elihu. When God designs to give peace to a man's
soul, and to impart to him the evidence that his sins are forgiven,

there is no one who can excite in his mind the conviction of guilt, or

take away the comfort that God gives. When he designs to treat a

man as if he were his friend, and to impart to him such evidences of

his favour as shall convince the world that he is his friend, there is

no one who can prevent it. No one can so calumniate him, or so

prejudice the world against him, or so arrest the descending tokens
of the Divine favour, as to turn back the proof of the favour of God.
Comp. Prov. xvi. 7. H And ichen he hideth his/«ce. To hide the face
is a common expression in the Scriptures to denote calamity, distress,

and the want of spiritual comfort, as the expression " to lift up the
light of the countenance" is a common phrase to denote the opposite.

Comp. cli. xiii. 24. f Who then can behold him? An expression de-

noting that no one can then have cheering and elevating views of God.
No one can then have those clear conceptions of his character and
government which will give peace to the soul. This is also as true
now as it was in the time of Elihu. We are dependent on God him-
self for any just views of his own character, for any elpvating and
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said unto God, I ^ liave borne
chastisement, I will not ofteud

any more

:

1 Kings 12. 28. p Dan. 9. 7—14.

30 That tlie hypocrite reign

not, lest the people " be en-

snared.

31 Surely it is meet to be

30 That the wicked should no more reign,

Nor be snares to the people. •
31 Sui-ely it is proper to say to God,

" I have received [chastisement] ; I will no more offend.

purif}"ing conceptions of his government and plans, and for any con-
solation iiowing in uj^on our souls from the evidence that he is our
friend. II Whether it be done against a nation or against a man only.

The same truth pertains to nations and to individuals. The same
laws respecting the sources of peace and happiness applj' to both.
Both are alike dependent on God, and neither can secure permanent
peace and prosperity without him. Both are alike at his sovereign
disposal ; and neither can originate permanent sources of prosperity.

This, too, is as true no'w as it was in the time of Elihu. Nations are

more prone to forget it than individuals are, but still it is a great

truth -which should never be forgotten, that neither have power to

originate or perpetuate the means of happiness, but that both are

alike dependent on God.
30. I'hat the hypocrite reign not. All this is done to prevent wicked

men from ruling over the people. The remarks of Elihu had had
respect much to princes and kings, and he had shown that however
great they were, they were in the hands of God, and were wholly
at his disposal. He now says that the design of his dealings with
them was to prevent their oppressing their fellow-men. The general

scope of the remarks of Elihu is, that God is the universal Sovereign
;

that he has all men under his control, and that there are none so

powerful as to be able to resist his will. The remark in this verse

is thrown in, not as illustrating this general sentiment, but to show
what was in fact the aim for which he thus interposed—to save men
from being oppressed and crushed by those in authority. H Lest the

people he ensnared. Heb., "From their being snarers of the people."
He thrusts down the mighty, in order that they may not be left to

take the people as wild beasts are taken in the toils. They were
disposed to make use of their power to oppress others, but God inter-

poses, and the people are saved. For a fuller view of this verse, see

the remarks of Rosenmiiller.

31. Surely it is meet to be said unto God. It is evident that this

verse commences a new strain of remark, and that it is designed
particularly to bring Job to proper reflections in view of what had
occurred. There has been, however, much diversity of opinion about
the meaning of this and the following verses. Schultens enumerates
no less \h.a.i\Jifteen different interpretations which have been given of

this verse. The general meaning seems to be, that a man who is

afflicted ought to submit to God, and not to murmur or complain.
He ought to suppose that there is some good reason for what God
does, and to be resigned to his will, even where he cannot see the
reason of his dispensations. The drift of all the remarks of Elihu is,

that God is a great and inscrutable Sovereign ; that he has a right to

reign, and that man should submit unqualifiedly to him. In this

passage he does not reproach Job harshly. He does not say that he
had been guilty of great crimes. He does not affirm that the seuti-
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32 That 7vhich I see uot, I iniquity, I * will do no more,
teach ' tliou me : if I liave done I q psa. 32. 8. r Eph. 4. 22.

32 " AMiat I see not, teach thou me

;

" If I have done hiiquity, I will do so no more."

ments of the three friends of Job were correct, or maintain that Job
was a hypocrite. He states a general truth, which he considers ap-

phcable to all, and says that it becomes all who are afflicted to submit
to Uod, and to resolve to offend no more ; to go to God with the lan-

guage of humble confession, and when everything is dark and gloomy
in the Divine dealings to implore his teachings, and to entreat him to

shed light on the path. Hence he says, " It is meet or proper to use
tliis language before God. It becomes man. He should presume
that God is right, and that he has some good reasons for his dealings,

though thej' are inscrutable. Even when a sufferer is not to be
reckoned among the most vile and wicked ; when he is conscious that
his general aim has been to do right ; and when his external character
has been fair, it is to be presumed to be imssible that he may have
sinned. He may not have wholly known himself. He may have
indulged in things that were wrong without having been scarcely
conscious of it. He may have loved the world too much ; may have
fixed his affections with idolatrous attachment on his property or

friends ; may have had a temper such as ought not to be indulged

;

or he may have relied on what he possessed, and thus failed to re-

cognise his dependence on God. In such cases, it becomes man to

have so much confidence in God as to go and acknowledge his rir/ht

to inflict chastisement, and to entreat him to teach the sufferer ivhy

he is thus afflicted." H / have bortie chastisement. The word chastise-

ment is not in the Hebrew. The Hebrew is simply 'rwirj— / have

borne, or I bear. Umbreit renders it, "I repent." Some word like

chastisement or jmnishment must be understood after " I have borne."
The idea evidently is, that a man who is afflicted by God, even Avhen
he cannot see the reason ichy he is afflicted, and when he is not con-
scious that he has been guilty of any particular sin that led to it,

should be willing to regard it as aproof that lie is guilty, and should
examine and correct his life. But there is a great variety of opinion
in regard to the meaning of this passage—no less than fifteen different

interpretations being enumerated by Schultens. II I will not offend

anymore, fen^i N?
—"I will not act wickedly; I will no more do

corruptly." The sense is, that his affliction should lead him to a
resolution to reform his life, and to sin no more. This just and beau-
tiful sentiment is as applicable to us now as it was to the afflicted in
the time of Elihu. It is a common thing to be afflicted. Trial often
comes upon us when we can see no particular sin which has led to it,

and no special reason why we should bo afflicted rather than others.
"We should, however, regard it as a proof that there is something in
our hearts or lives which may be amended, and should endeavour to
ascertain what it is, and resolve to offend no more. Any one, if he
will examme himself carefully, can find sufficient reasons why he
should be visited with tl. v ! of chastisement; and though we may
not be able to see w^hy o^^'-^- are preserved from such calamities, yet
we can see that there are reasons in abundance why toe should be
recalled from our wanderings.

32. That which / see not, teach thou me. That is, in regard to my
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tlier tiou choose ; and not I

:

tlierefove speak what thou
knowest.

33 Should it de ' according to

thy mind? he "will rccomjieuso

it, whether thou refuse, or whe-
1 from aith thee ?

33 Shall it be from thee that God recompenses it [human conduct] be-
cause thou dost refuse ?

For thou must choose, and not I,

And what thou Imowest, speak.

errors and sins. No praj'er could be more appropriate than this.

It is language becoming every one who is afflicted, and who does not
see clearly the reason why it is done. The sense is, that with a full

belief that he is liable to error and sin, that he has a wicked and de-
ceitful heart, and that God never afflicts without reason, he should
go to him and ask him to show him why he has afflicted him. He
should not murmur or repine ; he should not accuse God of injustice

or partiality ; he should not attempt to cloak his offences, but should
go and entreat him to make him acquainted with the sins of heart
and life which have led to these calamities. Then only will he be in

a state of mind in which he will be likely to be profited by trials.

IF 7/ 7 have done iniquity, I xcill do no more. Admitting the possibility

that he had erred. Who is there that cannot appropriately use this

language when he is afflicted ?

33. Should it be according to thy mind? Marg. as in Heb., " from

with thee"— TOi'OT. There has been much diversity of opinion in

regard to the meaning of this verse. It is exceedingly obscure in the
original, and has the appearance of being a proverbial expression.

The general sense seems to be, that God will not be regulated in his

dealings bj' what may be the views of man, or by what n^an might be
disposed to choose or refuse. He Avill act according to his own views
of what is right and proper to be done. The phrase, " should it be
according to thy mind," means that it is not to be expected that God
will consult the views and feelings of man rather than his own. H He
will recompense it. He will visit with good or evil, prosperity or ad-

versity, according as he shall judge to be right. II Whether thou

refuse, or whether thou choose. "Whatever may be your preferences or

wishes. He will act according to his own views of right. The idea

is, that God is absolute and independent, and does according to his

own pleasure. He is a just Sovereign, dispensing his favours and
appointing calamity, not according to the will of individual men, but
holding the scales impartially, and doing Avhat he esteems to be right.

H And not I. Rosenmiiller, Drusius, De Wette, and Noyes render
this, "And not he," supposing that it refers to God, and means that

the arrangements which are to affect men should be as he pleases, and
not such as man would prefer. Umbreit explains it as meaning, " It

is for you to determine in this matter, not for me. You are the per-

son most interested. I am not particularly concerned. Do you,
therefore, speak and determine the matter, if you know what is the

truth." The Vulgate renders it, "Will God seek that from thee

because it displeases thee ? For thou hast begun to speak, not I : for

if thou knowest anything better, speak." So Coverdale, " Wilt thou
not give a reasonable answer? Art thou afraid of anything, seemg
thou begannest first to speak, and not I?" The great difticulty of

the whole verse may be seen by consulting Schultens, who gives no
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34 Let men of ' understanding

tell mo, and let a "wise man
hcarlcon unto me.

35 Job hath spoken without
' knowledge, and hia words mere

1 heart. s ch. 38. 2.

without wisdom.
36 'My desire is, that Job

may be tried unto the end, be-

cause of his answers for wicked
men.

C or, Ml/ father, lei Job be tried.

34 Men of understanding -will say to me,
And the man of wisdom who has heard me,

35 " Job hath spoken without knowledge,
" And his worJs are without ^^•isdom."

36 My dcsu'e is that Job may be fully tried

On account of his answers for wicked men.

less than seventeen different interpretations, which have been proposed
—his own being different from all others. He renders it, " Lo, he
will repay you in your own way; for thou art full of sores

—

natnqtie

subulccraius es : which, indeed, thou hast chosen, and not I—and what
dost thou know? speak." I confess that I cannot understand the
passage, nor do any of the interpretations proposed seem to be free

from objections. I would submit the following, however, as a para-
phrase made from the Hebrew, and differing somewliat from any
interpretation which I have seen, as possibly expressing the true

sense of the whole verse. " Shall it be from thee tliat God will send
retribution on it [that is, on human conduct], because thou refusest

or art reluctant, or because it is not in accordance with thy views ?

For thou must choose, and not I. Settle this matter, for it pertains

particularly to j'ou, and not to me, and what thou knowest, speak.

If thou hast any views in regard to this, let them be expressed, for it

is important to know on what principles God deals with men."
34, 35. Let men of understanding , Marg. as in Heb., heart. The

heart, as there has been frequent occasion to remark, in the Scriptures

is often used to denote the seat of the mind or soul, as the head is

with us. Rosenmiiller, Umbreit, and Noj-es render this passage as

if it were to be taken in connexion with the following A'erse :
" Men of

understanding will say, and a wise man who hears my views will

imite in saying, ' Job has spoken without knowledge, and his words
are without wisdom.'" According to this, the two verses express a
sentiment in which Elihu supposes every wise man who had attended
to him would concur, that Avhat Job had said was not founded in

knowledge, or on true wisdom.
36. My desire is. Marg., " or, My father, let Job be tried." This

variation between the text and the margin arises from the different

interpretations affixed to the Hebrew word'?';?— ubi. The Hebrew
word commonly means "father," and some have supposed that that

sense is to bo retained here, and then it would be a solemn appeal to

God as his Father—expressing the earnest prayer of Elihu that Jolj

might be fully tried. But the difficulties in this interpretation are

obvious. (1.) Such a mode of appeal to God occurs nowhere else in

the book, and it is little in the spirit of the poem. No particular

reason can be assigned why that solemn appeal should be made here,

rather than in many other places. (2.) The name Father, though
often given to God in the Scriptures, is not elsewhere given to him in

this book. The probability is, therefore, that the word is from i^J*?

—

to breathe after, to desire, and means that Elihu desired that Job shoidd
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37 For lie addeth reloellion I hands among us, and multiplieth

unto Ms sin : he clappetli his \ Ms words against God.

37 For he liath added rebellion to his sin

;

He clappeth his hands among us,

And multiplieth his words against God.

have a fair trial. No other similar form of the word, however, occnrs.

The Vulgate renders it, Pater mi, my father ; the LXX., " But learn,

Job, no more to make replj' like the foolish ;" the Chaldee, *<;'??—

/

desire. H Mat/ be tried. That his views may be fully canvassed and
examined. He had expressed sentiments which Elihu thought should
not be allowed to pass without the most careful examination into
their truth and bearing. II Unto the end. In the most full and free

manner ; that the matter should be pursued as far as possible, so tliat

it might be wholly understood. Literally, it means /or ei'er—n23~».

If Because o/his answers for wicked men. Because of the views which
he has expressed, which seem to favour the wicked. Elihu refers to

the opinions advanced by Job that God did not punish men in this

life, or did not deal with them according to their characters, which he

interpreted as giving countenance to wickedness, or as affirming that

God was not the enemy of impiety. The Yulgate renders this, " My
Father, let Job be tried to tlie end ; do not cease from the man of

iniquity;" but the true meaning doubtless is, that Job had uttered

sentiments which Elihu understood to favour the wicked, and he was
desirous that every trial should be applied to him which would tend
to correct his erroneous views.

37. For he addeth rebellion iinto his siii. To the sin which he has
formerly committed, and which has brought these trials upon him,
he now adds the sin of murmuring and rebellion against God. Of
Job, this was certainly not true to the extent which Elihu intended,

but it is a very common case in afflictions. A man is visited with
calamity as a chastisement for his sins. Instead of searching out the
cause why he is afflicted, or bowing with resignation to the superior

wisdom of God when he cannot see any cause, he regards himself as

unjustly dealt with; complains of the government of God as severe,

and gives occasion for a severer calamity m some other form. The
result is often that he is visited with severe affliction, and is made to

see both his original offence and the accumulated guilt which has
made a new form of punishment necessary. IT He clappeth his hands
amongst us. To clap the hands is either a signal of applause or

triumph, or a mark of indignation, Numb. xxiv. 10, or of derision,

ch. xxvii. 23. It seems to be used in some such sense here, as ex-

pressing contempt or derision for the sentiments of his friends. The
meaning is, that instead of treating the subject under discussion with
a calm spirit and a disposition to learn the truth and profit by it, he
had manifested in relation to the whole matter great disrespect, and had
conducted himself like one who attempts to silence others, or who shows
his contempt for them by clapping his hands at them. It is scarcely

necessary to say, that, notwithstanding all the professed candour and
impartiality of Elihu, this is a most unfair representation of the

general spirit of Job. That he had sometimes given vent to improper
feelings there can be no doubt, but nothing had occurred to justify

this statement. H And multiplieth his words against God. That is, his

arguments are against the justice of his government and dealings. In
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CHAPTER XXXV.
"pLIHU spake moreover, and

said,

2 TMnkest tliou this to be

right, that tliou saidst, ' My
righteousness is more than
God's?

t ch. 9. 17. 34 ; 16. 12—17 ; 27. 2-0.

1 And Elihu proceeded and said

:

2 Thinkest thou tMs to bo right,

When thou saidst, " I am more righteous than God .'"

the peculiar phrase here used, "he multiplieth words," Elihu means
probably to say, that there was more of words than of argument in

what Job had said, and that he was not content even with expressing

his improper feelings once, but that he piled words on words, and
epithet on epithet, that he might more fully give utterance to his

reproachful feelings against his Maker.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTEK XXXV.

This chapter comprises the third speech of Elihu, in which he examines one
of the opinions n'hich he understood Job to adrance. It consists of two
parts: (1.) A statement of the opinion which he miderstood Job to main-
tain, vers. 1— 3. This was, that his righteousness was more than God's

;

and that it was no advantage to be pious, for his religion did not save him
at all from aflBiction. This Elihu regarded as a severe reflection on God and
his government, and to this (2) he replies. His reply consists of two parts.

First (vers. 4—12), that God is supreme. He is so exalted that he cannot
be affected by what man does ; he reaps no benefit from the sei-vice of man, and
cannot be injuredinany wayif he is sinful. He cannot be influenced, therefore,

in his dealings by any selfish principles, or any self-interest in the matter. It

ought to be presumed, therefore, that he is impartial, and there ought to be

submission to him. The second consideration which Elihu adduces (vers.

13—16) is, that if God does not at once interpose and relieve a suflTerer, if

he does not hear his prayer and take away his calamities, it ought to be

supposed that it may 2Jossmij be because the prayer is not ofiered in a proper

spirit and manner. It ought not at once to be inferred that God is \s'rong

;

or that he is indifferent to the character of men, or that it is of no advantage
to be pious, but that it may be because thei-e is an improper temper of mind
in Mm who pra)-s. Confidence ought still to be reposed in God, and it o^lght

to be supposed that there may be some other reason why he does not inter-

pose and hear the prayer of the sufferer than that he is indifferent to the

welfare of his true friends. Elihu concludes, therefore (ver. 16), that Job

had spoken without a proper understanding of the subject, and that his argu-

ment was rash and vain.

1. Elihu spake. Heb., "(T^.
—"And he ansioered;" the word ansicer

being used, as it is often, in the Scriptures, to denote the commence-
ment of a discourse. We may suppose that Elihu had paused at the

close of his second discourse, possibly with a view to see whether
there was any disposition to reply.

2. Thinkest thou this to he right. This is the point which Elihu
now proposes to examine. He, therefore, solemnly appeals to Job
himself to determine whether he could himself say that he thought
such a sentiment correct. H That thoic saidst. My righteousness is more
than God's. Job had nowhere said this in so many words, but Elihu
regarded it as the substance of what he had said, or thoiight that

what he had said amounted to the same thing. He had dwelt much
k2
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3 For tliou saidst, "Wliat « ad-

vantage will it be imto thee?

and, What profit shall I have,

u ch. 31. 2, etc.

^ if lie cleansed from my sin 1

4 I will ^answer thee, and
thy companions with thee.

I or, by it moie than by mp sin,

£ return to thee zeords.

3 For thou hast said [to thyself], " What advantage will it be to thee .'

" What profit shall I have more than if I had not sinned }"

4 I will answer thee,

And thy companions with thee.

on his own sincerity and uprightness of life ; he had maintained that

he had not been guilty of such crimes as to make these calamities

deserved, and he had indulged in severe reflections on the dealings of

God with him. Comp. ch. ix. 30—35 ; x. 13—15. All this Eliliu

interprets as equivalent to saying that he was more righteous than
his Maker. It cannot be denied that Job had given occasion for this

interpretation to be put on his sentiments, thougli it cannot be sup-

posed that he would have affirmed this in so many words.

3. For thoti saidst. Another sentiment of a similar kind which
Elihu proposes to examine. He had already adverted to this senti-

ment of Job in ch. xxxiv. 9, and examined it at some length, and had
shown in reply to it that God could not be unjust, and that there

was great impropriety when man presumed to arraign the justice of

the Most High. He now adverts to it again in order to show that

God could not be benefited or injured by the conduct of man, and
that he Avas, therefore, vmder no inducement to treat him otherwise

than impartially. IT What advantage icill it be unto thee ? See notes

on ch. xxxiv, 9. The phrase "unto thee" refers to Job himself.

He had said this to himself, or to his own soul. Such a mode of

expression is not uncommon in the Scriptures. % And, What 2}rofit

shall I have, if I be cleansed /)-o?>i mij sin ? Marg., " or, by it more than

by my sin." The Hebrew will admit of either of these interpretations,

and the sense is not materiallj' varied. The idea is, that as to good
treatment or securing the favour of God under the arrangements of

his government, a man might just as well be Avicked as righteous.

He would be as likely to be prosperous in the world, and to

experience the tokens of the Divine favour. Job had by no means
advanced such a sentiment ; but he had maintained that he was
treated as if he were a sinner ; that the dealings of Providence were
noi in this world in accordance with the character of men ; and this

was interpreted by Elihu as maintaining that there Avas no advantage
in being righteous, or that a man might as Avell be a sinner. It

was for such supposed sentiments as these that Elihu and the

three friends of Job charged him Avith giving " ansAA'ers" for wicked
men, or maintaining opinions Avhich went to sustain and encourage
the wicked. See ch. xxxiv. 36.

4. I will answer thee. Marg., retit,rn to thee toords. Elihu meant to

explain this more fully than it had been done by the friends of Job,

and to shoAV Avhere Job Avas in error, f And thy companions with thee.

Eliphaz, in ch. xxii. 2, had taken up the same inquiry, and proposed
to discuss the subject, but he had gone at once into severe charges

against Job, and been draAvn into language of harsh crimination,

instead of making the matter clear; and Elihu noAv proposes to state

just how it is, and to remoA'e the objections of Job. It may be
doubted, hoAvever, whether he Avas much more successful than
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6 Look unto the heavens, and
ece; and boliold tlie clouds,

which are higher than thou.

6 If thou sinuest, -what doest

thou against him I ^ or if thy
X Jer. 7. 19.

transgressions he multiplied,

M'hat doest thou unto him 1

7 If 2' thou he righteous, what
givost tliou him? or wliat re-

ceivcth he of thine hand 1

V Psa. 16. 2 ; Prov. 9. 12.

5 Look uj) to the heavens, and see

!

And bfhuld the clouds, which are high above thee

!

6 If thou siiinest, what doest thou against Him?
And if thy transgressious be multiplied, what dost thou do to Him?

7 If thou art righteous, what dost thou give Him ?

Or what does he receive at thy hand ^.

Eliphaz had been. The doctrine of the future state, as it is revealed
by Christianity, Avas needful to enable these speakers to comprehend
and explain this subject.

5. Look unto the heavens, and see. This is the commencement of the
reply which Elihu makes to the sentiment which he had understood
Job to advance, and which Eliphaz had proposed formerly to examine.
The general object of the reply is to show that God is so great that

he cannot be affected with human conduct, and that he has no
interest in treating men otherwise thap according to character. He
is so exalted that their conduct cannot itjach and affect his happiness.
It ought to be presumed, therefore, since there is no motive to the
contrary, that the dealings of God with men would be impartial, and
that there icould be an advantage in serving him—not because men
could lay him under obligation, but because it was right and proper
that such advantage should accrue to them. To impress this view on
the mind, Elihu directs Job and his friends to look to the heavens

—

so lofty, grand, and sublime ; to reflect how much higher they are

than man ; and to remember that the great Creator is above all those
heavens, and thus to see that he is so far exalted that he is not
dependent on man ; that he cannot be affected by the righteousness
or wickedness of his creatures ; that his happiness is not dependent
on them, and consequently that it is to be presumed that he would
act impartially, and treat all men as they deserved. There icould be,

therefore, an advantage in serving God. H And behold the clouds.

Also far above us, and seeming to float in the heavens. The senti-

ment here is, that one view of the astonishing disjjlay of wisdom and
power above us must extinguish every feeling that he will be in-

fluenced in his dealings as men are in theirs, or that he can gain or

suffer anything by the good or bad behaviour of his creatures.

6. If thou sinnest, tvhat doest thou against him f This should not be
interpreted as designed to justify sin, or as saying that there is no evil

in it, or that God does not regard it. That is not the point or scope
of the remark of Elihu. His object is to show that God is not
influenced in his treatment of his creatures as men are in their treat-

ment of each other. He has no interest in being partial, or in

treating them otherwise than they deserve. If they sin against him,
his happiness is not so marred that lie is under any inducement
to interpose bg passion, or in any other way than that which is right.

7. If thou be righteous, what givest thou him ? The same sentiment
substantially as in the previous verses. It is, that God is supreme
and independent. He does not desire such benefits from the services
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of oppressions fhej malce the

ojjpresscd to cry ;
they ciy out

by reason of the arm of the

mighty.

8 Thy mckedness may hurt

a man as thou art ; and thy
righteousness may profit the son

of man.
9 By reason of the multitude

8 Thy wickedness can injure only a man like thyself,

And thy righteousness profit only a son of man.
9 Men are made to cry out [indeed] on account of the miiltitude of their

wrongs

;

They cry out on account of the arm of the mighty.

of his friends, and is not so dependent on them, as to be induced to

interpose in their favoiir in any way beyond what is strictly proper.

It is to be presumed, therefore, that he will deal with them according

to what is right ; and as it is right that they should experience proofs

of his favour, it followed that there would be advantage in serving

him, and in being delivered from sin—that it would he better to be
holj' than to lead a life of transgression. This reasoning seems to be
somewhat abstract, but it is correct, and is as sound now as it was in

the time of Elihu. There is no reason why God should not treat men
according to their character. He is not so under obligations to his

friends, and has not such cause to dread his foes ; he does not derive

so much benefit from the one, or receive such injury from the other,

that he is under any inducement to swerve from strict justice ; and it

follows, therefore, that where there ought to be reward there will be,

where there ought to be punishment there will be, and consequently
that there is an advantage in being righteous.

8. Thy wickedness may hurt a man as thou art. That is, it may
injure him, but not God. He is too far exalted above man, and too

independent of man in his sources of happiness, to be aiFected by
what he can do. The object of the whole passage (vers. 6— 8) is, to

show that God is independent of man, and is not governed in his

dealings with them on the principles which regulate their conduct
with each other. One man may be greatly benefited by the conduct
of another, and may feel under obligation to reward him for it ; or he
may be greatly injured in his person, property, or reputation, by
another, and will endeavour to avenge himself. But nothing of this

kind can happen to God. If he reAvards, therefore, it must be of his

grace and mercy, not because he is laid under obligation ; if he
inflicts chastisement, it must be because men deserve it, and not
because God has been injured. In this reasoning Elihu undoubtedly
refers to Job, whom he regards as having urged a claim to a different

kind of treatment, because he supposed that he deserved it. The
general principle of Elihu is clearly correct, that God is entirely

independent of men ; that neither our good nor evil conduct can
affect his happiness, and that consequently his dealings with us are

those of impartial justice.

9. By reason of the multitude of oppressions they make the oppressed

to cry. It is not quite easy to see the connexion Avhich this verse has

with what goes before, or its bearing on the argument of Elihu. It

seems, however, to refer to the oppressed in general, and to the fact to

which Job had himself adverted (ch. xxiv. 12), that men are borne

down by oppression, and that God does not interpose to save them.

They are suffered to remain in that state of oppression—trodden
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10 But none saith, Where is ' songs in tlie night

;

God, my Maker, who givetli
|

10 But none saith, " "WTiere is God my Mukcr,
" Who in the night of calamity giveth songs ?

down by naen, crushed by the arm of a despot, and overwhelmed with

poverty, sorrow, and want, and God does not interpose to rescue

them. " He looks on and sees all this evil, and does not come forth to

deliver those who thus suffer. This is a common case, according to

the view of Job ; this was his own ^ase, and he could not explain it,

and in view of it he had indulged in language which Elihu regarded

as a severe reflection on the government of the Almighty. He
undertakes, therefore, to explain the reason why men are permitted

thus to suffer, and why they are not relieved. In the verse before us,

he states the fact that multitudes do thus suffer under the arm of

oppression—for that fact could not be denied ; in the following

verses, he states the reason why it is so, and that reason is, that they

do not apply in any proper manner to God, who coiild "give songs

in the night," or joy in the midst of calamities, and who could make
them acquainted with the nature of his government as intelligent

beings, so that they would be able to understand it and acquiesce in

it. The phrase "the multitude of oppressions" refers to the nume-
rous and repeated calamities which tyrants bring upon the poor, the

doA^Ti-trodden, and the slave. The phrases " to cry," and " they cry

out," refer to the lamentations and sighs of those under the arm of

the oppressor. Elihu did not dispute the truth of the fact as it was
alleged by Job. That fact could not then be doubted any more than
it can now, that there were many who were bowed down under
burdens imposed by hard-hearted masters, and groaning under the

government of tyrants, and that all this was seen and permitted by
a holy God. This fact troubled Job—for he was one of this general

class of sufferers ; and this fact Elihu proposes to account for.

AMiether his solution is satisfactory, however, may still admit of a

doubt.
10. But none saith. That is, none of the oppressed and down-

trodden say. This is the solution which Elihu gives of what appeared
so mysterious to Job, and of what Elihu regarded as the source of

the bitter complaints of Job. The solution is, that when men are

oppressed they do not apply to God with a proper spirit, and look to

him that they may find relief. It was a principle with Elihu, that if

when a man was afflicted he would apply to God with a humble and
penitent heart, he would hear him, and would withdraw his hand.
See this principle fully stated in ch. xxxiii. 19—26. This, Elihu now
says, was not done by the oppressed, and this, according to him, is

the reason why the hand of God is still upon them. H Where is God,

mil Maker. That is, they do not appeal to God for relief. They do
not inquire for him who alone can help them. This is the reason

why they are not relieved. II Who giveth songs in the night. Night,

in the Scriptures, is an emblem of sin, ignorance, and calamity.

Here calamity is particularly referred to ; and the idea is, that God
can give joy, or impart consolation, in the darkest season of trial.

He can impart such views of himself and his government as to cause
the afflicted even to rejoice in his dealings ; he can raise the song of

praise even when all external things are gloomy and sad. Comp.
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11 Who teacteth us more
tliau tlie beasts of the earth, and
maketli us wiser than the fowls

of heaven 1

12 There they cry, hut none
giyeth answer, because of the

pride of evil men.

11 "Who would teach us more than the beasts of the earth,

"And make us ^\iscr than the fowls of heaven."
12 Theu the}' cry aloud, but ho giveth no answer,

On account of the pride of [such] wicked men

;

Acts xvi. 25. There is great beauty in this expression. It has been
verified in thousands of instances where the afflicted have looked up
through tears to God, and their mourning has been turned into joy.

Especially is it true under the gospel, that in the day of darkness and
calamity God puts into the mouth the language of praise, and fills

the heart with thanksgiving. No one who has sought comfort in

affliction with a right spirit has found it withheld, and all the sad and
sorrowful may come to God with the assurance that he can put songs

of praise into their lips in the night of calamity. Comp. Psa. cxxvi. 1, 2.

11. Who teacheth xis more than the beasts of the earth. Who is able

to teach us more than the irrational creation ; that is, in regard to

the nature and design of affliction. They sufi'er without knowing
why. They are subjected to toil and hardships ; endure pain, and
die, without any knowledge why all tliis occurs, and without any
rational view of the government and plans of God. It is not, or need

not be so, saj^s Elihu, when man sufi'ers. He is intelligent. He can

understand why he is afflicted. He has only to make use of his

superior endowments, and apply to his Maker, and he will see sa

much of the reason of his doings that he will acquiesce in the wise

arrangement. Perhaps there is an implied reflection here on those

who suffered generally, as if they manifested no more intelligence

than the brute creation. They make no use of their intellectual

endowments. They do not examine the nature of the Divine adminis-

tration, and they do not apply to God for instruction and help. If

they should do so, he would teach them so that they would acquiesce

and rejoice in his government and dealings. According to this view,

the meaning is, that if men suffer without relief and consolation, it is

to be attributed to then- stupidity and unwillingness to look to God
for light and aid, and not at all to his injustice.

12. There they cry. They cry out in the language of complaint,

but not for mercy. H Becatise of the pride of evil men. That is, of

their own pride. The pride of men so rebellious, and so disposed

to complain of God, is the reason why they do not appeal to him to

sustain them and give them relief. This is still as true as it was in

the time of Elihu. The pride of the heart, even in affliction, is the

true reason with multitudes why they do not appeal to God, and Avhy

they do not pray. They have valued themselves on their inde-

pendence of spirit. They have been accustomed to rely on their own
resources. They have been unwilling to recognise their dependence

on any being whatever. Even in their trials, the heart is too wicked

to acknowledge God, and they woidd be ashamed to be known to do

•what they regard as so weak a thing as to pray. Hence they murmur
in their afflictions ; they linger on in their sufferings without conso-

lation, and then die without hope. However inapplicable, therefore,

this solution of the difficulty may have been to the case of Job, it is
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1? Surely God will not - hear

vanity, neitlicr will the Al-

miglity regard it.

: Isii. 1. 15. a Psa. 77. 5-10.

14 Although thou eayest tluui

shalt not sec him, T/ct " judg-

ment is before him ; therefore

trust thon in him.

13 For God will not licar vain supplication,

Nor will the Almiglity regard it.

14 Altliough thou sa_vcst that thou canst not see him,

Yet justice is with him ; only wait thou for him.

not inapplicable to the case of multitudes of sufferers. Many of the

affiicted have no peace or consolation in their trials—no ^^ songs in the

night"—BECAUSE they are too peoud to pkay !

13. Surely God toill not hear vanity. A vain, hollow, heartless

petition. The object of Elihu here is to account for the reason why
sufferers are not relieved—having his eye, doubtless, on the case of

Job as one of the most remarkable of tlie kind. The solution which
he here gives of the difficulty is, that it is not consistent for God to

hear a prayer where there is no sincerity. Of the truth of the remark
there can be no doubt, but he seems to have taken it for granted that

all prayers offered b)^ unrelieved sufferers are thus insincere and

hollow.' This M-as needful, in his view, to account for the fact under
consideration, and this he assumes as being unquestionable. Yet the

very point indispensable to make out his case was, that in fact the

prayers offered by such persons were insincere.

14. Although thou sayest thoxc shalt not see him. This is addressed

to Job, and is designed to entreat him to trust in God. Elihu seems
to refer to some remark that Job had made, like that in ch. xxiii. 8,

seq., where he said that he could not come near him, nor bring his

cause before him. If he went to the east, the west, the north, or the

south, he could not see him, and could get no opportunity of bringing

his cause before him. See notes on that place. Elihu here says

that though it is true in fact that God is invisible, yet this ought not

to be regarded as a reason why he should not confide in him. The
argument of Elihu here—which is undoubtedly sound—is, that the

fact that God is invisible should not be regarded as any evidence

that he does not attend to the affairs of men, or that he is not worthy
of our love. H Judgment is before him. He is a God of justice, and
will do that which is right. H Therefore trust thou in him. Though ho
is invisible, and though you cannot bring your cause directly before

him. The word which is here used (Wnn from Vin) means, to turn

around; to twist ; to be firm—as a rope is that is twisted j and then

to wait or delay—that is, to be firm in patience. Here it may have
this meaning, that Job was to be firm and unmoved, patiently waiting

for the time when the now invisible God would interpose in his

behalf, though he could not now see him. The idea is, that we may
trust the invisible God, or that we should patiently wait for him to

manifest himself in our behalf, and may leave all our interests in his

hands, with the feeling that they are entirely safe. It must be
admitted that Job had not learned this lesson as fully as it might have
been learned, and that he had evinced an undue anxiety for some
public manifesiation of the favour and friendship of God, and that he
had not shown quite the willingness which he should have done to

commit his interests into his hands, though he v.'as unseen.
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15 But now, because it is not

so, ' lie liatli visited iu Ms auger

;

1 i.e. God.

yet ^ lie kuowetli it * not in

great extremity.

2 i.e. Job. 4Hos. 11.8, 9.

15 But now the yisitations of his anger are almost as nothing

;

And he has not taken cognizance with strictness of transgression.

15. But noio, because it is not so. This verse, as it stands in our
authorized translation, conveys no intelligible idea. It is evident that

the translators meant to give a literal A'ersion of the Hebrew, but
without understanding its sense. An examination of the principal

words and plirases may enable us to ascertain the idea which was in

the mind of Elihu when it was uttered. The phrase in the Hebrew
here (|^isr3 nril-l) may mean, "but now it is as nothing," and is to be

connected with the following clause, denoting, " now it is com-
paratively nothing that he has visited you in his anger ;" that is, the

punishment which he has inflicted on you is almost as nothing com-
pared with what it might have been, or what you have deserved. Job
had complained much; and Elihu says to him, that so far from having
cause of complaint, his sufferings were as nothing—scarcely worth
noticing, compared with what they might have been. H He hath
visited in his anger. Marg., i. e. God. The word rendered " hath
visited" Cil?) means, to visit for any purpose—for mercy or justice;

to review, take an account of, or investigate conduct. Here it is

used with reference to punishment—meaning that the punishment
which he had inflicted was trifling compared witli the desert of tlie

offences. H Yet he knotveth it not. Marg., i. e. Job. The marginal
reading here is undoubtedly erroneous. The reference is not to Job,

but to God ; and the idea is, that he did not know, that is, did not
take full account of the sins of Job. He passed them over, and did not
bring them all into the account iu his dealings with him. Had he
done this, and marked every offence ^\ith tlie utmost strictness and
severity, his punishment would have been much more severe. H In

great extremity. The Hebrew here is i!<)p irE? . The word TTE ^Jas/t,

occurs nowhere else in the Hebrew. The Septuagint renders it

TtapdvTu/j.a, offence, and the Vulgate scehis, i. e. transgression. Tlie

authors of those versions evidently read it as if it were ^%^^, iniquity

and it may be that the final j? has been dropped, like ri' for niib, in

Job XV. 31.

—

Geseniiis. Theodotion and Symmachus in like manner

render it transgression. Others have regarded it as if from ui^Q, to be

proud, and as meaning, i7i pride or arrogance ; and others, as the

Rabbins generally, as if from ciB, to disperse, meaning om account of

the tnultitude, scil. of transgressions. See Rosenmiiller, Umbreit,
Luther, and the Chaldee. It seems probable to me that the interpreta-

tion of the Septuagint and the Yidgato is the correct one, and that

the sense is, that he " does not take cognizance severely (is-ip) of

transgressions ;" that is, that he had not done it in the case of Job.
This interpretation agrees with the scope of the passage, and with the
view wliicli Elihu meant to express—that God, so far from having
given any just cause of complaint, had not even dealt with him as liis

sins deserved. Without any impeachment of his \\isdoni or goodness
his inflictions might have been far more severe.
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IG Tlicrefore doth Job opcu 1 pliotli words Tvitliout know-
his mouth in vain : lie multi-

|
ledge.

16 Job hath opened his mouth without understanding

;

He hath multiplied words without knowledge.

16. Therefore. In view of all that Elihu had now said, he came to

the conclusion that the views of Job were erroneous, and that lie had
no just cause of complaint. He had suffered no more than he had
deserved ; he might have obtained a release or mitigation if he had
applied to God ; and the government of God was just, and was every

way worthy of confidence. The remarks of Job, therefore, complain-

ing of the severity of his sufferings and of the government of God,
were not based on knowledge, and had m fact no solid foundation.

A2TALTSIS OF CHAPTER XXXVI.

This chapter is the commencement of the fom-th speech of Eliliu, which con-

tinues to the close of ch. xxxvii., when the subject is taken up by God liim-

self. The object of tliis whole speech is to viiicUcate the justice of God in

his dealings ; and this is done mainly by showLug that he has shown so much
wisdom in the creation and govemment of the world, that men ought to

have confidence in him, and to submit to him. This argument is pressed

particularly in ch. xxx\i. 26—33, and in the whole of ch. xxx^tI., where
Elihu goes into an examination of the things in the works of God which
shows Ids inscrutable \\isdom.

In this chapter, the argument consists of the following parts :

I. The introduction—where Elihu proposes to speak on behalf of God, and
says that he will not deal in commonplace remark, but will bring his illus-

trations from subjects beyond the ordinary range of thinking. The idea is,

that he has some views of the Divine government which show that God Is

great, and just, and wise, and has a claim to confidence, vers. 1—4.

n. He affirms that God is just in his dealings ; that he is the watchful
guardian over the conduct of men ; that whether men be on the throne or

bound in fetters and chains, he equally observes them, and deals justly mth
them ; and that if they had been guilty of crime he takes measui-es to reclaim

them, and to bring them to forsake their iniquity, vers, o— 14.

in. He affirms that God deals gently with the poor, the humble, and the
contrite ; and that if Job had manifested that spnit, he would have been
merciful to him, and would have brought him out of his calamities. Having
stated this general principle, he concludes that the true reason why Job con-

tinued thus to be afllicted was, that he was obstinate, and refused to repent
of his sins under the chastisement of the Divine hand, vers.. 15— 17. In
this the view which Elihu takes of the nature and design of affliction differs

from that taken by the friends of Job. Thetj held that it was full proof of

guilt and h\pocrisy, lie maintained that it was disciplinary in its nature

;

thcij affirmed that it demonstrated only tiiat the sufferer was a sinner, he
that if the sufferer was peniterit he might again obtain the Divine favour

;

thfi/ maintained that the true cause of the severe and protracted nature of

tile sulferiugs of Job was that he had been in his former life a man of eminent
guilt, Elihu maintained that the reason why he sufiered so much and so long
was because the discipline had failed of its object, and he did not return with
a humble and penitent heart to God.

IV. Elihu, therefore, exhorts Job with gi-eat earnestness to beware lest his

obstinacy end in his ruin. God would not change, and if he persevered in

his unnelding state of mind, the result must be destruction. That destructiou
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
PLIHU also proceeded, and

said.

2 Suffer me a little, and 1

will sliew thee that ^ Ihuve yet

to sj^eak on God's behalf.

1 there are yet v:ords for God.

1 Elihu also proceeded, and said

:

2 Bear with me a Little farther, and I will show you.

For there is much yet to be said for God.

was so great, that if it came upon him a great ransom could not rescue

him
;
gieat riches could not save from it, nor the forces of strength recover

him, vers. 18—21.

V. Ho then reminds Job that God is wise. None could teach like him

;

none had prescribed his way for him ; and it became man to magnify his

Malier, and to acknowledge him, vers. 22—25.

\1. The chapter is closed by the commencement of an argument respect-

ing the inscrutable dealings of God, vers. 26—33. This argument is con-

tinued through the next chapter, and consists of appeals to his works, as

being beyond om- comprehension. Elihu refers, in this chapter, to the rain,

the dew, the clouds, the light, the thuudcr, and the vapour, to show that we
cannot understand his works. The design of the whole of this argument is

to show that God is far above us : and that we should, therefore, bow with
submission to his will. See ch. xxxvii. 23, 24.

1. Elihu also proceeded, Heh., added— rp^). Yulg., addensj LXX.,
Vlpoffdus—adding, or proceeding. The Hebrew commentators remark
tliat tliis word is used because this speech is added to the number
whicli it might be supposed he would make. There had been three

series of speeches by Job and his friends, and in each one of them
Job had spoken three times. Each one of the three friends had also

spoken thrice, except Zophar, who failed to reply when it came to his

turn. Elihu had also now made three speeches, and here he would
natm-ally have closed, but it is remarked that he added this to the

usual number.
2. Suffer me a little. Even beyond the regular order of speaking

;

or, allow me to go on, though I have fully occupied my place in the

number of speeches. Jarchi remarks that this verse is Chaldaic ; and
it is worthy of observation that the principal words in it are not

those ordinarily used in Hebrew to express the same thought, but are

such as occur in the Chaldee. The Avord rendered suffer O"??) has

here a signification which occurs only in SjTriac and Chaldee. It pro-

perly means, in Hebrew, to surround, in a hostile sense, Judg. xx. 43 ;

Psa. xxii. 13 ; then, in Hiph., to crown one's self. In Syriac and
Chaldee, it means to watY—perhaps from the idea of going round and
round—and this is the meaning here. He wished them not to remit

their attention, but ti have patience with what he would yet say.

IF And I icill shoio thee that. 5larg., "there are yet words for God."

The Hebrew is, " And I will show you that there are yet words for

God ; " that is, that there were j'et manj' considerations which could

be urged in vindication of his government. The idea of Elihu is not

so much that he had much to say, as that in fact there was much
that could be said for him. He regarded his character and government
as having been attacked, and he believed that there were ample con-

siderations which could be urged in his defence. The word wliich is

here rendered "I will show thee" C^'???), is also Chaldee in its signi-

fication. It is from ^!7 {Chald.) not used \n Kal, but it occurs in
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3 I Tvill fetch my knowledge I 4 For truly my •words shall

from afar, aud Avill ascribe not de lalse : he that is perfect

righteousneBS to my Maker. | in knowledge is with thee.

3 I will bring my knowledge from afar,

And will ascribe righteousness to my Maker.
4 For truly my words shall not be false

;

One perfect in knowledge is with thee.

other forms in the Chaldee portion of the Scriptures. See Dan. ii.

11, 16, 24, 27. The use of these Chaldee words is somewhat remark-
able, and perhaps may throw some light on the question about the
time and place of the composition of the book.

3. / ^cill fetch my knowledge from afar. AVhat I say shall not bo
mere commonplace. It shall be the result of reflection on subjects

that lie out of the ordinary range of thought. The idea is, that he
did not mean to go over the ground that had been already trodden,

or to suggest such reflections as would occur to any one ; but that he
meant to bring his illustrations from abtruser matters, and from
things that had escaped their attention. He in fact appeals to the
various operations of nature—the rain, the dew, the light, the instincts

of the animal creation, the vicissitudes of the seasons, the laws of
heat and cold—and shows that all these prove that God is inscrutably
wise and gloriously great. H Ajid tvill ascribe righteousness to my
Maker. That is, I will show that these things to which I now appeal^

prove that he is righteous, and is worthy of universal confidence.

Perhaps, also, he means to contrast the result of his reflections with
those of Job. He regarded him as having charged his Maker with
injustice and wrong. Elihu says it was a fixed principle Avith him to

ascribe righteousness to God, and that he believed it could be fully

sustained by an appeal to his works. Man should presume that his

Maker is good, and wise, and just ; he should be loilling to find that
he is so ; he should expect that the result of the profoundest investi-

gation of his ways and works will prove that he is so—and in such an
investigation he will never be disappuinted. A man is in no good
frame of mind, and is not likely to be led tc any good result in his

investigations, when he begins his inquiries by believing that his

Maker is unjust, and ^\'ho 2»'osecutes them with the hope and expecta-
tion that he will find him to be so. Yet do men never do this ?

4. For truly my words shall not he false. This is designed to con-
ciliate attention. It is a professed purpose to state nothing but truth.

Even in order to vindicate the ways of God, he would state nothing
but what would bear the most rigid examination. Job had charged
on his friends a purpose " to speak wickedly for God ; " to make use
of unsound arguments in vindicating his cause (see notes on ch. xiii.

7, 8) ; and Elihu now says that he will make use of no such reasoning,
but that all that he says shall be founded in strict truth. If He that

is perfect in knowledge is icith thee. This refers undoubtedly to Elihu
himself, and is a claim to a clear understanding of the subject. He
did not doubt that he was right, and that he had some views which
were worthy of their attention. The main idea is, that he was of
sound knowledge ; that his views were not sophistical and captious

;

that they were founded in truth, and were worthy, therefore, of their
profound attention.

VOL. II.
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of the wicked ; but giveth riglit

to the ^ poor.

7 He '' "withdraweth not his

eyes from the righteous : hut
or, afflicted. d Ileb. 13. 5.

5 Behold, God is mighty, and
despiseth not any : he " is mighty
in strength and ' wisdom.

6 He preserveth not the life

c Jer. 32. 19. 1 heart.

5 Behold, God is great, and despiseth not any

;

Great is lie in strength, of understanding.
6 He preserveth not the life of the wicked;
He doeth justice to the oppressed.

7 He Avithdi-aweth not his e3-es from the righteous

;

5. Behold, God is mighty. This is the first consideration Avhich

Elihu urges, and the purpose seems to be to affirm that God is so

great that he has no occasion to modify his treatment of any class of

men from a reference to himself. He is wholly independent of all,

and can therefore be impartial in his dealings. If it were otherwise

;

if he were dependent on naen for any share of his happiness, he might
be tempted to show special favour to the great and to the rich ; to

spare the mighty who are wicked, though he cut off the poor. But-
he has no such inducement, as he is wholly independent ; and it is

to be presumed, therefore, that he treats all impartially. See notes

on ch. XXXV. 5—8. IT And despiseth not any. None who are poor
and humble. He does not pass them by with cold neglect because
they are poor and powerless, and turn his attention to the great and
mighty because he is dependent on them. H He is mighty in—wisdotn.

Marg., heart. The word heart in Hebrew is often tised to denote the

intellectual powers ; and the idea here is, that God has perfect

wisdom in the management of his affairs. He is acquainted with all

the circumstances of his creatures, and passes by none from a defect

of knowledge, or from a want of wisdom to know how to adopt his

dealings to their condition.

6. He preserveth not the life of the wicked. Elihu here maintains
substantially the same sentiment which the three friends of Job had
done, that the dealings of God in this life are in accordance with
character, and that strict justice is thus maintained. H But giveth

right to the poor, Marg., " or, afflicted." The Hebrew word often

refers to the afflicted, to the humble, or the lowly ; and the reference

here is to the lower classes of society. The idea is, that God deals

justly with them, and does not overlook them because they are so

poor and feeble that they cannot contribute anything to him. In this

sentiment Elihu was undoubtedly right, though, like the three friends

of Job, he seems to have adopted the principle that the dealings of

God here are according to the characters of men. He had some views
in advance of theirs. He saw that affliction is designed for discipline

(ch. xxxiii.) ; that God is willing to show mercy to the sufferer on
repentance ; that he is not dependent on men, and that his dealings

cannot be graduated by any reference to what lie would receive or

suffer from men ; but still he clung to the idea that the dealings of

God here are a proof of the character of the afflicted. What was
mysterious about it he resolved into sovereigntj', and showed that

man ought to be submissive to God, and to believe that he was qualified

to govern. He lacked the views which Christianity has furnished,

that the inequalities that appear in the Divine dealings here will be

made clear in the retributions of another world.

7. He withdraweth not his eyes from the righteous. That is, he con-
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vrith. kings are they on the

tlirone
;
yea, lie dotli establisli

them for ever, and they are

exalted.

8 And if ' they he Ijouud in

e Psa. 107. 10.

fetters, and be holden in cords

of affliction

;

9 Then he shewcth them their

work, and their transgressions

that they hare exceeded.

But with kings are they upon the throne,

And he establisheth them for ever, and they are exalted.

8 And if [the righteous] are bound in fetters,

And holden in. the cords of affliction,

9 Then he showeth them their deeds,

And their transgressions that they have been great.

stantly observes them, whether they are in the more elevated ur

humble ranks of life. Even though he afflicts them, his eye is upon
them, and he does not forsake them. It will he remembered that

one of the difficulties to be accounted for was, that they who professed

to be righteous are subjected to severe trials. The friends of Job had
maintained that such a fact was in itself proof that they who professed

to be pious were not so, but were hypocrites. Job had verged to the
other extreme, and had said that it looked as if God had forsaken
those that loved him, and that there was no advantage in being
righteous. Notes, ch. xxxv. 2. Elihu takes a middle ground, and
says that neither was the correct opinion. It is true, he says, tliat

the righteous are afflicted, but they are not forsaken. The ej'e of

God is still upon them, and he watches over them, whether on the
throne or in dungeons, in order to bring good results out of their trials.

I1 But with kings are they 07i the throne. That is, if the righteous are

in the state of the highest earthly honour and prosperit}', God is with
them, and is their protector and friend. The same thing Elihu, in

the following verses, says is true respecting the righteous, when they
are in the most down-trodden and depressed condition. U Yea, he
doth establish them for ever. The meaning of this is, that they are

regarded by God with favour. When righteous kings are thus pros-

pered, and have a permanent and peaceful reign, it is God Avho gives

this prosperity to them. They are under his watchful eye, and his

protecting liand.

8. And if they be botoid in fetters. That is, if the righteous are

thrown into prison, and are subjected to oppressions and trials, or if

they are chained down, as it were, on a bed of pain, or crushed by
heavy calamities, the eye of God is still upon them. Their sufferings

should not be regarded either as proof that they are hypocrites, or that
God is regardless of them, and is indifferent whether men are good or
evil. The true solution of the difficulty was, that God was then
accomplishing purposes of discipline, and that happy results would
follow if they would receive affliction in a proper manner.

9. Then he showeth them their xcork. AYhat their lives have been.
This he does either bj- a messenger sent to them (ch. xxxiii. 23), or

by their own reflections (ch. xxxiii. 27), or by the influences of his

Spirit leading them to a proper review of their lives. The object of
their affliction, Elihu saj's, is to bring them to see what their conduct
has been, and to reform what has been amiss. It should not be
interpreted either as proof that the afflicted are eminently wicked, as

the friends of Job maintained, or as furnishing an occasion for severe
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10 He opouetli also tlieii* ear

to cliscipliue, and eommandetli
that tliey return from iniqnity.

11 If tliey obey and serve

Tiim, tliey shall spend their days

in prosperity, and their years in

pleasures

:

12 But if they ohey not, they
shall ' perish by the sword, and
they shall die without kiiow-

ledge.

1 pass away,

10 He openeth also their ear to instruction,

And commandeth them to turn from iniquity.

11 If they obey and serve him, they spend their days in prosperity,

And theu' years in pleasures. .

12 But if they will not obey, they perish with the sword,

And they die without knowledge.

reflections on the Divine government, such as Job had indulged in.

It is all consistent with an equitable and kind administration ; with
the belief that the afflicted have true piety— though they have
wandered and erred ; and with the conviction that God is dealing

with them in mercy, and not in the severity of wrath. They need
only recall the errors of their lives ; humble themselves and exercise

true repentance, and they would find afflictions to be among even
their richest blessings. If Transgressions that therj have exeeeded.

Or, rather, "he shows them their transgressions that they have been

very great;" that they have made themselves great, mighty, strong

—

n|3p^. The idea is, that their transgressions had been allowed to

accumulate, or to become strong, until it was necessary to interpose

in this manner, and check them by severe affliction. All this was
consistent, however, with the belief that the sufferer was truly pious,

and might find favour if he would repent.

10. He openeth also their ear to discipline. To teaching ; or he makes
them willing to learn the lessons which their afflictions are designed

to teach. Comp. notes on ch. xxxiii. 16.

11. If they obey and serve him. That is, if, as the result of their

afflictions, they repent of their sins, seek his mercy, and serve him in

time to come, they shall be prospered still. The design of affliction,

Elihu says, is not to cut them off, but to bring them to repentance.

This sentiment he had advanced and illustrated before at greater

length. See notes on ch. xxxiii. 23—28. The object of all this is,

doubtless, to assure Job that he should not regard his calamities

either as proof that he had never understood religion—as his friends

maintained ; or that God was severe, and did not regard those that

loved and obeyed him—as Job had seemed to suppose ; but that there

was something in his life and conduct which made discipline neces-

sary, and that if he would repent of that he would find returning

prosperity, and end his days in happiness and peace.

12. But if they obey not. If those who are afflicted do not turn to

God, and yield him obedience, they must expect that he will continue
their calamities until they are cut off. % They shall perish by the

sword. Marg. as in Heh., 23ass aicay. The word rendered sword (n^)
means properly anything sent—as a spear or an arrow

—

a missile—and
then an instrument of war in general. It may be applied to any
weapon that is used to produce death. The idea here is, that the

man who was afflicted on account of the sins which he had com-
mitted, and who did not repent of them and turn to God, would be
cut off. God would not withdraw his hand unless he acknowledged
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13 But tlie hypocrites in heart I heap f up wrath ; they cry not

/Rom. 2. 5. I
when he bindeth them :

13 But the hjpocrites in heart treasure up wi-ath;

Thcj- cry not [to God] when he bindeth them.

his offences. As he had undertaken the work of discipline, he could

not consistently do it, for it would be in fact yielding the point to hinr

whom lie chastised. This maij be the case now, and the statement

here made by Elihu may involve a principle which will explain the

cause of the death of many persons, even of the professedly pious.

They are devoted to gain or amusement ; they seek the honours of

the world for their families or themselves ; and, in fact, they make no
advances in piety, and are doing nothing for the cause of religion.

God lays his hand upon them at first gently. They lose theii- health,

or a part of their property. But the discipline is not effectual. He
then lays his hand on them with more severity, and takes from them
an endeared child. Still all is ineffectual. The sorrow of the afilic-

tion passes awaj', and they mingle again in the gay and busy scenes

of life as worldly as ever, and exert no influence u\ favour of religion.

Another blow is needful, and blow after blow is struck ; but nothing

overcomes their worldliness, nothing makes them devotedly and
sincerely useful, and it becomes necessary to remove them from the

world. H They shall die without knoioledge. That is, Avithout any
true knowledge of the plans and government of God, or of the reasons

why he brought these afflictions upon them. In all their sufferings

they never saio the design. They complained, and murmured, and
charged God with severity, but they never understood that the afflic-

tion was intended for their own benefit.

13. But the hypocrites in heart heap up lorath. By their continued

impiety they lay the foundation for increasing and multiplied expres-

sions of the Divine displeasure. Instead of confessing their sins

when they are afflicted, and seeking for pardon—instead of returning

to God and becoming truly his friends—they remain impenitent, un-

converted, and are rebellious at heart. They complain of the Divine

government and plans, and their feelings and conduct make it neces-

sary for God farther to interpose, until they are finally cut off and
consigned to ruin. Elihu had stated what was the effect in two
classes of persons who were afflicted. There were those who were
truly pious, and who would receive affliction as sent from God for

purposes of discipline, and who would repent and seek his mercy,
ver. 11. There were those, as a second class, who were openly
wicked, and who would not be benefited by afflictions, and who
would thus be cut off, ver. 12. He says, also, that there was a third

class, the class of hypocrites, who also were not profited by afflic-

tions, and who would only by their perverseness and rebellion heap
up wrath. It is possible that he may have designed to include Job in

this number, as his three friends had done ; but it seems more proba-

ble that he meant merely to suggest to Job that there was such a

class, and to turn his mind to the possibility that he might be of the

number. In explaining the design and effect of afflictions, it was at

least proper to refer to this class, since it could not be doubted that

there were men of this description. U They cry not when he bindeth

them. They do not cry to God with the language of penitence when
he binds them down by calamities. See ver. 8.
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14 ' They die in youtli, f aud
tlieir life is among the ^ unclean.

1 7'Aeir soul iietli. g Psa. 55. 53.

£ or, Sodomites, Deut. 23. 17.

15 He delireretli tlie ''pool

in Ms afliiction, and openeth
their ears in oppression

:

3 or, afflicted.

14 They die in their youth

;

And their life [is closed] vnih. the grossly impure.
15 He deUvereth the afflicted in their distress,

And openeth their ears ia their trials.

14. They die in youth. Marg., Their soul dieth. The word soul or

life in the Hebrew is used to denote one's self. The meaning is, that

they would soon be cut down, and share the lot of the openly wicked.
If they amended their lives they might be spared, and continue to

live in prosperity and honour ; if they did not, whether openly
wicked or hypocrites, they would be early cut oif. IT And their life

is among the UTidean. Marg., or, Sodomites. The idea is, that they
would be treated in the same way as the most abandoned and vile of

the race. No special favour would be shown to them because they
were professors of religion, nor would this fact be a shield against the
treatment which they deserved. They could not be classed with the

righteous, and must, therefore, share the fate of the most worthless

and wicked of the race. The word rendered imclean (Q'-inp) is from

isrp kddhash, to be pure or hoi)'-; and in Hiph., to regard as holy, to

consecrate, or devote to the service of God, as e. g. a priest, Exod.
xxviii. 41 ; xxix. 1. Then it means to consecrate or devote to any
service or purpose, as to an idol god. Hence it means one conse-

crated or devoted to the service of Astarte, the goddess of the
Sidonians, or Venus ; and as this worship was corrupt and licentious,

the word means one who is licentious or corrupt. Comp. Deut. xxiii.

18; 1 Kings xiv, 24; Gen. xxxviii. 21, 22. Here it means the

licentious, the corrupt, the abandoned ; and the idea is, that if

hypocrites did not repent under the inflictions of Divine judgment,
thej' would be dealt with in the same way as the most abandoned
and vile. On the evidence that licentiousness constituted a part of

the ancient worship of idols, see Spencer de Legg. ritual. Hebrceor.

lib. ii. cap. iii. pp. 613, 614. Ed. 1732. Jerome renders this, inter

effaminatos. The LXX., strangely enough, "Let their life be wounded
by angels."

15. He deUvereth the poor in his affliction. Marg., "or, afflicted."

This accords better with the usual meanmg of the Hebrew word C^?),
and with the connexion. The inquu-y was not particularly respect-

ing the poor, but the afflicted; and the sentiment which Elihu is

illustrating is, that Avhen the afflicted call upon God he will deliver

them. The object is to induce Job to make such an application to

God that he might be rescued from his calamities, and be permitted

yet to enjoj- life and happiness. H And openeth their ears. Causes
them to understand the nature of his government, and the reasons

why he visits them in this manner. Comp. ch. xxxiii. 16, 23—27.

The sentiment here is a mere repetition of what Elihu had more than
once before advanced. It is his leading thought ; the princi2}le on

which he undertakes to explain the reason why God afSicts men, and
by which he proposes to remove the difference between Job and his

friends. % In oppression. This word expresses too much. It refers

to God, and implies that there was something oppressive, harsh, or
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16 Even so would ho Lave
removed thee out of tlio strait

into a broad * place, where there

is uo sti-aituess ; and ' that which
should be set on thy table '

A Psa. 31. 8. 1 the rest of thy table.

should 1)6 full of fatness. -

17 But thou hast fulfilled the

judgment of the wicked : judg-
ment and justice ^ take hold on
thcc.

i Psa. 23. 5. 2 or, should uphold thee.

16 In like manner he would have removed thee from a pent-up way,
To a broad place where there is no straituess,

And the provision of thy table would have been full of fatness.

17 But if thou dost fuUy hold the sentiments of the wicked,
Such sentiments and justice will be close together.*

cruel in his dealings. This is not the idea of Elihu in the language

which he uses. The word which he uses here (yrt) means that

which crushes ; then straits, distress, afHiction. Jerome, in tribula-

tione. The word affliction would express the thought.
16. Even so tcould he have removed thee. That is, if you had been

patient and resigned, and if you had gone to him with a broken heart.

Having stated the principles in regard to affliction whicli he held to

be indisputable, and having affirmed that God was ever ready to

relieve the sufferer if he would apply to him with a proper spirit, it

was natural to infer from this that the reason wliy Job continued to

suffer was, that he did not manifest a proper spirit in his trials. Had
he done this, Elihu says, the hand of God would have been long
since withdrawn, and his afflictions would have been removed.
H Out of the strait into a broad place. From the narrow, pent-up
way, where it is impossible to move, into a wide and open path.
Afflictions are compared with a narrow path, in which it is impossible
to get along

;
prosperity with a broad and open road, in which there

are no obstructions. Comp. Psa. xviii. 19 ; xxxi. 8. IT A7id that

which should be set on thy table. Marg., the rest of thy table. The
Hebrew word {JT}} from nu, to rest, and in Hiph. to set down, to

cause to rest) means properly a letting, or setting down ; and then that
which is set down— as e. g. food on a table. This is the idea here,

that the food which would be set on his table would be rich and
abundant ; that is, he would be restored to prosperity, if he evinced
a penitent spirit in his trials, and confessed his sins to God. The
same image of piety occurs in Psa. xxiii. 5, "Thou preparest a table

before me in the presence of mine enemies."
17. But thou Juist fulfilled the judgment of the xoicked. Rosenmuller

explains this as meaning, " If under Divine inflictions and chastise-

ments you wish to imitate the obduracy of the wicked, then the
cause and the punishment will mutually sustain themselves ; that is,

the one will be commensurate with the other." But it is not
necessary to regard this as a supposition. It has rather the aspect of

an affirmation, meaning to express the fact that Job had, as Elihu
feared, evinced the same spirit in his trials which the wicked do.

He had not seen in him evidence of penitence and of a desire to

return to God, but had heard complaints and murmurings, such as

the wicked indulge in. He had "filled up," or "fulfilled," the
judgment of the wicked ; that is, he had in no way come short of the

* Or, wiU sustain each other.
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18 Because there is wrath,

bcTvare lest lie take tliee away
witli his stroke : tlien a great

ransom cannot * deliver tlioo.

19 Will lie esteem thy riches ?

* no, not gold, nor all the forces

of strength.

1 turn thee aside. k Prov. 11. 4.

18 For there is wrath ; beware lest he take thee away with hi? stroke

;

Then a great ransom cannot save thee.

19 WUl he esteem thy riches ?

No ! not gold, nor all the abundance of wealth.

opinion which they expressed of the Divine dealings. Still it is pos-

sible that the word " if" may be here understood, and that Elihu
means merely to state that if Job shoxdd manifest the same spirit

with the wicked, instead of a spirit of penitence, he would have
reason to apprehend the same doom which they experience. H Judg-

ment andjustice take hold on thee. Marg., "or, should uphold thee."

The Hebrew word here rendered take (idtdh:) is from Tjon, to take

hold of, to obtain, to hold fast, to support. Rosenmiiller and
Gesenius suppose that the word here has a reciprocal sense, and
means, they take hold of each other, or sustain each other. Prof.

Lee renders it, "Both judgment and justice will uphold this ;" that

is, the sentiment which he had just advanced, that Job had filled up
the judgment of the wicked. XJmbreit renders it, "If thou art full

of the opinion of the wicked, then the opinion and justice will rapidly

follow each other."

Doch wenn du voU bist von des Frcvlers Urtheil,

So werden Urtheil imd Gerieht schnell auf eiuander folgen.

According to this the meaning is, that if Job held the opinions of

wicked men, he must expect that these opinions would be rapidly

followed by judgment, or that they would go together, and support

each other. This seems to me to be in accordance with the con-

nexion, and to express the thought which Elihu meant to convey. It

is a sentiment which is undoubtedly true—that if a man holds the

sentiments, and manifests the spirit of the wicked, he must expect to

be treated as they are.

18. Because there is wrath. That is, the wrath of God is to be

dreaded. The meaning is, that if Job persevered in the spirit which
he had manifested, he had every reason to expect that God would
suddenly cut him off. He might now repent and find mercy, but he
had shown the spirit of those Avho Avere rebellious in affliction, and
if he persevered in that, he had nothing to expect but the wrath of

God. H With his stroke. With his smiting or chastisement. Comp.
ch. xxxiv. 26. *!I Then a great ransom cannot deliver thee. Marg.,

*urn thee aside. The meaning is, that a great ransom could not pre-

vent him from being cut off. On the meaning of the word ransom,

see notes on ch. xxxiii. 24. The idea here is, not that a great ransom
could not deliver him after he was cut oS' and consigned to hell

—

which would be true ; but that when he had manifested a spii-it of

insubmission a little longer, nothing could save him from being cut

off from the land of the living. God would not spare him on account

of wealth, or rank, or age, or wisdom. None of these things

would be a ransom in virtue of which his forfeited life would be

preserved.

19. Will he esteem thy riches f That is, God wdl not regard thy
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20 Desire not the niglit, when
|

people are cut off in their place.

20 Long not for the niglit,

To go to the people beneath them.

riches as a reason why he should not cut you off, or as a ransom for

your forfeited life. The reference here must be to the fact that Job
had been a rich man ; and the meaning is, either that God would not
spare him because he had been a rich man, or that if he had now all

the wealth which he once possessed, it would not be sufficient to be
a ransom for his life. H Noi- all the forces of strength. Not all that
gives power and influence to a man—wealth, age, wisdom, rej)Utation,

authority, and rank. The meaning is, that God would not regard
any of these when a man was rebellious in affliction, and refused in a
proper manner to acknowledge his Maker. Of the truth of what is

here affirmed there can be no doubt. Riches, rank, and honours
cannot redeem the life of a man. They do not save him from the
grave, and from all that is gloomy and revolting there. When God
comes forth to deal with mankind, lie does not regard their gold,

their rank, their splendid robes or palaces, but he deals with them as

men—and the gay, the beautiful, the rich, the noble, moulder back,
under his hand, to their native dust, in the same manner as the most
humble peasant. How forcibly should this teach us not to set our
hearts on wealth, and not to seek the honours and wealth of the
world as our portion 1

20. Desire not the night. That is, evidently, the night of death.

The darkness of the night is an emblem of death, and it is not un-
common to speak of death in this manner. See John ix. 4, " The
night Cometh, when no man can work." Elihu seems to have sup-
posed that Job might have looked forward to death as to a time of
release ; that so far from dreading what he had said would come, that
God would cut him off at a stroke, it might be the very thing which
he desii-ed, and which he anticipated would be an end of his suffer-

ings. Indeed, Job had more than once expressed some such senti-

ment, and Elihu designs to meet that state of mind, and to charge
him not to look forward to death as relief. If his present state of
mind continued, he says, he would perish under the " wi-ath" of God

;

and death in such a manner, great as might be his sufferings here,
could not be desirable. H When peo2}le are cut ojf in their 'place. On
this passage, Schultens enumerates no less XXxzw fifteen different inter-
pretations which have been given ; and at the end of this enumeration
remarks, that he " waits for clearer light to overcome the shades of
this night." Rosenmiiller supposes it means, " Long not for the
night, in which nations go under themselves;" that is, in which
they go down to the inferior regions, or in which they perish.
Noyes renders it, " To which nations are taken away to their place."
Umbreit -renders it, "Pant not for the night, to go down to the
people who dwell under thee ;" that is, to the Shades, or to those
that dwell in Sheol. Prof. Lee translates it, " Pant not for the night,
for the rising of the populace from their places." Coverdale, "Pro-
long not thou the time, till there come a night for thee to set other
people in thy stead." The LXX., " Do not draw out the night, that
the people may come instead of them;" that is, to their assistance.
Dr. Good, " Neither long thou for the night, for the vaults of the
nations underneath them;" and supposes that the reference is to the
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21 Take heed, regard not I cliosen rather than affliction,

iniquity : for this hast thou
|

21 Take heed ! regard not iniquity,

For this hast thou prefeiTed to affliction.

catacombs, or mummy-pits that were employed for burial-places.

These are but specimens of the interpretations which have been pro-
posed for this passage, and it is easy to see that there is little prospect
of being able to explain it in a satisfactory manner. Tlie principal

difficulty in the passage is in the word rendered cut off (nfe), which

means to go up, to ascend, and in the incongruity between that and
the word rendered in their place C'^'?'?^), which literally means imder
them. A literal translation of the passage is, "Do not desire the
night to ascend to the people under them :" but I confess I cannot
understand the passage, after all the attempts made to explain it.

The translation given by Umbreit seems best to agree with the con-
nexion, but I am unable to see that the Hebrew would bear this.

See, however, his note on the passage. The word rbo he under-

stands here in the sense of going atcay, or bearing aicay, and the

phrase the "people under them" as denoting the Shades in the

world beneath us. The whole expression then would be equivalent

to a wish to die—with the expectation that there would be a change
for the better, or a release from present sufferings. EUhu admonishes
Job not to indulge such a wish, for it would be no gain for a man to

die in the state of mind in which he then was.
21. Take heed, regard not iniquity. That is, be cautious that in the

view wliich you take of the Divine government, and the sentiments
which you express, you do not become the advocate of iniquity.

Elihu apprehended this from the remarks in Avhich he had indulged,
and regarded him as having become the advocate of the same senti-

ments which the wicked held, and as in fact manifesting the same
spirit. It is well to put a man who is afflicted on his guard against

this, when he attempts to reason about the Divine administration.

IT For this hast thoic chosen rather than affliction. That is, you have
chosen rather to give vent to the language of complaint, than to bear
your trials with resignation. "You have chosen rather to accuse
Divine Providence than to submit patiently to his chastisements."

—

Patrick. There was too much truth in this remark about Job ; and
it is still not an uncommon thing in times of trial, and indeed in

human life in general. ^len often prefer iniquity to affliction. They
will commit crime rather than suffer the evils of poverty ; they will

be guilty of fraud and forgery to avoid apprehended want. They
"will be dishonest to their creditors rather than submit to the disgrace

of bankruptcy. They will take advantage of the widow and the

fatherless rather than suffer themselves. Sin is often preferred to

affliction ; and many are the men who, to avoid calamity, would not
shrink from the commission of wrong. Especially in times of trial,

when the hand of God is laid on men, they prefer a spirit of com-
plaining and murmuring to patient and calm resignation to the will

of God. They seek relief even in complaining ; and think it some

alleviation of their sufferings that they can fnd fault with God.
" They who choose iniquity rather than affliction, make a very
foolish choice ; they that ease their cares by sinful pleasures, escape
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22 Beliold, God ' exalteth by
his power : wlio teaclietli '" like

liiiu ?

23 'WTio liath eiijoiucd liiin

bis "way ? or wlio can Bay, Tliou

/ Dan. 4. (:o, 3C.

hast wrought iuiquity ?

24 Remomter that thou mag-
nify " his work, which men
behold.

n Psa. 111. 2-8

22 Behold, God is exalted in his power

;

"\\Tio is a teacher Like him ?

23 Who hath appointed liim his waj' ?

And who can say, " Thou hast done iniquity ?"

24 Forget not thou to magnify his work
On which men look.*

their troubles by sinful projects, and evade sufferings for righteous-

ness' sake by sinful compliances against their consciences : these make
a choice they will repent of, for there is more evil in the least sin than

in the greatest affliction."

—

Henry.

22. Behold, God exalteth by his power. The object of Elihu is now
to direct the attention of Job to God, and to show him that he has

evinced such power and wisdom in his works, that we ought not to

presume to arraign him, but should bow with submission to his wUl.

lie remarks, tlierefove, that God exalts, or rather that God is exalted,

or exalts himself {yfS]) by his power. In the exhibition of his power,

he thus shows that he is great, and that men ought to be submissive

to him. In support of this, he appeals, in the remainder of his dis-

course, to the loorks of God as furnishing extraordinary proofs of

power, and full demonstration that God is exalted far above man.
'1 Who teacheih like him? The LXX. render this, Swao-TTjs—"Who
is so powerful as he?" Rosenmiiller and TJmbreit render it Lord-

"Who is Lord like him?" But the Hebrew word (rnra) properly

means one tcho instructs ; and the idea is, that there is no one who is

qualified to give so exalted conceptions of the government of God
as he is himself. The object is to direct the mind to him as he is

revealed in his works, in order to obtain elevated conceptions of his

government.
23. Who hath enjoined him his icayf Who has prescribed to him

what he ought to do ? Who is superior to him, and has marked out

for him the plan which he ought to pursue ? The idea is, that God
is supreme and independent ; no one has advised him, and no one

has a right to counsel him. Perliaps, also, Elihu designs this as a

reproof to Job for having complained so much of the government of

God, and for being disposed, as he thought, to j^rescribe to God what
he should do. H Who can say. Thou hast icrougJtt iniquity? Thou
hast done wrong. The object of Elihu is here to show that no one

has a right to say this ; no one could, in fact, say it. It Avas to be

regarded as an indisputable point that God is always right, and that

liowever dark his dealings with men may seem, the reasoji why they

are mysterious 7iever is that God is wrong.

24. Remember that thou magnify his work. Make this a great and
settled principle, to remember that God is great in all that he does.

He is exalted far above us, and all his works are on a scale of vastness

* That is, the worka of the visible creation.
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25 Every man may see it

;

mau may boliold it alar off.

26 Behold, God is great, and

we kuow hi»i not; neither • can

the number of Ids years be
searched out.

Psa. 102. 24.

25 All men see it

;

Moi'tals behold it from afar.

26 Lo, God is great, aud we Imow him not

;

The number of his years is unsearchable.

corresponding to his nature ; and in all our attempts to judge of him
and his doings, we should bear this in remembrance. He is not to

be judged by the narrow views wliich we apply to the doings of men,
but by the views which ought to be taken when we remember that

he presides over the vast universe, and that, as the universal Parent,

he will consult the welfare of the whole. In judging of his doings,

therefore, we are not to place ourselves in the centre, or to regard

ourselves as tlie %chole of the creation ; but we are to remember that

there are other great interests to be regarded, and that his ])lans will

be in accordance with the welfare of the whole. One of the best

rules for taking a proper estimate of God is that proposed here by
Elihu—to remember that he is great. IT Which men behold. The
Vulgate renders this, de quo cecinerunt viri— "concerning which men
sing." The LXX., Siv ^ip^av iv^pes— "over which men rule."

Schultens accords with the Vulgate. So Coverdale renders it,

" Whom all men love and praise." So Herder and Noyes understand
it, " Which men celebrate with songs." This difference of inter-

pretation arises from the ambiguity of the Hebrew -word (iTi'i'), some

deriving it from TO shur, to go round about, and then to survey, look

upon, examine ; and some from to shir, to sing, to celebrate. The
word will admit of either interpretation, and either will suit the con-
nexion. The sense of seeing those works, however, better agrees

with Avhat is said in the following verse, and perhaps better suits the
connexion. The object of Eliliu is not to fix the attention on the fact

that men celebrate the works of God, but to turn the eyes to the visible

creation, as a proof of the greatness of the Almighty.
25. Every 7nan may see it. That is, every man may look on the

visible creation, and see proofs there of the wisdom and greatness of

God. All may look on the sun, the moon, the stars ; all may behold
the tempest and the storm; all may see the lightning and the rain,

and may' form some conception of the majcstj' of the Most Higli.

The idea of Elihu here is, that every man might trace the evidences
tliat God is great in his works. H Man may behold it afar off. His
works are so great and glorious that they make an impression even
at a vast distance. Though we are separated from them by a space
which sui"passes the power of computation, yet they are so great

that they fill the mind with vast conceptions of the majesty and
glory of their Maker. This is true of the heavenly bodies ; and
the more we learn of their immense distances from us, the more
is the mind impressed with the greatness and glory of the visible

creation.

26. Behold, God is great, and loe k7iow him not. That is, we cannot
fully comprehend him. See notes on ch. xi. 7— 9. *& Neither can the

number of his years be searched ozit. That is, he is eternal. The
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27 For he makctli small tlic

di'Djis of water : tlioy pour down
raiu p according to tlie Tai30iu'

p Psa. 147. 8, 9.

thereof,

28 ^Vliicli the clouds do drop
a?id distil upon mau abundantly.

27 For he dravreth up tlic drops of water,

Thej' distil rain in its vapour,

2S Which the clouds pour down

;

They pour it upon man in abundance.

object of wliat is said here is to impress the mind with a sense of the
greatness of God, and with the folly of attempting fully to compre-
hend tlie reason of what he does. Man is of a few days, and it is

presumption in liim to sit in judgment on the doings of one who is

from eternity. AVe may here remark, that the doctrme that tliere is

an Eternal Being presiding over the universe, was a doctrine fully

held by the speakers in this book—a doctrine far in advance of all

that philosophy ever taught, and which was unknown for ages in the
lands on which the light of revelation never shone.

27. For he maketh small the drops of water. Elihu now appeals, as
he proposed to do, to the works of God, and begins with what ap-
peared so remarkable and inexplicable, the wisdom of God in the
rain and the dew, the tempest and the vapour. That which excited
his wonder was, the fact in regard to the suspension of water in the
clouds, and the distilling of it on the earth in tlie form of rain and
dew. This very illustration had been used by Eliphaz for a similar
purpose (notes, ch. v. 9, 10), and whether we regard it as it appears
to men without the light which science has thrown upon it, or look
at the manner in which God suspends water in the clouds and sends
it down in tlie form of rain and dew, with all the light which has
been furnished by science, the fact is one that evinces in an eminent
degree the wisdom of God. The word which is rendered "maketh
small" (pH) means, properly, to scrajie off, to detract, to diminish, to

take aicay from. In Piel, the form used here, it means, according to
Gesenius, to take to one's self, to attract ; and the sense here, aceordinof

to tliis, is, that God attracts, or draws upwards the drops of water.
So it is rendered by Herder, Noyes, Umbreit, and Rosenmiiller. The
idea is, that he draws vp the drops of the water to the clouds, and
then pours them down in rain. If the meaning in oiir common ver-
sion be retained, the idea would be, that it was proof of great wisdom
in God that the water descended in S7nall drops, instead of comino'
down in a deluge. Comp. notes on ch. xxvi. 8. H Thej/ j)onr down
rain. That is, the clouds pour down the rain. IT According to the

vapour thereof— Sivh. The idea seems to be, that the water thus
dra^^'n up is poured down again in the form of a vapoxiry rain, and
which does not descend in torrents. The subject of admiration in
the mind of Elihu Avas, that water should evaporate and ascend to
the clouds, and be held there, and then descend again in the form of
a gentle rain or fine mist. The reason for admiration is not lessened
by becoming more fully acquainted with the laws by which it is done
than Elihu can be supposed to have been.

28. Upon man abundantly. That is, upon many men. The clouds
liaving received the ascending vapoui-, retain it, and pour it down
copiously for the use of man. The arrangement, to the eye even of
one who did not understand the scientific principles by which it ia
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29 Also can any understand
the spreadings of the clouds, or

the noise of his tabernacle 1

30 Behold, he spreadeth « liis

light upon it, and covereth the
' bottom of the sea.

q Luke 1". 24. 1 roots.

29 "Who also can understand the outspreading of the clouds,

And the fearful thunderings in his pa^Hiou ?

30 Behold, he spreadeth his light upon it

;

He also covereth the depths of the sea.

done, is beautiful and wonderful ; the beauty and wonder are increased

when the laws by which it is accomplished are understood. Elihu
does not attempt to explain the 7node by which this is done. The
fact was probably all that was then understood, and that was suffi-

cient for his purpose. The LXX. have given a translation of this

verse which cannot be well accounted for, and which is certainly very

unlike the original. It is, " But when the clouds cast a shade over

the dumb creation, he impresseth a care on beasts, and they know
the order for retiring to rest

—

Koirrii rd^iy. At all tliese things, is not

their understanding confounded ? And is not thy heart starting

from thy body?"
29. Also can any understand the spreadings of the clouds f The out-

spreading— the manner in which they expand themselves over us.

The idea is, tliat the manner in which the clouds seem to spread out,

or unfold themselves on the sky, could not be explained, and was a

striking proof of the wisdom and power of God. In the early periods

of the world, it could not be expected that the causes of these pheno-
mena would be known. Now that the causes are better known,
however, they do not less indicate the wisdom and power of God, nor
are these facts less fitted to excite our wonder. The simple and
beautiful laws by which the clouds are suspended; by wliich they
roll in the sky; by which they spread themselves out^as in a rising

tempest—and by which they seem to unfold themselves over the
heavens, should increase, rather than diminish, our conceptions of

the wisdom and power of the Most High. H Or the noise of his

tabernacle. Referring, doubtless, to thunder. The clouds are repre-

sented as a tent or pavilion spread out for the dwelling of God
(comp. notes on Isa. xl. 22) ; and the idea here is, that the noise made
in a thunder-storm is the peculiar dwelling of God. Herder well ex-

presses it, " The fearful thunderings in his tent." Comp, Psa. xviii. 11

:

He made darkness his secret place,

His pavilion round about him were dai-k waters and tliick clouds of the

skies.

The sense here is. Who can understand and explain the cause of

thunder? The object of Elihu in this is, to show how great and in-

comprehensible is God, and nature furnishes few more impressive

illustrations of this than the crash of thunder.

30. Behold, he spreadeth his light iipon it. That is, upon his taber-

nacle or dwelling-place—the clouds. The allusion is to lightning,

which flashes in a moment over the whole heavens. The image is

exceedingly beautiful and graphic. The idea of spreading out the

light in an instant over the whole of the darkened heavens is that

which Elihu had in his mind, and which impressed him so forcibly.

On the difficulty in regard to the translation of the Septuagint here,
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31 For by thorn * judgetli lie

the people ; he * giveth meat in

abundance.
r Deut. 8. 2—15.

s Psa. 136. 20 ; Acts 14. 17.

32 With clouds he covereth

the light; and commandeth it

not to shine, by the cloud that

cometh betwixt.

31 By these lie executeth judgment upon the people
;

By these also he giveth food in abundance.

32 With his hands he covereth the lightning,

And commandeth. it where to strike.

see Schleusner on the word r/So). IT And covereth the bottom of the sea.

Marg., roots. The word roots is used to denote the bottom, as being

the lowest part of a thing—as the roots of a tree. The meaning is,

that he covers the lowest part of the sea with floods of waters ; and
the object of Elihu is to give an exalted conception of the greatness

of God, from the fact that his agency is seen in the highest and the

lowest objects. He spreads out the clouds, thunders in his tabernacle,

diffuses a brilliant light over the heavens, and at the same time is

occupied in covering the bottom of the sea with the floods. He is

Lord over all, and his agency is seen everywhere. The highest and
the lowest objects are under his control, and his agency is seen above
and below. On the one hand, he covers the thick and dense clouds

with light ; and on the other, he envelopes the depth of the ocean in

impenetrable darkness.

31. For hy them judgeth he the people. By means of the clouds, the

rain, the dew, the tempest, and the thunderbolt. The idea seems to

be, that he makes use of all these to execute his purposes on man-
kind. He can either make them the means of imparting blessings, or

of inflicting the severest judgments. He can cause the tornado to

sweep over the earth ; he can arm the forked lightning against the
works of art ; he can withhold rain and dew, and spread over a land
the miseries of famine. II He giveth meat in abundance. That is, by
the clouds, the dew, the rain. The idea is, that he can send timely
showers if he chooses, and the earth will be clothed with plenty. All
these things are under his control, and he can, as he pleases, make
them the means of comfort to man, or of punishing him for his sins.

Comp. Psa. Ixv. 11—13.

32. With clouds he covereth the light. The Hebrew here is, D^S^bj?—
" upon his hands." Jerome, In manibus ahscondit lucem, " he hideth
the light in his hands." Sept., 'Ettj x^^P^" iKuKv^e <pSis

—" he covereth
the light in his hands." The allusion is, undoubtedly, to the light-

ning; and the image is, that God takes the lightning in his hands,
and directs it as he pleases. There has been great variety, however,
in the exposition of this verse and the following. Schultens enu-
merates no less than twenty-eight different interpretations, and almost
every commentator has had his own view of the passage. It is quite
evident that our translators did not understand it, and were not able
to make out of it any tolerable sense. What idea they attached to
the two verses (32, 33) it would be very difficult to imagine ; for

what is the meaning (ver. 33) of the phrase, "the cattle also con-
cerning the vapour?" The general sense of the Hebrew appears to
be, that God controls the rapid lightnings which appear so vivid, so
quick, and so awful ; and that he executes his own purposes with
them, and makes them, when he pleases, the instruments of inflicting

l2
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33 Tlic noise ' thereof sliew- I concerning ' tlie vapour,
etli concerning it, tlie cattle also

| < j Kings i8. 41. 45. 1 that which goeth tip.

33 He pointcth out to it his friends

—

The collectiag of his wrath is upon the wicked.

punishment on his foes. The object of Elihu is to excite admiration
of the greatness of God, who is able thus to control the lightning's

flash, and to make it an obedient instrument in his hands. The par-
ticular expression before us, " By his hands he covereth the light,"

seems to mean that he seizes or holds the lightning in his hands
(^Herder), or that he covers over his hands with the lightning ( Umbreit),
and has it under his control. Prof. Lee supposes that it means, that
he holds the lightning in the palms of his hands, or between his two
hands, as a man holds a furious wild animal which he is about to let

loose for the purpose of destroying. With this he compares the ex-
pression of Shakspeare, " Cry havoc, and let slip the dogs of war."
There can be no doubt, I think, that the phrase means that God has
the liglitning under his control, that it is in his hands, and that he
directs it as he pleases. According to Umbreit (note), the allusion is

to the double use which God makes of light—in one hand holding the
lightning to destroy his foes, and in the other the light of the sun to

bless his friends, as he makes use of the rain either for purposes of

destruction or mercy. But this idea is not conveyed in the Hebrew.
IT And commandeth it not to shine. The phrase "not to shine" is not
in the Hebrew, and destroys the sense. The simple idea in the original

is, "he commandeth it;" that is, he has it under his control, directs

it as he pleases, makes use even of the forked lightning as an instru-

ment to execute his pleasiire. II By the cloud that cometh betwixt.

The words " the cloud" are also inserted by our translators, and
destroy the sense. There is no allusion to a cloud, and the idea that

the light is intercepted by any object is not in the original. The
Hebrew word C?'^.?*??) means, in occurring, in meeting, in striking upon
(from WQ—to strike upon, to impinge, to fall upon, to light upon)

;

and the sense here would be well expressed by the phrase, " in

striking." The idea is exactly that which we have when we apply
the word strike or struck to lightning; and the meaning is, that he
gives the lightning commandment in striking, or Avhen it strikes.

Nothing could better answer the purpose of an illustration for Elihu
in exciting elevated views of God, for there is no exhibition of his

power more wonderful than that by which he controls the lightning.

33. The noise thereof shoxceth concerning it. The word " noise"

here has been inserted by our translators as a version of the Hebrew
word isn—and if the translators attached any idea to the language

which they have used, it seems to have been that the noise attending
the lightning, that is, the thunder, furnished an illustration of the
power and majesty of God. But it is not possible to educe this idea
from the original, and perhaps it is not possible to determine the
sense of the passage. Herder renders it, "He pointeth out to them
the wicked." Prof. Lee, " By it he announceth his will." Umbreit,
" He makes known to it his friend ;" that is, he points out his friend

to the light, so that it may serve for the happiness of that friend.

Noyes, " He uttereth to him his voice ; to the herds and the plants."

Rosenmiiller, " He announces what he has decreed against men, and
the flocks which the earth has produced." Many other expositions
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have been proposed, and there is no reasonable ground of hope that

an interpretation will be arrived at which will be free from all diffi-

culty. The principal difficulty in this part of the verse arises fi-om

the word tT)— rendered in our version, "The noise thereof." This

may be from ^^i, and may mean a noise, or outcry; and so it is ren-

dered here by Gesenius, " He makes known to him his thunder, i. e.

to man, or to his enemies." Or the word may mean his friend, as

the word ^?. is often used, Job ii. 11; xix. 21 ; Prov. xxv. 17; Cant.
V. 16 ; Hos. iii. 1. Or it may denote will, thought, desire, Psa. cxxxix.

2, 17. A choice must be made between these different meanings
according to the view entertained of the scope of the passage. To
me it seems that the word '^friend" will better suit the connexion
than any one of the other mterpretations proposed, .^vccording to

this, the idea is, that God points out his friends to the lightning which
he holds in his hand, and bids it spare them. He has entire control

of it, and can direct it where he pleases ; and instead of sending it

forth to work indiscriminate destruction, he carefully designates those
on whom he wishes it to strike, but bids it spare his friends, f The
cattle also concerning the vapour. Marg., that lohich goeth -up. What
idea the translators attached to this phrase it is unpossible now to

know; and the probability is, that being conscious of utter inability

to give any meaning to the passage, they endeavoured to translate the
words of the original as literally as possible. Coverdale evidently felt

the same perplexity, for he renders it, " The rising up thereof showeth
he to his friends and to the cattle." Indeed, almost every translator

and expositor has had the same difficulty, and each one has proposed
a version of his own. An examination of the words employed is the
only hope of arriving at any satisfactory view of the passage. The
word rendered cattle (^Pp), means properly (1) expectation, hope,
confidence, 1 Cliron. xxix. 15; Ezra x. 2; (2) a gathering together,

a collection, as (a) of waters. Gen. i. 10; Exod. vii. 19; (b) a gathering
together, a collection, or company of men, horses, etc.—a caravan.

So it may possibly mean in 1 Kings x. 28, where interpreters have
greatly differed. The word cattle, therefore, by no means expresses
its usual signification. That would be better expressed by gathering,

collecting, or assembling. The word rendered also (^'^), denotes (1)
also, even, more, besides, etc., and (2) the nose, and then anger—from
tne effjct of anger in producing hard breathing, Prov. xxii. 24; Deut.
xxxii. 22 ; xxix. 19. Here it may be rendered, without impropriety,
anger ; and then the phrase will mean, " the collecting, or gathering

together of anger." The word rendered vapour (rDir"— if from nir),

means that which ascends, and would then mean anything that ascends

—as smoke, vapour ; or, as Rosenmiiller supposes, what ascends, or

grows from the ground— that is, plants and vegetables. And so

Umbreit, das Gewdchs, " plants of any kind."

—

Note. But with a

slight variation in the pointing (jrr.v—instead of rnir'), the word means

evil, wickedness, iniqidty—whence our word evil. Job xxiv. 20; vi. 29;
xi. 14 ; xiii. 7 : and it may, without impropriety, be regarded as having
this signification here, as the points have no authority. The meaning
of the whole phrase then will be, " the gathering, or collecting of his

wrath is upon evil, i. e. upon the wicked;" and the sense is, that

while, on the one hand, God, who holds the lightning in his hands,
points out to it his friends, so that they are spared; on the other

hand, the gathering together, or the condensation, of his wrath is

VOL. II. p
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

AT this also my heart trein-

blotli, " and is moyed out of hia

place.

u Dau. 10. 7, 8 ; fllatt. C8. 2-4 ; Acts 16.
26-29.

1 At this also my heart palpitates,

And is moYcd out of its place.

upon the evil. That is, the lightnings— so vivid, so mighty, and
apparently so wholly beyond law or control, are under his direction,

and he makes them the means of executing his pleasure. His friends

are spared ; and the condensation of his wrath is on his foes. This
exposition of the passage accords with the general scope of the remarks
of Elihu; and this view of the manner in which God controls even
the lightning was one that was adapted to fill the mind with exalted

conceptions of the majesty and power of the Most High.

AISTALTSIS OF CHAPTEK XXXVII.

This chapter is a continuation of the argument commenced in the previous

chapter to demonstrate the majesty and glory of God. The object is to show-

that his works are past finding out, and that therefore it becomes man to bow
with submission under the deahngs of his liand. See the analysis of ch.

xxxvi. In the prosecution of this argument, Elihu refers to the following

things as illustrating the majesty of God, and as showing how incompre-
hensibly mse he is : To the tempest, or thunder-storm, vers. 1—5 ; to the

snow and rain, vers. 6—8 ; to the wliirlwiud, the cold, and to frost, vers.

9—13 ; to the phenomena of the clouds, vers. 14^16 ; to his own garments,

as imparting heat to the body, ver. 17 ; to the sky, spread out like a molten
looking-glass, ver. 18 ; to the bright hght on the clouds, and to the fair

v/eather that comes out of the north, vers. 21, 22. In view of all this, he
says that he was unable to speak of God in any adequate manner, vers.

19, 20 ; that we cannot hope to find hun out, and that we ought to fear

him, and to believe that he is wise and impaitial in aU his doings.

1. Ai this also. That is, in view of the thunder-storm, for it is

that which Elihu is describing. This description was commenced in

eh. xxxvi. 29, and is continued to ver. 5 of this chapter, and should
not have been separated by the division into chapters. Elihu sees a

tempest rising. The clouds gather, the lightnings flash, the thunder
rolls, anc*, he is awed as with the conscious presence of God. There
is nowhere to be found a more graphic and impressive description of

a thimder-storm than this. Comp. Herder on Heb. Poetry, vol. i.,

p. 85, seq., by Marsh, Burlington, 1833. H Mi/ heart trembleih. With
fear. He refers to the palpitation or increased action of tlie heart

produced by alarm. ^ And is moved out of his place. That is, by
violent palpitation. The heart seems to leave its calm resting-place,

and to burst away by affright. The increased action of the heart

under the effects of fear, as described here by Elihu, has been
experienced by all. The catise of this increased action is supposed to

be this. The immediate effect of fear is on the extremities of the

nerves of the system, Avhich are diffused over the Avhole body. The
first effect is to prevent the circulation of the blood to the extremities,

and to drive it back to the heart, and thus produce paleness. The
blood thus driven back on the heart produces an increased action
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2 ' Hear attentively the noise

of his voice, and the sound that

gooth out of his mouth.
3 He dii'ecteth it under the

1 Hear in hearing.

whols heaven, and his ^light-

ning unto the ' ends of the earth.

4 After it a voice ^' roareth

:

2 light. 3 wtngs. x Psa. 68. 33.

2 Hear, oh hear the thunder of his voice

!

The muttering thiuider that goes from his mouth

!

3 He directeth it under the whole heaven,

And his Ughtning to the ends of the earth.

4 After it, the thunder roareth

;

there to propel it through the lungs and the arteries, thus causing at

the same time the increased effort of tlie heart, and the rapid action

of tlie lungs, and of course the quick breathing and the palpitation

observed in fear. See Scheutzer, Phj'sica. Sacra, in loc. An expres-

sion similar to that which occurs here is used by Shakspeare, in

Macbeth

:

"Why do I j-ield to that suggestion,

TMiose horrid image doth unfix my hah,
A)nl make nitj seated heart knock at my ribs,

Against the use of natiue."

2. Hear attentively. Marg. as in Heb., Hear in hearing ; that is,

hear with attention. It has been supposed by ma-ny, and not without
probability, that the tempest was already seen rising, out of which
God was to address Job (ch. xxxviii.), and that Elihu here calls the

special attention of his hearers to the gathering storm, and to the

low muttering thunder in the distance. H The noise of his voice.

Thunder is often represented as the voice of God, and tliis was one
of the most natural of all suppositions when its nature was little

understood, and is at all times a beautiful poetic conception. See

the whole of Psa. xxix. The word rendered "noise" (l3l), means

properly commotion, that which is fitted to produce perturbation, or

disquiet (see ch. iii. 17, 26; Isa. xiv. 3), and is here used to denote
the commotion or ragitig of thunder. H And the sound. The word
here used (^^'7), means properlj^ a muttering, groicling—as of thunder.

It is often used to denote sighing, moaning, and meditation, in con-

tradistinction from clear enunciation. Here it refers to the thunder,
which seems to mutter or growl in the sky.

3. He directeth it under the ichole heaven. It is under the control of

God, and he directs it where he pleases. It is not confined to' one
spot, but seems to be murmuring from every part of th,e heavens.
H And his lightning. Marg. as in Heb., light. There can be no doubt
tliat the lightning is intended. 11 Unto the ends of the earth. Marg.
as in Heb., u-ings. The word icings is given to the earth, from the

idea of its being spread out or expanded like the wings of a bird.

Comp. ch. xxxviii. 13 ; Ezek. vii. 2. The earth was spoken of as an
expanse or plain tluit had corners or boundaries (notes on Isa. xi. 12;

xxiv. 16; xlii. .5j ; and the meaning here is, that God spread the
lightning at pleasure over the wliole of that vast expanse.

4. After it a voice roareth. After the lightning; that is, the flash

is seen before the thunder is heard. This is apparent to all, the

interval between the lightning and the hearing of the thunder
dependmg on the distance. Lucretius, who has referred to the sam
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he tliuuderetli y with the Toice

of Ids excellency ; and he will

not stay them when liis voice is

heard.

y Psa. 29. 3.

5 God thimdereth marvel-
lously with his voice

;
great

things doeth ho, - which we
cannot comprehend.

2 Eccles. 3. 11 ; Rom. 11. 33.

He thundereth i,vith the voice of his majcstv,

And he mil not restrain the tempest when his voice is heard.

5 God thundereth marvellously with his voice

;

He doeth wonders which we cannot comprehend.

fact, compares this with what occurs when a woodman is seen at a
distance to wield an axe. The glance of the axe is seen long before
the sound of the blow is heard :

Sed tonitrum fit, uti post auribus accipiamus,
Fulgere quam ccrnunt oculi, quia semper ad aures
Tardius advcuiunt, quam visum, quam nioveant res.

Nunc etiam licet id cognoscerc, casdere si quem
Ancipiti vidcas fcrro procul arboris auctum,
Ante fit, ut cenias ictum, quam plaga per aiires

Dot sonitum : Sic fulgoreui quoque cernimus ante.—Lib. vi.

U He thundertUi with the voice of his excellency. That is, with a voice

of majesty and grandeur. IT And he will not stay them. That is, he
will not hold back the rain, hail, and other things which accompany
the storm, when he begins to thunder.

—

Roseniniiller. Or, according
to others, he will not hold back and restrain the lightnings when the

thunder commences. But the connexion seems rather to demand
that we should understand it of the usual accompaniments of a

storm— the Avind, hail, rain, etc. Herder renders it, "AVe cannot
explore his thunderings." Prof. Lee, "And none can trace them,
though their voice be heard." According to him, the meaning is,

that " great and terrific as this exhibition of God's power is, still the
progress of these, his ministers, cannot be followed by the mortal
eye." But the usual interpretation given to the Hebrew word is

that of holding hack or retarding, and this idea accords well with the
connexion.

5. God thundereth marvellously . He thunders in a wonderful manner.
The idea is, that the voice of his thunder is an amazing exhibition of

his majesty and power. H Great things doeth he, which ice cannot com-
prehend. That is, not only in regard to the thunder and the tempest,

but in other things. The description of the storm properly ends
here, and in the subsequent verses Elihu proceeds to specify variouo
other phenomena, which were wholly incomprehensible by man.
The reference here to the storm, and to the other grand and incom-
prehensible phenomena of nature, is a most appropriate introduction

to the manifestation of God himself as described in the next chapter,

and could not but have done much to prepare Job and his friends for

that sublime close of the controversy.

The passage before us (ch. xx.Kvi. 29— 3.3 ; xxxvii. 1—5) is pro-

bably the earliest description of a thunder-storm on record. A
tempest is a phenomenon which must earl)'' have attracted attention,

and which we may expect to hnd described or alluded to in all early

poetry. It may be interesting, therefore, to compare this description

of a storm, in probably the oldest poem in the world, with what has
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been furnished by the masters of song in ancient and modern times,

and we shall find that in sublimity and beauty the Hebrew poet will

siilfcr nothing in comparison. In one respect, which constitutes the
chief sublimity of the description, ho surpasses them all ; I mean in

the recognition of God. In the Hebrew description, God is every-
Avherc in the storm. He excites it ; he holds the lightnings in both
hands ; he directs it where he pleases ; he makes it the instrument of

his pleasure, and of executing his purposes. Sublime, therefore, as

is the description of the storm itself; furious as is the tempest ; briglit

as is tlie ligluning ; and heavy and awful as is the roar of the thiuidcr,

yet the description derives its chief sublimity from the fact that God
presides over all, riding on the tempest and directing the storm as he
pleases. Other poets have rarely attempted to give this direction to
the thoughts in their description of a tempest, if we may except
Klopstock, and they fall, therefore, far below the sacred poet. The
following is the description of a storm by Elihu, according to th*^

exposition which I have given :

Who can imderstand the outspreading of the clouds,

And the fearful thundcrings in his pa\ilion ?

Behold, he sprcadetli his light upon it

;

He also covcrcth tlic depths of the sea.

By these he executeth judgment upon the peopi=
By those he giveth food also in abundance.
With his hands he covcreth the lightning,

And commandeth it \\'here to strike.

He pointeth out to it his friends

—

The collecting of his wrath is upon the wicked,
At this also my heart palpitates,

And is moved out of its place.

Hear, oh hear the thunder of his voice

!

The muttering thunder that goes from his mouth

!

He directeth it under the whole heaven,
And his lightning to the ends of the earth.

After it, the thunder roareth

;

He thundercth with the voice of his majesty.
And he will not restrain the tempest when his voice is heard.
God thundercth marvellously ^^dth his voice

;

He docth wonders, wliich we cannot comprehend.

The following is the description of a tempest by ^schylus, in the
Prometh. Desm., beginning,

—X.6u>v ffeaaXfvTai

'

Bpvx^a 5' rixoo 'rrapa/j.vKaTat

Bpourris, k. t. A.

" I feel in very deed
The firm earth rock : the thunder's deepening roar
EoUs ynth redoubled rage; the bickeiing flames
Flash thick ; the cddymg sands arc wliuded on high

,

In dreadful opposition, the wild winds
Eend the vexed air : the boisterous billows rise,

Confounding earth and sky ; the impetuous storm
Eolls all its tenible fury.'"'—i^o^fer.

Ovid's description is the following

:

j^lthera conscendit, vidtumque sequentia traxit
iS'ubila

;
quels nimbos, immistaque fulgura vcntis

Addidit, et tonitrus, et iuevitabile hilmcn.—Meta. iii-
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The description of a storm by Lucretius is the following

:

Prseterea pcrsxpe niger quoque per mare iiimbuB

Ut picis e coelo demissum flumeii, in imdas
Sic cadit, et fertur teuebris, procul et traliit atram
Fulminibus gravidam tempestatem, atque procelUs,

Ignibus ac ventis cum primis ipse rcpletus :

In terris quoque ut horres^ant ac tecta requirant.

Sic igitur supra nostrum caput esse putandum est

Tempestatem altam. Xeque enim caligine tanta

Obruerat terras, nisi inredLficata supeme
Multa forent multis exempto nubila sole.—Lib. vi.

The •well-known description of the storm by "Virgil is as foU^^ws :

Nimborum in patriam, loca foeta furentibus austris,

iEoliam venit. Hie vaste Rex J^Iolus antro
Luctantes ventos, tempostatesque sonoras

Imperio prcmit, ac vinclis et carcere frenat.

Illi itidignautes, magno cum murmiu-e, mentis
Cii'cum claustra fremunt. Celsa sedet ^olus arce,

Sceptra tenens : mollitque animos, et temperat iras.

• Veuti, velut agmiue facto,

Qua data porta, ruunt, et terras turbine perflant.

Incubuere mari, totumque a sedibus iniLs,

Una Eurusque Xotusque ruunt, creberque procellis

Africus, et vastos volvunt ad htora fluctus.

JEn. i. 51—57, 82—86.

One of the most sublime descriptions of a storm to be found any-

where is furnished by Klopstock. It contains a beautiful recoo;nition

of the presence and majesty of God, and a most tender and affecting

description of the protection which his friends experience when the

storm rushes by. It is in the Friihlingsfeier— a poem which is

regarded by many as his masterpiece. A small portion of it I will

transcribe

:

"Wolken stromen herauf

!

Sichtbar Lst ; der kommt, der Ewige

!

Nun schwebcn sie, rauschen sie, wnbcln die Wiude

!

"Wie beugt sich der "Wald ! "Wie hcbet sich der Strom

!

Sichtbar, wie du cs Sterblichcn seyn kamist,

Ja, das bist du, sichtbar, Unendlicher

!

Ziirnest du, Herr,
"Weil Nacht dein Gewaud ist ?

Diese Nacht ist Segen der Erde.

Vater, du ziirnest nicht

!

Seht ilu- den Zeugen des Nahen, den zulckenden Strahl ?

Hort ihr Jehova's Dormer ?

Hort ihr ihn .•" hort ihr ihn.

Der erschiitteruden Donner des Herm ?

Herr! Herr! Gott!

Bamiherzig, imd gnadig

!

Angcbetet, gepriesen,

Sey dein herrlicher Name

!

Und die Gewitter^yinde ! Sie tragen den Donner

!

Wie sie rauschen ! Wie sie mit lanter Woge den Wald durch-

stromen

!

Und nun schwiegen sie. Lai gsam wandelt

Die schwarze Wolke.
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6 For he saitli to tlie snow, I great rain of his strength.

Bo thou on the earth ;
' likewise 7 He scaleth up the hand of

to the small rain, and to the ;
every man, that " all men may

1 and to Ike ,hower of rain, and to the
^n^^^ ^i^ WOrk.

shoioers of rain of his strength. I a Psa. 109. C7

6 For he saith to tlie snow, " Be thou on the earth,"

To the pouring forth of the rain also, even the pouring forth of his

mighty rains.

7 He sealeth up the hand of every man.
That all the men whom he has made may have knowledge.

Seht ihr den neuen Zeugen das Nahen, den fliegendcn Strahl ?

Horet ihr hoch in Wolke den Donner des HeiTn .-'

Er ruft : Jehova ! Jehova

!

Und der gcschmetterto "Wald dampft

!

Aber nicht imsre Hiitte !

Unser Vater gebot

Seincm Verderbei-,

Vor unsrer Hiitte voriiberzugehn

!

6. For he saith to the snoio. That is, the snow is produced by the

command of God, and is a proof of his wisdom and greatness. The
idea is, that the formation of snow was an illustration of the wisdom
of God, and should teach men to regard him with reverence. It is

not to be supposed that the laws by which snow is formed in the

atmosphere were understood in the time of Elihu. The fact that it

seemed to be the effect of the immediate creation of God, was the

principal idea in the mind of Elihu in illustrating his wisdom. But
it is not less fitted to excite our admiration of his wisdom now that

the laws by which it is produced are better understood ; and in fact

the knowledge of those laws is adapted to elevate our conceptions of

the wisdom and majesty of Him who formed them. The investiga-

tions and discoveries of science do not diminish the proofs of the

Creator's wisdom and greatness, but every new discovery tends to

change blind admiration to intelligent devotion ; to transform wonder
to praise. On the formation of snow, see notes on ch. xxxviii. 22.

If Be thou on the earth. There is a strong resemblance between this

passage and the sublime command in Gen. i. 3, " And God said, Let
there be light, and there was light." Each of them is expressive of

the creative poAver of God, and of the ease Avith which he accom-
plishes his purpose. H Liketoise to the small rain. Marg., and to the

shower of rain, and to the showers of rain of his strength. The word

which is here used in the Hebrew («:), means rain in general,

and the phrase "small rain" p'-f?
D®^), seems to be used to denote

the rain simply, without reference to its violence, or to its being

copious. The following phrase, "the great rain of his strength"

(to niT£Q DiDj), refers to the rain when it has increased to a copious

shower. The idea before the mind of Elihu seems to have been that

of a shower, as it commences and increases until it pours down
torrents; and the meaning is, that, alike in the one case and the
other, the rain was under the command of God, and obeyed his

will. The whole description here is that which pertains to winter,

and Elihu refers doubtless to the copious rains which fell at that

season of the year.

7. Se sealeth tip the hand of every tnan. That is, in the winter,
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8 Then tlie beasts go * into I 9 Out of tlie ' soutli comefh
dens, and remain in tlieir places,

j i Psa. io4. 22. 1 chamber.

8 Then the beasts go into their dens,

And abide in their cayerns.

9 Out of the South cometh the whii-lwind,

when the snow is on the ground, when the streams are frozen, and
when the labours of the husbandman cease. The idea of " sealing

up the hand" is derived from the common purpose of a seal, to

make fast, to close up, to secure (comp. notes, ch. ix. 7 ; xxxiii. 19);

and the sense is, that the hands can no more be used in ordinai-y toil.

Every man in the snow and rain of winter is prevented from going
abroad to his accustomed toil, and is, as it were, sealed up in his

dwelling. The idea is exquisitely beautiful. God confines men and
beasts in their houses or caves, until the winter has passed by.

H That all 7nen may knoio his tcork. The LXX. render this, "That
every man may know his own weakness

—

aaOeveiav. Various inter-

pretations have been given of the passage, but our common version

has probably expressed in the mam the true sense, that God thus
interrupts the labours of man, and confines him in his home, that he
may feel his dependence on God, and may recognise the constant
agency of his Creator. The Hebrew literally is, "For the knowledge
of all men of his making ;" that is, that all the men whom he has
created may have knowledge. The changing seasons thus keep
before us the constant evidence of the unceasing agency of God in his

works, and prevent the feeling which we might have, if everything

was uniform, that the universe was under the control of fate. As it

is, the succession of the seasons, the snow, the rain, the dew, and the

sunshine, all bear marks of being under the control of an intelligent

Being, and are so regulated that we need not forget that his unceasing
agency is constantly round about us. It may be added, that when
the farmer in the winter is laid aside from his usual toil, and confined

to his dwelling, it is a favourable time for him to meditate on the

works of God, and to acquaint himself with his Creator. The
labours of man are thus interrupted ; the busy aff'airs of life come to

a pause ; and while nature is silent around us, and the earth \\Tappcd
in her fleecy mantle forbids the labour of the husbandman, everj^-

thing invites to the contemplation of the Creator, and of the works of

his hands. The winter, therefore, might be improved by every
farmer to enlarge his knowledge of God, and should be regarded as a
season -n-isely appointed for him to cultivate his tmderstandmg and
improve his heart.

8. Then the beasts go into dens. In the winter. This fact appears

to have been early observed, that in the season of cold the wild
animals withdrew into caves, and that many of them became torpid.

This fact Elihu adverts to as an illustration of the wisdom and great-

ness of God. The proof of his superintending care was seen in the

fact that they withdrew from the cold in which they would perish,

and that provision is made for their continuance in life at a time
when they cannot obtain the food by which they ordinarily subsist.

In that torpid and inactive state they need little food, and remain
often for months with almost no noiu'ishment.

9. Out of the south, Marg., chamber. Jerome, ab iyiterioribus—
from the interior, or inner places. Sept., 'E(f Ta/jLeiaiv—from their cham-
bers issue sorrows— oSvyai. The Hebrew word here used CT?) denotes
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the whirlwind ; and cold out of

the 'north.

10 By the breath of God frost

1 icaltering winds.

' is given ; and the hreadth of

the waters is straitened.

c Psa. 147. 17, 18.

And cold out of the North.
10 B}' the breath of God the fi'ost is produced,

And the broad waters become compressed.

properly an apartment, or clianiber, especially an inner apartment, or

a chamber in the interior of a house or tent, Gen. xliii. 30 ; Judg,
xvi. 9, 12. Hence it means a bed-chamber, 2 Sam. iv. 7, or a female
apartment or harem, Cant. i. 4 ; iii. 4. In ch. ix. 9, it is connected
Avith the south—" the chambers of the south" (see notes on that

place), and means some remote, hidden regions in that quarter.

There can be little doubt that the word "south" is here also to be
understood, as it stands in contrast with a word which properly
denotes the north. Still there may have been reference to a sup-
posed opinion that whirlwinds had their origin in deep, hollow caves,

and that they were owing to the winds which were supposed to be
pent up there, and which raged tumultuously until they broke open
the doors of their prison, and then poured forth with violence over
the earth. Comp. the description of the storm in Virgil, as quoted
above, in ver. 5. There are frequent allusions in the Scriptures to

the fact that whirlwinds come from the south. See notes on Isa
xxi. 1. Comp. Zech. ix. 14. Savary says of the south wind, which
blows in Egj'pt from February to May, that it fills the atmosphere
with a fine dust, rendering breathing difficult, and that it is filled

with an injurious vapour. Sometimes it appears in the form of a furious
whirlwind, which advances with great rapidity, and which is highly
dangerous to those who traverse the desert. It drives before it

clouds of burning sand ; the horizon appears covered with a thick
veil, and the sun appears red as blood. Occasionally whole caravans
are buried by it in the sand. It is possible that there may be refer-

ence to such a whirlwind in the passage before us. Comp. Burder,
in Rosenmiiller's Alte u. neue Morgenland, No. 765. H The tchirl-

xcind. See notes on ch. i. 19; xxx. 22. H And cold out of the north.

Marg., scattering winds. The Hebrew word here used (°'?|?) means,
literally, the scattering, and is hence used for the north winds, says
Gesenius, which scatter the clouds, and bring severe cold. Umbreit
thinks the word is used to denote the north, because we seem to see
the north winds strewed on the clouds. Probably the reference is to
the north wind as scattering the snow or hail on the ground. Heated
winds come from the south ; but those which scatter tlve snow, and
are the source of cold, come from the north. In all places north
of the equator it is true that the winds from the northern quarter are
the source of cold. The idea of Elihu is, that all these thmgs are
under the control of God, and that these various arrangements for
heat and cold are striking proofs of his greatness.

10. By the breath of God frost is given. Not by the violent north
wind, or by the whirlwind of the south, but God seems to breathe
in a gentle manner, and the earth is covered with hoary frost. It ap-
pears in a still night, when there is no storm or tempest, and descends
upon the earth as silently as if it were produced by mere breathing.
Frost is congealed or frozen dew. On the formation and cause of dew,
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11 Also by -watering he
]

scatteretli ' Ms bright cloud,

wearietli tlie tliick cloud; be
| xthedoudofhis Ught.

11 Serenity also expels the thick cloud;

His liglit scatters the cloud,

see notes on ch. xxxviii. 28. The figure is poetical and beautiful.

The slight motion of the air, even when the frost appears, seems to be
caused by the breathing of God. IT And the breadth of the toaters is

straitened. That is, is contracted by the cold ; or is frozen over. The
waters are compressed into a solid mass (P?^'^?)* or are in a state of j:;)'es-

sure or cotnpression—for so the word here used means. What were
before expanded rivers or arms of the sea, are now compressed into

solid masses of ice. This, also, is proof of the greatness and power of

God ; for though the cause was not understood by Elihu, yet there

Avas no doubt that it was produced by his agency. Though the laius

by which this occurs are now better understood than they were then,

it is no less clearly seen that it is by his agency ; and all the light

which we obtain in regard to the laws by which these things occur,

only serve to exalt our conceptions of the wisdom and greatness of

God.
11. Also by xcatering. Very various interpretations have been given

of this phrase. Herder renders it, "His brightness rendeth the clouds."

Umbreit, Und Heiterkeit vertreibt die Wolke—" and serenity or

clearness drives away the clouds." Prof. Lee, "For irrigation is the

thick cloud stretched out." Kosenmiiller, " Splendour dispels the

clouds." Luther, "The thick clouds divide themselves that it may
be clear." Coverdale, " The clouds do their labour in giving moist-
ness." The Vulgate, " The grain desires the clouds ;" and the LXX.,
"The cloud forms the chosen"

—

iKKfKT6v. This variety of inter-

pretation arises from the uncertaintj' of the meaning of the original

Avord

—

''')}. According to the Chaldee and the Rabbins, this word
means clearness, serenity of the heavens ; and then the whole clause is

to be rendered, "serenity dispelleth the cloud." Or the word may
be formed of the preposition 3 Beth, and H Ri, meaning ^catering or

rain, the same as 'l") Revi. The word does not occur elsewhere in

Hebrew, and hence it is not easy to determine its meaning. The
weight of authority is in favour oi serenity, or clearness—meaning that

the thick, dark cloud is driven away by the serenity or clearness of the

atmosphere—as where the clear sky seems to light up the heavens, and
to drive away the clouds. This idea seems, also, to be demanded by
the parallelism, and is also more poetical than that in the common
version, f Wearieth. Or removes, or scatters. The verb here used
(rna) occurs nowhere else in the Scriptures, though nouns derived from
the verb are found in Isa. i. 14, rendered trouble, and Deut. i. 12, ren-

dered cumbrance. In Arabic it means to cast doum, to project, and
hence to lay upon as a burden. But the word may mean to impel,

drive forward, and hence the idea that the dark thick cloud is pro-

pelled or driven forward by the serenit)' of the sky. This appears to

be so, and hence the poetic idea as it occurred to Elihu. H He scat-

tereth his bright cloud. Marg., the cloud of his light. The idea seems
to be, that " liis light," that is, the light which God causes to shine

as the tempest passes ofi', seems to scatter or disperse the cloud. The
image before the mind of Elihu probably was, that of a departing

shower, when the light seems to rise behind it, and, as it were, to expel
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1'3 And it is turned round
aljout l)y his counsels; that they

may do '' •whatsoever he com-
mandeth them n2)on the face of

d Psa. 148. 8.

the world in the earth.

13 Ho causeth it to come,

whether ' for correction, ' or for

his land, •'" or for mercy. «

1 a rod. e 1 Sam. 12. 18 ; Ezek. 10. 9.

/ 1 Kinss 18. 45. g .loel 2. 2i.

12 And it is turned about by bis direction,

To execute all that be has commanded upon the face of the habitable

world.

13 Whether for correction, or for his land, or for mercy,

He causeth it to come.

the cloud or to drive it away. We are not to suppose that this is

philosophically correct, but Elihu represents it as it appeared, and the

image is wholly poetical.

12. Ajid it is turned round about. The word here rendered "it" («in)

may refer either to the cloud, and then it will mean that it is driven

about at the pleasure of God ; or it may refer to God, and then it will

mean that he drives it about at pleasure. The sense is not materially

varied. The use of the Hebrew participle rendered "turned about"
(in Hithpael), would rather imply that it refers to the cloud. The
sense then is, that it turns itself rouwd about—referring to the appear-

ance of a cloud in the sky that rolls itself about from one place to

another. U Bij his counsels. Ey the counsels or purposes of God. It

is not by any agency or power of its own, but it is by laws such as he
lias appointed, and so as to accomplish his will. The object is to

keep up the idea that God presides over, and directs all these things.

The word which is rendered counsels (mbiann) means, properly, a steer-

ing, guidance, management, Prov. xi. 14. It is usually applied to the

act of steering, as a vessel; and then to prudent management, wise
counsel, skilful measures. It is rendered loise counsels, and counsels,

Prov. i 5 ; xi. 14 ; xii. 5 ; xxiv. 6 ; and good advice, Prov. xx. 18. It

does not elsewhere occur in the Scriptures. Tlie word is derived from

ban hhebel, a rope, or b'lu hhobel, a sailor, pilot, and hence the idea of

steering, or directing. The meaning is, that the movements of the
clouds are entirely under the direction of God, as the vessel is of the
pilot or helmsman. The LXX. appear not to have understood the
meaning of the word, and have not attempted to translate it. They
retain it in their version, writing it, dee^ovXadwO, showing, among other
instances, how the Hebrew was jironoimced by them. U That they

may do whatsoever he commandeth them. See Psa. cxlvii. 17, 18. The
idea is, that even the clouds, which appear so capricious in their

movements, are really under the direction of God, and- are accom-
plishing his purposes. They do not move at hap-hazard, but they
are under the control of One Avho intends to accomplish important
purposes by them. Elihu had made this obseiwation respecting the
liglitning (ch. xxxvi. 31—33), and he now says that the same thing
was true of the clouds. The investigations of science have only
served to confirm this, and to show that even the movements of the
clouds are regulated by laws which have been ordained by a Being of
infinite intelligence.

13. He causeth it to come. That is, the rain, or the storm. It is

entirely under the hand of God, like the lightning (ch. xxxvi. 31),
and designed to accomplish his purposes of mercy and of justice
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14 Hearkenunto fhis, Job : i 15 Dost thou knoTv wLen God
stand still, and consider tlie

|
disposed them, and caused tLe

wondrous works of God.
I
liglit of Ms cloud to sMne ?

14 Give ear, Job, to this

;

Stand and consider the wonderful works of God.

15 Dost thou know how God arranges these things,

And how he causes the lightning to flash from the dark cloud ?

% Whetherfor correction. Marg. as in Heb., a rod. The rod is often

used as an emblem of punishment. The idea is, that God, -when he
pleases, can send the rain upon the earth for the purpose of executing

punishment. So he did on the old world (Gen. A'ii. 11, 12), and so

the overflowing flood is often now sent to sweep away the works of

man, to lay waste his fields, and to cut off the wicked. H Orfor his

land. When necessary to render the land productive. He waters it

by timely rains. It is called "his land," meaning that the earth

belongs to the Lord, and that he cultivates it as his own, Psa. xxiv. 1.

^ Orfor mercy. In kindness and benignity to the world. But for

this, the earth would become baked and parched, and all vegetation

would expii'e. The idea is, that the rains are entirely under the con-

trol of God, and that he can make use of them to accomplish his

various purposes—to execute his judgments, or to express his benignity

and love. These various uses to which the lightning, the storm, and
the rain could be made subservient under the Divine direction, seem
to have been one of the main ideas in the mind of Eliliu, showing the

supremacy and the majesty of God.
14. Hearken tinto this, O Job. That is, to the lesson which such

events are fitted to convey respecting God. H Stand still. In a
posture of reverence and attention. The object is to secure a calm
contemplation of the works of God, so that the mind might be filled

with suitable reverence for him.

15. Dost thou know when God disposed them. That is, the winds,

the clouds, the cold, the snow, the sky, etc. The question refers to

the maimer in which God arranges and governs them, rather than to

the time when it was done. So the Hebrew implies, and so the con-

nexion demands. The question was not whether Job knew u-he7i all

this was done, but whether he could explain how it was that God
thus arranged and ordered the things referred to. Elihu asks him
whether he could explain the manner in which the balancings of the

clouds were preserved ; in which the lightnings were directed ; in

which his garments were warm, and in wliich God had made and
sustained the sky ? The LXX. render this, " We know that God
hath disposed his works—that he hath made light out of darkness."

H And caused the light of his cloud to shine ? That is. Canst thou explain

the cause of lightning i" Canst thou tell how it is that it seems to

break out of a dark cloud ? Where has it been concealed ? And by
what laws is it now brought forth ? Elihu assumes that all this was
done by the agency of God, and since, as he assumes to be true, it

was impossible for men to explain the manner in which it was done,

his object is to show that profound veneration should bo shown for a

God who Avorks in this manner. Somewhat more is known now of

the laws by which lightning is produced than there was in the time

of Job ; but the question may still be asked of man, and is as much
fitted to produce awe and veneration as it Avas then, whether he
understands the way in Avhich God produces the bright lightning
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17 How tliy garments arc

"warm, when he quietetli tlift

earth by tlie south wind ?

16 Dost thou know the ba
lanciugs of the clouds, the woir

drous works of him which v,

perfect in kuowlcdgo t

IG Dost thou understand how the clouds are suspended,

The wondrous worlvs of Ilim that is perfect in wisdom ?

17 How thy garments become warm,
When he maketh the earth sultry by the south wind ?

from the dark bosom of a cloud. . Can he tell what is the exact

agency of the Most High in it ? Can he explain all the laws by which
it is done ?

16. Dost thou knoio the balancings of the clouds ? That is, Dost thou
know liow the clouds are poised and suspended in tlie air '<: The
difficulty to be explained was, that the clouds, so full of water, did

not fall to the earth, but remained suspended in the atmospliere.

They were poised and moved about by some unseen hand. Elihu
asks what kept them there ; what prevented their falling to the earth

,

what preserved tlic equilibrium so that they did not all roll together.

Tlie phenomena of the clouds would be among the first that would
attract the attention of man, and in the early times of Job it is not to

be supposed that the subject could be explained, Elihu assumes
that they were held in the sky by the power of God, but what was
the nature of his agency, he says, man could not understand, and
hence lie infers that God should be regarded witli profound venera-

tion. We know more of the facts and laws respecting the clouds than
Avas understood then, but our knowledge in this, as in all other

things, is fitted only to exalt our conceptions of the Deity, and to

change blind wonder into intelligent adoration. The causes of tlio

suspension of the clouds are thus stated in the Edinburgh Eiicyclo-

psedia. Art. Meteorology :
" When different portions of the atmo-

sphere are intermixed so as to produce a deposition of moisture"
(comp. notes on ch. xxxviii. 28), "the consequence will be the

formation of a cloud. This cloud, from its increased specific gravity,

will have a tendency to sink downwards ; and were the lower strata

of the air of the same temperature with the cloud, and saturated with
moisture, it Avould continue to descend till it reached the surface of

the earth—in the form of rain, or what is commonly called mist. In
general, however, the cloud in its descent passes through a warmer
region, when the condensed moisture again passes into a vapour, and
consequently ascends till it reaches a temperature sufficiently low to

recondense it, when it will begin again to sink. This oscillation will

continue till the cloud settles at the point Avhere the temperature and
humidity are such as that the condensed moisture begins to be dissi-

pated, and which is found on an average to be between two and three

miles above the surface of the earth." By such laws the " balancing"

of the clouds is secured, and thus is shown the wisdom of Him that

is "perfect in knowledge." ^ The ^condrons works of him which is

perfect in knoioledge. Particularly in the matter under consideration.

He who can command the lightning, and hold the clouds suspended
in the air, Elihu infers must be perfect in knowledge. To a Being
who can do this, everythmg must be known. The reasoning of Elihu
here is well-founded, and is not less forcible now than it was in the

time of Job.

17. How thy garments are warm. What is the reason that the
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18 Ilast tliou with Tiini spread I and as a molten looking-gla&s ?

* out the sky, which is strong,
|

/, isa. 40. 22 ; 41. 24.

18 Hast thou aided him iu spreading out the firmament,
That stands strong, like a molten mirror?

garments which we wear produce warmth r Tliis, it would seem, was
one of the philosopliieal questions which were asked at that time, and
which it was difficult to explain. Perhaps it has never occurred to

most persons to ask this apparently simple question ; and it the

inquiry were proposed to them, plain as it seems to be, they would
find it as difficult to give an answer as Eliliu supposed it would be for

Job. Of the fact here referred to, that the garments became oppres-
sive when a sultry wind came from the south, there could be no
dispute. But what was the precise difficulty in explaining the fact is

not so clear. Some suppose that Elihu asks this question sarcastically,

as meaning that Job could not explain the simplest matters and the

plainest facts ; but there is every reason to think that the question
was proposed with entire seriousness, and that it was supposed to

involve real difficulty. It seems probable that the difficulty was
not so much to explain why the garments should become oppressive

in a burning or sultry atmosphere, as to shoio hoio the heated air itself

teas produced. It was difficult to explain wliy cold came out of the

north (ver. 9) ; how the clouds were suspended, and the lightnings

caused (vers. 11, 15, 16) ; and it was not less difficult to show what
produced uncomfortable heat when the storms from the north were
allayed—when the earth became quiet, and when the breezes blowed
from the south. This would be a fair question for investigation, and
we may readily suppose that the causes then were not fully known.
IT When he quieteth the earth. When the piercing blast from the north
dies away, and the wind comes round to the south, producing a more
gentle, but a sultry air. It was true not only that the whirlwind
came from the south (ver. 9), but also that the heated burning air

came also from that quarter, Luke xii. 55. We know the reason to

be that the equatorial regions are warmer than those at the north,

and especially that in the regions where Job lived the air becomes
heated by passing over extended plains of sand ; but there is no
reason to suppose that this was fully understood at the time referred

to here.

18. Hast thou ivith him spread out the sky? That is, wert thou em-
ployed witli God in performing that vast work, that thou canst explain

how it was done ? Elihu here speaks of the sky as it appears, and as

it is often spoken of, as an expanse or solid body spread out over our
heads, and as sustained by some cause whiv?h is unknown. Some-
times in the Scriptures it is spoken of as a curtain (notes, Isa. xl. 22) ;

sometimes as a " firmament," or a solid body spread out (Sept., Gen,
i. 6, 7) ; sometimes as a fixture in which the stars are placed (notes,

Isa, xxxiv. 4) ; and sometimes as a scroll that may be rolled up, or

as a garment, Psa. cii. 26. There is no reason to suppose that the

true cause of the appearance of an expanse was understood at that

time, but probably the prevailing impression was that the sky was
solid, and was a fixture in which the stars were held. Many of the

ancients supposed that there were conceiitric spheres, which were
transparent, but a solid, and that these spheres revolved around the

earth carrying the heavenly bodies Avith them. In one of tliese

spheres, they supposed, was the sun ; in another the moon ; in another
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19 Tcacli us wliat we shall

6ay unto liim : for Ave cannot

order our speech by reason of

darkness.

20 Sliall it bo told him that

I speak ? If a man speak, surely

he shall be swallowed up.

19 Teach us what we shall say imto him

;

Wc cannot address him by reason of darkness.

20 Shall it be told him that t liave presumed to speak ?

Sm-ely if a man should speak to him, he would be destroyed.

the fixed stars ; in another the planets ; and it was the harmonious
movement of these concentric and transparent orbs which it was
supposed produced the "music of the spheres." IF A\'Tiich is strong.

Firm, compact. Elihu evidently supposed that it was solid. It was
so firm that it was self-sustained. H And as a molten looking-r/lass.

As a mirror that is made by being fused or cast. The word " glass"

is not in the original, the Hebrew denoting simply seeing, or a mirror
(W). Mirrors were commonly made of plates of metal highly

polished. See notes on Isa. iii. 24. Comp. AVilkinson's Manners and
Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, vol. iii. p. 365. Ancient mirrors

were so highly polished, that in some which have been discovered at

Thebes the lustre has been partially restored, though they have been

buried for many centuries. There can be no doubt that the early

apprehension in regard to the sky was, that it was a solid expanse,

and that it is often so spoken of in the Bible. There is, however, no

direct declaration that it is so ; and whenever it is so spoken of it is to

be understood as poptdar language, as Ave speak still of the rising or

setting of the sun, though we know that the language is not philo-

sophically correct. The design of the Bible is not to teach science,

but religion ; and the speakers in the Bible were allowed to use the

language of common life—^just as scientific men in fact do now.
19. Teach ns what toe shall sag wito him. This seems to be addressed

to Job. It is the language of Elihu, implying that he was overawed

with a sense of the majesty and glory of such a God. He knew not

in Avhat manner, or with what words to approach such a Being, and

he asks Job to inform him, if he knew. H We cannot order our speech

by reason of darkness. Job had repeatedly professed a desire to bring

his cause directly before God, and to argue it in his presence. He
felt assured that if he could do that, he should be able so to present

it as to obtain a decision in his favour. See notes, ch. xiii. 3, 18—22.

Elihu now designs, indirectly, to censure that confidence. He says

that he and his friends were so overawed by the majesty of God, and

felt themselves so ignorant and so ill qualified to judge of him and

his v.'orks, that they would not know Avhat to say. They were in

darkness. They could not understand even the works of his liands

which were directly before them, and the most common operations of

rature were inscrutable to them. How, then, could they presume to

arraign God? How could they manage a cause before him with any

hope of success? It is scarcely necessary to say, tliat the state of

mind referred to here by Elihu is that which should be cultivated,

and that the feelings which he expresses are those with -which we
should approach the Creator. We need some one to teach us. We
are sunounded by mysteries which we cannot comprehend, and we
should, therefore, approach our Maker with profound reverence and
submission.

20. Shall it be told him that I speak ? Still theJanguage of profoxmd
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21 Aud now men see not tlie I clouds ; but the wind passetli,

briglit liglit which is in the |
and cleanseth them.

21 And now—men cannot look upon the bright splendour that is on the

clouds,

For the wind passeth along, and maketh an opening

!

awe and reverence, as if he would not have it even intimated to God
that he had presumed to say anything in regard to him, or Avith a

view to explain the reason of his doings. % If a man speak. That is,

if he attempt to speak with God ; to argue a case with him ; to con-

tend with him in debate ; to oppose him. Elihu had designed to

reprove Job for the bold and presumptuous manner in which he had
spoken of God, and for his wish to enter into a debate with him in

order to vindicate his cause. He now says, that if any one should

attempt this, God had power at once to destroy him ; and that such
an attempt would be perilous to his life. But other interpretations

have been proposed, which may be seen in Rosenmiiller, Umbreit,

and Lee. H Sicrely he shall be swallowed xrp. Destroyed for his pre-

sumption and rashness in thus contending with the Almighty. Elihu
says that on this account he would not dare to speak with God. He
would fear that he would come forth in his anger, and destroy him.
How much man by nature instinctively feels, when he has any just

views of the majesty of God, that he needs a Mediator !

21. And now men see not the bright light lohich is in the clouds. Either

the lightning that plays on the clouds in an approaching tempest, or a

glorious light spread over the sky on the approach of God. There is

reason to believe that as Elihu delivered the sentiments recorded in

the close of this chapter, he meant to describe God as if he were seen

to be approaching, and that the symbols of his presence were discovered

in the gathering tempest and storm. He is introduced in the following

chapter with amazing sublimity and grandeur to speak to Job and his

friends, and to close the argument. He comes in a whirlwind, and
speaks in tones of vast sublimity. The tokens of his coming were now
seen, and as Elihu discerned them he was agitated, and his language
became abrupt and confused. His language is just such as one would
use when the mind was overawed with the approach of God—solemn,

and full of reverence, but not connected, and much less calm than in

his ordmary discourse. The close of this chapter, it seems to me,
therefore, is to be regarded as spoken when the tempest was seen to

be gathering, and when in awful majesty God was approaching, the

lightnings playing around him, the clouds piled on clouds attending

him, the thunder reverberating along the sky, and an unusual bright-

ness evincing his approach. Notes, ver. 22. The idea here is, that

men could not stedfastly behold that bright light. It was so dazzling

and so overpowering that thej^ could not gaze on it intently. The
coming of such a Being, arrayed in so much grandeur, and clothed in

such a light, was fitted to overcome the human powers. H But the

loind passeth, and cleanseth them. The wind passes along and makes
them clear. The idea seems to be, that the wind appeared to sweep
along over the clouds as the tempest was rising, and they seemed to

open or disperse in one part of the heavens, and to reveal in the open-

ing a glory so bright and dazzling that the eye could not rest upon it.

That light or splendour made in the opening cloud was the syrrjbol of

God, approaching to wind up this great controversy, and to address
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22 ' Fair weather comctli out I of tlio nortli : witli God is ter-

I GotJ. I rible mnjesty.

22 Golden splendour approaches from the North :

How fearful is the majesty of God

!

Job and his friends in the sublime language which is found in the

closing chapters of the book. The word rendered clcanseth 0™) means
properly to shine, to be bright ; and then to be pure or clean. Here
the notion of shining or brightness is to be retained ; and the idea is,

that a wind appeared to pass along, removing the cloud which seemed
to be a veil on the throne of God, and suffering the visible symbol of

his majesty to be seen through the opening. See notes on eh. xxvi.

9 :
" He holdeth back the face of his throne, and spreadeth his cloud

upon it."

22. Fair iceather. Marg., Gold. ' The Hebrew word (^?J) properly

means gold, and is so rendered by the Vulgate, the Syriac, and by most
versions. The LXX. render it, vi^t) xp"'''ai'7<'«/>'Ta, " clouds shining

like gold." The Chaldee, K?^'R'^—the north wind, Boreas. Many
expositors have endeavoured to show that gold was found in the
northern regions (see Schultens, in loc.) ; and it is not difficult so to

establish that fact as to be a confirmation of what is here said, on the

supposition that it refers literally to gold. But it is difficult to see

why Elihu should here make a reference to the source where gold was
found, or how such a reference should be connected with the descrip-

tion of the approaching tempest, and the light which was already seen

on the opening clouds. It seems probable to me that the idea is

wholly different, and that Elihu means to say that a bright, dazzling

light was seen in the northern sky like burnished gold, which was a fit

symbol of the approaching Deity. This idea is hinted at in the

Septuagint, but it has not :)emed to occur to expositors. The image
is that of the heavens dark h1 with the tempest, the lightnings play-

ing, the thunder rolling, ana ^>fin the wind seeming to brush away the

clouds in the north, and disi. osing in the opening a bright, dazzling

appearance lilce burnished gold, that bespoke the approach of God.
The word is never used in the sense of fair weather. An ancient

Greek tragedian, mentioned by Grotius, speaks oi golden air—XP""''^'^^?

ai6rip. Varro also uses a similar expression—aurescit aer, the air be-

comes like gold. So Thomson, in his Seasons :

But yonder comes the powerful king of day
Eejoicing in the east. The lessening cloud,

The kindling azure, and the mountain's brow,

Illumed u-ithjluid gold, his near approach
Betoken glad. Summer.

H Out of the north. That is, the symbol of the approaching Deity
appears in that quarter, or God was seen to approach from the north.

It may serve to explain this to remark, that among the ancients the
northern regions were regarded as the residence of the gods, and that

on the moimtains in the north it was supposed they were accustomed
to assemble. In proof of this, and for the reasons of it, see notes on
Isa. xiv. 13. From that region Elihu sees God now approaching, and
directs the attention of his companions to the symbols of his advent.

It is this which fills his mind with so much consternation, and which
renders his discourse so broken and disconnected. Having, in a manner

VOL. II. Q
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23 ToucMng tlie Almiglity,

we ' cannot find liim out : lie is

excellent in * power, and in

judgment, ' and in plenty of
« 1 Tirn. 6. 16. i Psa. 62. 11 ; 66. 3.

i Psa. 99. 4.

justice :
'" lie will not afflict.

"

24 Men do therefore " ibar

Mm : lie respectetli not any that

are wise p of heart.

7nIsa.45.Cl. re Lam. 3. 33. o Matt. 10.28.
p Matt. 11. Q5; 1 Cor. 1. 26.

23 The Almighty !—wc cannot find him out

!

Great iu power, and in justice, and vast in righteousness

!

He docs not oppress

!

24 Wherefore men should be filled with awe

;

The wise in heart he does not regard.

evincing great ahirm, du'ected their attention to these symbols, he
concludes what he has to say in a hurried manner, and God appears, to

close the controversy. U With God is terrible majesty. This is not a

declaration asserting this of God in general, but as he then appeared.

It is the language of one who was overwhelmed with his awful majesty,

as the brightness of his presence was seen on the tempest.

23. Touching the Almighty, we cannot find him out. See notes, ch.

xi. 7—9. This sentiment accords with all that Elihu had said, and
indeed is what he designed particularly to enforce. But it has a

peculiar emphasis here, where God is seen approaching in visible

splendour, encompassed with clouds and tempests, and seated on a

throne of burnished gold. Sxtch a God, Elihu saj's, it Avas impossible

to comprehend. His majesty was overwhelming. The passage is

much more impressive and solemn, and accords much better with the

original, by omitting the words which our translators have introduced
and printed in italics. It would then be—

The Almighty !—we cannot find him out

!

Great in power, and in justice, and iu righteousness

!

Thus it expresses the overwhelming emotion, the awe, the alarm pro-

duced on the mind of one who saw God approaching in the sublimity

of the storm. H He is excellent in power. He excels, or is vast and
incomprehensible in power. H And in judgment. That is, in justice.

\ And in plenty of justice. Heb., "in multitude of righteousness."

The meaning is, that there was an overflowing fulness of righteousness
;

his character M'as entirely righteous, or that trait abounded in him.
TI He ivill not afflict. Or, he will not oppress, he will not crush. It

tt'as true that he did afflict men ; but the idea is, that there was not
harshness or oppression in it. He Avould not do it for the mere sake

of producing affliction, or when it was not deserved. Some MSS. vaiy
the reading here so as to mean, " he will not answer ;" that is, he will

not give any account of what he does. The change has relation only

to the points ; but the above is the usual interpretation, and accords

ivell with the connexion.

24. Men do therefore fear him. There is reason why they should
fear him, or why they should treat him with reverence. H He
respecteth not any that are wise of heart. He pursues his own plans,

and forms and executes his own counsels. He is not dependent on
the suggestions of men, and does not listen to their advice. In his

schemes he is original and independent, and men should therefore

regard him with profound veneration. This is the sum of all that

Elihu had to say—that God was original and independent ; that he
did not ask counsel of men in his dealings ; that he was great, and
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glorious, and inscrutable in his plans ; and that men therefore should

bow before him with profound submission and adoration. It was to

be presumed that he was wise and good in all that he did, and to this

independent and almightj' Sovereign man ought to submit his under-

standing and his heart. Having illustrated and enforced this senti-

ment, Elihu, overwhelmed with the awful symbols of the approaching

Deity, is silent, and God is uitroduced to close the controversy.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTEE XXXVIII.

I.v the previous chapter, God is represented as approaching in a tempest.

While the Ughtumgs were playing, and the thunders rolling, a bright, golden

light is seen in the north, indicating the approach of the Most High. Ehliu

is overpowered with his majesty', and concludes his speech in a brief, hurried,

and agitated maimer. See notes on ch. xxxvii. 21—24:. Even while he is thus

speaking, God appears, and adthesses Job from the midst of the storm, and
puts an end to this protracted controversy. He is introduced in circumstances

of the highest sublimity, and at a time when all tlie speakers must have felt

that liis mterposition was desirable. The friends of Job had not been able to

maintain then- position, and had been silenced. Job, though he had silenced

them, had not been able to explain the facts wliich were constantly occurriug,

and which had constituted the basis of the argument of his friends. Both
they and he liad evinced, to a considerable extent, an improper spirit in what
they had said, and it was appropriate that the Divine views should be expressed

in regard to their opinions and their temper. Eldru had mterposed, and had
professed his abdity to explain everything wluch was dark in the debate.

He had, however, advanced but one new thought, that calamity was designed

to be disciplinary, and was not to be regarded as certain proof of the character

of him who wasatlhcted. Beyond tins he was unable to offer any explana-

tion ; and supposing that Job had not submitted as a good man sliould under
atEictions, he had concluded also that Job lacked the proper sphit of piety,

and joined with the friends of Job in the language of severe reproach. But
iu the great matters pertaining to the iJivine administration which had given

80 much perplexity, Ehhu had no explanation to make, and all that he could

say was, that God was so mighty tliat man oiiffht to submit to Mm.
At this stage of the argument the Ahnighty himself appears, and addresses

Job I'rum the midst of the tempest. He does not indeed appeiu-, as Job had
anticipated he would, to \Tiuhcate him at once. See notes on ch. xix. 25,

scq. His tirst object is to bring Job to a proper state of mind ; to reprove

the boldness and presumption with which lie had spoken of the Uivine
dealings ; and to sliow him how utterly incompetent he was to judge of the

ways of God. At tlie close of tlie scene, however, he expresses his approba-

tion of the general sphit of Job in preference to that of his friends, and
restores him to more than his former prosperity.

It is remarlcable that in this discoiu'se even God himself does not exjylain

the difficulties which had so much embarrassed Job and his friends. He does

not state why the ^sicked are so much prospered, or why the righteous sutler

so much ; he does not show how the sufferings of tlie good are consistent with

his approbation of then- conduct, nor docs he refer to tlie retributions of the

future world. He does not say that tlie mcqualities here will be adjusted

there ; that the \\'icked who are prospered here wiU. be punished there ; or

that the righteous who sutler here will receive an ample compensation there.

Tins, which we might have anticipated, and which would be the way in

which we would now endcavom' to meet the difficulties of the case, would
have been far in advance of the state of knowledge then possessed in the

world, and would have been anticipating the high and sublime revelations

reserved for Chi-istianity. It was not the purpose of God theti to reveal the

doctriue of the future state, and to communicate those sublime truths which
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now console us in our afflictions, and wHch, amidst the inequalities of the

present state of trial, lead us to look forward to another world. Those trutlis

were appropriately reserved for the brighter period in the history of the

world, when the light of Christianity would arise. Truth has been com-
municated to mankind gradually ; and however easy it would have been for

God to have communicated the trutlis wliich we now have in the earliest

stages of society, and however much suffering they might have alle^uated,

yet God chose to leave the subject of revelatiou as he did science, morality,

the arts of life, and civil government, to gradual and slow development.

Elementary truths were communicated at first, and by degrees those truths

were enlarged untU the perfect Ught arose.

In the conceptions of the nature of the Divine government, therefore,

among the patriarchs, we are not to look for the elevated views which we
have under the gospel, and we are not to expect to find the same hopes and
promises to cheer them in then- aftiictions which we enjoy. There was indeed
enough truth revealed to preserve them from utter despondency, and to save

the soul ; but the system of Divine truth was not fuUy disclosed to them.
Accordingly, in this discourse of the ^Vlmighty, we do not meet vvith the

same truths wliich we are permitted to contemplate under the Christian reve-

lation. We are not directed to the same views of the designs of afilictioii,

nor the same topics of consolation. We are not told of the future state, nor
of the benefits which flow from trial here, nor of the consolations of the Holy
Spirit, nor of the blessings of redemption. One great thought is held up to

view, that there ought to be submission to that Godicho had shown himself to

be so great and ivise. The appeal is made to his works ; to the vastness of

his wisdom ; to the evidence of his power ; to the fact that there was so

much in his doings that was above the comprehension of man ; and hence
there is inferred the impropriety of arraigning him in regard to his moral
government, or of sitting in judgment on his dealings. Profound submission

to such a God is demanded, and men should acquiesce in the belief that he is

right, even though the reasons of hLs doings are not disclosed. God is supreme,
and should be adored ; his wisdom is incomprehensible, and it is presumptuous
*o arraign it ; his power is infinite, and man cannot resist it ; and his provi-

(fential care is universal, and man should trust him. The single lesson,

therefore, which seems to be designed to be taught is, that we are to
SUBMIT TO THE WILL OF GoD. We are to do this, not because we see the

reasons of his doings, and not because we are to be rewarded for it, and not
because there is nothing dark in his dispensations; but because he is God, and
has a right to do his pleasure.

In this chapter, the appeal is made to a great variety of subjects to show
how great and incomprehensible he is. God does not vindicate his own
dealings, but he requires Job, who had spolcen so confidently and raslih', to

attempt to give an explanation of some of the works of nature which are

constantly presented to view. The argument is, that if he was unable to

explain those things which are before the eyes, it was presumption of the

highest kind to complain of the secret counsels and purposes of the Almiglity.

If his natural government could not be comprehended or explauied in regard

to the phenomena which are constantly occurring, how much less could man
hope to imderstand the principles of his moral administration. In illustrating

and enforcing this, God appeals to the foUomng things :—To the creation of

the earth, vers. 4—7 ; to the sea, and the wisdom evinced in fixing its bomids,
vers. 8—11 ; to the formation of Ught, and the manner in which it is distri-

buted over the earth, vers. 12—15 ; to the supplies of water for the ocean,

ver. 16 ; to the deep caverns of the region of death, ver. 17 ; to the extent of

the earth, ver. 18 ; to the sources of light and of darkness, vers. 19—21 ; to

the formation of snow and haU, vers. 22, 23 ; to the lightning, the storm, and
the showers of r;un, vers. 24—28 ; to the formation of ice, vers. 29, 30 ; to

the rising and setting of the stars, and their influence over the world, vers.

31—35 ; to the wisdom which he has given to man, ver. 36 ; to the clouds,

vers. 37, 38 ; to the instincts of animals, and the laws by which they are

governed, vers. 39—41.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.
THEX tlie Lord answered Job

out of tlie -wliirlwind, and
said,

2 'WTio is this that darken
etli counsel by "words ' "without

kno"wled";e 1

q ch. 31. 35 ; 35. 16.

JehovaKs first address to Job.—Ch. xxxviii., xsxix.

1 Then Jehovah answered Job out of the storm, and said

:

2 Who is this that dai-kcneth counsel by words without knowledge .''

1. Then the Lord ansioered Job. This speech is addressed particularly

to Job, not only because he is the principal personage referred to in tlie

book, but particularly because he had indulged in language of mur-
muring and complaint. God designed to bring him to a proper state

of mind before he appeared openly for his "vindication. It is the pur-

pose of God, in his dealings with his people, to bring tlicin to a projjer

state of mind before he appears as their vindicator and friend ; and hence
their trials are often prolonged, and "when he appears, he seems at

first to come only to rebuke them. Job had indulged in very improper
feelings, and it "\vas needful that those feelings should be subdued
before God would manifest himself as his friend, and address him in

words of consolation. H Out of the loliirlwind. The tempest; the

storm—probably that which Elihu had seen approaching, ch. xxxvii.
21—2i. God is often represented as speaking to men in this manner.
He spake amidst lightnings and tempests on mount Sinai (Exod. xix,

16— 18), and he is frequently represented as appearing amidst the

thunders and lightnings of a tempest, as a symbol of his majesty.

Comp. Psa. xviii. 9— 13; Hab. iii. 3—6. The word here rendered
whirlwind means rather a storm, a tempest. The LXX. render this

erse, "After Elihu had ceased speaking, the Lord spake to Job from
a. tempest and clouds."

2. Who is this. Referring doubtless to Job, for he is specified in the
previous verse. Some have understood it of Elihu (see Schultens),

but the connexion evidently demands that it should be understood as

referring to Job. The object was, to reprove him for the presumptuous
manner in which he had spoken of God and of his government. It

was important, before God manifested his approval of Job, that he
should declare his sense of what he had said, and show him how
improper it was to indulge in language such as he had used. H That
darkeneth counsel. That makes the subject dai'ker. Instead of ex-
])huning the reason of the Divine dealings, and vindicating God from
the objections alleged against him and his government, the only ten-

dency of what he had said had been to make his government appear
dark, and severe, and unjust in the view of his friends. It might have
been expected of Job, being a friend of God, that all that he said would
liave tended to inspire confidence in him, and to explain and vindicate

the Divine dealings ; but God had seen much that was the very reverse.

Even the true friends of God, in the dark times of trial, may say much
that will tend to make men doubt the wisdom and goodness of his

government, and to prejudice the minds of the wicked against him.
If Bij words without knowledge. Words that did not contain a true
explanation of the difficulty. They conveyed no light about his

dealings ; they did not tend to satisfy the mind, or to make the subject

more clear than it was before. There is much of this kind of speaking
in the world ; much that is "written, and much that falls from the lips
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3 Gird up now thy loius like

a mau ; for I Tvill demaud of

thee, and ' answer thou me.
4 Where " wast tliou when I

1 maie me known. r Prov. 8. £3. 30.

laid the foundations ofthe earth ?

declare, if thou ^hast under-
standing.

2 knowest.

3 Gird up now thy loins like a man

;

I will put questions to thee, and do thou inform me.
4 Where wast thou when I founded the earth .''

Declare, if thou hast knowledge

!

in debate, in preaching, and in conversation, that explains nothing,
and that even leaves the subject more perplexed than it was before.

We see from this verse that God does not and cannot approve of such
" words." If his friends speak, they should vindicate his government

;

they should at least express their conviction that he is right; they
should aim to explain his doings, and to show to the world that tliey

are reasonable. If they cannot do this, they should adore in silence.

The Saviour never spoke of God in such a way as to leave any doubt
that his ways could be vindicated, never so as to leave the impression
that he was harsh or severe in his administration, or so as to lend the
least countenance to a spirit of murmuring and complaining.

3. Gird np 7iow tliy loins tike a man. To gird up the loins is a phrase
which has allusion to the mode of dress in ancient times. The loose

flowing robe which was commonlj' worn, was fastened with a girdle

when men ran, or laboured, or engaged in conflict. See notes on
Matt. V. 38—41. The idea here is, "Make thyself as strong and
vigorous as possible ; be prepared to put forth the highest effort."

God was about to put him to a task which Avould require all his ability

—that of explaining the facts which were constantly occurring in the
universe. The whole passage is ironical. Job had undertaken to tell

what he knew of the Divine administration, and God now calls upon
him to show his claims to the office of such an expositor. So Avise a

man as he was, who could pronounce on the hidden coimsels of the
Most High with so much confidence, could assvu'edly exjjlain those
things which pertained to the visible creation. The phrase "Idie a
man," means boldly, courageously. Comp. notes, 1 Cor. xvi. 13. H /
will demand of thee, and answer thou me. Marg. as in Heb., make me
knoion. The meaning is, "I will submit some questions or subjects of

inquiry to you for solution. Since you have spoken with so much
confidence of n\j government, I will propose some inquiries as a test

of your knowledge."
4. U^here wast thou when I laid the fotmdatiojis of the earth? The

first appeal is to the creation. The question here, " Where wast
thou?" implies that Job was not present. He had not then an exist-

ence. He could not, therefore, have aided God, or coimselled him, or

understood what he was doing. How presumptuous, therefore, it was
in one so short-lived to sit in judgment on the doings of Him who had
formed the world ! How little could he expect to be able to know of

Him ! The expression, "laid the foundations of the earth," is taken
from building an edifice. The foundations are first laid, and the

superstructure is then reared. It is a poetic image, and is not designed
to give any intimation about the actual process by Avhich the earth

was made, or the manner in which it is sustained. II If thou hast

understanding. Marg. as in Heb., if thou knoicest. That is, "Declare
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5 Who hath laid the measures
thereof, if thou loiowest? or

n-ho hath stretched the line

upon it ?

6 Whereupon axe tie ' founda-

tions thereof ^ fastened ? or who
laid the corner-stone thereof,

7 When the morning stars*

1 sockets. 2 made to sink.

s Rev. 2. 28.

5 Wlio then fixed the measure of it ? For thou knowcst

!

Who stretched the line upon it }

6 Upon whiit are its foundations settled ?

Or who laid its corner-stone .'

7 When the morning stars sang togethei',

how it was done. Explain the manner in which the earth was formed
and fixed in its place, and by which the beautiful world grew up under
tlie hand of God." If Job could not do this, Avhat presumption was
it to speak as he had done of the Divine administration !

5. Who hath laid the measures thereof. That is, as an architect

applies his measures when he rears a house. U If thou knoxccst. Or
rather, "for thou knowest." The expression is wholly ironical, and
is designed to rebuke Job's pretensions of being able to explain the

Divine administration. II Or toko hath stretched the line upon itf As
a carpenter uses a line to mark out his work. See notes on Isa. xxviii.

17. The earth is represented as a building, the plan of which was laid

out beforehand, and which was then made according to the sketch of

tlie architect. It is not, therefore, the Avork of chance or fate. It is

laid out and constructed according to a wise plan, and in a method
evincing mfinite skill.

G. Whereupon are the foundations. Marg., sockets. The Hebrew
word (]5??) means a basis, as of a column, or a pedestal ; and then also

the foundation of a building. The language here is evidently

figurative, comparing the earth with an edifice. In building a house,
tlie securing of a proper foundation is essential to its stability ; and
here God represents himself as rearing the earth on the most perma-
nent and solid basis. The word is not used in the sense of sockets, as

it is in the margin. H Fastened. Marg., made to sink. The margin
rather expresses the sense of the Hebrew word ^^It'? . It is rendered
sink and sunk in Psa. Ixix. 2, 14 ; ix. 15 ; Lam. ii. 9 ; Jer. xxxviii. 6,

22 ; droicned in Exod. xv. 4 ; and were settled in Prov. viii. 25. The
word does not elsewhere occur in the Scriptures ; and the prevailing
sense is that of sinking, or settling down, and hence to impress—as a

seal settles down into wax. The reference here is to a foundation-
stone that sinks or settles down into clay or mire until it becomes
solid. H Or who laid the corner-stone thereof. Still an allusion to a

building. The corner-stone sustains the principal weight of an
edifice, as the weight of two walls is concentrated on it, and hence it

is of such importance that it should be solid and firmly fixed. The
question proposed for the solution of Job is. On what the earth is

founded? On this question a great variety of opinions was enter-

tained by the ancients, and of course no correct solution could be
given of the difficulty. It was not known that it was suspended and
held in its place by the laws of gravitation. The meaning here is,

that if Job could not solve this inquiry, he ought not to presume to

sit in judgment on the government of God, and to suppose that he was
qualified to judge of his secret counsels.

7. When the mornitig stars. There can be little doubt that angelic

M 2
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Bang together, and all tlie sous
|
of God sliouted for joy?

And all the sods of God shouted for joy ?

beings are intended here, though some have thought that the stars

literally are referred to, and that they seemed to unite in a chorus of

praise when another world was added to their number. The Vulgate
renders it, astra ynatutina—morning stars; the LXX.,''OTe iyeyrjOTjcrau

&(TTpa—iohen the stars were made; the Chaldee, "the stars of the

zephyr," or morning—lES '12i3. The comparison of a prince, a

monarch, or an angel, with a star, is not uncommon. Comp. notes

on Isa. xiv. 12. The expression "the morning stars" is used on
account of the beauty of the principal star which, at certain seasons

of the year, leads on the morning. It is applied naturally to those

angelic beings that are of distinguished glory and rank in heaven.

That it refers to the angels, seems to be evident from the connexion

;

and this interpretation is demanded in order to correspond with the

phrase "sons of God" in the other member of the verse. IT Sang
together. United in a grand chorus or concert of praise. It was
usual to celebrate the laying of a corner-stone, or the completion of

an edifice, by rejoicing. See Zech. iv. 7 ; Ezra iii. 10. H And all the

sons of God. Angels—called the sons of God from their resemblance

to him, or their being created by him, H Shouted for joy. That is,

they joined in praise for so glorious a work as the creation of a new
world. They saw that it was an event Avhich Avas fitted to honour
God. It was a new manifestation of his goodness and power ; it was
an enlargement of his empire ; it was an exhibition of benevolence
that claimed their gratitude. The expression in this verse is one of

uncommon, perhaps of unequalled beauty. The time referred to is

at the close of the creation of the earth, for the whole account relates

to the formation of this world, and not of the stars. At that period,

it is clear that other worlds had been made, and that there were holy

beings then in existence who were of such a rank as appropriately to

be called " morning stars " and " sons of God." It is a fair inference,

therefore, that the ichole of tlie universe was not made at once, and

that the earth is one of the last of the worlds which have been called

into being. No one can demonstrate that the work of creation may
not now be going on in some remote part of the universe, nor that

God may not yet form many more worlds to be the monuments of his

wisdom and goodness, and to give occasion for augmented praise.

Who can tell but that this process may be carried on for ever, and
that new worlds and systems may continue to start into being, and

there be continually new displays of the inexhaustible goodness and
wisdom of the Creator? When this world was made, there was occa-

sion for songs of praise among the angels. It was a beautiful world.

All was pure, and lovely, and holy. Man was made like his God,
and everything was full of love. Surveying the beautiful scene, as

the world arose under the plastic hand of the Almighty—its hills, and
vales, and trees, and flowers, and animals—there was occasion for

songs and rejoicings in heaven. Could the angels have foreseen, as

perhaps they did, what was to occur here, there was also occasion for

songs of praise such as would exist in the creation of no other world.

This was to be the world of redeeming love ; this the world where

the Son of God was to become incarnate and die for sinners ; this
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8 Or ivlio shut up the sea

witli doors, -when it brake forth

as if it had issued out of the

womb ?

9 When I made the cloud

the garment thereof, and thict

darkness a swaddling-band for

it,

8 Who shut up the sea vnih. doors,

In its bursting forth as from the ^vomb ?

9 When I made the cloud its garment,

And swathed it in thick darkness ?

tlie -world where an immense host was to be redeemed to praise

God in a song unknown to the angels— the song of redemption,

in the sweet notes which shall ascend from the lips of those who
shall have been ransomed from death by the great work of the

atonement.
8. Or who shut np the sea with doors. This refers also to the act of

the creation, and to the fact that God fixed limits to the raging of the

ocean. The word "doors" is used here rather to denote c/ates, such

as are made to shut up water in a dam. The Hebrew word properly

refers, in the dual form which is used here (cinbi), to double doors, or

to folding doors, and is also applied to the gates of a city, Deut. iii.

5; 1 Sam. xxiii. 7; Isa. xlv. 1. The idea is, that the floods were
bursting forth from the abyss or the centre of the earth, and were
checked by placing gates or doors which restrained them. Whether
this is designed to be a poetic or a real description of what took plact

at the creation, it is not easy to determine. Nothing forbids the idea

that something like this may have occurred when the waters in the

earth were pouring forth tumultuously, and when they were restrained

by obstructions placed there by the hand of God, as if he had made
gates through which they could pass only when he should open them.
This supposition also would accord well with the account of the flood

in Gen. vii. 11, where it is said that "the fountains of the great deep
were broken up," as if those flood-gates had been opened, or the ob-

structions which God had placed there had been sufi'ered to be broken
through, and the waters of their own accord flowed over the world.

We know as yet too little of the interior of the earth, to ascertain

whether this is to be understood as a literal description of what
actually occurred. IT When it brake forth, as if it had issued out of the

womb. All the images here are taken from child-birth. The ocean is

represented as being born, and then as invested with clouds and dark-

ness as its covering and its swaddlmg-bands. The image is a bold

one, and I do not know that it is anywhere else applied to the forma-

tion of the ocean.

9. Whe7i I made the cloud the gai-ment thereof. Referring to the

garment in which the new-born infant is wrapped up. This image
is one of great beauty. It is that of the vast ocean just coming into

being, with a cloud resting upon it and covering it. Thick darkness

envelopes it, and it is swathed in mists. Conip. Gen. i. 2, "And
darkness was upon the face of the deep." The time here referred to is

that before the light of the sun arose upon the earth, before the dry
land appeared, and before animals and men had been formed. Then
the new-born ocean lay carefully enveloped in clouds and darkness
under the guardian care of God. The dark night rested upon it, and
the mist hovered over it.
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10 And ' brake up for it my
decreed place, and set Lars and
doors,

11 And said, Hitherto shalt

1 established my decree upon it.

tliou come, but no fui'tlier ; and
here shall ^ thy proud waves he
stayed ?

'

2 the pride of thy waves. t Psa. 89. 9.

10 I measured out for it my limits,

And fixed its bars and doors

;

11 And said, Thus far shalt tliou come, but no further,

And here shall th)' proud waves be staj'cd

!

10. And brake tip for it nuj decreed place. Marg., established my
decree upon it. So Herder, " I fixed my decrees upon it." Luther
renders it, "Da ich ihm den Lauf brach mit meinem Damm"

—

"then I broke its course Avith my barrier." Umbreit renders it,
"

measured out to it my limits ;" that is, the limits or bounds which
judged to be proper. So the Vulgate, Circitmdedi illud terminis meis—"I surrounded it with my limits," or with such limits as I chosa
to aiSx. The LXX. render it, "I placed boundaries to it." Cover-
dale, " I gave it my commandment." This is undoubtedly the sense

which the connexion demands ; and the idea in the common version,

that God had broken up his fixed plans in order to accommodate the
new-born ocean, is not in accordance with the parallelism. The
Hebrew word ("12©) indeed commonly means to break, to break in

pieces. But, according to Gesenius, and as the place here demands,
it may have the sense of measuring off, defining, appointing, "from
the idea of breaking into portions ;" and then the sense will be, "I
measured for it [the sea] my appointed bound." This meaning of

the word is, however, more probably derived from the Arabic,

where the word sj^ shabar means, to measxire with the span

{Castel) ; and hence the idea here of measuring out the limits of

the ocean. The sense is, that God measured out or determined the
limits of the sea. The idea of breaking up a limit or boundary
which had been before fixed, it is believed, is not in the text.

The Avord rendered "nay decreed place" {^?P) refers commonly to a
law, statute, or ordinance—meaning originally anything that was
engraved (Pi:?) i

find then, because laws were engraved on tablets of
brass or stone, any statute or decree. Hence it means anything pre-
scribed or appointed, and hence a bound, or limit. See notes on ch.

xxvi. 10. Comp. Prov. viii. 29, "When he gave to the sea his decree

(ipn) that the waters should not pass his commandment." The idea

in the passage before us is, that God fixed the limits of the ocean by
his own purpose or pleasure. % And set bars. Doors were formerly
fastened, as they are often now, by cross-bars ; and the idea here is,

that God liad enclosed the ocean, and so fastened the doors whence it

would issvie out, that it could not pass.

11. And said, Hitherto shalt thou come. This is a most sublime ex-
pression, and its full force can be felt only by one who has stood on
the shores of the ocean, and seen its mighty waves roll towards the
beach as if in their pride thej' would sweep everything away, and
how they are checked by the barrier which God has made. A voice
seems to say to them, that they may roll in their pride and gran-
deur so far, but no farther. No increase of their force or numbers
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12 Ilast tliou commamiod tlio
]

13 TLat it miglit take hold

morning since thy daj^s; and i
of the 'ends of the earth, that

caused the day-spriug to know
j

the -wicked might be shaken
his place

J
:
out of it 1

'

1 wings.

12 Ilast thou, ia tliy life, given commandment to the morning.
Or caused the dawn to know its place,

13 That it may seize on the far corners of the earth,

And scatter the robbers before it ?

can sweep the barrier away, or make any impression on the limits

which God has fixed. 1[ And here shall thy proud waves be stayed,

Marg. as in Heb., the j^ride of thy toaves. A beautiful image. The
waves seem to advance in pride and self-confidence, as if nothing
could stay them. They come as if exulting in the assurance that

they will sweep everything away. In a moment they arc arrested

and broken, and they spread out humbly and harmlessly on the beach.

God fixes the limit which thej' are not to pass, and they lie prostrate

at his feet.

12. Hast thou commanded the morning since thy days. That is, in

thy lifetime hast thou ordered the light of the morning to shine, and
directed its beams over the world ? God appeals to this as one of the
proofs of his majesty and power—and who can look \ipon the sjjread-

ing light of the morning, and be insensible to the force and beauty of
the appeal ? The transition from the ocean to the morning may have
been partly because the light of the morning is one of the striking

exhibitions of the power of God, and partly because in the creation

of the M'orld the light of the sun was made to dawn soon after the
gathering together of the waters into seas. See Gen. i. 10, 14. The
phrase " since thy days " implies that the laws determining the rising

of the sun were fixed long before the time of Job. It is asked
Avhethcr this had been done since he had an existence, and whether
he had an agency in efi'ecting it—implying that it Avas an ancient and.
established ordinance long before he was born. II Caused the day-

spring to knoio his 2)lace. The " day-spring" (irnp) means the aurora,

the dawn, the morning. The mention of its "2ilace" here seems to

be an allusion to the fact that it does not always occupy the same
position. At one season of the year it appears on the equator, at

another north, and at another south of it, and is constantly varying
its position. Yet it always knows its place. It never fails to appear
where by the long-observed laws it ought to appear. It is regular in

its motions, and is evidently under the control of an intelligent 13eiiig,

who has fixed the laws of its appearing.

13. That it might take hold of the ends of the earth. Marg. as in

lleb., icings. Wings are, in the Scriptures, frequently given to the
earth, because it seems to be sjjread out ; and the expression refers to
its extremities. The language is derived from the supposition that
the earth was a plain, and had limits or bounds. The idea here is,

that God causes the light of the morning suddenlj^ to spread to the
remotest parts of the world, and to reA'eal everything which was
there. U That the icicked might be shaken out of it. Out of the earth;
that is, by the light wlricli suddenly shines upon them. The sense
is, that the wicked perform their deeds in the darkness of the night,

and that hi the morning light they flee away. The effect of the liglit
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14 It is tui'ued as clay to tlie I seal ; aud tliey stand as a gar-

I
meut.

14 It tm-ns itself along like clay under a seal,

And all things stand forth as if m gorgeous apparel.

coming upon them is to disturb their plans, to fill them with alarm,
and to cause them to flee. The idea is highly poetic. The -wicked
are engaged in various acts of iniquity under cover of the night.

Robbers, tliieves, and adulterers, go forth to their deeds of darkness
as though no one saw them. The light of the morning steals sud-
denly upon them, and they flee before it under the apprehension of
being detected. "The dawn," says Herder, "is represented as a
watchman, a messenger of the Prince of heaven, sent to chase away
the bands of robbers." It may illustrate this to observe tliat it is still

the custom of the Arabs to go on plundering excursions before the
dawn. When on their way, this faithful watchman, the aurora, goei
out to spread light about them, to intimidate them, and to dispersa

them. Comp. notes on ch. xxiv. 13— 17.

14. It is turned as clay to the seal, A great variety of interpreta-

tions has been given to this passage. Schultens enumerates no less

than twentij, and of course it is not easj^ to determine the meaning.
The LXX. render it, "Didst thou take clay of the earth, and form an
animal, and place on the earth a creature endowed with speech?"
Though this M'ould agree well with the connexion, yet it is a wide
departure from the Hebrew. The reference is, undoubtedly, to some
effect or impression produced upon the earth by the light of the
morning, which bears a resemblance, in some respects, to the impres-
sion produced on clay by a seal. Probably the idea is, that the
spreading light serves to render visible and prominent the forms of
things, as the seal Avhen impressed on clay produces certain figures.

I'he following engraving, representing ancient seals, may enable us the
better to understand the passage :

—

ANCIENT SEALS.

In this engraving it will be seen that one form of the seal (the Baby-
lonian) was an engraved cylinder, fixed on an axle Avith a handle in

the manner of a garden roller, which produced the impression by being

rolled on the softened icax, Mr. Rich (Second Memoir on the Ruins
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of Babylon, p. 59) remarks, "The Babylonian cylinders are among
the most interesting and remarkable of the antiques. They are from
one to three inches in length ; some are of stone, and others appa-
rently of paste or composition of various kinds. Sculptures from
several of these cylinders have been published in different works.
Some of them have cuneiform writing" (or the "arrow-headed"
character, p. 48), " but it has the remarkable peculiarity that it is re-

versed, or written from right to left, every other kind of cuneiform
writing being incontcstably to be read from left to right. This can
only be accounted for by supposing that they were intended to roll off
impressiojis. The cylinders are said to be chiefly found in the ruins

of Jabouiga. The people of this country are fond of using them as

amulets, and the Persian pilgrims who come to the shrines of Ali and
Hosscin frequently carrj-- back with them some of these curiosities."

The following engraving will furnish an idea of the impression pro-
duced by one of the cylinder-seals in the possession of Mr. Rich :

—

It may be observed, also, in the explanation of the passage, that clay
was often used for the purpose of a seal in Oriental countries. The
manner in which it was used was to daub a mass of it over the door
or lock of a house, a caravansera, a room, or any place where any-
thing valuable was deposited, and to impress upon it a rude seal.

This indeed would not make the goods safe from a robber, but it

would be an indication that the place is not to be entered, and show
that if it had been entered it was by violence. Comp. Matt, xxvii. 66.

This impression on clay would be produced by the "revolving" or
Babjdonian seal, by turning it about, or rolling it on clay, and thus
bringing the figures out prominently, and this will explain the
passage here. The passing of the light over the earth in the morning,
seems to be like rolling a cylinder-seal on soft clay. It leaves distinct

impressions ; raises up prominent figures ; gives form and beauty to

what seemed before a dark, undistinguished mass. The Avord rendered
"it is turned" ('^r'l'P'?), means properly "it turns itself"—and the
idea is, that, like the revolving seal, it seems to roll over the face of the
earth, and to leave a distinct and beautiful impression. Before, the
face of the earth was obscure. Nothing, in the darkness of the night,

could be distinguished. Now, when the dawn arises and the light

spreads abroad, the figures of hills, and trees, and tents, and cities,

rise before it as if a seal had been rolled on yielding clay. The image
is one, therefore, of high poetic character, and of great beauty. If
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15 And from the Tvicked tlieir I arm " sliall be broken,

ligbt is -witKholden, and tbe bigb
1

n Psa. lo. is.

15 But from the wicked their light is withheld,

Aud the higli arm is broken.

this be the correct interpretation, the passage does not refer to the
revolution of the earth on its axis, or to any change in appearance or

f(irm which it assumes when the wicked are shaken out of it, as

Schultens supposes, but to the beautiful change in appearance wliieh

the face of the earth seems to undergo when the aurora passes over
it. U And they stand as a garment. This passage is perhaps even
more difficult than the former part of the verse. Prof. Lee renders
it, "And that men be set up as if accoutred for battle ;" and according
to him the idea is, that men, when the light shines, set themselves
up for the prosecution of their designs. Coverdale renders it, " Their
tokens and weapons hast thou turned like clay, and set them up again
as the changing of a garment." Grotius supposes it means tliat

things by the aurora change their appearance and colour like a

variegated garment. The true idea of the passage is probablj^ tliat

adopted by Scliultens, Herder, Umbreit, liosenmiiller, and Noj-es,

that it refers to the beautiful appearance which the face of nature
seems to put on when the morning light shines upon the world.
Before, all was dark and undistinguished. Nature seemed to be one
vast blank, with no prominent objects, and with no variety of colour.

"When the light dawns on the earth, the various objects—the hills,

trees, houses, fields, flowers—seem to standforth, or to raise themselves

xq) (1^?!^^), and to put on the appearance of gorgeous and variegated
vestments. It is as if the earth were clothed with beauty, and what
was before a vast blank were now arrayed in splendid vestments.
Thus understood, there is no need of supposing that garments were
ever made, as has been sometimes supposed, with so much inwrought
silver and gold that they would stand vj>right thetJiselvcs. It is a
beautiful conception of poetry— that the spreading light seems to

clothe the dark world Avilh a gorgeous robe, by calling forth the objects

of creation from the dull and dark uniformity of night to the distinct-

ness of day.

lo. And from the loicked their light is withholden. While the light

thxis spreads over the earth, rendering every object beautiful and
blessing the righteous, light and prosperit}'' are withheld from the
wicked. See notes on ch. xxiv. 17. Or the meaning may be, that
wheu the light shines upon the world, the wicked, accustomed to

perform their deeds in the niglit, flee from it, and retreat to their dark
hiding-places. H And the high arm. Of the wicked. The arm is a
symbol of strength. It is that by which we accomplish our purposes

;

and the idea here is, that the haughty power of the oppressor shall be
crushed. The connexion here seems to be this : In vers. 12—14,

there is a beautiful description of the light, and of its eifects upon the
appearance of natural objects. It Avas such as to clothe the world
with beauty, and to fill the heart of the pious with gladness. In
order now to show the greatness of the punishment of the wicked, it

is added that all this beauty will be hidden from them. They will be
driven away by the light into their dark hiding-places, and will be
met there with the withdrawal of all the tokens of prosperity, and
their power will be crushed.
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16 Hast thou entered into tlie

springs of the sea? or hast thou
tralkod in the search of the

depth ?

17 Have the gates * of deatli

been opened unto thee ? or hast
thou seen the doors of the
shadow of death ?

* Psa. 9. 13.

16 Hast thou peneti-ated to tlie springs of the sea,

And hast thou walked about in the recesses of the deep ?

17 Ilave the gates of death been opened to thee,

Or hast thou seen the gates of the shadow of death ?

16. Hast thou entered into the springs of the sea? Tlie word here
rendered springs C^??.), occurs nowhere else in the Scriptures. It is

rendered by the Vulgate profunda, the deep parts ; and by the LXX.
Ti]-^^v^ountains. The reference seems to be to the deep fountains
at the bottom of the sea, -which were supposed to supply it with
water. A large portion of the water of the ocean is indeed conveyed
to it by rivers and streams that run on the surface of the earth. But
it is known, also, that there are fountains at the bottom of the ocean

;

and in some places the amount of water that flows from them is so
great, that its action is perceptible at the surface. One such fountain
exists in the Atlantic Ocean near the coast of Florida. H Or hast thou
walked in the search of the depth? Or, rather, in the deep places or
caverns of the ocean. The word rendered " search" here CiJlU), means
searching, investigation, and then an object that is to be searched out •

and hence that which is obscure, remote, hidden. Then it may be
applied to the deep caverns of the ocean, or the bottom of the sea.
This is to man unsearchable. No line has been found long enouo-h
to fathom the ocean, and of course what is there is unknown. It is

adduced, therefore, with great propriety as a proof of the wisdom of
God, that he could look on the deep caverns of the ocean, and was
able to search out all that was there. A sentiment similar to this
occurs in Homer, when speaking of Atlas :

"OcTTe daXdacrris

ridcrrjs I3ev6ea oldev. Odys, i. 5.

" Who knows the depths of every sea."

17. Have the gates of death been opened imto thee ? That is, the gates
of the world where death reigns ; or the gates that lead to the abodes
of the dead. The allusion here is to Sheol, or Hades, the dark abodes
of the dead. This was supposed to be beneath the ground, and was
entered by the grave, and Avas enclosed by gates and bars. See notes
on ch. X. 21, 22. The transition from the reference to the bottom of
the sea to the regions of the dead was natural, and the mind is carried
forward to a subject farther beyond the ken of mortals than even the
unfathomable depths of the ocean. The idea is, that God saw all that
occurred in that dark world beneath us, where the dead were congre-
gated, and that his vast superiority to man was evinced by his bein"
able thus to penetrate into, and survey those hidden regions. It is

common in the classic writers to represent those regions as entered by
gates. Thus Lucretius, i.llOS :

Haec rebus erit pars janua leti,

Hac se turba foras dabit omnis materai.

" The doors of death are ope,

And the vast whole unbounded ruin whelms."

—

Good.
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18 Hast tliou perceived tlie

breadtli of the earth? declare,

if tliou kuowest it all.

19 ^ATiere is tlie way where
light dwelleth 1 and asfor dark-
ness, where is the place thereof,

18 Hast thou observed the breadths of the earth .'

Declare, if thou knowest it all.

19 Where is the way to the dwelling-place of light ?

And the darkness—where is its place

—

So Virgil, JEn. ii. 661 :

Patet isti janua leto.

" The door of death stands open."

IT Or hast thou seen the doors of the shadow of death? The doors
which lead down to the gloomy realms where death spreads its dismal

shades. This expression is more emphatic than the former, for the

word npbs tzahnaveih, " shadow of death," is more intensive in its

meaning than the word rij? tnaveth, "death." There is the super-

added idea of a deep and dismal shadow ; of profoimd and gloomy
darkness. See the word explained in the notes on eh. iii. 5. Comp.
ch. X. 21, 22. Man was unable to penetrate those gloomy abodes
and to reveal what was there ; but God saw all with the clearness of

noonday.
18. Hast thou perceived the breadth of the ea7-th? How far the earth

extends. To see the force of this, we must remember that the early

conception of the earth was that it was a vast plain, and that in the

time of Job its limits were unknown. One of the earliest and most
obvious inquiries would naturally be, What was the extent of -the

eartli ? By what was it bounded ? And what was the character of

the regions beyond those which were then known ? All this was
hidden from man at that time ; and God, therefore, asks Avith emphasis,

whether Job had been able to determine this great inquiry. The
knowledge of this is put on the same foundation as that of the depths

of the sea, and of the dark regions of the dead ; and, in the time of Job,

the one was as much unknown as the other. God, who knew all this,

must, therefore, be infinitely exalted above man.
19. Where is the ivay where light dwelleth? Or, rather, where is the

way or path to the place where light dwells. Light is conceived of as

coming from a great distance, and as having a place which might be

regarded as its home. It comes in the morning, and is withdrawn at

evening ; and it seems as if it came from some far-distant dwelling-

place in the morning to illuminate the world, and then retired to its

home in the evening, and thus gave place for darkness to visit the

earth. The idea is this :
" Dost thou know, Avhen the light withdraws

from the world, to Avhat place it betakes itself as its home ? Canst

thou follow it to its distant abodes, and tell where they are ? And
when the shadows of night come forth and take its place, canst thou
tell whence they come ; and when they withdraw again in the morn-
ing, canst thou follow them, and tell whore they are congregated

together to abide ? The thought is highly poetic, and is not to be
taken literally. The meaning is, that God only could know what
was the great fountain of light, and where that was ; and the ques-

tion substantially may be asked of man with as much force and pro-

priety now as in the time of Job
—
"Who knows what is the great fountain
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20 Tliat tliou Blioulilest take

it ' to tlio Ijound tliercof, aud
tliat tliou sliouldcst know tlie

paths to the liouse tliorcof ?

21 luiovrcst thou it, because

thou wast thou horn ? or because

the uumljcr of thy days is great?

23 Hast thou eutcred into the

treasures of the suow? or hast

tliou seen the treasures of the
hail,

20 That thou couldst conduct it to its limits,

Aud that thou shouldst know tlie path to its dwelling ?

21 Didst thou know this because thou wast then born,

Or because the number of thy dajs is great ?

22 Hast thou been into the storehouses of snow,
Or seen the storehouses of hail,

of light to the universe ? Who knows what light is ? Who can ex-
plain the causes of its rapid flight from world to world ? AVho can
tell what supplies it, and prevents it from being exhausted ? Who
but God, after all the discoveries of science, can fully understand
this? H And as for darkness, where is the place thereof? Darlurcss
here is personified. It is represented as having a place of abode ; as

coming forth to take the place of light when that is withdrawn, and
again as retiring to its dwelling when the light reappears.

20. That thou shouldest take it to the hoimd thereof. Marg., " or, at."

The sense seems to be this : God asks Job whether he was so well

acquainted with the sources of light, and the place where it dwelt,

that he could take it under his guidance and reconduct it to its place of

abode. H And that thou shouldest know the paths to tlie house thereof^

The same idea is repeated here. Light has a home—a place of abode,
It was far distant—in some region unknown to man. Did Job know
the way in which it came, and the place where it dwelt so well, that
he could conduct it back again to its own dwelling ? Umbreit, Noj^es,

and Herder suppose that this is to be imderstood ironically :

" For thou hast reached its boundaries

!

For thou Icnowest the path to its dweUing !

"

But it has been commonly regarded as a question, and thus under-
stood it accords better with the connexion.

21. Knowest thou it, because thou toast then born? This may either

be a question, or it may be spoken ironically. According to the former
mode of rendering it, it is the same as asking Job whether he had
lived long enough to understand where the abode of light was, or

whether he had an existence when it was created, and knew where
its home was appointed. According to the latter mode,- it is keen
sarcasm. " Thou must loiow all this, for thou art so old. Thou hast
had an opportunity of observing all this, for thou hast lived through
all these changes, and observed all the works of God." This latter

method of interpreting it is adopted by Umbreit, Herder, Noyes,
Hosenmiiller, and Wemyss. The former, however, seems much better
to accord with the connexion, and with the dignity and character of
the speaker. It is not desirable to represent God as speaking in the
language of irony and sarcasm, unless the rules of mterpretation
imperatively demand it.

22. Hast thou entered into the treasures of the snow? Snow is here
represented as something which is laid up like treasure, and Icept in

reserve for use when God shall require it. Silver and gold were thus

VOL. II. K
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laid up for occasions when they would be -wanted ; and the figurative

sentiment here is, that snow and hail were thus preserved for the
use to which the Almighty might devote them, or for those great

occasions when it would be proper to bring them forth to execute his

puri^oses. Of course, it was to be expected that God would speak in

the language which men commonly used when speaking of his works,
and would not go into a philosophical or scientific explanation of the
phenomena of nature. His object was not to teach science, but to

produce a solemn impression of his greatness, and that is secured by
such an appeal whether the laws of nature are understood or not.

'tsiVi

The simple appeal to Job here is, whether he could explain the pheno-

mena of snow and hail? Could he tell how they were formed? .

Whence they came? Where they were preserved, and how they
^
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were sent forth to execute the purposes of God ? The idea is, that
all that pertained to the snow was distinctly understood by God, and
that these M'ere facts which Job did not know of, and which he could
not explain. The effect of time, and of scientific investigation, in

this as in otlier cases to which reference is made in this book, has
been only to increase the force of this question. The effect of the
discoveries which are made in the works of God is not to diminish
our sense of his wisdom and majesty, but to change mere wonder to

praise; to transform blind amtizement to intelligent adoration. Every
new discovery of a law of nature is fitted more to impress the mind
with awe, and at the same time it becomes the basis of a new act of
intelligent confidence in God. This is true oi snoio as of other things.

In the time and country of Job it came doubtless from the north.
Vast quantities seemed to be poured forth from those regions at certain

seasons of the year, as if it were reserved there in vast storehouses,
or treasuries. Science has, however, told us that it is congealed vapour,
formed in the air by the vapour being frozen there before it is col-

lected into drops large enough to form hail. In the descent of the
vapour to the earth it is frozen, and descends in the numerous variety
of crystallized forms in M'hich the flakes appear. Perhaps there is

nothing more fitted to excite pleasing conceptions of the wisdom of

God—not even the variety of beauty in flowers—than the various
forms of crystals in which snow appears. Those crystals present an
almost endless variety of forms. Descartes and Dr. Hook were among
the first whose minds seem to have been drawn to the figures of the
crystals in snow, and since their investigations the subject has ex-
cited great interest in others. Captain Scoresbj', who gave much
attention to this subject and to other arctic phenomena, has given
a delineation of ninetj'-six of these crystals, a portion of which will

be found in the engraving on the opposite page. He adds, "The
extreme beauty and the endless variety of the microscopic objects
perceived in tlie animal and vegetable kingdoms are perhaps fully

equalled, if not surpassed, in both particulars of beauty and variety,

by the crystals of snow. The principal configurations are the
stelliform and the hexagonal ; though almost every variety of shape
of which the generating angles of 60° and 120° are susceptible,
may, in the course of a few years' observation, be discovered. Some
of the general varieties in the figures of the crystals may be referred
to the temperature of the air ; but the particular and endless modifi-
cations of the same classes of crystals can only be referred to the will
and pleasure of the First Great Cause, whose works, even the most
minute and evanescent, and in regions the most remote from human
observation, are altogether admh-able." See the Edinbmyh Encyclo.,
Art. Snow. U Or hast thou seen the treasures of the hail. As if the
hail were reserved in storehouses, like the weapons of war, to be
called forth when God should please, iri order to execute his pur-
poses. Hail—so well known in its nature and form—consists of
masses of ice or frozen vapour, falling from the clouds in showers or
storms. These masses consist of little spherules, united, but not all

of the same consistence ; some being as hard and solid as perfect ice,

others soft, like frozen snow. Hailstones assume various figures

;

some are round, others angular, others pyramidal, others flat, and
sometimes they arc stellated, with six radii, like crystals of snow.

—

Encych., as quoted in Westers Die. Snow and hail are formed in
the clouds when they are at an elevation where the temperature is
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23 Whicli ^ I liavG reserved

against tlie time of trouble,

against tlie day of battle and
"Nvar 1

24 By wbat way is the light

l^arted, n-Jdch scatteretli the east

wind upon the earth ?

y Exod.9. 18,24; Josh. 10. 11 ; Isa.30. 30;
Rev. 16. ei.

23 "\\Tuch I have reserved until the time of trouble,

To the day of battle and war ?

24 By what way is the light distributed,

Aiid how is "the east wind spread abroad upon the earth ?

below 32°. The particles of moisture become congealed and fall to the

earth. AVhen the temperature below the clouds is more than 32",

the flakes of snow often melt, and descend in the form of rain. Eut
hailstones, from their greater solidity and more rapid descent, often

reach the earth even when the temperature is much higher ; and
hence we have storms of hail in the summer. The difference in

the formation of snow and hail is, that in the former case the vapour
in the clouds is congealed before it is collected into drops ; in the case

of had, the vapour is collected into drops or masses, and then frozen.
" If we examine," says Mr. Leslie, " the structure of a hailstone, we
shall perceive a snowy kernel encased by a harder crust. It has very
nearly the appearance of a drop of water suddenly frozen, the par-

ticles of air being driven from the surface towards the centre, where
they form a spongy texture. This circumstance suggests the probable
origin of hail, which is, perhaps, occasioned by rain falling through a

dry and very cold stratum of air."

—

Edin. Encyclo., art. Meteorology

,

All the facts about the formation of hail were unknown in the time
of Job ; and hence God appeals to them as evidence of his superior

wisdom and greatness, and in proof of the duty of man to submit to

him. These phenomena, which were constantly occurring, man could

not explain ; and how mucli less qualified, therefore, was he to sit in

judgment on the secret counsels of the Almighty! The same ob-

servation may be made now, for though science has done something to

explain the laws by which snow and hail are formed, yet those dis-

coveries have tended to enlarge our conceptions of the wisdom of

God, and have shown us, to an extent which was not then suspected,

how much is still unknown. We see a few of the laws by which God
does these things, but who is prepared to explain these laws themselves,

or to tell why and hoio the particles of vapour arrange themselves into

such beautiful crystallized forms ?

23. Which I have reserved. As if they were carefullj'' treasured up,

to be brought forth as they shall be needed. The idea is, that they
Avere entirely under the direction of God, H The time of trouble.

Herder, "the time of need." The meaning probably is, that he had
kept them in reserve for the time when he wished to bring calamity

on his enemies, or that he made use of them to punish his foes.

Comp. notes on ch. xxxvi. 31—33. H Against the day of battle and
tear. Hailstones were emploj'ed by God sometimes to overwhelm his

foes, and were sent against them in time of battle. See Josh. x. 11

;

Exod. ix. 22—26 ; Psa. xviii. 13, 14. Comp. notes on Isa. xxix. 6.

24. By what way is the light parted? The reference hero is to the

light of the morning, that seems to come from one point, and to spread

itself at once over the whole earth. It seems to be collected in the

east, or, as it were, condensed or concentrated there, and then to divide
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25 Wliohathdividecla-n-ater- I waters; or a way for tlie light-

coiirss for tlie overflowing of I iiiiig of tliunder

;

25 "UTio hath divided for the shower a channel,

And who hath made a path for the thuuder-liash,

itself, and to expand over the face of the world. God here asks Job
Mlu'tlier he could explain this, or show in what manner it was done.

This was one of the subjects which might be supposed early to excite

inquiry, and is one Avhich can be as little explained now as then.

The causes of the propagation of light, which seems to proceed from
a centre and to spread rapidly in every direction, are perhaps as little

known now as they were in the time of Job. Philosophy has done
little to explain this, and the mode in which light is made to travel in

eight minutes from the sun to the earth—a distanceof ninety millions

of miles—and the manner in which it is " divided" or " parted" from
that great centre, and spread over the solar system, is as much of a

real mystery as it was in the days of Job, and the question proposed
here may be asked now with as nuicli emphasis as it was then.

^ Which scattereth the east wind iqion the earth. According to this

translation the idea would be, that somehow light is the cause of the

cast wind. But it may be doubted whether this is the true inter-

pretation, and whetlier it is meant to be affirmed that light has any
agency in causing the wind to blow. Herder renders it

—

" WTien doth the light divide itself,

When the east wind streweth it upon the earth?"

According to this the idea would be, that the light of the morning
seemed to be borne along by the wind. Umbreit renders it, "AVhcre
is the way upon which the east wind flows forth upon *he earth?"

That is, the east wind, like the light, comes from a certain point, and
seems to spread abroad over the world ; and the question is, whether
Job could explain this ? This interpretation is adopted by Rosen-
miiller and Noyes, and seems to be demanded by the parallelism, and
by the nature of the case. The cause of the rapid spreading of the

wind from a certain point of the compass was involved in as much
obscurity as the propagation of the light, nor is that cause much
better understood now. There is no reason to suppose that the spread

of the light has any particular agency in causing the east wind, as

our common version seems to suppose, nor is that idea necessarily in

the Hebrew text. The cast wind is mentioned here either because
the lifjht comes from the cast, and the wind from that quarter was
more naturally suggested than any other, or because the east wind
was remarkable for its violence. The idea that a strong east wind
was somehow connected with the dawn of day or the rising of the

sun, was one that prevailed at least to some extent among the ancients.

Thus Catullus (Ixiv. 270, seq.) says

—

Hie qxialis flatu placidum mare matutino
HoiTificaus zephjrus procli^a3 incitat undas
Aurora cxoiiente, vagi sub Imnina solis.

25. Who hath divided a watef-cotirse for the overflowing of waters.

That is, for the waters that flow down from the clouds. The idea

seems to be tnis, that the waters of heaven, instead of pouring down
in floods, or au coming down together, seemed to flow in certain
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26 To cause it to rain ^ on
tlic oartli, where no man is ; on

tlie wilderness, Tvliercin there is

no man;
iPsa. 147. 8; Jer. 14. 22.

27 To satisfy " the desolate

and waste ground ; and to cause

tlie bud of the tender herb to

spring forth ?

a Psa. 107. 35.

26 To give rain to a land where there is no man,
Upon the desert where no one dwells

;

27 To saturate the desert and the barren place,

And to cause the bud of the tender herb to germinate ?

canals formed for them ; as if they had been cut out through the

clouds for that purpose. The causes of rain, the manner in whicli

water is suspended in the clouds, and the reasons why the rain did

not come down altogether in floods, early attracted attention, and
gave occasion to investigation. Tlio subject is more than once referred

to in this book. See notes on ch. xxvi. 8. ^ Or a way for the light-

ning of thunder. For the thunder-flash. The idea is this : a path
seems to be opened in the dark cloud for the passage of the flash of

lightning. How such a path was made, by what agency or by what
laws, was the question proposed for inquiry. The lightning seemed
at once to burst through the dark cloud where there was no opening

and no sign of a path before, and pursue its zig-zag journey as if all

obstructions were removed, and it passed over a beaten path. The
question is. Who could have traced out this path for the thunder-

flash to go in ? Who could do it but the Ahnighty ? And still, with
all the light that science has cast on the subject, we may repeat the

question.

26. To cause it to rain on the earth, where no man is. This is de-

signed to heighten the conception of the power of God. It could not

be pretended that this was done by man, for the rain was caused to

fall in the desolate regions where no one dwelt. In the lonely desert,

in the wastes remote from the dwellings of men, the rain is sent down
evidently by the providential care of God, and far beyond the reach

of the agency of man. There is very great beauty in this whole de-

scription of God as superintending the falling rain far away from the

abodes of men, and in those lonely wastes pouring down the waters,

that the tender herb may spring up, and the flowers bloom under his

hand. All this may seem to be wasted, but it is not so in the eye of

God. Not a drop of rain falls in the sandy desert or on the barren

rock, however useless it may seem to be, that is not seen to bo of

value by God, and that is not designed to accomplish some important

purpose there.

27. To satisfy the desolate and waste ground. As if it lifted an im-

ploring voice to God, and he sent down the rain to satisfy it. The
desert is thus like a thirsty pilgrim. It is parched, and thirsty, and
sad, and it appeals to God, and he meets its wants, and satisfies it.

f And to cause the bud of the tender herb to spring forth. In the desert.

There God works alone. No man is there to cultivate the extended

wilds, and yet an unseen agency is going forward. The grass springs

up ; the bud opens ; the leaf expands ; the flowers breathe forth their

fragrance as if they were under the most careful cultivation. All this

must be the work of God, since it cannot even be pretended that man
is there to produce these eff"ects. Perhaps one would be more deeply

impressed with a sense of the presence of God in the pathless desert,
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28 llatli tlie raiii a father ? or I -who hath, begotten the drops of

I deTv?

28 Hath the rain a father?

And \vho hath begotten the drops of the dew ?

or on the boundless prairie, where no man is, than in the most splendid

park, or the most tastefully cultivated garden which man could make,
in tlic one case, the hand of God alone is seen ; in the other, we are

constantly admiring the skill of man.
28. Ilath the rain afather? That is, it is produced by God and not

by man. No one among men can claim that he causes it, or can
regard it as his offspring. The idea is, that the production of rain is

among the proofs of the wisdom and agency of God, and that it is

caused in a way that demonstrates his own agency. It is not by any
power of man ; and it is not in such a way as to constitute a relation

like that between a father and a son. The rain is often appealed to

in this book as something whose cause man could not explain, and as

demonstrating the wisdom and supremacy of God. Among philoso-

phic and contemplative minds it would early excite inquiry, and give

occasion for wonder. What caused it ? Whence came the water which
fell ? How was it suspended ? How was it borne from place to place ?

How was it made to descend in drops, and why was it not poured
do'wn at once in floods? Questions like these would early excite

inquiry, and we are not to suppose that in the tiu^e of Job science

Avas so far advanced that they could be answered. See notes on ch.

xxvi. 8. Comp. ver. 37 of this chapter. The laws of the production
of rain are now better understood, but, like all other laAvs discovered

by science, they are adapted to elevate, not to dimmish, our con-
ceptions of the wisdom of God. It may be of interest, and may serve

to explain the passages in this book which refer to rain, as illustrating

the wisdom of God, to state what is now the commonly received
theory of its cause. That theory is the one proposed by Dr. James
Hutton, and first published in the Philosophical Transactions of
Eduiburgh, in 1784. In this theory it is supposed that the cause
consists in the vapour that is held dissolved in the air, and is based
on this principle

—

that the capacity/ of the air for holding water in a
state of vapour increases in a greater ratio than its temperature ; that is,

that if there are two portions of air Avhich Avould contain a certain
quantity of water in solution if both were heated in an equal degree,
the capacity for holding water would be alike ; but if one of them be
heated more than the other, the amount of water which it would hold
in solution is not exactly in proportion to the heat applied, but in-

creases much more rapidly than the heat. It will hold much more
water when the temperature is raised than is proportionate to the
amount of heat applied. From the experiments which were made by
Saussure and others, it was found that while the temperature of the
air rises in arithmetical progression, the dissolving power of the air

increases nearly in geometrical progression ; that is, if the tempera-
ture be represented by the figures 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, etc., the capacity for

holding moisture will be nearly represented by the figures 2, 8, 16,

32, 64, etc. Rain is caused in the following manner: When two
portions of air of different temperature, and each saturated with
moisture, are intermixed, the quantity of moistm-e in the air thus
intermixed, in consequence of the decrease of temperature, will be

VOL. n.
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30 The waters are Md as with

a stone, and tlie face of tlie deep

is 'frozen.

1 taken.

29 Out of wHose Tvomb came
tlie ice ? and the lioary frost * of

lieaveu; wlio liati. gendered it 1

b ch. 37. 10.

29 From whose -womb came tlie ice .>"

The hoar-frost of heaven—who gave it bii'th }

30 The waters are liid as under a stone

;

And the sui'face of the deep becomes a solid mass.

greater than the air -will contain in solution, and will be condensed in

a cloud or precipitated to the earth. This law of nature was of course

unknown to Job, and is an arrangement which could have been formed
only by the all-wise Author of nature. See Edin. Encyelo., art. ^le-

teorology, p. 181. H Or wlio hath begotten tlie drops of dew? AYho
lias produced them—implying that they were caused only by the

agency of God. No one among mortals could claim that he had
caused the dew to fall. God appeals to the deio here, the causes of

which were then unknown, as an evidence of his wisdom and supre-

macy. Dew is moisture condensed from the atmosphere, and that

settles on the earth. It usually falls iu clear and calm nights, and is

caused by a reduction of the temperature of that on -which the dew
fallsj Objects on the surface of the earth become colder than the

atmosphere above them, and the consequence is, that the moisture

that Avas suspended in the atmosphere near the surface of the earth is

condensed—in the same way as in a hot day moisture will form on
the outside of a tumbler or pitcher that is filled -with water. The
coldness of the vessel containing the water condenses the moisture

that was suspended in the suiTounding atmosphere. The cold, there-

fore, which accompanies dew, precedes instead of following it. The
reason why the surface of the earth becomes cooler than the surround-

ing atmosphere at night, so as to form dew, has been a subject of

considerable inquiry. The theory of Dr. Wells, which is now coni-

monlj' adopted, is, that the earth is continually radiating its heat to

the high and colder regions of the atmosphere ; that in the day-time

the effects of this radiation are not sensible, being more than counter-

balanced by the greater influx of heat from the direct influence of the

sun ; but that during the night, when the counteracting cause is re-

moved, these effects become sensible, and produce the reduction of

temperature which causes dew. The surface of the earth becomes
cool by the heat Avhich is radiated to the upper regions of the atmo-

sphere, and the moisture in the air adjacent to the surface of the earth

is condensed. This occurs only in a clear and calm night. When
the sky is cloudy, the clouds operate as a screen, and the radiation of

the heat to the higher regions of the atmosphere is prevented, and
the surface of the earth and the surrounding atmosphere are kept at

the same temperature. See the Edin. Encyelo., art. Meteorology, pp.
185—188. Of course, these laws were unknown to Job ; but now that

they are known to us, they constitute not less properly a proof of the

wisdom of God.
29. Out of tvhose womb came the ice? That is, who has caused or

produced it? The idea is, that it was not by any human agency, or

in any known way by which living beings were propagated. IT And
the hoary frost of heaven. AVhich seems to fall from heaven. The
sense is, that it is caused wholly by God. See notes, ch. xxxvii. 10.

30. The waters are hid as with a stone. The solid ice is laid as a



31 Canst thou bind the sweet

iullueuces of ' Pleiades, ' or loose

1 Cimah, or, ihe seven stars.

CHAPTER XXXVIII. 267

the hands of * Orion

c ch. 9. 9 ; Amos 5.

31 Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades,

Or loose the bauds of Orion ?

stone upon them, wholly concealing them from view. H A7id thefaoe

of the dee]) is frozen. Marg., taken. The idea is, they seem to take

hold of one another (n|;n^) ; they hold together, or cohere. Tlie

formation of ice is thus appealed to as a proof of the wisdom of God,
and as a thing Avhich Job could not explain. No man could produce
this effect ; nor could Job explain how it was done.

31. Canst thoti bind the siceet influences of Pleiades? The seven

stars. On the meaning of the word used here ('T^'? kimdh), see notes

on ch. ix. 9. In regard to the meaning of the word rendered siceet

influences, there lias been considerable variety of interpretation. The
LXX. render it, "Dost thou understand the band {Sea-fidv) of

Pleiades?" The Hebrew word (nisiyn) is naturally derived from a

word signifying 2}ls<^sures, or delights (|7?^ from H?—to be soft, or

pliant; to enjoy pleasure or delight : hence the word i?f/e?i) ; and then
it would mean, as in our translation, the delightful influences of the

Pleiades—or the influences supposed to be produced by this constel-

lation in imparting happiness, particularly the pleasures enjoyed in

the spring-time, when that constellation makes its appearance. But
Gesenius supposes that the word is derived from i.-^ dncidh, to bind,

and that it is used by transposition for niTSO maanaddoth. It would

then refer to the "bands of Pleiades;" and the question would be,

whether Job had created the band which united the stars composing
that constellation in so close union—whether he had bound them
together in a cluster or bundle. This idea is adopted by Rosenmiiller,

L'mbreit, and Noyes. Herder renders it, " the brilliant Pleiades."

Tlie word "bands" applied to the Pleiades is not unfrequently used
in Persian poetry. They were spoken of as a band or ornament for

the forehead—or compared with a headband made up of diamonds or

pearls. Thus Sadi, in his Gulistan, p. 22 (Amsterdam, 1651),
speaking of a garden, says, "The earth is strewed, as it were, witli

emeralds, and the bands of Pleiades appear upon the boughs of the

trees." So Hafiz, another Persian poet, says, in one of his odes,
" Over thy songs Heaven has strewed the bands of the Pleiades as a
seal of immortality." The Greenlanders call the Pleiades killukturset,

a name given to them because tliey appear to be bound together.

—

Egede's Account of the Greenlaiid Mission, p. 57. See Rosenmiiller,

Alte XI. 7ieue Morgenland, No. 7G8. There seems, however, no good
reason for departing from the usual meaning of the word, and then
the reference Avill be to the time when the Pleiades or the seven stars

make their appearance—the season of spring. Then the winter dis-

appears ; the streams are unlocked ; the earth is covered with grass

and flowers ; the air is sweet and balmy ; and a happy influence

seems to set in upon the world. There may be some allusion here to

the influence which the stars were supposed to exert over the seasons
and the affairs of this world, but it is not necessary to suppose this.

All that is required in the interpretation of the passage is, that the
appearance of certain constellations was connected with certain changes
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canst tliou * guide Arctirrus with
Ms sons ?

2 gwde them.

33 Canst thou bring forth

'Mazzaroth in his season? or

1 or, the twelve signs.

32 Canst thou bring forth. Mazzaroth in his season,

Or lead forth the Bear ^vith her young ?

in the seasons ; as with spring, summer, or winter. It was not un-
natural to infer from that fact, that the constellations exerted an
influence in causing those changes, and hence arose the pretended

science of astrology. But there is no necessary connexion between
the two. The Pleiades appear in the spring, and seem to lead on that

joyous season. These stars, so closely set together, seem to be bound

to one another in a sisterly union (^Herder), and thus joyously usher in

the spring. God asks Job whether he were the author of that band,

and had thus united them for the purpose of ushering in happy influ-

ences on the world. U Or loose the bands of Orion. In regard to this

constellation, see notes on ch. ix. 9. The word bands here has been
supposed to refer to the girdle with which it is usually represented.

Orion is here described as a man girded for action, and is the pioneer

of winter. It made its appearance early in the winter, and was
regarded as the precursor of storms and tempests. See the quotations

in the notes on ch. ix. 9. Thus appearing in the autumn, this con-

stellation seems to lead on the winter. It comes with strength. It

spreads its influence over the air, the earth, the waters, and binds

everything at its pleasure. God here asks Job whether he had power
to disarm this giant ; to unloose his girdle ; to divest him of strength

;

to control the seasons ? Had he power over summer and winter, so as

to cause them to go or come at his bidding, and to control all those

laws which produced them ?

32. Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth in his season? Marg., "the

twelve signs;" that is, the twelve signs of the Zodiac. There has

been much diversity of opinion about the meaning of this word. It

occurs nowhere else in the Scriptures, and of course it is not easy to

determine its signification. The LXX. retain the word fia^avpiid,

without attemptiiig to translate it. Jerome renders it, Luciferum—
Lucifer, the morning star. The Chaldee, «^Vro np"0

—

the constellations

of the planets. Coverdale, " the morning star
;

" and so Luther
renders it. Rosenmiiller, signa coelestia—the celestial signs, and so

Herder, Umbreit, Gesenius, and Noyes, " the Zodiac," Gesenius

regards the word n'Tfl"? mazzaroth, as the same as ni?jo mazzaloth, pro-

])erly lodgings, inns ; and hence the lodgings of the sun, or the places

or houses in which he appears in the heavens, and thus as meaning
the signs in the Zodiac. Most of the Hebrew interpreters adopt this

view, but it rests on no certain foundation, and as we are not certain

as to the meaning of the word, the only safe way is to retain the

orif^inal, as is done in our common version. I do not see how it is

possible to determine its meaning with certainty, and probably it is

to be regarded as a name given to some constellation or cluster of

stars supposed to exert an influence over the seasons, or connected

with some change in the seasons, which we cannot now accurately

understand. IT Or canst thou guide Arcturus. On the constellation

"Arcturus" (c)? ciish), see notes on ch. ix. 9. The word rendered

"guide" in the text, is in the margin "guide them." The Hebrew
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set tlie dominion tliereof in tlie

oartli ?

33 Knowest thou the ordi-

nances * of lioayen 1 canst tliou

d Jer. 31. 35,36.

33 Knowest tliou the laws of the heavens,

Or hast thou appomtcd thcii- dominion over the earth ?

is, "and Hish upon [or near— '»] her sons, canst thou lead them?"
Herder and Umbreit render it, "And lead forth the Bear with her
young," or her childre-n. The reference is to the constellation

Arcturus, or "Ursa Major, in the northern sky. The "sons" referred

to are the stars that accompany it, probably the stars that are now
called the "tail of the bear."

—

Umbreit. Another interpretation is

suggested by Herder, which is, that this constellation is represented

as a nightly wanderer—a mother, who is seeking her lost children,

the stars, that are no longer visible, and that thus revolves around
the heavens. But the probable reference is to the constellation con-
ducted round and round the pole as by some unseen hand, like a

mother with her children ; and the question is, whether Job had skill

and power to do this ? God appeals to it as a manifestation of his

majesty and power, and as far above the skill of man. "Who ever

looked upon that beautiful constellation and marked its regular revo-

lutions, without feeling that its position and movements were such as

God only could produce ?

33. Knoicest thou the ordinances of heaven? The laws or statutes by
Avhich the motions of the heavenly bodies are governed. These were
wholly unknown in the time of Job, and the discovery of some of

those laws—for only a few of them are yet known—was reserved to

be the glory of the modern system of astronomy. Tlie suggestion of

the great principles of the system gave immortality to the name
Corpernicus ; and the discovery of those laws in modern times has
conferred immortality on the names of Brahe, Kepler, and Newton.
The laws which control the heavenly bodies are the most sublime
that are known to man, and have done more to impress the human
mind with a sense of the majesty of God than any other discoveries

made in the material universe. Of course, all those laws were known
to God himself, and he appeals to them in proof of his greatness and
majesty. The grand and beautiful movements of the heavenly bodies

in the time of Job were fitted to produce admiration ; and one of the
chief delights of those that dwelt under the splendour of an Oriental

sky was to contemplate those movements, and to give names to those
moving lights. The discoveries of science have enlarged the concep-
tions of man in regard to the starry heavens far towards immensity

;

have shown that these twinkling lights are vast worlds and systems,
and at the same time have so disclosed the laws by which they are

governed as to promote, where the heart is right, intelligent piety,

and elevate the mind to more glorious views of the Creator. H Canst
thou set the dominion thereof in the earth f That is, "dost thou assign
the dominion of the heavens over the earth?" The reference is, un-
doubtedly, to the influence of the heavenly bodies upon sublunary
objects. The exact extent of that cannot be supposed to have been
knov.'n in the days of Job, and it is probable that much more was
ascribed to the influence of the stars on human afl"airs than the truth
would justify. Nor is its extent now known. It is known that the
moon has an influence over the tides of the ocean ; it may be that it
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34 Canst tliou lift up tliy

voice to tlie clouds, that aljuu-

clance of waters may cover tliee 1

35 Canst tliou send light-

nings, tliat tliey may go, and

say unto thee, ' Here we arc ?

36 Who hath jmt wisdom in

tlie inward ' parts 1 or who hath
givenunderstanding to the heart ?

1 Behold us. ePsa. 51.6.

34 Canst thou lift up thy voice to the clouds,

So that the ovcrtlo\\'iogs of the waters shall cover thee ?

35 Canst thou send forth the lightnings, so that they shall go.

And shall say to thee, " Here we are ?"

36 Who hath imparted undcrstancUng to thy inward parts .'

Or given intelligence to thy mind ?

has to some extent over the weather ; and it is not impossible that

the other heavenly bodies may have some effect on the changes

observed in the earth which is not understood. Wliatever it is, it

was and is all known to God ; and the idea here is, that it was a proof

of his immense superiority over man.
34. Canst thou lift up thy voice to the clouds, that abtmdance of icaters

may cover thee"? That is, canst thou command the clouds so that tliey

shall send down abundant rain ? Bouillier supposes that there is an
allusion here to the incantations which were pretended to be practised

by the Magi, by which they claimed the power of producing rain at

pleasure. Comp. Jer. xiv. 22, "Are there any among the vanities of

the Gentiles [the idols that they worship] that can cause rain ? Art
not thou he, O Lord our God ?" The idea is, that it is God only who
can cause rain, and that the control of the clouds from which rain

descends is Avholiy beyond the reach of man.

35. Canst thou send lightnings f That is, lightning is wholly under
the control of God. So it is now ; for after all that man has done to

discover its laws, and to guard against it, yet still man has made no
advances towards a power to wield it, nor is it possible tliat he ever

should. It is one of the agencies in the universe that is always to be

luider the Divine direction, and however much man may subsidize to

his purposes wind, and water, and steam, and air, yet there can be no

prospect that the forked lightning can be seized by human hands, and

directed by human skill to purposes of utility or destruction among
men. Comp. notes on ch. xxxvi. 31—33. f And sag unto thee, Here

we are. l»Iarg., Behold us. Tliat is, we are at your disposal. Tliis

lano-uat^e is derived from the condition of servants presenting them-

selves at the call of their masters, and saying that they stood

ready to obey their commands. Compare 1 Sam. iii. 4, 6, 9 ; Isa.

vi. 8.

36. Who hath 2nit tvisdom in the imvard parts? There is great

variety in the interpretation of this passage. Jerome renders it, Quis

posuit in visceribus hominis sapientiam ? Vel quis dedit gallo intcl-

ligcntiam ? " Who hath put wisdom in the inner parts of man ? Or
who has given to the cock intelligence?" The LXX. as strangely,

" Who hath given to women skill in weaving, and a knowledge of tlie

art of embroidering?" One of the Targums renders it, "Who has

given to the woodcock intelligence that he should praise his Master i"

Herder renders it

—

" "^Tio gave understanding to the flying clouds ?

Or intelligence to the meteors of the aii- ?"
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Umbrcit

—

" 'WTio placed n'isclom in the daric clouds ?

"\Ylio gave understanding; to tbo forms of the air?"

Scliultens and Roscnmiillcr explain it of the various phenomena that

appear in the sky—as lightning, thunder, meteoric lights, etc. So
Prof. Lee explains the words as referring to the "tempest" and the

"thunder-storm." According to that interpretation, the idea is, that

these phenomena appear to be endowed with intelligence. There is

proof of plan and wisdom in their arrangement and connexion, and
they show that it is not by chance that they are directed. One reason
assigned for this interpretation is, that it accords with the connexion.
The course of the argument, it is remarked, relates to the various
phenomena that appear in the sky—to the lightnings, tempests, and
clouds. It is unnatural to suppose that a remark would be interposed
here respecting the intellectual endowments of man, when the appeal
to the clouds is again (ver. 37) immediately resumed. There can be
no doubt that there is much weight in this observation, and that the
connexion demands this interpretation, and that it should be adopted if

the words which are used will admit of it. The only difficulty relates to

the words rendered "inward parts," and "heart." The former of these

(niTO), according to the IlebreAv interpreters, is derived from nra tuahh,

to cover over, to spread, to besmear ; and is hence given to the veins,

because covered with fat. It occurs only in this place, and in Psa.
li. 6, "Behold thou desirest truth in the inward parts," where it un-
doubtedly refers to the seat of the affections or thoughts in man. The
verb is often used as meaning to daub, overlay, or plaster, as in Lev.
xiv. 42 ; Ezek. xxii. 28 ; xiii. 12, 14. Schultens, Lee, Umbreit, and
others, have recourse in the explanation to the use of the Arabic word
of the same letters with the Hebrew, meaning to wander, to make a
random shot, etc., and thence apply it to lightning, and to meteors,
Umbreit supposes that there is allusion to the prevalent opinion in

the East that the clouds and the phenomena of the air could be
regarded as furnishing prophetic indications of what was to occur ; or

to the custom of predicting future events by the aspects of the sky.

It is a sufficient objection to this, however, that it cannot be supposed
that the Almighty Avould lend his sanction to this opinion by appeal-
ing to it as if it were so. After all that has been written on the
passage, and all the force of the difficulty which is urged, I do not see

evidence that we are to depart from the common interpretation ; to

Avit, that God means to appeal to the fact that he has endowed man
with intelligence as a proof of his greatness and supremacy. The
connexion is, indeed, not very apparent. It may be, however, as

Noyes suggests, that the reference is to the mind of Job in particular,

and to the intelligence with which he was able to perceive, and in

some measure to comprehend, these various phenomena. The con-
nexion may be something like this :

" Look to the heavens, and con-
template these wonders. Explain them, if possible ; and then ask
who it is that has so endowed the mind of man that it can trace in

them such proofs of the wisdom and power of the Almighty. The
phenomena themselves, and the capacity to contemplate them, and to
be instructed by them, are alike demonstrations of the supremacy of

the Most High." % Understanding to the heart. To the mind. The
common word to denote heart (ab) is not used here, but a word ('Idu;

from rnic) meaning to look at, to view ; and hence denoting the mind

;

the intelligent soul,

—

Gesenius.
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37 ^Mio can nTim'bertlie clouds

in wisdom? or wlio can 'stay

tlie loottles of licavon,

38 When tlie dust ^ growetli

1 cause to lie down.

8 is poured, or, is turned into mire.

into hardness, and the clods

cleave fast together ?

39 Wilt thou hunt the prey
for the -^ lion ? or fill the ^apj^e-

tite of the young lions,

/Psa. 104.21. 3 life.

37 "Who can number the clouds by wisdom .'

And •who can empty the bottles of heaven,
38 "^Hien the dust tlows mto a molten mass,

And the clods cleave fast together .'

39 Canst thou hunt for the lion his prey ?

And the hunger of the young lions canst thou satisfy,

37. Who can number the clouds f The word here rendered clouds

(o'pmij), is applied to the clouds as made up of small particles—as if

they were composed of fine dust; and hence the word number is applied

to them, not as meaning that the clouds themselves were innumerable,
but that no one could estimate the number of particles which enter

into their formation. II In wisdom. By his wisdom. Who has suf-

ficient intelligence to do it? U Or who can stay the bottles of heaven.

Marg. as in Heb., ca^lse to lie dozen. The clouds are here compared
with bottles, as if they held the Avater in the same manner. Comp.
notes on ch. xxvi. 8. The Avord rendered "stay" in the text, and in

the margin " cause to lie down," is rendered by Umbreit " pour out,"

from an Arabic signification of the word. Gesenius supposes that

the meaning to "pour out" is derived from the idea of "causing to

lie down," from the fact that a bottle or vessel was made to lie down,
or was inclined to one side Avhcn its contents were poured out. This
explanation seems probable, though there is no other place in the

Hebrew where the word is used in this signification. The sense of

pouring out agrees well with the connexion.

38. When the dust groioeth into hardness. Marg., " is poia-ed, or, is

turned info mire." The words here used relate often to metals, and to

the act of pouring them out when fused, for the purpose of casting.

The proper idea here is, " when the dust flows into a molten mass ;

"

that is, when wet with rain it flows together, and becomes hard. The
sense is, that the rain operates on the clay as heat does on metals, and
that when it is dissolved it flows together, and thus becomes a solid

mass. The object is to compare the effect of rain Avith the usual

effect in casting metals. IT And the clods cleave fast together. That is,

they are run together by the rain. They form one mass of the same
consistency, and then are baked hard b)"- the sun.

39. Will thou hunt the prey for the lion? The appeal here is to the

instincts with which God has endoAved animals, and to the fact that

he had so made them that they Avould secure their OAvn food. He
asks Job Avhether he Avould undertake to do Avhat the lion did by
instinct in finding his food, and by his poAver and skill in seizing his

prey. There Avas a wise adaptation of the lion for this purpose which
man could neither originate nor explain. U Or fill the appetite of the

young lions, Marg. as in Heb,, life. The Avord life is here used for

hunger, as the appetite is necessarily connected with the preservation

of life. The meaning here is, " Wouldst thou undertake to supply his

wants? It is done by laAvs, and in a manner which thou canst not

explain. There are in the arrangement by Avhich it is accomplished
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40 When tliey coucll iu their

d(Mis, and abide in tlie covert to

lie iu -wait 1

41 Who providcth for the

raven « his food? T\-hon In's

young ones cry nuto God, they

wander for lack of meat.

i/Psa. U7. 9; Matt. 6. 26.

40 "\Mien they crouch in their deus,

And lie in v^vdt in the thicket .>'

41 Who provideth for the raven his food,

When his young cry unto God,
And wander for lack of food .-'

marks of wisdom which far surpass the skill of man to originate, and
the instinct and power by which it is done are proof of the supremacy
of the Most High." No one can study the subject of the instincts of

animals, or become in the least acquainted with Natural History,

without finding everywhere traces of the wisdom and goodness of

God.
40. When they couch in their dens. For the purpose of springing

upon their prey. U And abide in the covert to lie in loait. The usual

posture of the lion when he seeks his prey. He places himself in

some unobserved position in a dense thicket, or crouches upon the

ground so as not to be seen, and then springs suddenly upon his

victim. The common method of the lion in taking his prey is to

spring or throw himself upon it from the place of his ambush, with
one vast bound, and to inflict the mortal blow with one stroke of his

paw. If he misses his aim, however, he seldom attempts another

spring at the same object, but deliberately returns to the thicket in

which he lay in concealment. See the habits of the lion illustrated

in the Edin. Encyclo., art. Mazology.

41. Who provideth for the raven his food? The same thought is

expressed in Psa. cxlvii. 9 :

He giveth to the beast his food,

And to the young ravens which cry.

Comp, Matt. vi. 26. Scheutzer {in loc.) suggests that the reason why
the raven is specified here rather than other fowls is, that it is an
offensive bird, and that God means to state that no object, however
regarded by man, is beneath his notice. He carefully provides for the

wants of all his creatures. H When his young ones cry unto God, they

xcander for lack of meat. Bochart observes that the raven expels the
young from the nest as soon as they are able to fly. In this condition,

being unable to obtain food by their own exertions, they make a
croaking noise, and God is said to hear it, and to supply their wants.

—

Noyes. There are A'arious opinions expressed in regard to this subject

by the Rabbinical writers, and by the ancients generally. Rabbi
Eliezer (cap. 21) says, that "when the old ravens see the young
coming into the world which are not black, they regard them as the
offspring of serpents, and flee away from them, and God takes care of

them." Rabbi Solomon says that in this condition they are nourished
by the flies and worms that are generated in their nests ; and the
same opinion was held by the Arabian writers, Haritius, Alkuazin,
and Damir. Among the fathers of the church, Chrysostom, Olym-
piodorus, Gregory, and Isidorus supposed that they were nurtured
by dew descending from heaven. Pliny (lib. x. c. 12) says, that the
old ravens expel the strongest of their voung from the nest, aiid

n2
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bring fortli ? or canst thou mark
Avlien the Mnds * do calre ?

APs

CHAPTER XXXIX.
J[^NOWEST thou the timewhen

the wild goats of the rock

1 Knowcst thou the time when the \vild goats of the rock bring forth,

Or canst thou observe the bu'th-thi-oes of the hind ?

compel them to fly. This is the time, according to many of the older

commentators, when the young ravens are represented as calling upon
God for food. See Scheutzer, Physica Sacra, in he, and Bochart,

Hieroz. P. ii. lib. ii. c. 2. I do not know that there is now supposed
to be sufficient evidence to substantiate this fact in regard to the

manner in Avhich the ravens treat their young, and all the circum-

stances of the place before us will be met by the supposition that

young birds seem to call upon God, and that he supplies their wants.

The last three verses in this chapter should not have been separated

from the following. The appeal in this is to the animal creation, and
this is continued through the whole of the next chapter. The proper

place for the division would have been at the close of ver. 38, where
the argument from the great laws of the material universe was ended.

Then commences an appeal to his works of a higher order—the region

of instinct and appetites, where creatures are governed by other than

mere physical laws.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTEE XXXTK.

The argument in proof of the Divine wisdom and greatness, which was com-
menced at ver. 39 of the previous chapter, is continued in this. The argu-

ment is dra^vn from the instincts, habits, and power of the animal creation.

It is, in substance, that the arrangements for the preservation of the brutes,

then instmcts, and the power which they exhibit, far surpass aU the wisdom
and power of man to have imparted them. He could not even explain those

things which God had made. In the prosecution of this argument, God
appeals (1) to the wild goats of the rocks, and the hinds, and to the paternal

care and tenderness with wliich he regards them, vers. 1—4. (2.) To the

wild ass exidting in his freedom, scomiug restraint, and roaming at large in

the wilderness and in the extended plains, vers, o—8. (3.) To the uuiconi,

and to his great strength, far sm-passing that of man, and to the fact that he
could not be subjugated as other animals are, and made subservient to the

pm-poses of agriculture, vers. 9—12. (i.) To the mngs and feathers of the

ostrich. Especially, God asks of Job whether lie had ordained the remarkable

laws by which she w'as governed in reference to her yotmg, and which were

so unlike the usual habits of the animal creation, vers. 13—18. (5.) To the

horse—his strength, his ninjesty, hii? courage, his impatience for battle, vers.

19—25. (G.) To the hawk, evincing consummate ^^isdom m its instincts,

ver. 26. (7.) To the eagle—the king of birds—and to the laws by which it

secures its food. By an appeal to the habits and instincts of these animals,

God designs to impress the mind with the conviction of his wisdom and
greatness, and to show to man how incompetent he is to pronounce on his

doings.

1. Knowest thou tLc tine when the "-ild goats
(jf

the roch bringfortht

That is, the particular season whi.:i the mountain goats bring forth

their young. Of domestic animals—the sheep, the tame goat, etc.

—

the habits would be fully understood. But the question here relates
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to the animals that roamed at large on inaccessible cliffs ; that •were

buried in deep forests ; that were far from the dwellings and observa-
tion of men ; and the meaning is, that there were many facts in re-

gard to such points of Natural History whicli Job could not explain.

God knew all their instincts and habits ; and on the inaccessible cliffs,

in the deep dell, in the dark forest, lie was with them, and they were
the objects of his care. He not only regarded the condition of the
domestic animals that had been brought into the service of man, and
where man perhaps might be disposed to claim that they owed much
of their comfort to his care, but lie regarded also the wild, wandering
beast of the mountain, where no such pretence could be advanced.
The providence of God is over them ; and in the periods of their lives

when they seem most to need attention, when every shepherd and
herdsman is most solicitous about his Hocks and herds, then God is

present, and his care is seen in their preservation. The particular
point in the inquiry here is, not in regard to the time when these
animals produced their young, or the period of their gestation, which
might probably be known, but in regard to the attention and care
which Avas needful for them when they were so far removed from the
observance of man, and had no human aid. The " wild goat of the
rock" here referred to is, doubtless, the Ibex, or mountain goat, that
lias its dwellings among tlie rocks, or in stony places. The Hebrew
term is bs' yuel or yAal, from »> ydal, to ascend, to go up. They
had their residence in the lofty rocks of mountains. Psa. civ. 18,

"The high hills are a refuge for the wild goats." Heb., "For the

goats of the rocks"— D'Sbp U'hs',. So in 1 Sam. xxiv. 2, [3] : "Saul
went to seek David and his men tqmn the rocks of the wild goats

;"

that is, where were the wild goats— D;"??':! . For a description of the

wild goat, see Bochart, Hieroz. P. i. lib. iii. c. 23. The animal
here referred to is, doubtless, the same which Burckhardt saw on the
summit of mount St. Catherine, adjacent to mount Sinai, and Avhich
he thus describes in his Travels in Syria, p. 571 : " As we approached
the summit of the mountain (St. Catherine, adjacent to mount Sinaij,
we saw at a distance a small flock of mountain goats feeding among
the rocks. One of our Arabs left us, and by a widely circuitous route
endeavoured to get to the leeward of them, and near enough to fire

at them. He enjoined us to remain in sight of them, and to set down
in order not to alarm them. He had nearly reached a favourable spot
behind a rock, when the goats suddenly took to flight. They could
not have seen the Arab, but the wind changed, and thus they smelt
him. The chase of the beden, as the wild goat is called, resembles tluU
of the chamois of the Alps, and requires as much ente'rprise and
patience. The Arabs make long circuits to surprise them, and en-
deavour to come upon them early in the morning, Avhen they feed.
The gOats have a leader, who keeps watch, and on any suspicious
smell, sound, or object, makes a noise, which is a signal to the flock
to make their escape. They have much decreased of late, if we may
believe the Arabs ; who say that, fifty years ago, if a stranger came to
a tent, and the owner of it had no sheep to kiU, he took his gun and
M'ent in search of a beden. They are, however, even now more com-
mon here than in the Alps, or in the mountains to tlie east of the Red
Sea. I had three or four of them brought to me at the convent,
•wliich I bought at three-fourths of a dollar each. Tlic flesli is ex-
cellent, and has nearly tne same flavour as that of the deer. The

VOL. li. g
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2 Canst thou numl^er tlie

months that they fulfil? or

knowest thou the time when
they bring forth 1

3 They bow themselves, they
bring forth their young ones,

they cast out their sorrows.

4 Their j^oung ones are in

good liking, they grow up with
corn ; they go forth, and retui'u

not unto them.

2 Canst tliou number the mouths that they fulfil ?

Knowest thou the season when they bring forth ?

3 They bow themselves ; they give birth to thek yoimg

;

They cast forth thek sorrows.

4 Theii- yomig ones increase in strength

;

They grow up in the wilderness

;

They go from them and return no more.

Bedouins make water-bags of their skins, and rings of their horns,

which they wear on their thumbs. When the beden is met with in

the plains, the dogs of the hunters easily catch him ; but they cannot
come up with him among the rocks, where lie can make leaps of

twenty feet." II Or canst thou mark when the hinds do calve? The
reference here is to the special care and protection of God manifested

for them. The meaning is, that this animal seems to be always timid

and apprehensive of danger, and that there is special care bestowed
upon an animal so defenceless in enabling it to rear its young. The
word hinds denotes the deer, the fawn, the most timid and defence-

less, perhaps, of all animals.

2. Canst thou number the months, etc. That is, as they wander in

the wilderness, as they live in inaccessible crags and cliffs of the rocks,

it is impossible for man to be acquainted with their habits as he can
with those of the domestic animals.

3. They how themselves. Literally, they curve or bend themselves
;

that is, they draw their limbs together. 1[ They cast out their sorrows.

That is, they cast forth the offspring of their pains, or the young Avhich

cause their pains. The idea seems to be, that they do this without
anj^ of the care and attention which shepherds are obliged to show to

their flocks at such seasons. They do it when God only guards

them ; when they are in the wilderness or on the rocks far away from
the abodes of man. The leading thought in all this seems to be, that

the tender care of God was over his creatures, in the most perilous

and delicate state, and that all this was exercised where man could

have no access to them, and could not even observe them.

4. Their young ones are in good liking. Heb., "they are fat ;" and
hence it means that they are strong and robust. 11 They grow %tp ivith

corn. Herder, Gesenius, Noyes, IJmbreit, and Rosenmiiller render

this, "in the wilderness," or " field." The proper and usual mean-
ing of the word here used (12) is corn, or grain ; but in Chaldee it has

the sense of open yields, or country. The same idea is found m the

Arabic, and this sense seems to be required by the connexion. The
idea is, not that they are nurtured with grain, which would require

the care of man, but that they are nurtured under the direct eyo

of God far away from human dwellings, and even when they go away
from their dam and return no more to tlie place of their birth. This

is one of the instances, therefore, in which the connexion seems to

require us to adopt a signification that does not elsewhere occur in

the Hebrew, but which is found in the cognate languages. II They
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5 Wlio liatli sent out tlie "wild I tlie bands of the wild ass 1

ass » free 1 or wlio liatli loosed I ,• jer. 2. £•* ; Ho». 8. 9.

5 Wlio liath sent forth the wild ass free ?

Or who hath loosed the bauds of the wUd ass ?

ffo forth and return not unto them. God guards and preserves them,
even when they wander away from their dam, and are left helpless.

Many of the young of animals require long attention from man, many
are kept for a considerable period by the side of the mother ; but the

idea here seems to be, that the young of the wild goat and of the
fawn are thrown early on the providence of God, and are j^rotected by
him alone. The particular care of Providence over these animals
seems to be specified because there are no others that are exposed to

so many dangers in their early life. " Every creature then is a formid-

able enemy. The eagle, the falcon, the osprey, the wolf, the dog,

and all the rapacious animals of the cat kind, are in continual employ-
ment to find out their retreat. But what is more unnatural still, the

stag himself is a professed enemy, and she [the hind] is obliged to

use all her arts to conceal her young from him, as from the most
dangerous other pursuers."

—

Goldsmith's Nat. Hist.

5. Who hath sent out the ivild ass free ? For a description of the

wild ass, see notes on ch. xi. 12. On tlie meaning of the word rendered

free {yksn), see notes on Isa. Iviii. G. Tliese animals commonly "in-

habit the dry and moimtainous parts of the deserts of Great Tartary,

but not higher than about lat. 48°. They are migratory, and arrive

in vast troops to feed, during the summer, on the tracts to the north
and east of the sea of Aral, About autumn they collect in herds of

Imndreds, and even thousands, and direct their course southward
towards India to enjoy a warm retreat during winter. But they
more usually retire to Persia, where they are found in the mountains
of Casbin ; and where part of them remain during the whole year.

They are also said to penetrate to the southern parts of India, to the
mountains of Malabar and Golconda. These animals were anciently
found in Palestine, Syria, Arabia Deserta, Mesopotamia, Plirygia, and
Lycaonia, but they rarely occur in those regions at the present time,
and seem to be almost entirely confined to Tartary, some parts of
Persia and India, and Africa. Their manners resemble those of the
wild horse. They assemble in troops under the conduct of a leader
or sentinel ; and are extremely shy and vigilant. They w^ill, liowever,
stop in the midst of their course, and even suffer the approach of man
for an instant, and then dart off with the utmost rapidity. They
have been at all times celebrated for their swiftness. Their voice
resembles that of the common ass, but is shriller."

—

Rob. Calmet.

The Onager, or wild ass, is doubtless " the parent stock from which
we have derived the useful domestic animal, which seems to have
degenerated the farther it has been removed from its parent seat in

Central Asia. It is greatly distinguished in spirit and grace of form
from the domestic ass. It is taller and more dignified ; it holds the
head higher, and the legs are more elegantly shaped. Even the head,
though large in proportion to the body, has a finer appearance, from
the forehead being more arched ; the neck by which it is sustained
is much longer, and has a more graceful bend. It has a short mane
of dark and woolly hair ; and a stripe of dark bushy hair also runs
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6 "Whose * house I liave made
the Tvilderness, aud the ' barren

laud his dwellings.

i cl). 24. 5. 1 salt places.

6 Whose home I litive made the wilderness,

And his dwellings the barren land.

aion£? the ridge of the back from the mane to the tail. The hair of

the body is of a silver grey, inclining to flaxen colour in some parts,

and Avhite imdcr the belly. Tlie hair is soft and silken, similar in

textnre to that of the camel."

—

Pict. Bible. It is of tliis animal, so

different in si:)irit, energy, agility, and appearance, from tlie domestic

animal of that name, that we must think in order to understand this

passage. We must think of them fleet as the wind, untamed and
unbroken, wandering over vast plains in groups and herds, assembled
by thousands \iiider a leader or guide, and bounding off with uncon-
trollable rapidit}' on the approacli of man, if we would feel the force

of the appeal wliich is here made. God asks of Job whether he—who
could not even subdue and tame this wild creature—liad ordained the

laws of its freedom ; had held it as a captive, and then set it at liberty

to exult over boundless plains in its conscious independence. The
idea is, that it was one of the creatures of God, under no laws but
such as he had been pleased to impose upon it, and whollj' beyond the

government of man. H Or tcho hath loosed the bands of the wild ass '?

As if he had been once a captive, and then set free. The illustration

is derived from the feeling Avhich attends a restoration to liberty.

The freedom of this animal seems to be as productive of exhilaration

as if it had been a prisoner or slave, and had been suddenly eman-
cipated.

6. Whose house I have made. God had appointed its home in the

desert. If And the barren land his dwellings. Marg. as in Heb., salt places.

Such places were usually barren. Psa, cvii. 34, " He turneth a fruitful

land into barrenness." Heb., saltness. Thus Virgil, Geor. ii. 238—240

:
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after every green tTiing.

9 Will the uuicorii ' be will-

ing to servo tliee, or aljide by

tliy crib ?

/ Deut. 33. 17 ; Psa. 92. 10.

7 He scomctli the multitude

of tlie city, ncitlior regarJctli be

the ci-ying of tbc ' driver.

8 Tbe range of the mountains

fi) liis pasture, and lie soarcbetb

1 exactor, ch. 3. 18.

7 lie scomcth tlio uproar of the city

;

The cry of tlic driver he heedeth not.

8 The raug-e of the iiiountaius is his pasture

;

He scarchcth after every green thing-.

9 "Will the unicom [rhinoceros] be willing to serve thee?

"'rt'ill he abide thi-ongh the night at thy crib ?

Salsa autem tellus, et qua) perhibetur amara,

Frugibus iiifelbc : ea nee mansuescit arando,

Kec Baccho genus, aut pomis sua nomina scrvat.

Comp. Pliny, Nat. Hist. 31. 7 ; Deut, xxix. 23.

7. lie sco'rneth the multitude of the city. That is, he sets all this at

defiance ; he is not intimidated by it. He finds his home far away
from the city in the wild freedom of the wilderness. If Neither re-

gardeth he the crying of the driver. Marg., exactor. The Hebrew
word properly means a collector of taxes or revenue, and hence an

oppressor, and a driver of cattle. The allusion here is to a driver ; and

the meaning is, that he is not subject to restraint, but enjoys the

most unlimited freedom.

8. The range of the mountains is his pasture. The word rendered

range 0^'T), means properly a searching out, and then that which is

obtained by search. The word ^ange expresses the idea with suf-

ficient exactness. The usual range of the wild ass is the mountains.

Pallas, who has given a full description of the habits of the Onager,

or wild ass, states that it especially loves desolate hills as its abode.

—

Acts of the Society of Sciences of PetershurgJi, for the year 1777.

9. Will the xinicorn be willing to serve theef In the previous part of

the argument, God had appealed to the lion, the raven, the goats of

the rock, the hind, and the wild ass ; and the idea was, that, in the

instincts of each of these classes of animals, there was some special

-proof of wisdom. He now turns to another class of the animal

creation in proof of his o-mi supremacy and power, and lays the

argument in the great strength and in the independence of the animal,

and in the fact that man had not been able to subject his great

strength to the purposes of husbandry. In regard to the animal here

referred to, there has been a great diversity of opinion am^ong inter-

preters, nor is there as yet any one prevailing sentiment. Jerome
renders it rhinoceros ; the LXX. fj-ovSicepoos, the unicorn ; the Chaldee

and the Syriac retain the Hebrew word ; Gesenius, Herder, Umbreit,

and Noyes render it, the buffalo ; Schultens, allicomem ; Luther and
Coverdale, the unicorn; HosenmiUler, the onyx—a large and fierce

species of the antelope ; Calmet supposes that the rhinoceros is

intended ; and Prof. Robinson, in an extended appendage to the

article of Calmet (art. Unicorn), has endeavoured to show that the

wild bufi'alo is intended. Bochart, also, in a long and learned argu-

ment, has endeavoured to show that the rhinoceros cannot be meant.
—^Hieroz. P. i. lib. iii. c. 21. He maintains that a species of ante-

lope is referred to, the rt>» of the Arabs. De Wette (Comp. on Psa.
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xxii, 22), accords -with the opinion of Gesenius, Robinson, and others,

that the animal referred to is the buifalo of the Eastern continent, the

bos bubalus of Linnaius, an animal which differs from the American
buffalo only in the shape of the horns and the absence of the dewlap.
The word which occurs here, and which is rendered unicorn (D'"' rem,

or C«"j)-ee/»), is used in the Scriptures only in the following places,

where in the singular or jvlural it is uniformly rendered tmicorn or

unicorns: Numb, xxiii. 22; Deut. xxxiii. 17; Job xxxix. 9, 10; Psa,

xxii. 21 ; xxix. 6 ; xcii. 10 ; and Isa. xxxii. 7. By a reference ta

these passages, it will be found that the animal had the following

characteristics: (1.) It was distinguished for its s^?'e?i(7</i. Scever. 11

of this chapter. Numb, xxiii. 22, " lie [that is, Israel, or the

Israelites] hath as it were the strength of an unicorn"— ess"] recm.

In Numb. xxiv. 8, the same declaration is repeated. It is true that

the Hebrew word in both these places (nte-in) may denote rapidity of

ynotion, speed; but in this place the notion of strength must be prin-

cipally intended, for it was of the poioer of the people, and their

ability manifested in the number of their hosts, that Balaam is

speaking. Bochart, however (Hieroz. P. i. lib. iii. e. 27), supposes
that the word means, not strength, or agility, but height; and that

the idea is, that the people referred to by Balaam was a lofty or

elevated people. If the word means strength, it was most appropriate

to compare a vast host of people with the vigour and force of an

untameable wild animal. The idea of speed or of loftiness does not so

well suit the connexion. (2.) It was an animal that was not sub-

jected to the service of tilling the soil, and that was supposed to be
incapable of being so trained. Thus in the place before us it is said,

that he could not be so domesticated that he would remain like the

ox at the crib ; that he could not be yoked to the plough ; that lie

could not be employed and safely left to pursue the work of the field

;

and that he could not be so subdued that it would be safe to attempt
to bring home the harvest by his aid. From all these declarations, it

is plain that he was regarded as a wild and untamed animal ; an
animal that was not then domesticated, and that could not be
emploj'ed in husbandrj\ This characteristic would agree with either

the antelope, the onyx, the buffalo, the rhinoceros, or the supposed
unicorn. With which of them it will best accord, we may be able

to determine when all his characteristics are examined. (3.) The
strength of the animal was in his horns. This Avas one of his peculiar

characteristics, and it is evidently by this that he is designed to be
distinguished. Deut. xxxiii. 17, "His glory is like the firstling of a

bullock, and his horns like the liorns of unicorns." Psa. xcii. 10,

"My horn shalt thou exalt like the horn of an unicorn." Psa. xxii.

21, " Thou hast heard me [saved me] from the horns of the unicorns."
It is true, indeed, as Prof. Robinson has remarked (Calmet, art.

Unicorn), the word rcem has in itself no reference to horns, nor is

there in the Hebrew an allusion anywhere to the supposition that the

animal here referred to has only one horn. AVherever, in the Scrip-

tures, the animal is spoken of with any allusion to this member, the

expression is in the plural, horns. The only variation from this, even
in the common version, is in Psa. xcii. 10, where the Hebrew is

simply, " My horn shalt thou exalt like an unicorn," Avhere the word
horn, as it stands in the English version, is not expressed. There is,

indeed, in this passage, some obvious allusion to the honis of this
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animal, but all the force of the comparison will be retained if the

word inserted in the ellipsis is in the plural number. The horn or

norns of the rcem were, however, bej'ond question, the principal seat

of strength, and the instruments of assault and defence. See the

passage in Deut. xxxiii. 17, "With them he shall push the people

together to the ends of the earth." (4.) There was some jDeculiar

majesty or dignity in the horns of this animal that attracted attention,

and that made them the proper symbol of dominion and of royal

authority. Thus in Psa. xcii. 10, " My horn shalt thou exalt like the

liorn of an unicorn;" where the reference seems to be to a kingly

authority or dominion, of which the horn was an appropriate symbol.
These are all the characteristics of the animal referred to in the

Scriptures, and the question is, With what known animal do they
best correspond ? Tlie principal animals referred to by those who
have examined the subject at length are the onyx or antelope, the

buffalo, the animal commonly referred to as the unicorn, and the

rhinoceros. The principal characteristic of the ^micorn was supposed
to be, that it had a long, slender horn projecting from the forehead

;

the horn of the rhinoceros is on the snout, or the nose. I. In regard

to the antelope, or the rim of the modern Arabs, supposed by Bochart
to be the animal here referred to, it seems clear that there are few
characteristics in common between the two animals. The onyx or

antelope is not distinguished as this animal is for strength, nor for

the fact that it is peculiarlj' untameable, nor that its strength is

in its horns, nor that it is of such size and proportions that a com-
parison woiild naturally be suggested between it and the ox. In
all that is said of the animal, we think of one greater in bulk, in

strength, in imtameableness, than the onyx ; an animal more dis-

tinguished for conquest and subduing other animals before him.
Bochart has collected much that is fabulous respecting this animal,
from the Rabbins and the Ai'abic •writers, which it is not needful
here to repeat. See the Hieroz. P. i. lib. iii. c. 27, or Scheutzer,

Phys. Sac. on Numb, xxiii. 22. II. The claims of the buffalo to be
regarded as the animal here referred to are much higher than those
of the onyx ; and the opinion that this is the animal intended is

entertained by such names as those of Gesenius, De AVette, Robin-
son, Umbreit, and Herder. But the objections to this seem to me to

be insuperable, and the arguments are not such as to carry conviction.

The principal objections to the opinion are, (1,) that the account in

regard to the horns of the reem by no means agrees with the fact in

regard to the bison, or buffalo. The buffalo is an animal of the cow-

kind (Goldsmith), and the horns are short and crooked, and by no
means distinguished for strength. They do not in fact surpass mthis
respect the horns of many other animals, and are not siich as would
occur ordinarily as the prominent characteristic in their description.

It is true that there are instances where the horns of the wild buffalo

are large, but this does not appear to be the case ordinarily. Mr.
Pennant mentions a pair of horns in the British Museum Avhich are

six feet and a half long, and the hollow of which will hold five

quarts. Father Lobo afhrms that some of the horns of the buffaloes

in Abyssinia will hold ten quarts ; and DUlon saw some in India that

A^'ere ten feet long. But these were manifestly extraordinary cases.

(2.) The animal here referred to was evidently a stronger and a
larger animal than the wild ox, or the buffalo. " The Oriental
bufifalo appears to be so closely allied to our common ox, that without
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an attentive examination it might be easily mistaken for a variety of
that animal. In point of size, it is rather superior to the ox ; and
upon an accurate inspection, it is observed to differ in the shape and
magnitude of the head, tlie latter being larger than in the ox."

—

Bohinson iti Cahnet. Tlie animal here referred to was such as to
make the contrast particularly striking between him and the ox.
The latter could be employed for labour ; the former, though greatly
superior in strength, could not. (3.) The reem, it was supposed,
could not be tamed and made to subserve domestic purposes. The
buffalo, however, can be made as serviceable as the ox, and is actually
domesticated and employed in agricultural purposes. Niebuhr re-

marks that he saw buffaloes not only in Egypt, but also at Bombay,
Surat, on the Euphrates, Tigris, Orontes, and indeed in all marshy
regions and near large rivers. Sonnini remarks that in Egypt the
buffalo, though but recently domesticated, is more numerous than the
common ox, and is there equally domestic; and in Italy they are
known to be commonly employed in the Pontine marshes, where the
fatal nature of the climate acts on common cattle, but affects buffaloes

less. It is true that the animal has been comparatively recently
domesticated, and that it was doubtless known in the time of Job
only as a wild, savage, ferocious animal ; but still the description
here is that of an animal not only that ^ms not then tamed, but
obviously of one that could not well be employed in domestic pur-
poses. We are to remember that the language here is that of God
himself, and that therefore it maj-^ be regarded as descriptive of what
the essential nature of the animal was, rather than Avhat it was sup-
posed to be by the persons to whom the language w'as addressed.
One of the principal arguments alleged for supposing that the animal
here referred to by the reem was the buffalo, is, that the rhinoceros
was probably unknown in the land where Job resided, and that the
unicorn was altogether a "fabulous animal. This difficulty will be
considered in the remarks to be made on the claims of each of those
animals. III. It was an early opinion, and the opinion was probably
entertained by the authors of the Septuagint translation, and by the
English translators as M'ell as by others, that the animal here referred

to was the unicorn. This animal was long supposed to be a fabulous
animal, and it has not been until recently that the evidences of its

existence have been confirmed. Those evidences are adduced by
Rosenmiiller, Morgenland, ii. p. 269, seq., and by Prof. Robinson,
Cahnet, pp. 908, 909. They are summarily the following: (1.) Pliny
mentions such an animal, and gives a description of it, though from
his time for centuries it seems to have been unknown.

—

Hist. Nat.
8. 21. His language is, Asperrimam autem feram monocerotem
reliquo corpore equo similem, capite cervo, pedibus elephanti, cauda
apro, mugitu gravi, uno cornu nigro media fronte cubitorum duum
eminente. Hanc feram vivam negant capi. "The unicorn is an
exceeding fierce animal, resembling a horse as to the rest of his body,
but having the head like a stag, the fcet like an elephant, and the
tail like a wild boar ; its roaring is loud ; and it has a black horn of

about two cubits projecting from the middle of the forehead." (2.)

The figure of the unicorn, in various attitudes, according to Niebuhr,
is depicted on almost all the staircases ni the ruins of Perscpolis.—Reiseheschreib. ii. S. 127. (3.) In 1530, Ludovico de Bartema, a
Roman patrician, visited Mecca under the assumed character of a

Mussulman ; and among other cuiiosities that he mentions, he says,
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" On the other side of the caaba is a -walled court, in -vvhicli we saw
two unicorns that were pointed out to us as a rarity ; and they are

indeed truly remarkable. The larger of the two is built like a three-

year old colt, and has a horn upon the forehead about three ells long.

This animal has the colour of a yellowish-brown horse, a head like a

stag, a neck not very long, with a thin mane ; the legs are small and
slender like those of a hind or roe ; the hoofs of the fore-feet are

divided, and resemble the hoofs of a goat."—Rosenmiiller, Alte u. neue
Morgenland, No. 377. Th. ii. S. 271, 272. (4.) Don Juan Gabriel, a
Portuguese colonel, who lived several years in Abyssinia, assures us
that in the region of Agamos, in the Abyssinian province of Daraota,
he had seen an animal of the form and size of a middle-sized horse,
of a dark, chestnut-brown colour, and Avith a whitish horn about five

spans long upon its forehead ; the mane and tail were black, and the
legs long and slender. Several other Portuguese, who were placed
in confinement upon a high mountain in the district Namna, by the
Abyssinian king Saghedo, related that they had seen at the mountain
several unicorns feeding. These accounts are confirmed by Father
liobo, who lived for a long time as a missionary in Abyssinia. (5.)
Dr. Sparrman, the Swedish naturalist, who visited the Cape of Good
Hope and the adjacent regions in 1772—1776, gives, in his Travels,
the following account : — Jacob Kock, an observing peasant on
Hippopotamus River, who had travelled over a considerable part of
Southern Africa, found on the face of a perpendicular rock a drawing
made by the Hottentots of an anhnal Avith a single horn. The Hot-
tentots told him that the animal there represented was very like the
horse on Avhich he rode, but had a straight horn upon the forehead.
They added, that these one-horned animals were rare ; that they ran
Avith great rapidity, and that they Avere very fierce. (6.) A similar
animal is described as having been killed by a party of Hottentots in

pursuit of the savage Bushmen in 1791. The animal resembled a
horse, Avas of a light grey colour, and Avith AA-hite stripes under the
jaAV. It had a single horn directly in front, as long as one's arm, and
at the base about as thick. ToAvards the middle the horn Avas some-
Avhat flattened, but had a sharp point ; it Avas not attached to the
bone of the forehead, but Avas fixed only in the skm. The head Avas

like that of the horse, and the size about the same. These authorities
are collected by Rosenmiillcr, Alte u. neue Morgenland, vol. ii. p. 269,
seq., ed. Leipz. 1818. (7.) To these proofs one other is added by
Prof. Robinson. It is copied from the Quarterly RevicAv for Oct.
1820 (a'oI. xxiv. p. 120), in a notice of Frazer's Tour through the
Himlaya Mountains. The information is contained in a letter from
Major Latter, commanding in the rajah of Sikkim's territories, in the
hilly coimtry east of Nepaul. This letter states that the unicorn, so
long considered as a fabulous animal, actually exists in the interior of
Thibet, where it is well knoAA'n to the inhabitants. " In a Thibetian
manuscript," says Major Latter, "containing the names of difiercnt

animals, Avhich I procured the other day from the hills, the unicorn
is classed under the head of those whose hoofs are divided : it is

called the one-horned tso'po. Upon inquiring what kind of an animal
it Avas, to our astonishment, the person aa'Iio brought the manuscript
described exactly the unicorn of the ancients ; saying that it Avas a
native of the interior of Thibet, about the size of a tattoo (a horse from
tAvelve to thirteen hands high), fierce and extremely Avild ; seldom if

ever caught alive, but frequently shot ; and that the flesh was used
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for food. They go together in herds, like wild buffaloes, and are

frequently to be met with on the borders of the great desert, in that
part of the coimtry inhabited by wandering Tartars." (8.) To these
proofs I add another taken from the Narrative of the Rev. John
Campbell, who thus speaks of it in his "Travels in South Afi-ica,"

vol. ii, p. 294: "While in the Mashow territory, the Hottentots
brought in a head different from any rhinoceros that had been pre-

viously killed. The common African rhmoceros has a crooked horn
resembling a cock's sptir, which rises about nine or ten inches above
the nose, and inclines backward ; immediately behind this is a sliort

thick horn. But the head they brought us had a straight liorn pro-
jecting three feet from the forehead, about ten inches above the tip of

the nose. The projection of this great horn very much resembles
that of the fanciful unicorn in the British arms. It has a small,

thick, horny substance, eight inches long, immediately behind it, and
which can hardly be observed on the animal at the distance of one
hundred yards, and seems to be designed for keeping fast that which
is penetrated by the long horn ; so that this species must look like

the unicorn (in the sense 'one-horned') when running in the field.

The head resembled in size a nme-gallon cask, and measured three
feet from the mouth to the ear ; and being much larger than that of

the one with the crooked horn, and which measured eleven feet in

length, the animal itself must have been still larger and more formid-
able. From its weight, and the position of the horn, it appears
capable of overcoming any creature hitherto known." A fragment
of the skull, with the horn, is deposited in the Museum of the London
Missionary Society. These testimonies from so many witnesses from
different parts of the world, who ^\Tite without concert, and yet who
concur so almost entirely in the account of the size and figure of the

_ animal, leave little room to doubt its real existence. That it is not
better known, and that its existence has been doubted, is not wonder-
ful. It is to be remembered that all accounts agree in the representa-

tion that it is an animal whose residence is in the deserts or moun-
tains, and that large parts of Africa and of Asia are still unexplored.
AVe are to remember, also, that the giraffe has been discovered only
within a few years, and that the same is true of the gnu^ which till

recentl)' was held to be a fable of the ancients. At the same time,

however, that the existence of such an animal as that of the unicorn
is in the highest degree probable, it is clear that it is not the animal
referred to in the passage before us; for, (1,) it is in the highest
degree improbable that it was so well known as is supposed in the
description here, and (2) the characteristics do not at all agree with
the account of the reein of the Scriptures. Neither in regard to the

size of the animal, its strength, nor the strength of its horns, does it

coincide with the account of that animal in the Bible. IV, If neither

of the opinions above referred to be correct, then the only remaining
opinion that has weight is, that it refers to the rhinoceros. Besides
the considerations above suggested, it may be added that the charac-

teristics of the animal given in the Scriptures all agree with the

rhinoceros. In size, strength, wildness, untameableness, and in the

power and use of the horn, those characteristics agree accurately with
the rhinoceros. The only argument of much weight against this opinion

is presented by Prof. Robinson in the following language: "Tlie
reem was obviously an animal well known to the Hebrews, being

everywhere mentioned with other animals common to the country,
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while the rhinoceros was never an inhabitant of the country, is

nowhere else spoken of by the sacred writers, nor, according to

Bochart, either by Aristotle in his treatise of animals, nor by Arabian
writers." In reply to this we may observe, (1,) that the reeni is

mentioned in the Scriptures only in seven places (see above), showing
at least that it was probably an animal not vertj well knoicii in that

country, or it would have been oftener alluded to. (2.) It is not clear

that in those places it is " overj'where mentioned Avith other animals
common to that country," as in the passage before us there is no
allusion to any domestic animal ; nor is there in Numb, xxiii. 22 ;

xxiv. 8 ; Psa. xcii. 10. In Psa. xxii. 21 they are mentioned in

the same verse with "lions;" in Psa. xxix, 6, in connexion with
" calves ; " and in Isa. xxxiv. 7, with bullocks and bulls—wild animals
inhabiting Idumea. But the entire account is that of an animal that

was untamed, and that was evidently a foreign animal. (3.) What
evidence is there that the Hebrews were well acq^iainted, as Prof. E,.

supposes, with the icild buffalo? Is this animal an inhabitant of

Palestine ? Is it " everywhere" mentioned in the Scriptures .' Is there

any more evidence from the Bible that they were acquainted with it

than with the rhinoceros ? (4.) It cannot be reasonably supposed
that the Hebrews Avere so unacquainted with the rhinoceros that
there could be no allusion to it in their wi'itings. This animal was
found in Egypt and in the adjacent countries, and whoever was the
writer of the book of Job, there are frequent references in the book to

what was well known in Egypt ; and at all events the Hebrews had
lived too long in Egypt, and had had too much intercourse with
the Egyptians, to be wholly ignorant of the existence and general

character of an animal w^ell known there, and we in fact find just

sbout as frequent mention of it as we should on this supposition. It

does not seem, therefore, to admit of reasonable doubt that the rhino-
ceros is referred to in the passage before us. This animal, next to

the elephant, is the most powerful of animals. It is usually about
twelve feet long ; from six to seven feet high ; and the circumference
of its body is nearly equal to its length. Its bulk of body, therefore,

is about that of the elephant. Its head is furnished with a horn,
growing from the snout, some-
times three and a half feet

long. This horn is erect, and
perpendicular to the bone on
wliich it stands, and it has
thus a greater purchase or

power than it could have in

any other position.

—

Bruce.
Occasionally it is found with
a double horn, one above the
other, though this is not com-
mon. The horn is entirt'ly

solid, formed of the hardest
bony substance, and so firmly
growing on the upper maxil-
lary bone as seemingly to

make but a part of it, and
so powerful as to justify all

the allusions m the Scriptures to the horn of the reem. The skin
of this animal is naked, rough, and knotty, lying upon the body
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10 Canst tliou bind the uui-

coi*n 'with liis baud in the fur-

row? or will he harrow the

valleys after thee 1

11 Wilt thou trust him, be-

cause his strength is great ? or

wilt thou leave thy labour to

him?
12 Wilt thou believe him,

that ho will bring home thy
seed, and gather it into thy
barn ?

10 "Wilt thou bmd him ^^ith his baud in the furrow ?

And will he harrow the valleys after thee ?

11 Wilt thou trust him because his strength is great,

Or wilt thou commit thy labour to him ?

12 AYilt thou have confidence in him to bring in thy gram,
And to gather it to thy thi-eshing-floor ?

in folds, and so thick as to turn the edge of a scimitar, or to re-

sist a musket-ball. The legs are short, strong, and thick, and the
hoofs divided into three parts, each pointing forward. It is a native

of the deserts of Asia and Africa, and is usually found in the ex-
tensive forests which are frequented by the elephant and the lion.

It has never been domesticated ; never employed in agricultural

purposes ; and thus, as well as in size and strength, accords with
the account which is given of the animal in the passage before us.

The preceding engraA'ing will furnish a good illustration of this

animal. H Be xcilling to serve thee. In ploughing and liarrowing thy
land, and conveying home the harvest, ver. 12, U Or abide by thy

crib. As the ox will. The Avord here used (p') means properly to

pass the night ; and then to abide, remain, dwell. There is propriety

in retaining here the original meaning of the Avord ; and the sense is,

Can he be domesticated or tamed ? The rhinoceros ncA'cr has been.

10. Canst thou bind the unicorn with his band in the furroiol That
is, with the common traces or cords which are employed in binding

oxen to the plough. H Or loill he harrow the valleys after thee? The
word "valleys" here is used to denote such ground as was capable of

being ploughed or harrowed. Hills and mountains could not thus be
cultivated, though the spade Avas in common use in planting the vine

there, and even in preparing them for seed, Isa, vii. 25. The phrase
"after thee" indicates that the custom of driving cattle in harroAving

then Avas the same as that practised noAV Avith oxen, Avhen the person
Avho employs them goes in adA'ance of them. It shows that they Avere

entirely under subjection, and it is here implied that the recm could

not be thus tamed,
11. Wilt thou trust him. As thou dost the ox. In the domestic

animals great confidence is of necessity placed, and the reliance on
the fidelity of the ox and the horse is not usually misplaced. The
idea here is, that the unicorn could not be so tamed that important
interests could be safely intrusted to him. H Because his strength is

great? "Wilt thou consider his strength as a reason Avliy important
interests might be intrusted to him? The strength of the ox, the

camel, the horse, and the elephant, Avas a reason Avhy their aid Avas

sought by man to do Avhat he could not himself do. The idea is, that

man could not make use of the same reason for employing the rhino-

ceros. TT Wilt thou leave thy labour to him? Or, rather, the avails of

thy labour—the harvest,

12. Wilt thou believe himf That is, Avilt thou trust him Avith the
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13 Gavcst tJiou the goodly
wings imto the peacocks? or

'wings and feathers unto the
ostrich ?

1 or, the feathers of the stork and ostrich ?

13 A wing of exulting fowls moves joyfullj'

!

Is it the wing and the plumage of the stork ?

jiroductions of the field ? The idea is, that he was an untamed and
unsubdued animal. He could not be governed, like the camel or the
ox. If the sheaves of the harvest Avere laid on him, there Avould be
no certainty that ho would convey them where the farmer wished
them. IT And gather it into thy barn? Or, rather, " to thy threshing-

floor," for so the word here used (pj) means. It was not common to

gather a harvest into a barn, but it was usually collected on a hard-
trod place, and there threshed and winnowed. For the use of tlie

word, see Ruth iii. 2 ; Judg. vi. 37 ; Numb, xviii. 30 ; Isa. xxi. 10.

13. Gavest thou the goodly wings unto the peacocks f In the previous
verses the appeal had been to the wild and untameable animals of the
desert. In the prosecution of the argument, it was natural to allude
to the feathered tribes which resided there also, and which were dis-

tinguished for their strength or fleetness of wing, as proof of the
wisdom and the superintending providence of God. The idea is,

that these animals, far away from the abodes of man, where it could
not be pretended that man had anything to do with their training,
had habits and instincts peculiar to themselves, which showed great
variety in the Divine plans, and at the same time consummate
wisdom. The appeal in the following verses (13— 18) is to the re-

markable habits of the ostrich, as illustrating the wisdom and the
superintending providence of God. There has been very great
variety in the translation of this verse, and it is important to ascertain
its real meaning in order to know whether there is any allusion here
to the 2}eacock, or whether it refers wholly to the ostrich. The LXX.
did not understand the passage, and a j^art of the words they en-
deavoured to translate, but the others are retained without any
attempt to explain them. Their version is, IVripv^ npiroixlvoiv

veeAaacra, iav crvWdfiT] daiSa Kal petraa—"the wing of the exulting
Neelassa if she conceives [or comprehends] the Asis and Nessa."
Jerome renders it, "The wing of the ostrich is like the wings of the
falcon and the hawk." Schultens renders it, "The wing of the
ostrich is exulting : but is it the wing and the plumage of the stork :"

He enumerates no less than twenty different interpretations of the
passage. Herder renders it,

"Awing with joyous cry is upUfted yonder;
Is it the wing and feather of the ostrich }"

Umbreit renders it,

" The wing of the ostrich, which lifts itself joyfully,

Does it not resemble the taU and feather of the stork ?"

Rosenmiiller renders it,

" The wing of the ostrich exults

!

Truly its wing and plumnge is like that of the stork
!"

Prof. Lee renders it, "Wilt thou confide in the exulting of the wings
of the ostrich 'i or in her choice feathers and head-plumage, when
she leaveth her eggs to the earth," etc. So Coyerdale renders it.
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" The ostrich (whose feathers are faii-er than the wings of the
sparrow-hawk), when he hath laid his eggs upon the ground, he
breedeth them in the dust, and forgetteth them." In none of these
versions, and in none that I have examined except that of Luther
and the common English version, is there any allusion to the peacock

;

and amidst all the variety of the rendering, and all the difficulty of

the passage, there is a common sentiment that the ostrich alone is re-

ferred to as the particular subject of the description. It is certain

that the description proceeds with reference only to the habits of the
ostrich, and it is very evident to my mind that in the whole passage
there is no allusion whatever to the peacock. Neither the scope of tlie

passage, nor the words emploj^ed, it is believed, wdll admit of such a
reference. There is great difficulty in the Hebrew text, which no
one has been able fully to explain, but it is sufficiently clear to make
it manifest that the ostrich, and not the peacock, is the subject of the
appeal. The word which is rendered peacock, D'po"i renanim, is derived
from I^T runiin, to give forth a trenndous and stridulous soiind ; and
then to give forth the voice in, vibrations ; to shake or trill the voice;

and then, as in lamentation or joy the voice is often given forth in

that manner, the word comes to mean to utter cries of joy, Isa. xii

6 ; XXXV. 6 ; and also cries of lamentation or mourning. Lam. ii. 19.

The prevailing sense of the Avord in the Scriptures is, to rejoice ; to

shout for joy ; to exult. The name is here given to the bird referred

to, evidently from the sound which it made, and probably from its

exulting or joyful cry. The word does not elsewhere occur in the
Scriptures as applicalDle to a bird, and there is no reason whatever,
either from its etymology, or from the connexion in which it is found
here, to suppose that it refers to the peacock. Another reason is

suggested by Scheutzer (Phys. Sac. in loc.) why the peacock cannot
be intended here. It is, that the peacock is originally an East Indian
fowl, and that it was imported at comparatively a late period in the
Jewish history", and was doubtless unknown in the time of Job. In
1 Kings X. 22, and 2 Chron. ix. 21, it appears that peacocks were
among the remarkable productions of distant countries that were im-
ported for use or luxury by Solomon, a fact which would not have
occurred had they been common in the patriarchal times. To these

reasons to show that the peacock is not referred to here, Bochart,
whose chapters on the subject deserve a careful attention (Hieroz.

P. ii. lib. ii. c. 16, 17), has added the following: (1.) That if the
peacock had been intended here, the allusion would not have been so

brief. Of so remarkable a bird there would have been an extended
description as there is of the ostrich, and of the imicorn and the

liorse. If the allusion is to the peacock, it is by a bare mention of

the name, and by no argument, as in other cases, from the habits and
instincts of the fowl. (2.) The word which is here used as a descrip-

tion of the bird referred to—Q'P^") rendnim, derived from the musical
properties of the bird—is by no means applicable to the i:)eacock. It

is of all fowls, perhaps, least distinguished for beauty of voice.

(3.) The property ascribed to the fowl here of " exulting in the
icing," by no means agrees with the peacock. The glory and beauty
of that bird is in the tail, and not in the wing. Yet the unng is here,

from some cause, particularly specified. Bochart has demonstrated
at great length, and with entire clearness, that the peacock was a

foreign fowl, and that it must have been unknown in Judasa and
Arabia, as it was in Greece and Rome, at a period long after the time
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in which the book of Job is commonly supposed to have been -written.

The proper translation of the Hebrew here then would be, " The

wing of the exulting fowls moves joyfully"— nob 55. The attention

seems to be directed to the wing, as being lifted up, or as vibrating

Avith rapidity, or as being triumphant in its movement in eluding the

pursuer. It is not its beauty particularly that attracts the attention,

but its exulting, joyful, triumphant appearance. H Or wings and

feathers unto the ostrich. Marg., " or, the feathers of the stork and
ostrich." Most commentators have despaired of making any sense

out of the Hebrew in this place, and there have been almost as

many conjectures as there have been expositors. The Hebrew is,

rr^^ rrPDn misrcx. A literal translation of it would be, " Is it the

wmg of the stork, and the plumage," or feathers? The object seems
to be to institute a comparison of some kind between the ostrich and
the stork. This comparison, it would seem, relates partly to the

wings and plumage of the two birds, and partly to their habits and
instincts—though the latter point of comparison appears to be couched
in the mere name. So far as I can understand the passage, the com-
parison relates first to the Avings and plumage. The point of vision

is that of the sudden appearance of the ostrich with exulting Aving, and
the attention is directed to it as in the bounding speed of its move-
ments Avhen in rapid flight. In this vioAv the usual name is not given

to the bird—n»^ ni33, Isa. xiii. 21 ; xxxiv. 13 ; xliii. 20 ; Jer. 1. 39

;

but merely the name of fowls making a stridulous or whizzing sound
—

^'?ll. The question is then asked, whether it has the loing and
plumage of the stork—evidently implying that the Aving of the stork

might be supposed to be adapted to such a flight, but that it Avas re-

markable that xcithoiit such wings the ostrich Avas able to outstrip even
the fleetest animal. The question is designed to turn the attention

to the fact that the ostrich accomplishes its flight in this remarkable
manner loithout being endoAved Avith wings like the stork, which is

capable of sustaining by its Avings a long and rapid flight. The otlier

point of the comparison seems couched in the name given to the stork,

and the design is to contrast the habits of the ostrich with those of

this bird—particularly in reference to their care for their young.
The name given to the stork is ^JPH hhasida, meaning literally the

jnoics, a name usually given to it

—

avis pia, from its tenderness towards
its young—a virtue for which it Avas celebrated by the ancients.

Pliny, Hist. Nat. x. ; ^lian. Hist. An. 3, 23. On the contrary, the
Ajrabs call the ostrich the iyyipious or ungodly bird, on accouiit of its

neglect and cruelty towards its young. The fact that the ostrich

thus neglects its young is dAvelt upon in the passage before us (vers.

14—17), and in this respect she is placed in strong contrast with the
stork. The A'erse then, I suppose, may be rendered thus :

" A Aving of exulting foAvls moves joyfully

!

Is it the Aving and the plumage of the pious bii'd ?

"

meaning that both in regard to the wing and the habits of the tAvo

there Avas a strong contrast, and yet designing to show that Avhat
seems to be a defect in the size and vigour of the wing, and what
seems to be stupid forgetfulness of the bird in regard to its young, is

proof of the wisdom of the Creator, Avho has so made it as to be able
to outstrip the fleetest horse, and to be adapted to its shy and timid
mode of life in the desert. The ostrich, Avhose principal characteristics

VOL. II,
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are beautifully and strikingly detailed in this passage in Job, is a
native of the torrid regions of Arabia and Africa. It is the largest

of the feathered tribes, and is the connecting link between quadrupeds
and fowls. It has the general properties and outlines of a bird, and
yet retains many of the marks of the quadruped. In appearance, tlie

ostrich resembles the camel, and is almost as tall ; and in the East is

called "the camel-bird."

—

Calmet. It is covered with a plumage
that resembles hair more nearly than feathers ; and its internal parts
bear as near a resemblance to those of the quadruped as of the bird
creation.

—

Goldsmith, See also Poiret's Travels in the Barharij States,

as quoted by Rosenmiiller, AUe u. netie Morgenland, No. 770. A full

description is there given of the appearance and habits of the ostrich.

Its head and bill resemble those of a duck ; the neck may be com-
pared with that of the swan, though it is much longer ; the legs and
thighs resemble those of a hen, but are fleshj' and large. The end of

the foot is cloven, and has two very large toes, which like the leg are

covered with scales. The height of the ostrich is usually seven feet

from the head to the ground ; but from the back it is only four, so

that the head and the neck are about three feet long. From the head
to the end of the tail, when the neck is stretched in a right line, the
length is seven feet. One of the wings with the feathers spread out
is three feet in length. At the end of the wing there is a species of
spur, almost like the quill of a porcupine. It is an inch long, and is

hollow, and of a bony substance. The plumage is generally white
and black, though some of them are said to be grey. There are no
feathers on the sides of the thighs, nor under the wings. It has not,

like most birds, feathers of various kinds, but they are all bearded
with detached hairs or filaments, without consistence and reciprocal

adherence. The feathers of the ostrich are almost as soft as down,
and are therefore wholly unfit for flying, or to defend the body from
external injury. The feathers of other birds have the webs broader
on one side than the other, but those of the ostrich have the shaft

exactly in the middle. In other birds, the filaments that compose
the feathers of the wings are firmly attached to each other, or are

hooked together, so that they are adapted to catch and resist the air

;

on tliose of the ostrich no such attachments are found. The conse-

quence is, that they cannot oppose to the air a suitable resistance, as

is the case with other birds, and are therefore incapable of flying, and
in fact never mount on the wing. The wing is used (see notes on
ver. IS) only to balance the bird, and to aid it in running. The great

size of the bird—weighing seventy-five or eight}' pounds—woiild
require an immense power of Aving to elevate it in the air ; and it has,

therefore, been furnished with the means of surpassing all other

animals in the rapidity with which it runs, so that it may escape its

pursuers. The ostrich is made to live in the wilderness, and it was
called by the ancients " a lover of the deserts." It is shy and
timorous in no common degree, and avoids the cultivated fields, and
the abodes of man, and retreats into the utmost recesses of the desert.

In those dreary wastes its subsistence is the few tufts of coarse grass

which are scattered here and there, but it will eat almost anything
that comes in its wa}\ It is the most voracious of animals, and will

devour leather, glass, hair, iron, stones, or anything that is given,

Yalisnieri found the first stomach filled with a quantity of incongru-
ous substances— grass, nuts, cords, stones, glass, brass, copper, iron,

tin, lead, and wood, and among the rest, a piece of stone that weighed
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14 Wliicli leavetli lier eggs iu I tlie earth, and warmetli them

I
in dust,

14 She leaveth her eggs upon the groiind,

And upon the dust she warmeth them,

more than a pound. It would seem that the ostrich is obliged to fill

up the great capacity of its stomach in order to be at ease ; but that,

nutritious substances not occurring, it pours in whatever is at hand
to supply the void. The flesh of the ostrich was forbidden by the
laws of Moses to be eaten (Lev. xi. 13), but it is eaten b^' some of the

savage nations of Africa, who hunt them for their flesh, which they
regard as a daint}'. The principal value of the ostrich, however, and
the principal reason why it is hunted, is in the long feathers that

compose the wing and the tail, and which are used so extensively for

ornaments. The ancients used these plumes in their helmets ; the

ladies in the East, as Avell as in the West, use them to decorate their

persons, and they have been extensively employed also as badges of

mourning on hearses. The Arabians assert that the ostrich never
drinks, and the chosen place of its habitation—the waste, sandy desert

—seems to confirm the assertion. As the ostrich, in the passage before

us, is contrasted with the stork, the accompanying illustrations will

serve to explain the passage.

14. Which leaveth her egys in the earth. That is, she does not build
a nest, as most birds do, but deposits her eggs in the sand. The
osfich. Dr. Shaw remarks, lays usually from thirty to fifty eggs.
The eggs are very large, some of them being above five inches in
diameter, and weighing fifteen pounds.

—

Goldsmith. " We are not to
consider," says Dr. Shaw, "this large collection of eggs as if they
were all intended for a brood. They are the greatest part of them
reserved for food, which the dam breaks, and disposeth of according
to the number and cravings of her young ones." The idea which
seems to be conveyed in our common version is, that the ostrich
deposits her eggs in the sand, and then leaves them, without further
care, to be hatched by the heat of the sun. This idea is not, however,
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15 Aiid forgettetil tliat tlic 1 tlie wild beast may break
foot may crush, tbem, or tbat I tliem.

15 And forgcttcth that the foot may crush them,
And that the wild beast may break them.

necessarily implied in the original, and is contrary to fact. The truth

is, that the eggs are deposited with great care, and with so much
attention to the manner in which they are placed, that a line drawn
from those in the extremities would just touch the tops of the inter-

mediate ones (see Damir, as quoted by Bochart, Hieroz. P. ii. lib. ii.

c. xvii. p. 253), and that they are hatched, as the eggs of other birds

are, in a great measure by the heat imparted bj'^ the incubation of the

parent bird. It is true that in the hot climates, where these birds

live, there is less necessity for constant incubation than in colder

latitudes, and that the parent bird is more frequently absent ; but she
is accustomed regularlj^ to return at night, and carefully broods OA'er

her eggs. See Le Vaillant, Travels in the Interior of Africa, ii. 209,

305. It is true also that the parent bird wanders sometimes far from
the place where the eggs are deposited, and forgets the place ; and in

this case, if another nest of eggs is seen, she is not concerned whether
they are her own or not, for she is not endowed with the power of

distinguishing between her own eggs and those of another. This fact

seems to have given rise to all the fables stated by the Arabic writers

about the stupidity of the ostrich ; about her leaving her eggs ; and
about her disposition to sit on the eggs of others. Bochart has col-

lected many of these opinions from the Arabic writers, among which
are the following : Alkazuinius says, " Thej"^ say that no bird is more
foolish than the ostrich, for while it forsakes its own eggs, it sits on
the eggs of others ; whence the proverb. Every animal loves its own
young except the ostrich." Ottomanus says, "Every animal loves

its own progeny except the ostrich. But that pertains only to the

male. For although the common proverb imputes folly to the
female, yet with her folly she loves her young, and feeds them, and
teaches them to fly, the same as other animals." Damir, an Arabic
writer, says, "When the ostrich goes forth from her nest, that she
may seek food, if she finds the egg of another ostrich, she sits on that,

and forgets her own. And when driven away by liunters, she never
returns ; whence it is that she is described as foolish, and that the

proverb in regard to her lias originated." If And warmeth them in

dust. The idea which was evidently in the mind of the translators in

this passage was, that the ostrich left her eggs in the dust to be
hatched by the heat of the sun. This is not correct, and is not
necessarily implied in the Hebrew, though undoubtedly the heat of

the sand is made to contribute to the process of hatching the egg,

and allows the parent bird to be absent longer from her nest than
birds in colder climates. This seems to be all that is implied in the

passage.

15. And forgetteth that the foot may crush them. vShe lays her eggs

in the sand, and not, as most birds do, in nests made on branches of

trees, or on the crags of rocks, Avhere they would be inaccessible, as if

she was forgetful of the fact that the wild beast might pass along and
crush them. She often wa)iders away from tliem, also, and docs not

stay near them to guard them, as most parent birds do, as i/shc were
unmindful of the danger to which they might be exposed when she
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17 Because Ciod liiitli deprived
lier of wisdom, neither •"' hatli

lie imparted to lier uuderstaud-

16 Slic is liardcned " against

hor young ones, as tliongli tlicij

ircrc not lier's : lier labour is in

vain without fear

;

u Lnm. 4. 3.

16 She is havdeued towards her youn;;, as if they were not hers

;

In vain is her travail, and without solicitude

;

17 Eecause God hath withheld wisdom from her,

And hath not imparted to her understanding.

was absent. The object of all this seems to be, to call the attention to

the 2>ecidiarifj/ in the natural history of this bird, and to observe that

there were laAvs and arrangements in regard to it which seemed to

show that she was deprived of wisdom, and yet that everything was
so ordered as to prove that she was under the care of the Almighty.
The (/reat variety in the laws pertaining to the animal kingdom, and
especially their want of resemblance to what woidd have occurred
to man, seems to give the peculiar force and point to the argument
here used.

16. She is hardened against her young ones. The obvious meaning of

this passage, which is a fair translation of the Hebrew, is, that the
ostrich is destitute of natural affection for her 3'oung ; or that she
treats them as if she had not the usual natural affection manifested in

the animal creation. This sentiment also occurs in Lam. iv. 3, "The
daughter of my people is become cruel, like the ostriches in the wil-

derness." This opinion is controverted by Buffon, but seems fully

sustained by those who have most attentively observed the habits of
the ostridi. Dr. Shaw, as quoted by Paxton, and in Robinson's
Calmet, says, " On the least noise or trivial occasion, she forsakes her
eggs or her young ones, to which perhaps she never returns ; or if slie

does, it may be too late either to restore life to the one, or to preserve
the lives of the others." " Agreeably to this account," says Paxton,
"the Arabs meet sometimes with whole nests of these eggs undisturbed,
some of wliich are sweet and good, and others addled and corrupted

;

others again have their young ones of different growths, according to

the time it may be presiuned they have been forsaken by the dam.
They oftener meet a few of the little ones, not bigger than wcU-growii
pullets, half-starved, straggling and moaning about like so many dis-

tressed orphans for their mothers." IF Her labour is in vain loithout

fear. Herder renders this, " In vain is her travail, but she regards it

not." The idea in the passage seems to be this : that the. ostrich has
not that f7;);;rt7(ewsi07i or ]3rovident care for her young which other birds
have. It docs not mean that she is an animal remarkably bold and
courageous, for the contrary is the fact, and she is, according to the
Arabian writers, timid to a proverb ; but that she has nothing of the
anxious solicitude for her young which others seem to have— the
dread that they may be in want, or in danger, Avhieh leads them, often
at the peril of their own lives, to provide for and defend them.

17. Because God hath deprived her of wisdom, etc. That is, he has
not.impartod to her the wisdom which has been conferred on other
animals. Tlie meanuig is, that ail this remarkable arrangement, which
distinguished the ostrich so much from other animals, was to be traced
to God. It was not the result of chance ; it could not be pretended
that it was by a human arrangement, but it was the result of Divine
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18 What time she liftetli up I tlie horse and Ms rider.

herself on high, she scorueth I

18 In the time when she raiseth herself up on high,

She laugheth at the horse and his rider.

appointment. Even in this apparent destitution of wisdom there

were reasons which had led to this appointment, and the care and
good providence of God could be seen in the preservation oftlie animal.

Particularly, though apparently so weak, and timid, and unwise, the
ostrich had a noble bearing (ver. 18), and when aroused would scorn

the fleetest horse in the pursuit, and show that she was distinguished

for properties that were expressive of the goodness of God towards her,

and of his care over her.

18. IVhat time she lifteth up herself on high. In the previous verses

reference had been made to the fact that in some important respects

the ostrich was inferior to other animals, or had peculiar laws in

regard to its habits and preservation. Here the attention is called to

the fact that, notwithstanding its inferiority in some respects, it had
properties such as to command the highest admiration. Its lofty

carriage, the rapidity of its flight, and the proud scorn with which it

would elude the pursuit of the fleetest coursers, were all things that

showed that God had so endowed it as to furnish proof of his wisdom.
The phrase, " what time she lifteth up herself," refers to the fact that

she raises herself for her rapid flight. It does not mean that she

would mount on her wings, for this the ostrich cannot do ; but to the

fact that this timid and cowardly bird would, when danger was near,

rouse herself, and assume a lofty courage and bearing. Tlie word here

translated "lifteth up" C^'"^'?'?; means, properly, to lash, to ivhip, as a

horse, to increase its speed, and is here supf)0sed by Gesenius to bo
used as denoting that the ostrich, by flapping her wings, lashes herself

up as it were to her course. All the ancient interpretations, however,
as well as the common English version, render it as if it were but
another form of the word Dll, rum, to raise one's self up, or to rise up,

as if the ostrich aroused herself up for her flight. Herder renders it,

"At once she is up, and urges herself forward." Taylor (in Cahnetj
renders it

—

" Yet at the time she haughtily assumes corn-age

;

She scometh the horse and his rider."

The leading idea is, that she rouses herself to escape her pursuer ; she

lifts up her head and body, and spreads her wings, and then bids de-

fiance to anything to overtake her. H She scometh the horse and Ins

rider. In the pursuit. That is, she runs faster than the fleetest horse,

and easily escapes. The cxtraordinarj'' rapidity of the ostrich has

always been celebrated, and it is well known that she can easily out-

striji the fleetest horse. Its swiftness is mentioned by Xcnophon, in

his Anabasis ; for, speaking of the desert of Arabia, he says, that

ostriches are frequently seen there ; that none could overtake them
;

and that horsemen who pursued them wore obliged soon to give over,

"for they escaped far away, making use both of their feet to run, and
of their wings, when expanded, as a sail, to waft them along." !Mar-

melius, as quoted by Bochart (see above), sj^eaking of a remarkable
kind of horses, says, " that in Africa, Egypt, and Arabia, there is but
one species of that kind which they call the Ai-abian, and that those
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19 Ilast tliou given tlie horse I neck witli tlii;nder?

Btrengtli ? hast thou clothed his
|

19 Hast thou given the horse his strength ?

Hast thou clothed his neck \\ith thunder

?

are produced only in the deserts of Arabia. Their velocity is wonderful

;

nor is there any better evidence of their remarkable swiftness than is

furnished when they pursue the camel-bird." It is a common senti-

ment of the Arabs, Bochart remarks, that there is no animal which
can overcome the ostrich in its coui-se. Dr. Shaw says, " Notwith-
standing the stupidity of tlris animal, its Creator hath amply provided
for its safety by endowing it with extraordinary swiftness, and a sur-
prising apparatus for escaping from its enemy. ' They, when they
raise themselves up for flight,' laugh at the horse and his rider.'

They afford him an opportunity only of admiring at a distance the
extraordinary agility, and the stateliness likewise of their motions, the
richness of their plumage, and the great propriety there was in ascribing

to them a7i expanded, quivering wing. Nothing, certainly, can be more
entertaining than such a sight ; the wings, by their rapid but unwearied
vibrations, equally serving them for sails and for oars—while their feet,

no less assisting in conveying them out of sight, are no less insensible

of fatigue."

—

Travels, 8vo, vol. ii. p. 343, as quoted by Noyes. The
same representation is confirmed by the writer of a voyage to Senegal,
who says, " She sets off at a hard gallop ; but after being excited a
little, she expands her wings as if to catch the wind, and abandons
herself to a speed so great that she seems not to touch the ground.
I am persuaded she would leave far behind the swiftest English
courser."

—

Rob. Calmet. Buffon also admits that the ostrich runs
faster than the horse. These unexceptionable testimonies completely
vindicate the assertion of the inspired writer. The proofs and illus-

trations here furnished at considerable length ai'e designed to show
that the statements here made in the book of Job are such as are con-
firmed by all the investigations in Natural History since the time the
book was written. If the statements are to be regarded as an indication
of the progress made in the science of Natural History at the time
when Job lived, they prove that the observations in regard to this

animal had been extensive, and were surprisingly accurate. They
show that the minds of sages at that time had been turned with much
interest to this branch of science, and that they were able to describe
the habits of animals with an accuracy which would do the highest
credit to Pliny or to Buffon. If, however, the account here is to be
regarded as the mere result of inspiration, or as the language of God
speaking and describing what /jc had done, then the account furnishes
us with an interesting proof of the inspiration of the book. Its minute
accuracy is confirmed by all the subsequent inquiries into the habits
of the animal referred to, and shows that the statement is based on
simple truth. The general remark may here be made, that all the
notices in the Bible of the subjects of science—which are indeed mostly
casual and incidental—are such as are confirmed by the investigations
which science in the various departments makes. Of what other
ancient book but the Bible can this remark be made ?

19. Hast thou r/iven the horse strem/thf The incidental allusion to
the horse, in comparison with the ostrich in the previous verse, seems
to have suggested this magnificent description of this noble aninial—

a
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description which has never been surpassed or equalled. The horse is

an animal so well known, that a particular description of it is here

unnecessarj'. The only tiling which is required is an explanation of

the phrases here used, and a confirmation of the particular qualities

here attributed to the war-horse, for the description here is evidently

that of the horse as he appears in war, or as about to plunge into the

midst of a battle. The description which comes the nearest to this

before us, is that furnished in tlie well-known and exquisite passage of

Virgil, Georg. iii. 84, seq.

:

—Turn, si qua souum procul arma dcdere,

Stare loco nescit, micat auribus, et treuiit artus,

CoUectumque premens volvit sub naribus ignem.
Densa juba, et dextro jactata recumbat in amio.
At duplex agitur, per lumbos spina ; cavatque
TeUurem, et soMo graviter sonat ungula comu.

"But at the clash of arms, Ids ear afar

Drinks the deep sound, and vibrates to the war

;

Flames from each nostril roll in gathered stream,

His quivering limbs with restless motion gleam

;

O'er his right shoulder, floating fidl and fair.

Sweeps his thick mane, and spreads his pomp of bail-

,

Swift works his double spine ; and earth around
Eings to his soUd hoof that wears the ground."

—

Sotheby.

Many of the circumstances here enumerated have a remarkable resem-
blance to the description in Job. Other descriptions and coiTespond-

encies between this passage and the classic writers may be seen at

length in Bochart, Hieroz. P. i. lib. i. c. 8 ; in Scheutzer, Physica
Sacra, in loc ; and in the Scriptoriim variorutn Sylloge {Vermischte

Schriften, Goetting. 1782), of Godofr. Less. A full account of the

habits of the horse is also furnished by Michaelis in his "Dissertation

on the most ancient history of horses and horse-breeding," etc.. Ap-
pendix to Art. clxvi. of the Commentary on the Laws of Moses, vol. ii.

According to the results of the investigations of Michaelis, Arabia was
not, as is commonly supposed, the native country of the horse, but its

origin is rather to be sought in Egypt ; and in the account which is

given of the riches of Job (ch. i. 3 ; xlii. 12j, it is remarkable that the

horse is not mentioned. It is, therefore, in a high degree probable that

the horse was not known in his time as a domestic animal, and that,

in his country at least, it was employed chiefly in war. H Hast thou

clothed his neck icith thunder f There seems to be something incongruous

in the idea of making thtmder the clothing of the neck of a horse, and
there has been considerable diversity in the exposition of the passage.

There is evidently some allusion to the inane, but exactly in what
respect is not agreed. The LXX. render it, "Hast thou clothed his

neck with terror r"

—

<p6^ov. Jerome refers it to the neighing of the

horse

—

aut clrcumdabis collo ejus hinnitum. Prof. Lee renders it,

" Clothest thou his neck with scorn r" Herder, " And clothed its

neck with its flowing mane." Umbreit, " Hast thou clothed his neck
with loftiness r" Noyes, "Hast thou clothed his neck with its quivering

mane r" Schultens, convestis cervicem ejus tremore alacri—" with rapid

quivering ;" and Dr. Good, " with the thunder-flash." In this variety

of interpretation, it is easy to perceive that the common impression

has been that the mane is in some way referred to, and that the allusion

is not so much to a sound as of thunder, as to some motion of the mane
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20 (IJanst thou make him i glory of his nostrils is ' terrible,

afraid as a grasshopper ? the
| i terrors.

20 Dost thou make him leap as the locust ?

How tcniblo is the glory of his nostrils

!

that attracted attention. The mane adds much to the majesty and
beauty of the horse, and perhaps it was in son^e way decorated by the
ancients so as to set it off with increased beauty. The word which is

here used, and which is rendered thtiiider (^Vl), is from the verb DSrj

rdani, meaning to rage, to roar, as applied to the sea, Psa. xcvi. 11.;

xcviii. 8 ; and then to thunder. It has also the idea of trembling or

quaking, Ezek. xxvii. 35, and also of provoking to anger, 1 Sam. i. 6.

The verb and the noun are more commonly referred to thunder than
anything else : Job xxxvii. 4, 5 ; xl. 9 ; 2 Sam. xxii. 14 ; 1 Sam. ii. 10

;

vii. 10 ; Psa. xviii. 13 ; xxix. 3 ; Ixxvii. 18 ; civ. 7 ; Isa. xxix. 6. A
full investigation of the meaning of the passage may be seen in Bochart,
Hieroz. P. i. lib. ii. c. 8. It seems to me to be- very difficult to

determine its meaning, and none of the explanations given are quite
satisfactory. The tco7-d used requires us to understand the appearance
of the neck of the horse as having some resemblance to thunder, but in
what respect is not quite so apparent. It may be this : the description
of the war-horse is that of an animal fitted to inspire terror. He is

caparisoned for battle ; impatient of restraint ; rushing forward into
the thickest of the fight ; tearing up the earth ; breathing fire from his

nostrils ; and it was not unnatural, therefore, to compare him with the
tempest. The majestic neck, with the erect and shaking mane, is

likened to the thunder of the tempest that shakes everything, and that
gives so much majesty and fearfulness to the gathering storm ; and the
description seems to be this—that his very neck is fitted to produce
awe and alarm, like the thunder of the tempest. We are required,
therefore, it seems to me, to adhere to the proper meaning of the word

;

and though in the coolness of criticism there may appear to be some-
thing incongruous in the application ai thunder to the neck of the horse,
yet it might not appear to be so if we saw such a war-horse—and if

the thought, not an unnatural one, shoxdd strike us, that in majesty
and fury he bore a strong resemblance to an approaching tempest.

20. Canst thou make him afraid as a grasshopper f Or, rather, as
a locust—i^?")'?|. This is the word which is commonly applied to the
locust considered as gregarious, or as appearing in great numbers
(from i^^'J

—

to be multiplied). On the variety of the species of locusts,

see Bochart, Hieroz. P. ii. lib. iv. c. 1, seq. The Hebrew word here

rendered "make afraid" (tk?']) means, properly, to be moved, to be

shaken, and hence to tremble, to be afraid. In Hiphil, the form used
here, it means, to cause to tremble, to shake ; and then to cause to leap,

as a horse ; and the idea here is. Canst thou cause the horse, an
animal so large and powerful, to leap with the agility of a locust?
See Gesenius, Lex. The allusion here is to the leaping or moving of
the locusts as they advance in the appearance of squadrons or troops

;

but the comparison is not so much that of a single horse to a single
locust, as of cavalry or a company of war-horses to an army of locusts;
and the point of comparison tiu-ns on the elasticity or agility of the
motion of cavalry advancing to the field of battle. The sense is, that
God could cause that rapid and beautiful movement in animals so
large and powerful as the horse, but that it was wholly beyond the

o 2
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21 ' He pawetli in tlie yalley,

and rejoicetli in his streugtli;

he goeth ^ on to meet the - armed
men. i or, Ilis feet diff.

23 He mocketh at fear, and

is not aftVighted ; neither turn-

eth he back from the sword.

1/ Jer. 8. 6. 2 armottr.

21 He pa-wtth in the valley ; lie exulteth in his strength

;

He goeth forth hito the midst of nnns.

22 He langheth at fear, and is nothing daunted

;

And he tm-neth not back from the sword.

power of man to effect it. It is quite common in the East to compare

a liorse with a locust, and travellers have spoken of the remarkable

resemblance between the Jieads of the two. This comparison occurs

also in the Bible. See Joel ii. 4, "The appearance of tliem is as the

appearance of horses ; and as horsemen so shall they run." Rev. ix. 7.

The Italians from this resemblance call the locust cavaletta, or little

horse. Sir AV. Ousely says, " Zakaria Calvini divides the locusts into

two classes, like horsemen and footmen, ' mounted and pedestrian.'
"

Niebuhr says that he heard from a Bedouin near Bassorah, a parti-

cular comparison of the locust with other animals ; but he thought it

a mere fancy of the Arabs, till he heard it repeated at Bagdad. He
compared the head of a locust to that of a horse, the breast to that of

a lion, the feet to those of a camel, the belly with that of a serpent, the

tail with that of a scorpion, and the feelers with the hair of a virgin.

See Pict. Bib. on Joel ii. 4. H The glory of his nostrils is terrible.

Marg. as in Heb., terrors. That is, it is fitted to inspire terror or awe.

The reference is to the wide-extended and fiery-looking nostrils of

the horse when animated, and impatient for action. So Lucretius,

hb. v.

:

Et S-'endtum patulis sub naribus edit ad arma.

So Virgil, Georg. iii. 85 :

Collectumque premens voluit sub naribus ignem.

Clandian, in iv. Consulatu Honorii

:

Ignescimt patuloe nares.

21. Hepaweth in the valley. Marg., " or. His feet dig." The mar-

ginal reading is more in accordance with the Hebrew. The reference

is to the well-known fact of the 2>a'Wing of the horse with his feet, as

if he would dig up the ground. The same idea occurs in Virgil, as

quoted above :

cavatque

Tellurem, et sohdo graviter sonat ungula comu.

Also in Apollonius, lib. iii. Argonauticon

:

'Cls S' apTfCos 'licnos, ieXSSixivos noXefioio,

^KapOfiw iin -x^piji^Qoiv Kpovei -neSou.

"As a war-horse, impatient forthc battle,

Neighing, beats the ground with his hoofs."

H He goeth on to meet the armed tnen. Marg., armour. The margin is

in accordance with the Hebrew, but still the idea is substantially the

same. The horse rushes on furiously against the -weapons of war.

22. He mocketh at fear. He laughs at that which is fitted to inti-
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witli fierceness and rage; nei-

tlier believetli lie that it is the

Bouud of the trumpet.

23 The quiveiTattleth against

him, the glittering spear and
the sliield.

24 He swalloweth the ground

23 Upon liim rattlcth tho quiver,

T\u} glittering sjiear and tho lance.

24 lu liis fierceness and rage he dcvourcth the ground,

And will no longer stand still when the trumpet sounds.

midate; that is, he is not afraid. H Neither turneth he back from the

sicord. Ho rushes on it without fear. Of the fact hero stated, and
tho accuracy of the description, there can be no doubt.

23. The quiver rattUth against him. The quiver was a case made
for containing arrows. It was usually slung over the shoulder, so

that it could be easily reached to draw out an arrow. Warriors on
horseback, as well as on foot, fought with bows and arrows, as well

as Avith swords and spears ; and the idea here is, that the war-horse
bore upon himself these instruments of war. The rattling of the

quiver was caused by the fact that the arrows were thrown somewhat
loosely into the case or the quiver, and tliat in the rapid motion of

the warrior they were shaken against each other. Thus Virgil,

^». ix. 660

:

—pharetramque fug^ sensere sonantem.

Siliits, lib. xii.

:

Plena tenet et resonante pharetra.

And again

:

Tui-ba ruunt stridentque sagittiferi coryti.

So Homer (Iliad, A. 45), when speaking of Apollo

:

To'l' &jj.oi(nv exaJi', d/xtpripecpea re (papeTpr]v

"EKXay^av S' a^ oiarul eV Hixuv X'^'^/^f'''"*'

See Scheutzer's Phys, Sac, in loc.

24. lie sioalloiceth the ground. He seems as if he would absorb the
earth. That is, he strikes his feet into it with such fierceness, and
raises up the dust in his prancing, as if he would devour it. This
figure is unusual with us, but it is common in the Arabic. See
Schultens, in loc., and Bochart, Hieroz, P. i. lib. ii. c. viii. pp. 143

—

145. So Statius

:

Stare loco nescit, pereunt vestigia mille

Ante fugam, abscntemquo ferit gravis imgula campum.

Th' impatient courser pants in every vein,

And pawing seems to beat the distant plain

;

Hills, vales, and floods, appear already cross' d,
And ere he starts, a thousand steps are lost.

—

Pope.

IT Neither helieveth he that it is the sound of the trumpet. This transla-
tion by no means conveys the meaning of the original. The true
sense is probably expressed by Umbreit :

" He standeth not still when
the trumpet soundeth ;" that is, he becomes impatient ; he no longer
confides in the voice of the rider and remains submissive, but he be-
comes excited by the martial clangour, and rushes into the midst of
the battle. The Hebrew word which is employed (P'??*,') means,
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26 Doth the hawk fly by thy
wisdom, and stretch her wiuga
toward the south ?

25 He saith among the trum-
pets, Ha, ha ; and ho sraelleth

the battle afar off", the thunder
of the captains, and the shouting.

25 When the trumpet sounds, he saith "Aha!"
And from afar he snuffe^h the battle

—

The war-cry of the prin " and the battle-shout.

26 Is it by thy understanding that the hawk flieth,

And spreadeth his wings toward the south ?

properly, to prop, stay, support ; then to believe, to be firm, stable ; and
is that which is commonly used to denote an act oi faith, or as meaning
believmg. But the original sense of the word is here to be retained,
and then it refers to the fact that the impatient horse no longer stands
still when the trumpet begins to sound for battle.

25. He saith among the trv,mpets. Ha, ha. That is, " "When the
trumpet sounds, his voice is heard as if he said. Aha—or said that
lie heard the sound calling him to the battle." The reference is to

the impatient neighing of the war-horse about to rush into the con-
flict. H And he smelleth the battle afar off. That is, he snuffs, as it

were, for the slaughter. The reference is to the effect of an approach-
ing army upon a spirited war-horse, as if he perceived the approach
by the sense of smelling, and longed to be in the midst of the battle.

IT The thunder of the captains. Literally, " the war-cry of the princes."
The reference is to the loud voices of the leaders of the Rrmy com-
manding the hosts under them. In regard to the whole of this mag-
nificent description of the war-horse, the reader may consult Bochart,
Hieroz. P. i. lib. ii. c. 8, where the phrases used are considered and
illustrated at length. The leading idea here is, that the war-horse
evinced the Avisdom and the power of God. His majestj', energy,
strength, impatience for the battle, and spii-it, were proofs of the
greatness of Him who had made him, and might be appealed to as

illustrating his perfections. Much as men admue the noble horse,
and much as they take pains to train him for the turf or for battle,

yet how seldom do they refer to it as illustrating the power and great-
ness of the Creator ; and, it may be added, how seldom do they use
the horse as if he were one of the grand and noble works of God !

26. Doth the hawk Jiy by thy wisdom. The appeal here is to the
hawk, because it is among the most rapid of the birds in its flight.

The particular thing specified is its flying, and it is supposed that
there was something peculiar in that which distiiiguished it from
other birds. Whetlier it was in regard to its speed, to its manner of

flying, or to its habits of flying at periodical seasons, may indeed be
made a matter of inquirj' ; but it is clear that the particular thing in

this bird which was adapted to draw the attention, and which evinced
peculiarly the wisdom of God, was connected with its flight. The
word here rendered hawk (V? netz) is probably generic, and includes

the various species of the falcon, or hawk tribe, as the jer-falcon, the
goshawk, the sparrow-hawk, the lanner, tlie sacre, the hobby, the
kestril, and the merlin. Not less than one hundred and fifty species

of the hawk, it is said, have been described, but of these many are

little known, and many of them differ from others only by very slight

distinctions. They are birds of prey, and, as many of them are

endowed with remarkable docility, they are trained for the diversions
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28 She dwollotli and aljidctli

on the rock, upon tlio crag of

the rock, and tlie strong place.

27 Doth the eagle mount up
' at tliy command, and make
her nost on - high 1

1 6v thy mouth. % Jer. 49. 16 ; Obad. 4.

27 Is it at thy command tliat tlic eagle niounteth up,

Aaid that he huildcth his nest on high ?

28 He iiihabiteth the rock, and abideth there

—

Upon the crag of the rock, and the high fortress

;

oi falconry—which has been quite a science among sportsmen. The
falcon, or hawk, is often distinguished for fleetness. One belonging
to a duke of Cleves flew out of Westphalia into Prussia in one day

;

and, in the county of Norfolk (England), one was known to make a
flight of nearly thirty miles in an hour. A falcon Avhich belonged to

Henry IV. of France, having escaped from Fontainebleau, was found
twenty-four hours after in Malta, the space traversed being not less

tlian one thousand three hundred and fifty miles, being a velocity of
about fifty-seven miles an hour, on the supposition that the bird was
on the wing the whole time. It is this remarkable velocity which is

here appealed to as a proof of the Divine wisdom. God asks Job
whether he could have formed these birds for their rapid flight. The
wisdom and skill which has done this is evidently far above any that
is possessed by man. ^ And stretch her wings toward the south. lie-

ferring to the fact that the bird is migratory at certain seasons of the
year. It is not here merely the rcqiidity of its flight which is referred

to, but that remarkable instinct which leads the feathered tribes to

seek more congenial climates at the approach of winter. In no way
is this to be accounted for, except by the fact that God has so

appointed it. This great law of the winged tribes is one of the
clearest proofs of Divine wisdom and agency.

27. Doth the eagle mount up at thy command. Marg. as in Heb., by
thy mouth. The meaning is, that Job had not power to direct or
order the eagle in his lofty flight. The eagle has always been cele-

brated for the height to which it ascends. "\Vhen Ramond had reached
the summit of mount Perdu, the highest of the Pyrenees, he perceived
no living creature but an eagle which passed above him, flying with
inconceivable rapidity in direct opposition to a furious wind.

—

Ediu.
Encyclo. " Of all animals, the eagle flies highest ; and from thence the
ancients have given him the epithet of the bird of heaven."— Goldsmith.
What is particularly worth remarking here is, the accuracy with
which the descriptions in Job are made. If these are any indications
of the progress of the knowledge of Natural History, that science
could not have been then in its infancy. Just the things are adverted
to here which all the investigations of subsequent ages have shown
to characterize the classes of the feathered creation referred to. IT Atid
make her nest on high. " The nest of the eagle is usually built in the
most inaccessible cliff of the rock, and often shielded from the weatlier
by some jutting crag that hangs over it."

—

Goldsmith. It is usually
placed horizontally, in the hollow or fissure of some high and abrupt
rock, and is constructed of sticks of five or six feet in length, inter-

laced with pliant twigs, and covered with layers of rushes, heath, or
moss. Unless destroyed by some accident, it is supposed to suffice,

Avitli occasional repairs, for the same couple during their lives.—

•

Edin. Encyclo.

28. iShe dwelleth and abideth on the rock, ' He rarely quits the
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29 From tlience she seeketli

the prey, and lier eyes beliold

afar off.

30 Her young ones also suck
up Llood : and wliere " the slain

are, there is she.

a Blatt. 24. 28; Luke 1?. 37.

29 From theuce he spieth out his prey
His eyes discern it from afar.

30 His yoimg ones greedily gulp down blood

;

And where the slain ai-e, there is he.

mountains to descend into the plains. Each pair live in an insulated

state, establishing their quarters on some high and precipitous cliff, at

a respectful distance from otliers of the same species."

—

Edin. Encyclo.

They seem to occupy the same cliff, or place of abode, during their

lives ; and hence it is that they are represented as having a permanent
abode on the lofty rock. In Damir it is said that the blind poet

Besar, son of Jazidi, being asked, if God would give him the choice

to be an animal, what he would be, said that he would wish to be
nothing else than an alokab, a species of the eagle, for they dwelt in

places to which no wild animal could have access.—Scheutzer, Phy.
Sac. in loc. The word rendered " abideth" means, commonly, to pass

the night, and here refers to the fact that the high rock was its con-

stant abode or dwelling. By night, as well as by day, the eagle had
his home there. H Upon the crag of the rock. Heb., " Upon the <oo^A

of the rock"—from tlie resemblance of the crag of a rock to a tooth.

29. From thence she sceketh the preg, and her eyes behold afar off.

" When far aloft, and no longer discernible by the human eye, sucli

is the wonderful acuteness of its sight, that from the same elevation

it will mark a hare, or even a smaller animal, and dart down on it

with unerring aim."

—

Edin, Encgclo. " Of all animals, the eagle has

the quickest eye ; but his sense of smelling is far inferior to that of

the vulture. He never pursues, therefore, but in sight."

—

Goldsmith.

This power of sight was early known, and is celebrated by the ancients.

Thus Homer, II. p. ver. 674

:

S>(TT alirhs ^v pd re <paalv

'O^VTUTOV SepKiffOai virovpavlwv TTeTerjvwv,

" As the angle, of whom it is said that it enjoys the keenest vision of all

the fowls rmder heaven."

So JElian, H. L. i. 32. Also Horace, Serm. L. i. Sat. 3

:

—tam cernit acutum
Quam aut aquila, aut serpens Epidaiuius.

The Arabic writers say that the eagle can see " four hundred para-

sand's."

—

Damir, as quoted by Scheutzer. It is now ascertained that

birds of prey search out or discern their food rather by the sight than

the smell. No sooner does a camel fall and die on the plains of

Arabia, than there may be seen in the far-distant sky apparently a

black speck, which is soon discovered to be a vulture hastening to its

prey. From that vast distance the bird, invisible to human eye, has

seen the prey stretched upon the sand, and immediately commences
towards it its rapid flight.

30. Her young ones also suck vp blood. The word here used

occm-s nowhere else in the Scriptures. It is supposed to mean, to
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sup up £;reedily ; referring to the fact that tlic young ones of the eagle

devour blood voraciously. They are too feeble to devour the flesh,

and lience they are fed on the blood of the victim. The strength of

the eagle consists in the beak, talons, and wings ; and sucli is tlieir

power, that they are able to convey animals of considerable size, alive,

to their places of abode. They often bear away, in this manner,
lambs, kids, and the young of the gazelle. Three instances, at least,

are known, where they have carried off children. In the year 1737,

in jS'iuway, a boy upwards of two years of age was carried off by an
eagle in the sight of his parents. Anderson, in his History of Iceland,

asserts that in that island children of four and five years of age have
experienced the same fate ; and Ray mentions that in one of the

Orkneys an infant of a year old was seized in tlie talons of an eagle,

and conveyed about four miles to its eyry.

—

Edin. Encyclo. The prin-

cipal food of the young eagle is blood. The fjroq/" of this fact may be
seen in Scheutzer's Plujs, Sac, in loc. H And where the slain are, there

is she. Heb., the slain; referring perhaps primarilj'to a field of battle

—where horses, camels, and men lie in confusion. It is not impro-
bable that the Saviour had this passage in view when he said, speaking
of the approaching destruction of Jerusalem, "For wheresoever the

carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered together," Matt. xxiv. 28.

Of the fact that they thus assemble, there can be no doubt. The
argwnent in proof of the wisdom and majesty of the Almighty in these

references to the animal creation, is derived from their strength, their

instincts, and their peculiar habits. We may make two remarks, in

view of the arguments as here stated. (1.) One relates to the re-

markable accuracy with which they are referred to. Tlie statements
are not vague and general, but are minute and characteristic, about
the habits and the instincts of the animals referred to. The very
tilings are selected which are now known to distinguish those animals,

and which are not found to exist in the same degree, if at all, in

others. Subsequent investigations have served to confirm the accuracy
of these descriptions, and tliey may be taken now as a correct account
even to the letter of the natural history of the different animals referred

to. If, therefore, as has already been stated, this is to be regarded as

an indication of the state of natural science in the time of Job, it

shows quite an advanced state ; if it is not an indication of the exist-

ing state of knowledge in his time, if there was no such acquaintance
with the animal creation as the result of observation, then it shows
that these were truly the Avords of God, and are to be regarded as

direct inspiration. At all events, the statement was evidently made
under the influence of inspiration, and is worthy of the origin whicli

it claims. (2.) The second remark is, that the ju'ogress of discovery
in the science of natural history has only served to confirm and ex-
pand the argument here adverted to. Every new fact in regard to

the habits and instincts of animals is a new proof of the wisdom and
greatness of God ; and we may appeal now, with all the knowledge
which we have on these subjects, with unanswerable force to the
habits and instincts of the wild goats of the rock, the wild ass, the
rhinoceros, the ostrich, the horse, the hawk, and the eagle, as each
one fm'nishing some striking and peculiar j^roof of the wisdom, good-
ness, superintending providence, and power of the Great Creator.
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CHAPTER XL.
|
sworecl Job, aud said,

]\pREOVER the Lord an-
I

JehovaKs second address to Job.—Cli. xl., sli.

1 I^IoKEOTER Jehovah answered Job, and said

:

AJ^ALTSIS OF CHAPTERS XL., XLI.

These chapters consist of the following parts :

I. God rebukes Job for the spirit wliich he had manifested, and especially

for his presumption in contending with him, and for the impropriet}- of the
language in. which he had indulged, and which was the same as 'reproving'
God, vers. 1, 2.

II. Job confesses his guUt. He had, on a former occasion, expressed his

desire to cany his cause immediately before God (ch. xiii. 3, 20, 21), and to

argue it there. He was sure that he would be able to vindicate himself, and
show that he did not deserve the peculiar calamities which had come upon
him, and which were appealed to by his friends as full proof that he was a
wicked man. Now, howevci", overpowered bj' the majesty of God, and by
the argument which he had used, he is sUcnt. He does not adventure to go
into the argument. He confesses that he is vile, and says that he would lay

his hand upon his mouth. He had spoken repeatedly, but he could proceed

no farther, vers. 3—5.

III. God then pursues and completes the argument which he had com-
menced, in proof of his own majesty and glory. The argument is continued
through this and the following cliapter, and comprises the following sub-

jects, viz. :

(1.) An appeal to the power and majesty of God, vers. 7—14. That power
was displayed in his arm in executing judgments ; in his thunder ; in cast-

ing down the proud; and in traiu]di7)g the wicked in the dust. God says

that if Job could put forth power like this, then he would confess that his

own hand could save him.

(2.) He appeals to the behemoth, and this chapter concludes with a detailed

description of this animal of immense strength, which might be regarded as

in some sort an illustration of the mighty power of the Most High, vers. 15—2i.

(3.) The whole argument is closed (ch. xli.) by an appeal to the leiHatlian,

as the chief among the works of God, and as showing his dominion over

the sea. This immense sea-monster is described at length, and in the most
sublime manner ; and the argument is, that a Being who could form such
an animal, and control him, must be a Being of infinite majesty and
glory, before whom man should bow down with profound reverence and
silence. This sublime argument is not so conducted as to remove or explain
tlie difficulties which pressed upon the minds of Job and his friends. No
statements are made respecting the reason of afflictions ; the question whether
trials are evidence of the moral character of the sutferer is not decided, and
no reference is made to the future state, and to the fact that all these in-

equalities would be adjusted there. The object of the whole argument is to

produce an overwhelming sense of the majesty and glory of God ; to show
the impropriety of complaining aud murmuring against the government of

one so exalted and so powerful : and to inculcate the duty of calm acquiesc-

ence in the expressions of his will. The object was not to disclose all the

light in regard to the difficult questions about the government of God which
could be communicated, nor to anticipate the glorious truths which were
reserved for the Christian revelation, but to produce a state of submission to

the will of God. It was to make men feci tliat God had a right to reign, and
that they were to be submissive not because they saw the reasons of his

doings, but because such loas his will. This is still a proper ground of argu-
ment with the afflicted, and is often in fact about all that can be referred to.

1. Moreover the Lokd answered Job. The word answered is used
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let liim answer it.

3 H Then Job auswcred the

Lord, aud said,

2 Sliall lie that coutendeth
* witli the Almiglity instruct

him I lie that reprovoth God,
4ch. 33. 13; Is. 27.4.

2 Will ho tliat would eater into an argument 'with the Almighty now
instrnct him ?

Will he thiit \\ishe(l to carry his cause before God now reply .'

3 Then Job answered Jehovah, aud said

:

here, as it is often in the Scriptures, not to denote a reply to what ha;?

been immediately said, but to take up or ccmtinue an argument.
"What God said here was designed as a reply to the spirit which Job
had so frequently manifested.

2. Shall lie that contendeth with the Almighty instruct him ? Gescnius
renders this, " Contending shall the reprover of God contend witli the
Almighty r" Prof. Lee, " Shall one by contending with tlie Almighty
correct this?" On the grammatical construction, see Gescnius on
the word niD% and Rosenmiiller and Lee, in loc. The meaning .seems

to be this : "Will he who would enter into a controversy with the
Almighty now presume to instruct him ? He that was so desirous of
arguing his cause with God, will he now answer ?" All the language
here used is taken from courts, and is such as I have had frequent
occasion to explain in these Notes. The reference is to tlie fact that
Job had so often expressed a wish to carry his cause, as before a
judicial tribunal, directly up to God. He had felt that if he could
get it there, lie could so argue it as to secure a verdict in his favour

;

that he could set arguments before the Almighty which would secure
a reversal of the fearful sentence which had gone out against him,
and which had caused him to be held as a guilty man. God now
asks whether he wlio liad been so anxious to liave a legal argument,
and to carry his cause himself before God—a man disposed to litiga-

tion before God (ai)—was still of the same mind, and felt himself
qualified to take upon himself the office of an instructor, a corrector, an
admonishcr (nio;) of God? He had the opportunity now; and God
here paused, after the sublime exhibition of his majesty and power
in the previous chapters, to give him an opportunity, as he wished,
to carry his cause directly before him. The result is stated in vers. 3, 4.

Job had now nothing to say. II He that reproveth God. Or rather,
" He that is disposed to carry his cause before God," as Job had often
expressed a wish to do. The word here used (n3^') is often employed,
especially in Hiphil, in a forensic sense, and means to argue, to show,
to jjrove anything ; then to argue doivn, to confute, to convict. See Job
vi. 25; xiii. 15; xix. 5; xxii. 12; Prov. ix. 7, 8; xv. 12; xix. 25.

It is evidently used in that sense here—a Hipliil participle rrpin

—

and refers, not to any man in general who reproves God, but to Job
in particular, as having expressed a wish to carry his cause before
him, and to iirgue it there. II Lei him answer it. Or rather, " Let
him answer him." That is, " Is he now ready to answer? There is

now an opportunity for him to carry his cause, as he wished, directly
before God. Is he ready to embrace the opportunity, and to answer
now what the Almighty has said? This does not mean, then, as the
common version would seem to imply, that the man who reproves
God must be held responsible for it, but that Job, who had expressed
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4 Beiold, I am vile : * what
shall I answer thee 1 I will lay
'' mine hand upon my mouth.
c ch. 42. 6; Ezra 9. 6; Psa. 51. 4; Isa. 6.

5; 61. (i; Dau. 9. 5, 7 ; Luke 18. 13.

5 Once have I spoken ; but I

will not answer : yea, twice

;

hut I will proceed no further.

rfch. £9. 9; Mic. 7. 16; Zecli. 2. 13:
Kom. 3. 19.

4 Behold, I am vile ! ^^^at can I answer thee }

I will lay my haud upon my mouth.
Once did I speak ; but I will not answer again :

Yea, twice ; but I will add no more.

the wish to carry his cause before God, had now an opportunity to do
so. That this is the meaning, is apparent from the next verses, where
Job says that he was confounded, and had nothing to say.

4. Behold, I am vile: what shall I answer thee? "Instead of being
able to argue my cause, and to vindicate myself as I had expected, I

now see that I am guilty, and I have nothing to say." He had
argued boldly with his friends. He had before tliem maintained his

innocence of the charges which they brought against him, and had
supposed that he would be able to maintain the same argument before

God. But when the opportunity was given, he felt that he was a
poor, weak man ; a guilty and miserable offender. It is a very dif-

ferent thing to maintain our cause before God from what it is to

maintain it before men ; and though Ave may attempt to vindicate our
own righteousness Avhen we argue with our fellow-creatures, yet wlien
we come to maintain it before God we shall be dumb. On earth, men
vindicate themselves ; what will they do when they come to stand
before God in the judgment ? H / will lay mine hand upon my mouth.
An expression of silence. Catlin, in his account of the Mandan In-
dians, says that this is a common custom with tliem when anything
wonderful occurs. Some of them laid their hands on their moutlis,

and remained in this posture by the hour, as an expression of astonish-

ment at the wonders produced by the brush in the art of painting.

Comp. notes on ch. xxi. 5 ; xxix. 9,

5. Once have I spoken. That is, in vindicating myself. He had
once spoken of God in an irreverent and improper manner, and he
now saw it. IT But I toill not answer. I will not now answer, as I

had expressed the wish to do. Job now saw that he had spoken in

an improper manner, and he says that he would not repeat what he
had said. H Yea, twice. He had not only offended once, as if in a

thoughtless and hasty manner, but he had repeated it, showing deli-

beration, and thus aggravating his guilt. When a man is brought to

a willingness to confess that he has done wrong 07ice, he will be very
likely to see that he has been guilty of more than one offence. One
sin will draw on the remembrance of another ; and the gate once open,

a flood of sins will rush to the recollection. It is not common that

a man can so isolate a sin as to repent of that alone, or so look at one
offence against God as not to feel that he has been often guilty of tlie

same crimes. IT But I will i^roceed nofurther. Job felt, doubtless, that if

he should allow liimself to speak again, or to attempt now to vindicate

himself, he would be in danger of committing the same error again.

He now saw that God was right; that lie had hini.self repeatedly
indulged in an improijcr spirit, and that all that became him was a
penitent confession iu the fewest words possible. "We may learn here,

(1,) that a view of God is fitted to produce in us a deep sense of our
own sins. No one can feel himself to be in the presence of God, or
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7 Gird up tliy loins now like

a man : 1 will demand of tliee,

and declare thou unto me.

6 II Then ' answered tli(

Lord unto Job out of tlie whirl

wind, and said,

e ch. 38. 1, etc.

6 Tlicn Jehovah answered Job out of the whuiwind, and said :

7 Ghd up now thy loins like a man I

I will ask of thee, and do thou instruct me !

regard the Almighty as speaking to him, without saying, " Lo, I am
vile !" There is nothing so much fitted to produce a sense of sinful-

ness and nothingness as a view of God. (2.) The world will be dumb
at the day of judgment. They who nave been most loud and bold in

\ indicating themselves will then be silent, and m\\ confess that they
are vile, and the whole world " will become guilty before God." If

the presence and the voice of God produced such an eflect on so good
a man as Job, what Avill it not do on a wicked world? (3.) A true

penitent is disposed to use but few words. " God be merciful to me
a sinner," or, "lo, I am vile," is about all the language -which the
penitent employs. He does not go into long arguments, into metaphy-
sical distinctions, into apologies and vindications ; but uses the sim-
plest language of confession, and tlien leaves the soul, and the cause,

in the hands of God. (-1.) Repentance consists in stopping where we
are, and in resolving to add no more sin. " I have erred," is its

language. " I will not add to it, I will do so no more," is the
immediate response of the soul. A readiness to go into a vindication,

or to expose one's self to the danger of sinning again in the same
way, is an evidence that there is no true repentance. Job, a true

penitent, Avould not allow himself even to speak again on the subject,

lest he should be guilty of the sin which he had already committed.
(5.) In repentance, we must be willing to retract our errors, and con-
fess that we were wrong—no matter what favourite opinions we have
had, or how tenaciously and zealously we have defended and held
them. Job had constructed many beautiful and eloquent arguments
in defence of his opinions ; he had brought to bear on the subject all

the results of his observation ; all his attainments in science ; all the
adages and maxims that he had derived from the ancients, and from
a long intercourse with mankind, but he was now brought to a willing-

ness to confess that his arguments were not solid, and that the
opinions which he had cherished were erroneous. It is often more
difficult to abandon opinions than vices; and the proud philosopher,
when he exercises repentance, has a more difficult task than the victim
of low and debasing sensuality. His opinions are his idols. They
embody the results of his reading, his reflections, his conversation, his

obsers'ation, and they become a part of himself. Hence it is that so

many abandoned sinners are converted, and so few philosophers

;

that religion spreads often with so much success among the obscure
and the openly Avicked, while so few of the " wise men of the world"
are called and saved.

6. Then ansicered the Lord unto Job out of the lohirlwind. See notes
on ch. xxxviii. 1. God here resumes the argument which had been
interrupted in order to give Job an opportunity to speak and to carry

his cause before the Almighty, as he had desired. See ver. 2. Since
Job had nothing to say, the argument, which had been suspended, is

resumed and completed.

7. Gird up thy loins now like a man. An expression taken from the

VOL, n. U
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8 Wilt tliou also disannul my
judgment? wilt thou condemn
me, that thou mayest be right-

eous ?

9 Hast thou an arm like God?

or canst thou thunder Tvith a
voice '' like him ?

10 Deck thyself now with
majesty s and excellency ; and

/ Psa. C9. 3, 4. g Psa. 93. 1 ; 104. 1.

8 Wilt thou reverse my judgment ?

Wilt thou show that I am wrong because thou art righteous.'

9 Hast thou an arm like God ?

Or canst thou thunder with a voice like him ?

10 Adorn thyself now with grandeur and majesty,

ancient mode of dress. That "was a loose, flowing robe, which was
secured by a girdle when travelling, or when one entered upon any-
thing requiring energy. See notes on Matt. v. 38—41. The meaning
here is, "Prepare thyself for the highest effort that can be made.
Put forth all your strength, and explain to me what will now be said."

Comp. notes on Isa. xli. 21. H / ivill demand of thee. Heb., " I wiU
ask of thee." That is, I will submit some questions to you to be
answered. H Atid declare thou tmto me. Heb., " Cause me to know."
That is, furnish a satisfactory answer to these inquiries, so as to show
that you understand the subject. The object is to appeal to the proofs

of Divine wisdom, and to show that the whole subject was far above
human comprehension.

8. Wilt thou disannul my judgment f Wilt thou reverse the judg-
ment which I have formed, and show that it should have been
different from what it is ? This was implied in what Job had under-
taken. He had complained of the dealings of God, and this was the

same as saying that he could show that those dealings should have
been diflferent from what they were. When a man murmurs against

God, it is always implied that he supposes he could show why his

dealings should be different from what they are, and that they should
be reversed. U Wilt thou condemn me, that thou mmjest he ricjhteous 1

Or, rather, probably, " Wilt thou show that I am -^Tong because thou
art superior injustice?" Job had allowed himself to use language
which strongly implied that God was improperly severe. He had
regarded himself as punished far beyond what he deserved, and as

suffering in a manner which justice did not demand. All this implied

that he was more righteous in the case than God, for when a man
allows himself to vent such complaints, it indicates that he esteems
himself to be more just than his Maker. God now calls upon Job to

maintain this proposition, since he had advanced it, and to urge the

arguments which would prove that he was more righteous in the case

than God. It was proper to demand this. It was a charge of such
a nature that it could not be passed over in silence ; and God asks,

therefore, with emphasis, whether Job now supposed that he could

mstitute such an ai'gument as to show that he was right and his

Maker wrong.
9. Rast thou an arm like God? The arm is the symbol of strength.

The question here is, whether Job would venture to compare his

strength with the omnipotence of God ? H Or canst thou thimder with

a voice like him? Thunder is a symbol of the majesty of the Most
High, and is often spoken of as the voice of God. See Psa. xxix.

The question here is, whether Job could presume to compare himself

with the Almighty, whose voice was the thunder ?

• 10. Deck thyself now with majesty and excellency. That is, such as
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array tliysolf -witli glory and
beauty.

11 Cast abroad tbe rage of

tliy •wrath : and boliold every
one that is jiroud, and abase

him.
12 Look on every one that is

* proud, rt;«i bring him low;
A Kxod. 18. 11 : Piov. 15. 25; Isa. 2. 12;

Daa.i. 37.

and tread down the "wicked in

their place.

13 Hide them in the dust to-

gether ; and bind their faces in

secret.

14 Then "will I also confess

unto thee that thine own right

hand can save thee.

And array thyself with splendour and glory.

11 Let loose the fury of thy ^^Tath

!

Look upon every one that is proud, and abase him

!

12 Look upon every one that Ls proud, and bring him low
Yea, tread down the wicked in then- place !

13 Hide them in the dust together !

Bind them in the dungeon

!

14 Then will I also give thee praise.

For tliine o^nti right hand can save thee.

God has. Put on everything which you can, which would indicate

rank, wealth, power, and see whetlier it could all be compared with
the majesty of God. Comp. P.sa. civ. 1, " O Lord my God, thou art

very great ; thou art clothed with honour and majesty."
11. Cast abroad the racje of thy wrath. That is, as God does. ShoAV

that the same effects can be produced by your indignation which there

is in his. God appeals here to the effect of his displeasure in pros-

trating his foes as one of the evidences of his majesty and glory, and
asks Job, if he would compare himself with him, to imitate him in

this, and produce similar effects. H And behold every one that is proud,
and abase him. That is, look upon such an one and bring him low, or

humble him by a look. It is implied here that God could do this,

and he appeals to it as a proof of his power.
12. And tread down the wicked in their place. Even in the very

place where they are, crush them to the dust, as God can. It is

implied that God was able to do this, and he appeals to it as a proof
of his power.

13. Hide them in the dust together. Comp. Isa. ii. 10. The mean-
ing seems to be, that God had power to prostrate the wicked in the
dust of the earth, and he calls upon Job to show his power by doing
the same thing, f And hind their faces in secret. The, word /aces
here is probably used (like the Greek irpSaanra) to denote persons.
The phrase "to bind them" is expressive of having them under con-
trol or subjection; and the phrase "in secret" may refer to some
secret or safe place—as a dungeon or prison. The meaning of the
whole is, that God had power to restrain and control the haughty
and the wicked, and he appeals to Job to do the same.

14. Then icill I also confess unto thee, etc. If you can do all this, it

will be full proof that you can save yourself, and that you do not
need the Divine interposition. If he could do all this, then it might
be admitted that he was qualified to pronounce a judgment on the
Divine counsels and dealings. He would then sliow that he had
qualifications for conducting the affairs of the universe.
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] 5 H Behold now ' beliemotli, I wHicli I made with thee ; he

1 or, the ei.phant. as some thiuk. I
eateth grass as au ox.

lo Behold now behemoth [hippopotamus], which I have made, as well

as thj'self

;

He feedeth ou grass like the ox.

15. Behold now behemoth. Marg., "or, the elephant, as some think."

In the close of the argument, God appeals to tico animals as among
the chief of his works, and as illustrating more than any others his

power and majesty— the behemoth and the leviathan. A great

variety of opinions has been entertained in regard to the animal

referred to here, though the main inquiry has related to the question

whether the elephant or the hippiopotamus is denoted. Since the time

of Bochart, who has gone into an extended examination of the subject

{Hieroz. P. ii. lib. ii. c. 15), the common opinion has been that the

latter is here referred to. As a specitnen of the method of interpreting

the Bible which has prevailed, and as a proof of the slow progress

wliich lias been made towards settling the meaning of a difficult pas-

sage, we may refer to some of the opinions which have been enter-

tained in regard to this animal. They are chiefly taken from the

collection of opinions made by Schultens, in loc. Among them are

the following : (1.) That wild animals in general are denoted. This
appears to have been the opinion of the translators of the Septuagint.

(2.) Some of the Rabbins supposed that a huge monster was referred

to, that ate everj^ day " the grass of a thousand mountains." (3.) It

has been held by some that the wild bull was referred to. This was
the opinion particularly of Sanctius. (4.) The common opinion, until

the time of Bochart, has been that the elephant Avas meant. See the

particular authors who have held this opinion enumerated in Schultens.

(5.) Bochart maintained, and since his time the opinion has been
generally acquiesced in, that the river-horse of the Nile, or the hippo-

potamus, was referred to. This opinion he has defended at length in

tlie Hieroz. P. ii. lib. v. c. 15. (6.) Others have lield that some
" hieroglyphic monster" was referred to, or that the whole description

was an emblematic representation, though without any living original.

Among those who have held this sentiment, some have supposed that

it is designed to be emblematic of the old serpent ; others, of the

corrupt and fallen natiu'e of man ; others, that the proud, the cruel,

and the bloody are denoted; most of the "Fathers" supposed that

the devil was here emblematically represented by the behemoth and
the leviathan ; and one writer has maintained that Christ was referred

to ! To tliese opinions may be added the supposition of Dr. Good,
that the behemoth here described is at present a genus altogether

extinct, like the mammoth, and other animals that have been dis-

covered in fossil remains. This opinion is also entertained by tlie

author of the article on Mazolugij, in the Edinburgh Enclyclopaedia,

chiefly for the reason that the descrij^tion of the tail of the behemoth
(ver. 17) does not well accord with the hippopotamus. There m.ust

be admitted to be some plausibility in this conjecture of Dr. Good,
though perhaps I shall be able to show that there is no necessity of

resorting to this supposition. The word behemoth {tv!QT\'1), used here

in the plural number, occurs often in the singular number, to denote

a dumb beast, usually applied to the larger kind of quadrupeds. It

fy}curs very often in the Scriptures, and is usually translated beast, or
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collectively cattle. It usually denotes land animals, in opposition to

birds or reptiles. See the Lexicons, and Taylor's Hebrew Concordance.

It is rendered by Dr. Nordheinier {Heb. Con.) in this place hippo-

}>otamus. The plural form is often used (comp. Deut. xxxii. 24 ; Job
xii. 7; Jer. xii. 4; Ilab. ii. 17; I'sa. 1. 10 i, but in no other instance

is it employed as a proper name. Gesenius supposes that under the

form of the word here used there lies concealed some Egyptian name
for the hippopotamus, "so modified as to put on the appearance of a

Semitic word. Thus the Ethiopian pehemout denotes water-ox, by
wliich epithet {bomarino) the Italians also designate the hippopota-
mus." The translations do not afford much aid in determining the

meaning of the word. The LXX. render it, Qr)p[a, wild boasts ; Jerome
vetains tlie word Behemoth ; the Chaldee, ^^Tf?) beast; the Syriac

retauis the Hebrew word ; Coverdale renders it, " cruel beast ;" Prof.

Lee, "the beasts;" Umbreit, Nilpferd, "Nile-horse;" and Noyes,
" river-horse." The only metlxod of ascertaining, therefore, what
animal is here intended, is to compare carefully the characteristics

here referred to witli the animals now known, and to find in what one
these characteristics exist. We may here safely presume on the entire

accuracy of the description, since we have found the previous descrip-

tions of animals to accord entirely with the habits of those existing at

the present day. The illustration drawn from the passage before us,

in regard to the nature of the animal, consists of two parts : (1.) The
place which the description occupies in the argument. That it is an
aquatic animal seems to follow from the plan and structure of the

argument. In the two discourses of Jehovah (ch. xxxviii.—xii.),

the appeal is made, first, to the phenomena of nature (ch. xxxviii. j ;

then to the beasts of the earth, among whom the ostrich is reckoned
(ch. xxxix. 1—2-5) ; then to the fowls of the air (ch. xxxix. 26—30) ;

and then follows tlie description of the behemoth and the leviathan.

It would seem that an argument of this kind would not be constructed
without some allusion to the principal wonders of the deep ; and the
fair presumption therefore is, that the reference here is to the
principal animals of the aquatic race. The argument in regard to the
nature of the animal from the place Avhich the description occupies,

seems to be confirmed by the fact that the account of the behemoth is

immediately followed by that of the leviathan—beyond all question
an aquatic monster. As they are here grouped together in the argu-
ment, it is probable that they belong to the same class ; and if by tlie

leviathan is meant the crocodile, then the presumption is that the
river-horse, or the hippopotamus, is here intended. These two
animals, as being Egyptian wonders, are everywhere mentioned toge-

ther by ancient writers. See Herodotus, ii. 69—71; Diod. Sic. i. 35;
and Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxviii. 8. (2.) The character of the animal
may be determined from the particular things specified. Those are

tlie following : (a) It is an amphibious animal, or an animal whose
usual resort is the river, though he is occasionally on land. This is

evident, because he is mentioned as lying under the covert of the reed
and the fens ; as abiding in marshy places, or among the willows of
the brook (vers. 21, 22), while at other times he is on the mountains,
or among other animals, and feeds on grass like the ox, vers. 15, 20,

This account would not agree well with the elephant, whose residence
is not among marshes and fens, but on solid ground. • (b) He is not
a carnivorous animal. This is apparent, for it is expressly mentioned
that lie feeds on grass, and no allusion is made to his at any time
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eating flesh, vers. 15, 20. This part of the description would agree
with the elephant as well as with the hippopotamus, (cj His strength
is in his loins, and in the navel of his belly, ver. 16. This Avoukl
agree with the hippopotamus, whose belly is equally guarded by his

thick skin with the rest of his body, but it is not true of the elephant.
The strength of the elephant is in his head and neck, and his weakest
part, the part where he can be most successfully attacked, is his belly.

There the skin is thin and tender, and it is there that the rhinoceros
attacks him, and that he is even annoyed by insects.—Pliny, lib. viii.

c. 20; ^lian, lib. xvii. c. 44. Comp. notes on ver. 10. (d) He is

distinguished for some peculiar movement of his tail—some slow and
stately motion, or a Certain inflexibility of the tail, like a cedar. This
will agree with the account of the hippopotamus. See notes on
ver. 17. (e) He is remarkable for the strength of his bones, ver. 18.

if) He is remarkable for the quantity of water which he drinks at a

time, ver. 23; and {g') he has the power of forcing his way, chiefly

by the strength of his nose, through snares by which it is attempted
to take him, ver. 24. These characteristics agree better with the
hippopotamus than with any other known animal, and at present
critics, with few exceptions, agree in the opinion that this is the
animal which is referred to. As additional reasons for supposing that

the elephant is not referred to, we may add, (1,) that there is no allu-

sion to the proboscis of the elephant, a part of the animal that could
not have failed to be alluded to if the description had pertained to

him; and, (2,) that the elephant was wholly unknown in Arabia and
Egypt. The hippopotamus {'l-mroTrSTaixos') or river-horse belongs to

the mammalia, and is of the order of the imchijderniata, or thick-

skinned animals. To this order belong also the elephant, the tajjirus,

the rhinoceros, and the swine.

—

Edin. Encijclo., art. Mazolugy, The
hippopotamus is found principally on the banks of the Nile, though it

is found also in the other large rivers of Africa, as the Niger, and the

rivers which lie between tliat and the Cape of Good Hope. It is not
found in any of the rivers which run north into the Mediterranean
except the Nile, and there only at present in that portion Avhich

traverses Upper Egypt ; and it is found also in the lakes and fens of

Ethiopia. It is distinguished by a broad head ; its lips are very thick,

and the muzzle much inflated ; it has four very large projecting curved
teeth in the under jaw, and four also in the upper; the skin is very
thick, tlie legs sliort, four toes on each foot inverted with small hoofs,

and the tail is very short. The aj^pearance of the animal, when on
land, is represented as very uncouth, the body being very large, flat,

and round, the head enormously large in proportion, the feet as dis-

proportionably short, and the armament of teeth in its mouth truly

formidable. The length of a male has been known to be seventeen
feet, the height seven, and the circumference flfteen ; the head three

feet and a half, and the mouth about two feet in width. Mr. Bruce
mentions some in the lake Tzana that were twenty feet in length.

The whole animal is covered with short hair, which is more thickly

set on the under than the upper parts. The general colour of the

animal is brownish. The skin is exceedingly tough and strong, and
was used by the ancient Egyptians for the manufacture of sliields.

They are timid and sluggish on land, and when pursued they betake
themselves to the Avater, plunge in, and walk on the bottom, though
often compelled to rise to the surface to take in fresh air. In the

day-time they are so much afraid of being discovered, tliat when they
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rise for the purpose of breathing, they only put their noses out ot

tlie water ; but in rivers that are unfrequented by mankind they put
out the •whole head. In shallow rivers they make deep holes in the
bottom to conceal their bulk. They are eaten with avidity by the
inhabitants of Africa. The accompanying engraving will give a good
illustration of the general appearance of the hippopotamus :

—

ilie following account ci me capture of a hippopotamus serves

greatly to elucidate the description in the book of Job, anu to show
Its correctness, even in those points which have formerly been re-

garded as poetical exaggerations. It is translated from the travels

of M. Kiippell, the German naturalist, who visited Upper Egypt,
and the countries still farther up the Nile, and is the latest tra-

veller in those regions. {Rcisen in Nubia, Kordofcm, etc., Frankf.
1S29, p. 52, scq.) " In the province of Dongola, the fishermen
and hippopotamus hunters form a distinct class or caste ; and are

called in the Berber language Uauauit (pronoimced Howoioit). They
make use of a small canoe, formed from a single tree, about ten feet

long, and capable of carrying two, and at most three men. The
harpoon which they use in hunting the hippopotamus has a strong

barb just at the back of the blade or sharp edge ; above this a long and
strong cord is fastened to the iron, and to the other end of this cord a

tilock of light wood, to serve as a buoy, and aid in tracing out and
/oliowing the animal when struck. The iron is then slightly fastened

upon a wooden handle, or lance, about eight feet long. The hunters
of the hippopotamus harpoon their prey either by day or by night;
but they prefer the former because they can then better parry the
ferocious assaults of the enraged animal. The hunter takes in hia

yoh, II.
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right hand the handle of the harpoon, with a part of the cord ; in his

left, the remainder of the cord with the buoy. In this manner he
cautiously approaches the creature as it sleeps by day upon a small
island, or he watches at night for those parts of the shore where he
hopes the animal will come up out of the water, in order to feed in

the fields of grain. When he has gained the desired distance (about
seven paces), he throws the lance wdth his full strength ; and the
harpoon, in order to hold, must penetrate the thick hide and into the
flesh. The wounded beast commonly makes for the water, and
plunges beneath it in order to conceal himself; the handle of the
harpoon falls off, but the buoy swims, and indicates the direction

which the animal takes. The harpooning of the hippopotamus is

attended with great danger when the hunter is perceived by the

animal before he has thrown the harpoon. In such cases the beast

sometimes rushes, enraged, upon his assailant, and crushes him at

once between his wide and formidable jaws—an occurrence that once
took place during our residence near Shendi. Sometimes the most
harmless objects excite the rage of this animal ; thus, in the region of

Amera, a hippopotamus once craunched, in the same way, several

cattle that were fastened to a water-wheel. So soon as the animal has
been successfully struck, the hunters hasten in their canoe cautiously

to approach the buoy, to which they fasten a long rope ; with the
other end of this they proceed to a large boat or bark, on board of

which are their companions. The rope is now drawn in ; the pain
thus occasioned by the barb of the harpoon excites the rage of the
animal, and he no sooner perceives the bark, than he rushes upon it

;

seizes it, if possible, with his teeth ; and sometimes succeeds in.

shattering it, or oversetting it. The hunters, in the mean time, are

not idle ; they f;isten five or six other harpoons in his flesh, and exert

all their strength, by means of the cords of these, to keep him close

alongside of the bark, in order thus to diminish, in some measure, the
effects of his violence. They endeavour, with a long, sharp iron, to

divide the ligatnentum jttgi, or to beat in the skull—the usual modes
in wliich the natives kill this animal. Since the carcase of a full-

grown hippopotamus is too large to be drawn out of the water without
quite a number of men, they commonly cut up the animal, when
killed, in the water, and draw the pieces ashore. In the whole
Turkish province of Dongola, there are only one or two hippopotami
killed annually. In the years 1821-23, inclusive, there were nine
killed, four of which Avere killed by us. The flesh of the young
animal is very good eating ; when full grown, they are usually very
fat, and their carcase is commonly estimated as equal to four or five

oxen. The hide is used only for making whips, which are excellent

;

and one hide furnishes from three hundred and fifty to five hundred
of them. The teeth are not used. One of the hippopotami which
we killed was a very old male, and seemed to have reached his utmost
growth. He measured, from the snout to the end of the tail, about
fifteen feet, and his tusks, from the root to the point, along the external

curve, twenty-eight inches. In order to kill him, we had a battle with
him of four hours long, and that too in the night. Indeed, lie came
very near destroying our large bark, and with it, perhaps, all our lives.

The moment he saw the hunters in the small canoe, as they were
about to fasten the long rope to the buoy, in order to draw him in, he
threw himself with one rush upon it, dragged it with him under
water, and shattered it to pieces. The two hunters escaped the
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extreme danger with great difRculty. Out of twenty-five musket-balls
wliich Avere fired into the monster's head, at the distance of five feet,

only one penetrated the hide and the bones near the nose ; so that

every time he breathed he snorted streams of blood upon the bark.

All the other balls remained sticking in the thickness of his hide.

We had at last to employ a small cannon, the use of which at so short

a distance had not before entered our minds ; but it was only after

five of its balls, fired at the distance of a few feet, had mangled, most
shockingly, the head and body of the monster, that he gave up the

ghost. The darkness of tlie night augmented the horrors and dangers
of the contest. Tliis gigantic hippopotamus dragged our large bark
at will in every direction of the stream ; and it was in a fortunate

moment for us that he yielded, just as he had drawn tlie bark among
a labyrinth of rocks, which might have been so much the more
dangerous, because, from the great confusion on board, no one liad

observed them. Hippopotami of the size of the one above described

cannot be killed by the natives, for want of a cannon. These animals
are a real plague to the land, in consequence of their voraciousness.

The inhabitants have no permanent means of keeping them away from
their fields and plantations ; all that they do is to make a noise

during the night with a drum, and to keep up fires in diS'erent places.

In some parts the hippopotami are so bold that they will yield up
their pastures, or places of feeding, only wlien a large number of

persons come rushing upon them with sticks and loud cries."

CHASE OF THE HIPPOPOTASniS.

The Chasseur is accompanied by his children—an attendant throws > noose over tha
wounded animal.
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IG Lo now, Ms streiigtli is iu I navel of Ms belly,

liis loins, and Ms force is in the i

16 Behold now his strength is in his loins

;

And his vigour in the muscles of his belly.

The method of taking the hippopotamus by the Egyptians was the fol-

lowing : " It was entangled by a running noose, at the extremity of a
long line wound upon a reel, at the same time that it Avas struck by
the spear of the chasseur. This weapon consisted of a broad, flat blad-e,

furnished with a deep tootli or barb at the side, having a strong rope
of considerable length attached to its upper end, and running over
the notched summit of a wooden shaft, which was inserted into the

head or blade, like a common javelin. It was thrown in the same
manner, but on striking, the shaft fell, and the iron head alone
remained in the body of the animal, which, on receiving the wound,
plunged into deep water, the rope having been immediately let out.

When fatigued by exertion, the hippopotamus was dragged to the

boat, from which it again plunged, and the same was repeated
until it became perfectly exhausted ; frequently receiving additional

wounds, and being entangled by other nooses, which the attendants

held in readiness, as it was brought Avithin their reach."

—

Wil-
kinsons Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egijptians, toI. iii.,

pp. 70, 71. The preceding sketch of the taking of a hippopotamus,
from a drawing at Thebes, will illustrate this interesting subject.

11 Which I made ivith thee. That is, either "I have made him as well as

you, have formed him to be a fellow-creature with thee," or, "I have
made him 7iear thee"—to wit, in Egypt. The latter Bochart supposes

to be the true interpretation, though the former is the more natural.

According to that, the meaning is, that God was the Creator of both
;

and he calls on Job to contemplate the power and greatness of a

fellow- creature, though a brute, as illustrating his OAvn power and
majesty. H He eateth grass as an ox. This is mentioned as a remark-
able property of this animal. The reasons why it was regarded as so

remarkable may have been, (1,) that it might have been supposed
that an animal so huge and fierce, and armed with such a set of teeth,

would be carnivorous, like the lion or the tiger ; and, (2,) it was
remarkable that an animal that commonly lived in the water should

be graminivorous, as if it Avere wholly a land animal. The common
food of the hippopotamus is Jish. In the water they pursue their

prey with great sAviftness and perseverance. They swim with much
force, and are capable of remaining at the bottom of a river for thirty

or forty minutes. On some occasions three or four of them are seen

at the bottom of a river, near some cataract, forming a kind of line,

and seizing upon such fish as are forced down by the violence of the

stream.

—

Goldsmith. But it often happens that this kind of food is

not found in sufficient abundance, and the animal is then forced on
land, where it commits great depredations among plantations of sugar-

cane and grain. The fact here adverted to, that the food of the

hippopotamus is grass or herbs, is also mentioned by Diodorus

—

KaravifiiTai. tuv t€ oirov Kcd Toy x^P'''""' 1'he same thing is men-,

tioned also by Sparrman, Travels through South Africa, page 563,

Germ. Trans.

16. Lo now, his strength is in his loins. The inspection of the
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17 He 'movetli liis tail like i acodar: tLe sinews ofMs stouea

1 or, seitet/i up. \
arc wrapped together.

17 He bcndeth his tail like the cedar

;

The smews of his hauuchcs are twisted together.

figure of the liippopotamus -will show the accuracy of this. The
strength of the elephant is in the neck ; of the lion in the paw ; of

the horse and ox in the shoulders ; but the principal power of the

river-horse is in the loins. Comp. Nahum ii. 1. This passage is one
tliat proves that the elephant cannot be referred to. H And his force

is ill the tiavcl of his belly. The word which is here rendered navel

(inc) means, properly, firm, hard, tough, and in the plural form,

Avhieh occurs here, means the^rm or tough parts of the belly. It is

not used to denote the navel in any place in the Bible, and should
not have been so rendered here. The reference is to the muscles
and tendons of this part of the body, and perhaps particularly to the

fact that the hippopotamus, by crawling so much on his belly among
the stones of the stream or on land, acquires a peculiar hardness or

strength in those parts of the body. This clearly proves that the

elephant is not intended. In that animal, this is the most tender

part of the body. Pliny and Solinus both remark that the elephant
has a thick, hard skin on the back, but that the skin of the belly is

soft and tender. Pliny says (Hist. Nat. lib. viii. c. 20), that the

rhinoceros, when about to attack an elephant, "seeks his belly, as if

he knew that that was the most tender part." So ^lian, Hist. lib.

xvii. c. 44. See Bochart, as above.

17. He 7noveth his tail like a cedar. Marg.. "or, setteth up." The
Hebrew word (Vr?) means, to bend, to curve ; and hence it commonly
denotes to be inclined, favourably disijosed, to desire or please. The
obvious meaning here is, that this animal had some remarkable
power of bending or curving its tall, and that there was some resem-
blance in this to the motion of the cedar-tree when moved by the

wind. In ^chat this resemblance consisted, or how this was a proof
of its power, it is not quite easy to determine. Rosenmiiller says
that the meaning is, that the tail of the hippopotamus was " smooth,
round, thick, and firm," and in this respect resembled the cedar.

The tail is short—being, according to Abdollatiph (see Bos.), about
half a cubit in length. In the lower part, says he, it is thick,

"equalling the extremities of the fingers;" and the idea here,

according to this, is, that this short, thick, and apparently firm taii

was bent over by the will of the animal, as the wind bends the
branches of the cedar. The point of comparison is not the length,

but the fact of its being easily bent over or curved at the pleasure of

the animal. ^Vhy this, however, should have been mentioned as re-

markable, or how the power of the animal in this respect differs from
others, is not very apparent. Some, who have the supposed elephant
to be here referred to, have understood this of the proboscis. But
though this would be a remarkable proof of the power of the animal,
the language of the original will not admit of it. The Hebrew word
(^l\) is used only to denote the tail. It is jwssible that there may be
here an allusion to the unwieldy nature of every part of the animal,
and especially to the thickness and inflexibility of the skin ; and
what was remarkable was, that, notwithstanding this, this member
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18 His bones are as strong I like Lars of iron,

pieces of brass; bis bones are \ 19 He is tbe cbief of the ways

18 His bones are like strong pieces of brass

:

His bones are lilce bars of iron.

19 He is chief among the works of God

;

"vvas entirely at its command. Still the reason of the comparison is

not very clear. The description of the movement of the tail here
given, would agree much better -with some of the extinct orders of
animals whose remains have been recently discovered and arranged by
Cuvier, than with that of the hippopotamus. Particularly, it would
agree with the account of the ichthyosaurus (see Buekland's Geology,

Bridgetcater Treatise, vol. i. 133, scq.), though the other parts of the
animal here described would not accord well Avith this. H The sinews

of his stones are tcrapped together. Good renders this, haunches;
Noyes, Prof. Lee llosenmuUer, and Schultens, thighs; and the
LXX. simpl}', "his sinews." The Hebrew word here used CiT?)
means properlyyenr, terror, Exod. xv. 16 ; Job xiii. 11 ; and, accord-
ing to Gesenius, it then means, since /ear is transferred to cowardice
and shame, anything which causes sliame, and hence tlie secret parts.

So it is understood here by our translators ; but there does not seem
to be any good reason for this translation, but there is every reason
why it should not be thus rendered. The object of the description is

to inspire a sense of the jmicer of the animal, or of his capacity to
inspire terror or dread ; and hence the allusion here is to those parts

wliich were fitted to convey this dread, or this sense of his power—to

wit, his strength. The usual meaning of the word, therefore, should
be retained, and the sense then would be, " the sinews of his terror,"

that is, of his parts fitted to inspire terror, " are wrapped together ;

"

are firm, compact, solid. The allusion then is to his thighs or

haunches, as being formidable in their aspect, and the seat of strength.

The sinews or muscles of these parts seemed to be like a hard-
twisted rope ; compact, firm, solid, and such as to defy all attempts
to overcome them.

18. His bones are as strong pieces of brass. The circumstance here
adverted to was remarkable, because the common residence of the
animal was the water, and the bones of aquatic animals are generally
hollow, and much less firm than those of land animals. It should be
observed here, that the word rendered brass in the Scriptures most
probably denotes copper. Brass is a compound metal, composed of

copper and zinc ; and there is no reason to suppose that the art of
compounding it was known at as earlj- a period of the world as the

time of Job. The word here translated "strong pieces" (p"Ew) is ren-

dered by Schultens alvei—channels, or beds, as of a rivulet or stream

;

and by Rosenmiiller, Gesenius, Noj'es, and Umbreit, tidyes—supposed
to allude to the fact that they seemed to be liollow tubes of brass.

But the more common meaning of the word is strong, mighty, and
there is no impropriety in retaining that sense here ; and then the
meaning would be, that his bones were so firm that they seemed to
be made of solid metal.

19. He is the chief of the icays of God. In size and strength. The
word rendered "chief" is used in a similar sense in Numb, xsxiv.
20 : " Amalek was ihe first of the nations ; " that is, one of the most
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of God : lie tLat made liim can

make liis sword to approacli

%into him.

20 Surely tlie mountains bring
him fortli food, ' "wliore all the

Leasts of the field play,

I Psa. 104. 14.

He that made him has furnished him [as] Tvith a sword.

20 For the mountauis biing liim forth food,

Where all the beasts of the field play.

powerful and mighty of the nations. H He that made him can make
his siDord to approach unto him. According to this translation, the
sense is, that God had power over him, notwitlistanding his great
strength and size, and could take his life when he pleased. Yet this,

though it would be a correct sentiment, does not seem to be that
which the connexion demands. That would seem to require some
allusion to the strength of the animal ; and accordingly, the trans-

lation suggested by Bochart, and adopted substantially by Rosen-
miillcr, TJmbreit, Noyes, Schultens, Prof. Lee, and others, is to be
preferred—" He that made him furnished him with a sword." The
allusion then would be to his strong, sharp teeth, bearing a resem-
blance to a sword, and designed either for defence or for the purpose
of cutting the long grass on which it fed when on the land. The
propriety of this interpretation may be seen vindicated at length in

Bochart, Hicroz. P. ii. lib. v. c. xv. pp. 7G6, 772. The apnri—the
harpe, i. e. the sickle or scythe, was ascribed to the hippopotamus by
some of the Greek writers. Thus Nicander, Theriacrm, ver. 566 :

*H '/xTOii, Thv 'HeiKos vvep 'SaXv alQa\6ecraav

BJ<t«-6j, apovpricnv Se KaKi)v i-mfidWerai "APIIHN.

On this passage the Scholiast remarks, " The ap-rrr], harpe, means a
sickle, and the teeth of the hippopotamus are so called—teaching
that this animal consumes (rpwy^i) the harvest." See Bochart also

for other examples. A slight inspection of the engraving will show
with Avhat propriety it is said of tlie Creator of the hippopotamus, that
he had armed him with a sickle, or sword.

20. Surely the tnountains bring him forth food. That is, though he
lies commonly among the reeds and fens, and is in the water a con-
siderable portion of his time, j'et he also wanders to the mountains,
and finds his food there. But the point of the remark here does not
seem to be that the mountains brought forth food for him, but that
he gathered it ichile all the wild beasts jilayed arotaul hiyn, or sported in
his very jn-esence. It was remarkable that an animal so large and
miglity, and armed with such a set of teeth, should not be carnivo-
rous, and that the wild beasts on the mountains should continue their

sports without danger or alarm in his very presence. This fact could
be accounted for partly because the motiotis of the hippopotamus
were so very slow and clumsy that the wild beasts had nothing to

fear from him, and could easily escape from him if he were disposed
to attack them, and partly from the fact that he seems to have
preferred vegetable food. The hippopotamus is seldom carnivorous,
except wlien driven by extreme hunger, and in no respect is he
formed to be a beast of prey. In regard to the fact that the hippo-
potamus is sometimes found in mountainous or elevated places, see
Bochart,
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21 He lietli under tlie eliady

trees, in tlie coTert of tlie reed,

and fens.

22 The shady trees cover him
with their shadow ; the willows

of the brook compass him ahout.

23 Behold, he 'driuketh up
a river, and hasteth not: he
trusteth that he can draw up
Jordan into his mouth.

1 opvressetA.

21 He lieth under the lotus trees,

In the covert of the reeds and fens.

22 The lotus- trees cover him with their shade
;

The willows of the brook compass him about.

23 Lo, should a river rush upon him, he is not alarmed
;

He is unmoved should the Jordan rush upon his mouth.

21. He lieth under the shady trees. Referring to his usually

inactive and lazy life. He is disposed to lie down in the shade, and
especially in the vegetable growth in marshy places on the banks of

lakes and rivers, rather than to dwell in the open field or in the
upland forest. This account agrees well with the habits of the
hippopotamus. The word here and in ver. 22 rendered shady trees

('Sh}), is by Gesenius, Noyes, Prof. Lee, and Schultens, translated

lotus, and wild lotus. The Vulgate, SjTiac, Kosenmiiller, Aben-Ezra,
and others, render it shady trees. It occurs nowhere else in the
Scriptures, and it is difficult, therefore, to determine its meaning.
According to Schultens and Gesenius, it is derived from the obsolete

word "ri^ tzdal, to be thin, slender ; and hence in Arabic it is applied

to the wild lotus—a plant that grows abundantly on the banks of the
Nile, and that often serves the wild beasts of the desert for a place of

retreat. It is not very important whether it be rendered the lotxis, or

shades, though the probable derivation of the word seems to favour
the former. H In the covert of the reed. It is well known that reeds

abounded on the banks of the Nile. These would furnish a con-
venient and a natural retreat for the hippopotamus. H And fens.

•TJ?

—

marsh, marshy places. Tliis passage proves that the elephant is

not here referred to. He is never found in such places.

22. The shady trees. Probably the lote-trees. See note on ver. 21.

The same word is here used. H The rcilloics of the brook. Of the

stream, or rivulet. The Hebrew word {^i) means rather a wady ; a

gorge or gulley, which is swollen -with torrents in the winter, but
which is frequently dry in summer. See notes on ch. vi. lo. AVillows
grew commonly on the banks of rivers. They could not be cultivated

in the desert, Isa. xv. 7.

23. Behold, he drinketh up a river. Marg., oppresseth. The margin

expresses the proper meaning of the Hebrew word, pes. It usually

means to oppress, to treat with violence and injustice ; and to defraud,

or extort. But a very diflFerent sense is given to this verse by
Bochart, Gesenius, Noyes, Schultens, Umbreit, Prof. Lee, and
Rosenmiiller. According to the interpretation given by them the

meaning is, "The stream overfloweth, and he feareth not; he is

secure, even though Jordan rush forth even to his mouth." The
reference then would be, not to the fact that he was greedy in his

mode of drinking, but to the fact that this huge' and fierce animal,

that found its food often on the land, and that reposed under the

shade of the lotus and the papyrus, could live in the water as well ag
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24 ' He taketli it witli his eyes : his nose pierceth through
1 or, IVill any rate /lim in Aissiff/it, or, tore SUareS.

/its nose with a gin? cli. 41. 1, 2.

24 "Who can take liim when he is on his guard ?

Or when taken in snares, who can pierce his nose ?

on the land, and was unmoved even though the impetuous torrent of

a swollen river should overwhelm him. The names by which this

translation is recommended are a sufficient guarantee that it is not a

departure from the proper meaning of the original. It is also the
most natural and obvious interpretation. It is impossible to make
good sense of the phrase " he oppresseth a river ;" nor does the word
used properly admit of the translation " he drinketh up." The word
river in this place, therefore 075)> is to be regarded as in the nomi-

native case to pilTT—and the meaning is, that when a swollen and

impetuous river rushes along and bears all before it, and, as it were,
oppresses everything in its course, he is not alarmed ; he makes no
effort to flee ; he lies perfectly calm and secure. What was remark-
able in this appears to have been, that an animal that was so much
on land, and that was not properly a fish, should be thus calm and
composed when an impetuous torrent rolled over him. The LXX.
appear to have been aware that this was the true interpretation, for

they render this part of the verse, 'Eai/ yevT)rai irKri/jL/xvpa, k.t.\.—
" Should there come a flood, he would not regard it." Our common
translation seems to have been adopted from the Vulgate

—

Ecce
absorbehit fiuvhmi. H He trusteth that he can draxo up Jordan into his

mouth. Or rather, "He is confident [i.e. unmoved] though .Jordan

should rush forth to his mouth." The idea is, that though the
w'hole river Jordan should seem to pour dowTi upon him as if it were
about to rush into his moiith, it would not distvirb him. Even such
an impetuous torrent would not alarm him. Being amphibious, he
would not di'ead what would fill a land animal with alarm. There is

no evidence that the hippopotamus was ever found in the river

Jordan, nor is it necessary to suppose this in order to understand
this passage. The mention of the Jordan shows indeed that this

river was known to the writer of this book, and that it was probably
written by some one who resided in the vicinity. In speaking of
this huge foreign animal, it was not unnatural to mention a river

that was familiarly known, and to say that he would not be alarmed
should such a river rush suddenly and impetuously upon him. Even
though the hippopotamus is an inhabitant of tlie Nile, and was never
seen in the Jordan, it was much more natural to mentioji this river

in this connexion than the Nile. It was better known, and the
illustration would be better understood, and to an inhabitant of that
country would be much more striking. I see no reason, therefore,

for the supposition of Bochart and Rosenmiiller, that the Jordan here
is put for any large river. The illustration is just such as one would
have used who was well acquainted with the Jordan—that the river-

horse would not be alarmed even though such a river should pour
impetuously upon him.

24. He taketh it with his eyes. Marg., " or, icill any fake him in hit

sight, or, bore his nose with a gin?" From this marginal reading it is

evident that our translators were much perplexed with this passage.
Expositors have been also much embarrassed in regard to its meaning,

p 2
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CHAPTER XLI.

pANST thou draw out ' levia

1 i.e. a whale, or, a whirlpool.

thau * Tvitli an liook? or hia

tougue witli a cord which thou

^lettest down?
* Psa. 104. 26 ; Isa. 27. 1. 2 droanest.

1 Canst thou draw forth Leviathan with an hook,

Or press down his tongue ^^^.th a cord .•'

and have differed much in their exposition. Rosenmiiller supposes

that this is to be regarded as a question, and is to be rendered,

"AYillthe hunter take him while he sees himr"—meaning that he
could not be taken v.ithout some snare or guile. The same view
also is adopted by Bochart, who says that the hippopotamus could

be taken only by some secret snare or pitfall. The common mode of

taking him, he says, was to excavate a place near where the river-

horse usually lay, and to cover it over with reeds and canes, so that

he would fall into it unawares. The meaning then is, that the

hunter could not approach him openly, and secure him while he saw
him, but that some secret plan must be adopted to take him. The
meaning then is, "Can he be taken when he sees the hunter?"
If His nose pierceth through snares. Or rather, "When taken in

snares, can any one pierce his nose?" That is, Can the hunter even

then pierce his nose so as to put in a ring or cord, and lead him
wherever he pleases. This was the common method by which a

wild animal was secured when taken (see notes on Isa. xxxvii. 29),

but it is here said that this could not be done to this huge animal.

He could not be subdued in this manner. He was a wild, untamed,

and fierce animal, that defied all the usual methods by which wild

beasts were made captive. In regard to the difficulty of taking this

animal, see the account of the method by which it is now done, in the

notes on ver. 15. That account shows that there is a striking accuracy

in the description.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER XLI.

For a general view of the design of this chapter, see the analysis of eh. xl.

The argument in tliis chapter is derived wholly from the leviathan, and

relates to the following points :—He cannot be taken with a hook or with a

cord, vers. 1,2; he will not be tamed, or come and submit himself to man,
vers. 3^-5 ; he cannot be served up at a banquet, ver. 6 ; his head cannot

be pierced mth barbed irons, ver. 7 ; and the sight of him was enough to

deter one from an attempt to take him, vers. 8—10. God then_ appeals to

the particular parts of the animal, and goes into a minute description of him.

He says he will not conceal his parts that are so fitted to excite terror and

admii-ation, vers. 11, 12. He refers particularly to his mouth and teeth,

vers. 13, 14 ; to his scales, vers. 15—17 ; to his eyes, like the eyelids of the

morning, ver. 18 ; to the smoke and fire that seemed to go out of his mouth
and nostrils, vers. 19—21 ; to the strength of his neck and the compactness

of his flesh, vers. 22—24 ; to his uresistible power, and to the fact that he

disregarded all the usual weapons for taking wild beasts, vers. 25—30 ; and

to his appearance when he moves thi-ough the deep, vers. 31, 32. It is then

added, vers. 33, 34, that there is nothing on earth Uke him, and that among
the most proud works of God he is a king.

1. Canst thou draw out. As a fish is dra-^-n out of the water. The
usual method by which fish were taken was with a hook ; and the
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meaning hero is, that it was not possible to take the leviathan in this

manner. The whole description here is of an animal tliat lived in the
water. H Leviathan. Much has been written respecting this animal, and
the opinions which have been entertained have been very various.

iSchultens enumerates the following classes of opinions in regard to tlie

animal intended here : (1.) The opinion that the word leviathan is to be
retained, without attempting to explain it— implj'ing that there was
uncertainty as to the meaning. Under this head he refers to the Chaldee
and the Vulgate, to Aquila and Symmachus, where the word is retained,

and to the Septuagint, where the word ApaKovra, dragon, is used, and
also to the Syriac and Arabic, where the same word is used. (2.) The
fable of the Jews, who mention a serpent so large that it encompassed
the whole earth. A belief of the existence of such a marine serpent
or monster still prevails among the Nestorians. (3.) The opinion that

tlie whale is intended. (4.) The opinion that a large fish called Miliar,

or Musar, which is found in the Mediterranean, is denoted. This is

tlie opinion of Grotius. (5.) The opinion that the crocodile of the

Kile is denoted. (G.) The opinion of Hasaeus, that not the whale is

intended, but the Orca, a sea-nionster armed with teeth, and tlie

enemy of the whale. (7.) Others have understood the whole descrip

tion as allegorical, as representing monsters of iniquitj*^ ; and among
these, some have regarded it as descriptive of the devil ! See Scliul-

tens. To these may be added the description of Milton

:

that sea-beast

Leviathan, which God of all his works
Created hugest that swim th' ocean-stream,
Him, haply, slumb'ring on the Norway foam,
The pilot of some small night-founder'd skiff

Deemuig some island, oft, as seamen tell.

With fixed anchor in his scaly rind,

Moors bj' his side under the lee, while night
Invests the sea, and wished-for mom delays.

—

Par. Lost. B. i.

For a full investigation of the subject, Bochart may be consulted,
Hifvcz. P. ii. lib. v. c. 16— 18. The conclusion to which he comes is,

tiiat the crocodile of the Nile is denoted ; and in this opinion critics

have generally, since his time, acquiesced. The opinions which are
entitled to most attention are those which regard the animal here
described as either the whale or the crocodile. The objections to the
supposition that the whale is intended are such as the following :

(1.) That the whale tribes do not inhabit the Mediterranean, much
less the rivers which empty into it—with which alone it is supposed
Job could have been acquainted. (2.) That the animal here described
differs from the whale in many essential particulars. " This family
of marine monsters have neither proper snout nor nostrils, nor proper
teeth. Instead of a snout, they have a mere spiracle, or blowing-
hole, with a double opening on the top of the head ; and for teeth, a
hard expanse of horny laminae, which we call whalebone, in the
upper jaw. The eyes of the common whale, moreover, instead of

answering the description here given, are most disproportionately
small, and do not exceed m size those of the ox. Nor can this mon-
ster be regarded as of fierce habits or unconquerable courage ; for

instead of attacking the larger sea-animals for plunder, it feeds chiefly

on crabs and medusas, and is often itself attacked by the ork or
grampus, though less than half its size."

—

Dr. Good. These con-

VOL. II. X
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biderations seem to be decisive in regard to the supposition that the
animal here referred to is the whale. In fact, there is almost notliing

in the description that corresponds Avith the whale except the size.

The whole account, on the contrary, agrees well with the crocodile,

and there are several considerations which may be suggested, before
we proceed with the exposition, which correspond with the supposi-
tion that this is the animal intended. They are such as these: (1.)
The crocodile is a natural inhabitant of the Nile and of other Asiatic
and African rivers, and it is reasonable to suppose that an animal is

referred to that was well known to one who lived in the country of
Job. Though the Almighty is the speaker, and could describe an
animal wholly unknown to Job, yet it is not reasonable to suppose
that such an unknown animal would be selected. The appeal was to

what he knew of the works of God. (2.) The general description
agrees with this animal. The leviathan is represented as wild, fierce,

and ungovernable ; as of vast extent, and as terrible in his aspect ; as

having a mouth of vast size, and armed with a formidable array of
teeth ; as covered with scales set near together like a coat of mail

;

as distinguished by the fierceness of his eyes, and by the frightful

aspect of his mouth ; as endowed with great strength, and incapable
of being taken in any of the ordinary methods of securing wild beasts.

This general description agrees well with the crocodile. These
animals are found in the rivers of Africa, and also in the southern
rivers of America, and are usually called the alligator. In the
Amazon, the Niger, and the Nile, they occur in great numbers, and
are usually from eighteen to twenty-seven feet long ; and sometimes
lying as close to each other as a raft of timber.

—

Goldsmith. The
crocodile grows to a great length, being sometimes found thirty feet

long from the tip of the snout to the end of the tail ; though its most
usual length is about eighteen or twenty feet. "The armour, with
which the upper part of the body is covered, may be numbered
among the most elaborate pieces of nature's mechanism. In the full-

grown animal it is so strong and thick as easily to repel a musket-
ball. The whole animal appears as if covered with the most regular

and ciu'ious carved work. The mouth is of vast width, the gape
having a somewhat fiexuous outline, and both jaws being furnished
with very numerous, sharp-pointed teeth. The number of teeth in

each jaw is thirty or more, and they are so disposed as to alternate

with each other when the mouth is closed. The legs are short, but
strong and muscular. In the glowing regions of Africa, where it

arrives at its full strength and power, it is justly regarded as the most
formidable inhabitant of the rivers."—Shaw's Zoologij, vol. iii. p. 184.

Tlie crocodile seldom, except pressed with hunger, or for the purpose
of depositing its eggs, leaves the water. Its usual method is to float

along the surface, and seize whatever animals come within its reach
;

but when this method fails, it then goes nearer the bank. There it

waits, among the sedges, for any animal that may come down to

drmk, and seizes upon it, and drags it into the water. The tiger is

thus often seized by the crocodile, and dragged into the river and
dro-\\'ned. (3.) A third reason for supposing that the crocodile is

here intended, arises from the former conclusion concerning the behe-

vioth, ch. yl. 15, seq. The description of the leviathan immediately
follows that, and the presumption is that they were animals that

were usually found inhabiting the same district of countrj'. If, there-

fore, the behemoth be the hippopotamus, there is a presumption that
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the leviathan is the crocodile—an inhabitant of the same river,

rquallj- anipliibious, and even more terrible. " And this considera-

tion," says the Editor of the Pictorial Bible, "is strengthened when
we consider that the two animals were so associated by the ancients.

Some of the paintings at Hurculaneum represent Egyptian landscapes,

in which we see the crocodile lying among the reeds, and the hippo-
jiotamus browsing upon the plants on an island. So also in the

famous Mosaic pavement at Praineste, representing the plants and
animals of Egypt and Ethiopia, the river-horse and the crocodile are

associated in the same group, in the river Nile." The crocodile was
formerly found in abundance in Lower Egypt and the Delta, but
it now limits the extent of its visits northward to the districts

about Manfaloot, and the hippopotamus is no longer seen in Lower
Ethiopia. Neither the hippopotamus nor the crocodile appear to

have been eaten by the ancient Egyptians. Pliny mentions the
medicinal properties of both of them (xxviii. 8), and Plutarch affirms

tliat the people of Apollinopolis used to eat the crocodile (de Isid.

s. 50) ; but this does not appear to have been a usual custom.
Herodotus says that "some of the Egyptians consider the crocodile

sacred, Avhile others make war upon it ; and those who live about
Thebes and the lake Moeris (in the Arsinoite nome), hold it in great

veneration," ii. 69. The following engraving, from the Pictorial Bible,

will furnish an idea of the form of the crocodile. In some cases the

m^' "¥fM
\ir ^^'/i

crocodile was treated with the greatest respect, and kept up at con-
siderable expense ; it Avas fed and attended with the most scrupulous
care

;
geese, fish, and various meats were dressed purposely for it

;

they ornamented its head with ear-rings, and its feet with bracelets
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and necklaces of gold and artificial stones ; it was rendered tame
by kind treatment, and after death tlie body was embalmed in a
sumptuous manner. In other parts of Egypt, however, the animal
was held in the greatest abhorrence, and they lost no opportuuitj' of

destroying it. See Wilkinson's Manners and Customs of the Ancient
Ef/i/ptia7is, \o\. iii. p. 75, seq. The word here rendered leviathan

(irp"?) occurs only in this place and in eh. iii. S ; Psa. Ixxiv. 14 ; civ.

26 ; Isa. xxvii. 1. In all these places it is rendered leviathan, except
in Job. iii. 8, where it is rendered in the text " their mourning," in

the margin leviathan. See notes on that verse, and comp. notes on
Isa. xxvii. 1. The connexion of the word with the root is not cer-

tainly known. Gesenius regards it as derived from m'7, to join one's

self to any one, and then to wTeathe, to fold, to curve ; and in Arabic
to weave, to ticist, as a wreath or garland ; and that the word is

applied to an animal that is wreathed, or that gathers itself in folds—
a twisted animal. In ch. iii. 8 the word is used to denote some huge,
untameable, and fierce monster, and will agree there with the supposi-

tion that the crocodile is intended. See notes on that place. In Psa.
Ixxiv. 14 the allusion is to Pharaoh, compared with the leviathan,

and the passage would agree best with the supposition that the allu-

sion was to the crocodile. The crocodile was an inhabitant of the

Nile, and it was natural to allude to that in describing a fierce tyrant

of Egypt. In Psa. civ. 26 the allusion is to some huge animal of the

deep, particularly of the Mediterranean, and the language would
apply to any sea-monster. In Isa. xxvii. 1 the allusion is to the king
and tyrant that ruled in Babylon, as compared with a dragon or

fierce animal. Comp. notes on that passage, and Rev. xii. Any of

these passages will accord well with the supposition that the crocodile

is denoted by the word, or that some fierce, strong, and violent

animal that could involve itself, or that had the appearance of an
extended serpent, is referred to. The resemblance between the

animal here described and the crocodile will be farther indicated by
the notes on the particular descriptions in the chapter. H With an
hook. Implying that the animal here referred to was aquatic, and
that it could not be taken in the way in which fish were usually

caught. It is known now that the crocodile is occasionally taken
with a hook, but this is not the usual method, and there is no
evidence that it was practised in the time of Job. Herodotus
says that it was one of the methods which were used in his time.

"Among the various methods," says he, " that are used to take the

crocodile, I shall only relate one which deserves most attention ; they

fix a hook (&yKtffTpov) on a piece of swine's flesh, and suffer it to float

into the middle of the stream. On tlie banks they have a live hog,

which they beat till it cries out. The crocodile, hearing the noise,

makes towards it, and in the way encounters and devours the bait.

They thus draw it on shore, and the first thing they do is to fill its

eyes with clay ; it is thus easily manageable, which it otherwise

would not be."—B. ii. 70. " The manner of taking it in Siam is by
tlirowing three or four strong nets across a river at proper distances

from each other, so that if the animal breaks through the first, it may
be caught by one of the rest. "When it is fijst taken, it employs the

tail, which is the grand instrument of its strength, with great force ;

but after many unsuccessful struggles, the animal's strength is at

length exhausted. Then the natives approach their prisoner in boats,
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2 Canst thou jiut an hook
' into his nose ? ov bore his jaw
through -with a thorn?

I Isa. 37. 29.

3 Will he make many suppli-

cations unto thoo ? will he speak

soft words unto thee 1

2 Canst thou put a rope into his nose ?

Oi- pierce his jaw \\ith a ring ?

3 Will he make many supplications unto thee ?

"Will he speak soft words unto thee ?

and pierce him with their weapons in the most tender parts, till he is

weakened with the loss of blood."

—

Goldsmith. From ancient sculp-

tures in Egypt, it appears that the common method of attacking tlie

crocodile was with a spear, transfixing it as it passed beneath the boat

in shallow water. See Wilkinson's Manners and Customs of the

Ancient Egyptians, vol. iii. p. 75, scq. The most common method of

taking the crocodile now is by shooting it.

—

Pococke. It is quite

clear, therefore, that agreeably to what is said in the passage before

us, the common method of taking it was not by a hook, and it is pro-

bable that in the time of Job this method was not practised. IT Or
his tongue with a cord which thou, lettest down. Or rather, " Canst
thou sink his tongue with a cord?"-—that is, Canst thou tame him by
a thong or bit thrust into his mouth?

—

Gesenius. The idea is that of

pressing down the tongue with a cord, so that he would be tractable.

2. Canst thou put an hook into his nose. Or rather, a rope, or cord. The
word here used (pD?^?) means a caldron, or kettle (Job xli. 20) ; also

a reed, or bulrush, growing in marshy places, and thus a rope made
of reeds, a rush-cord. The idea is, that he could not be led about by
a cord, as tame animals may be. Mr. Vansittart, however, supposes
that the words here are expressive of ornaments, and that the allusion

is to the fact mentioned by Herodotus, that the crocodile was led

about by the Egyptians as a divinity, and that in this state it was
adorned with rings and various stately trappings. There can be no
doubt that such a fact existed, but this does not accord well with the
scope of the passage here. The object is to impress the mind of Job
Avith a sense of the strength and untameableness of the animal, not tn

describe the honours wliich were paid to it. H Or bore hisjaio through
with a thorn? Or with a ring. The word here properly means a
thorn, or thorn-bush, Job xxxi. 40 ; Prov. xxvi. 9 ; and then also a
ring that was put through the nose of an animal, in order to secure it.

The instrument was probably made sharp like a thorn or spike, and
then bent so as to become a ring. Comp. Isa, xxxvii, 29. ' Mr, Bruce,
speaking of the manner of fishing in the Nile, says that when a fisher-

man has caught a fish, he draws it to the shore, and puts a strong iron

ring into its jaw. To this ring is fastened a rope by which the fish h
attached to the shore, which he then throws again into the water.

—

liusenmiiller.

3. ]]'ill he make many sicpplications tinto thee? In the manner of a
captive begging for his life. That is. Will he quietly submit to you ?

Prof. Lee supposes that there is an allusion here to the well-known
cries of the dolphin when taken ; but it is not necessary to suppose
such an allusion. The idea is, that the animal here referred to Avould
not tamely submit to his captor. U Will he speak soft words unto thee?

Pleading for his life in tones (jf tender and plaintive supplication.
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4 Will lie make a corenant

witli tliee ? wilt tliou take liim

for a servant for ever ?

5 Wilt thou play with. Mm
as with a bird? or "wilt tkou

bind bim for tby maidens t

6 Shall thy companions mako
a banquet of him? shall they
part him aiuong the mer-
chants ?

4 "Will he make a covenant with thee ?

Canst thou take In'm for a servant for ever ?

5 Canst thou play with him as with a bird ?

Or canst thou bind him for thy maidens ?

6 Do men in company make a banquet of him ?

Do they di\ide him among the merchants ?

4. Will he make a covenant with thee ? That is, Will he submit
himself to thee, and enter into a compact to serve thee? Such a

compact Avas made by those who agreed to serve another ; and the

idea here is, that the animal here referred to could not be reduced to

such service—that is, could not be tamed. H Wilt thou take him for
a servantfor ever? Canst thou so subdue him that he will be a per-

petual slave ? The meaning of all this is, that he was an untameable
animal, and could not be reduced, as many others could, to domestic use.

5. Wilt thou plaij tcith him as with a bird? A bird that is tamed.

The art of taming birds was doubtless early practised, and they were
kept for amusement. But the .eviathan could not thus be tamed.
H Or tvilt thou bind him for thy maidens? For their amusement. For
such purposes, doubtless, birds were caught and caged. There is

great force in this question, on the supposition that the crocodile is

intended. Nothing could be more incongruous than the idea of

securing so rough and unsightly a monster for the amusement of

tender and delicate females.

6. Sltall thy companions make a banquet of him? This is one of the

"vexed passages" about which there has been much difference of

opinion, Gesenius renders it, "Do the companions {i. e. the fisher-

men in company) lay snares for himr" So Noyes renders it. Dr.

Harris translates it, "Shall thy partners spread a banquet for him r"

The LXX. render it, " Do the nations feed upon him r" The Vulgate,
" Will friends cut him up r" that is, for a banquet. Rosenmiilhr
renders it, " Will friends feast upon him ?" The word rendered " thy

companions" (C'lin). means properly those joined or associated to-

gether for any purpose, whether for friendsliip or for business. It

may refer here either to those associated for the purpose of fishing or

feasting. The word " thy" is improperly introduced by our trans-

lators, and there is no evidence that the reference is to the companions

or friends of Job, as that would seem to suppose. The word rendered

"make a banquet" 0""?!) is fi-om TJI kdra, to dig, and then to make a

plot or device against one—derived from the fact that a pitfall was
dug to take animals (Psa. vii. 16; Ivii. 7; comp. Job vi. 27) ; and
according to this it means, " Do the companions, i. e. the fishermen

in company, lay snares for him r" The word, however, has anotlier

signification, meaning to buy, to purchase, and also to give a feast, to

make a banquet, perhaps from the idea of pxirchasing the provisions

necessary for a banquet. According to this, the meaning is, "Do the

companions, i. e. those associated for tlie purpose of feasting, make a

banquet of him?" AYhich is the true sense here it is not easy to

determine. The majority of versions incline to the idea that it refers
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7 Canst thou fill liis skin

mth l)arbed irons ? or Ms Lead
with fish spears l

8 Lay thine hand upon him,

remember tlic oattle, do no more.
9 Behohl, the liope of him is

in vain: shall not one be cast

down even at the sight of him ?

7 Canst thou fill his skin with barbed ii-ons ?

Or his head with fish-spears ?

8 Lay thine hand upon him ; remember the fierce conflict-

Thou wilt not do it again.

9 Behold the hope of [taking] him is vain
;

Is it not dissipated at his very appearance ?

to a feast, and means that those associated for eating do not make
him a part of their entertainment. This interpretation is the most
simple and obvious. H Shall they part him among the 7nerchants

f

That is, Shall they cut him up and expose him for sale? The word
rendered "merchants" (C'r?P?), means properly Canaanites. It is

used in the sense of merchants, or traffickers, because the Canaanites
were commonly engaged in this employment. See notes, Isa. xxiii. 8.

The crocodile is never made a part of a banquet, or an article of traffic.

7. Canst thou fill his skin with barbed iro7is? Referring to its thick-

ness and impenetrability. A common method of taking fish is by the
spear ; but it is here said that the leviathan could not be cauglit in

this manner. The common method of taking the crocodile now is by
shooting him. See notes on ver. 1. Nothing is more remarkable in

the crocodile than the thick and impenetrable skin with which it is

covered ; and the description here will agree better with this animal
than with any other. 11 Or his head with fish-spears'? The word here

rendered "fish-spears" (bsbs) means properly a tinkling, clanging, as

of metal or arms, and then any tinkling instrument. Here it evidently

refers to some metal spear, or harpoon, and the name was given to

the instrument on account of its clanging noise. The LXX. render

this strangely, referring it to the "Phoenicians," or merchants men-
tioned in the previous verse—" With their whole fleet they could not
carry the first skin of his tail, nor his head in their fishing barks."

8. Lay thine hand upon him. Prof. Lee renders this, very impro-
perly, as it seems to me, "Lay thine hand on thy mouth respecting

him," supposing it means that he should be awed into silence by
dread of the animal referred to. But the meaning of the passage
evidently is, " Endeavour to seize him by laying the hand on him,
and you Avill soon desist from the fearful conflict, and will not renew
it." IF Remember the battle. Remember what a fearful conflict will

ensue. Perhaps there is an allusion to some fact fresh in the mind of

Job, where such an attempt had been made to secure the leviathan,

attended with fearful disaster to those who had made the attempt,
f Do no more. Or rather, "Thou wilt not do it again." That is, he
would be deterred from ever renewing the attempt, or the conflict

would be fatal to him.
9. Behold, the hope of him is in vain. That is, the hope of taking

him is vain. H Shall not one be cast dozen even at the sight of him? So
formidable is his appearance, that the courage of him who would
attack him is daunted, and his resolution fails. This agrees well also

with the crocodile. There is perhaps scarcely any animal whose
appearance would be more likely to deter one from attacking him.
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10 Xone is so fierce tliat dare that I should repay him? what-
soever is under the whole heaven

n Exod. 19. 5; Deut. 10. 14; Psa. 24. 1,
50. 12; 1 Cor. 10. 26, C8.

Btir him up : who then is able

to .staud before me ?

11 "Who '" hath prevented me,
m Rom. 11. 33.

10 None is so coiu-ageous that he dare arouse him ;

—

And who then is he that can stand before me .'

11 "UTio can come upon me by sm-prise that I should recompense him ?

All under the whole heavens is miue.

—

10. None is so Jierce that dare stir him tq). No one has courage to

rouse and provoke him. H Who then is able to staiid befure me? The
meaning of this is plain. It is, " If one of my creatures is so formid-

able that man dare not attack it, how can he contend with the great

Creator ? This may perhaps be designed as a reproof of Job. He had
expressed a desire to carry his cause before God, and to urge argument
before him in vindication of himself. God here sliows him how hope-
less must be a contest with the Almighty. Man trembles and is dis-

armed of his courage by even the sight of one of the creatures of God.
Overpowered with fear, he retires from the contemplated contest, and
flees away. How, then, could he presume to contend with God ? What
hope could he have in a contest with him ?

11. Who hath 2>revented me? As this verse is here rendered, its

meaning, and the reason why it is introduced, are not very apparent.

It almost looks, indeed, as if it were an interpolation, or had becTi

introduced from some other place, and torn from its proper connexion.

Dr. Harris proposes to remove the principal difficulty by translating it

—

" Trho will stand before me, yea presumptuously ?

"W'hatsoever is beneath the "whole heaven is mine.
I cannot be confounded at his limbs and violence,

Nor at his power, or the strength of his frame."

It may be doubted, however, whether the original will admit of this

translation. Rosenmiiller, IJmbreit, and Noyes unite in supposing

the meaning to be, " Who has done me a favour, that I must repay

him r" But perhaps the true idea of the passage may be arrived at

by adverting to the meaning of the word rendered " prevented"—D^i;

.

It properly means in Piel, to go before ; to precede ; to anticipate,

Psa. xvii. 13; cxix. 148. Then it means to rush upon suddenly; to

seize; to go to meet anj- one either for succour, Psa. lix. 11, or for a

different purpose. Isa. xxxvii. 33, " No shield shall come up against

her" ('^J'?'?!??), i. e. against the city. So Job xxx. 27, '* Tlie days of

affliction prevented me." A similar meaning occurs in the Hiphilform
in Amos ix. 10, "The evil shall not overtake us nor prevent us ;" that

is, shall not rush upon as if by anticipation, or when we are off our

guard. If some idea of this kind be supposed to be conveyed by the

word here, it will probably express the true sense. " Who is able to

seize upon me suddenly, or when I am off my guard ; to anticipate

my watchfulness and my power of resistance so as to compel me to

recompense him, or so to overmaster me as to lay me under obligation

to confer on him the favours wliich he demands r" There may be

an allusion to the manner in which wild beasts are taken, when the

hunter springs his gin suddenly, anticipates the power of the animal,

rushes unexpectedly upou him, and compels him to yield. God says
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13 I •will not conceal liis parts,

nor his jiower, nor liis comely
proportion.

13 Who can discover the face

of his garment? or who can
come to him 'with his doxiblo

bridle ?

1 or, within.

12 I will not be silent concerning his parts,

And his power, and the fitness of his armature.

13 Who can strip off the surface of his garment ?

Who can come near to the doubling of his jaws ?

that no one could thus surprise and overpower him. Thus explained,

the sentiment agrees with the argument which the Almighty is pre-

senting. He is showing his right to reign and do all his pleasure.

He appeals, in proof of this, to his great and mighty works, and
especially to those specimens of the animal creation which inan could
not tame or overcome. The argument is this : "If man cannot sur-

prise and subdue these creatures of the Almighty, and compel them
to render him service, how can he expect to constrain the Creator

himself to be tributary to him, or to grant him the favoiu-s which he
demands?" IT Whatsoever is under the whole heaven is mine. That
is, " All belong to me ; all are subject to me ; all are mine, to be con-
ferred on whom I please. No one can claim them as his own ; no
one can wrest them from me." This claim to the proprietorship of

all created things is designed hei-e to show to Job that over a Being
thus supreme man could exert no control. It is his duty, therefore,

to submit to him Avithout a murmur, and to receive with gratitude

what he chooses to confer.

12. / will not conceal his parts. This is the commencement of a

more particular description of the animal than had been before given.

In the previous part of the chapter the remarks are general, speaking
of it merely as one of great power, and not to be taken by any of the
ordinary methods. A description follows of the various parts of the
animal, all tending to confirm this general impression, and to fill the
hearer with a deep conviction of his formidable character. The words
rendered "I will not conceal," mean " I will not be silent ;" that is, he
would speak of them. The description which follows of the "parts"
of the animal refers particularly to his mouth, his teeth, his scales,

his eyelids, his nostrils, his neck, and his heart. H Nor his comely
proportion. The crocodile is not an object of beauty, and the animal
described here is not spoken of as one of beauty, but as one of great

power and fierceness. The phrase here used {^TS ]^n) means, pro-

perly, " the grace of his armature," or the beauty of his armour. It

does not refer to the beauty of the animal as such, but to the armour
or defence which it had. Though there might be no beauty in an
animal like the one here described, yet there might be a " grace" or

fitness in its means of defence which could not fail to attract admira-
tion. This is the idea in the passage. So Gesenius, Umbreit, and
Noyes render it.

13. Who can discover the face of his garynentf Literally, "Who can
reveal the face, i. e. the appearance, of his garment?" This "gar-
ment" is undoubtedly his skin. The meaning seems to be, "His
hard and rough skin is his defence, and no one can so strip off that

as to have access to him." The word rendered "discover" (rfja)

means, to make naked ; then to reveal ; and the idea is, that he
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14 W\io can oi^en tlie doors

of liis face 1 liis teetli are terrible

round about.

15 His ' scales are his pride,

1 strong pieces of shields.

sliut up together as with a close

seal.

16 One is so near to another,

tliat no air can come between
tliem.

14 Who can open the doors of his face ?

The rows of his teeth are teiTible.

15 His strong shields are his pride—

•

Shut up together as with a close seal

:

16 They are joined one to another,

So that no air can come between them

;

cannot be made naked of that covering, or deprived of it, so that one

could attack him. ^ Or tvho can come to him with his double bridle?

Marg., within. Gesenius renders this, "The doubling of his jaws ;"

that is, his double row of teeth. Umbreit, " His double bit." Noyes,
" Who will approach his jaws?" So Rosenmiiller. Schultens and
Prof. Lee, however, suppose it means that no one can come near

to him and double the bit upon him, i. e. cast the bit or noose over his

nose, so as to secure him by doubling it, or passing it around him.

The former seems to mo to be the true meaning. " Into the doubling

of his jaws, Avho can enter?" That is, Who will dare approach a

double row of teeth so formidable? The word rendered "bridle"

(]9v) means properly a curb or halter, which goes over a horse's nose,

and hence a bit or bridle. But it may be used to denote the interior

of the mouth, the jaws, where the bit is placed; and then the phrase

denotes the double row of teeth of the animal. Thus the description

of the " parts of defence" of the animal is kept up.

14. Who can open the doors of his face f His mouth. The same
term is still used to denote the mouth—from its resemblance to a

door. The idea is, that no one would dare to force open his mouth.
This agrees better with the crocodile than almost any other animal.

It would not apply to the whale. The crocodile is armed with a

more formidable set of teeth than almost any other animal. See the

description in the notes on ver. 1. Bochart says that it has sixty

teeth, and those much larger than in proportion to the size of the

body. Some of them, he says, stand out ; some of them are serrated,

or like a saw, fitting into each other when the mouth is closed ; and
some come together in the manner of a comb, so that the grasp of

the animal is very tenacious and fearful. See a full description in

Bochart.
15. His scales are his 2»''de. Marg., strong pieces of shields. The

literal translation of this would be, "Pride, the strong shields ;" that

is, the strong shields. There can be no doubt that there is reference

to the scales of the animal, as having a resemblance to strong shields

laid close to each other. But there is considerable variety of opinion

as to its meaning. Umbreit and Prof. Lee take the word here rendered

"pride" {™?.) to be the same as i'^}.), back, and then the meaning
would be that his back was armed as with a shield—referring, as

Prof. Lee supposes, to the dorsal fin of the whale. But there is no
necessity for this supposition, and it cannot be denied that it is some-

Avhat forced. The connexion requires that we should understand it,

not of the dorsal fin, but of the scales ; for a description immediately

follows in continuation of this, which will by no means apply to the
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17 They are joined one to

nnotlior, they stick togetlior,

tliat they caunot ho sundered.

18 By his neesings a light

doth shine, and his eyes are like

the eyelids of the morning.

17 They cleave fast to each other;

Thoy take hold on one another so that they cannot he separated.

IS In liis sneezing light is caused to shine,

And his eyes are like the eyelids of the morning.

fin. The obvious and proper meaning is, that the pride or glory of

tlie animal—that on -which his safety depended, and -which was the
most remarkable thing about him—was his scales, -which were laid

together like firm and compact shields, so that nothing could pene-
trate them. This description accords better with the crocodile than
ft'ith any other animal. It is covered with scales, " Avhich are so hard
as to resist a musket-ball."

—

Ediii. Encyclo. This description cannot be
applied to a whale, -which has no scales ; and accordinglj^ Prof. Loo
supposes that the reference in this verse and the two following is not
to the scales, but to the teeth, and to " the setting in of the dorsal fin !

"

H Shut up together. Made close or compact. IT As with a close seal.

As if they had been sealed with wax, so that no air could come
between them.

17. They are joined one to another. Literally, "A man with his

brother;" that is, each one is connected with another. There is no
natural fastening of one scale with another, but they lie so close and
compact that they seem thus to be fastened down on one another.
See Bochart on this verse. It is this which makes the crocodile so

difficult to be killed. A musket-ball will penetrate the skin under
the belly, which is there less firmly protected ; and accordingly the
efforts of those who attempt to secure them are directed to that part
of the body. A ball in the eye or throat will also destroy it, but the
oody is impervious to a spear or a bullet.

18. By his neesings a light doth shine. The -word rendered "neesings"
means -proj^erly sneezing, and the literal sense here would be, "His
sneezings, light shines." Coverdale renders it, "His nesinge is like

a glisteringe fyre." Bochart says that the meaning is, "that when
the crocodile sneezes, the breath is driven through the nostrils with
such force that it seems to scintillate, or emit fire." Probably the
meaning is, that when the animal emits a sudden sound, like sneezing,
the fire seems to flash from the eye. There is some quick and rapid
motion of the eyes, which in the raj's of the sun seem to flash fire.

Tlie sneezing of the crocodile is mentioned by Aristotle.

—

-.Prof. Lee.
Amphibious animals, the longer they hold their breath under water,
respire so much the more violently Avhen thej' emerge, and the breath
is expelled suddenly and with violence.— SchuUcns. This is the action
here referred to—the strong efi'ort of the animal to recover breath
when he rises to the surface, and when in the effort the eyes seem to
scintillate, or emit light. ^ And his eyes are like the eyelids of the

morning. The " eyelids of the morning" is a beautiful poetic plirase
quite common in Hebrew poetry. The eyes of tlie crocodile are
small, but they are remarkable. When he lifts his head above water,
his staring eyes are the first things that strike the beholder, and may
then with great beauty be compared with the morning light. Tliere
is a remarkable coincidence here, in the fact that -when the Egyptians
would represent the morning by a hieroglyphic, they painted a croco-
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19 Out of Ids mouth go Luru-
ing lamps, and sparks of fire

leap out.

20 Out of Ms nostrils goetli

smoke, as out of a seetMug pot

or caldron.

21 His breath Icindleth coals,

aud a flame goeth out of his

mouth.

19 Out of liis mouth go forth torches

,

Sparks of fire leap forth.

20 Out of his nostrils goeth smoke,
As from a boiling pot or cakh'on. •

21 His breath kiudieth coals,

jVud a flame issucth out of his mouth.

dile's eye. The reason, assigned for this was, that before the whole
body of the animal appeared, the eyes seemed to rise from the deep.
See Bochart on the passage, Hieroz., and also HorapoUo, Hieroghjpli.

i. c. Qo.

19. Out of his month go burning lamps. The word " lamps" here is

probably used to denote torches, or Jire-hrands. The animal is here
described as in pursuit of his prey on land ; and the description is

exceedingly graphic and iDowei-ful. His mouth is then open ; his

jaws are distended ; his breath is thrown out with great violence

;

his blood is inflamed, and the animal seems to vomit forth flames.

The description is of course to be regarded as figurative. It is such
as one would be likely to give who should see a fierce animal pressing

on in pursuit of its prey. H And sparks offire leap oxit. There is an
appearance like sparks of fire. The animal, with an open throat
nighl)' inflamed, seems to breathe forth flames. The figure is a com-
mon one applied to a war-horse. Thus Ovid

—

" From their full racks the generous steeds retue,

Dropping ambrosial foam and snorting fire.—Br. Good.

The same thing is remarked by Achilles Tatius of the hippopotamus

:

"With open nostrils, and breathing smoke like fire {wvpwSr) Kanuov)

as from a fountain of fire." And in Eustathius it is said, "They
have an open nostril, breathing forth smoke like fire from a furnace"—TTVpCiiSri Kairvov, d)y e'jc Kajxlvov irviovra.. See Bochart.

20. Out of his nostrils goeth smoke. See the quotations on ver. 19.

This appearance of the crocodile, or alligator, has been often noticed.

Bertram, in his Travels in North and South Carolina, p. 116, says,
" While I was seeking a place of rest, I encountered an alligator that
in the neighbouring lake rushed through the canes that grew on its

banks. He inflated liis enormous body, and swung his tail high in

the air. A thick smoke streamed from his «'ide-open nostrils, with
a sound that made the earth tremble."—Rosenmtiller, Alte u. neue
Morgenland, No, 778. IT As out of a seething pot. A pot that is

boUing. Literally, "a blown pot;" that is, a pot under which the
fire is blown, or "kindled. U Or caldron. Any kettle. The same
word is used to denote a reed or bulrush, or a rope made of reeds,

Isa. ix. 13 ; Job xli. 2.

21. His breath kindleth coals. It seems to be a flame, and to set on
fire all around it. So Hesiod, Theog. i. 319, describing the creation

of the Chimera, speaks of it as

nViovaav ajxaifxaKeTov Tcvp.

** breathing unquenchable fire." So Virgil, Georg, ii. 140 :
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22 In liis neck remaineth
etix'iigth, ami sorrow ' is turned

into joy before liini.

1 rejoicetli.

23 The -flakes of liis flesli are

joiuod together : tliey are firm

in tliemselves ; tlioy cannot bo
moved. Ifallmgs.

22 111 liis iicck dwcUcth strength

;

Jjufore }iim dancotli torror.

23 The dew-laps of his llesh cleave fast together

;

They ai'c firm ui)ou him ; they cannot be moved.

IIa:c loca uon tauii spirantcs uarihus ignem
Invertere.

" Bulls breathing fire these furrows ne'er have known.— Warton.

A similar phrase is found in a sublime description of the anger of the

Almighty, in Psa. xviii. 8 :

There went up a smoke out of his nostrils,

And fire out of liis mouth devom-ed

:

Coals were kindled by it.

22. In his neek remaineth strength. That is, strength \s, permanently

residing there. It is not assumed for the moment, but his neck is so

constructed as to be the abode of strength. The word here rendered

" remaineth" (I'V) means, properly, to pass the night; then to abide

or dwell ; and there is a designed contrast here with what is said of
" sorrow" in this verse. This description of strength residing in the

neck agrees well with the crocodile. See the figure of the animal

on p. 325. It is not easy, however, to see how this is applicable to

the whale, as Prof. Lee supposes. The whale is endowed, indeed,

with great strength, as Prof. Lee has shown, but that strength is

manifested mainly by the stroke of the tail. If And sorroio is tnrncd

into jog before him. Marg., rejoiceth. The proper meaning of the

word here used Cy^"'^) is, to dance, to leap, to skip ; and the sense is,

that "terror dances before him." It does not refer to the motion of

the animal, as if he were brisk and rapid, but it is a poetic expres-

sion, as if terror played or pranced along wherever he came. Strength

resided in his neck, but his approach made terror and alarm play

before him wherever he went ; that is, produced terror and dread.

In his neck is permanent, calm strength; before him, everything

trembles and is agitated. The beauty of the passage lies in this con-

trast between the strength and firmness which repose calmly in the

neck of the animal, and the consternation which he everywhere pro-

duces, causing all to tremble as ho approaches. Bochar-t has well

illustrated this from the classic writers.

23. The flakes of his flesli are joined together, "isl^xg., fallings. The
Hebrew word here used means anything falling, or p)i^ndidous, and
the reference here is, probably, to the pendulous parts of the flesh of

the animal ; the flabby parts ; the dew-laps. In animals commonly
these parts about the neck and belly are soft, pendulous, and con-

tribute little to their strength. The meaning here is, that in the

leviathan, instead of being thus flabby and pendulous, they were
compact and firm. This is strikingly true of the crocodile. The
belly is, indeed, more soft and penetrable than the other parts of the

body, but there is nothing like the soft and pendulous dew-laps of

most animals.
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aull', tlie miglity are afraid ; hj
reason of breakings they purify

tlaemselves.

24 Ills lieart is as firm as a

stone
;
yea, as Lai'd as a piece of

tlio notlier millstone.

25 "WTien he raiseth np liim-

24 His licnrt is solid like a stone

;

Tea, solid Uke the nether millstone.

25 When he riseth up the might}' are afraid

;

Tea, they lose themselves from terror.

24. His heart is as firm as a stone. As hard; as solid. B'ochart

remarks that the word heart here is not to be regarded as denoting

the courage of the animal, as it sometimes does, but the heart literally.

The statement occiu-s in the description of the various parts of the

animal, and the object is to show that there was peculiar firmness or

solidity in every one of his members. There is peculiar firmness or

strength needed in the hearts of all animals, to enable them to propel

the blood through the arteries of the body ; and in an animal of the

size of the crocodile, it is easy to see that the heart must be made
capable of exerting vast force. But there is no reason to suppose

that the affirmation here is made on the supposition that there is need of

extraordinary strength in the heart to propel the blood. The doctrine

of the circulation of the blood was not then known to mankind, and
it is to be presumed that the argument here would be based on what
was known, or what might be easily observed. The presumption

therefore is, that the statement here is based on Avhat had been seen

of the remarkable compactness and firmness of the heart of the animal

here referred to. Probably there was nothing so peculiar in the heart

of the crocodile that this description would be applicable to that

animal alone, but it is such doubtless as would apply to the heart of

any animal of extraordinary size and strength. H Yea, as hard as a

piece of the nether millstone. The mills commonly used in ancient

times were hand-mills. See a description of them in the notes on
Matt. xxiv. 41. Why the lower stone was the hardest, is not quite

apparent. Perhaps a more solid stone might have been chosen

for this, because it was supposed that there was more wear on the

lower than the upper stone, or because its weight would make the

machine more solid and steady.

25. ]]'heti he raiseth vp himself. When he rouses himself for an

attack or in self-defence. IF The mighty are afraid. The Vulgate
renders this "angels." The meaning is, that he produces alarm on
those who are unaccustomed to fear. U By reason of breakings they

purify themsclzes. This, though a literal translation, conveys no very

clear idea, and this rendering is not necessary. The word rendered

"breakings" ("Oo) means properly a breaking, breach, puncture; a

breaking down, destruction ; and then it may mean a breaking down of

the mind, i. e. terror. This is evidently the meaning here. " By reason

of the prostration of their coiu-age, or the crushing of the mind by
alarm." The word rendered "purify themselves" C^t") means, in

Kal, to miss, as a mark ; to sin ; to err. In the form of Hithpael,

which occurs here, it means to miss one's way ; to lose one's self; and
it may refer to the astonishment and terror by which one is led to miss

his way in precipitate flight.

—

Gesenins. The meaning then is, " They
lose themselves from terror." They know not where to turn them-
selves ; they flee away with alarm. See llosenmiiller in loc.
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26 The sword of Lim tl:at

layoth at liiiu cannot hold ; the

6jioar, tlie dart, nor tlie ' liaber-

geou.

27 He esteemetli iron as straw,

and brass as rotten wood.
1 or, breastplate.

2S Tlio arrow cannot niako

him flee : sling-stones are turned

with him into stubble.

29 Darts are counted as stub-

ble ; he laugheth at the shaking
of a spear.

26 The sword of him that attacks him will not adhere

;

Nor will the spear, the dart, or the jareUn.
27 He regardeth u'on as straw,

Aud brass as rotten wood.
28 The arrow will not put him to flight

;

SUng-stones turn themselves iuto stubble in respect to him.
29 Clubs are regarded by liim as stubble

;

He laugheth at the shaking of a spear.

26. The sword of him that layelh at him. The word " sword" (^"JUj

liere means undoubtedly harpoon, or a sharp instrument by which an
attempt is made to pierce the skin of the monster. II Cannot hold.

That is, in the hard skin. It does not penetrate it. H The spear, the

dart. These were doubtless often used in the attempt to take the animal.
The meaning is, that they would not hold or stick to the animal. They
flew off wlien hurled at him. U Nor the habergeon. Marg., breastplate,

'is oyes, javelin. Prof. Lee, lance. Vulg., thorax, breastplate. So the

LXX., dupaica. The word here used (rPTO), the same as mxD (1 Sam.
xvii. 0, 38; Neh. iv. 16; 2 Chron. xxvi. 14), means properly a coat

of 7nail, and is so called from its shining—from mcj, to shine. It is

not used in the sense of spear or javelin elsewhere, though perhaps it

may have that meaning here—denoting a bright or shining weapon.
This agrees best with the connexion.

27. He esteemeth iron as sti-aw. He regards instruments made of
iron and brass as if they were straw or rotten wood. That is, they
make no impression on him. This will agree better with the crocodile
than any other animal. So hard is his skin, that a musket-ball will
not penetrate it. See numerous quotations proving the hardness of
the skin of the crocodile in Bochart.

28. The arroxu. Heb., "the sou of the bow." So Lam. iii. 13,
margin. This use of the word son is common in the Scriptures, and in

all Oriental poetry. H Sling-stones. The sling was early used in Avar

and in hunting, and by skill and practice it could be so employed as to

be a formidable weapon. See Judg. xx. 16 ; 1 Sam. xvii. 40, 49. As
one of the weapons of attack on a foe it is mentioned here, though
there is no evidence that the sling was ever actually used in en-
deavouring to destroy the crocodile. The meaning is, that all the
common weapons used by men in attacking an enemy had no effect on
liim. U Are tnriied xcith hirn into stubble. Produce no more effect on
him than it would to throw stubble at him.

29. Darts are counted as stubble. The word rendered "darts" (nnin)

occurs nowhere else in tlie Scriptures. It is from nn^^ obs. root, to

beat with a club. The word liere probably means clubs. Darts and
spears are mentioned before, and the object seems to be, to enumerate
all the usual instruments of attack. The singular is used here with a

plural verb in a collective sense.

TOL. U
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30 Sharp 'stones ai'e under
hiin : lie spreadetli sliai-p pointed

tilings upon tlie mire.

31 He maketh the deep to

1 pieces ofpou/ierd.

boil like a pot : he makcth the

sea like a pot of ointment.

32 He maketh a path to shine

after him ; one would think the

deep to he hoary.

30 Under him are sharp potshei-ds
;

He sprcadcth out his rough parts upon the niii-e.

31 He makcth the deep to boil Ukc a pot

;

He maketh the sea like a pot of ointment
32 After him he leaves a shiniug- path

—

So that one would tliink the deep to be hoary.

30. Sliarp stones are under him. ^largiii as in Hebrew, "^Ji'tces of
potsherd." The Hebrew word ("l^^n hhaddudh) means sharp, pointed,

and the phrase here used means ihe sharp points of a potsherd, or

broken pieces of earthenware. The reference is, undoubtedly, to the

scales of the animal which were rough and pointed, like the broken
pieces of eartheuAvare. This description would not agree with the

whale, and indeed will accord with no other animal so u'ell as Avith

the crocodile. The meaning is, that the under parts of his body, Avith

AA'hich he rests upon the mire, are made up of sharp, pointed things,

like broken pottery. H He spreadeth sharp jJointed things upon the mire.

That is, Avhen he rests or stretches himself on the mud or slime of the

bank of the river. The AA'ord here used and rendered " sharp pointed

things" (V^"*?). means properly something ctit in; then something
sharpened or pointed ; and is used to denote a threshing sledge. See

this instrument described in notes on Isa. xxviii. 27, 28 ; xli. 15. It

is not certain, hoAveA^er, that there is any allusion here to that instru-

ment. It is rather to anything that is rough or pointed, and refers to

the loAver part of the animal as having this character. The Vulgate

renders this, "Beneath him are the rays of the sun, and he reposeth

on gold as on clay." Dr. Harris, Dr. Good, and Prof. Lee suppose

it refers to what the animal lies on, meaning that he lies on splinters

of rock and broken stone Avith as much readiness and ease as if it Avere

clay. But the above seems to me to be the true interpretation. It is

that of Gesenius, Rosenmiiller, and Umbreit. Grotius understands it

as meaning that the Aveapons thrown at him lie around him like broken
pieces of pottery.

31. He maketh the deep to boil like a pot. In his rapid motion through

it. The word "deep" (r6i2Jn) may refer to any deep place—either of

the sea, of a river, or of mire, Psa. Ixix. 3. It is applied to the

depths of the sea, Jonah ii. 4 ; Micah vii. 19 ; but there is nothing in

the Avord that will i)revent its application to a large river like the

Nile—the usual abode of the crocodile. U He maketh the sea. The
AA'ord " sea" (P^j is often applied to a large river, like the Nile or the

Euphrates. See notes, Isa. xix. 5. ^ Like a pot of ointment. When
it is mixed, or stirred together. Bochart supposes that there is an
allusion here to the smell of musk, which it is said the crocodile has,

and by which the waters throTiga AA'hich he passes seem to be perfumed.

But the allusiion seems rather to be merely to the fact that the deep is

agitated by him Avhen he passes tlirough it, as if it were stirred from
the bottom like a pot of ointment.

32. He maketh a path to sldne after him. This refers, doubtless, to

the white foam of the Avatcrs through which he passes. If this were
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33 Upon eartli there is not

His like, \vlio ' is made witliout

I'ear.

1 or, behave themselves xiilhoiti fear.

34 He belioldeth all liigh

thiuffs: lie is a king over all

tlio children of pride.

33 Upon the earth there is not his lilcc

;

He is made to be destitute of fear.

34 On every high thing he looketh down

;

King over all the sons of pride.

spoken of some monster that commonly resides in the ocean, it would
not be unnatural to suppose that it refers to the phosphoric light, such
as is observed when tlie waters are agitated, or when a vessel passes
rapidly through them. If it refers, however, to the crocodile, the
allusion must bo understood of the hoary appearance of tlie Nile or
the lake where he is found. H One would think the deep to be hoary.
Homer often speaks of the sea as •woA.iV QaKacraav—"the hoary sea."

So Apollonius, speaking of the Argonauts, lib. i. 545 :

—fxaKpal 5' alev tXevKaivovTO k4\€v6oi^

"The long paths were always white."

So Catullus, in Epith. Pelei

:

Totaque remigio spumis incanuit unda.

And Ovid, Epis. CEno :

—remis eruta canet aqua.

The rapid motion of an aquatic animal through the water will produce
the effect here referred to.

33. Upon earth there is not his like. Heb., "Upon the dust," The
meaning is, that no other animal can be compared with him ; or the

land does not produce such a monster as this. For size, strength,

ferocity, courage, and formidableness, no animal will boar a comparison
with him. This can be true only of some such fierce creature as tlie

crocodile. II Who is made loithout fear . 'Ma.rg.," Or, behave themselves

icithout fear." The meaning is, that he is created not to be afraid ; he
has no dread of others. In this respect he is unlike other animals.

The LXX. render this, " He is made to be sported with by my angels."

34. He beholdeth all high things. That is, he looks down on every-
thing as inferior to him. *& He is a king over all the children of piride.

Referring, by "the children of pride," to the animals that are bold,

proud, courageous—as the lion, the panther, etc. The lion is often

spoken of as "the king of the forest," or "the king of beasts," and
in a similar sense the leviathan is here spoken of as at the head of the

animal creation. Ho is afraid of none of them ; he is subdued by
none of them ; he is the prey of none of them. The whole argument,
therefore, closes with this statement, that he is at the head of the
animal creation ; and it was by this magnificent description of the

power of the creatures which God had made, that it was intended to

impress the mind of Job with a sense of the majesty and power of the

Creator. It had the effect. He was overawed with a conviction of the

greatness of God, and he saw how wrong it had been for him to pre-

sume to call in question the justice, or sit in judgment on the doings,

of such a Being. God did not, indeed, go into an examination of the
various points which had been the subject of controversy ; he did not

VOL. n. Y
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explain the nature of his moral administration so as to relieve the

mind from perplexity ; but he evidently meant to leave the impression

that he was vast and incomprehensible in his government, infinite in

power, and had a right to dispose of his creation as he pleased. No
one can doubt that God cotdd with infinite ease have so explained the

nature of his administration as to free the mind from perplexity, and
so as to have resolved the difficulties which hung over the various

subjects which had come into debate between Job and his friends.

Wh>/ he did not do this is nowhere stated, and can only be the subject

of conjecture. It is possible, however, that the following suggestions

may do something to show the reasons why this was not done.

(1.) "We are to remember the early period of the world when these

transactions occurred, and when this book was composed. It was in

the infancy of society, and when little light had gleamed on the

human mind in regard to questions of morals and religion. (2.) In
that state of things, it is not probable that either Job or his friends

would have been able to comprehend the principles in accordance
with which the wicked are permitted to flourish and the righteous are

so much afflicted, if they had been stated. Much higher knowledge
than they then possessed about the future world was necessary to

understand the subject which then agitated their minds. It could
not have been done without a very decided reference to the futui'e

state, where aU these inequalities are to be removed. (3.) It has
been the general plan of God to communicate knowledge by degrees

;

to impart it when men have had full demonstration of their own im-
becility, and when they feel their need of Divine teaching ; and to

reserve the great truths of religion for an advanced period of the world.

In accordance with this arrangement, God has been pleased to keep in

reserve, from age to age, certain great and momentous truths, and
such as were particularly adapted to throw light on the subjects of

discussion between Job and his friends. They are the truths pertaining

to the resurrection of the body ; the retributions of the day of judg-
ment ; the glories of heaven and the woes of hell, where all the
inequalities of the present state may receive their final and equal
adjustment. These great truths were reserved for the triumph and
glory of Christianity ; and to have stated them in the time of Job,

woiij^d have been to have anticipated the most important revelations

of that system. The truths of which we are now in possession would
have relieved much of the perplexity then felt, and solved most of

those questions ; but the world was not then in the proper state for

their revelation. (4.) It was a very important lesson to be taught
men, to bow with submission to a sovereign God, without knowing the
reason of his doings. No lesson, perhaps, could be learned of higher
value than this. To a proud, self-confident, philosophic mind, a mind
prone to rely on its o'mi resources, and trust to its own deductions, it

was of the highest importance to inculcate the duty of submission to

7ciU and to sovereignty. This is a lesson which we often have to learn

in life, and which almost all the trying dispensations of Providence are

fitted to teach us. It is not because God has no reason for what he
does ; it is not because he intends we shall never know the reason

;

but it is because it is our duty to bow with submission to his will, and
to acquiesce in his right to reign, even when we cannot see the reason
of his doings. Coiild we reason it met, and then submit because we saw
the reason, our submission would not be to our Maker's pleasure, but
to the deductions of our own minds. Hence, all along, he so deals
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with man, by concealing the reason of his doings, as to bring him to

submission to his authority, and to humble all human pride. To this

termination all the reasonings of the Almighty in this book are con-
ducted ; and after the exhibition of his power in the tempest, after his

sublime description of liis own works, after his appeal to tlie numerous
things which are in fact incomprehensible by man, we feel that God
IS GUEAT—that it is presumptuous in man to sit in judgment on his

works—and that the mind, no matter what he does, should bow before
him with profound veneration and silence. These are the great lessons

which we are every day called to learn in the actual dispensations of

his providence ; and the arguments for these lessons were never else-

where stated with so much power and sublimity as in the closing

chapters of the book of Job. We have the light of the Christian re-

ligion ; we can look into eternity, and see how the inequalities of the
present order rf things can be adjusted there ; and we have sources
of consolation \vhich neither Job nor his friends enjoyed ; but still,

with all this light, there are numerous cases where we are required to

bow, not because we see the reason of the Divine dealings, but because
such is the ivill of God. To us, in such .'ircumstances, this argument
of the Almighty is adapted to teach the most salutary lessons.

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER XLn.

This closing chapter of the book is composed partly of poetry and partly of

prose. The first part comprises tlie first six verses, and consists of the con-

fession of Job that he had eiTed. He is convinced by the reasoning of the

Almighty that all things are under his control, and that none of his piu-poses

can be hindered (ver. 2, margin) ; he acknowledges that he himself had
uttered thtugs which he did not understand, and had undertaken the discus-

sion of things which were too high for him, and deserved the reproof of havmg
" darkened counsel by words without knowledge," ver. 3 ; he confesses his

eiTor in having with so bold and irreverent a sphit called on God to enter on
a trial, and having wished to argue Iris case himself before God (see notes on
ver. 4) ; he says that he now has new views of the Almighty—as different

from those which he formerly had, as was that between a thing of which a

man had only a distant rumour and what he saw, ver. 5 ; and now, having
"seen" God, he saw himself to be vile, and repented in dust and ashes.

Thus the effect which it was desired to produce on Job was accompUshed.
The improprieties in which he had indidged were rebuked ; he was brought
to true repentance, and showed that he was truly a good man ; and that,

notwithstanding all that he had said under excited feehng, and in the bitter-

ness of his anguish, he had at heart a profound reverence for God, and
supreme submission to his wiU.
The second part of the chapter (vers. 7—16) is. in prose, and contains the

statement of the result of the whole trial. The Almighty pronounces the

friends of Job to be in error in the opinions which thej' had maintained
respecting his dispensations, and decides in favour of Job in the controversy,

ver. 7. This decision involves the conclusion, that trials in this life are not
certain indications of character ; that the fact that a man suffers much is no
evidence that he is eminently wicked ; and that prosperity is no clear proof

that a man is the object of the Divine favom-. As the friends of Job had
defended many sentiments which were erroneous, and manifested a spirit

eminently wrong, it was adjudged tliat it was proper that a sacrifice should
be made in acknow ledgincnt of their eiTor ; and as they had done much to

pain and grieve the heart of Job, and as some act of deference and respect

was due to him from them, they are commanded to take a sacrifice of seven
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CHAPTER XLII,
T^HEN Job answered the Lord,

and said,

2 I know that thou p canst

do every thing, and that no

thought ' can be -withholden

p Gen. 18. 14 ; Isa. 43. 13 ; Matt. 19. £6.

1 or, of thine can be hindered.

from thee.

3 Who ? is he that hideth

counsel without knowledge ?

therefore have I uttered that 1 un-
derstood not ; things too wonder-
ful ' for me, which I knew not.

q ch. 38. 2, 3. r Psa. 131. 1; 139. 6.

The response and penitent confession of Job.—Vers. 1—6.

1 Thex Job answered Jehovah, and said

:

2 I know that thou canst do everytliing,

And that no purpose of thine can be prevented.

3 " Who is he [indeed] that darkeneth counsel by words mthout know-
ledge ?"

I have indeed uttered what I understood not

;

Things too wonderful for me, which I knew not.

bullocks and seven rams, and to go to Job, that he might offer the sacrifice,

and intercede for them, vers. 8, 9. The account of the returning prosperity

of Job completes the book, vers. 10—16. He is restored to double his former

possessions ; is honoured mth the returning affection of all his kindred ; is

consoled by their sympathy and enriched with their offerings; is blessed

with a second family as numerous as the former ; lives till he sees a nu-
merous and happy posterity ; and dies at last honoured and full of days.

2. I knoio that thou canst do every thing. This is said by Job in

view of what had been declared by the Almighty in the previous

chapters. It is an acknowledgment that God was omnipotent, and
that man ought to be submissive under the putting forth of his infinite

power. One great object of the address of the Almighty was to con-

vince Job of his majesty, and tliat object was fully accomplished.

If And that no thought. No purpose or plan of thine. God was able

to execute all his designs. II Can he withholden from thee. Marg,,

"or, of thine can be hindered." Literally, cut off—i?!. The word,

however, means also to cut off access to, and then to prevent, hinder,

restrain. This is its meaning here. So Gen. xi. 6, "Nothing will

be restrained Cr??') from them, which they^ have imagined to do."

3. Who is he that hideth counsel withoxct knowledge? This is repeated

from ch. xxxviii. 2. As used there, these are the words of the

Almighty, uttered as a reproof of Job for the manner in which he had
undertaken to explain the dealings of God. See notes on that verse.

As repeated here by Job, they are an acknowledgment of the truth

of what is there implied, that he had been guilty of hiding counsel in

this manner, and the repetition here is a part of his confession. He
acknowledges that he had entertained and expressed such views of

God as were in fact clothing the whole subject in darkness instead of

explaining it. The meaning is, "Who indeed is it, as thou saidst,

that undertakes to judge of great and profound purposes without
knowledge? / am that presumptuous 7nan

!"—Ilgen. IT Therefore

have I uttered that I understood not. I liave pronounced an opinion

on subjects altogether too profound for my comprehension. This is

the language of true humility and penitence, and shows that Job had
at heart a profound veneration for God, however much he had been
led away by the severity of his sufferings to give vent to impropeT
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5 I liave lieard of tliee by tlio

heaving of the ear : hut now
mine eye seeth thee.

4 Hear, I beseech thee, and
I vdll speak : I ' -will demand
of thee, and declare thou unto
mC. t ch. 40. 7.

4 Hear, tlien, I beseech thee, and I will speak

;

I will ask thcc, and do thou instruct me.
5 I have heard of thee by the heaiing of the ear.

But now mine eye sceth thee

;

expressions. It is no uucommon thing for even good men to be
brought to see that they have spoken presumptuously of God, and
have engaged in discussions and ventured to pronounce opinions

on matters pertaining to the Divine administration that were wholly
beyond their comprehension.

4. Hear, I beseech thee, and I will spealc. This is the language of

liumble, docile submission. On former occasions he had spoken
confidently and boldly of God ; he had called in question the equity

of his dealings with him ; he had demanded that he might be per-

mitted to carry his cause before him, and argue it there himself.

Notes, ch. xiii. 3, 20—22. Now he is wholly changed. His is the

submissive language of a docile child, and he begs to be permitted to

sit down before God, and humbly to inquire of him Avhat was truth.

This is true reliyion. l / toill demand of thee. Or rather, " I will ask

of thee." The word "demand" implies more than there is of

necessity in the original word Cj^c). That means simply to ask, and

it may be done with the deepest humility and desire of instruction.

That was now the temper of Job. IT And declare thou unto me. Job
was not now disposed to debate the matter, or to enter into a con-

troversy with God. He was willing to sit down and receive in-

struction from God, and earnesth' desired that he would teach him of

his ways. It should be added, that very respectable critics suppose
that in this verse Job designs to make confession of the impropriety

of his language on former occasions, in the presumptuous and
irreverent manner in which he had demanded a trial of argument
with God. It would then require to be rendered as a quotation from
his own words formerly :

"I have indeed uttered what I understood not,

Things too wonderful for me, which I knew not,

(Wlien I said) Hear now, I ^vill speak,

I will demand of thee, and do thou teach me,"

This is adopted by Umbreit, and has much in its favour that is

plausible ; but on the whole the usual interpretation seems to be most
simple and proper.

5. / have heard of thee hy the hearing of the ear. Referring to the
indistinct views which we have of anything by merely hearing of it,

compared with the clear apprehension which is furnished by sight.

Job had had such views of God as one may obtain by being told of

him ; he now had such views as are furnished by the sight. The
meaning is, that his views of God before were dark and obscure.

H But now mine eye seeth thee. We are not to suppose that Job
means to say that he actually saio God, but that his apprehensions of

him were clear and bright as if he did. There is no evidence that
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6 ^VTierefore ' I abhor myself, I and repent iu dust and ashes. "

' ch. 40.
4^;^

Ez^ra 9- 6 ;^P^a^ M. 17 ;
Jer.

| „ ^an. 9. 3 ; Matt. 11. 21.

6 Wherefore I abhor myself,

And repeat in dust and ashes.

God appeared to Job in any visible form. He is said, indeed, to have
spoken, from the whirlwind, but no visible manifestation of Jehovah
is mentioned.

• 6. Wherefore I abhor myself. I see that I am a sinner to be loathed
and abhorred. Job, though he did not claim to be perfect, had yet
unquestionably been unduly exalted with the conception of his own
righteousness, and in the zeal of his argument, and under the excite-

ment of his feelings when reproached by his friends, had indulged
in indefensible language respecting his own integrity. He now saw
tlie error and folly of this, and desired to take the lowest place of

humiliation. Compared with a pure and holy God, he saw that he
was utterly vile and loathsome, and was not unwilling now to confess

it. H And repent. Of the spirit which I have evinced ; of the
language used in self-vindication ; of the manner in which I have
spoken of God. Of the general sentiments which he had maintained
in regard to the Divine administration, as contrasted with those of his

friends, he had no occasion to repent, for they were correct (ver. 8),
nor had he occasion to repent as if he had never been a true penitent
or a pious man. But he now saw that in the spirit which he had
evinced under his afflictions, and in his argument, there was much to

regret ; and he doubtless saw that there had been much in his former
life which had furnished occasion for bringing these trials upon him,
over which he ought now to mourn, f In dust and ashes. In the
most lowly manner, and with the most expressive symbols of hu-
miliation. It was customary in times of grief, whether in view of

sin or from calamity, to sit down in ashes (see notes, ch. ii. 8 ; comp.
Dan. ix. 3 ; Jonah iii. 6 ; Matt. xi. 21) ; or on such an occasion the
sufferer and the penitent would strew ashes over himself. Comp.
Isa. Iviii. 5. The philosophy of this was—like the custom of wearing
black for mourning apparel—that the external appearance ought to

correspond with the internal emotions, and that deep sorrow would
be appropriately expressed by disfiguring the outward aspect as much
as possible. The sense here is, that Job meant to give expression to

the profoundest and sincerest feelings of penitence for his sins.

From this effect produced on his mind by the address of the Almighty,
we may learn the following lessons : (1.) That a correct view of the
character and presence of God is adapted to produce humility and
penitence. Comp. ch. xl. 4, 5. This effect Avas produced on the
mind of Peter when, astonished by a miracle wrought by the Saviour
which none but a Divine being could have wrought, he said,

"Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord," Luke v. 8. The
same effect Avas produced on the mind of Isaiah after he had seen
Jehovah of Hosts in the temple: "Tlien said I, Woe is me, for I am
undone ; because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the
midst of a people of unclean lips ; for mine eyes have seen the King,
the I<ord of Hosts," Isa. vi. 5. No man can have any elevated views
of his own importance or purity, who has right apprehensions of the
holiness of his Creator. (2.) Such a view of the presence of God
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7 H Aud it "was so, tliat after

tlie Lord Lad spokeu tliese

words unto Job, the Lord said

to Elipliaz tLe Temauito, My
wrath is kindled against tliee,

and against tliy two friends : for

yc Lave not spoken of mo *' the

thing that is right, as my ser-

vant Job hath.

PAET m.
T]ie co7iclusion in 2»'ose.—Vers. 7—16.

/ And it came to pass after Jehovah had spoken these words to Job, that
Jehovah said to Ehphaz the Temanite, " My wrath is Idndlcd against
thee aud thy two friends, for ye have not spoken concerning me tha(

will produce what no argument can in causing penitence and humilitj .

The friends of Job had reasoned with him in vain to secure just this

state of mind ; they had endeavoured to convince him that he was a

great sinner, and ought to exercise repentance. But he met argument
with argument ; and all their arguments, denunciation, and appeals,

made no impression on his mind. When, however, God manifested
himself to him, he was melted into contrition, and was ready to

make the most penitent and humble confession. So it is now. The
arguments of a preaclicr or a friend often make no impression on the
mind of a sinner. He can guard himself against them. He can
meet argument with argument, or can coolly turn the ear away. But
he has no such power to resist God, and Avhen he manifests himself
to the soul, the heart is subdued, and the proud and self-confident

unbeliever becomes humbled, and sues for mercy. (3.) A good man
will be willing to confess that he is vile, when he has any clear

views of God. He avlII be so affected with a sense of the majesty
and holiness of his Maker, that he will be overwhelmed with a sense
of his own unworthiness. (4.) The most holy men may have occa-
sion to repent of their presumptuous manner of speaking of God.
We all err in the same way in which Job did. We reason about God
with irreverence ; we speak of his government as if we could com-
prehend it ; we discourse of him as if he were an equal ; and when
we come to have any just views of him, we see that there has been
much improper boldness, much self-confidence, much irreverence of
thought and manner, in our estimation of the Divine wisdom and
plans. The bitter experience of Job should lead us to the utmost
carefulness in the manner in which we speak of our Maker.

7. And it was so, that after the Lord had spoken these loords unto
Job. Had the matter been left according to the record in ver. 6, a
wholly erroneous impression would have been made. Job was over-
whelmed with the conviction of his guUt, and had nothmg been said
to his friends, the impression would have been that he was wholly in
the -wrong. It was important, therefore, and was indeed essential to
the plan of the book, that the Divine judgment should be pronounced
on the conduct of his three friends. H The Lord said to Eliphaz the
Temanite. Eliphaz had been uniformly first in the argument with
Job, and hence he is particujarly addressed here. He seems to have
been the most aged and respectable of the three friends, and in fact
the speeches of the others are often a mere echo of his. If My torath
is kindled. Wrath, or anger, is often represented as enkindled, or
burning. II For ye have not S2)oken of me the thing that is right, as

tt2
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' Lim will I accept : lest I deal

witli you after your folly, in

that ye have not spoken of me
the thing which is right, like

my servant Job.

1 his face, or, person, 1 Sam. £3. 35 ;

Wal. 1. 9.

8 Therefore take unto you
new ^ seven bullocks and seven

rams, and go to my servant Job,

and offer up for yom-selves a

burnt-offering : and my servant

Job shall pray ^ for you ; for

V Numb. 23. 1. z James S.lfi; lJohn5.l6.

8 which is right, as my servant Job hath. Therefore take for yourselves

seven bullocks and seven rams, aud go to my servant Job, and offer for your-

selves a bmut ofierhig ; and Job my servant shaU pray for you—for to him
vill I have regard—lest I should recompense to you your folly. For ye have

not spoken concerning me that which is right, as my servant Job hath."

my servant Job hath. This must be understood comparatively. God
did not approve of all that Job had said ; but the meaning is, that his

general views of his government were just. The main position

which he had defended in contradistinction from his friends was
correct, for his arguments tended to vindicate the Divine character,

and to xiphoid the Divine government. It is to be remembered, also,

as Bouiller has remarked, that there was a great difference in the

circumstances of Job and the three friends—ciixumstances modifying

the degrees of blameworthiness chargeable to each. Job uttered,

indeed, some improper sentiments about God and his government

;

he expressed himself with irreverence and impatience ; he used a

language of boldness and complaint wholly improper, but this was
done in the agony of mental and bodily suffering, and when provoked

by the severe and improper charges of hypocrisy brought by his

friends. What they said, on the contrary, was unprovoked. It was
when they were free from suffering, and when they were urged to it

by no severitj' of trial. It was, moreover, when every consideration

required them to express the language of condolence, and to comfort

ii suffering friend.

8. Therefore take unto you. Or, for 3'ourselves. H Seveti bullocks

and seven rams. The number seveii was a common number in offering

animals for sacrifice. See Lev. xxiii. 18; Numb. xxix. 32. It was
not a number, however, confined at all to Jewish sacrifices, for we
find that Balaam gave the direction to Balak, king of Moab, to pre-

pare just this number for sacrifice. "And Balaam said unto Balak,

Build me here seven altars, and prepare me here seven oxen and
seven rams," Numb, xxiii. 1, 29. The number seven was early

regarded as a perfect number, and it was probably with reference to

this that that number of victims was selected, with an intention of

offeruig a sacrifice that would be complete or perfect. H A7id go to

my servant Job. An acknowledgment of his superiority. It is pro-

bably to be understood, also, that Job would act as the officiating

priest in offering up the sacrifice. It is observable that no allusion is

made in this book to the priestly office, and the conclusion is obvious

that the scene is laid before the institution of that office among the

Jews. Comp. notes on ch. i. 5. 'i And offer ^ij) for yourselves. That
is, by the aid of Job, They were to make the offering, though Job

was evidently to be the officiating priest. H A burnt-offering. Notes,

ch. i. 5. If And my servant Job shall pray for yoxi. In connexion

with the offering, or as the officiating priest. This is a beautiful

instance of the nature and propriety of intercession for others. Job
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10 And tlie Lord turned * lli.;

captivity ol'JoL,wLen lie prayed
for his friends : also tlie Lord
^ gave Job twice as mucli as lie

Lad before.

A Gen. CO. 17 ; Psa. U. 7 ; ICfi. 1

.

2 added all ihal liad been to Job unto the
double.

9 So Elipliaz tlie Temauite,

and Bildad tlio Sliuliite, and
Zo])liar tlie Kaamatliite, went
and did according as the Lord
commanded them: tlie Lord
" also accepted ' Job.

a Prov. 3. 11, 12. 1 the face of Job.

9 So Elipliaz the Temanite, and Bildad the Slmhite, and Zophar the

Naamathite, went and did as Jehovah commanded them ; and Jehovah
had respect to Job.

10 And Jehovah turned the captivity of Job when he prayed for his friends,

was a holy man ; his prayers would be acceptable to God, and his

friends were permitted to avail themselves of his powerful intercession

in their behalf. It is also an instance showing the nature of the

patriarchal worship. It did not consist merely in offering sacrifices.

Prayer was to be connected loith sacrifices, nor is there any evidence

that bloody offerings were regarded as available in securing acceptance

with God, except in connexion Avith fervent prayer. It is also an
instance showing the nature of the patriarchal jou-^y. It Avas ^Jj'eiarwec?

that Job would be ready to do this, and Avould not hesitate thus to

pray for his "friends." Yet it could not be forgotten how much
they had wounded his feelings ; how severe had been their reproaches

;

nor how confidently they had maintained that he was an eminently
bad man. But it was presumed now that Job would be ready to

forgive all this ; to welcome his friends to a participation in the same
act of Avorship Avith him, and to pray for them that their sins might
be forgiven. Such is religion, alike in the patriarchal age and under
the gospel, prompting us to be ready to forgive those Avho have
pained or injured us, and making us ready to pray that God Avould

pardon and bless them. H For him icill I accept. Marg., his face, or,

person. So the HebreAV. So in Gen. xi.x. 21 (marff.); comp. Deut.
xxviii. 50. The word face is thus used to denote the perso7i, or man.
The meaning is, that Job Avas so holy and upright that God woulil

regard his prayers. U Lest I deal with you after youx folly. As their

folly had deserved. There is particular reference here to the senti-

ments AA-hich they had advanced respecting the Divine character and
government.

9. The LoKD also accepted Job. Marg. as in ver. 8, the face of. The
meaning is, that he accepted his prayers and offerings in behalf of his

friends,

10. And the Lord turned the captivity of Job. Restored him to his

former prosperity. The language is taken from restoration to country
and home after having been a captive in a foreign land. This
language is often applied in the Scriptures to the return of the Jcavs

from their captivity in Babylon, and some writers have made use of

it as an argument to show that Job lived after that event. But this

conclusion is unwarranted. The language is so general that it might
be taken from the return from a7iy captivitj', and is such as Avould

naturally be employed in the early periods of the world to denote
restoration from calamity. It A\-as common in the earliest ages to

convey captives in Avar to the land of the conqueror, and thus make a

land desolate by the removal of its inhabitants ; and it would be
natural to use the language expressive of their return to denote a
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liim, and comforted Mm over all

tlie evil that tlie Lord Lad
broiiglit upon Mm : every man
also gave Mm a piece of money,
and every one an ear-ring of

gold.

11 Then came tliere nuto Mm
all " Ms bretMen, and all bis

sisters, and all tbey tbat bad
been of bis acquaintance before,

and did eat bread witb bim in

Ms bouse : and tbey bemoaned
c ch. 19. 13.

11 and Jehovah gave Mm double of what he had before. Then came to him
all his brethren, and all his sisters, and all his former acquaintances, and
ate bread ^vith him in Ms house ; and they condoled with Mm, and com-
forted him over aU the evil that Jehovah had brought upon him ; and
every one gave Mm a piece of money, and every one a ring of gold.

restoration from a?!y great calamity to former privileges and comforts.

Such is undoubtedly its meaning as applied to the case of Job. He
was restored from his series of protracted trials to a state of prosperity.

IT When he prayed for his friends. Or after he had prayed for his

friends. It is not implied of necessity that his praying for them had
any particular effect in restoring his prosperity, f Also the Lokd
gave Job tiuice as much as he had before. Marg., added all that had
been to Job unto the double. The margin is a literal translation, but
the meaning is the same. It is not to be understood that this occurred
at once—for many of these blessings were bestowed graduallj'. Nor
are we to understand it in every respect literally—for he had the same
number of sons and daughters as before ; but it is a general declaration,

and was true in all essential respects.

11. Then came there unto him all his brethren, etc. It seems remark-
able that none of these friends came near to him during his afflictions,

and especially that his sisters should not have been with him to

sympathize with him. But it was one of the bitter sources of his

affliction, and one of the grounds of his complaint, that in his trials

his kindred stood aloof from him. So in ch. xix. 13, 14, he says,
" He hath put my brethren far from me, and mine acquaintance are

verily estranged from me. My kinsfolk have failed, and my familiar

friends have forgotten me." It is not easy to account for this. It

may have been, however, that a part were kept from showing any
sympatb}', in accordance with the general fact that there are always
professed friends, and sometimes kindred, who forsake a man in

affliction ; and that a part regarded him as abandoned by God, and
forsook him on that account—from a mistaken view of what they
regarded as duty, that they ought to forsake one whom God had for-

saken. "When his calamities had passed by, however, and he again
enjoyed the tokens of Divine favour, all returned to him full of con-
dolence and kindness ;

part, probabh', because fi-iends always cluster

around one who comes out of calamity and rises again to honour, and
the other portion because they supposed that as God regarded him
now with approbation, it was proper for them to do it also. A man
who has been unfortunate, and who is visited with returning pros-

perity, never lacks friends. The rising sun reveals manj' friends that
darkness had driven away, or brings to light many—real or professed

—who were concealed at midnight. U And did eat bread with him in

his house. An ancient token of friendship and affection. Comp,
Psa. sli. 9 ; Prov, ix. 5 ; xxiii, 6 ; Jer. xli. 1. II Eterij man also gave
him a piece of money. This is probably one of the earliest instances

in which money is mentioned in history. It is, of course, impossible
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How to determine the form or value of the "piece of money" here

referred to. The Hebrew word (rrpir;? kesitah) occurs only in this

place and in Gen. xxxiii. 19, where it is rendered "pieces of money,"
and in Josh. xxiv. 32, where it is rendered "pieces of silver." It is

evident, therefore, that it was one of the earliest names given to coin,

and its use here is an argument that the book of Job is of very early

origin. Had it been composed at a later age, the word shekel, or some
word in common use to denote money, woiild have been used. The
Vulgate here renders the word ovem, a sheep ; the LXX. in like

manner, dfj.va5a, a lamb ; and so also the Chaldee. In the margin, in

both the other places where the word occurs (Gen. xxxiii. 19 ; Josh.

xxiv. 32), it is also rendered lambs. The reason why it is so rendered
is unknown. It may have been supposed that in early times a sheep
or lamb having something like a fixed value, might have been the
standard by which to estimate the value of other things ; but there is

nothing in the etymology of the word to support this interpretation.

The word in Arabic

—

U. kasat—means, to divide out equally, to

measure ; and the Hebrew word probably had some such signification

denoting that which was measured or weighed out, and hence became
the name of a certain weight or amount of money. It is altogether

probable that the first money consisted of a certain amount of the

precious metals iceighed out, without being coined in any way. It is

not an improbable supposition, however, that the figure of a sheep or

lamb was the first figure stamped on coins, and this may be the

reason why the word here used was rendered in this manner in the

ancient versions. On the meaning of the word, Bochart may be
consulted, Hieroz. P. i. c. xliii. pp. 433—437 ; Rosenmiiller on Gen.
xxxiii. 19; Schultens in loco; and the following work in Ugolin's

Thes, Antiq. Sacr. torn, xxviii., Otthonis SjJerlingii Diss, de nummis
non cu^is, pp. 251—253, 298—306. The arguments of Bochart to

prove that this word denotes a piece of money, and not a lamb, as it

is rendered by the Vulgate, the LXX., the SjTiac, the Ai-abic, and
by Onkelos, are briefiy, (1.) That in more than an hundred places

where reference is made in the Scriptures to a lamb or a sheep, this

word is not used. Other words are constantly employed. (2.) The
testimony of the Rabbins is uniform that it denotes a piece of money.
Rabbi Akiba says, that when he travelled into Africa he found there

a coin which they called kesita : so R. Solomon, and Levi Ben
Gerson, in their Commentaries, and Kimchi, Pomarius, and Aquinas,
in their Lexicons. (3.) The authority of the Masorites in relation to

the Hebrew word is the same. According to Bochart the word is the

same as cifp kashat, or "ZT^ koshet, changing to for XD. The word
means true, sincere, Psa. Ix. 6 ; Prov. xxii. 21. According to this the
name was given to the coin because it was made of pure metal—unadul-
terated silver or gold. See this argument at length in Bochart.

(4.) The feminine form of the noun used here shows that it doe? not
mean a lamb—it being wholly improbable that the friends of Job
would send him ewe-lambs only. (5.) In the early times of the
patriarchs—as early as the time of Jacob—money was in common
use, and the affairs of merchandise were conducted by that as a
medium, Gen. xvii. 12, 13; xlvii. IG. (6.) The statement in Acts
vii. 16 leads to the supposition that money is referred to by the word
as used in Gen. jLxxiii. 19. If, as is there supposed, the purchase of
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22 So '' tlie Lord blessed the

latter eud of Job more than Ids

begiuniiig : for lie bad '^ fourtoeu

tbousaud sbeep, aud six tbou-

rf en. 8. 7 ; Deut. 8. 16 ; James 5. H.
e cli. 1. 3.

Baud camels, and a tliousand

yoke of oxen, aud a thousand
ebe-asses.

13 He bad also seven sons

aud tbree daugrbters.

12 So Jehovah blessed tlie latter days of Job more tlian Ws beginuing ; for

he had fourteeu thousand sheep, six thousand camels, a thousand yoke of

13 oxen, and a thousand she-asses. He had also seven sons and thi-ee daughters.

the same field is referred to in Gen. xxiii. 16 and xxxiii. 19, then it is

clear that money is referred to by the word. In Gen. xxiii. 16 it is

said that Abraham paid for the field of Ephron in Machpelah " four
hundred shekels of silver, current money with the merchant." And
if the same purchase is referred to in both of these places, then, by a
comparison of the two, it appears that the kesita was heavier than the
shekel, and contained about four shekels. It is not easy, however, to

determine its value. II And every one an ear-ring of gold. The word
rendered "ear-ring" {p))^ may mean a ring for the nose (Gen. xxiv.

47; Isa. iii. 21; Prov. xi. 22; Hos. ii. 13), as well as for the ear.

Gen. XXXV. 4. The word ring would better express the sense here,

without specifying its particular use. Comp. Judg. viii. 24, 25

;

Prov. XXV. 12. Ornaments of this kind were much worn by the
ancients (comp. Isa. iii.; Gen. xxiv. 22), and a contribution of these
from each one of the friends of Job would constitute a valuable pro-
perty. Comp. Exod. xxxii. 2, 3. It was not uncommon for friends

Ihus to bring presents to one Avho was restored from great calamity.
See the case of Hezekiah, 2 Cliron. xxxii. 23.

12. So the LoHD blessed the latter end of Job. To wit, by giving him
double what he had possessed before bis calamities came upon him.
See ver. 10. IT For he hadfourteen thousand sheep, etc. The posses-

sions which are here enumerated are in each instance just twice as

much as he possessed in the early part of his life. In regard to their

value, and the rank in society which they indicated, see notes on ch.

i. 3. The only thing which is omitted here, and which it is not said

was doubled, Avas his " household," or " husbandry" (ch. i. 3, margin);
but it is evident that this must have been increased in a corresponding
manner to have enabled him to keep and maintain such fiocks and
herds. "We are not to suppose that these were granted to, him at

once, but as he lived an hundred and forty years after his afflictions,

he had ample time to accumulate this property.

13. He had also seven sons and three daughters. The same number
which he had before his trials. Nothing is said of his wife, or whether
these children were or were not bj' a second marriage. The last

mention that is made of his wife is in ch. xix. 17, where he says that
" his breath was strange to his wife, though he entreated her for the

children's sake of his own body." The character of this woman does

not appear to have been such as to have deserved farther notice than
the fact that she contributed greatly to increase the calamities of her
husband. It falls in with the design of the book to notice her only

in this respect, and having done this, the sacred wTiter makes no
further reference to her. The strong presumption is, that the second
family of children was by a second marriage. See Prof. Lee on Job,

p. 26. It would not, however, base fallen in with the usual manner
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tlie name of tlie tliird, Keren-
liaj)pucli.

14 And ne called tlie name
of tlie first, Jemima ; and the

name of the second, Kezia ; and

14 And ho called the name of the first Jemima, of the second Kezia, and of

in Avhich a tcife is mentioned in the Scriptures, to represent her
removal as in any circiunstances a felicitous event, and, as it could
have been represented in no other light, if it had actually occurred, it

is delicately passed over in silence. Even under all these circumstances—-with a former -wife who was impious and unfeeling ; who served
only to aggravate the woes of her holy and much-afflicted husband

;

who saw him pass through liis trials without sympathy and com-
passion—a second marriage is not mentioned as a desirable event,

nor is it referred to as one of the grounds on which Job could felicitate

himself on his rettu-n to prosperity. The children are mentioned ; t!ie

whole reference to the second marriage relation, if it occurred, is

delicately passed over. Under no circumstances Avould the sacred
penman mention it as an event laying the ground for felicitation.

1-t. And he called the name of the first, Jemima. It is remarkable
that in the former account of the family of Job, the names of none of
his children are mentioned, and in this account the names of the
daughters only are designated. Why the names of the daughters are

here specified, is not intimated. They are significant, and they are so

mentioned as to show that they contributed greatly to the happiness of
Job on the return of his prosperity, and were among the chief blessings

which gladdened his old age. The name Jemima ('T?''?)) is rendered by
the Vulgate Diem, and by the LXX. 'H/xepav, Day. The Chaldee adds
this remark : "He gave her the name Jemima, because her beauty
was like the day." The Vulgate, Septuagint, and Chaldee evidently

regarded the name as derived from ci' yom, day, and this is the most
natural and obvious derivation. The name thus conferred would in-

dicate that Job had now emerged from the night of affliction, and that

returning light shone again on his tabernacle. It was usual in the
earliest periods to bestow names because they were significant of

returning prosperity (see Gen. iv. 25), or because they indicated hope
of what would be in their time (Gen. v. 29), or because they were a

pledge of some permanent tokens of the Divine favour. See notes on
Isa. viii. 18. Thomas Hoe remarks (Travels, 425), that among the
Persians it is common to give names to their daughters derived from
spices, unguents, pearls, and precious stones, or anything which is

regarded as beautiful or valuable. See Rosenmiiller, Alte u. neue
Moi-genland, No. 779. H And the name of the second, Kezia. The
name Kezia ij^'''??.) means cassia, a bark resembling cinnamon, but
less aromatic.— Gesenius. It grew in Arabia, and was used as a per-

fume. The Chaldee Paraphrast explains this as meaning that he gave
her this name because "she was as precious as cassia." Cassia is

mentioned in Psa. xlv. 8 as among the precious perfumes. "All thy
garments smell of myrrh, and aloes, and cassia." The agreeableness
or pleasantness of the perfume was the reason why the name was
chosen to be given to a daughter. H A7id the name of the third, Kcren-
happuch. Properly, "horn of stibium." The stibium C^S ptcch) was
a paint or dye, made originally, it is supposed, from sea-weed, and
afterwards from antimony, with which females tinged their eye-lashes.

See notes on Isa. liv. 11. It was esteemed as an ornament of great
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15 And in all tlio land were
no women found so fair as tlie

daughters of Job : and tlieir

father gave tliem inheritance

among their brethren.

15 the third Keren-happuch. And in all the land were no vcomen found

so beautiful as the daughters of Job; and their father gave them an
inheritance among theu' brethren.

beauty, chiefly because it served to make the eye appear larger.

Large eyes are considered in the East as a mark of beauty, and the

painting of black borders around them gives them an enlarged appear-

ance. It is remarkable that this species of ornament was known so

early as the time of Job ; and this is one of the cases, constantly

occurring in the East, showing that fashions there do not change. It

is also remarkable that the fact of painting in this manner should have
been considered so respectable as to be incorporated into the name of a

daughter ; and this shows that there was no attempt at concealing the

habit. This also accords with the customs which prevail still in the

East. With us, the materials and instruments of personal adorning
are kept in the back-ground, but the Orientals obtrude them con-

stantly on the attention, as objects adapted to suggest agreeable ideas.

Tlhe process of painting the eye is described by a recent traveller to be
this :

" The eye is closed, and a small ebony rod smeared with the
composition is squeezed between the lids so as to tinge the edges
with the colour. This is considered to add greatly to the brilliancy

and power of the eye, and to deepen the effect of the long black eye-
lashes of which the Orientals are proud. The same drug is employed
on their eye-brows ; used thus, it is intended to elongate, not to

elevate the arc, so that the inner extremities are usually represented
as meeting between the eyes. To Europeans, the effect is at first

seldom pleasing ; but it soon becomes so." The followng engravings
will give a representation of the ancient vessels of stibium and those
now in use :

—

Ancient Vessel and Probe. Modern utensils for painting the Eyes.

15. And their father gave them inheritance among their brethren.

This is mentioned as a proof of his special regard, and is also re-

corded because it was not common. Among the Hebrews, the daugh-
ter inherited only in the case where there was no son. Numb.
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16 After this lived Job an I saw his sons, and his sons' sons,

Imndrod and forty years, and
|
evc7i fom* generations.

16 jind Job lived after tliis an hundred and forty years, and saw his

xxviii. 8. The property was divided equally among the sons, with
the exception that the eldest received a double portion. See Jahn's
Bib. Arch. § 168. This custom, prevailing still extensively in the

East, it seems existed in the time of Job, and it is mentioned as a

remarkable circumstance that he made his daughters heirs to his

property Avith their brothers. It would also be rather implied in the
passage before us that they were equal heirs.

16. After this lived Job an hundred and forty years. As his age at

the time his calamities commenced is not mentioned, it is of course
impossible to determine how old he Avas when he died. The LXX.,
however, have undertaken to determine this, but on what authority
is unknown. They render this verse, "And Job lived after tliis

affliction an hundred and seventy years : so that all the years that he
lived Avere tAvo hundred and forty." According to this, his age
would have been seventy Avhen his afflictions came upon him ; but
this is a mere conjecture. Why the authors of that version have
added thirty years to the time which he lived after his calamities,

making it an hundred and seventy instead of an hundred and forty as

it is in the HebrcAv text, is unknown. The supposition that he Avas

about seventy years of age Avhen his calamities came upon him is not
an unreasonable one. He had a family of ten children, and his sons
were grown so as to have families of their OAvn, ch. i. 4. It should
be remembered, also, that in the patriarchal times, when men lived to

a great age, marriages did not occur at so early a period of life as they
do noAV. In this book, also, though the age of Job is not mentioned,
yet the uniform representation of him is that of a man of mature
years ; of large experience and extended observation ; of one Avho had
enjoyed high honour and a Avide reputation as a sage and a magistrate

;

and when these circumstances are taken into the account, the supposi-
tion of the translators of the Septuagint, that he was seventy years old
when his afflictions commenced, is not improbable. If so, his age at

his death Avas tAvo hundred and ten years. The age to Avhich he lived

is mentioned as remarkable, and was evidently somewhat extraordinary.

It is not proper, therefore, to assume that this Avas the ordinary length
of human life at that time, though it would be equally improper to

suppose that there was anything like miracle in the case. The fair

interpretation is, that he reached the period of old age which was then
deemed most lionourable ; that he Avas permitted to arrive at what
Avas then regarded as the outer limit of human life ; and if this be so,

it is not difficult to determine about the time Avhen he lived. The
length of human life, after the flood, suffered a somewhat regular
decline, until, in the time of Moses, it was fixed at about threescore
years and ten, Psa. xc. 10. The following instances will show the
regularity of the decline, and enable us, Avith some degree of proba-
bility, to determine the period of the Avorld in Avhich Job lived : Noah
lived 950 years ; Shem, his son, 600 ; Arphaxad, his son, 438 years

;

Salah, 433 years ; Eber, 464 ; Peleg, 239 ; Reu, 230 ; Serug, 230

;

Nahor, 248 ; Terah, 205 ; Abraham, 175 ; Isaac, 180 ; Jacob, 147

;

Joseph, 110; Moses, 120; Joshua, 110. Supposing, then, the age of
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17 So Job died, -' heing old I and full of days.

e ch. 5. c6. I

17 Bons, and Ms sons* sons, even four generations. And Job died, being

old and full of days.

Job to have been somewhat unusual and extraordinary, it would fall

in with the period somewhere in the time between Terah and Jacob ;

and if so, he was probably contemporary with the most distinguished

of the patriarchs. H And saio his sons, etc. To see one's posterity

advancing in years and honour, and extending themselves in the

earth, was regarded as a signal honour and a proof of tlie Divine

favour in the early ages. Gen. xlviii. 11, "And Israel said unto

Joseph, I had not thought to see thy face ; and lo, God hath also

showed me thy seed." Prov. xvii. 6, " Children's children are the

crown of old men." Psa. cxxviii. 6, "Yea, thou shalt see thy

children's children." Comp. Psa. cxxvii. 5 ; Gen. xii. 2 ; xvii. 5, 6 ;

Job V. 25 ; and notes on Isa. liii. 10.

17. So Job died, being old and full of days. Having filled up the

ordinary term of human life at that period of the world. He reached

an honoured old age, and when he died was not prematurely cut

down. He was regarded as an old man. The translators of the

Septuagint, at the close of their version, make the following addition :

'* And it is written that he will rise again with those whom the Lord
will raise up. This is translated out of a Syrian book. He dwelt

indeed in the land of Ausitis, on the confines of Idumea and Arabia,

His first name was Jobab ; and having married an Arabian woman, he

had by her a son whose name was Ennon. He was himself a son of

Zare, one of the sons of Esau ; and liis mother's name was Bosorra

;

so that he was the fifth in descent from Abraham. And these were

the kings who reigned in Edom, over which country he also bore

rule. The first was Balak, the son of Beor, and the name of his city

was Dannaba. And after Balak, Jobab, who is called Job ; and after

him, Asom, who was governor {riyeixiiv) from the region of Thaimanitis

;

and after him, Adad, son of Barad, who smote Madian in the plain of

Moab ; and the name of his city was Getham. And the friends who
came to him were Eliphaz of the sons of Esau, the king of the

Thaimanites ; Bildad, the sovereign (rupawos) of the Saucheans ; and

Sopher, the king of the Manaians." What is the authority for this

statement is now entirely unknown, nor is it known whence it was
derived. The remark with which it is introduced, that it is written

that he would be raised up again in the resurrection, looks as if it

were a forgery made after the coming of the Saviour, and has much
the appearance of being an attempt to support the doctrine of the

resurrection by the authority of this ancient book. It is, at all events,

an unauthorized addition to the book, as nothing like it occurs in the

Hebrew.
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CONCLUDING REMAEKS.

We have now gone through with an exposition of the most ancient
book in the Avorld, and the most difficult one in the sacred volume.
We have seen how sagacious men reason on the mysterious events of

Divine Providence, and how little light can be thrown on the ways of

God by the profoundest thinking, or the acutest observation. We
have seen a good man subjected to severe trials by the loss of all his

property and children, by a painful and loathsome disease, by acute
mental sorrows, by the reproaches of his wife, by the estrangement
of his surviving kindred, and then by the laboured efforts of his

friends to prove that he was a hypocrite, and that all his calamities

had come upon him as a demonstration that he was at heart a bad
man. We have seen that man struggling with those arguments

;

embarrassed and perplexed by their ingenuity ; tortured by the keen-
ness of the reproaches of his friends ; and under the excitement of his

feelings, and the pressure of his woes, giving vent to expressions of

impatience and irreverent reflection on the government of God, Avhich

he afterwards had occasion abundantly to regret. We have seen that

man brought safely through all his trials ; showing that, after all that

they had said and that he had said and suffered, he was a good man.
We have seen the Divine interposition in his favour at the close of

the controversy ; the Divine approbation of his general character and
spirit; and the Divine goodness shown him in the removal of his

calamities, in his restoration to health, in the bestowment on him of

double his former possessions ; and in the lengthening out his days
to an honoured old age. In his latter days we have seen his friends

coming around him again with returning affection and confidence
;

and a happy family growing up to cheer him in his declining years,

and to make him honoured in the earth. In view of all these things,

and especially of the statements in the chapter which closes *he book,
we may make the following remarks :

—

(1.) The upright will be ultimately honoured by God and man.
God may bring affiictions upon them, and they may seem to be
objects of his displeasure ; but the period will arrive when lie will

show them marks of his favour. This may not always, indeed, be in

the present life, but there will be a period when all these clouds will

be dissipated, and when the good, the pious, the sincere friends of

God, shall enjoy the returning tokens of his friendship. If his appro-
bation of them is declared in no intelligible way in this life, it will be
at the day of judgment in a more sublime manner even than it was
announced to Job ; if the whole of this life should be dark A\ith

storms, yet there is a heaven where, through eternity, there will be
pure and unclouded day. In like manner, honour will be ultimately
shown to the good and just by the world. At present, friends may
withdraw ; enemies may be multiplied ; suspicions may attach to a
man's name ; calumny and slander may come over his reputation like

a mist from the ocean. But things will ultimately work themselves
right. A man in the end will have all the reputation which he ought,

to have. He who has a character that ought to be loved, honouicd,

VOL. n. z
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and remembered, Aviil be loved, honoured, and remembered ; and he
who has such a character that he ought to be hated or forgotten, will

be. It may not alicays, indeed, be in tlie present life ; but there is a
current of public favour and esteem setting towards a good man while
living, which always comes up to him when he is dead. The world
will do justice to his character, and a holy man, if calumniated wliile

he lives, may safely commit his character to God and to the " charitable

speeches" {Bacon) of men, and to distant times, when he dies. But
in most instances, as in the case of Job, if life is lengthened out, the
calumniated, the reproached, and the injured, wiU find justice done
them before tliey die. Reproaches in early or middle life will be
succeeded bv a fair and wide reputation in old age ; the returning con-
iidence of friends will be all the compensation which this world can
furnish for the injury which was done, and the evening of life spent
in the enjoyment of friendship and affection will but precede the
entrance on a better life, to be spent in the eternal friendship of God
and of all holj' beings.

(2.) We should adhere to our integrity when passing througli

trials. They may be long and severe. The storm tliat rolls over us
may be very dark, and the lightning's flash may be vivid, and the
thunder deep and long. Our friends may withdraw and reproach
us ; those who should console us may entreat us to curse God and
die ; one woe may succeed another in rapid succession, and each
successive stroke be heavier than the last

;
j-ears may roll on in which

we may find no comfort or peace ; but we should not despair. We
should not let go our integrity. We should not blame our Maker.
We should not allow the language of complaint or murmuring to pass

our lips, nor ever doubt that God is good and true. Tliere is a good
reason for all that he does ; and in due time we shall meet the recom-
pense of our trials and our fidelity. No pious and submissive sufferer

ever yet failed of ultimately receiving the tokens of the Divine favour
and love.

(3.) The expressions of Divine favour and love are not to be ex-
pected in the midst of angry controversy and heated debate. Neither
Job nor his friends appear* to have enjoyed communion with God, or

to have tasted much of the happiness of religion, while the contro-

versy was going on. They were excited by the discussion ; the argument
was the main thing ; and on both sides they gave vent to emotions
that were little consistent with the reigning love of God in the heart,

and with the enjoyment of religion. There Avere high words ; mutual
criminations and recrimmations ; strong doubts expressed about the
sincerity and purity of each other's character ; and many things were
said on both sides, as there usually is in such cases, derogatory to tlic

character and government of God. It was onlj^ after the argument
Avas closed, and the disputants were silenced, that God appeared in

mercy to them, and imparted to them the tokens of his favour.

Theological combatants usually enjoy little religion. In stormy debate
and heated discussion there is usually httle communion Avith God, and
little enjoyment of true piety. It is rare that such discussions are

carried on without engendering feelings wholly hostile to religion ; and
it is rare tliat such a controversy is contmued long, in which much is

not said on both sides injurious to God—in which there are not severe
reflections on liis government, and in Avhich opinions are not advanced
which give abundant occasion for bitter regret. In a heated argument
a man becomes insensibly more concerned for the Buccess of his cause
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than for the honour of God, and will often advance sentiments even
severely reflecting on the Divine government, rather than confess tlie

weakness of his own cause, and yield the point in debate. In such
times it is not an inconceivable thing that even good men should be
more anxious to maintain their own opinions than to vindicate the

cause of God, and would be more willing to express hard sentiments
about their Maker than to acknowledge their own defeat.

(4.) From the chapter before us (xlii. 11), we are presented with
an interesting fact, such as often occurs. It is this : friends return
to us, and become exceedingly kind after calamity has passed by.

The kindred and acquaintances of Job withdrew when his afflictions

were hea'\'y upon him ; tliey returned only with returning prosperity.

When afflicted, they lost their interest in him. Many of them,
perhaps, had been dependent on him, and when his prosperity was
gone, and he could no longer aid them, they disappeared of course.

Many of them, perhaps, professed friendship for him becaiise he was a

man of rank, and property, and honour ; and when he was reduced
to poverty and wretchedness, they also disappeared of course. Many
of them, perhaps, had regarded him as a man of piety ; but when
these calamities came upon him, in accordance with the common
sentiments of the age, they regarded him as a bad man, and they also

withdrew from him of course. When there were evidences of retui-n-

ing prosperity, and of the renewed favour of God, these friends and
acquaintances again returned. Some of them doubtless came back
because he was thus restored. " Swallow- friends, that are gone in the

winter, will return in the spring, though their friendship is of little

value."

—

Henry. That portion of them who had been sincerely

attached to him as a good man, though their confidence in his piety

had been shaken by his calamities, now returned, doubtless with
sincere hearts, and disposed to do him good. They contributed to his

wants ; they helped him to begin the world again ; they were the
means of laying the foundation of his future prosperity ; and in a

time of real need their aid was valuable, and they did all that they
could to minister consolation to the man who had been so sorely

afflicted. In adversity, it is said, a man will know who are his real

friends. If this is true, then this distinguished and holy patriarch
had few friends who were truly attached to him, and who Avere not
bound to him by some consideration of selfishness. Probably this is

always the case with those who occupy prominent and elevated situa-

tions in life. True friendship is oftenest found in humble walks and
in lowly vales.

(5.) We should overcome the unkindness of our friends by praying
for them. See notes on ch. xlii. 8, 10. This is the true way of
meeting harsh reproaches and unkind reflections on our character.

Whatever may be the severity with which we are treated by others

;

whatever charges they may bring against us of hj-pocrisy or wicked-
ness ; however ingenious may be their arguments to prove this, or

however cutting their sarcasm and retorts, we should never refuse to

pray for them. We should always be willing to seek the blessing of

God upon them, and be ready to bear them on our hearts before the
throne of mercy. It is one of the privileges of good men thus to pray
for their calumniators and slanderers ; and one of our highest honours,
and it may be the source of our highest joys, is that of being made
the instruments of calling down the Divme blessing on those who
have injured us. It is not that we delight to triumph over them ; it
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is not that we are now proud that we have the evidence of Divine
favour ; it is not that we exult that they are humbled, and that we
now are exalted ; it is that we may be the means of permanent hap-
piness to those Avho have greatly injured us.

(6.) The last days of a good man are not unfrequently his best and
happiest days. Tlie early part of his life may be harassed with
cares ; the middle may be filled up with trials ; but returning pros-

perity may smile upon his old age, and his sun go down without a

cloud. His heart may be weaned from the world by his trials; his

true friends may have been ascertained by their adhering to him in

reverses of fortune, and the favour of God may so crown the evening
of his life, that to him, and to all, it shall be evident that he is

ripening for glory. God is often pleased also to impart unexpected
comforts to his friends in their old age ; and though they have
suffered much and lost much, and thought that they should never
"again see good, " yet he often disappoints the expectations of his

people, and the most prosperous times come when they thought all

their comforts were dead. In the trials through which we pass in

life, it is not improper to look forward to brighter and better days, as

to be yet possibly our portion in this world ; at all events, if we are

the friends of God, we may look forward to certain and enduring
happiness in the world that is to come.

(7.) The book, through whose exposition we have now passed, is a

most beautiful and invaluable argument. It relates to the most
important subject that can come before our minds—the government
of God, and the principles on which his administration is conducted.
It shows how this appeared to the reflecting men of the earliest times.

It shows how their minds were perplexed with it, and what difficul-

ties attended the subject after the most careful observation. It shows
how little can be accomplished in removing those difficulties by
human reasoning, and how little light the most careful observation,

and the most sagacious reflections, can throw on this perplexing
subject. Arguments more beautiful, illustrations more happy, senti-

ments more terse and profound, and views of God more large and
comprehensive, than those which occur in this book, can be found in

no works of philosophy ; nor has the human mind in its own efibrts

ever gone beyond the reasonings of these sages in casting light on the
mysterious ways of God. They brought to the investigation the
wisdom collected by their fathers and preserved in proverbs ; they
brought the results of the long reflection and observation of their own
minds ; and yet they threw scarce a ray of light on the mysterious
subject before them, and at the close of their discussions we feel that

the whole question is just as much involved in mystery as ever. So
we feel at the end of all the arguments of man without the aid of

revelation, on the great subjects pertaining to the Divine government
over this world. The reasonings of philosophy now are no more
satisfactory than were those of Eliphaz, Zophar, and Bildad; and it

may be doubted whether, since this book was written, the slightest

advance has been made in removing the perplexities on the sub-
ject of the Divine administration, so beautifully stated in the book
of Job.

(8.) The reasonings in this book show the desirableness and the
value of revelation. It is to be remembered that the place which the
reasonings in this book should be regarded as occupying, is properly
before any revelation had been given to men, or before any was re«
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corded. If it is the most ancient book in the world, this is clear ; and
in the volume of revealed truth it should be regarded as occupying
the tirst place in the order in which the books of revelation were
given to man. As introductory to the whole volume of revelation

—

for so it should be considered—the book of Job is of inestimable worth
and importance. It shows how little advance the human mind can
make in questions of the deepest importance, and what painful per-
plexity is left after all the investigations that man can make. It
shows what clouds of obscurity rest on the mind whenever man, by
himself, undertakes to explain and unfold the purposes of Deity. It
shows how little philosophy and careful observation can accomplish
to explain the mysteries of the Divine dealings, and to give the mind
solid peace in the contemplation of the various subjects that so much
perplex man. There was no better way of showing this than that
adopted here. A great and good man falls. His comforts all depart.
He sinks to the lowest degree of wretchedness. To explain this, and
all kindred subjects, his own mind is taxed to the utmost, and four
men of distinguished sagacity and extent of observation are introduced
—the representatives of the wisdom of the world—to explain the fact.

They adduce all that they had learned by tradition, and all that their
own observation had suggested, and all the considerations which
reason would suggest to them ; but all in vain. They make no ad-
vances in the explanation, and the subject at the close is left as dark
as when they began. Such an effect, and such a train of discussion,
is admirably fitted to prepare the mind to welcome the teachings of
revelation, and to be grateful for that volume of revealed truth Avhich
casts such abundant light on the questions that so perplexed these
ancient sages. Before the book of revelation was given, it was well
to have on record the result of the best efforts which man could make
to explain the mysteries of the Divine administration.

As a specimen of early poetry, and an illustration of the early views
of science and the state of the arts, of incomparable beauty and
sublimity, also, this book is invaluable. Almost four thousand years
have passed away since this patriarch lived, and since the arguments
recorded in the book were made and recorded. Men have made great
advances since in science and the arts. The highest efforts, probably,
iif which the human mind is capable, have since been made in the
department of poetry, and works have been produced destined cer-
tainly to live on to the consummation of all things. But the sublimity
and beauty of the poetry in this book stand still unsurpassed, un-
rivalled. As a mere specimen of composition, apart from all the
questions of its theological bearing ; as the oldest book in the world

;

as reflecting the manners, habits, and opinions of an ancient genera-
tion ; as illustrating more than any other book extant the state of the
sciences, the ancient views of astronomy, geology, geography, natural
history, and the advances made in the arts, this book has a higher
value than can be attached to any other record of the past, and de-
mands the profound attention of those who would make themselves
familiar with the history of the race. The theologian should study it

as an invaluable introduction to the volume of inspired truth ; the
humble Christian, to obtain elevated views of God ; the philosopher,
to see how little the human mind can accomplish on the most im-
portant of all subjects -without the aid of revelation ; the child of
sorrow, to learn the lessons of patient submission ; the man of science,

to know what was tmderstood in the far distant periods of the past

;
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the man of taste, as an incomparable specimen of poetic beauty and
sublimity. It will teach invaluable lessons to each advancing genera-

tion ; and to the end of time true piety and taste will find consolation

and pleasure in the study of the Book, of Joe. God grant that this

effort to explain it may contribute to this result. To that God who
inclined my heart to engage in the attempt to explain this ancient

book, and who has given me health, and strength, and the means to

prosecute the study with advantage, I now devote this exposition. I

trust it maj' do good to others ; it has been profitable and pleasant

to my own soul.

TnH EA'D OF JOB.



NEW TRANSLATION OF THE BOOK OF JOB.

PART I.

1 THERE Tvas a man in tlie land of Uz -wliose name was Job.

2 And tliat man was sincere and upriglit ; and one that feared

3 God and avoided evil. And tliere were born unto bim seven

sons and tbree daughters. His possessions were seven thou-

sand sheep, and three thousand camels, and five hundred yoke
t)i cattle, and five hundred she-asses, and a very numerous
household ; so that this man was the greatest of all the sons

of the East.

4 And his sons went and made a feast in their houses, each in

his day, and they sent and invited their three sisters to eat

5 and drink with them. And when the days of feasting had
gone round. Job sent for them and sanctified them, and he rose

up early in the morning, and ofiered burnt-oiferings according

to the number of them all ; for Job said. It may be that my
sons have sinned, and have cursed God in their hearts. Thus
did Job constantly.

6 And there was a day when the sons of God came to Dr'^sont

iiiemselves before Jehovah, and Satan came also among luem.

7 And Jehovah said to Satan, From whence dost thou come ?

And Satan answered Jehovah and said. From rapidly going

to and fro in the earth, and walldng up and down in it.

8 And Jehovah said to Satan, Hast thou attentively observed

my servant Job 1 For there is none like him upon the earth,

a man sincere and upright, fearing God, and avoiding evil.

9 And Satan answered Jehovah and said. Is it for nothing that

10 Job fears God? Hast thou not made a hedge around him, and
around his house, and around all his possessions ? The work
of his hands thou hast blessed, and his possessions spread over

11 the land. But now only put forth thine hand and smite all

12 that he possesses, and he will curse thee to thy face. And
Jehovah said to Satan, Lo, all which he has is in thy power

;

but upon himself lay not thy hand. So Satan went forth from
the presence of Jehovah,

13 And the day came when his sons and his daughters were
14 eating and drinking wine in the house of their elder brother

;

and a messenger came to Job, and said. The cattle were
15 ploughing, and the she-asses feeding beside them, and the

Sabeans rushed upon them, and took them away, and slow the

young men with the edge of the sword ; and I only am escaped

16 by myself to tell thee. While he was yet speaking, there

TOL. II.
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came also another, and said, Tlie fire of God hath fallen from
heaven, and hm-ned up the sheep, and the servants, and con-

sumed them ; and I only have escaped by myself to tell thee.

17 While he vras yet sjDeaking, there came also another, and said,

The Chaldeans made out three bands, and rushed upon the

camels, and took them, and slew the young men -with the edge

of the sword ; and I only am escaped by myself to tell thee.

18 And while he was yet speaking there came also another, and
said, Thy sons and thy daughters were eating and di'inking

19 wine in the house of their elder brother, and lo 1 there came a

great wind from across the desert, and smote upon the four

corners of the house, and it fell upon the young men, and they

20 are dead ; and I only am escaped by myself to tell thee. Then
Job arose, and rent his mantle, and shaved his head, and fell

21 upon the ground, and worshipped, and said, Naked came I

forth from the womb of my mother, and naked I shall return

there ! Jehovah gave, and Jehovah hath taken away ; blessed

22 be the name of Jehovah. In all this Job did not sin, and he
attributed no wrong to God.

2 And there was a day when the sons of God came to present

themselves before Jehovah, and Satan came also among them,

2 to present himseK also before Jehovah. And Jehovah said

to Satan, "Whence dost thou come? And Satan answered
Jehovah and said. From rapidly going to and fro in the earth,

3 and walking up and down in it. And Jehovah said to Satan,

Hast thou attentively observed my servant Job, that there is

none like him upon the earth, a man sincere and upright,

fearing God and avoiding evil? And still he holdeth last his

integrity, although thou didst excite me against him to destroy

4 him without cause. And Satan answered Jehovah and said.

Skin for skin ; and all that which pertains to a man will he

5 give for his life. But put forth now thine hand, and smite his

6 bone and his flesh, and he will curse thee to thy face. And
Jehovah said unto Satan, Behold he is in thy hand. Only

7 spare his life. And Satan went out from the presence of

Jehovah, and smote Job with a j^ainful ulcer from the sole of

8 his foot imto his crown. And he took a jiiece of broken
earthen ware to scrape himself with, and he sat down among
the ashes.

9 Then said his wife unto him, Dost thou still retain thine

10 integrity ? Curse God, and die. But he said unto her. Thou
talkest as one of the foolish women talk. Shall wo then re-

ceive good from God, and shall we not receive evil ? In all

this Job siimed not with his lips.

11 And the three friends of Job heard of all the evil which
had befallen him, and they came every man from his home

:

Eliphaz the Temanite, and Bildad the Shuliite, and Zophar

the Naamathite, for they had agreed to come together to con-

12 dole with him, and to comfort him. And they lifted up their

eyes afar ofi", and they did not know him. Then they lifted

up their voices and wept, and they rent each one his mantle,
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13 and tliey tlirew dust upon their heads towards heaven. And
they sat do-wn TvitL Uim upon the ground seven days and seven
nights, and no one spake a word to him, for they saw that his

grief was very great.

PART II.

THE AEGUMENT OE CONTKOVEEST IN TBESE—Ch.iii.—xlii.G.

THE FIRST SERIES Ilf THE COIfTROVERSY.—Ch. iii.—xiv.

The complaint of Job.—Ch, iii,

3 AT length Joh opened his mouth, and cursed his day.

2 And .Toh exclaimed and said,

3 Oh that the day might have perished in which I was born

;

And the night which said, '' A male child is conceived !

"

4 That day—let it be darkness I

Let not God inquire after it from on high

!

Yea, let not the light shine upon it

!

5 Let darkness and the shadow of death stain it

;

Let a cloud dwell upon it

;

Lot whatever darkens the day terrify it.

6 Tliat night—let darkness seize upon it

!

Let it not rejoice among the days of the year

!

Lot it not come into the number of the months

!

7 Oh that night I let it be desolate !

Let there come in it no sound of joy

!

8 Let them who curse the day curse it

;

They who are skilful to rouse up Leviathan

!

9 Let the stars of its twilight be darkened

;

Let it long for the light, and there be none

;

IVeither let it see the eyelids of the morning !

10 Because it closed not the doors of the womb to me,
And caused not trouble to be hid from mine eyes

!

11 Why did I not expii'e from my birth ?

Wlien I came from the womb why did I not die ?

12 Why did the knees anticipate me ?

And why the breasts that I should suck ?

13 For now should I lie down and be quiet

;

I should sleep ; then should I be at rest

14 With kings and counsellors of the earth,

Who build lonely places for themselves

;

15 Or with princes that had gold.

And who filled their houses with silver

;

16 Or as a hidden abortion I had not been.

As infants which never saw the light.

17 There the wicked cease from troubling

;

And there the weary are at rest.

18 There the prisoners rest together

:

They hear not the voice of the oppressor.
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19 The small and the great are there
;

And the servant is free from his master.

20 Why doth He give light to him that is in misery,

And life to the hitter in spirit;

21 Who long for death, and it is not

;

And dig for it more than for hid treasures

;

22 Who rejoice exceedingly

—

Yea, they exult when they can find a grave 1

23 Why to the man whose path is hid,

And whom God hath hedged up ?

24 For my sighing comes helore I eat,

And my groans are poured forth as the hillows.

25 For I had a great dread, and it came upon me

;

And what I shuddered at overtook me.

26 I have no peace, and I have no quiet, and I have no respite,

And such misery as makes me tremhle comes.

THE FIRST SERIES IN THE CO^^TROVERSY CO?fTINUED.

The first speech of Eliphaz in rephj to Job.—Ch. iv., v.

4 THEX answered Eliphaz the Temauite and said :

2 If one attempt a word with thee, Avilt thou take it ill ?

Yet who can refrain from speaking ?

3 Lo, thou hast admonished many.
And the feeble hands thou hast strengthened

;

4 The stumbling thy words have upheld.

And to the feeble knees thou hast given strength.

5 But now [affliction] has come upon thee, and thou faintest

;

It toucheth thee, aud thou art troubled.

6 Is not thy confidence and thy expectation [founded on] thy

And on the integrity of thy ways I [fear of God,

7 Remember, I pray thee, who ever perished being innocent 1

Or where were the righteous cut off?

8 According to what I have seen, they who plough iniqxiity,

And sow mischief, reap the same.

9 By the blast of God they perish.

And by the breath of his nostrils are they consumed.

10 The roaring of the lion and the voice of the fierce lion [are

silenced],

And the teeth of the young lions are broken out.

11 The old lion perishes for want of prey,

And the whelps of the lioness are scattered abroad.

12 Unto me an oracle was secretly imparted.

And mine ear caught a gentle whisper of it.

13 In distracted thoughts among the visions of the night,

When profound sleep falleth upon men,

14 Fear came upon me, and trembling,

Which made all my bones to quake.

1,5 Then a spirit glided along before my face,

The hair of my flesh stood on end :
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16 It stood—^but its form I could not discern

;

A spectre was before mine eyes
;

There was silence, and I lieard a voice

—

17 Shall feeble man be more just than God?
Shall man be more pure than his Maker 1

18 Behold, iu his servants he putteth no confidence,

And his angels be cbargeth with frailty

;

[of clay,

19 How much more true is this of those who dwell in house?

AV'hose foundation is in the dust

!

They are crushed before the moth-worm I

20 Between morning and evening they are destroyed
;

Without any one regarding it they perish for ever.

21 Is not the excellency that is in them torn away ?

They die before they have become wise.

5 Call now ! Is there any one who will respond to thee ?

And to which of the holy ones wilt thou look 1

2 Truly wrath destroyeth the fool

;

And indignation kills the man easily seduced [to sin |.

3 I have seen the fool taking root

;

But soon I pronounced his habitation accursed.

4 His children are far from safety

;

They are crushed in the gate, and there is no deliverer.

5 His harvest the hungry man devours.

And even to the thorns he seizes it.

And the thirsty swallow up their wealth.

6 For though aMiction cometh not from the dust,

And trouble does not sprout up from the ground
;

7 For though man is born unto trouble

As the sparks elevate their iiight

;

8 Nevertheless I would seek unto God,
And to God would I commit my cause,

9 Who doeth great things and unsearchable,

Marvellous things without number

;

10 Wlio giveth rain upon the face of the [cultivated] earth.

And sendeth waters upon the out-places

;

11 Who advances the lowly to high places.

And the dejected are elevated to prosperity;
12 Who disappointeth the purposes of the crafty.

And their hands cannot accomplish their design
;

13 "WTio taketh the wise in their own craftiness,

And precipitateth the counsels of intriguers.

14 They meet with darkness in the day-time,
And grope at noon as if it were night.

15 And he saveth from the sword, from their mouth,
And from the hand of the mighty, the poor.

16 So the poor hath hope,
And iniquity stoppeth her mouth.

17 Behold, happy is the man whom God correcteth.
And the chastening of the Almighty do not despise.

18 For he bruiseth, and he biudeth up
;

He wouudeth, and his hands heal.
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I

19 In six troubles he will deliver thee,

Yea, in seven evil shall not touch thee. ;

20 In famine he will redeem thee from death, i

And in war from the power of the sword. ]

21 From the scoui'ge of the tongue slialt thou be hid, i 1

Nor be afraid of devastation when it cometh.
j

22 At devastation and at famine thou shalt laugh,
|

Kor shalt thou dread the wild beasts of the laud. I

23 For thou shalt form an alliance with the stones of the field, i

And the beasts of the field shall be at peace with thee. !

24 Thou shalt know that thy tent is secure,
'

And thou shalt return to thy dwelling, and not miss it.

25 And thou shalt know that thy posterity shall be numerous,
And thine ofispriug like plants upon the earth.

26 Thou shalt come in full age to the grave, . '

As a shock of grain that is gathered in its season.

27 Lo ! this we have searched out. So it is

;

Hear 1 and know thou it for thyself.
:

THE FIRST SERIES IN THE CONTROVERSY CONTINUED.

The reply of Job to Eliphaz.—Ch. vi., vii.

6 AND Job answered, and said

:

2 Oh that my grief were weighed thoroughly

!

That they would put my calamities in the balance together I

3 For now would they be heavier tlian the sands of the sea I

Therefore are my words swallowed up.

4 For the arrows of the Almighty are within me.
Their poison drinketh up my spirit

:

The terrors of God set themselves in array against me.
5 Doth the wild ass bray in the midst of grass I

Or loweth the ox over his fodder %

6 Can that which is insipid be eaten without salt ?

Is there any taste in the white of an egg ?

7 The things which my soul abhors to touch

Are become my sorrowful food.

8 Oh that I might have my request,

And that God would grant my desire,

9 That it would please God to crush me.
That he would let loose his hand and cut me off" I

10 Then there would be yet comfort to me

;

Yea, I would exult in my anguish

—

Let him spare not

—

For I have not concealed the words of the Holy One.
11 What is my strength, that I should hope?

And what is my end, that I should be patient X

12 Is my strength the strength of stones I

Is my flesh brass ?

13 Alas, my help is not in myself

!

Deliverance has fled from me.
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I

14 To tlic afflicted kiuduess sliould bo sliown by his friend

;

<

But he has forsaken the Ibar of the Almighty. i

15 ]\Iy brethi'en are faithless as a brook,

].i ko the streams of the valley that pass away
; I

10 Which are tm-bid by means of the [melted] ice, :

In -vvlnch the snow is hid [by being dissolved].
\

17 In the time when they become warm, they evaporate,

When the heat cometh they are dried up from their place.
|

18 The channels of their way wind round about

;

]

They go into notliing—and are lost.

19 The caravans of Tema look

;

:

The travelling companies of Sheba expect to see them. .

20 They are ashamed that they have relied on them

;

i

They come even to the place, and are confounded. j

21 For now ye also are nothing

:

Ye see my calamity, and shrink back.
]

23 Have I said, Bring me a gift ? '

Or, From your property make me.a present? il

23 Or, Deliver me from the liand of an enemy ?
|

Or, From the hand of the violent rescue me ? I

24 Teach me, and I will be silent

;

1

And wherein I have erred cause me to imderstand. '

25 How powerful are words of truth !

But what doth your reproaching demonstrate 1

26 Do you think to reprove mere words ?

The words of a man in despair [should be regarded] as the wind.
27 Truly against the fatherless ye would spring [a net], 1

And ye dig a pitfall for your neighbour. j

28 Now, therefore, if you please, look closely upon me, ''

For if I speak falsehood it will be manifest to you. <

29 Return now, let it not be assumed to be evil

;

Return again, for my vindication is in it [in my argument].

30 Is there iniquity in my tongue?
;

Cannot my taste discern that which is simple 1 <

Tf Is there not an appointed service to man upon earth ? i

Are not his days as the days of an hireling ?

2 As the servant pants for the evening shadow,
And as the hireling anxioiisly expects his wages,

3 Thus am I made to inherit comfortless months, ;

And nights of anguish are appointed to me. ' '

4 If I lie down, then I say.

When shall I arise, and the night flee away 1

And I am full of restlessness until the dawn.
5 My flesh is clothed with worms and clods of dust;

I

My skin becomes rigid, and is loathsome.
i

6 My days are swifter than a weaver's shuttle

;

They are consumed without hope.

7 Oh remember that my lil'c is wind

;

Mine eye shall not return to see good

!

8 The eye of him that hath seen me shall see me no more
;'

Thine eyes are upon me—and I am not I
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9 A cloud wastetli and vanislietli away

—

So lie tliat goes down to tlie grave cometli up agaiu no more.

10 He shall uot retuvu agaiu to Lis liouse,

And Ms dwelling-place sliall know Lim no more.

11 Therefore I will not refraiu my moutli

;

I will speak in tlie anguisk of my spirit,

I will cry out iu tke bitterness of my soul.

12 Am I a sea, or a sea mouster,

That tkou settest a watck over me 1

13 "Wkeu I say my couck skall console me,
JMy bed skall ligkten my couiplaiut,

14 Tkeu dost tkou scare me witk dreams,

And witk visions dost tkou terrify me

;

15 So tkat my soul ckoosetk strangling

—

Deatk—ratker tbau tkese bones.

16 I loatke [life] ; I would uot live always :

Let me alone, for my days are vanity. [aii.ce,

17 Wkat is man that tkou shouldst make him of so great import-
And tkat tkou skouldst set thy heart towards him ?

18 That thou shouldst visit him every morning.
And prove him every moment 1

19 How long ere thou wilt look away from me,
And let me alone that I may swallow down my spittle 1

20 Have I simied ; what have I done to thee,

thou Watcher of man 1!

Why dost thou set me iip before thyself for a mark,
So that I am a burden to myself?

21 And why dost thou not pardon my transgression,

And suffer my guilt to pass away 1

For soon shall I sleep in the dust

:

In the morning thou shalt seek me, and I shall not be.

THE FIRST SERIES IN THE CO;S"TROVERSY CONTINUED.

The first speech of Bildad the Shuhite.—Ch. viii.

8 THEN answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said

:

2 How long wilt thou speak these things I

And the Avords of thy month be a mighty wind ?

3 Doth God pervert judgment?
Or will the Almighty pervert justice ?

4 Since thy childi-eu have siimed against him,
And he hath cast them away on account of their transgression

,

f) Yet if thou wouldst seek early unto God,
And make thy supplication to the Almighty,

6 If thou wert pure and upright,

Even now would he arouse himself for thee,

And woiild make prosperous thy righteous habitatiou.

7 Although thy beginning should be small,

Yet thy latter end would greatly increase.

8 For inquire, I pray thee, of the former age,

Yea, apply thyself to the examination of their forefathers

;
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9 (For we are but of yesterday, and Tve know nothing,

For our days upon eartli are a sliadow
;)

10 Shall they not teach thee, and tell thee,

And utter words from their hearts ?

11 " Can the paper reed grow up without mire'
" Can the bulrush grow up without Avater?

12 " Even yet in its greenness, and uncut,
" It withcroth before any other liei'b.

13 " Such are the ways of all who forget God
;

" So perishes the hope of the hypocrite.

14: " His hope shall rot,

" And liis trust shall be the building of the spider.

15 " He shall lean upon his building, and it shall not stand
j

" He shall grasp it, but it shall not endure.

16 " He is green before the sun rises,
'•' And his branches go forth oyer his garden.

17 " Over the heap [of stones] his roots are entwined,
" They look to the pile of stones [for a support].

18 " Yet the sun shall absorb it from its place,
" And shall refuse to own it, saying, ' I never saw tbee !

'

19 " Lo ! such is the joy of his course !

" Yet from the dust others shall spring up."

20 Behold, God Tnll not cast away a perfect man

;

Nor will he lend bis aid to the wicked :

21 "WTiile he fiUeth. thy mouth with laughter.

And thy lij^s with triumph.

22 They that hate thee shall be clothed with, shame.
And the tent of the wicked shall not be.

THE FIRST SERIES IX THE CONTROVERSY CONTINUED.

The reply of Job to Bildad,—Ch. ix., x.

9 THEN Job answered, and said

:

2 Truly I know that it is so
;

And how can man be just before God ?

3 If he chooses to enter into a litigation witb him.
He cannot answer him to one [charge] of a thousand.

4 Wise in heart ! and mighty iu strength

!

[successful I

Who hatb hardened himself in opposition to him and been
5 Ho removeth the moimtains, and they know it not

;

He overturneth them in his wrath.

6 He shaketh the earth out of its place

;

And the pillars thereof tremble.

7 He commandeth the smi, and it risetb not

;

And lie sealeth up the stars.

8 He a] DUO sti-etches out the heavens
;

And walketh upon the high waves of tbe sea.

9 He maketli Arcturus, Orion,

The Pleiades, and the secret chambers of tbe South.

10 He doeth great things which there is no searching out ;

r2
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Yea, marrellous tMngs beyond number.

11 Lo I lie passeth by me—and I see liim not

;

He goetb on—but I do not perceive liim.

12 Lo I be taketb away, and wbo can compel liim to restore ?

Wbo can say to Mm, Wbat doest tbou 1

13 God -will not turn away bis anger
;

Tbe supporters of pride bow before Mm.
14 Truly if I sbould answer bim,

I would carefully select my words before Mm

;

15 Wbom, tbougb I were innocent, I would not answer

;

I would cast myself on tbe mercy of my judge.

16 Sbould I call, and be sbould respond,

I would not believe tbat be could bear my voice

—

17 He wbo is overwbelming me witb a tempest,

And wbo multiplies my wounds witbout cause

—

18 He tbat will not suffer me to take my breatb,

But wbo fills me witb bitterness.

19 If tbe contest bad respect to strengtb, lo ! bow strong is He !

If it relates to justice, wbo would summon for me tbe witnesses

for trial

?

20 Sbould I justify myself, my own moutb would condemn me.

I perfect ! It would prove me perverse.

21 I perfect ! I sbould not know my own soul

!

I sbould disown my very being

!

22 Tbere is but one result ; tberefore I maintained it

—

Tbe perfect and tbe wicked be destroyetb alike.

23 If tbe scourge slayetb suddenly

He laugbetb at tbe sufferings of tbe innocent.

24 Tbe eartb is given into tbe bands of tbe wicked

;

Tbe face of its judges be coveretb

;

If tMs be not so, wbere—wbo is be 1

25 And my days are swifter tlian a runner

;

Tbey flee away, and tbey see no good.

26 Tbey pass on like tbe reed-skiffs

;

As tbe eagle darting upon bis prey.

27 If I say I will forget my complaining,

I will cbange my sad countenance and brigbten up,

28 Still I am in dread of all my sorrows,

I know tbat tbou wilt not bold me innocent.

29 I am bold to be guilty

;

Why tben sbould I labour in vain ?

30 Sbould I wasb myself in snow-water,

And cleanse my bands in soap,

31 Still tbou wilt plunge me into tbe mire,

So tbat my own clotbes will abbor me.

33 For be is not a man as I am tbat I sbould contend with him^

And tbat we sbould come togetber to trial.

33 Neitberis tbere between us any umpire
Wbo may lay bis band r.pon botb.

34 Let bim remove from me Ms rod,

And let not Ms terror dismay me,
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35 Aud I will speak and not be afraid of him.

—

1

But not tlius can I as I am now. '

10 My soul is Aveary of my life,
j

I Avill give myself up to complaint,

I -will speak in tlie bitterness of my soul.
]

2 I -will say unto God, I

Do not merely bold me to be wicked,
Show me the reason why thou dost contend with me.

3 Ts it a pleasure for thee to oppress 1 I

I'o despise the work of thy hands,
i

And to shine upon the counsel of the wicked ?
j

4 Ai'e thine eyes of flesh ? I

Dost thou see as man seeth ?
I

5 Are thy days as the days of man ? J

And thy years as the years of man ? ',

6 That thou seekest after my inicj^uity, J

And searchest after my sin, , -j

7 With thy knowledge that I am not a wicked man, I

And that none can deliver out of thy hand ? I

8 Thy bands have laboriously formed me,
1

And have made me compact on every part

;

And wilt thou destroy mc ?

9 Eemember, I beseech thee, that thou bast made me as Cittv

;

And wilt thou bring me again to dust ?

10 Thou didst pour me out as milk,
And curdle me as cheese.

11 "With skin aud flesh hast thou clothed me,
With bones and sinews bast thou strengthened me.

12 Life and favour thou hast granted me,
And thy care hath preserved my spirit.

13 And these things thou didst hide in thine heart

;

I know that this was thy piu'pose.

14 If I sin, thou dost carefully observe me
;

And from mine iniquity thou wilt not acquit me.
15 If I am wicked, woe is unto me

;

And if I am righteous, I cannot lift up my head.
I am full of confusion :

—

And see my afliiction,

16 For it magnifies itself.

Like a lion thou dost hunt me, [veiloua
And thou returnest, and thy dealings towards me are mar

17 Thou makest new thy proofs against me,
Aud increasest thine anger against me :

—

The whole army of afflictions is upon me.
18 And why didst thou bring me forth from the woml !

Oh that I bad expired, and that no eye bad seen me I

19 I should have been as though I had not been

;

I should have been borne from the womb to the grave.
20 Are not my days few ?

(.)li spare me, and let me alone, that 1 may take a little eaae,

21 Before I go whence I shall not return,

VOL. II. 2 A
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To tue laud of darkness and tlie sliadow of deatli

—

22 The land of darkness like tke blackness of the shadow of death;

Where there is no order, and where its shining is like Llackuess.

THE FIRST SERIES IN THE COISTROTERSY CONTI>UED,

The first speech of Zophar.—Ch. xi.

11 AND Zophar the jN'aamathite answered and said

:

2 Shall not the multitude of words be answc/red ?

Shall the man of mere talk be justified?

3 Shall thj"- trifles make men be silent ?

Shalt thou mock, and no one put thee to shame ?

4 For thou hast said, My doctrine is pure,

And I am clean in thine eyes.

5 But oh that God would speak,

And open his lips with thee
;

6 And would declare to thee the secrets of wisdom.
For they are double what we can understand

!

Then shouldst thou know that God had left unnoticed a part

of thine iniquities.

7 Canst thou by searching find out God ?

Canst thou find out the Almighty to perfection ?

8 The heights of heaven ! What canst thou do ?

The depths below Sheol ! What canst thou know ?

9 Longer than the earth is its measure

;

And broader than the ocean.

10 If he arrest, and imprison, and bring to trial.

Who then can prevent him ?

11 For he knoweth men of falsehood.

And he seeth iniquity, thougb. he does not seem to notice it.

12 For deceitful man would seem to have a heart.

Though man be born like the colt of a wild ass.

13 If thou prepare thine heart,

And stretch out thine hands towards him

;

14 If the iniquity which is in thine hands thou wilt put far away.
And wilt not sufler evil to dwell in thy habitation;

15 Then shalt thou lift up thy countenance without spot,

And thou shalt be firm, and shalt not fear.

16 For thou shalt forget thy misery

;

Like waters that pass away shalt thou remember it.

17 And thy life shall be bright above the noon-day

:

Now thou art in darkness—but thou shalt be as the morning.

18 And thou shalt be confident, for there will be hope :

Now thou art suffused with shame—but thou shalt lie down
in safety.

19 Yea, thou shalt lie down, and none shall make thee afraid :

And many shall make suit unto thee.

20 But the eyes of the wicked shall be wearied out

;

And they shall find no refuge

;

And their hope shall exinre.
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THE FIRST SKRIES IX THE CONTROVEllSY CONTINUED.

The answer of Job to Zophar.—Ch. xii.—xiv.

12 AND Job answered and said

:

2 JN'o doubt ye are tbe people 1

And wisdom will die with you

!

3 Yet I have understanding as well as you

;

I am not inferior to you
;

And witb wlaom are tbere not sayings like tliese ?

4 A mockery to his neighbour am I

—

The man calling upon God, and whom he answers

—

Derided is the just, the perfect man.
5 He that is ready to slip with his feet,

In the eyes of him that is at ease,

Is as a cast-away torch.

6 The tents of robbers are secure,

They are secure to those who provoke God,
To whose hand God brings in abundance.

7 But now ask the beasts, and tliey shall teach thee

;

And the fowls of heaven, and they shall tell thee.

8 Or speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee;

And the fishes of the sea will declare to thee.

9 ^\Qio among all these doth not know
That the hand of Jehovah doeth this?

10 In whose hand is the life of everything that livetli,

And the breath of all human flesh.

11 Doth not the ear prove words ?

And the palate taste its food ?

12 "With the aged is wisdom.
And in length of days is understanding.

13 With Him are wisdom and strength

;

To him pertains counsel and understanding.

14 Lo ! he pulleth down, and it cannot be rebuilt

;

He shutteth up a man, and there is no opening [for escajiej,

15 Lo I he restraineth the waters, and tho}^ are dried up
;

He sendeth them forth, and they desolate the earth.

16 With him are strength and sufficiency
;

The deceived and the deceiver are his.

17 He leadeth counsellors away captive,

And judges he maketh fools.

18 The authority of kings he loosens,

And with a cord he bindeth their loins.

19 He leadeth priests away captive,

And the mighty he prostrates.

20 He removeth eloquence from the trusty,

And taketh away discernment from the aged.

21 He poureth contempt upon princes

;

And looseth the girdle of the mighty.
22 He revealcth deep things from the midst of darkness

;

And bringeth the shadow of death to light.
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23 He increasetli nations, and destroyetli tliem

;

|

He enlai'getli nations, and leadetli them Lack.
^

24 He taketli awaj- understanding from the chiefs of the people

of the earth

;

[path. '

And causcth them to Tvauder in a solitude where there is no

25 They grope in darkness, and there is no light

;

\

He maketh them to reel like a drunken man.
j

X3 Lo ! all this hath mine eve seen

;

\

Mine ear hath heard and understood it. "^

2 What ye know, I know also

;

;

I do not fall heloTV you. I

3 But oh that I might speak to the Almighty

;

J

And I would have pleasure in urging my cause before God.
4 For truly ye are forgers of sophisms :

Physicians of no value all of you !

5 Oh that ye would be entirely silent, . i

And it would be your wisdom

!

]

6 Hear, I pray you, my reasoning

;

I

And attend to the arguments of my lips. i

7 "Will ye speak falsely for God ? i

For Mm will ye utter fallacy? i

8 Will ye be partial to his person ?
I

Will ye contend for God ?

9 Would it be well for you if he should thoroughly search youT '

Can you deceive him as man may be deceived?
|

10 Surely he will rebuke you,
]

If you secretly have respect to persons. i

11 Shall not his majesty fill you with reverence?
;

And his dread fall upon you ?
j

12 Your maxims are parables of ashes

;

i

Your ramparts are ramparts of clay.

13 Hold your peace, and let me speak

—

j

And then let anything come upon me.
!

14 In regard to this, I will take my flesh in my teeth, i

And my life in my hand.
'

15 Lo ! let him slay me ; I will trust in him. i

I will vindicate my ways before him, J

16 He also shall be to me for salvation
;

<

For an hj^ocrite shall not come before Mm, I

17 Attentively hear my words, I

And my declaration with your ears. i

18 Lo ! now I have set in order my cause
; I

I Ivuow that I shall be declared just.

19 "WTio is there that will contend with me 1

For tlien would I be silent—and die.

20 Only do not two things unto me

—

Then will I not liide myself from thy presence.
j

21 Remove thy hand far from me, '

And let not thy dread make me afraid I , i

22 Then call, and I will answer

;

1

Or I will speak, and answer thou me.
]

1

1
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23 IIow many are my inirpiitieg and my sins l

IMake me to know my transgression and my sins.

24 Wliy dost tliou hide thy lace,

And regard mc as tliiuo enemy?
25 "\\'ilt thou break tlie driven leaf?

"Wilt thou pursue the dry stubble ?

26 For thou writest bitter things against me,
And makest me to inherit the sins of my youth.

27 Thou placcst my feet in the stocks,

And thou watchest all my paths :

Upon the soles of my feet thou dost set a print.

28 Thus mau like rottenness decays,

Like a garment that the moth consumes.

14 Mau, the ofispring of Tvoman,
Is of few days, and is full of trouble.

2 lie cometh fortli as a flower, and is cut down

;

And he fleeth as a shadow, and doth not stay.

3 And dost thou indeed open thine eyes upon such an one,

And bring me to trial with thee ?

4 Who can produce a clean thing from an unclean ?

Not one.

5 Since his days are fixed,

The number of his months is with thee,

Thou hast affixed his limits which he cannot pass,

6 Oh turn from him, and leave him,
That he may enjoy his day as [that of] a hireling.

7 For there is hope of a tree.

If it be cut down, that it will flourish again,

And that its tender branch will not fail.

8 Though its root grow old in the earth.

And its trunk die on the ground,

9 From the vapour of water it will spring up again,

And put forth boughs as a young plant.

10 But man dieth, and he is gone

—

Yea, man expires—and where is he ?

11 The waters from the lake fail,

And the river is exhausted and dried up
;

12 So man lieth down, and riseth not

:

Till the heavens be no more, they shall not be aroused,
And they shall not be awaked out of their sleep.

13 Oh that thou wouldst hide me in Sheol

!

That thou wouldst conceal me till thine anger be past!
That thou wouldst appoint for me a set time and then re-

member me

!

14 If a man die, shall he live again ?

All the days of my hard service will I wait
Till my change come.

15 Do thou call, and I will answer thee

;

Show thou compassion to the work of thine hands.
16 For now thou dost number my steps

;

Dost thou not watch over my sins ?
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17 My transgression is sealed up in a bag,

And thou sewest up mine iniquity.

18 And surely the mountain falling comes to nought,

And the rock is removed from its place

;

19 The waters wear away the stones,

The floods wash away the dust of the earth,

And the hope of man thou dost destroy.

20 Thou dost overpower him for ever, and he passes off

;

Thou dost change his coimtenance, and sendest him away.
21 His sons are honoured, but he knoweth it not

;

Or they are brought low, but he perceiveth it not.

22 But his flesh shall have pain upon him

;

And his soul within him shall mourn.

THE SECO^TD SERIES IN THE COXTROVEESY.—Ch. XT.—XXJ.

The second speech of Eliphaz.—Ch. xv.

15 AjS'D Eliphaz the Temanite answered and said

:

2 Should a wise man answer with arguments of wind,
And fill himself with the east wind ?

3 Should he reason with words which do not profit,

And in discourses in which there is no benefit ?

4 Truly thou dost make religion void.

And dost make prayer useless before God.
5 Yea, thine own mouth proclaimeth thine iniquity,

And thou hast chosen the tongue of the crafty.

6 Thine own mouth condemneth thee, and not I,

And thy lips testify against thee.

7 Art thou the first man that was born ?

And wast thou brought forth before the hills ?

8 In the council of God hast thou listened ?

And hast thou reserved all Avisdom to thyself?

9 WTiat dost thou know that Ave know not also ?

What dost thou understand that is not Avith us ?

10 For the old and the hoary-headed are with us

—

More venerable in age than thy father.

11 Wilt thou disregard the consolations -which God furnishes.

And the words which have been so very gently addressed to

thee?
12 "WTay does thy heart bear thee away ?

And why do thine eyes evince so much pride ?

1.3 For against God hath thy spirit replied.

And thou hast brought forth [hard] speeches from thy mouth,
14 What is man that he should be pure ?

And he that is born of a woman that he should be just?
15 Behold he does not confide in his Holy Ones,

And the heaA'ens are not pure in his eyes.

16 How much more abominable and polluted is man^
"WTio drinketh iniquity as water

!

17 I will shoAv thee ; hear me

;
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That -wliicli I have seen I will declare,

18 "Wliich wise men hare related, [not concealed,

And which [having received it] of their ancestors they have

19 AVhen the land was entirely in their possession.

And a foreigner had not passed among them

:

20 " All his days the wicked man is tormented with pain

;

'' And the number of his years is unknown to the oppressor.

21 ''A fearful sound is in his ears

—

" And in his security the destroyer cometh upon him.

22 " He has not confidence that he shall return from darkness

;

" And his expectation is the sword.

23 " He wandereth abroad for bread—where is it ?

" He knows that a day of darkness is at hand.

24 " Trouble and anguish fill him with dread,
" They prevail against him—as a king prepared for the battle,

2o " For he stretches out his hand against God

;

" And against the Almighty he fortifies himself.

26 " He nmneth upon him with outstretched neck,
" With the thick bosses of his shields,

27 " Because he covered his face with fatness,
" And gathered flesh upon his loins,

28 " Therefore shall he dwell in desolate cities,

" In houses wliich are not inhabited,
" '\^^lich are ready to become a pile of ruins.

29 " He shall not be rich

;

" His property shall not remain

;

" His possessions shall not be spread abroad upon the earth.

30 " He shall not escape out of darkness

;

" His branches shall the flame dry up

;

" By the breath of his mouth shall he be taken away.

31 " Let him not trust in vanity. He is deceived.
" Vanity shall be his recompense.

32 " He shall not complete his time

;

" And his branches shall not be green.

33 " He shall cast his unripe fruit as the vine,
" And shed his blossoms like the olive.

34 " For the community of hypocrites shall be desolate

;

" And fire shall consume the tents of bribery.

35 " They conceive miscliief

;

" They bring forth vanity

;

" And their breast deviseth deceit."

The answer of Job.—Ch. xvi., xvii.

16 BUT Job answered and said

:

2 Many such things as these have I heard

!

]\Iiserable comforters are ye all 1

3 Will there be an end to words of wind ?

Or what has provoked thee to answer thtlB?

4 I also could speak as ye do
;

If ye were now in my place,
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I could string together -words against yon,

And could sliake my liead at you.

5 But I would strengthen you "ndth my mouth,

And the moving of my lips should sustain you.

6 If I speak, my grief is not stayed

;

If I forhear, how does it depart from me 1

7 For now He hath quite exhausted me

;

Thou hast made desolate all my house.

8 For thou hast compressed me, and this is a witness against inb ,•

And my leanness rises up against me, and accuses me to my fuce.

9 In his anger he teai*eth me, and is hecome my adversary

;

He gnashes upon me with his teeth

;

]\Iine enemy sharpeneth his eyes upon me.

10 They gape upon me with their mouth
;

In scorn they smite my cheek

;

They have conspired together against me.

11 God hath made me a captive to the unrighteous

;

And into the hands of the wicked hath he delivered me.

12 Happy was I—hut he crushed me

;

He seized me hy the neck, and shook me

;

He set me up for a mark.
13 His archers came around me

;

He transfixed my reins, and did not spare

;

My gall hath he poui'ed out upon the ground.

14 He breaketh me with hreach upon broach

;

He rusheth upon me like a mighty man.
15 I have sewed sackcloth upon my skin

;

And degraded my horn in the dust.

16 My face is swollen with grief;

And on my eyelids is the shadow of death.

17 Not because there has been injustice in my hands

;

And my prayer hath been pure.

18 earth, cover not my blood

;

Let there be no hiding-place for my cry.

19 Also now behold my evidence is in heaven

;

My witness is on high.

20 My friends are but mockers
;

Mine eye looketh with tears unto God.

21 Oh that a man might be permitted to contend with God
As the oflspring of man does with his neighbour

!

22 For the numbered years pass away,
And I am going the way whence I shall not return.

17 My spii-it is exhausted

;

My days are at an end

;

The grave waits for me.
2 Are there not mockers with me ?

And doth not mine eye rest upon their provocations ?

3 Lay down now [0 God, a pledge],

Give security for me [in the controversy] with thee

;

Who is he that will strike hands with me ?

4 Behold, thou hast liid their heart from understanding

;
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Therefore thou Bhalt not exalt them.

6 He "who discloses his friends to the prey,

The eyes of his children shall fail.

6 Me lie has placed for a by-word among the people
.;

I am an object of scorn before their face.

7 Mine cj-e is dim with sorrow,

And all my limbs are like a shadow.

8 The upright shall be amazed at this

;

And the innocent will rouse himself against the wicked.

9 The rigliteous will hold on Ms way.
And he that hath clean hands will become stronger and stronger.

10 As for you all, return, and come, I pray,

And I shall not find among you one wise man.
11 My days are passed

;

]\Iy plans are at an end—
The cherished purposes of my heart.

13 Night has become day to me

;

The light bordereth on darkness.

13 Truly I look to Sheol as my home

;

My bed I spread in the place of darkness.

14 To corruption I say, "Thou art my father;"

To the worm, " My mother, and my sister."

15 And where now is my hope ?

And who will see my hope fulfilled ?

16 To the bars of Sheol they must descend.

Yea, we shall descend together to the dust.

THE SECO>'D SERIES IN THE COTfTROVERSY CONTINUED,

The reply of Bildad to Job.—Ch. xviii.

18 THEN Bildad the Shuhito answered and said

:

2 How long will it be ere you make an end of words ?

Use sound arguments, and then we will speak.

3 Why are we regarded as brutes.

And reputed vile in your sight 1

4 thou that tearest thyself in thine anger 1

Must the earth be deserted for thee.

And the rock removed from its place 1

5 Behold, the light of the wicked shall be put out:

The flame of his fire shall not shine.

6 Light shall turn to darkness in his tent,

And his lamp over him shall be extinguished.

7 His strong steps shall be straitened.

And his own plans shall cast him down.
8 For he is brought into the net by his own ieet.

And into the pitiall he walks.
9 The snare takes him by the heel,

And the gin takes fast hold of him.
10 A net is secretly laid for him in the ground,

And a trap for him in the pathway.
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11 Terrors alarm'Mm on every side,

And harass Mm at Ms lioels.

12 His strengtli sliall be exhausted hj hunger,

And destruction shall seize upon his side.

13 It shall devour the vigour ofMs frame,

The firstborn of death shall devour his limbs.

14 His hope shall be rooted out of his tent,

And he shall be brought to the King of Terrors.

15 [Terror] shall dwell in Ms tent—for it is no longer his

;

feulphur shall be scattered upon his habitation.

16 His roots below are dried up

;

Above, Ms branches are withered.

17 His memory shall perish from the earth,

And no name shall he have in pubUc places.

18 He shall be driven from light into darkness.

And they shall di'ive him out of the world.

19 He shall have no son or kinsman among the people.

And there shall be no survivor in his dwelling-place.

20 The dwellers in the East shall be astonished at Ms day

;

They in the West shall be struck with horror.

21 Such are the dwellings of the impious man,
And this the place of him that knows not God.

THE SECOND SERIES ITf THE CONTROVERSY CONTINUED.

The reply of Job to Bildad.—Ch, xix.

19 THEN Job answered and said :

2 How long will ye vex my soul,

And crush me with words ?

3 These ten times have ye reviled me.

You are not ashamed to stun me [with reproachesj.

4 And be it, indeed, that I have erred

;

My error remaineth with myself.

5 Since ye do indeed magnify yourselves against me,

And urge vehemently against me this which is [the ground of]

my reproach,

6 Know now that it is God who has overthrown me

;

He hath encircled me with his net.

7 Lo, I complain of violence, but I receive no answer

:

I cry aloud, but there is no justice,

8 My way he hath hedged up so that I cannot pass.

And in my paths he hath placed darkness.

9 He hath stripped me of my glory,

And taken the crown from my head.

10 He destroys me on every side—and I am gone

;

He uprooteth my hope as a tree.

11 His anger burneth against me,
And he regardeth me as an enemy.

12 His troops advance together against me,
They throw up their way against me,

And they encamp round about my dwelling.
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13 My brethren he hath put far from mo,

And my acqiiaintancos are wholly estranged from me.

14 My neighbours have failed.

And my intimate friends have forgotten me.

15 The foreigners in my house,

Yea, my own maid-sorvants, regard me as a stranger

—

I am an alien in their view.
]

16 I call my servant—and he gives me no answer

;

i

With mj own mouth do I entreat him. 1

17 My breath is offensive to my wife

—

Though I entreated her by [our love for] my own children.
\

18 Yea, young children despised me

;

:

I arose, and they spake against me.
19 All my intimate friends abhorred me, '

And they whom I loved turned against me. ;

20 My bone cleaves to my skin and my flesh, '

And I have scarcely escaped with the skin of my teeth. I

21 Have pity upon me, have pity upon me, my friends, 1

For the hand of God hath smitten me !
,|

22 Why do ye persecute me as God does,
^

And are not satisfied with my flesh 1
j

2.3 Oh that my words were now written ! \

Oh that they were engraved on a tablet

!

'

24 Tliat with an iron graver, and with lead,
;

They were engraven upon a rock for ever

!

'

25 For I know that my Avenger iiveth.

And that hereafter he shall stand up xipon the eai'th

;

i

26 And though after my skin this [flesh] be destroyed,

Yet even without my flesh shall I see God

;

27 Whom I shall see for myself.

And mine eyes shall behold, and not another

—

Though my vitals are wasting away within me.
28 Thei'efore you should say, " AVhy do we persecute him

;

j

" Yea, the substance of piety is found in him." .

29 Be ye afraid of the sword
;

i

For malice is a crime for the sword

—

j

That ye may know that there is justice. J

THE SECO:yD SERIES IN THE CONTROVERSY CONTINUED.

The reply of Zophar to Job.—Ch. xx.

20 THEN Zophar the Naamathite answered and said

:

2 My distracted thoughts urge me to reply

;

[I reply] from the impetuosity of my feelings.

3 1 have heard thy injurious rebuke.
And the emotions of my mind cause me to answer,

4 Knowest ;hou not that from the most ancient times,

Fi'om the time when man was placed upon the earth,

5 Ihat the triumphing of the wicked is short,

And the joy of the hypocrite is but for a moment I
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6 Tliougli Ms greatness mount up to the lieavens,

And Eis excellency unto tlie clouds,

7 Yet lie sliall perish for eycr as the yilest suhstance,

They who haye seen him shall say, Where is he?

8 He shall tlee away as a dream, and not he found

;

Yea, he shall yanish as a yision of the night,

9 The eye also which saw him shall see him no more,

And his place shall neyer more hehold him.

10 His sons shall seek the aid of the poor.

And their hands shall giye hack his wealth.

11 His hones ai"e full of his secret sins,

i\jid they shall lie down with him in the dust.

12 Though wickedness he sweet in his mouth.

Though he hide it under his tongue,

13 Though he retain it, and will not part with it,

And keep it long in his mouth,

14 His food shall he changed witlun him

;

It shall hecome the poison of asps within him,

15 He hath glutted himself with riches,

And he shall yomit them up again

:

God shall expel them from him.

16 He shall suck the poison of asps
5 |

The yiper's tongue shall destroy him. 1

17 He shall neyer look upon the riyulets

;

j

The streams of the yalleys—of honey and hutter.
i

18 The fruits of his lahour shall he giye hack, and shall not enjoy
;

them: [in it.
|

As property to he restored shall it he, and he shall not rejoice

19 Because he hath oppressed, and then ahandoned the poor, '.

And seized upon the house which he did not huild,

20 Surely he shall not know internal peace.

He shall not saye that in which he delights.
;

21 Nothing of his food shall remain;
j

Wherefore his prosperity shall not endure.
"

22 In the fulness of his ahundauce he shall he in want

;

The whole power of wretchedness shall come upon him.
,

23 Enough indeed shall there he to fill himself

—

God shall send upon him the fury of his anger,
:

And rain it down upon him while he is eating.

24 He shall flee from the iron weapon,

But the bow of brass shall pierce him through. I

25 One draws out [the arrow], and it cometh through his body
;

'

The glittering steel cometh out of his gall

;

,!

Terrors are upon him

!

26 Every kind of calamity is treasured up for him

;

j

A fii'e not kindled shall consume him

;

I

Tliat shall fare ill which is left in his tent.

27 The heayeus shall reyeal his iniquity
; ]

And the earth shall rise up against him.
j

28 The property of his house shall disappear—
j

Flowing away in the day of the wrath of God \
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29 Tliis is tlie portion of tlie wicked man from God;
And the iulieritance appointed for liim by tlic Almighty.

THE SECOND SERIES Kf THE CONTROVERSY CONCLUDED.

The ansicer of Job.—Ch. xxi.

yi BUT Job answered and said :

•2 Hoar attentively my speech,

And let this be your consolation.

3 Bear with me, and I will speak

;

And after I have spoken, mock on

!

4 As for me, is my argument before man ?

And if this bo so, why should not my spirit bo in anguish ?

.5 Look on me, and be astonished

!

And lay your hand on your mouth !

6 When I think on it, I am confounded

;

And ti'embliug seizes on my flesh.

7 ^^'hy is it that the wicked live,

Grow old, yea, are mighty in wealth ?

8 Their children are established before them, and with them,
And their posterity before their eyes.

9 Their houses are safe from alarms.

And the rod of God is not upon them.
10 Their cattle conceive and lail not

;

Their heil'er calveth, and casteth not her young.
11 They send forth their little ones like a flock,

And their children sportively play.

12 They exhilarate themselves with the tabour and harp,

And rejoice at the sound of the pipe.

13 They spend their days in [the enjoyment of] good,

And in an instant they go down to the grave.

14 And they say to God, " Depart from us
;

" We desire not the knowledge of thy ways.
15 " Wlio is the Almighty, that we should serve him,

" And what will it profit us, if we pray unto him ?"

16 " Lo, their good" [yon say] " is not in their own hand"

—

(Far from me be the defence of the wicked
;)

[is put out.

17 [But] how often does it occur that the light of the Avicked

iVnd that destruction cometh upon them,
And that God distributeth to them sorrows in his wrath?

18 How often are they as stubble before the wind.
And as chaft' that the storm carrieth away ?

19 [You say] " God layeth up his iniquity for his children
;

" He rewardeth him, and he shall know it.

20 " His eyes shall see his destruction,
" And he shall drink of the wrath of the Almighty.

21 " For what is his happiness in his family after him, [midst ?"

" When the number of his own months are cut ofl' in the

22 [But I reply] AMio shall impart knowledge to God,
To him who judgeth the highest

!
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23 Oue dietli in the fulness of Ms prosperity,

Being "wholly at ease and quiet

—

24 His watering-places for Hoclcs abound with milk,

And his hones are moist with marrow

;

25 And another dieth in the bitterness of his soul;

And never tasteth pleasure.

26 AUke they lie down in the dust,

And the worm covereth them.
27 Lo ! I know your thoughts,

And the derices by which you wrong me.

28 For ye say, " "\\1iere is the house of the prince ?

" And where the dwelling-place of the wicked ?"

29 Have ye not inquired of the travellers,

And will you not admit their testimony,

30 That the wicked man is kept for the day of destruction,

And that he shall be brought forth in the day of fierce wrath ?

31 Who charges him with his way to his face ?

And who recompenses to him that which he has done ?

32 And he shall be borne [with honour] to the grave

;

And [friends] shall watch tenderly over his tomb.

33 Sweet to him shall be the clods of the valley

;

Every man shall go out to honour him.
And of those before him there shall be no number.

34 And why then do you oflPer me vain consolations

—

Since in your responses there is error ?

THE THIKD SERIES IJf THE CONTROVERSY.—Ch. Xxii.—XXXi.

The third speech of Eliphaz.—Ch. xxii.

22 THEN Eliphaz the Temanite answered and said

:

2 Can a man, then, be profitable to God,
As a wise man may be profitable to himself?

3 Is it a pleasure to the Almighty if thou be just,

Or gain to him shouldst thou make thy ways perfect?

4 Will he contend with thee because he feareth thee

—

With THEE will he enter into judgment ?

5 Is not thy wickedness great ?

Is there any end to thy sins ?

6 For thou hast taken a pledge of thy brother uujustij',

And stripped oft' the clothing of the destitute.

7 Thou hast not given water to the weary to drink,

And from the hungry thou hast withholden bread.

8 But the man of power had the land

;

The man of rank dwelt in it,

9 Thou hast sent widows away emptj'.

And the arms of the fatherless thou hast broken.

10 Therefore snares are round about thee.

And sudden fear troubleth thee
;

11 Or darkness, so that thou canst not see.

And floods of water cover thee.
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12 Is not God in tlie Leiglit of heaven?
And lioliokl the stars, how high they are I

13 And [hence] thou sayest, " How doth God know ?

" And can he judge behind the thick darkness?

14 " Thick clouds are a covering to him, that he cannot see

;

" And he walketh upon the arch of heaven."

15 But hast thou marked the ancient \vaj

"Which wicked men have trodden?
16 Who were huddled together [by the waters] in a moment,

And whose ibundations the flood swept away ?

17 Who said unto God, " Depart fr^m us ;"

And [who asked] what the Almightj coukl do for them?
18 And yet he filled their houses with good things !

Far from me be the counsel of the wicked

!

19 The righteous see it, and rejoice
;

And the innocent hold them in derision [saying]

:

20 " Truly our adversary is destroyed I

" The fire hath consumed their abundance !

"

21 Acquaint now thyself with him, and thou shalt have peace;

And thus shall good come unto thee.

22 Receive, I pray thee, the law from his mouth,
And lay up his words in thine heart.

23 If thou return to the Almighty thou shalt be built up.

If thou put away iniquity from thy tabernacle,

24 And cast to the dust thy precious treasure,

And to the stones of the brooks [again] the gold of Ophir,

25 Then shall the Almighty be thy precious treasure,

And shall be to thee piles of silver.

26 For then shalt thou have delight in the Almighty,
And shalt lift up thy face unto God.

27 Thou shalt pray unto him, and he shall hear thee,

And thou shalt perfect [the object of ] thy vows.
28 Thou shalt form a purpose and it shall be accomplished,

And upon thy ways shall the light shine.

29 "^Vhen [other men] are cast down.
Thou shalt say, " Cheer up !

"

And the dejected thou shalt save.

30 Thou shalt deliver even the guilty man

—

He shall be saved by the purity of thy hands.

THE THIRB SERIES IN THE COTTTROVBRSY COimiajBD.

The ansicer of Job.—Ch. xxiii., xxiv.

23 THEN Job answered and said

:

2 Even to-day is my complaint bitter.

The hand that is upon mo is heavier than my groaning.
3 Oh that I knew where I might find him

!

That I might come even to his seat I

4 I would order my cause before him,
And fill my mouth with arguments

;

VOL. 11.
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5 I would kno-w tlie words wliicli lie woiild answer me.
And uuderstaud wliat he would say unto me.

6 Would lie contend with me with his mighty power ?

No : he would give me strength.

7 There the righteous man might argue the case before him

;

And I should he delivered for ever from him who would
judge me.

8 But, behold, I go to the East, and he is not there,

And to the West, but I cannot perceive him

;

9 To the North, where he doth work, but I cannot behold him,
He hideth himself iu the South, but I cannot see him.

10 But he knoweth my way

;

When he has tried me, I shall come forth as gold.

11 On his steps my foot hath seized

;

His way I have kept, and have not turned from it.

12 The commandment of his lips I have not neglected

;

More than every purpose of my owu have I regarded the

words of his mouth.
13 But he is of one [purpose], and who can turn him ?

And what he desire th, that he doeth.

14 He performeth the thing that is appointed for me

;

And there are many such purposes in his mind.
15 Therefore I am troubled before him

;

AVhen I consider, I am afraid of him.
16 For God maketh my heart faint,

And the Almighty troublcth me
;

17 Because I was not taken away before darkness came,

And he hath not hidden the cloud from mine eyes.

24 ^VTiy, since no events are hidden from the Almighty,
Do not his friends see his judgments ?

2 They [the wicked] remove the landmarks

;

They drive off" the flock and pasture it.

3 They drive away the ass of the fatherless

;

They take the widow's ox for a pledge.

4 They push the needy from the way

;

The poor of the earth hide themselves together.

5 Behold, like wild asses of the desert, they go forth to their

employment,
Rising early in the morning to plunder

;

The desert furnishes food to them and their childi'en.

6 They reap their grain in the field [of others],

And they gather the vintage of the oppressor.

7 They cause the naked to lodge without clothing,

And without covering in the cold.

8 They are wet with the showers of the mountains,

And embrace the rock for want of a shelter.

9 They tear away the fatherless from the breast.

And of the poor they exact a pledge
10 They cause lum to go naked without clothing

;

And they are mado to carry the sheaf hungry.

11 They cause them to express oil within their walls

;
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Tlioy tread their -wine-presses, and yet siiffer thirst.

12 From the city mortals groan,

And the soul of the wounded crieth out

;

But God does not lay this guilt to heart.

13 Others hate the light

;

They know not its Avaj-s

;

They abide not in its paths.

14 At early daAvn rises the murderer;
He kills the poor and the needy

;

In the night he is as a thief.

15 The eye of the adulterer waits for the twilight,

Saying, " No eye will see me,"
And he puts a mask upon his face.

16 In the dark they dig through houses

;

In the day-time they shut themselves up

;

They are strangers to the light.

17 For the morning is to them the very shadow of death

;

P'or they are familiar with the terrors of the shadow of death.

18 They are like a light boat on the face of the waters

;

Accursed is their lot in the earth
;

On the way of vineyards they look not.

19 Droiight and heat steal away the snow waters

;

The grave, in like manner, those who have sinned.

20 The mother soon forgets him

;

The worm feeds sweetly on him
;

He is no more remembered

—

Like a decayed tree the wicked man [gently] falls.

21 He oppresseth the barren, that hath not borne,

And doeth not good to the widow.
22 He destroys also the mighty by his power

;

He rises up, and no one is secure of life

;

23 God gives to him security, and he is sustained

;

Yea, his eyes are upon his ways.

24 They are exalted for a little time—and then are not

—

They are brought low, and are gathered [to their fathers] liko

others

;

And, like the ripe ears of grain, they are cut off.

25 If it be not so, who will confute me.
And show my speech to be worthless ?

THE THIRD SERIES IN THE CONTROVERSY CONTINUED.

The reply of Bildad to Job,—Ch. xxv.

25 THEN answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said

:

2 Dominion and fear are with Him
;

He maintaineth peace in his high places.

3 Is there any numbering of his armies ?

And upon whom doth not his light arise?

4 And how then can man be righteous before God ?

And how can he be pure that is born of a woman ?

VOL. IT. 2 B
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5 Betold, even tlie moon is not bright

;

And tlie stars are not pure in his sight.

6 How much less man, that is a worm ?

And the son of niaU; that is a reptile

!

THE THIRD SERIES IN THE CONTROVERSY CONCLUDED.

Ansioer of Job.—Ch. xxvi.—xxxi.

26 THEN Job answered and said

:

j

2 How hast thou helped the weak, 1

And strengthened the feeble arm ? :

3 How hast thou counselled the ignorant,

And declared wisdom in abundance ?

4 To whom hast thou uttered these words, i

And whose spirit went from thee ? , 1

5 The Shades tremble from beneath,

The waters, and their inhabitants.

6 Sheol is naked before him,
And Destruction hath no covering.

7 He stretcheth out the North over empty space.

And haugeth the earth upon nothing. I

8 He bindeth up the waters in his thick clouds,

And the cloud is not rent under them.
9 He withdraweth the face of his throne.

And spreadeth his cloud upon it.

10 He hath drawn a circular bound upon the "waters, i

To the confines of the light and darkness. j

11 The pillars of heaven tremble.

And are astonished at liis rebuke.
|

12 By his power he stilleth the sea.

And by his wisdom he scourgeth its pride.

13 By his Spirit he hath garnished the heavens

;

j

His hand hath formed the fleeing serpent. j

14 Lo, these are but the outlines of his ways

;

1

And how faint the whisper which we hear of him I

[Should he speak with] the thunder of his power, who could
;

understand him ?

27 Moreover, Job continued his discourse, and said

:

2 As God liveth, who has rejected my cause,
!

And the Almighty, who has embittered my spirit,

3 As long as I have life in me,
!

And the breath imparted by God is in my nostrils,
j

4 My lips shall not speak wickedness,
Nor my tongue utter deceit.

5 Far be it from me that I should acknowledge you to be correct

;

Till I die I will assert my integrity.

6 My righteousness I hold fast, and will not loose my grasp

;

My heart shall not reproach me for any part of my life.

7 Let mine enemy be as the wicked,
And he that riseth up against me as the unrighteous.
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8 For Tvliat is tte hope of tlie hypocrite wlien [God] cuts him off;

When he taketh away his lil'e ?

9 Will God listen to his cry

Wlion trouble cometh upon him ?

10 Will he delight himself in the Almighty ?

Will he call at all times upon God ?

11 I Avill teach you by the operations of God

;

That which is with the Almighty I will not conceal.

12 Behold, ye yourselves have all seen it

;

And why do you cherish such vain opinions [sayingj

:

13 " This is the portion of a wicked man from God
;

[mighty

—

" And the inheritance which oppressors receive from the Al-

14 " If his children are multiplied, it is for the sword

;

" And his offspring shall not be satisfied with bread.

15 " His survivors shall be buried by Death,
" And his widow shall not weep.

16 " Though he heap up silver as the dust,
" And prepare raiment as the mire,

17 "He may prepare it, but the just shall wear it,

" And the innocent shall share the silver.

18 " He buildeth his house like the moth,
" Or like a shed which a watchman maketh.

19 " The rich man lieth down, and is not biu'ied

;

" In the twinkling of an eye he is no more.

20 " Terrors come upon him like waters

;

" In the night a tempest stealeth him away.
21 " The East wdnd can-ieth him away, and he departeth .

" And it sweeps him away from his place.

22 " For God shooteth at him, and does not spare

;

" He would gladly escape out of his hand.

23 " Men clap their hands at him
;

" They hiss him away from his place."

28 Truly there is a vein for silver.

And a place for gold whei-e they refine it.

2 Iron is obtained from the earth,

And ore is fused into copper.

3 Man putteth an end to darkness.

And completely searches everything

—

The rocks—the thick darkness—and the «hadow of death.

4 He sinks a shaft far from a human dwelling

;

They, unsupported by the feet, hang suspended
;

Far from men they swing to and fro.

5 The earth—out of it cometh bread

;

And when turned up beneath, it resembles fire.

6 Its stones are the place of sapphires,

And gold dust pertains to it.

7 The path thereto no bird knoweth.
And the vulture's eye hath not seen it.

8 The fierce wild beasts have not trodden it,

And the Hon hath not walked over it.

Man layeth his hand upon the ilinty rock

;
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He upturnetli mountaius from tlieir foundations.

10 He ciittetli out canals among the rocks,

And liis eye seetli evevj precious tiling.

11 He restraiuetli tlie streams from trickling down
And liriugetli hidden things to light.

13 But where shall wisdom he found ?

And where is the place of understanding ?

13 Man knoweth not the price thereof;

Nor can it he found in the laud of the Kving.

14 The deep saith, It is not in me
;

And the sea saith, It is not with me.

15 The pure gold cannot purchase it

;

And silver cannot he weighed out as its price.

16 It cannot he estimated by the gold of Ophir

:

By the precious onyx, or the sapphire.

17 Gold and the crystal are not to be compared with it :

And jewels of fine gold cannot buy it.

18 No mention shall be made of coral or of crystal

;

For the price of wisdom is above rubies.

19 The topaz of Gush cannot equal it

;

Nor can it be pm'chased with pure gold.

20 Whence, then, cometh wisdom?
And where is the place of understanding ?

21 Since it is concealed from the eyes of all the living,

And hidden from the fowls of the air.

22 Destruction and Death say,

" We have heard [only] a rumour of it with our ears."

23 God causes its way to be understood,

And he knows its place.

24 For he looketh to the ends of the earth
;

[All] that is imder the whole heavens he seeth.

25 When to the winds he gave weight,

And when he measured out the waters
;

26 When he prescribed laws for the rain,

And a path for the thunder-flash
;

27 Then he saw it, and he made it known

!

He prepared it, and he also searched it out.

28 And he said to man

—

" Lo ! the fear of the Lord—^that is wisdom

;

" And departure from evil is understanding."

29 Moreover, Job continued his discourse, and said

:

2 Oh that I were as in months past.

As in the days when God was my protector!

3 When his lamp shone over my head,

And when by his light I walked through darkness I

4 As I was in the days of my strength,

Wlien God abode in my tent as a friend I

5 When the Almighty was yet with me,

And my children were round about me I

6 "\Then I washed my steps in cream.

And the rock poured me out rivers of oil I
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7 A^Tien I -went fortli to tlie gato tlirougli tlie city,

And prepared my seat in the public place,

8 Tlie young men saw mc, and respcctlully retired before me,
And tlic aged arose and stood.

9 The princes refrained from speaking,

And laid their hand upon their mouth.
10 The voice of counsellors ^vas silent,

And their tongue cleaved to the roof of their mouth.
11 For the ear heard, and it blessed me

;

And the eye saw, and it bore witness to mc.
12 For I rescued the poor -when they cried,

And the fathei-less, -when there was none to help him.

13 The blessing of him that was ready to perish came upon me,
And I caused the heart of the widow to sing with joy.

14 I put on righteousness, and it clothed me
;

And justice was my robe and diadem.
15 I was eyes to the blind,

And feet was I to the lame

;

16 I was a father to the poor.

And the cause of the unknown I searched out.

17 And I broke the teeth of the wicked,
And from their teeth I plucked away the spoil.

18 Then said I, " I shall die in my nest

;

" I shall multiply my days as the sand."

19 My root was exposed to the waters.

The dew lay all night on my branches.

20 My glory was fresh in me.
And my bow gathered strength in my hand.

21 To me men gave ear, and waited,

And were silent at my counsel.

22 After my words they made no reply.

And my speech dropped upon them.

23 And they waited for me as for the rain

;

And they opened their mouths wide as for the latter rain.

24 Did I smile upon them, they confided not [in their plans],

And the light of my countenance they could not cast down.
25 I chose out their way, and sat as a chief

;

I dwelt as a king in the midst of an army.
And as a comforter among mourners.

30 But now they who are younger than I have me ill derision,

Whose fathers I would have disdained to set with the dogs of

my flock.

2 Yet the strength of their hands, what is it to me,
In wnom vigour is perished ?

3 On account of hunger and famine they are wholly emaciated

;

Gnawing in the wilderness

—

In the shades of desolation and waste.

4 WTio pluck up the salt-wort among the bushes,

And the root of the Retem is their food.

5 They were driven from among men

;

They shouted after them as after a thief.
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6 They dwell in liorrid valleys,

lu the holes of the earth, and in the rockfi.

7 Among the bushes they brayed
;

Under the thorns they were huddled together.

8 Children of the fool
;
yea, children of those without a name,

They were driven out of the land.

9 And now I am become their song

;

Yea, I am their by-word.

10 They abominate me, they stand aloof from me,
They forbear not to sj^it before my face

!

11 For they let loose all restraint, and afflict me

;

They also cast oil' the bridle before me.

12 On my right hand rises up the low brood

;

They trip up my feet

;

They cast up against me ways for my destruction.

13 They break up my path

;

They help forward my ruin

—

Men who have no helper I

14 As through a wide breach they came upon me,
They rolled themselves tumultuously along with tie rainB I

15 Terrors are turned upon me

;

They pursue my generous nature as the wind

;

And my welfare has passed away as a cloud.

16 And now my soul is poured out upon me
;

The days of affliction have taken hold upon me.
17 At night my bones are pierced through

;

And my jaws take no rest.

18 By its great power [disease] has become my garment

;

It girds me about Hke the mouth of my tunic.

19 He hath cast me into the mii'e,

And I am become like dust and ashes.

20 I cry unto thee, but thou dost not hear me

;

I stand up but thou dost not regard me.
21 Thou art become cruel unto me

;

With thy strong hand thou dost persecute me.
22 Thou liftest me up to the wind ; thou causest me to ride upon it

;

Thou causest me to melt away ; thou terrifiest me.
23 For I know that thou wilt bring me to death

;

And to the house appointed for all living.

24 Nevertheless, over the ruins he will not stretch out Ms hancL

If when he destroys there is prayer among them.
25 Did not I weep for him that was in trouble ?

Was not my soul grieved for the poor ?

26 When I looked for good, then evil came

;

When I looked for light, then came darkness.

27 My bowels boil, and rest not

;

The days of anguish have come upon me.
28 I am become black, but not by the sun

;

I stand up and weep in the congi-egation.

29 I am become a brother to the jackal,

And a companion to the ostrich.
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30 My skin is black upon me

;

And my bones burn -with heat,

31 My harp also is turned to mourning,
And my pipes to notes of grief.

31 I made a covenant with mine eyes
;

How then could I think upon a virgin ?

2 For what portion should I have from God above,

And what would be my inheritance from the Almighty on high ?

3 Is not destruction for the wicked.
And strange punishment for the workers of iniquity '

4 Does he not see my ways,
And number all my steps ?

5 If 1 have walked with falsehood.

And if my foot hath hasted after deception,

6 Let him weigh me in an even balance.

And let God know my integrity.

7 If my steps have turned aside from the way,.

And my heart have followed my eyes.

And any stain have cleaved to my hand,

8 Then may I sow, and another reap.

And then may my harvests be rooted up 1

9 If my heart have been enticed by a Avoman,

Or if I have laid wait at my neighbom''s door,

10 Then let my wife be a mill-wench to another.

And let others bow down upon her.

11 For this is a heinous crime
;

Yea, this would be iniquity to be punished by the judges.

12 For it is a fire that would bui-n to destruction.

And root out all my increase.

13 If I have refused justice to my man-servant or maid-servant
When they had a cause with me,

14 What shall I do when God riseth up ?

And when he visiteth, what shall I answer him ?

15 Did not He that made me in the womb make him ?

Did not the same One fashion us in the womb ?

16 If I have withheld the poor from their desire,

Or caused the eyes of the widow to fail

;

17 If I have eaten my morsel alone.

And the fatherless hath not eaten of it

;

[a father

18 (For from my youth he [the orphan] grew up with me, as with
And I was her guide [of the widow] from my earliest days

;)

19 If I have seen any one perishing for want of clothing,

Or any poor man without covering

;

20 If his loins have not blessed me,
And if he has not been warmed with the fleece of my sheep

;

21 If I have lifted up my hand against the fatherless,

Because I saw that I had help in the gate,

—

22 Then may my shoulder fall from the blade.

And mine arm be broken from the upper-bone I

"J3 For destruction from God was a terror to me
j

And before his majesty I could not do it.

e 2
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24 If I have made gold my trust,

Or said to the fiue gold, Thou art my coufideuce

;

25 If I rejoiced because my wealth was great,

Aud because my hand had found much

;

26 If I beheld the sun when it shined,

Aud the moon advancing in its brightness,

27 And my heart has been secretly enticed,

And my mouth has kissed my hand

—

28 This also would have been a crime to be punished by the judge,

For I should have doiied the God who is above.

29 If I have rejoiced at the destruction of him that hated me.
And exulted when evil came ujion him

—

30 13 ut no ! I liave not sufiered my mouth to sin

Uy imprecating a curse on his soul ;

—

31 If my domestics could not at all times say,
" Who will show an instance when we have not been satisfied

from his hospitable table ?" *

32 The stranger did not lodge in the street,

My doors I opened to the traveller

;

33 If I have covered my transgressions as Adam,
By concealing my iniquity in my bosom,

34 Then let me be confounded before a great multitude !

Let the contemjit of families crush me !

Yea, let me keep silence, and never go out of my door

!

35 Oh that He would hear me

!

Behold, my defence ! May the Almighty answer me

!

Would that He who contends with me would write down his

charge

!

36 Truly upon my shoulder would I bear it

;

I would bind it upon me as a diadem !

37 I would tell the number of my steps to him

;

Like a prince would I ap-jiroach him

!

38 If my land cry out against me,
And the furrows likewise complain;

39 If I have eaten its fruits Avithout payment,
And extorted the living of its o'wuers

;

40 Let thistles grow up instead of wheat,

Aud noxious weeds instead of barley.

Speech of Bliku.—Ch. xxxii.

32 so these three men ceased to answer Job, because he was
2 righteous in his own eyes. Then was kindled the anger of

Elihu, the son of Barachel the Buzite, of the family of Ham

;

against Job was his anger kindled, because he vindicated him-
3 self more than God. Also against his three friends was his

auger kindled, because they had not found an answer, and yet
4 had condemned Job. IX^ow Elihu had waited till Job had

* This translation is more paraphrastic than I have made in any other in-

Btauoe, hut it was not easy to express the sense hy a literal rendering.
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5 spoken, because tliey T7cro older tliau himself. When Elihu

saw that there "was no answer in the mouth of these three

6 men, then his anger was kindled. Thou Elihu, the son of

Barachel the Buzite, answered and said :

I am youno;, and ye are very old

;

Therefore I Avas ai'raid,

And durst not make known to you my opinion.

7 I said, " Days slioukl speak,
" And multitude of years should teach wisdom."

8 But there is a spirit in man

;

And the inspiration of tlic Almighty giveth him understanding

9 Great men are not alwaj's wise
;

Neither do the aged always understand what is right.

10 Therefore I said, " Hearken unto me
;

" I also will declare mine opinion."

11 Behold, I waited for your words
;

I listened for yom* arguments,

While ye searched out wliat to say.

12 Yea, I have attended to you

;

And hehold there is no one that hath refuted Job,
Or answered his words :

—

13 Lest ye should say, " We have found out wisdom ;"

—

God only can subdue him ; not man.
14 Now, he did not direct his discourse against me

;

And I will not answer him with speeches like yours.

15 They were confounded ; they answered no more

;

|

They jmt words far from them.
IG And I waited, although they did not speak

;

Although they stood still, and answered no more.
17 Even I will answer now on my part

;

Even I will show mine opinion.

18 For I am full of words
;

The spirit within me doth constrain me.
''

19 Behold I am as wine which has no vent

;

I

I am ready to burst like new bottles. '

20 I will speak that I may breathe more freely,
'

I will open my lips and reply.
j

21 May I not be partial to any man's person

!

I

And let me not flatter any one I • 1

22 For I cannot flatter

—

In a little time my Maker will bear me away

!

33 Hear therefore, Job, I beseech thee, my discourse,

And to all my words give ear.

2 Behold now I open my mouth, .

]\Iy tongue now speaks in my mouth.
]

3 My words shall be in the uprightness of my heart,

And my lips shall speak knowledge in its purity.
]

4 The Spirit of God hath made me,
|

And the breath of the Almighty hath given me Life.
i

o If thou art able, answer me
;

j

Set [thy words] in array before me ; stand firm

!

j
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6 Lo ! I, according to tliy request, am in tlie place of God :-

Yet from clay am I also formed.

7 Lo ! my terror sliall not make thee afraid
;

And my tand sliall not be heavy npon thee.

8 Surely thou hast said in my hearing,

And I have heard the voice of thy "words

—

9 " I am pure, and Trithout transgression

;

" I am innocent, and there is no iniquity in me.
10 " Behold, He seeketh causes of enmity against me,

" He regardeth me as his enemy,
11 " He putteth my feet in the stocks

;

" He Tvatcheth all my paths."

12 Behold, in this thou art not right—I will answer thee

—

For God is greater than man.
13 Whj dost thou strive against him 1

For he doth not give account of any of his doings,

14 For God speaketh once,

Yea twice, when man regardeth it not.

15 In a dream, in a vision of the night,

"When deep sleep falleth upon men.
In slumherings upon the bed,

16 Then he openeth the ears of men,
And sealeth instruction unto them

;

17 That He may turn man from his purpose,

And hide pride from man.
18 He keepeth him hack from the pit.

And his life from perishing by a violent death.

19 He is also chastened with pain upon his bed.

And the multitude of his bones with violent suffering,

20 So that his life abhorreth bread,

And his soul the choicest food.

21 His flesh is consumed so that it cannot be seen,

And his bones that were invisible are naked.

22 And his soul draweth near to the pit,

And his life to the destroyers.

23 If there be with him a messenger [of God],

An interpreter—one among a thousand

—

To announce to man his uprightness,

24 Then Tvill he be gracious unto him, and say,
" Deliver him from going down to the pit

;

" I have found a ransom."
25 His flesh shall become fresher than a child's

;

He shall return to the days of his youth.

26 He shall pray unto God, and he will be merciful to him
;

And he shall see his face with joy,

For he deals with men in equity.

27 He looketh attentively on man.
And when he says,
" I have sinned, and acted perversely,
" And it has been no advantage to me,"

28 Then he delivers his soul from going down to the pit.
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And his life beholds the light.

29 Lo, all these things doeth God,
Twice, yea thrice, with mau,

30 That he may bring him back from the pit,

To enjoy the light of life.

31 Mark well, Job, hearken unto me 1

Keep silence, and I will speak.

32 If thou hast anything to say, answer me
,

Speak, for I desire to do thee justice.

33 But if not, do thou listen to mo
;

Attend, and I will teach thee wisdom.

34 And Elihu proceeded and said :

2 Hear my words, ye wise men

;

And ye that have knowledge, give ear to me.
3 For the ear trieth words,
As the mouth tastoth meat.

4 Let us choose to ourselves what is right

;

Let us know among ourselves what is good.
For Job hath said, " I au> pw^Hveoas

;

" And God hath taken away my right.

6 " In respect to my cause i am regarded as a liar, [sioe.'

" The arrow in me is fatal—though I am free from transgres-

7 ^^Tiat mau is like Job,
Who drinketh up scorning like water 1

8 Who keepeth company with the workers of iniquity,

And walketh with wicked men 1

9 For he hath said, " It is no advantage to a man
" Allien he is in friendship with God."

10 Wherefore hearken unto me, ye men of understanding.
Far be iniquity from God I

And injustice far from the Almighty

!

11 For he will render to man his work,
And requite every man according to his way.

12 Surely God will not do wickedly,
Nor will the Almighty pervert justice.

13 '\^'ho hath committed to him the charge of the eertn ?

Or who hath aiTanged the w'hole world ?

14 If he form such a purpose iu regard to man.
The spirit and the breath he will gather to iiimself

;

15 Ail flesh will expire together,

And man will return to the dust.

16 If thou hast understanding, hear this

;

Hearken to the voice of my words I

17 Shall he that hateth justice govern?
Wilt thou condemn him that is supremely „ast?

18 Is it proper to say to a king, " Thou art wicked t"

Or to princes, *' Ye are unrighteous?"

19 How much more to him that shows no partiality to princeB,

IS'or regards the rich more than the poor ?

For they are all the work of his hands.
20 In a moment they die,
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And at midniglit are the people shaken and pass away
;

Yea, the mighty are destroyed without hand.
21 For his eyes are upon the Avays of men,

He seeth all their steps.

22 There is no darkness nor shadow of death
"\Miere the workers of iniquity may hide themselves.

23 For he needeth not long to regard man
To bring him before God in judgment.

24 He dasheth in pieces the mighty without inquiry,

And setteth others in tlieir stead.

25 For he knoweth their works,
And he bringeth night upon them, and they are crushed.

26 On account of their being wicked he smiteth them
In the presence of beholders,

27 Because they turned away from him.
And had no regard to his ways,

28 And caused the cry of the poor to come before him ;

—

For the cry of the oppressed he heareth.

29 '\Mien he giyeth rest, who then can make ti*ouble 1

And when he hideth his face, who then can behold him ?

And this in respect to a nation and an individual alike :

30 That the wicked should no more reign,

IN'or be snares to the people.

31 Surely it is proper to say to God,
" I have received chastisement ; I will no more offend.

32 " What I see not, teach thou me
;

" If I have done iniquity, I will do so no more."
33 Shall it be from thee that God recompenses it [human conduct]

because thou dost refuse 1

For thou must choose, and not I,

And what thou knowest, speak.

34 Men of understanding will say to me,
And the man of wisdom who has heard me,

35 " Job hath spoken without knowledge,
" And his words are without wisdom."

36 My desire is that Job may be fully tried

On account of his answers for wicked men.
37 For he hath added rebellion to his sin

;

He clappeth his hands among us.

And multiplieth his words against God.

35 And Elihu proceeded and said :

2 Thinkest thou this to be right

When thou saidst, " I am more righteous than God ?"

3 For thou hast said [to thyself], " "\\'hat advantage will it be to

thee?
" What profit shall I have more than if I had not sinned ?"

4 I will answer thee,

And thy companions with thee.

5 Look up to the heavens, and see

!

And behold the clouds, which are high above thee 1

6 If thou sinnest, what doest thou against Him?
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And if thy transgressions ha multiplied, what dost thou do to

Biml
7 If tliou art righteous, what dost thou give Him ?

Or what does He receive at thy hand ?

8 Thy wickedness can injure only a man like thyseK;

And thy righteousness profit only a son of man.

9 Men arc made to cry out [indeed] on account of the multitude

of their wrongs

;

They cry out on account of the arm of the mighty.

10 But none saith, " Where is God my maker,
" AVho in the night of calamity giveth songs ?

11 " AVho would teach us more than the heasts of the earth,

" And make us wiser than the fowls of heaven."

12 Then they cry aloud, but he giveth no answer,

On account of the pride of [such] wicked men.
13 For God will not hear vain supplication,

jVor will the Almighty regard it.

14 Although thou sayest that thou canst not see him,

Yet justice is with him ; only wait thou for him.

15 But now the visitations of his anger are almost as nothing

;

And he has not taken cognizance with strictness of transgres*

sion.

16 Job hath opened his mouth without understanding

;

He hath multiplied words without knowledge.

36 Elihu also proceeded and said :

2 Bear with me a little farther, and I will show you.

For there is much yet to be said for God.
3 I will bring my knowledge from afar.

And will ascribe righteousness to my Mater.
4 For truly my words shall not be false :

One perfect in knowledge is with thee.

5 Behold, God is great, and despiseth not any

;

Great is he in strength of understanding.

6 He preserveth not the life of the wicked

;

He doeth justice to the oppressed.

7 He withdraweth not his eyes from the righteous
;

But with kings are they upon the throne,

And he estabUsheth them lor ever, and they are exalted.

8 And if [the righteous] are bound in fetters,

And holden in the cords of affliction,

9 Then he showeth them their deeds.

And their transgressions that they have been great.

10 He openeth also their ear to instruction,

And commandeth them to turn from iniquity.

11 If they obey and serve him they spend their days in prosperity,

And their years in pleasures.

12 But if they will not obey they perish with the sword,
And they die without knowledge.

13 But the hypocrites in heart treasure up wrath
;

They cry not [to God] when he bindeth them.
14 They die in their youth

;
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And their life [is closed] -witli the grossly impure.

15 He deUveretli the afflicted in their distress,

And openeth their ears in their trials.

16 In like manner he would have removed thee from a pent-up

way
To a hroad place where there is no straitness,

And the provision of thy tahle would have heen full of fatness.

17 But if thou dost fully hold the sentiments of the wicked,

Such sentiments and justice will be close together.*

18 For there is wrath : beware lest he take thee away with hia

stroke

;

Then a great ransom cannot save thee.

19 Will he esteem thy riches :

No 1 not gold, nor all the abundance of wealth.

20 Long not for the night,

To go to the people beneath them.

21 Take heed ! regard not iniquity,

For this hast thou preferred to affliction.

22 Behold, God is exalted in his power

;

^Vho is a teacher like him ?

23 Who hath appointed him his way ?

And who can say, " Thou hast done iniquity?"

24 Forget not thou to magnify his work
On which men look.f

25 All men see it

;

Mortals behold it from afar.

26 Lo, God is great, and we know him not

;

The number of his years is unsearchable.

27 For he draweth up the drops of water,

They distil rain in its vapour,

28 '\Vhich the clouds pour down

;

They pour it upon man iu abundance.

29 Who also can imderstand the outspreading of the clouda,

And the fearful thunderings in his pavilion?

30 Behold, he spreadeth his light upon it

;

He also covereth the depths of the sea.

31 By these he executeth judgment upon the people

;

By these also he giveth food in abundance.

32 With his hands he covereth the lightning.

And commandeth it where to strike.

83 He pointeth out to it his friends

—

The collecting of his wrath is upon the wicked.

37 At this also my heart palpitates,

And is moved out of its place.

2 Hear, oh hear the thunder of his voice !

The muttering thunder that goes from his mouth

!

3 He directeth it under the whole heaven.

And his lightning to the ends of the earth.

* Or, will sustain each other.
*• That is, the works of the visible creation.
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4 After it, tte thunder roaretli

;

He tliunderetli -witli tlie voice of Ms majesty,

And he -will not restrain the tempest when his voice is heard.

5 God thuudereth marvellously -with his voice
;

He doeth -n-onders which we cannot comprehend.

6 For he saith to the snow, " Be thou on the earth ;"

To the pouring forth of the rain also, even the pom-ing forth

of his mighty rains.

7 He sealeth up the hand of every man,
That all the men whom he has made may have knowledge.

8 Then the beasts go into their dens,

And abide in their caverns.

9 Out of the South cometh the whirlwind.

And cold out of the ]N'orth.

10 By the breath of God the frost is produced,

And the broad waters become compressed.

11 Serenity also expels the thick cloud

;

His light scatters the cloud,

12 And it is turned about by his direction.

To execute all that he has commanded upon the face of the

habitable world.

13 Whether for correction, or for his land, or for mercy,

He causeth it to come.

14 Give ear, Job, to this

;

Stand and consider the wonderful works of God.

15 Dost thou know how God arranges these things,

And how he causes the lightning to flash from the dark cloud ?

16 Dost thou understand how the clouds are suspended.

The wondrous works of Him that is perfect in wisdom ?

17 How thy garments become warm,
"When he maketh the earth sultry by the South wind ?

18 Hast thou aided him in spreading out the firmament,

That stands strong, like a molten mirror.

19 Teach us what we shall say unto him
;

We cannot address him by reason of darkness.

20 Shall it be told him that I have presumed to speak ?

Surely if a man should speak to him, he would be destroyed.

21 And now—men cannot look upon the bright splendour that

is on the clouds,

For the wind passeth along, and maketh an opening

!

22 Golden splendour approaches from the I!sorth :

—

How fearful is the majesty of God

!

23 The Almighty !—we cannot find him out

!

Great in power, and in justice, and vast in righteousneBS I

He does not oppress

!

24 WTierefore men should be filled with awe

;

The wise in heart he does not regard.
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JehovaJi s first address to Job.—Ch. xxxviii., xxxix.

38 THEN Jehoyah answered Job out of tie storm, and said

;

2 Wlio is this that darkeueth counsel by words without know-
ledge ?

3 Gird up now thy loins like a man

;

I will put questions to tliee, and do thou inform me.

4 Where wast thou when I foimded the earth ?

Declare if thou hast knowledge !

5 Who then fixed the measure of it ? For thou knowest

!

Wlio .stretched the line upon it?

6 Upon what are its foundations settled ?

Or who laid its corner-stone?

7 When the morning stars sang together,

And all the sons of God shouted for joy?

8 Who shiit up the sea with doors

In its bursting forth as from the womb ?

9 When I made the cloud its garment,

And swathed it in thick darkness ?

10 I measui'ed out for it my limits.

And fixed its bars and doors
;

11 And said, Thus far shalt thou come, biit no further,

And here shall thy proud waves be stayed

!

12 Hast tliou, in thy life, given commandment to the morning,

Or caused the dawn to know its place,

13 That it may seize on the far corners of the earth.

And scatter the robbers before it ?

14 It turns itself along, like clay under a seal,

And all things stand forth as if in gorgeous apparel.

15 But from the wicked their light is withheld,

And the high arm is broken,

16 Hast thou penetrated to the springs of the sea,

And hast thou walked about in the recesses of the deep ?

17 Have the gates of death been opened to thee,

Or hast thou seen the gates of the shadow of death ?

18 Hast thou observed the breadths of the earth ?

Declare, if thou knoAvest it all. .

19 Where is the way to the dwelling-place of light ?

And the darkness—where is its place

—

20 That thou couldst conduct it to its limits,

And that thou shouldst know the path to its dwelling ?

21 Didst thou know this because thou wast then born,

Or because the number of thy days is great?

22 Hast thou been into the storehouses of snow,

Or seen the storehouses of hail,

23 W^hich I have reserved until the time of trouble.

To the day of battle and war ?

24 By what way is the light distributed,

And how is the East Avind spread abroad upon the earth?
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25 ^\Tio hatli divided for the shower a channel,

And who hath made a path for the thunder-ttash,

26 To give rain to a land where there is no man,
Upon the desert where no one dwells

;

27 To saturate the desert and the barren place,

And to cause the hud of the tender herb to germinate ?

28 Hath the rain a father 1

And who hath begotten the drops of the dew ?

29 From whose womb came the ice ?

The hoar-frost of heaven—who gave it birth ?

30 The waters are hid as under a stone
;

And the surface of the deep becomes a solid mass.

31 Canst thou bind tlie sweet influences of Pleiades,

Or loose the bands of Orion ?

32 Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth in his season,

Or lead forth the Bear with her young ?

33 Knowest thou the laws of the heavens,

Or hast thou appointed tlieir dominion over the earth 1

34 Canst thou lift up thy voice to the clouds.

So that the overflowings of the waters shall cover thee ?

35 Canst thou send forth the lightnings, so that they shall gOj

And shall say to thee, " Here we are ?"

30 Who hath imparted understanding to thy inward parts ?

Or given intelligence to thy mind 1

37 "WTio can number the clouds by wisdom ?

And who can empty the bottles of heaven,

38 When the dust flows into a molten mass,

And the clods cleave fast together ?

39 Canst thoi^ hunt for the lion his prey ?

And the hunger of the young lions canst thou satisfy,

40 "When they crouch in their dens,

And lie in wait in the thicket ?

41 Who provideth for the raven his food.

When his young cry unto God,
And wander for lack of food ?

39 Knowest thou the time when the wild goats of the rocl<

bring forth ?

Or canst thou observe the birth-throes of the hind ?

2 Canst thou number the months that they fulfil V

Knowest thou the season when they bring forth ?

3 They bow themselves ; they give birth to their young

;

They cast forth their sorrows.

4 Their young ones increase in strength

;

They grow up in the wilderness
;

They go from them, and return no more.

5 '\^^lo hath sent forth the wild ass free ?

Or who hath loosed the bands of the wild ass ?

6 Whose home I have made the wilderness,

And his dwellings the barren land.

7 He scometh the uproar of the city

;

The cry of the driver he heedeth not
vor.. II. 2 c
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8 The range of the mountains is his pasture

;

lie searcheth after every green thing.

9 Will the \inicom be "willing to serve thee ?

Will he ahide through the night at thy crib
'

10 Wilt thou bind him with his band in the furrow ?

And will he harrow the valleys after thee J

11 Wilt thou trust him because his strength is great 1

Or wilt thou commit thy labour to him I

12 Wilt thou have confidence in him to bring in thy grain,

And to gather it to thy threshing-floor ?

13 A wing of exulting fowls moves joyfully

!

Is it the wing and the plumage of the stork 'I

14 She leaveth her eggs upon the ground,
And upon the dust she warmeth them,

15 And forgetteth that the foot may crush them,
And that the wild beast may break them.

16 She is hardened towards her young, as if they were not hers

,

In vain is her travail, and without solicitude

;

17 Because God hath withheld wisdom from her,

And hath not imparted to her understanding.

18 In the time when she raiseth herself up on high
She laugheth at the horse and his rider.

19 Hast thou given the horse his strength?

Hast thou clothed h.is neck with thunder ?

20 Dost thou make him leap as the locust {

How terrible is the glory of his nostrils !

21 He paweth in the valley ; he exulteth in his strength

;

He goeth forth into the midst of arms.

22 He laugheth at fear, and is nothing daunted

;

And he turneth not back from the sword.

23 Upon him rattleth the quiver.

The gKttering spear and the lance.

24 In his fierceness and rage he devoureth the ground,
And will no longer stand still when the trumpet sounds.

2o When the trumpet soimds he saith "Aha !"

And from afar he snuflTeth the battle

—

The war-cry of the princes, and the battle-shout.

26 Is it by thy understanding that the hawk flieth,

And spreadeth his wings towards the South ?

27 Is it at thy command that the eagle mounteth up.

And that he buildeth his nest on high 1

28 He inhabiteth the rock, and abideth there

—

Upon the crag of the rock, and the high fortress.

29 From thence he spieth out his prey

;

His eyes discern it from afar

:

30 His young ones greedily gulp down blood

;

And where the slain are, there is he.
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Jehovah's second address to Job.— Cli. xl., xli.

40 ^lOREOVER Jehovah answered Job, and said

:

2 Will ho tliat Tvould enter into an argument witli tlie Almighty
now instruct him ?

Will ho that wished to carry his cause hefore God now reply?

3 Then Job answered Jehovah, and said :

4 Behold, I am vile I What can I answer thee ?

I will lay my hand upon my mouth.
5 Once did I spoalc ; but I will not answer again

:

Yea, twice ; but I will add no more.
6 Then Jehovah answered Job out of the whirlwind, and said

:

7 Gird up now thy loins like a man I

I will ask of thee, and do thou instruct me I

8 Wilt thou reverse my judgment?
Wilt thou show that I am wrong because thou art righteous ?

9 Hast thou an arm like God ?

Or canst thou thunder with a voice like liim ?

10 Adorn thyself now with grandeur and majesty,

And array thyself with splendour and glory.

11 Lot loose the fury of thy wrath 1

Look upon every one that is proud, and abase himl
12 Look upon every one that is proud, and bring him low 1

Yea, tread down the wicked in their place !

13 Hide them in the dust together !

Bind them in the dungeon 1

14 Then will I also give thee praise.

For thine oavu right hand can save thee.

15 Behold now Behemoth which I have made, as well as thyself;

He feedeth on grass like the ox.

16 Behold now his strength is in his loins
;

And his vigoui* in the muscles of his belly.

17 He bendeth his tail like the cedar

;

The sinews of his haunches are twisted together.

18 His bones are like strong pieces of brass

:

His boues are like bars of iron.

19 He is chief among the works of God

;

He that made him has furnished him [as] with a sword.
20 For the mountains bring him forth food,

"Where all the beasts of the field play.

21 He lieth under the lotus-trees,

In the covert of the reeds and fens.

22 The lotus-trees cover him with their shade ;

The willows of the brook compass him about.

23 Lo 1 should a river rush upon him, he is not alarmed

;

He is unmoved sliould the Jordan rush upon his mouth,
24 Who can take him when he is on his guard ?

Or when taken in snares, who can pierce his nose 1
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41 Caust tliou dra-w forth Leyiathan with an nook?
Or press down his tongue Tvith a cord ?

2 Canst thou put a rope into his nose ?

Or pierce his jaw with a ring ?

3 Will he make many supplications unto thee ?

Will he speak soft words unto thee ?

4 Will he make a covenant with thee ?

Canst thou take him for a servant for ever ?

5 Canst thou play with him as with a hird ?

Or canst thou bind him for tliy maidens 1

6 Do men in company make a banquet of him ?

Do they divide him among the merchants ?

7 Canst thou fill his skin with barbed irons ?
,

Or his head with fish-spears 1

8 Lay thine hand upon him ; remember the fierce conflict

;

Thou wilt not do it again.

9 Behold the hope of [takirgj him is vain
;

Is it not dissijjated at his very appearance ?

10 j^fone is so courageous that he dare arouse him ;

—

And who then is he that can stand before me ?

11 Who can come upon me by surprise that I should recompense

him?
All under the whole heavens is mine.

12 I will not be silent concerning his parts

And his power, and the fitness of his armature.

13 Who can strip ofl" the surface of his garment ?

Who can come near to the doubling of his jaws ?

14 "WTio can open the doors of his face ?

The rows of his teeth are terrible.

15 His strong shields are his pride

—

Shut up together as with a close seal.

16 They are joined one to another,

So that no air can come between them.

17 They cleave fast to each other

;

They take hold on one another so that they cannot be eeparatecL

18 In his sneezing light is caused to shine.

And liis eyes are like the eyelids of the morning.

19 Out of his mouth go forth torches
;

Sparks of fu'e leap forth.

20 Out of his nostrils goeth smoke,
As from a boiling pot or caldron.

21 His breath kindleth coals,

And a flame issueth out of his mouth.

22 In his neck dwelleth strength

;

Before him danceth terror.

23 The dew-laps of his flesh cleave fast together

;

They are firm upon him ; they cannot be moved.
24 His heart is solid like a stone

;

Yea, solid like the nether millstone.

25 When he riseth up the mighty arc afraid

;

Yea, they lose themselves from terror.
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26 The sword of him that attacks him will not adhere

;

Nor will the sj^ear, the dart, or the javelin.

27 Ho regardoth iron as straw,

And brass as rotten wood.
28 The arrow will not piit him to flight

;

Sling-stonos turn thomsolves into stubble in respect to him.

29 Clubs arc regarded by him as stubble
;

He laugheth at the shaking of a spear.

30 Under him are sharp potsherds
;

lie spreadeth out his rough parts upon the mire.

31 He maketh the deep to boil like a pot

;

He maketh the sea like a jiot of ointment.

32 After him he leaves a shining path

—

So that one would think the deep to be hoary.

33 Upon the earth there is not his like
;

He is made to be destitute of fear.

34 On every high thing he looketh down,
King over all the sons of pride.

The response and j^enitcnt confession of Job.—Ch. xlii. 1—6.

42 THEN Job answered Jehovah, and said

:

2 I know that thou canst do everything,

And that no purpose of thine can be prevented.

3 " Who is he [indeed] that darkeneth counsel by words without
knowledge ?

"

I have indeed uttered what I uudei'stood not

;

Things too wonderful for me, which I knew not.

4 Hear then, I beseech thee, and I will speak

;

I will ask thee, and do thou instruct me.
5 I have heard of thee by the hearing of the ear.

But now mine eye seeth thee

;

6 WTierefore I abhor myself,

And repent in dust and ashes.

PART III.

The conclusion in prose,—Vers, 7—17.

7 AND it came to pass after Jehovah had spoken these words to

Job, that Jehovah said to Eliphaz the Temanite, " My wrath
is kindled against thee and thy two friends, for ye have not

spoken concerning me that which is right, as my servant Job
8 hath. Therefore take for yourselves seven bullocks and seven

rams, and go to my servant Job and offer for yourselves a burnt-

offering ; and Job my servant shall pray for you—for to him
will I have regard—lest I should recompense to you your folly.

For ye have not spoken concerning me that which is right, as

my servant Job hath."
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9 So Elipliaz tlio Temanite, and Bildad tlie SliuMte, and
Zopliar the Naamatliite, went and did as Jehovah commanded
tliem ; and Jehovah had respect to Job.

10 And Jehovah turned the captivity of Job when he prayed

for his friends, and Jehovah gave him double of what he had
11 before. Then came to him all his brethren, and all his sisters,

and all his former acquaintances, and ate bread with him in his

house ; and they condoled with him and comforted him over

all the evil that Jehovah had brought upon him ; and every

one gave him a piece of money, and every one a ring of gold.

12 So Jehovah blessed the latter days of Job more than his

beginning ; for he had fourteen thousand sheep, six thousand

13 camels, a thousand yoke of oxen, and a thousand she-asses. Ho
14 had also seven sons and three daughters. And he called the

name of the first Jemima, of the second Kezia, and of the

15 third Iveren-happuch. And in all the land were no women
found so beautiiul as the daughters of Job ; and their father

gave them an inheritance among their brethren.

16 And Job lived after this an hundred and forty years, and

17 saw his sons, and his sons' sons, even four generations. Aud
Job died, being old aud full of days.
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